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 The Institute of Ismaili Studies 

 Th e Institute of Ismaili Studies was established in 1977 with the object 
of promoting scholarship and learning on Islam, in the historical as 
well as contemporary contexts, and a better understanding of its 
relationship with other societies and faiths. 

 Th e Institute’s programmes encourage a perspective which is not 
confi ned to the theological and religious heritage of Islam, but which 
seeks to explore the relationship of religious ideas to broader 
dimensions of society and culture. Th e programmes thus encourage 
an interdisciplinary approach to the materials of Islamic history and 
thought. Particular attention is also given to issues of modernity that 
arise as Muslims seek to relate their heritage to the contemporary 
situation. 

 Within the Islamic tradition, the Institute’s programmes promote 
research on those areas which have, to date, received relatively little 
attention from scholars. Th ese include the intellectual and literary 
expressions of Shi‘ism in general, and Ismailism in particular. 

 In the context of Islamic societies, the Institute’s programmes are 
informed by the full range and diversity of cultures in which Islam is 
practised today, from the Middle East, South and Central Asia, and 
Africa to the industrialized societies of the West, thus taking into 
consideration the variety of contexts which shape the ideals, beliefs 
and practices of the faith. 

 Th ese objectives are realised through concrete programmes and 
activities organized and implemented by various departments of the 
Institute. Th e Institute also collaborates periodically, on a programme-
specifi c basis, with other institutions of learning in the United Kingdom 
and abroad. 
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 Th e Institute’s academic publications fall into a number of inter-
related categories: 

   1. Occasional papers or essays addressing broad themes of the 
relationship between religion and society, with special reference 
to Islam.  

  2. Monographs exploring specifi c aspects of Islamic faith and culture, 
or the contributions of individual Muslim thinkers or writers.  

  3. Editions or translations of signifi cant primary or secondary texts.  
  4. Translations of poetic or literary texts which illustrate the rich 

heritage of spiritual, devotional and symbolic expressions in 
Muslim history.  

  5. Works on Ismaili history and thought, and the relationship of the 
Ismailis to other traditions, communities and schools of thought 
in Islam.  

  6. Proceedings of conferences and seminars sponsored by the 
Institute.  

  7. Bibliographical works and catalogues which document 
manuscripts, printed texts and other source materials.   

Th is book falls into category six listed above.  

 In facilitating these and other publications, the Institute’s sole aim is 
to encourage original research and analysis of relevant issues. While 
every eff ort is made to ensure that the publications are of a high 
academic standard, there is naturally bound to be a diversity of views, 
ideas and interpretations. As such, the opinions expressed in these 
publications must be understood as belonging to their authors alone. 

Th e Institute of Ismaili Studies
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               Introduction   

    Wafi A.   Momin               

  On a visit to Lucknow, perhaps sometime in the late 1920s, the Russian 
Orientalist Wladimir Ivanow (1886–1970) chanced upon what he 
described as ‘a bundle of disjointed leaves belonging to a quite modern 
manuscript copy of an Arabic book, torn and worm-eaten’.  1   By then 
Ivanow was a seasoned book-buyer with extensive experience of 
acquiring thousands of manuscripts in Central Asia, Iran and India for 
institutions like the Asiatic Museum of the Russian Academy of 
Sciences (St. Petersburg) and the Asiatic Society of Bengal (Calcutta), 
as well as for himself. He does not reveal how he found this particular 
bundle of leaves. From the reminiscences of one of his book-buying 
ventures in Lucknow in 1927, we gather that it was an exhausting 
process demanding immense patience, but one that amply rewarded 
in the end. Ventures of this kind required familiarity with the 
functioning of dispersed book markets and invariably involved 
delicate dealings with brokers and, through them, with potential 
book owners and sellers. Th ey further demanded an encyclopaedic 
knowledge on a range of subjects in multiple languages, along with 
skills in negotiating the right price for desired books. By the time 
Ivanow settled in India towards the end of 1920, he could confi dently 
claim a fair grasp of the intricacies of book trade, a breadth of exposure 
to Persian and Arabic literature, and access to a network of learned 
circles interested in the subjects that were close to his heart.  2   

 In the world of book markets scattered throughout prominent 
centres of Muslim learning, such as Lucknow, an experienced and 
knowledgeable buyer like Ivanow was bound to come across many 
unexpected treasures, some readily apparent, others less so. Th e 
bundle of leaves that he found on that particular visit was a chance 
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fi nd.  3   Its ‘discovery’ in Lucknow was in itself something of an enigma, 
if not totally out of order, for the contents of the bundle belonged to a 
tightly guarded body of religious literature. Th ey were destined to 
make, some years later, a poignant mark in laying the foundations of 
what is now widely acknowledged as the distinct fi eld of Ismaili studies. 
Ivanow could not immediately make much of the contents which 
seemed to him to have dealt with ‘some philosophical matters’. He 
nonetheless bought the bundle though it remained unexamined in his 
boxes for a while. When he fi nally got a chance to study it, he was able 
to ascertain with the help of his ‘learned Ismaili friends’ that the leaves 
in fact contained the text of a bibliographic work,  Fahrasat al-kutub 
wa’l-ras ā  � il , compiled by the  � ayyib ī  writer, Ism ā  �  ī l b.  � Abd al-Ras ū l 
al-Majd ū  �  (d.  ca . 1183/1769).  4   

 In hindsight, this incidental discovery of the  Fihrist al-Majd ū  �   (as it 
is commonly known) by Ivanow proved to be a momentous event. It 
was not the fi rst occasion when religious texts produced within one or 
another branch of (what is now generally regarded as) the larger 
‘Ismaili’  5   dispensation had come to the attention of the Orientalists. 
Ivanow himself had earlier worked, while associated with the Asiatic 
Museum, with a relatively smaller collection of manuscripts housed 
there containing texts of this nature; his knowledge of such works only 
expanded in the subsequent years. By that time, many other scholars 
in the western world too had accumulated information about some 
fragments of this body of literature, access to which was made possible 
through the sporadic interactions of a handful of Orientalists and 
diplomats with the scattered pockets of Ismaili communities over the 
last century or so. Utilising by and large what was known around this 
time (barring some omissions), Louis Massignon could attempt in 
1922 the fi rst sketch of the textual sources relating to the Ismaili 
movement.  6   But against this state of knowledge, the fi nding of the 
 Fihrist  was nothing short of a game-changer. Being a bibliographic 
record of scores of works meant for the religious edifi cation of the 
D ā  �  ū d ī  Bohras at diff erent stages of progression, the  Fihrist  revealed 
perhaps for the fi rst time to the outside world the staggering wealth 
this literary heritage represented, even if it primarily dealt with textual 
materials studied by a particular branch within the larger Ismaili 
tradition. Realising its importance, Ivanow was quick to transform the 
contents of the ‘bundle of disjointed leaves’ into  A Guide to Ismaili 
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Literature  (published in 1933), adding a great deal of what he knew of 
the textual works produced by other branches of the Ismailis. 

 As one might expect, the  Guide  sparked much enthusiasm among 
scholarly circles which barely had access to the kind of materials 
described in it, the bulk of which was held in private libraries in India, 
Central Asia, Iran and elsewhere.  7   Ivanow’s reach to the treasures of 
these libraries was gradual—his decades of experience and engagement 
with the learned circles of the Ismaili communities was paramount in 
winning their trust, and in ensuring his way to these treasures. We 
thus fi nd him expressing time and again an immense gratitude to what 
he characterised in the  Guide  as the ‘enlightened’ and ‘broad-minded 
Ismaili friends’, alluding to how by sharing information and books 
pertaining to their religious heritage many of them had departed from 
a time-honoured practice of safeguarding these materials from 
outsiders. From this time onwards, we also see the burgeoning of a 
collaborative nexus between western enthusiasts and Ismaili scholars, 
a collaboration that was further nurtured by the establishment of some 
key institutions with the support of the leaders and literati of the 
concerned communities. At the heart of this new scholarly enterprise 
was a commitment to revisit the history of the Ismailis in light of what 
many of them were open to share from their own private libraries. 

 A similar and noteworthy collaboration transpired around this 
time, further away in Berlin and London, through the intellectual 
exchange and friendship between two renowned scholars, Paul Kraus 
and  � usayn al-Hamd ā n ī . Th eir writings brought to the fore many of 
the previously little-known works from al-Hamd ā n ī ’s family library, 
representing centuries of Fatimid- � ayyib ī  intellectual and literary 
riches. It was also through the manuscripts shared by al-Hamd ā n ī  that 
Kraus found a vital impetus to his own investigations on the doctrinal 
developments in early Ismaili tradition and their wider scholastic 
ramifi cations. Describing Kraus’s passionate dedication to his work in 
the early 1930s when he had made acquaintance of al-Hamd ā n ī , his 
friend Hans Lewy recalled how Kraus once told him ‘with sparkling 
eyes’ that he had managed to receive a manuscript from al-Hamd ā n ī  
for one night which ostensibly linked the alchemist J ā bir b.  � ayy ā n’s 
corpus with Ismaili writings, a connection that he was rigorously 
working to establish. Lewy observed, ‘[a]ft er a long vigil, Kraus 
returned triumphant at dawn to the institute, his work done’.  8   As we 
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learn from the letters exchanged between Kraus and al-Hamd ā n ī —
forming the subject-matter of Chapter 2 in this book—there also 
developed between them the idea of a bibliographic project similar to 
what Ivanow had brought out, a plan that was aborted aft er the  Guide ’s 
publication. 

 Indeed, ever since the appearance of Ivanow’s  Guide  the identifi cation 
and publication of textual sources transmitted via privately circulating 
manuscripts, and the production of bibliographic surveys expanding 
upon an ever growing repository of ‘Ismaili literature’, have remained 
a hallmark of scholarship in Ismaili studies. Th is preoccupation is 
understandable when viewed against the backdrop of the treatment 
long aff orded to the heritage of the Ismaili communities based largely 
on materials ill-disposed towards them (as reminded by quite a few 
chapters in this volume). Connected with this preoccupation, in 
some ways, are also the scholarly assessments that continue to lament 
the destruction of the Ismaili religious corpus, notably in the form of 
the tragic fate of the libraries established under the Fatimids and the 
Niz ā r ī s of Alam ū t times.  9   An incessant search for what might have 
survived in the face of such real or perceived atrocities has therefore 
claimed a greater share of attention from those who have dedicated 
themselves to studying the history of these communities over the last 
eight or so decades. 

 Leaving aside the somewhat contested question of the extent and 
nature of disintegration these libraries and their collections might 
have witnessed, a number of reports confi rm their periodic plundering 
and even large-scale destruction amidst economic and political 
calamities encountered by the Fatimid empire and the Niz ā r ī  state of 
Alam ū t.  10   Beyond these comparatively well-documented cases, 
manuscript and book collections in possession of dispersed Ismaili 
communities have reportedly been subjected to intermittent 
confi scation or suppression right through to the modern times.  11   
Compounding this, we can be sure of disasters, environmental factors 
or simple negligence contributing to the loss of many valuable 
manuscripts, especially in those parts of the world long inhabited by 
these communities.  12   It is, of course, diffi  cult to estimate what might 
have been permanently lost in the wake of such unfortunate episodes, 
much less the full range of materials housed in the said repositories. 
But the surviving manuscripts, originating from a cross-section of the 
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Ismaili circles, point to a staggering wealth of textual contents 
produced or cultivated by them, and bear witness to their rich 
intellectual, literary and scientifi c pursuits, whether during periods of 
political effl  orescence or otherwise. 

 A number of chapters in this volume thus refl ect the approaches of 
textual scholarship, but their discussion of specifi c texts especially 
consider the questions surrounding their transmission, drawing 
particularly upon the insights off ered and challenges posed by the 
manuscripts that served as a vital conduit in this process. Quite a few 
chapters bring forward hitherto unknown or little-known works, and 
ponder over their implications for specifi c episodes or broader trends 
in the history of the Ismaili tradition (see Chapters 9, 10, 14 and 16). 
Still others engage with previously less examined or unexplored 
manuscripts and shed light on how they inform or revise our 
understandings of better acquainted texts, including those circulated 
beyond the Ismaili communities (see Chapters 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 13, 15, 17 
and 18). Taken together, all the chapters dwell on a number of features 
in the manuscripts at their disposal—from paratextual elements like 
marginalia, annotations and colophons to orthographic/textual 
variations, scribal practices and codicological aspects—and bring 
them into relationship with the larger questions of textual transmission. 
Beyond engaging with the manuscripts, they probe into a host of other 
aspects, such as circulation of texts, reading culture, social history, 
issues of authorship, communal script, religious identity, interactions 
of ideas across ideological denominations and more. Moreover, as 
many contributors worked with digital versions of the manuscripts, 
their discussions (indirectly) bear the imprint of how scholars confront 
the challenges and opportunities off ered by the proliferation of digital 
texts. 

 A large number of the surviving manuscripts, representing the 
Ismaili literary heritage, are housed at Th e Institute of Ismaili Studies 
(IIS) founded in London in 1977. In addition, relatively smaller 
manuscript collections form part of a few libraries in Asia, Africa, 
Europe and North America, while a substantial number still exists in 
private holdings within diff erent branches of the Ismailis.  13   Th e origins 
of the manuscript collections at the IIS go back to the decades 
following the publication of Ivanow’s  Guide . With his initial base in 
Bombay, when Ivanow embarked in 1931 on a formal and long-term 
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association with the Ismailis as an employed researcher, his tasks 
included the acquisition of source materials that could facilitate a 
research and publications programme focused on the history, literature 
and doctrines of the Ismailis, as well as those of other associated 
groups. From roughly the mid 19th until at least the early decades of 
the 20th century, Bombay functioned as the headquarters and (in 
some ways) an intellectual powerhouse of the Niz ā r ī s when their 
imams (known as the Aga Khans) adopted this fl ourishing commercial 
capital as their residence. In this period, followers of the Aga Khans 
from other parts of India and beyond frequented Bombay, and among 
them were many learned individuals oft en in possession of valuable 
handwritten books passed down in their families for generations. 
Earlier in the 20th century, the head of the D ā  �  ū d ī  Bohras, �āhir Sayf 
al-Dīn (d. 1965), moved his administrative headquarters to Bombay 
where roots of the community lay at least to the fi rst half of the 19th 
century. Th is made Bombay a cultural hub where a large number of 
Ismailis gravitated around this time, and it could hardly have been 
more fortuitous for Ivanow and others invested in the aforementioned 
programme. 

 A major impetus to their eff orts came with the founding of two 
institutions in Bombay, fi rst Islamic Research Association in 1933, and 
subsequently the Ismaili Society in 1946, the latter dedicated to ‘the 
promotion of independent and critical study of all matters connected 
with Ismailism’.  14   In time, from a handful of Persian manuscripts and 
others in Indic languages belonging to the holdings of the Niz ā r ī  
community’s headquarters in Bombay, such materials began to grow 
exponentially. Ivanow’s decades of experience in book-buying and his 
invaluable contacts with learned circles doubtlessly paved the way in 
accessing and acquiring manuscripts from the Niz ā r ī  and Bohra literati 
then visiting Bombay.  15   Furthermore, his periodic (at times ‘offi  cial’) 
visits to Ismaili settlements additionally brought to his knowledge 
otherwise inaccessible private libraries. Beyond the sources that were 
of direct relevance to the stated objectives of the aforementioned 
institutions, namely those focusing on ‘Ismailism’, their acquisition 
eff orts also spanned into a wide array of connected themes, notably 
the traditions of mystics and other Shi � i groups in Islam. It was more 
than evident to the concerned stakeholders that in order to better 
understand the evolution of the Ismaili tradition, a comparative 
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perspective was indispensable. Hence, the manuscripts acquired 
through such institutional eff orts came to represent a hybrid mix of 
other works from a cross-section of Muslim heritage. It was the 
manuscripts brought together since the early 1930s, containing 
materials directly related to Ismaili heritage and those shared by other 
traditions in Islam, that became the nucleus of the manuscript 
repository at the IIS during its earlier years. 

 Th e names of the many learned individuals and the circumstances 
of their lives, whose collections helped build this manuscript repository 
during those foundational decades, have not been systematically 
documented in the sources at our disposal. Occasionally, the 
publications of the Islamic Research Association and the Ismaili Society 
make a passing reference to some of them, acknowledging their 
generous sharing of manuscript(s) for the edition of a given text, or 
their support in other ways. Aside from this, on rare occasions in the 
very manuscripts brought together at that time, the names of certain 
individuals who facilitated the research activities of the likes of Ivanow 
by supplying source materials are inscribed. Th ese learned individuals 
formed part of a literary network that stretched across the length and 
breadth of the Muslim world wherever the Ismaili communities had 
lived. Th rough this network, they travelled to cosmopolitan centres 
like Bombay and participated in intellectual and educational activities, 
not just by sharing knowledge and materials at their disposal but by 
copying texts that they came to know about and deemed important 
enough to take back home. Discussions of certain manuscripts and 
texts in this volume bring to light such transregional literary networks 
which were instrumental in supporting the said scholarly enterprise. 
Among the individuals who belonged to this network in the fi rst half 
of the last century (upon whom Ivanow drew in various ways) are 
M ū s ā  Kh ā n Khur ā s ā n ī , Sayyid Mun ī r Badakhsh ā n ī , Alimahomed J. 
Chunara, V. N. Hooda, and  �  ā j ī  Qudratull ā h Baig among others.  16   

 Th e nucleus of the manuscript collections from the initial years of 
the IIS was augmented through subsequent acquisitions and donations 
over the decades. Th eir growth mirrored, moreover, the varied arenas 
in the study of Islam with which the IIS has been engaged since its 
inception. Among some noteworthy scholarly collections which have 
since become part of the Institute’s manuscript holdings are those 
belonging to the  � ayyib ī  scholars Z ā hid  � Al ī  (d. 1958) and Abbas 
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Hamdani (d. 2019) (the latter representing a large portion of the 
Hamdani family’s library), and those of Chottu Lakhani (of Mumbai) 
and the Syrian Mu �  � af ā  Gh ā lib (d. 1981), the last two hailing from 
the Niz ā r ī  community. From these manuscripts, especially those 
originating from the Hamdani library, one sees not only the textual 
items pertaining to Ismaili heritage but many Zayd ī , Twelver Shi � i and 
Sunni works and others on a host of subjects from Arabic language 
and literature to mathematics, astronomy and medicine. Th is rich mix 
of textual contents therefore also points to the wide-ranging scholastic 
pursuits of generations of scholars involved in the transmission of 
knowledge. 

 In short, the diverse body of textual wealth nurtured among the 
Ismaili communities for centuries and preserved for a long time in 
private libraries in diff erent regions of the Near East, Central and 
South Asia bears witness to their religious, intellectual and scientifi c 
legacy. In the cultivation and dissemination of this legacy, a network 
of literary associations was active throughout these regions which 
connected their respective communities across geographical and 
cultural boundaries, as is evident from the circulation of people, ideas 
and texts between Yemen and Egypt, Egypt and Syria, Yemen and 
India, Iran and Central Asia, India and Iran and so forth. Many facets 
of the workings of these literary associations are embedded in the 
discussions off ered by diff erent chapters in this volume. 

 While a large portion of the manuscripts at the IIS concentrates on 
‘Ismaili’ materials, upon which several chapters in this volume draw, a 
substantial number of these manuscripts also embody a rich taxonomy 
ranging from texts concentrating on the Qur �  ā n, religious sciences, 
philosophy, logic and mysticism, on one hand, to those dealing 
with poetry, lexicography, grammar, rhetoric, astronomy, optics, 
mathematics and alchemy, on the other. Th e discussions of manuscript 
cultures from diff erent regions in this volume are enriched by some 
contributions which deal with aspects of textual transmission and 
literary networks using the lens of materials and practices shared by 
Muslim communities at large and beyond (see, for example, Chapters 
3, 4, 5, 12, 13, 17 and 18). 

 A noteworthy feature of the manuscripts originating from Ismaili 
circles, particularly those produced among the  � ayyib ī s of India and 
the Niz ā r ī s of Badakhsh ā n, is the fairly late date when many of them 
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were copied. In fact, a number of manuscripts in this category 
continued to be transcribed and remained in circulation well into the 
20th century. In an age dominated by  printed  books, the incessant 
production and relevance of these  handwritten  books require some 
comments. Among the  � ayyib ī  communities, as noted, a bulk of 
religious and doctrinal texts have remained closely guarded until 
recent times owing to their perceived status as repositories of esoteric 
wisdom and therefore only accessible to the ‘initiated’ ones. Hence, 
limiting the printing of these materials was one way of ensuring their 
reduced or controlled dissemination.  17   What seems to have also 
reinforced this process is a culture of learning centred on manuscripts 
right through to the present times. So, as part of Bohra education 
conducted at their seminary in Surat, Jāmi � a Sayfi yya, students are 
required to study and copy from manuscripts; their own copies are 
then kept in the J ā mi � a library.  18   

 On the other hand, the strict Soviet-era policies together with 
limited availability of printing facilities, especially in remote 
mountainous regions of Badakhsh ā n, might explain the continuous 
dissemination of knowledge through handwritten books among the 
Niz ā r ī  communities of the region until the second half of the 20th 
century.  19   Th ese exigencies perhaps resulted in how printed texts were 
seemingly deemed authoritative or rare artefacts in some cases, as they 
became ‘source’ copies for the ongoing transcribing of texts (a practice 
noted by some chapters in this volume dealing with Badakhsh ā n 
manuscripts). Moreover, the implications of the overlap between the 
production and circulation of handwritten and printed texts become 
evident in how the features and devices generally associated with the 
technologies of manuscript and print came to mutually inform each 
other.  20   

 A combination of cost considerations and technical hurdles also 
dictated scholarly reliance on hand-copied texts well into the 20th 
century, and thereby led to the continuous proliferation of manuscripts 
with ‘Ismaili’ texts during the age of print. For instance, from the 
letters exchanged between Henry Corbin and Ivanow towards the end 
of the 1940s and early 1950s, we learn of Corbin’s repeated requests for 
two  � ayyib ī  texts,  Kanz al-Walad  and  al-Shum ū s al-Z ā hira , of which 
Ivanow had corrupt copies available in Bombay. However, the 
exorbitant price of photostats and microfi lming prevented their easy 
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reproduction, which may partly be attributed to the challenges of the 
post-war era. Ivanow therefore arranged for their copying through the 
assistance of some scribes by using better manuscript copies accessible 
to them. Th e identity of these scribes is not revealed, but they clearly 
belonged to Bohra circles with access to  � ayyib ī  libraries. So, the 
availability of scribal skills among the Bohras passed down for 
centuries remained relevant well into the 20th century to counter the 
challenges of the reproduction of certain texts.  21   

 Th ese scribes formed an integral segment of the literary networks, 
and aspects of their craft  and social circumstances shed a great deal of 
light on our understanding of the larger questions surrounding the 
transmission of texts and circulation of ideas. Discussions in some 
chapters of this volume focus on issues dealing with the practices and 
social and intellectual roles of scribes, as well as their ideological 
proclivities in their respective societies. 

 It is hoped that this book  22   would contribute to the ongoing scholarly 
debates about Ismaili history and its rich intellectual and literary 
trends from the perspective of the dynamic manuscript cultures 
nurtured by the Ismailis. In addition, the discussions, ideas and 
arguments in the chapters aspire to off er insights into our understanding 
of the textual heritage of the wider Muslim and other societies from 
which the Ismaili communities originated. 

 Th e book consists of eighteen chapters divided into seven sections. 
In the fi rst section, two chapters shed light on the factors and forces 
that led to the shaping of (what is now widely recognised as) a new 
subset within the broader Islamic studies focused on the Ismaili 
tradition. Th e fi rst chapter by Farhad Daft ary gives a panoramic view 
of the key stages, from roughly the beginning of the 19th century to 
the present, which paved the way fi rst for the emergence and then the 
solidifi cation of this new fi eld. In the unfolding of these stages, he 
shows how the gradual accessibility to manuscript sources on the part 
of the Orientalists of the 19th and the early 20th century planted the 
initial seeds. But what played the role of a catalyst and accelerated this 
process was a large-scale ‘discovery’ and study of these sources from 
roughly the early 1930s onwards. Th ese developments are contextualised 
by Daft ary against the backdrop of doctrinal, philosophical and 
legal works produced among the Fatimids,  � ayyib ī s and Niz ā r ī s, the 
knowledge of which was itself the consequence of the transformations 
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brought about by the discovery of the manuscript materials. Th e 
chapter brings home the point (as argued by Daft ary in his previous 
works) that the inaccessibility of the materials preserved in Ismaili 
libraries, until the early decades of the 20th century, caused 
misconceptions and misinformation to have prevailed for a long time 
in popular and scholarly circles. 

 In the next chapter, Fran ç ois de Blois contextualises a collection of 
55 letters, penned by Paul Kraus (1904–1944) and addressed to  � usayn 
al-Hamd ā n ī  (1901–1962), sharing observations on their importance. 
Gift ed by  � usayn’s son Abbas Hamdani to Th e Institute of Ismaili 
Studies, the letters shed valuable light on the personal and intellectual 
life of these two scholars. Th ey off er a rare glimpse into the close 
friendship and collaboration that developed between them who, 
from the 1930s onwards, made some seminal contributions to this 
burgeoning fi eld. Th e letters particularly reveal how through 
al-Hamd ā n ī ’s generous and unprecedented sharing of his family’s 
collection of manuscripts, Kraus carried out pioneering research in 
this arena, and thus became one of the fi rst European scholars to lay 
hands on and utilise parts of a closely guarded manuscript treasures 
long preserved among the  � ayyib ī  communities of the Yemen and 
India. 

 Section II focuses on the manuscript tradition of two widely 
transmitted textual productions, the encyclopaedic compendium 
 Ras ā  � il Ikhw ā n al- � af ā  �   (compiled  ca.  4th/10th century), and the 
lexicographical and heresiographical work  Kit ā b al-Z ī na  of Ab ū   �  ā tim 
al-R ā z ī  (d. 322/934–935). An important feature of these two texts is 
their transmission in numerous manuscripts originating from Ismaili 
circles and beyond. Th e fi rst chapter by Carmela Baffi  oni off ers a 
rigorous analysis of three of the Institute’s  Ras ā  � il Ikhw ā n al- � af ā  �   
manuscripts, focusing particularly on the fi ve logical epistles with 
which the fi rst part of the encyclopaedia is concluded. Analysis of 
these manuscripts is compared by Baffi  oni with previous editions of 
the epistles, including her own critical edition published in 2010. Her 
painstaking analysis and observations remind one of the fl uid world of 
manuscripts constantly calling into question our approaches to 
‘critical’ editions, and the challenges that textual scholars time and 
again encounter in reconciling the fi ndings of new materials with 
existing knowledge. 
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 In the next chapter, Omar Al í -de-Unzaga analyses IIS manuscript 
MS 1040 of the  Ras ā  � il Ikhw ā n al- � af ā  �  . He places it among the oldest, 
complete and dated manuscripts of the epistles he has identifi ed. 
Despite its age and importance, MS 1040 was not included in the list 
of manuscripts used for a new edition of the epistles currently being 
undertaken by Th e Institute of Ismaili Studies and Oxford University 
Press. Aft er discussing miscellaneous features of MS 1040, such as 
date, scribe, provenance and other paratextual elements, Al í -de-
Unzaga off ers a detailed assessment of various epistles copied in the 
manuscript, comparing them with other editions and manuscripts 
where relevant to bring out important textual variations previously 
little noticed. In particular, his analysis shows (through the case of 
some specifi c epistles) that part of this encyclopaedic corpus was being 
actively engaged with by scribes during the process of its transmission, 
with new material constantly being introduced or previous material 
rearranged in the process. He thus questions many of the conclusions 
previously arrived at by researchers in the scholarship on  Ras ā  � il 
Ikhw ā n al- � af ā  �  . His assessment, it is hoped, will draw more attention 
to this and other manuscripts of the epistles housed at the IIS in future 
discussions of the transmission of the text. 

 Th e fi nal chapter in this section by Cornelius Berthold devotes 
attention to the  Kit ā b al-Z ī na . Th ough compiled by an important 
intellectual from early Ismaili movement, its popularity outside of 
Ismaili circles is borne out by its many older manuscripts found in the 
libraries of Yemen, Baghdad and elsewhere; the book was also known 
to the famous bibliographer Ibn al-Nad ī m (d. 385/995) who described 
it as a ‘large book’ of nearly ‘four hundred leaves’. Th e chapter examines 
the arrangement and structure of  Kit ā b al-Z ī na  in light of the existing 
editions (partial or complete), and compares them to its known and 
accessible manuscripts. Th rough an assessment of fi ft een manuscripts 
of the text off ered in the chapter, Berthold shows the complex history 
of its transmission, alongside its wider popularity in diff erent milieus 
right up to the fi rst half of the 20th century. An important aspect of the 
chapter is its closer examination of the  Kit ā b al-Z ī na  manuscripts 
housed at the IIS, shedding light on such aspects as their date and 
provenance, codicological features, textual variances and other stylistic 
peculiarities. In light of this analysis he revisits the previously 
articulated notion that the IIS manuscripts of the text bear close 
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similarities and constitute ‘siblings’, as compared to other manuscript 
copies, and argues for a more nuanced approach to this issue backed 
by an extensive collation of the manuscripts. 

 Th e two chapters in Section III concentrate on issues of textual 
transmission, scribal practices and reading culture in the  � ayyib ī  
tradition. Delia Cortese’s chapter examines the IIS manuscripts of the 
12th-century compilation,  Majm ū  �  al-tarbiya , traditionally ascribed to 
Mu � ammad b.  �  ā hir b. Ibr ā h ī m al- �  ā rith ī  (d. 584/1188). Arranged in 
two volumes,  Majm ū  �  al-tarbiya  is an anthology of both complete texts 
or extracts (from longer works) on a range of instructional topics, 
many of which were composed during Fatimid and early  � ayyib ī  
times. Cortese grapples with a range of problems encountered in 
approaching a complex textual production like the  Majm ū  �  al-tarbiya  
which served as a model for later compilations in the  � ayyib ī  tradition. 
She looks at the shift ing relationship of ‘paratextual’ features found in 
diff erent manuscript copies—ranging from marginal annotations and 
glosses to colophons and ownership seals—with the ‘main’ body of the 
text. In light of this relationship, she raises a number of important 
questions about diff erent roles of the compiler, and how he might have 
negotiated those roles within the  � ayyib ī  religious hierarchy with 
which he was closely associated. Based on the paratextual readings 
and other aspects of the text, Cortese argues that al- �  ā rith ī ’s association 
with the text as its compiler is not straightforward and self-evident as 
it is generally believed. She also assesses the status  Majm ū  �  al-tarbiya  
enjoyed as an educational and learning text by diff erent readers in the 
 � ayyib ī  circle where access to knowledge was closely guarded, as well 
as its eventual fate (and that of its manuscripts) aft er the outburst of 
the reformist reaction among the Bohras in modern times. 

 Next, Monica Scotti looks at varied features of the IIS manuscripts 
of  Mukhta � ar al-u �  ū l  by the  � ayyib ī  scholar  � Al ī  b. Mu � ammad b. 
al-Wal ī d (d. 612/1215) and raises questions about its transmission.  � Al ī  
b. Mu � ammad served as the chief head ( d ā  �  ī  mu � laq ) of the  � ayyib ī s 
and was a prolifi c writer who penned numerous treatises on a range of 
doctrinal matters; a  D ī w ā n  is also to his credit.  Mukhta � ar al-u �  ū l  deals 
with diff erent themes, integrated in the treatise’s main objective of 
refuting the position of certain groups of Muslims viewed by  � Al ī  b. 
Mu � ammad as his adversaries. Drawing our attention to a range of 
textual variations and orthographic idiosyncrasies, she attempts to 
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contextualise them in light of the scribal interventions evident from 
the manuscripts of the text. Scotti raises the potential relevance of the 
resulting record of variances and other peculiarities found in the 
manuscripts and points to their possible usefulness in understanding 
the transmission of the text. 

 Th e history and doctrines of the Niz ā r ī s of Alam ū t times, as viewed 
through the lens of certain texts, form the focus of the three chapters 
in Section IV. Th e fi rst chapter by Mikl ó s S á rk ö zy revisits the 
biographical account of  � asan-i  � abb ā  � ,  Sargudhasht-i Sayyidn ā  , in 
light of its hitherto little examined manuscripts from the Badakhsh ā n 
region. It fi rst touches upon the importance of the text by placing it in 
the historiography of Alam ū t and the surviving sources concerning 
the Niz ā r ī  tradition from this era. Th e major discussion points of the 
chapter are enriched by the author’s contextualisation of the previously 
well-known versions of the  Sargudhasht , transmitted either as 
quotations in Persian chronicles, or as an independent text in 
previously known and better-studied manuscripts. In off ering an 
assessment of the manuscripts from Badakhsh ā n, S á rk ö zy subjects 
them to a rigorous analysis by considering a number of aspects, 
including their provenance, background of the copyists, diff erent titles 
used for the text and the content; these factors are brought to bear on 
the question of the vicissitudes of the  Sargudhasht  in the milieu of 
Badakhsh ā n and beyond. S á rk ö zy argues that in the Badakhsh ā n 
versions of the text, one sees an eff ort to forge ideological linkages 
with Alam ū t by creating association between  � asan-i  � abb ā  �  and 
N ā  � ir-i Khusraw, the latter being widely revered in Central Asia. Th is 
is particularly witnessed in the manner the biographical component of 
the text is encrusted with doctrinal and legendary elements refl ecting 
the ethos of Central Asian Ismaili communities during a critical 
juncture of Q ā sim Sh ā h ī  rejuvenation in the region. 

 Karim Javan, in the next chapter, introduces what he considers a 
‘newly discovered’ treatise dealing notably with the internal 
circumstances in the early history of the Niz ā r ī  community in Alam ū t. 
While the treatise itself is not named in the manuscripts at Javan’s 
disposal, he designates it as   � Ahd-i Sayyidn ā  , following the central 
theme of the administration of an oath (  � ahd ) by  � asan-i  � abb ā  �  to 
the residents of Alam ū t. Taking cue from the reference to N ā  � ir al-D ī n 
Mu � tasham (d. 655/1257) as the ‘King of the East’ ( shahansh ā h-i 
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mashriq ī  ) in the text, Javan places its composition during the time of 
his governorship. Th e text’s narrative covers the early decades of Niz ā r ī  
rule and its political struggle against the Saljuqs. It is particularly rich 
in furnishing details about the hardships the residents of Alam ū t 
endured at that time and the manner in which they sought to cope 
with them. Th e identifi cation of this text, as well as Javan’s assessment 
of the circumstances of its composition and its potential author, will 
no doubt generate further scholarly interest and discussion. 

 In the fi nal chapter of this section, Jalal Badakhchani refl ects on the 
identifi cation of certain manuscripts that led to the recasting of Alam ū t 
history and Niz ā r ī  doctrines in new light. Th ese manuscripts relate to 
two texts, namely  D ī w ā n-i Q ā  � imiyy ā t  and the  Haft  B ā b , both from the 
pen of (until recently) a little known fi gure,  � asan-i Ma � m ū d-i K ā tib. 
Th e texts are contextualised in light of an intellectual collaboration 
between  � asan-i Ma � m ū d-i K ā tib and two other luminaries from later 
Alam ū t times ― Na �  ī r al-D ī n  �  ū s ī  and N ā  � ir al-D ī n Mu � tasham ― at a 
crucial moment when the doctrine of  qiy ā mat  in Niz ā r ī  preaching was 
undergoing modifi cations under diff erent lords of Alam ū t. Such 
modifi cations in the doctrine, Badakhchani argues, required wider 
consultation with the best minds who were serving diff erent territories. 
Th e chapter also off ers insights on how the discovery of  D ī w ā n-i 
Q ā  � imiyy ā t  and that of the better manuscript copies of  Haft  B ā b  off er a 
counter narrative to the widely circulated distortions about the 
doctrines of the Niz ā r ī s and the genealogy of their imams. 

 Th e two chapters in Section V devote attention to aspects of a little 
explored manuscript tradition cultivated among the Ismaili and some 
other communities from South Asia. Th ese communities oft en bear the 
designation ‘Satpanth ī ’ owing to the teachings of Satpanth (lit., the ‘true 
path’) propagated to them through the medium of  Gin ā n  literature. 
Shafi que Virani, in the fi rst chapter, examines some key questions 
pertaining to the name and origins of the communal script in which 
the bulk of the manuscripts (cultivated among these communities) has 
been copied. He explores the transition of the name of the script, from 
Sindhi to Khojk ī , by bringing an extensive body of evidence to bear on 
this question. Making a case for this manuscript tradition to have gone 
back much earlier than what the surviving manuscript evidence might 
suggest, he off ers new refl ections on the possible origins of the script 
beyond what has hitherto been widely accepted. 
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 Th e next chapter by Wafi  Momin focuses on a largely forgotten 
group of scribes and literate gentry who were at the forefront of 
cultivating Satpanth manuscripts, and disseminating the literary, 
religious and didactic genres transcribed therein. Th e chapter fi rst 
foregrounds how the Khojas ― who form a major group among the 
Satpanth ī  communities ― have long been viewed predominantly as a 
community of merchants and traders which has had major implications 
for how their religious identity has hitherto been construed. Th e 
factors behind this imagining have been traced by him through an 
examination of the reports by colonial offi  cials and other observers, 
as well as the nature of Satpanth historiography which has largely 
focused on a group of charismatic saints in assessing the formation 
of the tradition. Moving beyond this paradigm, Momin explores 
diff erent features from the Satpanth manuscripts which point 
to literary, social and ideological aspects of the role of scribes and 
literati among whom were those who hailed from the Khoja circles. 
Th e chapter thus makes the case for revisiting the popular images 
associated with the Khojas in light of the evidence borne by the 
manuscripts. 

 Th e four chapters in Section VI examine issues pertaining to the 
emergence and growth of the Ismaili communities in Central Asia and 
their relationship with other socio-religious groups. First, Orkhan 
Mir-Kasimov engages with the much debated topic of the Ismaili-Sufi  
relationship, assessing it from the viewpoint of the works attributed 
to Sh ā h Ni � matull ā h Wal ī  (d. 834/1430–1431) that are found in the 
manuscripts originating from Ismaili circles in Badakhsh ā n. Th e 
chapter begins by contextualising the relationship between Shi � i and 
Sufi  traditions, especially in the post-Mongol Persianate world, and 
off ers some broad propositions for the possibility of mutual attractions 
in Ni � matull ā h’s teachings and Ismaili doctrines. Th is is followed by a 
discussion of both poetical and prose works, ascribed to Sh ā h 
Ni � matull ā h Wal ī  and transmitted in the Badakhsh ā n manuscripts. 
Mir-Kasimov draws our attention to several ideas expressed in 
Ni � matull ā h’s corpus and their possible convergence and alignment 
with Ismaili teachings; these include shared notions of divinely 
sanctioned leadership, religious authority, messianic deliverance, and 
praises to Imam  � Al ī . Th e chapter is thus an important intervention 
demonstrating the intellectual and doctrinal underpinnings of the 
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relationship between the Ismailis and the Ni � matull ā h ī s, the historical 
affi  nity of which has long been acknowledged by scholars. 

 Th e next chapter by Nourmamadcho Nourmamadchoev introduces 
a little-known fi gure from Badakhsh ā n, Sh ā h  � iy ā  �  ī -i Shughn ā n ī , and 
his poetical work  Sal ā m-n ā ma . In this ode, the poet expresses devotion 
to Imam  � Al ī  and other imams in his progeny, couching this central 
theme within the Qur �  ā nic paradigm and some episodes from the 
Prophet’s life. Th e chapter situates the life and works of Sh ā h  � iy ā  �  ī  in 
the political climate of Badakhsh ā n and the power struggle between 
Timurids, Shayb ā n ī ds and local rulers in the region during the 15th 
and 16th centuries. It was from the local rulers of Shughn ā n, his native 
place, that Sh ā h  � iy ā  �  ī  traced his descent. Piecing together the clues 
available on his life from various sources, including his poetic 
repertoire, Nourmamadchoev places him between the fi rst half of the 
16th and fi rst quarter of the 17th century. Th e chapter foregrounds the 
issues of religious identity and the fl uid nature of what constituted 
the legitimate line of imams in the context of Badakhsh ā n, while 
opening up discussion on approaching the interaction of ideas across 
ideological denominations. 

 Next, Daniel Beben re-examines the authorship of   � a �  ī fat al-N ā   ir ī n  
(also known as  S ī   ū  shish  � a �  ī fa ), a doctrinal text commonly attributed 
to Sayyid Suhr ā b Wal ī  Badakhsh ā n ī . Th e fi gure of Sayyid Suhr ā b has 
held a prominent place among the Ismailis of Central Asia, as evident 
from a rich body of hagiographical accounts connecting him with 
N ā  � ir-i Khusraw. Beben examines a number of available manuscripts 
of the text, housed at the IIS and other repositories, and argues for the 
possibility of its two redactions, one attributed to Sayyid Suhr ā b and 
the other to one Ghiy ā th al-D ī n I � fah ā n ī , who served the Timurid 
governors in Badakhsh ā n during the second half of the 15th century. 
By bringing together evidence from manuscripts, hagiographical 
tradition and genealogical records, Beben puts forward some 
propositions explaining the transmission of the text in two redactions, 
including that Ghiy ā th al-D ī n was probably the original author of the 
text, being possibly an Ismaili  d ā  �  ī   (but subsequently forgotten), and 
with the further likelihood that he and Sayyid Suhr ā b might have been 
one and the same individual. 

 Yahia Baiza, in the fi nal chapter of this section, off ers textual analysis 
of a widely copied doctrinal work in Central Asian manuscripts of 
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Ismaili provenance, known as  Haft  Ark ā n-i Shar ī  � a  (‘Seven Pillars of 
the  Shar ī  � a ’). He fi rst provides a codicological assessment of the 
manuscripts at his disposal, and the problems they pose in approaching 
the issues of the text’s transmission. Th e examination of  Haft  Ark ā n-i 
Shar ī  � a  is contextualised by Baiza against the discourse of  t ā  � w ī l  as 
developed among Ismaili intellectuals of diff erent eras, which is then 
brought to bear on relevant facets of the text. 

 Th e two chapters in the last section use the examples of IIS 
manuscripts to discuss the problems encountered in approaching the 
transmission of Qur �  ā nic text, as well as the nature and compilation of 
holograph/autograph manuscripts. In the fi rst chapter, Asma Hilali 
approaches the transmission of the Qur �  ā nic text by moving away 
from a general focus on a supposed ‘original’ version believed to be at 
its core, based on which available fragments of the Qur �  ā n manuscripts 
are then assessed. Rather, she shift s the focus to oft en overlooked 
aspects of the marginalia and interlinear annotations and other glosses 
encountered in these manuscripts. She also suggests looking at the 
Qur �  ā nic text in light of the particular contexts as refl ected in these 
manuscripts. Her chapter focuses on a selection of Qur �  ā n manuscripts 
and fragments from the IIS collection and discusses their distinct 
features, based on which it shows connections between the variants 
encountered in these manuscript copies and the larger cultural and 
educational practices prevalent in Muslim societies. 

 Th e fi nal chapter by Walid Ghali off ers insights into the nature of 
autograph and holograph manuscripts in the Arabic manuscript 
tradition by considering a host of paratextual features in a select group 
of IIS manuscripts. His discussion looks at the nuances of terminology 
in Arabic language pertaining to these categories and how they relate 
to corresponding categories established in western scholarship.  

   NOTES  

     1      Wladimir   Ivanow   ,   A Guide to Ismaili Literature   (  London  ,  1933 ), p.  v .     
    2 Ivanow fi rst visited Lucknow in the summer of 1914. Aft er he took residence in India, he 

visited the city multiple times and many other places within and outside India to 
acquire manuscripts for the Asiatic Society of Bengal where he was employed between 
1921 and 1930 to catalogue the Society’s Oriental manuscripts. In his memoirs, Ivanow 
provides insights into some of his excursions for the acquisition of manuscripts; see 
     Farhad   Daft ary   , ed.,   Fift y Years in the East: Th e Memoirs of Wladimir Ivanow   (  London  , 
 2015 ), pp.  59–60 ,  114–117    (for his 1915 journey to Bukhara where he managed to purchase 
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1,047 manuscripts for the Asiatic Museum), and pp. 155–158 (for his visits to Lucknow in 
1915 and 1927). Over time, Ivanow himself came to own a large number of manuscripts; 
on his fi rst visit to the Royal Asiatic Society of Bombay in 1914, he could boast that the 
Society ‘possessed only 30 quite uninteresting Persian manuscripts, fewer than I myself 
owned’ (Daft ary, ed.,  Fift y Years in the East , p. 58). Drawing on his personal experiences, 
he even published guidelines for those seeking to purchase manuscripts from Iran, 
providing practical advice to circumvent the problems involved in the process; see his 
‘Exportation of Manuscripts from Persia’,  Journal of the Royal Asiatic Society  (1929), 
pp. 441–443.   

    3      W.   Ivanow   ,   Ismaili Literature: A Bibliographical Survey   ( 2nd  ed.,   Tehran  ,  1963 ), p.  xii .     
    4 Ivanow,  A Guide to Ismaili Literature , pp. v–vii.   
    5 Th e term ‘Ismaili’ and other collocations based on it are employed here as umbrella 

designations for many a religio-political current united by a shared history and heritage, 
including those represented by the Fatimids,  � ayyib ī s and Niz ā r ī s.   

    6 See Chapter 1 in this volume for a discussion of these developments.   
    7 See Paul Kraus, ‘La bibliographie Isma ë lienne de W. Ivanow’,  Revue des  É tudes 

Islamiques , 6 (1932), pp. 483–490; and reviews of the  Guide  in  Rivista degli studi orientali , 
15 (1934), pp. 114–116,  Acta Orientalia , 13 (1935), pp. 241–242, and  Journal of the Royal 
Asiatic Society  (1935), p. 206.   

    8       Joel   Kraemer   , ‘ Th e Death of an Orientalist: Paul Kraus from Prague to Cairo ’,  in     Martin  
 Kramer   , ed.,   Th e Jewish Discovery of Islam: Studies in Honor of Bernard Lewis   (Tel Aviv, 
 1999 ), p.  186 .      

    9 See, for example,      W.   Ivanow   , ed. and tr.,   Kalami Pir: A Treatise on Ismaili Doctrine   
(  Bombay  ,  1935 ), p.  v   ;      Delia   Cortese   ,   Ismaili and Other Arabic Manuscripts: A Descriptive 
Catalogue of Manuscripts in the Library of Th e Institute of Ismaili Studies   (  London  ,  2000 ), 
p.  xii   ;      Farhad   Daft ary   ,   Th e Ism ā  �  ī l ī s: Th eir History and Doctrines   ( 2nd  ed.,   Cambridge  , 
 2007 ), pp.  5 ,  193–194 ,  253 ,  396   ; and      Shafi que   Virani   ,   Th e Ismailis in the Middle Ages: A 
History of Survival, A Search for Salvation   (  Oxford  ,  2007 ), pp.  8 ,  22 ,  92ff    . For a revisionist 
take on the supposed destruction of the Fatimid book collections by  � al ā  �  al-D ī n, see 
      Fozia   Bora   , ‘ Did  � al ā  �  al-D ī n Destroy the Fatimids’ Books? An Historiographical 
Enquiry ’,     Journal of the Royal Asiatic Society  ,  Series 3 ,  25  ( 2015 ), pp.  21–39 .      

   10 On the plundering and destruction of book collections developed under the Fatimids 
and the Niz ā r ī s of Alam ū t, see the reports cited in       Paul   Walker   , ‘ Libraries, Book 
Collection and the Production of Texts by the Fatimids ’,     Intellectual History of the 
Islamicate World  ,  4  ( 2016 ), pp.  12–13    , and the eye-witness account of  � A �  ā -Malik Juwayn ī  
(in his  Ta � r ī kh-i Jah ā n-gush ā  ) in John Boyle, tr.,  Th e History of the World Conqueror  
(Manchester, 1958), vol. 2, p. 719.   

   11 For the harshness faced by the Ismailis of Badakhsh ā n under Soviet rule and the 
suppression of their religious books, see      Frank   Bliss   ,   Social and Economic Change in the 
Pamirs  ( Gorno-Badakhsh ā n, Tajikistan ) , tr.    Nicola   Pacult    et al. (  London  ,  2006 ), pp.  xv , 
 79–80 ,  227–229   . For a recent episode of the confi scation of religious books of Sulaym ā n ī s 
in Najran by Saudi authorities, see       Tahera   Qutbuddin   , ‘ A Brief Note on Other Tayyibi 
Communities: Sulaymanis and  � Alavis ’,  in     Farhad   Daft ary   , ed.,   A Modern History of the 
Ismailis: Continuity and Change in a Muslim Community   (  London  ,  2011 ), p.  356 .      

   12 A large number of manuscripts in the D ā  �  ū d ī  Bohra centre in Surat were destroyed in 
the fi re that devastated the city in 1837; see Saifi yah Qutbuddin, ‘History of the Da � udi 
Bohra Tayyibis in Modern Times: Th e  Da � i s, the  Da � wat  and the Community’, in 
Daft ary, ed.,  A Modern History of the Ismailis , p. 300.   

   13 It includes a large collection of Fatimid and  � ayyib ī  manuscripts in D ā  �  ū d ī  Bohra 
libraries in India; as per Tahera Qutbuddin they represent ‘approximately 524 titles, 
10,000 manuscripts, in Mumbai [Bombay] and several thousand more in Surat’; see 
      Tahera   Qutbuddin   , ‘ Th e Da � udi Bohra Tayyibis: Ideology, Literature, Learning and 
Social Practice ’,  in     Daft ary   , ed.,   A Modern History of the Ismailis  , p.  343 .      
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   14      W.   Ivanow   , ed.,   Th e Ismaili Society of Bombay: Th e Tenth Anniversary (16-2-1946—16-2-
1956)   (  Bombay  ,  1956 ), pp.  1–2   ; the circumstances that led to the foundation of both the 
institutions are described by Ivanow in his autobiography; see Daft ary, ed.,  Fift y Years in 
the East , esp. pp. 89–95.   

   15 Daft ary, ed.,  Fift y Years in the East , pp. 84, 89–90ff .   
   16 On M ū s ā  Kh ā n Khur ā s ā n ī , see ibid., pp. 89–90. On Sayyid Mun ī r Badakhsh ā n ī , see 

Ivanow,  A Guide to Ismaili Literature , pp. 99–100ff ., and Muzaff ar Zoolshoev, ‘Forgotten 
Figures of Badakhshān: Sayyid Munir al-Din Badakhshani and Sayyid Haydar Shah 
Mubarakshahzada’, in Dagikhudo Dagiev and Carole Faucher, ed.,  Identity, History and 
Trans-Nationality in Central Asia: Th e Mountain Communities of Pamir  (London, 2019), 
pp. 143–155. Th e contribution of A. J. Chunara and V. N. Hooda is acknowledged in 
quite a few of Ivanow’s publications.  �  ā j ī  Qudratull ā h Baig supplied manuscript copies 
of some Persian texts to Ivanow, including those of  Raw � a-i Tasl ī m ,  Pandiy ā t-i 
Jaw ā nmard ī  ,  Umm al-Kit ā b , and  Haft  B ā b-i Ab ū  Is �  ā q  which Ivanow used for the 
edition of these texts; see  �  ā j ī  Qudratull ā h Baig,  Ta � r ī kh T ā  � m ī r-i Sin � iral Jam ā  � at Kh ā na 
Gilgit  (Baltit, Hunza, 1967), p. 9. I was able to confi rm the identity of two manuscripts in 
the IIS holdings which were prepared by  �  ā j ī  Qudratull ā h Baig on Ivanow’s request in 
1935 and bear notes to this eff ect; see  Pandiy ā t-i Jaw ā nmard ī  , MS Per 35 (MS 154), p. 84; 
and  Raw � a-i Tasl ī m , MS Per 44 (MS 171), p. 129. Th e names of the Bohra literati are not 
provided by Ivanow but we know that he relied on many of them too (see below).   

   17 See François de Blois,  Arabic, Persian and Gujarati Manuscripts: Th e Hamdani Collection 
in the Library of Th e Institute of Ismaili Studies  (London, 2011), pp. xiii–xiv; Qutbuddin, 
‘Th e Da � udi Bohra Tayyibis’, p. 344; and Chapter 6 in this volume. To maintain secrecy, 
the  � ayyib ī  scribes also resorted to using the so-called ‘secret’ scripts to conceal 
information in their manuscripts; see de Blois,  Arabic, Persian and Gujarati Manuscripts , 
pp. xxii–xxiii, 108.   

   18 Qutbuddin, ‘Th e Da � udi Bohra Tayyibis’, p. 343.   
   19 Sayyid Mun ī r Badakhsh ā n ī , for example, who spent a great deal of time in India 

published many Persian texts in Bombay (see Ivanow,  A Guide to Ismaili Literature , 
pp. 91, 99–100ff .). In 1933, Ivanow lamented how until thirty years ago there were 
several publishing fi rms in Bombay printing books in Arabic and Persian which 
included a large number of Shi � i texts; their disappearance ‘completely killed this 
important auxiliary to Shi‘ite research’ (Ivanow,  A Guide to Ismaili Literature , p. 5, n. 1).   

   20 See Chapter 6 for a discussion of some aspects of this interface. It is also particularly 
evident in the technology of lithography (extensively used by some Ismaili communities) 
where scribal practices continued to be mechanically reproduced in the lithographically 
printed texts.   

   21 See Sabine Schmidtke, ed.,  Correspondence Corbin—Ivanow: Lettres  é chang é es entre 
Henry Corbin et Vladimir Ivanow de 1947  à  1966  (Paris, 1999), esp. pp. 33, 35, 40–41, 46, 
48–49, 53–60, 62–63, 67–71, 76, 78–80, 82, 91, 93–94, 97, 99, 102–103, 105.   

   22 Th e chapters in this book were originally presented in the Symposium  Before the Printed 
Word: Texts, Scribes and Transmission , organised by the Ismaili Special Collections Unit 
of Th e Institute of Ismaili Studies on 12–13 October 2017.      
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 Ismaili Manuscripts and Modern Scholarship 
in Ismaili Studies   

    Farhad   Daftary               

  Th e Ismailis represent the second most important community of Shi � i 
Muslims, aft er the Ithn ā  � ashar ī  or Twelver Shi � is. In the course of their 
long and complex history dating back to the formative era of Islam, 
they elaborated a variety of intellectual and literary traditions and 
made signifi cant contributions to Islamic thought and culture. Ismaili 
thought and literature attained their summit under the Fatimid Imam-
caliphs who ruled over a fl ourishing empire for more than two 
centuries from 297/909. It was indeed during the Fatimid phase of 
their history that the Ismailis produced a vast literature dealing with a 
range of topics, from exoteric (    ā hir ī  ) works to the esoteric ( b ā  � in ī  ) 
ones and the allegorical exegesis or  ta � w ī l  of the sacred scriptures. 
Major institutions of learning, such as the Dar al- � Ilm or House of 
Knowledge, as well as libraries were also established by the Fatimid 
Imam-caliphs, who as the Ismaili imams of the time ruled over the 
Fatimid caliphate, the fi rst major Shi � i caliphate challenging the 
legitimacy of the Sunni caliphate of the Abbasids. It was under such 
circumstances that Cairo, the capital city founded by the Fatimids 
themselves, rivalled the Abbasid capital at Baghdad as a centre of 
learning and the sciences as well as international trade and commerce, 
not only with India but also with the occident. 

 However, the literary heritage of the Ismailis was not generally 
accessible to outsiders, who were not themselves generally interested 
in acquiring reliable information on the Ismailis and their intellectual 
achievements. Th is was because from early on when the Ismaili  d ā  �  ī  s 
or missionaries disseminated the message of the revolutionary  da � wa  
of the Ismailis, this community of Imami Shi � i Muslims had been 
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designated by their Sunni adversaries, including the Abbasid caliphs 
themselves, as the  mal ā  � ida  or ‘heretics’. Th e Ismailis had indeed 
challenged the Sunni-Abbasid establishment with the religio-political 
message of their  da � wa  which called for the demise of the Abbasids 
who, in the eyes of all Shi � i Muslims, had usurped the right of  � Al ī  b. 
Ab ī   �  ā lib and his  � usaynid  � Alid descendants, from amongst the 
Prophet Mu � ammad’s family ( ahl al-bayt ), to rule over the Muslim 
community ( umma ). 

 It was under such circumstances that the Sunni-Abbasid 
establishment launched an anti-Ismaili literary campaign soon aft er 
the establishment of the Fatimid caliphate in North Africa. Th is 
campaign aimed to defame and refute the Ismailis, who were now 
represented in the polemical tradition as the arch enemies of Islam, 
because they strove to destroy Islam from within. In this polemical 
tradition, initiated by Ab ū   � Abd All ā h Mu � ammad b.  � Al ī  b. Riz ā m 
al-K ū f ī , better known as Ibn Riz ā m, who lived in Baghdad during the 
fi rst half of the 4th/10th century, the  � Alid genealogy of the Fatimid 
Imam-caliphs was also refuted.  1   Indeed through the concerted eff orts 
of the Abbasids and their Sunni   � ulam ā  �  , a ‘black legend’ was soon put 
into circulation regarding Ismaili motives, teachings and practices. In 
these fi ctitious accounts, a host of shocking doctrines and secret 
practices were attributed to the Ismailis, items that would be 
abundantly suffi  cient to qualify them for being considered as heretics 
or deviators from the ‘right path’ in Islam. Th ese maliciously fabricated 
accounts circulated widely and in due course became accepted as 
accurate descriptions of Ismaili doctrines and practices. In particular, 
they provided a main source of information for Sunni heresiographers, 
such as al-Baghd ā d ī  (d. 429/1037),  2   who generated another important 
category of writings against the Ismailis. 

 Meanwhile, aft er the Niz ā r ī -Musta � lian schism of 487/1094 in the 
Ismaili  da � wa  and community, the Niz ā r ī  Ismailis founded their own 
state under the initial leadership of  � asan-i  � abb ā  �  (d. 518/1124).  3   Th is 
state with scattered territories in Persia and Syria and a vast network of 
mountain fortresses survived for some 166 years until it was destroyed 
by the Mongols in 654/1256. A second wave of anti-Ismaili polemics 
started soon aft er  � asan-i  � abb ā  �  had established himself at the 
fortress of Alam ū t in 483/1090. Th is new literary campaign was 
launched by the foremost contemporary Sunni scholar, al-Ghaz ā l ī  (d. 
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505/1111), who was commissioned by the reigning Abbasid caliph 
al-Musta � hir (r. 487–512/1094–1118) to write a major treatise in 
refutation of the Ismailis. In this polemical work, known as 
 al-Musta  hir ī   aft er the Abbasid caliph, al-Ghaz ā l ī  while focussing on 
attacking the doctrine of  ta � l ī m  or the necessity of authoritative 
teaching by the Ismaili imam of the time, as reformulated afresh 
by  � asan, reiterated the ‘black legend’ of the earlier Sunni 
polemicists.  4   Meanwhile, the all-powerful Salj ū q vizier, Ni �  ā m al-Mulk 
(d. 485/1092), had cited the Ismailis amongst the foremost enemies of 
Islam and the Salj ū q sultan in his own ‘mirror for princes’ type of book 
addressed to Sultan Maliksh ā h (r. 465–485/1073–1092).  5   Th is new anti-
Ismaili campaign was accompanied by major military expeditions 
dispatched from early on by the Salj ū qs against Alam ū t and other 
Ismaili strongholds in Persia. 

 Subsequently, the Ismailis found a new adversary in the Christian 
Crusaders who had allegedly arrived in the Middle East to liberate 
their own co-religionists. Th e Crusaders seized Jerusalem, their 
primary objective, in 492/1099 and then engaged in extensive military, 
commercial and diplomatic encounters with the Fatimids in Egypt 
and the Niz ā r ī  Ismailis in Syria, with lasting consequences in terms of 
the distorted image of the Niz ā r ī  Ismailis in Europe. Th e Niz ā r ī  Ismailis 
of Syria attained the peak of their power and fame under the leadership 
of R ā shid al-D ī n Sin ā n, who was their chief  d ā  �  ī   for some three decades 
until his death in 589/1193. It was in the time of Sin ā n, the original ‘Old 
Man of the Mountain’ of the Crusader sources, that European 
chroniclers of the Crusades and a number of European travellers and 
diplomatic emissaries began to write about the Niz ā r ī  Ismailis, who 
were now designated in the occidental sources as the ‘Assassins’. 

 Th e Crusader circles and their occidental historians, who were not 
interested in collecting accurate information about Islam as a religion 
and its internal divisions despite their proximity to Muslims, remained 
completely ignorant of Muslims in general and the Ismailis in 
particular. In fact, the Syrian Niz ā r ī  Ismailis were the fi rst Shi � i Muslim 
community with whom the Crusaders had come into contact. 
However, the Crusaders remained unaware of the religious identity 
of the Ismailis and had only vague and generally erroneous ideas 
regarding the Sunni-Shi � i division in Islam. It was under such 
circumstances that the Frankish circles themselves began to fabricate 
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and put into circulation both in the Latin Orient and in Europe a 
number of tales about the secret practices of the Ismailis. It should be 
noted that none of the variants of these sensational tales are to be 
found in contemporary Muslim sources, including the most hostile 
ones written by the Sunni historians during the 6th/12th and 7th/13th 
centuries. 

 Th e Crusaders were particularly impressed by the highly exaggerated 
reports and rumours of the assassinations attributed to the Ismailis 
and the daring behaviour of their  fi d ā  �  ī  s, self-sacrifi cing devotees who 
carried out targeted missions in public places and normally lost their 
own lives in the process. It may be recalled that in the 6th/12th century, 
almost any assassination of any religio-political signifi cance committed 
in the central Islamic lands was readily attributed to the daggers of the 
Ismaili  fi d ā  �  ī  s. Th is explains why these imaginative tales revolved 
around the recruitment and training of the would-be  fi d ā  �  ī  s, because 
they were meant to provide satisfactory explanations for behaviour 
that would otherwise seem irrational or strange to the medieval 
European mind. 

 Th e so-called Assassin legends consisted of a number of 
interconnected tales, including the ‘  � ash ī sh  legend’ and the ‘paradise 
legend’.  6   Th e tales developed in stages and fi nally culminated in a 
synthesis popularised by Marco Polo (d. 1324).  7   Th e Venetian traveller, 
and/or his ghost writer Rustichello of Pisa, added their own 
contribution in the form of a ‘secret garden of paradise’, where bodily 
pleasures were supposedly procured for the  fi d ā  �  ī  s with the aid of 
  � ash ī sh  by their mischievous chief, the Old Man, as part of their 
indoctrination and training. By the 8th/14th century, the Assassin 
legends had acquired wide currency and were generally accepted as 
reliable descriptions of secret Ismaili practices, in much the same way 
as the earlier ‘black legend’ of the Muslim authors. Henceforth, the 
Niz ā r ī  Ismailis were portrayed in medieval European sources as a 
sinister order of drugged ‘assassins’ bent on indiscriminate murder 
and mayhem. In sum, by the beginning of the 13th/19th century, 
Europeans still perceived the Ismailis in utterly confused and fanciful 
manners. Indeed, until the recovery and study of Ismaili manuscript 
sources, the Ismailis were studied and evaluated almost exclusively on 
the basis of the evidence collected or oft en fabricated by their 
adversaries. As a result, all types of erroneous attributions or myths 
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continued to circulate about the Ismailis who were, thus, totally 
misrepresented in both Islamic and European sources. 

 In the meantime, the Ismailis themselves had produced a very rich 
and diversifi ed literature. In particular, as noted, it was during the 
Fatimid period of their history that the Ismaili  d ā  �  ī  s, who were at the 
same time the scholars and writers of their community, composed 
what were to become known as the classical texts of Ismaili literature 
dealing with a multitude of exoteric (    ā hir ī  ) and esoteric ( b ā  � in ī  ) 
subjects, ranging from autobiographies, histories and legal compendia, 
to works on the   � aq ā  � iq  covering cosmology, eschatology and 
soteriology, as well as  ta � w ī l  or esoteric exegesis which became the 
hallmark of Ismaili thought. Th e Ismaili  d ā  �  ī  s elaborated distinctive 
literary and intellectual traditions. In particular, certain  d ā  �  ī  s of the 
Iranian lands, such as Ab ū  Ya � q ū b al-Sijist ā n ī  (d. aft er 361/971) and 
 � am ī d al-D ī n al-Kirm ā n ī  (d. aft er 411/1020), amalgamated Ismaili 
theology with Neoplatonism and other philosophical traditions into 
complex metaphysical systems of thought as expressed in numerous 
treatises written in Arabic. Only N ā  � ir-i Khusraw (d. aft er 462/1070), 
the last major proponent of this Iranian school of philosophical 
theology, composed all of his works in Persian. 

 With the establishment of the Fatimid state, the need had also arisen 
for promulgating a legal code, even though Ismailism was never 
imposed on all subjects of the Fatimid state as their offi  cial religion. 
Ismaili law was codifi ed during the early Fatimid period mainly 
as a result of the eff orts of al-Q ā  !  ī  al-Nu � m ā n (d. 363/974), the foremost 
jurist of the Fatimids. It was indeed during the Fatimid period that 
Ismailis made their contributions to Islamic theology 
and philosophy in general and to Shi � i thought in particular. 
Modern recovery of Ismaili literature clearly attests to the richness and 
diversity of the literary and intellectual heritage of the Ismailis of 
Fatimid times. 

 Th e  � ayyib ī  Ismailis of Yemen and South Asia have preserved a 
good portion of the literary heritage of the Ismailis, including the 
classical texts of the Fatimid period and the works written by the 
 � ayyib ī s themselves. Th ese manuscript sources, collectively designated 
as ‘ al-khiz ā na al-makn ū na ’, or the ‘guarded treasure’, were mostly 
transferred aft er the 10th/16th century from Yemen to India, where 
they continued to be copied by better-educated Bohras of Gujarat and 
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elsewhere. Th is literature was classifi ed and described for the fi rst time 
by al-Majd ū  � , a D ā  �  ū d ī   � ayyib ī  Bohra scholar who died in 1183/1769.  8   

 Th e Niz ā r ī  Ismailis of the Alam ū t period, too, maintained a 
sophisticated intellectual outlook and a literary tradition, despite their 
preoccupation with their survival in an extremely hostile environment. 
 � asan-i  � abb ā  �  himself was a learned theologian and is credited with 
establishing an impressive library at the castle of Alam ū t. Later, other 
major Ismaili fortresses in Persia and Syria were equipped with 
signifi cant collections of books, documents and scientifi c instruments. 
In the doctrinal fi eld, however, only a handful of Ismaili texts have 
survived directly from that period. Th ese include  � asan-i Ma � m ū d-i 
K ā tib’s  Haft  b ā b , or Seven Chapters, and also the corpus of Ismaili 
works written during the fi nal decades of the Alam ū t period by, or 
attributed to, Na �  ī r al-D ī n al- �  ū s ī  (d. 672/1274), one of the most 
learned Shi � i scholars of all time who spent three decades in the Ismaili 
fortress communities of Persia. It was during his stay with the Ismailis 
that al- �  ū s ī , as explained in his spiritual autobiography  Sayr va sul ū k , 
willingly converted to Ismailism. It should be noted that from early on 
in the history of the Niz ā r ī  Ismailis,  � asan-i  � abb ā  �  had chosen 
Persian in preference to Arabic as the literary language of the Persian-
speaking Niz ā r ī s. As a result, the literature produced by al- �  ū s ī  and 
generally by the Niz ā r ī  Ismailis of Persia, Afghanistan and Central 
Asia during the Alam ū t period and subsequent times, is entirely 
written in Persian. 

 Th e Ismaili manuscript sources, written in Arabic, Persian and later 
in Indic languages, have been preserved secretly in numerous 
collections in Yemen, Syria, Persia, Afghanistan, Central Asia and 
South Asia. Th e Arabic literature has been preserved almost exclusively 
by the  � ayyib ī  Ismailis, who are better known in South Asia as Bohras, 
while the Persian literature has been preserved mainly by the Niz ā r ī  
Ismailis of Persia and those of the Central Asian region of Badakhshān, 
now divided between Tajikistan and Afghanistan. At present, there are 
also major libraries of Arabic Ismaili manuscripts in Surat, Bombay 
and Baroda, seats of the D ā  �  ū d ī  and  � Alaw ī   � ayyib ī s in India, and in 
some private collections in Yemen and Saudi Arabia within the 
Sulaym ā n ī   � ayyib ī  communities in those regions. Th e Persian Ismaili 
manuscripts, refl ecting the Niz ā r ī  Ismaili traditions except for the 
works of N ā  � ir-i Khusraw, have survived in numerous private 
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collections held by the Niz ā r ī  Ismailis of the Persian-speaking countries 
and regions. Th e Syrian Niz ā r ī  Ismailis, who retained Arabic as their 
religious language, developed their own limited literature in Arabic. 
Th ey also preserved some of the Ismaili works of the Fatimid period. 

 Th e largest collection of Arabic and Persian Ismaili manuscripts in 
the West is located at Th e Institute of Ismaili Studies in London. Th e 
latter institution also holds a large number of devotional works of the 
South Asian Niz ā r ī  Ismailis, who are more generally designated as 
Khojas. Th ese works, known as  gin ā n s, are composed in Gujarati and 
other Indic languages, and written mostly in the Khojk ī  script 
developed by the Khojas of Sind. Th e  gin ā n s, representing the religious 
tradition of the Khojas known as Satpanth, or the ‘true path’, contain a 
diversity of mystical, mythological, didactic, cosmological and 
eschatological themes. Many  gin ā n s contain ethical and moral 
instructions. 

 Modern progress in Ismaili studies awaited the recovery and study 
of the literary heritage of the Ismailis—a heritage that had remained 
hidden for centuries. Th e process started gradually, but gained 
momentum exponentially, ushering in nothing short of a revolution 
in Ismaili studies. Indeed, no other branch of Islamic studies has 
experienced parallel progress through access to manuscript sources. 
In fact, an entirely new fi eld of modern Ismaili studies was established 
in the 20th century as a result of recovering the Ismaili manuscript 
sources on a large scale. Four separate phases may be distinguished in 
the development of scholarship on the Ismailis.  

   Phase I: Orientalist Perspectives, 1810–1930  

 A new phase in the study of Islam in general, and to some extent of the 
Ismailis, occurred in the early 19th century with increased access of the 
orientalists to the textual sources of the Muslims, including especially 
the Arabic and Persian manuscripts that were variously acquired by the 
Biblioth è que Nationale, Paris, and other major European libraries. 
Scientifi c orientalism had been initiated a while earlier with the 
establishment in 1795 of the  É cole des Langues Orientales Vivantes in 
Paris. Baron A. I. Silvestre de Sacy (1758–1838), the most eminent 
orientalist of his time, was the fi rst professor of Arabic in that newly 
founded institution of oriental languages. In 1806, he was also appointed 
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to the new chair of Persian at the Coll è ge de France. Subsequently, with 
an increasing number of students and a wide circle of correspondents 
and disciples, de Sacy acquired the distinction of being the teacher of 
the most prominent orientalists of the fi rst half of the 19th century. Be 
that as it may, the orientalists now began their more scholarly study of 
Islam on the basis of the manuscript sources which were written mostly 
in Arabic and by Sunni authors. Consequently, they too studied Islam 
according to Sunni perspectives and treated Shi � i Islam as the 
‘heterodox’ interpretation of Islam in contrast to Sunnism which was 
taken to represent Islamic ‘orthodoxy’. Needless to add that Western 
scholarship on Islam has continued to be mainly shaped by its Arabo-
Sunni perspectives. At any rate, it was mainly on this basis, as well as 
the continued appeal of the seminal Assassin legends, that the 
orientalists launched their own studies of the Ismailis. 

 De Sacy, with his lifelong interest in the Druze religion, became a 
pioneer in this emerging area of investigation. Meanwhile, the Niz ā r ī  
Ismailis of the Middle East and Persia had begun to attract the attention 
of a few European diplomats and travellers. Jean Baptiste L. J. Rousseau 
(1780–1831), the French consul-general in Aleppo from 1809 to 1816, 
who was also interested in Oriental Studies and maintained a close 
professional relationship with de Sacy, was the fi rst person to draw the 
attention of European orientalists to the existence of contemporary 
Ismailis as well as some of their local traditions and texts. In 1810, he 
prepared a memoir on the Syrian Ismailis of his time, which contained 
a range of interesting historical, social and religious details obtained 
through his contacts with Ismailis themselves.  9   Th is memoir received 
much publicity in Europe, mainly because of de Sacy’s association 
with it. Rousseau also supplied some information to Europeans about 
the Persian Ismailis. He had visited that country in 1807–1808 as part 
of an offi  cial French delegation sent to the court of the contemporary 
Q ā j ā r monarch, Fat �   � Al ī  Sh ā h (r. 1797–1834). Rousseau was surprised 
to fi nd out that there were still many Ismailis in Persia and that they 
had their Imam, Sh ā h Khal ī l All ā h, a descendant of Ism ā  �  ī l b. Ja � far. 
Th is imam, he was told, resided in the village of Kahak, near Ma � all ā t, 
and was highly revered by his followers, including those who came 
regularly from India to receive his blessings. 

 Th e fi rst few Ismaili manuscripts to become known to the orientalists 
also came from Syria, the fi rst region of European interest in the 
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Ismailis. Here, too, Rousseau played another pioneering role. Th is 
diplomat, who was an avid collector of oriental manuscripts, obtained 
an anonymous Ismaili work from Ma � y ā f, one of the major Ismaili 
centres in Syria. Th is Arabic manuscript, containing a number of 
fragments on religious doctrines of the Ismailis, had been procured 
for Rousseau in 1809. In 1812, as the fi rst instance of its kind, some 
extracts from this manuscript, as translated by Rousseau himself and 
communicated to de Sacy, were published in Paris.  10   Subsequently 
Rousseau sent this Ismaili source to the Soci é t é  Asiatique in Paris, and 
its full Arabic text was later published, together with its French 
translation, by Stanislas Guyard (1846–1884).  11   A few years later, 
Guyard published the text and translation of yet another Ismaili work, 
the fi rst such source containing historical information.  12   Th is Arabic 
manuscript on the life and the miraculous deeds of R ā shid al-D ī n 
Sin ā n, composed around 1324, had been recovered in Syria in 1848 by 
the dragoman of the Prussian consulate Joseph Catafago and then sent 
to Paris. Meanwhile, a few other Ismaili texts of Syrian provenance 
had been acquired by a Protestant missionary in Syria, and sent to 
distant America.  13   Th ese early discoveries of the Ismaili sources were, 
however, few and far between. 

 Meanwhile, de Sacy himself had written an important memoir on 
the so-called Assassins, which he read before the Institut de France in 
May 1809.  14   In this memoir, de Sacy also solved the mystery of the 
name ‘Assassins’, explaining its connection to the Arabic word   � ash ī sh . 
He was able to cite Arabic texts in which the Niz ā r ī  Ismailis were called 
  � ash ī sh ī   (plural,   � ash ī shiyya ). Th is name had been applied to the Niz ā r ī  
Ismailis as a term of abuse, designating people of lax morality. It was 
the pejorative name that gave rise to imaginative tales fabricated by the 
Crusader circles. De Sacy and other orientalists also correctly identifi ed 
the so-called Assassins as the Ismailis representing a Shi � i Muslim 
community. However, the orientalists, too, were still obliged to study 
the Ismailis on the basis of the hostile Sunni sources and the fi ctitious 
occidental accounts of the Crusader circles. As a result, de Sacy and 
other orientalists endorsed unwittingly, and to various degrees, the 
anti-Ismaili ‘black legend’ of the medieval Sunni polemicists and the 
Assassin legends of the Crusaders. 

 As a background to the story of the Druzes, de Sacy also concerned 
himself with the early history of the Ismailis, without having had 
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access to any Ismaili writings. In his major work on the Druzes, which 
was his fi nal work, he devoted a long introduction to the origins and 
early history of the Ismailis.  15   Th ere, de Sacy based himself exclusively 
on the Sunni polemical accounts of Ibn Riz ā m and Akh ū  Mu � sin, 
as preserved by al-Nuwayr ī . He, therefore, echoed their malicious 
views and presented the controversial  � Abd All ā h b. Maym ū n 
al-Qadd ā  �  as the real founder of Ismailism,  16   amongst other baseless 
accusations. 

 De Sacy’s treatment of early Ismailism, and the Niz ā r ī  Ismailis of the 
Alam ū t times, set the general frame within which other orientalists of 
the 19th century studied the medieval history of the Ismailis. It was 
under such circumstances that misrepresentation and plain fi ction 
came to permeate the fi rst European book devoted exclusively to the 
history of the Persian Niz ā r ī  Ismailis of the Alam ū t period. Th e 
Austrian orientalist-diplomat author of this book, Joseph von 
Hammer-Purgstall (1774–1856), endorsed Marco Polo’s narrative in its 
entirety as well as the medieval defamations levelled against the 
Ismailis by their Sunni detractors. Published in German in 1818, this 
book achieved great success in Europe and was soon translated into 
French and English.  17   Th is book continued to serve as the standard 
history of the Niz ā r ī  Ismailis at least until the 1930s. 

 With a few exceptions, European scholarship made little further 
progress in the study of the Ismailis during the second half of the 19th 
century, while Ismaili sources still remained generally inaccessible to 
orientalists. Th e outstanding exception was provided by the historical 
studies of the French orientalist Charles Fran ç ois Defr é mery (1822–
1883), who collected a large number of references from various Muslim 
chronicles on the Ismailis of Persia and Syria, and published the results 
in two long articles.  18   

 Th e Ismailis continued to be misrepresented to various degrees by 
orientalists such as Michael J. de Goeje (1836–1909), who nevertheless 
made valuable contributions to the study of the Qarma �  ī s of Bahrayn, 
but whose erroneous interpretation of Fatimid-Qarma �  ī  relations was 
generally adopted.  19   Th ere had also appeared for the fi rst time a history 
of the Fatimids by Ferdinand W ü stenfeld (1808–1899), which was a 
compilation from a range of Arabic chronicles without any extracts 
from Ismaili sources. Th e unsatisfactory state of the fi eld is clearly 
attested to by the fact that the next Western book on the Fatimids, 
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written some four decades later by De Lacy Evans O’Leary (1872–1957) 
of Bristol University, still did not cite any Ismaili sources.  20   

 Meanwhile, Paul Casanova (1861–1926), who had already published 
some numismatic notes on the Niz ā r ī  Ismailis of the Alam ū t period,  21   
and later produced some important studies on the Fatimids, announced 
in 1898 his discovery of a manuscript at the Biblioth è que Nationale, 
Paris, containing the last section of the  Ras ā  � il Ikhw ā n al- � af ā  �   (Th e 
Epistles of the Brethren of Purity).  22   Th is French orientalist was the 
fi rst European scholar to recognise the Ismaili affi  liation of this famous 
encyclopaedic work. Earlier, the German orientalist Friedrich Dieterici 
(1821–1903) had published many parts of the  Ras ā  � il , with a German 
translation, without realising their Ismaili connection.  23   

 Other types of information on the Ismailis had now started to 
appear. In 1895, whilst travelling in Syria, the Swiss orientalist Max van 
Berchem (1863–1921) read and studied almost all of the epigraphic 
evidence of the Ismaili fortresses in Syria.  24   As noted above, P. Casanova 
was the fi rst orientalist to produce a study on the Ismaili coins minted 
at Alam ū t. Much information on the Ismaili Khojas of South Asia and 
the forty-sixth Ismaili Imam,  � asan  � Al ī  Sh ā h Aga Khan I (1817–1881), 
also became available in the course of a complicated legal case 
investigated by the High Court of Bombay, known as the Aga Khan 
Case, which culminated in the famous judgement of 1866.  25   All these 
developments, together with general progress in the publication of 
new Muslim sources and new interpretations of the old ones, were 
continuously preparing the ground, in broad terms, for a revaluation 
of the Ismailis as well. 

 In the opening decades of the 20th century, more Ismaili manuscripts 
preserved in Yemen and Central Asia began to be recovered, though 
still on a limited basis. In 1903, Giuseppe Caprotti (1869–1919), an 
Italian merchant who had spent some three decades in Yemen, brought 
a collection of Arabic manuscripts from Yemen to Italy and sold 
it to the Ambrosiana Library in Milan. Th e Ambrosiana’s Caprotti 
Collection of codices was later found, by its cataloguer Eugenio Griffi  ni 
(1878–1925), to contain several Ismaili texts.  26   Meanwhile, some 
Russian scholars and offi  cials had become aware of the existence of 
Ismaili groups within the Central Asian regions of the Russian empire, 
and they now made attempts to establish contacts with them and study 
their teachings. Th ese Central Asian Ismailis, who lived mainly in the 
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mountainous region of Badakhsh ā n, belonged exclusively to the Niz ā r ī  
branch of Ismailism. Th e Ismailis of Badakhsh ā n, now divided by the 
Oxus River ( Ā m ū  Dary ā ) between Tajikistan and Afghanistan, have 
preserved the literary heritage of the Niz ā r ī s produced during the 
Alam ū t period and subsequent centuries, all written in the Persian 
language. 

 Since 1895, the area lying north and east of the Panj River (a major 
headwater of the Oxus) had come under the eff ective control of 
Russian military offi  cials, although according to the determination of 
the Anglo-Russian boundary commission of the same year, the 
region situated on the right bank of the Panj had been formally 
handed over to the Khanate of Bukh ā r ā , while designating the left -
bank region as Afghan territory. At any rate, Russians now travelled 
freely in the Upper Oxus region. Count Aleksey A. Bobrinskiy (1861–
1938), a Russian scholar who studied the inhabitants of the Wakh ā n 
and Ishk ā shim districts of Badakhsh ā n in 1898, published the fi rst 
account of the Ismailis of those parts.  27   Subsequently, in 1914, Ivan I. 
Zarubin (1887–1964), the eminent Russian ethnologist and expert 
in Tajik dialects, acquired a small collection of Persian Ismaili 
manuscripts from the western Pamir districts of Shughn ā n and 
R ū sh ā n, which was presented two years later to the Asiatic Museum 
of the Imperial Russian Academy of Sciences in St. Petersburg. Th is 
collection was later catalogued by Wladimir Ivanow (1886–1970), a 
leading pioneer of modern Ismaili studies who was then Assistant 
Keeper of the oriental manuscripts at the Asiatic Museum.  28   In 1918, 
the Asiatic Museum received a second collection of Persian Ismaili 
manuscripts. Th ese texts had been acquired a few years earlier, from 
the Upper Oxus region, by Aleksandr A. Semenov (1873–1958),  29   a 
Russian pioneer in Ismaili studies from Tashkent. He had already 
studied certain beliefs of the Shughn ā n ī  Ismailis whom he had 
fi rst visited in 1898.  30   Th ese Ismaili manuscripts of Central Asian 
provenance, comprising less than twenty genuine items, then 
constituted the largest holding of Ismaili manuscripts in any European 
library; both collections are currently housed at the Russian Institute 
of Oriental Manuscripts in St. Petersburg, which has absorbed the 
collections of the Asiatic Museum and other oriental institutions of 
the former Academy of Sciences of the USSR (Akademiia Nauk 
SSSR).  31   
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 By the 1920s, the knowledge of the orientalists on Ismaili literature 
was still very limited as refl ected in the fi rst Western bibliography of 
Ismaili works compiled by Louis Massignon (1883–1962), the foremost 
French pioneer in Shi � i studies.  32   Little further progress was made in 
the study of the Ismailis during the 1920s, aside from the publication 
of some of the works of the Persian Ismaili  d ā  �  ī  , poet and philosopher 
N ā  � ir-i Khusraw (d. aft er 462/1070), including his  Wajh-i d ī n  based on 
the manuscript in the Zarubin Collection of the Asiatic Museum,  33   
and a few studies by Semenov and Ivanow.  34   Indeed, by 1927, when 
the entry ‘Ism ā  �  ī l ī ya’ by Cl é ment Huart (1854–1926), appeared in the 
second volume of  Th e Encyclopaedia of Islam , European orientalist 
studies on the subject still essentially displayed the misrepresentations 
of the Crusaders and the defamations of the medieval Sunni 
polemicists. Even an eminent orientalist of the stature of Edward G. 
Browne (1862–1926), who covered the Ismailis only in a tangential 
manner in his magisterial four-volume survey of Persian literature, 
merely reiterated the standard orientalist tales of his predecessors on 
the Niz ā r ī  Ismailis, who had also continued to be referred to as the 
Assassins, a medieval and pejorative misnomer.  35   Be that as it may, by 
the end of the 1920s, the ground had been broadly prepared for the 
initiation of a totally new phase in the study of the Ismailis.  

   Phase II: Commencement of Modern 
Scholarship, 1931–1945  

 Th is phase marked the initial stage of modern scholarship in Ismaili 
studies, founded on the recovery and study of genuine Ismaili sources 
on an unprecedented scale. Th is phase was initiated in the early 1930s 
in Bombay, where signifi cant collections of Ismaili manuscripts have 
been preserved. Wladimir Ivanow was the driving force behind this 
breakthrough. It is no exaggeration to claim that perhaps in no other 
area of Islamic studies has the contribution of a single individual been 
so consequential as that of Ivanow in the context of modern Ismaili 
studies.  36   

 Ivanow had come into contact with Ismaili manuscripts while 
working in the Asiatic Museum. He had also met some Persian Ismailis 
in 1912, when he was conducting fi eldwork in Khur ā s ā n on Persian 
dialects, his original fi eld of study. At any rate, he left  Russia in 1918 
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following the Russian Revolution, and eventually settled down in 
India. In 1930 he established contact with members of the Ismaili 
Khoja community in Bombay, off ering his scholarly services to them. 
In due course, he was introduced to the forty-eighth and then current 
Ismaili Imam, Sultan Muhammad Shah, Aga Khan III (1885–1957), 
who approved of Ivanow’s research proposal. In January 1931, the 
Ismaili Imam formally commissioned Ivanow to start investigating the 
history and teachings of the Ismailis on the basis of their literary 
heritage. Henceforth, systematic recovery of the hidden literary 
treasures of the Ismailis became the prime concern of Ivanow, who 
was to spend the next three decades in Bombay, where members of 
both branches of the Ismaili community, the Niz ā r ī s known as Khojas 
and the  � ayyib ī  Musta � lians known as Bohras, lived and possessed 
collections of manuscripts. Ivanow’s formal association with the Niz ā r ī  
Ismaili community also enabled him to gain access to the Persian texts 
of that community, preserved mainly in Central Asia, Afghanistan and 
Persia. However, his friendship with a number of Ismaili Bohra 
scholars, who had rich collections of manuscripts, also put him in 
touch with the Arabic Ismaili literature of the Fatimid period and later 
 � ayyib ī  times. Th ese Bohra scholars also played key roles in ushering 
in the modern phase of Ismaili studies. In this context, three Bohra 
scholars who were educated in England, should be mentioned: Asaf A. 
A. Fyzee (1899–1981),  � usayn F. al-Hamd ā n ī  (1901–1962) and Z ā hid 
 � Al ī  (1888–1958). 

 Professor Fyzee, who belonged to the most learned Sulaym ā n ī  
 � ayyib ī  family of Bohras in India and had studied law at the University 
of Cambridge, possessed a valuable collection of Ismaili manuscripts, 
which he later donated to the Bombay University Library.  37   Fyzee 
made these texts readily available to Ivanow and other scholars. He 
also made modern scholars aware of the existence of an independent 
Ismaili school of jurisprudence ( madhhab ) through his own research 
and numerous publications,  38   including the critical edition of al-Q ā  !  ī  
al-Nu � m ā n’s  Da �  ā  � im al-Isl ā m , the legal code of the Fatimid state which 
is still used by the  � ayyib ī  Ismailis. 

  � usayn al-Hamd ā n ī , belonging to a prominent D ā  �  ū d ī   � ayyib ī  
family of scholars with Yemeni origins, had received his doctorate in 
1931 from the School of Oriental (and African) Studies in London, 
where he studied under Professor Hamilton A. R. Gibb (1895–1971). In 
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addition to a number of studies of his own, he made his vast collection 
of manuscripts, originally preserved in Yemen and then relocated to 
Gujarat, available to Ivanow and numerous other scholars, such as 
Paul Kraus (1904–1944) and Louis Massignon, who were then 
becoming interested in Ismaili studies. In fact, he played a key role in 
opening up this emerging fi eld to Western scholarship.  39    � usayn 
al-Hamd ā n ī ’s collection of manuscripts was distributed amongst some 
of his descendants, and a major portion came into the possession of 
his son, Professor Abbas Hamdani (1926–2019), who recently donated 
these manuscripts to Th e Institute of Ismaili Studies in London.  40   

 Z ā hid  � Al ī , who hailed from another learned D ā  �  ū d ī   � ayyib ī  Bohra 
family in India, received his doctorate from the University of Oxford, 
where he prepared a critical edition of the  D ī w ā n  of poetry of Ibn 
H ā ni �  (d. 362/973), the foremost Ismaili poet of North Africa, for his 
thesis under the supervision of Professor David S. Margoliouth (1858–
1940). He was also the fi rst author in modern times to have written, in 
Urdu, a scholarly history of the Fatimids as well as a work on Ismaili 
doctrines on the basis of a variety of Ismaili sources.  41   Th e Z ā hid  � Al ī  
Collection of some 226 Arabic Ismaili manuscripts, was also donated 
in 1997 by his family to Th e Institute of Ismaili Studies,  42   where these 
texts are now made available to scholars worldwide. 

 It was under such circumstances that Ivanow published in 1933 the 
fi rst detailed catalogue of Ismaili works, citing some 700 separate 
titles.  43   Th ese sources, written by a multitude of Ismaili authors, such 
as Ab ū   �  ā tim al-R ā z ī  (d. 322/934), Ja � far b. Man �  ū r al-Yaman (d.  ca . 
346/957), Ab ū  Ya � q ū b al-Sijist ā n ī  (d. aft er 361/971), al-Q ā  !  ī  al-Nu � m ā n 
(d. 363/974),  � am ī d al-D ī n al-Kirm ā n ī  (d. aft er 411/1020), al-Mu � ayyad 
fi ’l-D ī n al-Sh ī r ā z ī  (d. 470/1078), and N ā  � ir-i Khusraw (d. aft er 
462/1070), and many later authors who lived in Yemen, Syria, Persia 
and other regions, attested to the hitherto unknown richness and 
diversity of Ismaili literary and intellectual traditions. Th e initiation of 
modern scholarship in Ismaili studies may indeed be traced to the 
publication of this very catalogue, which provided for the fi rst time a 
scientifi c framework for research in this new fi eld of Islamic studies. 

 Recognising the importance of institutional support for Ismaili 
studies and publications, in the same year (1933) Ivanow founded in 
Bombay the Islamic Research Association, with the collaboration of 
Asaf Fyzee and a few other Ismaili friends. Th e Ismaili Imam, Aga 
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Khan III, acted as the patron of this institution. Four of Ivanow’s own 
earliest editions of Persian Niz ā r ī  Ismaili texts appeared in 1933, in 
lithograph form, in this institution’s series of publications. 
Subsequently, Ivanow focused for a while on the early history of the 
Ismailis, while editing several more Arabic and Persian texts, including 
the enigmatic  Umm al-kit ā b , which has been preserved in an archaic 
form of Persian by the Ismailis of Badakhsh ā n.  44   Ivanow’s early Ismaili 
studies culminated in a substantial work on the early Ismailis and the 
Fatimids, published in 1942 in the series of the Islamic Research 
Association.  45   Th is publication also contained a number of extracts 
from Arabic Ismaili texts edited and translated for the fi rst time here. 

 In his research, Ivanow supplemented literary sources with 
archaeological and epigraphic evidence. In this context, in 1937 he 
discovered the tombs of several Niz ā r ī  Ismaili Imams in the villages of 
Anjud ā n and Kahak, in central Persia, enabling him to fi ll certain gaps 
in the post-Alam ū t history of that community.  46   In fact, it was Ivanow 
himself who identifi ed what he termed the ‘Anjud ā n revival’ in the 
religious and literary activities of the Niz ā r ī  Ismailis—a period 
stretching from the middle of the 9th/15th century to the late 11th/17th 
century. Ivanow also embarked on several archaeological surveys of 
Alam ū t and other Ismaili fortresses of Persia.  47   By the time Ivanow’s 
article ‘Ism ā  �  ī l ī ya’ was published in 1936 in the supplementary volume 
to the fi rst edition of  Th e Encyclopaedia of Islam , the Ismailis were 
already treated with much greater accuracy by contemporary scholars; 
the modern scholarship in Ismailis studies had now clearly commenced.  

   Phase III: Consolidation of Modern 
Scholarship, 1946–1977  

 Th is was the phase of consolidation and further progress in modern 
Ismaili studies, building on the foundations created in Phase II. Th is 
phase started with the establishment of the Ismaili Society in 1946 in 
Bombay, which provided further institutional impetus to this fi eld. 
Th is institution, too, was created through the eff orts of W. Ivanow and 
under the patronage of Aga Khan III. By contrast to the mandate of 
the Islamic Research Association, the Ismaili Society would exclusively 
promote research on all aspects of Ismaili history, thought and 
literature.  48   Th e Ismaili Society’s various series of publications, under 
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the editorship of Ivanow, were devoted mostly to his own monographs 
as well as editions and translations of mainly Persian Niz ā r ī  Ismaili 
texts. In addition to publishing the Ismaili works of Na �  ī r al-D ī n 
al- �  ū s ī  (d. 672/1274), dating to the late Alam ū t period, Ivanow now 
recovered and published several signifi cant texts of the Anjud ā n 
period in Ismaili history, including the  Pandiy ā t-i jav ā nmard ī  , 
containing the sermons of Imam Mustan � ir bi’ll ā h (d. 885/1480), as 
well as works of Ab ū  Is �  ā q Quhist ā n ī  (d. aft er 904/1498) and 
Khayrkhw ā h-i Har ā t ī  (d. aft er 960/1553). It was also Ivanow who, for 
the fi rst time, classifi ed Ismaili history in terms of several main phases 
in a brief historical survey published in 1952, representing the fi rst 
scholarly work of its kind.  49   

 During this phase, Ivanow also acquired a large number of Arabic 
and Persian Ismaili manuscripts for the Ismaili Society’s Library. Th ese 
resources were transferred, in the 1980s, to Th e Institute of Ismaili 
Studies Library in London. Meanwhile, numerous Ismaili texts had 
begun to be critically edited and studied, preparing the ground for 
continued scholarship in the fi eld. 

 Ivanow generously shared his knowledge as well as the manuscript 
resources of the Ismaili Society with other scholars. In particular, he 
established a close working relationship with Henry Corbin (1903–
1978), the French philosopher and Islamicist who commuted regularly 
between Paris and Tehran, where he had founded the Iranology 
Department of the Institut Franco-Iranien. As attested in the 
correspondence exchanged between these two scholars, during 1947–
1966,  50   Ivanow readily prepared (handwritten) copies of the Ismaili 
manuscripts at his disposal in Bombay and sent them to Corbin, who 
launched his own ‘Biblioth è que Iranienne’ series of publications, 
in which several Arabic and Persian Ismaili works appeared 
simultaneously in Tehran and Paris.  51   Corbin represented a new 
generation of scholars with interests in Ismaili studies. Another early 
member of this group was Mu � ammad K ā mil  � usayn (1901–1961), the 
Egyptian scholar who edited several Arabic Ismaili texts of the Fatimid 
period in his ‘Silsilat Makh �  ū  �  ā t al-F ā  � imiyy ī n’ series, published in 
Cairo. He also co-edited the  d ā  �  ī    � am ī d al-D ī n al-Kirm ā n ī ’s chief 
work,  R ā  � at al- � aql , written in the tradition of ‘philosophical theology’ 
of the Iranian school, for the Ismaili Society.  52   It was due to Ivanow’s 
foundational work on the Niz ā r ī  Ismailis that Marshall Hodgson 
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(1922–1968) was enabled to write the fi rst scholarly history of the 
Niz ā r ī  Ismailis of the Alam ū t period. Th is book, published in 1955, 
fi nally replaced von Hammer’s legendary account written in 1818.  53   
Indeed, Ivanow himself may doubtless be considered as the founder of 
modern Niz ā r ī  Ismaili studies. 

 Ivanow indefatigably recovered, studied and published a good 
portion of the extant Persian literature of the Niz ā r ī  Ismailis, as well as 
maintaining systematic eff orts to recover other types of Ismaili 
manuscripts. At the same time, Ivanow continued to promote research 
in the fi eld. By 1963, when he published an expanded edition of his 
Ismaili catalogue, Ivanow had identifi ed a few hundred more Ismaili 
titles,  54   while the fi eld of Ismaili studies as a whole had witnessed 
incredible progress. Meanwhile, others representing yet another 
generation of scholars, such as Bernard Lewis (1916–2018), Samuel M. 
Stern (1920–1964), Abbas Hamdani (1926–2019) and Wilferd Madelung, 
were entering the fi eld with their own original studies,  55   especially on 
the early Ismailis and their relations with the dissident Qarma �  ī s.  56   

 Meanwhile, a number of Russian scholars, such as Lyudmila V. 
Stroeva (1910–1993) and Andrey E. Bertel’s (1926–1995), had 
maintained the earlier interests of their compatriots in Ismaili studies, 
though conducting their investigations within narrow Marxist 
frameworks. Some of these scholars were also involved in acquiring 
large collections of Persian manuscripts from the Badakhsh ā n region 
of Central Asia.  57   At the same time,  �  Ā rif T ā mir (1921–1998), belonging 
to the small Mu � ammad-Sh ā h ī  Niz ā r ī  community of Syria, was 
making a number of Ismaili texts of Syrian provenance available to 
scholars, albeit oft en in faulty editions, similarly to his compatriot 
Mu �  � af ā  Gh ā lib (1923–1981), who hailed from the Q ā sim-Sh ā h ī  branch 
of the Niz ā r ī  Ismaili community. Meanwhile, several Egyptian scholars, 
who were interested in the medieval history of their country, notably 
 � asan Ibr ā h ī m  � asan (1892–1968), Jam ā l al-D ī n al-Shayy ā l (1911–
1967), Mu � ammad J. Sur ū r (1911–1992),  � Abd al-Mun � im M ā jid (1920–
1999), and more recently Ayman F. Sayyid, made further contributions 
to Fatimid studies, complementing Ismaili studies in general. Aft er the 
pioneering eff orts of Gaston Wiet (1887–1971) and a few other 
Westerners, the Fatimid period of Islamic history was now studied also 
by a number of European scholars, such as Marius Canard (1888–
1982)  58   and Claude Cahen (1909–1991), drawing on Ismaili-Fatimid 
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sources. W. Madelung summed up the state of the fi eld in his seminal 
article ‘Ism ā  �  ī liyya’, published in 1973 in the new (second) edition of 
 Th e Encyclopaedia of Islam . Th e progress in the recovery of Ismaili 
texts during 1933–1977, which had made the astonishing breakthrough 
in the fi eld possible, is well refl ected in Professor Ismail K. Poonawala’s 
monumental catalogue published in 1977, which identifi es more than 
1,300 titles written by some 200 authors.  59    

   Phase IV: Continuing Progress, 1977–Present  

 Progress in Ismaili studies has proceeded at an unprecedented rate 
during the last four decades, as more Ismaili sources are recovered 
from Central Asia, and other regions, and an increasing number of 
them are systematically edited and studied by more newcomers to the 
fi eld, such as Ismail K. Poonawala, Heinz Halm, Paul E. Walker and 
Daniel de Smet, as well as the established scholars. Building on the 
cumulative results of modern scholarship in the fi eld, the present 
writer was able to compile the fi rst comprehensive history of the 
Ismailis, covering all branches of the community and all regions where 
they live.  60   In this phase, a key role is currently performed by Th e 
Institute of Ismaili Studies, founded in 1977 in London by the forty-
ninth and present Ismaili Imam, H. H. Prince Karim Aga Khan IV.  61   
Th is institution also holds nearly 3,000 manuscripts in Arabic, Persian 
and Indic languages, representing the largest collection of its kind at 
least in the West. Th e Institute also continues to acquire, in a structured 
fashion, more manuscripts from Tajik and Afghan regions of 
Badakhsh ā n, while its holdings of manuscripts have been augmented 
signifi cantly by several donations, including the Z ā hid  � Al ī  and 
Hamdani collections. Th e Institute makes these manuscript resources, 
now kept in its Ismaili Special Collections Unit, readily available to 
scholars worldwide, contributing to further progress in the fi eld. 

 Th e Institute of Ismaili Studies is already serving as the central point 
of reference for Ismaili scholarship, making its own contributions 
through various programmes of research and publications. Amongst 
these, particular mention should be made of the ‘Ismaili Texts and 
Translations Series’, in which critical editions of Arabic and Persian 
texts are published together with English translations and 
contextualising introductions. Th e Institute has also embarked on 
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producing a complete critical edition and annotated English translation 
of the  Ras ā  � il Ikhw ā n al- � af ā  �   (Epistles of the Brethren of Purity), 
launched in 2008. More than twenty scholars participate in this 
20-volume project. Earlier, Professor Yves Marquet (1911–2008) had 
produced a vast corpus of studies on this enigmatic work, whose 
authorship and date of composition are still subjects for debate. 
Building on his work, as well as the contributions of her own teacher 
Alessandro Bausani (1921–1988), Professor Carmela Baffi  oni is a key 
member of the Institute’s team of scholars currently engaged in this 
project. Amongst the various regional Ismaili traditions that have 
received scholarly attention in recent decades, particular mention may 
be made of the Satpanth tradition of the Ismaili Khojas of South Asian 
origins, as refl ected in their  gin ā n  devotional literature. Here Professors 
Azim Nanji and Ali Asani have made major contributions. 

 Many Ismaili texts have now been published in critical editions, 
while an increasing number of secondary studies on various aspects of 
Ismaili history and thought have been produced by at least three 
successive generations of scholars, as documented in this author’s 
bibliography of the Ismaili sources and studies.  62   With these 
developments, based on the increased accessibility of Ismaili textual 
materials to a growing number of scholars, the sustained scholarly 
study of the Ismailis, which by the fi nal decade of W. Ivanow’s life in 
the 1960s had already greatly deconstructed the anti-Ismaili tales of 
medieval times, promises to dissipate the remaining misrepresentations 
of the Ismailis rooted in either the ‘hostility’ or the ‘imaginative 
ignorance’ of the earlier generations.  
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 Husain Hamdani, Paul Kraus, and 
a Suitcase Full of Manuscripts   

    Fran ç ois de   Blois               

  Th e purpose of this chapter is to give a brief overview of my work on 
an edition of the correspondence between Paul Kraus and Husain 
Hamdani. I will fi rst introduce these two famous scholars, and then 
share some preliminary observations on the letters exchanged between 
them. 

 Husain Hamdani  1   belonged to an eminent scholarly family of the 
D ā  �  ū d ī  Bohra community in Western India. Th e family’s Indian 
presence can be traced back to  � Al ī  b. Sa �  ī d al-Ya � bur ī  al-Hamd ā n ī , 
who was born in the  � ar ā z region of the Yemen, an old Ismaili 
stronghold, in about 1718. At the invitation of the 39th  d ā  �  ī  , Ibr ā h ī m 
Waj ī h al-D ī n,  � Al ī  b. Sa �  ī d emigrated to India around the middle of the 
18th century. His son Ibr ā h ī m, his grandson Fay !  All ā h, and especially 
his great-grandson Mu � ammad  � Al ī  were all prominent religious 
scholars and educators within the small and secretive D ā  �  ū d ī  
community. 

 In the middle of the 19th century the Hamdani family got caught up 
in a controversy within the community. Th e 46th  d ā  �  ī  , Mu � ammad 
Badr al-D ī n died in 1840 without apparently naming a successor. Th e 
leadership of the community was assumed by  � Abd al-Q ā dir Najm 
al-D ī n, but some of the   � ulam ā  �   questioned his legitimacy. Th e division 
was kept under wraps for nearly half a century, only to come out in 
public at the time of  �  ā hir Sayf al-D ī n, who was declared  d ā  �  ī   in 1915, 
and who bolstered his claim to be leader of the D ā  �  ū d ī  community in 
a court case that went as far as the Privy Council in London. Fay !  
All ā h b. Mu � ammad   �  Al ī  al-Hamd ā n ī  testifi ed against him, and as a 
result he and his entire family were ejected from the D ā  �  ū d ī  community 
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and ostracised. Together with a few other families they regrouped as 
the Reformist denomination. 

 Fay !  All ā h’s elder son,  � Abd al- � usayn, or, as he preferred to call 
himself, plain Husain Hamdani, was born in Surat in 1901, and 
experienced the bitter split in the community as a young man. He 
received a traditional religious education from his father, but then 
went on to complete a Master’s degree at Bombay University, one of 
the fi rst Bohras to receive a modern secular education. Aft er fi nishing 
his MA he decided to acquire a doctorate in Arabic and Islamic studies 
in England. He set off  from Bombay by sea, passed through the Suez 
Canal, stopped off  for a while in Egypt, and arrived in England in 
October 1928. His original plan had been to study in Oxford, but 
for some reason this did not materialise, so he inscribed in the School 
of Oriental (now Oriental and African) Studies, London, where 
H. A. R. Gibb agreed to be his supervisor. He fi nished his degree in 
1931 with an edition and study of an important Ismaili esoteric treatise, 
the  Zahr al-ma �  ā n ī   by the 15th-century Yemeni author and  d ā  �  ī    � Im ā d 
al-D ī n Idr ī s; unfortunately this edition was never published. 

 As material for his thesis, Husain Hamdani brought with him from 
India not only at least one manuscript of the  Zahr al-ma �  ā n ī  , but what 
must have been a very large number of Ismaili manuscripts of works 
from the pre-Fatimid, Fatimid, Yemeni and Indian periods. It is 
important to realise that up until then all of these works were totally 
unknown to international scholarship and were treated as top-secret 
esoteric writings both by the Reformists and by the followers of the 
contested  d ā  �  ī  . 

 Husain Hamdani returned to India in 1931. He came under severe 
attack from members of his own community for having violated the 
secrecy of the sectarian writings by showing them to foreign scholars, 
and even his father showed disapproval and for a while prevented him 
from consulting the family’s collection of manuscripts. Eventually he 
reconciled with his father and was able to resume his work. He took a 
number of teaching positions in India before emigrating to Pakistan 
aft er the partition of India in 1947. Aft er some unsatisfactory attempts 
to fi nd a footing in the university system he entered the Pakistan civil 
service and found a position as an attach é  at the Pakistan Embassy in 
Cairo. Th en, in 1950 he took up a teaching position at Cairo’s Kulliy ā t 
D ā r al- � Ul ū m. He died in Cairo in 1962 at the age of 61. 
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 Aft er his father’s death, Abbas Hamdani reassembled a signifi cant 
portion of the family’s collection of manuscripts and generously put 
them at the disposal of scholars working on Ismaili matters—one 
thinks in particular of Professor Madelung. Now he has donated the 
entire collection to Th e Institute of Ismaili Studies.  2   

 During his stay in England Husain Hamdani made several trips to 
Berlin, then arguably the hub of scholarly and scientifi c activity in the 
world, and it was there that he made the acquaintance of another 
young scholar, the great Arabist Paul Kraus, an acquaintance which 
quickly blossomed into a very fruitful scholarly collaboration and a 
deep personal friendship. 

 Paul Kraus  3   was born in 1904 in Prague, then the capital of the 
Kingdom of Bohemia within the Austro-Hungarian Empire, in a 
secular German-speaking Jewish family. Aft er the First World War he 
became a citizen of the now independent Republic of Czechoslovakia. 
Kraus studied Oriental languages (in the broadest sense of the word) 
at the German University of Prague. Aft er two years he set off  to the 
Near East to perfect his knowledge of languages, visited Egypt and 
Syria, lived for a while in Mandatory Palestine, attending lectures at 
the recently-founded Hebrew University in Jerusalem. In 1927 he 
returned to Europe and completed a doctorate on Old Babylonian 
letters at the University of Berlin. 

 Kraus settled in Berlin, was a Dozent at the University, and had a 
research position at the Institute for the History of the Natural Sciences 
( Forschungsinstitut f ü r Geschichte der Naturwissenschaft en ) under Julius 
Ruska (1867–1949), and he quickly won the admiration of the famous 
Hans-Heinrich Schaeder (1896–1957), professor of Oriental languages 
in Berlin, the high priest of Arabic and Iranian studies in Germany. 

 In 1933 the Nazis came to power and Kraus, like all university 
employees of Jewish origin, was immediately relieved of his position. 
At this fateful turning in his life he received an invitation from Louis 
Massignon to continue his work in Paris. Kraus lived in Paris under 
very strained circumstances from 1933 to 1936, when he accepted a 
teaching position at King Fuad I University in Cairo. He enjoyed the 
support of the Egyptian minister of education, the famous blind 
scholar  �  ā h ā   � usayn (1889–1973), but became increasingly 
disappointed with the situation at the university and in the country. 
On 12 October 1944 he received a visit from  �  ā h ā   � usayn informing 
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him that, following a change of government in Egypt and the fall from 
royal favour of the Wafd party, both he and Kraus were now out of a 
job. Later the same day Paul Kraus ended his own life. He was only 40. 

 Husain Hamdani visited Berlin for the fi rst time in 1930, and met 
Paul Kraus there. Kraus immediately recognised the importance of the 
Hamdani manuscripts for the history of Islam and began to study 
them. Th e fi rst fruit of this study was his article on Hebrew and Syriac 
quotations in Ismaili manuscripts, published in January 1931.  4   Aft er 
expressing, in the fi rst sentence of the article, his gratitude to Husain 
Hamdani for putting the manuscripts at his disposal, Kraus proceeded 
to publish and discuss passages from three books by  � am ī d al-D ī n 
al-Kirm ā n ī , plus a passage from another one of Kirm ā n ī ’s books 
quoted in the   � Uy ū n al-akhb ā r  by  � Im ā d al-D ī n Idr ī s. At that time none 
of these books were known, even by title, outside of the  � ayyib ī  Ismaili 
community. What is astonishing is the very short time (just a few 
months) between the fi rst meeting of these two scholars and the 
completion and publication of Kraus’s article, showing the profound 
knowledge of the whole scope of Arabic and Islamic literature on the 
part of the 26-year-old author. 

 In the following six years Kraus published further epoch-making 
studies based on Ismaili manuscripts from the Hamdani collection: 
notably his reconstruction of the lost  Kit ā b al-zumurrud  by Ibn 
al-Rawand ī  on the basis of the refutation of the same in the  Maj ā lis  of 
al-Mu � ayyad fi ’l-D ī n, and then his recovery of the lost philosophical 
works of Ab ū  Bakr al-R ā z ī , in particular his notorious book ‘Th e 
Destruction of the Religions’, on the basis of its refutation by the 
Ismaili author Ab ū   �  ā tim al-R ā z ī . 

 Th e upshot of this was that thanks to the collaboration of Husain 
Hamdani, Paul Kraus was actually the fi rst scholar outside of the 
Ismaili communities who was able to write about Ismailism on the 
basis of genuine Ismaili material from the Fatimid and  � ayyib ī  
traditions. Everything that had earlier been written about Ismailism, 
even by leading scholars like Michael J. de Goeje (1836–1909) or Ign á c 
Goldziher (1850–1921), was based on external and on the whole 
polemical material. Th e opening up of the Ismaili libraries put the 
understanding of Ismailism on a completely new footing. 

 Included in the Hamdani donation to Th e Institute of Ismaili Studies 
is a folder containing 55 letters from Paul Kraus to Husain Hamdani, 
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as well as two short messages from Kraus’s wife, Hadasa Mednitzki, 
and one from Kraus’s one-time mentor, Julius Ruska, the head of the 
Institute for the History of the Natural Sciences; these likewise are 
addressed to Husain Hamdani, so 58 letters all together. I am preparing 
an edition of these letters, which are from the period from 1930 to 
1939, though the largest number of them are from the three years from 
the fi rst meeting between the two scholars in 1930 until Kraus’s 
emigration to Paris in 1933. Most of the letters are typewritten, though 
some are written by hand. Most are in German, a language that Husain 
Hamdani obviously knew, but some of the later letters are in English 
or a mixture of English and German. Th ey cover, of course, only one 
side of the dialogue between the two scholars. I have tried very hard to 
locate Husain Hamdani’s letters to Paul Kraus, but have had no 
success. 

 In the letters at my disposal Paul Kraus discusses at considerable 
length and with great fervour a large number of fundamental issues 
involving Ismaili religious literature. Many of these issues are addressed 
in Kraus’s published papers, but a considerable number are not. Th ese 
will doubtless prove of value to researchers in the fi eld. At the same 
time, these letters provide us with a fascinating insight into the deep 
personal friendship between two scholars from totally diff erent 
backgrounds. 

 Th e fi rst letter is dated Berlin, 1st August 1930. Husain Hamdani has 
departed from his fi rst visit to Germany and is in Paris, en route to 
London. Th e tone of the letter is friendly, but a bit distant. It begins 
with ‘ Lieber Herr Hamdani ’ and uses the polite forms of the personal 
pronouns. Th e second letter is from the 24th of the same month, 
begins with ‘ Lieber Husain Hamdani ’ and is very long. Shortly aft er 
this Kraus paid a visit to Husain Hamdani in London and aft er his 
return to Berlin he penned letter no. 5, dated 30th November 1930, 
addressed now to ‘ Lieber Husain ’ and using the pronouns of the second 
person singular. It is evident that the trip to London was a turning 
point in their friendship. 

 Th e letters from the following months and years discuss the content 
of the Ismaili texts, the usual academic chit-chat about jobs and 
salaries, complaints about slow publishers and badly printed proofs, 
friends and rivals in their professional life, but also very personal 
matters. 
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 At the time Paul Kraus was married to the fi rst of his eventually three 
spouses, Hadasa Mednitzki, whom he had met in Palestine, and who, in 
these letters, is always called ‘Leila’—she is the Layl ā  to Kraus’s 
Majn ū n—and who signs her letters to Hamdani with the same name. 
In 1932 she gave birth to a daughter, Helene, about whom Kraus writes 
at some length. According to those in the know the baby was in fact not 
Kraus’s child, but that of his colleague and so-called friend, Shlomo 
Pines (1908–1990).  5   Leila accompanied Kraus to Paris, but soon 
aft erwards they divorced, and in 1936 Kraus married Bettina Strauss, a 
Berlin Arabist like himself, and sister of the political scientist Leo 
Strauss (1899–1973). In his letters from Cairo Kraus refers to her simply 
as ‘ meine Frau ’. Bettina died in 1942 in childbirth. Her daughter Jenny 
survived and was brought up by her uncle Leo, eventually becoming 
Distinguished Professor of Classics at the University of Virginia, Jenny 
Strauss Clay. In June 1944, just months before his suicide, Kraus married 
his third wife Dorothee Metlitzky, who lived until 2001. 

 Husain Hamdani, before his departure for London, married Zaynab 
B ā  &  ī , a descendant in the seventh generation of the 40th  d ā  �  ī  , Hibat 
All ā h al-Mu � ayyad fi ’l-D ī n. She gave birth to their son Abbas in 1926. 
While in Berlin, Husain Hamdani embarked on an aff air of the heart 
with the secretary at the Institute for the History of the Natural 
Sciences, a certain Liselotte Schwaebsch, whom Husain calls Lilo, and 
who also uses this name in her handwritten additions to several of the 
letters in this collection. So we have Kraus’s Leila and Hamdani’s Lilo. 
In one of his letters, Paul Kraus expresses with a candour that is only 
possible between extremely close friends his belief in the sincerity of 
Lilo’s feelings and his hope that his friend would not let her down. But 
of course, things worked out diff erently. Husain Hamdani returned to 
India, and Lilo eventually married a man by the name of Stockinger, 
who appears to have died aft er 1949. For his part, Husain Hamdani, 
aft er he had settled in Egypt, took an Egyptian lady, Sayyida A � san 
from Samann ū d, as his second wife, which of course was his right as a 
Muslim, in about 1950. Abbas Hamdani informed me that in 1969, 
fulfi lling an instruction of his deceased father, he visited Liselotte 
Stockinger in Munich and paid his compliments to her. She died not 
long aft erwards. 

 What is strikingly absent in Kraus’s letters is any reference to the 
deteriorating political situation in Germany. Only as late as letter 46, 
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dated 22 March 1933, one day before the  Erm ä chtigungsgesetz  which 
brought Hitler to power, does Kraus conclude a learned letter to his 
Indian friend with the words: ‘Otherwise things are going well. You 
have doubtless heard from the newspapers and from Lilo about the 
political upheaval. Germany has changed a lot.’ In the next letter, dated 
11th April, Kraus announces his imminent departure for Paris. 

 Once in Paris, Kraus becomes more outspoken. In letter 51, from 
22 September 1933, Kraus complains about how bad the libraries in 
Paris are. ‘Th e Staatsbibliothek in Berlin was splendid. But that is also 
the only thing that I fi nd splendid in Germany (and unfortunately it 
was set up by the Jew Weil), otherwise nothing takes me back there 
and even if someone paid me a lot of money I would not go back to 
that hell. I do not know if news from Germany gets through to you, 
but what one hears here from private sources and from the newspapers 
of the emigres that are published here and in Prague is simply horrible. 
Of course I am still in contact with old Ruska, and I correspond still 
with Schaeder and a very few others. But otherwise I want to have 
nothing to do with “ Deutschland  ü ber Alles ”, nor with “ Deutsche 
Wissenschaft  ” and its representatives, who during the last events have 
behaved in so disgracefully cowardly a fashion ( so schm ä hlich feige ).’ 

 During his very short life Paul Kraus made plans for many studies 
which he was not able to complete. One of these was for a comprehensive 
bibliography of the surviving Ismaili literature, with a detailed account 
of the contents of each work, which he planned to write together with 
Husain Hamdani. Th is plan was pre-empted to a considerable degree 
by W. Ivanow’s (1886–1970)  A Guide to Ismaili literature , published in 
1933. Ivanow’s book is essentially a concise summary of the 18th-century 
 Fihrist  by al-Majd ū  � , giving (in Ivanow’s case) the title and author of 
each work and a very short account of its content based on the much 
more detailed description by al-Majd ū  � . Kraus had a low opinion of 
Ivanow’s book, which he describes in one of the letters as ‘simplistic 
and superfi cial ( summarisch und oberfl  ä chlich )’, adding that ‘it is a pity 
that we were not quicker’. 

 And in another letter Kraus refers to his famous review of Ivanow’s 
book  6   for Louis Massignon’s (1883–1962)  Revue des  É tudes islamiques . 
‘I have not said too much, but aft er a few introductory “appreciating” 
remarks I have given a long list of improvements in the style of his own 
notices. I think there is no point in criticising the old man sharply. He 
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has done his best as far as his intellectual capacities go ( Er hat seinen 
geistigen Kapazit ä ten entsprechend das beste getan ). And to say that he 
has only listed numbers and names instead of detailed descriptions of 
the works has no point unless one does it better oneself.’ 

 Th e letters from the last years in Paris and in Cairo become 
increasingly pessimistic and indeed bitter. He lives with his wife and 
her baby in a one-room slum in Paris. Somebody steals his typewriter 
and he has to write his letters by hand. His students in Cairo are stupid 
and arrogant. It is not easy reading. We see the career of a brilliant 
scholar cut short by a cruel avalanche of events. We can only 
take comfort from the magnifi cent body of work that he has left  behind 
for us.  

   NOTES  

    1 See the sketch of his life by his son, Abbas Hamdani, in my  Arabic, Persian and Gujarati 
Manuscripts: Th e Hamdani Collection in the Library of Th e Institute of Ismaili Studies  
(London, 2011), pp. xxxii–xxxiv. I have supplemented this with the help of oral 
information supplied by Abbas Hamdani and of some diaries and letters of Husain 
Hamdani himself.   

   2 I had the privilege of being asked to catalogue them. My catalogue of the fi rst part of the 
Hamdani donation was published in 2011, and a second volume, describing the 
remainder of the donation, is in preparation.   

   3 For biographical details, see       Charles   Kuentz   , ‘ Paul Kraus (1904–1944) ’,     Bulletin de 
l’Institut d’ É gypte  ,  37  ( 1944–1945 ), pp.  431–441     (with a comprehensive bibliography of 
Kraus’s publications on pp. 438–441). See also       Joel   L.   Kraemer   , ‘ Th e Death of an 
Orientalist: Paul Kraus from Prague to Cairo ’,  in     Martin   Kramer   , ed.,   Th e Jewish 
Discovery of Islam: Studies in Honor of Bernard Lewis   (  Tel Aviv  ,  1999 ), pp.  181–223    , and 
R é my Brague’s introduction to his edition of      Paul   Kraus   ,   Alchemie, Ketzerei, Apokryphen 
im fr ü hen Islam   (  Hildesheim  ,  1994 )  . I am grateful to Paul Kraus’s daughter Jenny Strauss 
Clay for further information and help.   

   4     ‘Hebr ä ische und Syrische Zitate in Ism ā ‘ ī litischen Schrift en’ ,     Der Islam  ,  19  ( 1931 ), pp. 
 243–263 .      

   5 See Kramer, ‘Th e Death of an Orientalist’, p. 215, n. 38.   
   6       P.   Kraus   , ‘ La bibliographie Isma ë lienne de W. Ivanow ’,     Revue des  É tudes Islamiques  , 

 6  ( 1932 ), pp.  483–490 .         
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 The  Ikhw ā n al- � af ā  �  ’s Epistles on Logic in Some 
Manuscripts of the IIS Arabic Collection   

    Carmela   Baffioni               

   Introduction  

 In this chapter I will report the results of the examination of three 
manuscripts from the Arabic collection of Th e Institute of Ismaili 
Studies (MS 1040, MS 576, and MS 927), all of which contain versions 
of the  Ras ā  � il Ikhw ā n al- � af ā  �  . I have considered the parts reporting the 
logical epistles—the fi ve treatises that conclude the fi rst section of the 
encyclopaedia. 

 Th e logical epistles deal with Porphyry’s  Isagoge , and the  Categories , 
 On Interpretation ,  Prior  and  Posterior Analytics  by Aristotle. 

 In 2010 I established a new edition of the logical epistles based on the 
beautiful but oft en corrupt MS Atif Efendi 1681, dated 1182 CE, Istanbul 
Collection (labelled as [ ع ])  1   that oft en diff ers, sometimes in a signifi cant 
way, from Bu � rus al-Bust ā n ī ’s edition, Beirut, D ā r al- �  ā dir 1957  2   
(henceforth:  � ) and the other printed versions.  3   Two of the manuscripts 
I consulted—the Laud Or. 260, dated 1560 CE, Oxford, Bodleian 
Library ([ خ ]) and the Marsh 189, n.d.,  4   Oxford, Bodleian Library 
   provide a very diff erent version of Epistle ‘On the  Isagoge ’.  6—  5  ([ غ ])

 In this chapter I describe the versions of MS 1040, MS 576 and MS 
927 and compare them with  �  and my edition. For the sake of space, 
readings and omissions are simply listed. Th e relevance of many of them 
from the theoretical standpoint will be addressed on another occasion.  

   MS 1040, MS 576, and MS 927 in the Catalogues  

 MS 1040, MS 576, and MS 927 are all listed in the catalogues of Arabic 
manuscripts of the IIS. 
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 MS 1040 is said to contain the fi rst half and part of the second half 
of the encyclopaedia. Th e copyist is indicated as al- � asan b. al-Nu � m ā n ī  
al-Ism ā  �  ī l ī . Th e manuscript was probably copied in Persia. Aft er the 
indication of the date (Sha � b ā n 953/October 1546), we read: 

  3 fl y-leaves, 746 leaves (753 numbered); 21 lines per page; 300 × 
190/195 × 100 mm.; elegant black  naskh ī  ; occasional words and 
diagrams in red; illuminated double-page opening with 
polychrome head-piece and text within gold ‘clouds’; headings in 
white on illuminated panels; text within gold, red and blue 
frame;  7   numerous diagrams and grids; some annotations and 
corrections in the margins (occasionally in red); old paper 
restorations, worm-eaten, hole with loss of text on f. 162; 
18th-century Persian purple morocco binding with blind-
stamped medallions and cartouches on both covers; defective in 
the middle and incomplete at the end.  8    

 As for MS 576, aft er the mention of the  incipit , number of pages (861), 
dimensions (25.5 × 15 cm) and number of lines (21), we read: 

  Fine Oriental wove paper. Clear  naskh ī   hand. Illuminated 
headpiece, chapter headings and borders; rubrics. Leather 
washable cloth binding (without fl ap).  Qism  1-2. No date (late 
11/17th century).  9    

 MS 927 is said to contain selections and extracts from the  Ras ā  � il . Th e 
copyist (Is �  ā q b. al-Shaykh al-F ā  ! il Sulaym ā nj ī ), place (Sh ā hjah ā np ū r), 
and date (Friday 18 Sha � b ā n 1311/23 February 1894) are indicated. Th en 
we read: 

  145 pp.; 16 lines per page; 218 × 135/150 × 75 mm.; clear black 
 naskh ī  ; punctuation and some of the marginal corrections and 
additions in red; 19th-century western-style morocco binding, 
gilt.  10    

 To these descriptions I add what follows (referred to the logical epistles 
only).  11   

 MS 1040 

 Double numeration on the  recto , at the upper left  margin, in Western 
and Arabic fi gures, the Arabic fi gures exceeding the Western by twelve 
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units.  12   Back fl yleaves almost completely covered by scripts.  13   Patches 
on the external margins, sometimes in the internal or upper margins. 
At p. 105/117r, patch in the central lower margin, with some letters 
written upside down.  14   Consumed cover, especially at the corners. 
Back cover very damaged. Th e page that follows the logical epistles 
torn at the centre. 

 Clear, generally unvocalised writing. Th e eulogy that opens the 
propaedeutical section continues aft er the  basmala  with  rabb yassir 
wa-tammim bi � l-khayr . Aft erwards, the section is said to include thirteen 
epistles, but the epistles are presently fourteen, all of them being regularly 
numbered. Perhaps, the copyist based himself on the tradition of 
thirteen epistles, testifi ed by [ ع ], where Epistles ‘On the  On Interpretation ’ 
and ‘On the  Prior Analytics ’ are considered to be one epistle only, so that 
Epistle ‘On the  Posterior Analytics ’ is the 13th  15  —though aft erwards the 
copyist went on by numbering the treatises as he found them in his 
model. 

 Th e fi rst epistle ‘On Number’ is said to belong to the  jumla al-i � d ā  
wa-khams ī n ris ā la f ī  tahdh ī b al-nafs wa-i � l ā  �  al-akhl ā q —it is introduced 
by exactly the same words as epistles in [ ع ]. Th en the text goes on with 
a long eulogy that extends for more than four lines: 

   Al- � amd li � ll ā h alladh ī  l ā  ta � sunu al-ashy ā  �  ill ā  an yak ū na bad � ah ā  
 � amduhu, wa-kull n ā  � iq wa-s ā kit fa-huwa  � abduhu alladh ī  t ā hat 
al-alb ā b f ī   � i  matihi wa-dhallat lahu  � uq ū l ahl ma � rifatihi  � inda m ā  
shahadat min  � azz  [word added in the margin]  jabar ū tihi 
wa- � alaw ā tihi wa-ta � y ā tihi  � al ā  khayr khilqihi  [ ح  instead of  خ  in 
the MS PDF]  wa-tart ī bihi Mu � ammad al-nab ī  wa- ā lihi 
wa- � atratihi wa � l-muntajiyy ī n min a �  �  ā bihi wa- � ash ī ratihi wa � l-
 �  ā li �  ī n min  � ib ā dihi wa-ummatihi .  

 Th e fi rst epistles are given in the traditional  quadrivium  succession: 
1. ‘On Arithmetics’, 2. ‘On Geometry’, 3. ‘On Astronomy’, 4. ‘On Music’, 
5. ‘On Geography’.  16   Th e others follow in the current succession. 

 Th e words  fa � l  and  i � lam , relevant phrases, geometrical fi gures and 
other relevant elements are generally written in red ink. In other cases, 
relevant words or phrases are emphasised by lines above the words, 
also in red ink. 

 Peculiar orthography: Missing or mistaken diacritical dots (in case 
of verbs, this makes it diffi  cult to establish concordances).  Alif maq �  ū ra  
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instead of long  alif . Double  y ā  �   instead of single  y ā  �  . Final  hamza  not 
written.  Hamza  instead of  hamza ed  w ā w . Long  alif  instead of  alif 
madda . Prosthetic  alif  at the third sing. person of the verb.  Wa-  at the 
end of a line.  Y ā  �   instead of  hamza . 

 Th ere are frequent additions (marginal, interlinear, between the 
words), oft en indicated by  signes-de-renvoi  ( i �  ā la ) in the text and 
sometimes framed by square or rectangular cases. Words oft en 
completed between the lines.  17   

 MS 576  18   

 Script on front fl yleaves. Index of epistles on the  recto  of the second 
page. In the upper  recto  of the third page, at the centre, the title:  Ras ā  � il 
Ikhw ā n al- � af ā  �  wa-Khull ā n al-Waf ā  �  . Pagination in Arabic fi gures, at 
the centre in the upper margin of each page, starting by “1” at the 
beginning of Epistle ‘On Arithmetics’. Page-numbers not always 
clearly visible. Script contoured by rectangular frames that are 
constituted by two external lines, one blue and one red, and a frame 
fi lled with gold (sometimes the gold fades into yellow), also contoured 
by two close, dark lines. Th e titles of the epistles are inserted in 
frames, constituted by an external border fi lled with blue ink, 
contoured by two silver limits, and ornated inside by white stylised 
fl owers. Th e internal frame is blue on the right and left  sides, with 
two rosettes in red and white on each side. Th e titles of the epistles 
are inserted in a golden background that terminates, on the right and 
the left , with arabesqued triangular extremities fi nished in red. Th e 
words of the titles appear in white and are not always perfectly 
visible. Th e titles of the various chapters inserted in the text without 
emphasis. 

 Th e original manuscript reveals a much clearer calligraphy than the 
hasty, unvocalised writing appearing in the PDF. However, the 
position of diacritical dots is not always clear, and concordances are 
diffi  cult to establish in the case of verbs. No use of  mas � ara . 

 Also in this manuscript the succession is Arithmetics—Geometry—
Astronomy—Music—Geography, etc. Aft er Epistle ‘On Morals’, at 
p. 239.17 there is a new title,  al-Ris ā la f ī  ikhtil ā f al-akhl ā q ahl al- �  ā lam , 
apparently referring to the same treatise. Aft erwards, the logical 
epistles follow. 
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 Th e word  i � lam  is sometimes emphasised by a stroke above. 
Catchwords are written upside down and in very small letters. 

 Peculiar orthography:  Alif madda  instead of long  alif .  Alif maq �  ū ra  
instead of long  alif . Double  y ā  �   instead of single  y ā  �  . Final  hamza  not 
written. Long  alif  instead of  alif madda . No prosthetic  alif  at the end of 
the third pl. person. Prosthetic  alif  at the third sing. person of the verb. 
 Th al ā th  and derivative forms with small  alif .  Wa-  at the end of a line. 
 Y ā  �   instead of  alif maq �  ū ra .  Y ā  �   instead of  hamza . 

 Spare marginal additions and repetitions; sometimes, mistaken 
words closed between two small apical “v”. 

 Th e eulogy that ends the section is written in form of a triangle with 
vertex downward; the vertex is constituted by a  h ā  �   (abbreviation of 
 nih ā ya , or  intah ā  ). 

 MSS 1040 and 576 share almost all their peculiar readings as well as 
eulogies and endings, with small additions in MS 576. In the opening 
 basmala s, MS 576 adds  wa-bihi nasta �  ī n  (‘from Him we seek help’). 

 MS 927  19   

 Numeration in Western fi gures at the upper left  angle of each  recto , 
beginning from ‘2’ at the start of the text when there is an Index (the 
content of f. 1v is still to be identifi ed). 16 lines until f. 138v; 17 lines 
from f. 139r, perhaps with a change of hand. Th e epistles follow each 
other with no emphasising of titles, but the content of the text calls for 
careful identifi cation. Catchwords. 

 Peculiar orthography: Long  alif  instead of  alif madda .  Th al ā th  and 
derivative terms written with small  alif . 

 Very numerous marginal additions (in all the margins). Besides 
additions, the titles or the content of the various sections are written in 
the margins, apparently in ink of a diff erent colour. 

 Epistles ‘On the  Categories ’ and ‘On the  On Interpretation ’ are 
missing; the others are incomplete.  

   Epistle ‘On the  Isagoge ’  

 MS 1040 

 Th e text extends from f. 138/150v13 to f. 140/152r6. 
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 MS 576 

 Th e text extends from p. 332.5 to p. 334.16. 
 Single readings:  Al-anw ā  �  mawj ū da  instead of  al-naw �   (397.20). 

 Common Features in MS 1040 and MS 576 

 Omissions: 390.5–395.3 ( lamm ā  k ā na al-ins ā n af � al al-mawj ū d ā t . . . 
muta � allaqa bi � l-maw �  ū f ); instead, the manuscripts continue with a 
text that is the same as the fi rst chapter of the version provided in [ خ ] 
and [ غ ]. 397.20–395.5 ( wa-i � lam anna al-alf ā    allat ī  tusta � miluh ā  
al-fal ā sifa . . . li-jam ī  �  jinsihi ); the manuscripts elaborate the chapter 
‘On the six words ( alf ā    )’ so as to reproduce the same text as chapter 2 
of [ خ ] and [ غ ]. 403.9–398.1 ( Fa � l f ī  anna al-ashy ā  �  kulluh ā  . . . jann ā t ); 
the manuscripts elaborate the fi nal part of the treatise ( wa-i � lam 
bi-annahu . . . f ī  Q ā  �  ī gh ū r ī  ā s , 403.11–21) reproducing the rest of chapter 
2 of [ خ ] and [ غ ]. 

 Titles and endings are diff erent from [ خ ] and [ غ ]. Th eir ending  20   
( yatl ū  h ā dh ā  � l-kit ā b wa � l- � amdu li � ll ā h wa- � all ā  � ll ā h  � al ā  sayyidin ā  
Mu � ammad al-nab ī  wa- ā lihi al-a � imma al- �  ā hir ī n wa-sallama tasl ī man 
 � alayhim ajma �  ī n wa- � asbun ā  � ll ā h wa-ni � am al-wak ī l ) is identical, 
except for the addition of a  h ā  �   (=  nih ā ya , or  intah ā  ) aft er  ajma �  ī n , and 
of  tammat  aft er  al-wak ī l  in MS 576. 

 MS 927 

 Th e text provided covers two  folios  only (101r12–102r2). 
 Th e title is:  Min —‘from’, perhaps to indicate it to be a selection—

 ris ā la  Ī s ā gh ū j ī  al- �  ā shira , supplemented by the following addition in 
the margin:  F ī  � l-alf ā    al-sitta allat ī  tasta � miluh ā  al- � ukam ā  �  f ī  � l-man � iq 
wa-hiya al-jins wa � l-naw �  wa � l-shakh �  al-d ā lla h ā dhihi � l-thal ā tha  � al ā  � l-
a � y ā n allat ī  hiya al-maw �  ū f ā t, wa-thal ā tha minh ā  d ā ll ā t  � al ā  � l-ma �  ā n ī  
allat ī  hiya al- � if ā t wa-hiya al-fa � l wa � l-kha �  �   [sic, instead of  al-kh ā  �  �  ] 
 wa � l- � ara �  . In the text,  min al-qism al-awwal  follows. 

 Omissions: Due to  homoioteleuton : 392.1–6 ( wa-dh ā lika anna � l-nu � q 
al-laf   ī  . . . alladh ī  huwa amr r ū  �  ā n ī  ma � q ū l ). Other omissions: Aft er 
the title, from the opening eulogy to  al-man � iq mushtaqq min na � aqa 
yan � uq nu � qan  (391.20). Addition of  il ā  qawlihi  aft er 392.8 ( m ā  � it ); the 
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text begins again at  fa-naq ū lu inna al- � ur ū f thal ā tha anw ā  �   (392.20). 
392.21–393.2 ( fa � l-fi kriyya . . . bi- � ar ī q al- � aynayn ). Aft er  dal ī lan  (393.6), 
unreadable word and, aft erwards,  il ā  qawlihi  with omission of 393.7–16 
( sanubayyina . . . mukh ā  � ab ā t wa-mu �  ā war ā t ). Aft er  huwa m ī z ā n 
al- � aqq  (394.4),  il ā  qawlihi  with omission of 394.5–397.7 ( wa-lamm ā  
k ā na ikhtil ā f al-n ā s . . . al-nib ā  �  li � l-kil ā b ). Aft er   � alima dh ā lika aw lam 
ya � lam , addition of  il ā  qawlihi f ī  � l-ris ā la al-th ā niya  � ashar . One addition 
between the words. Some auto-corrections (interlinear addition of 
dropped letters of some words). 

 At f. 102r2 the epistle ends. Th e manuscript continues with Epistle 
‘On the  Prior Analytics ’, also partially reported.  

   Epistle ‘On the  Categories ’  

 MS 1040 

 Th e text, unvocalised, extends from f. 140/152r7 to f. 144/156v12. 
 Peculiar orthography: Final  hamza  not written. Long  alif  instead of 

 alif madda . No prosthetic  alif  at the end of the third pl. person.  Y ā  �   
instead of  alif   maq �  ū ra .  Y ā  �   instead of  hamza . In correspondence to 
408.9 and 12, contrary to the general use, the word  i � lam  is not written 
in red ink.  In ,  fa-in  attached to the various forms of  k ā na . Some words 
split between two lines, such as  ka � l-w ā  � id  (405.8);  al-asb ā gh  (406.16); 
 k-al-zar �   (408.24, written as:  الذرع الأشكال  :k-al-ashk ā l  (409.6  ;( كا   ; كا 
splitting found also in MS 576);  fa � l-mul ā zama  (409.20:  الملازمة  ;( فا 
 k-al- ā b  (410.4:  الاب الكتابة  :ka � l-kit ā ba  (410.24  ;( كا   :k-al-raq �   (411.1  ;( كا 
   � the second part of the word begins at the new page);  bi � l- � ab ; كا الرقص 
 In the final eulogy, the  t ā  �   in  takw ī n  is written with the .( با لطبع  :412.8)
two dots one above the other. 

 Omissions: 406.24–407.1 ( fa � l-ins ā n naw �  al-anw ā  �  . . . min jins 
al-mu �  ā f ). 410.6 ( Fa-amm ā  dhuw ā tuh ā  ; in MS 576:  fa-inna ). 

 Single readings:  Al-fi  � l wa � l-infi  �  ā l  (emended) instead of  yaf � al 
wa-yanfa � il  (405.14).  Kh ā  �  � iya  substituted by  kh ā  �  � a  (410.2). 

 Mistakes: Cacographies:  أدررع  instead of  adhru �   (407.6); in 
 al- � udh ū ba  (411.15), addition of  الولو  between the letters. Mistaken 
diacritical dots:  k-al-dhab ī b  instead of  k-al-dab ī b  (409.3);  kh ā na  
instead of   �  ā na  (412.4 twice; but the second time the dot seems to have 
been deleted). Mistaken omissions:  ghayr ma �  ā n ī   in the phrase 
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 ma �  ā n ī h ā  ghayr ma �  ā n ī   (407.19);  ghayrih ā   in the phrase  wa-ghayrih ā  
min al- � u �  ū m  (411.15–16). Other mistakes: In the phrase  al-q ā bil li � l-
a � r ā  �   (407.4),  al-q ā bil  is written with a  hamza  above the  b ā  �  . In the 
phrase  m ā  yuq ā lu lahu  (407.6),  amm ā   instead of  m ā  .  Aqs ā mih ā   instead 
of  inqis ā mih ā   (411.4). Autocorrections: In the phrase  al-mawjud ā t k-al-
w ā  � id . . . ba � d al-w ā  � id  (405.8–9), there is  الموعودات  instead of 
 al-mawj ū d ā t , with emendation  لمعدو  (for  المعدودات ) above the word; the 
final words  ba � d al-w ā  � id  are deleted (with addition above them of  لتي ) 
and repeated at the beginning of the new line. In the phrase  laysat bi � l-
jawhar  (407.8),  با  is written above  laysat , and deleted; in the new line 
there is  بالجوهر . Above  wa � l-a � m ā l  (410.1), there is  حوال  instead of 
 al-a � w ā l . When we read  ir ā datihi— as in MS 576—instead of  id ā ratihi  
(410.9), the copyist set a stroke above it and emended in the margin to 
 il ā  dh ā tihi .  يرودان  instead of  yad ū r ā ni  (410.13), emended above to  ٮد  
(undotted). After  al- � adam  (411.24), the words  la yajtami �  ā ni ka-m ā  an 
al- � iddayni  are deleted by a series of little oblique dashes, then the text 
goes on. In the expression   �  ā  � ib dh ā lika  (413.5),  dh ā l  added above the 
 b ā  �   of   �  ā  � ib . Four additions between the words; four in the margin, 
signalled by  signes-de-renvoi  above the words in the text; and two 
between the lines (in one case, only a part of a word is added). 

 MS 576 

 Th e text extends from p. 334.17 to p. 343.22. Th e copyist tends to 
complete words writing the last letter between the lines. Aft er 
 al-muta �  ā dda  (407.5), the phrase is ended by a sort of circle with a  h ā  �   
in the middle. Aft er  al-bas ī  � a  (410.14), the line is completed with a sort 
of heart upside down. 

 Peculiar orthography: قاطوغورياس instead of قاطيغورياس. Kh ā  �  � iya 
instead of kh ā  �  � a (409.15, as in my edition).  Arā�  with two long alifs 
instead of مياون .آراء instead of (409.14) مئون. 

 Omissions: Due to  homoioteleuton : 406.19–20 ( al-n ā m ī  . . . li-m ā  
ta � tahu min ); 411.17 ( yak ū nu f ī  � l-jism . . . fa � l- ā khar ay � an ). Other 
omissions: 404.5–6 ( wa-bayyann ā  . . . w ā  � idan w ā  � idan ); 411.15–16 
( wa-ghayrih ā  min al- � u �  ū m . . . wa-min kh ā  �  � iya ). 

 Single readings:  Al-j ā liya  instead of  al-jal ī la  (404.11, as in my 
edition);  samm ū   instead of  laqab ū   (405.1). 
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 Mistakes: Cacographies:  أسنامه  instead of  asn ā nihi  (412.5). Other 
mistakes: After  naw �  ā ni  instead of  naw � ayni  (409.7, as in MS 1040), 
repetition of  muf ā raqa ka � l-nafs wa � l- � aql, wa  [at the end of the line] 
 ghayr muf ā raqa .  Q ī la  instead of  q ā bala  (411.6). Repetition of   � usn . . . 
naw �  ā ni  [with a sign above]  ka-m ā  yuq ā lu lahu  (410.22). Some corrections. 

 Common Features in MSS 1040 and 576 

 Mistakes: Cases of  lectio facilior :  adraka  instead of  adrada  (412.4). 
Confusion of letters:  الأسباغ  instead of  21 .(413.5)  غابصلأا  Autocorrections: 
In the expression  jins al-mat ā   (407.22), after  jins  the copyist writes 
 al-mat ā   with a ductus similar to  allat ī  , deletes the word, and then—
as in MS 576—writes  mat ā   (cf. f. 141/153v19).  الأفسط  instead  قسطة 
of  f. � sa al-af � as  (409.21), emended above to  الأفطس  MS 576 ;فطوسة 
has الأفسط فسطة . 

 Ending: In the fi nal eulogy, the words  rabb al- �  ā lam ī n . . . ajma �  ī n  
are substituted by:   � amd al-sh ā kirin   wa-sall ā  � ll ā h  � al ā    sayyidin ā  
Mu � ammad   wa- ā lihi al-a � imma al-akram ī n al-abr ā r   al- � ayyib ī n  
 wa-sallama    � alayhi wa- � alayhim ajma �  ī n sal ā man mutta � ilan il ā  yawm 
al-d ī n  � asbun ā  � ll ā h wa-ni � am al-wak ī l.  MS 576 adds  al- �  ā hir ī n  aft er 
 al- � ayyib ī n , and  tammat  aft er  al-wak ī l .  

   Epistle ‘On the  On Interpretation ’  

 MS 1040 

 Th e text extends from f. 144/156v13 to f. 147/159r19. 
 Peculiar orthography:  Suk ū n  written above the   � ayn  of  ma � l ū ma  

(417.2).  Ta �  ā l ā   written as  ta �  ā   with the long  alif  above the word.  In  
attached to the following  k ā nat . 

 Omissions: Due to  homoioteleuton : 416.6 ( m ā  k ā na . . . al-aq ā w ī l ); 
416.17–18 ( bi-Zayd al-ful ā n ī  . . . aradtu ). Other omissions: 416.2 ( lam 
yatabayyinu . . . b ā na ). 

 Readings:  Bi-sim ā t  instead of  bi- � if ā t  (417.2).  Wa-idh ā  katharat 
al-maw �  ū f ā t wa � l- � ifa w ā  � ida  instead of  wa-idh ā  katharat al- � if ā t wa � l-
maw �  ū f w ā  � id  (418.15–16). Aft er  Zayd k ā tib  (418.17), addition of 
 wa-Kh ā lid k ā tib wa- � Umar k ā tib wa-idh ā  katharat al- � if ā t wa � l-maw �  ū f 
w ā  � id fa � l-qa �  ā y ā  tak ū nu  [undotted]  kath ī ra mithla qawlika . 
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 Mistakes: Casual use of verbal concordances. Four marginal 
additions (one of which perpendicular to the script, and one unclear 
and partly deleted), and two additions between the lines (even of 
dropped parts of words; in two cases, dropped letters are added under 
the word). 

 MS 576 

 Th e text extends from p. 344.1 to p. 349.3. Sometimes,  i � lam  is 
emphasised by a line above. 

 Peculiar orthography:  In  attached to the following  kal ā m . 
 Omissions: Due to  homoioteleuton : 417.2 ( mu � a �  � alan bi- � if ā t 

ma � l ū ma ma � r ū fa, wa-dh ā lika anna � l-maw �  ū f ); 418.5 ( wa-s ā libatuh ā  
. . .  �  ā rra ); 418.15–16 ( wa-idh ā  katharat . . . Zayd k ā tib ); 418.21–22 ( wa � l-
kammiya . . . bi � l-kayfi yya ). Other omissions: 415.21–22 ( mithlu qawlika 
. . .  � ukm al-salb ); 419.2–3 ( wa-law lam yakun al-mumkin lim ā   � urifa 
al-mumtani �  ). 

 Readings: 
         

 415.15–17  � ]  MS 576 ع [   

  Idh ā  qulta: al-n ā r  �  ā rra 
fa- � idq, wa-idh ā  qulta: 
b ā rida, fa-kadhib;  
  wa-idh ā  qulta: al-n ā r 
laysat bi-b ā rida fa- � idq, 
wa-idh ā  qulta: laysat 
bi- �  ā rra fa-kadhib.  

  Idh ā  qulta: al-n ā r  �  ā rra 
fa-hiya  � idq, wa-idh ā  
qulta: al-n ā r laysat 
bi- �  ā rra fa-hiya kadhib. 
Wa-idh ā  qulta: hiya 
b ā rida fa-kadhib, 
wa-idh ā  qulta: laysat 
bi-b ā rida fa- � idq.  

  Idh ā  qulta: al-n ā r  �  ā rra 
fa- � idq, wa-idh ā  qulta: 
b ā rida, fa-kadhib;  
  wa-idh ā  qulta: al-n ā r 
 �  ā rra fa- � idq, laysat 
bi-b ā rida fa- � adaqat, 
wa-idh ā  qulta: laysat 
bi- �  ā rra fa-kadhabat.  

 Mistakes: Mistaken omissions: 415.1 ( al- � ur ū f ). Other mistakes: 
 al- � ikma  instead of  al- � ukm  (416.1). Autocorrections:  سوار  instead of 
 s ū ran  (  ً416.11 ,سورا) with deleted  alif . Addition of  h ā  �   to  yumkin  (416.16) 
to obtain the correct  yumkinuhu , with  h ā  �   not linked to the word. 

 Common Features in MSS 1040 and 576 

 Peculiar orthography: In the title,  بارميناس  instead of  بارامانياس  (in my 
edition:  ارمينياس باري ). 
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 Readings: Instead of  wa � l-kalb laysa yata � arraku  (417.18), MS 1040 
has  wa � l-kalb yata � arraku wa � l-kalb laysa yata � arraku , and MS 576 
 wa � l-kalb yata � arraku, al-kalb laysa yata � arraku . 
         

 416.2–4  � ]  MS 576  MS 1040 ع [   

  . . . mat ā  k ā na 
qawl al-q ā  � il 
mu � tamilan 
li � l-ta � w ī l, lam 
yatabayyanu f ī hi 
al- � idq wa � l-
kadhib, wa-mat ā  
k ā na ghayr 
mu � tamil 
li � l-ta � w ī l, b ā na 
f ī hi al- � idq 
wa � l-kadhib.  

  . . . mat ā  k ā na 
qawl al-q ā  � il 
mu � tamilan 
li � l-ta � w ī l, fa-l ā  
yatabayyanu f ī hi 
al- � idq wa � l-
kadhib, wa-mat ā  
k ā na ghayr 
mu � tamil 
li � l-ta � w ī l, b ā na 
f ī hi al- � idq 
wa � l-kadhib.  

  . . . mat ā  k ā na 
qawl al-q ā  � il 
ya � tamilu 
al-ta � w ī l, thumma 
yatabayyanu f ī hi 
al- � idq 
wa � l-kadhib  

  . . . mat ā  k ā na qawl 
al-q ā  � il ya � tamilu 
al-ta � w ī l,  
  f ī hi al- � idq 
wa � l-kadhib.  

 Mistakes: Confusion of letters:  dufi  � a  instead of  rufi  � a  (417.9). 
Mistaken omissions:  l ā   from  l ā  yumkin  (416.14);  ma �  ā n ī   (418.4). Other 
mistakes:  f ī  f ī hi  instead of  f ī hi  (415.10). Addition of  w ā  � id  to  kull  
(418.24:  laysa kull w ā  � id min al-n ā s bi-k ā tib ). Aft er  mithla qawlika  
(419.11), as in my edition, the words  kull n ā r  �  ā rra wa-kull  �  ā rra n ā r 
wa-rubbam ā  tak ū nu qabl al- � aks k ā dhiba wa-ba � dahu  �  ā diqa mithla 
qawlika  are added. MS 576 has, however,  kull  � ar ā ra  instead of  kull 
 �  ā rra  and, mistakenly,  ba � dah ā   instead of  ba � dahu ). Th is addition may 
have fallen in the other manuscripts consulted due to  homoioteleuton . 

 Ending: Instead of 419.15–16  � , both manuscripts (and my edition) 
have:  Tammat al-ris ā la wa � l- � amd li � ll ā h rabb al- �  ā lam ī n wa-sall ā  � ll ā h 
 � al ā  ras ū lihi sayyidin ā  Mu � ammad al-nab ī  wa- ā lihi al-a � imma al- �  ā hir ī n 
wa-sallama tasl ī man  � asbun ā  � ll ā h wa-ni � am al-wak ī l . MS 576 adds: 
 wa-ni � am al-mawl ā  wa-ni � am al-na �  ī r .  

   Epistle ‘On the  Prior Analytics ’  

 MS 1040 

 Th e text extends from f. 147/159r19 to f. 151/163r16. More or less at the 
beginning, at f. 147/159v, there are two marginal additions (the fi rst 
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extended for some lines), perhaps of a diff erent hand, hinting at the 
late introduction of the fourth fi gure of the syllogism.  22   

 Peculiar orthography:  Fa-innahu  (422.10) written at the end of a 
line, between the lines as  فانا , then deleted and re-written at the 
beginning of the new line as قاطوغورياس .هناف instead of قاطيغورياس 
(425.18).  Hamza  +  y ā  �   instead of double  y ā  �   in  maq ā y ī s .  In  attached to 
the words that follow— k ā na  and other forms of the verb, and  kull . 

 Omissions: 424.1 (the title  Fa � l f ī  bay ā n . . . al-man � iqiyya ). 
 Readings:  Kull ins ā n  � ajar  instead of  kull ins ā n  � ayaw ā n  (423.10; 

consequently,  m ū jiba k ā dhiba  instead of  m ū jiba  �  ā diqa ; aft erwards, 
addition of  wa-kull  � ajar  � ayaw ā n m ū jiba k ā dhiba nat ī jatuh ā  wa-kull 
ins ā n  � ayaw ā n ).  23   

 Mistakes: Cacographies:  المتوحف  instead of  al-munza � if  (424.6). 
Mistaken omissions: 420.15 ( maw �  ū  � an f ī  � l-ukhr ā   . . .  jam ī  � an ; these 
words should explain the second figure of the syllogism). Other 
mistakes:  Kh ā  � ima  instead of  kh ā  �  � iya  (423.20, which demonstrates 
the copyist’s ignorance).  L ā  anna  instead of  li-anna  (426.5 and 427.3). 
Autocorrections: There is an  alif  before  m ī z ā n  (425.8), deleted by a 
dash. In  al-ashy ā  �  al-mustawiya  (425.9), after  al-ashy ā  �   there are the 
words  lah ā  ab �  ā d wa-hiya , deleted by dashes. At  ill ā  min ashy ā  �   (425.13), 
there is  al-  for  al-ashy ā  �  , deleted. After  fa-dhakar ū   (425.17), there is  f ī  
ittikh ā dh al-m ī z ā n , deleted by dashes. After  min al-tan ā qu �   (426.11), 
there is  مج إلى   deleted in red ink. One repetition. Two emended , لا 
words. One word completed in the margin. Four additions in the 
margins and three between the lines; additions sometimes marked by 
 signes-de-renvoi . 

 MS 576 

 Th e text extends from p. 349.5 to p. 356.12. Sometimes, there is a line 
above  wa-i � lam . 

 Peculiar orthography: بارانانياس (sic) instead of بارامانياس (in my 
edition: (425.18) (ارمينياس باري. Arā� with two long alifs instead of آراء (the 
same writing in MS 1040 in correspondence to 425.5). In some cases, in 
attached to kānat. Single yā� instead of double yā� in maqāyīs. 

 Omissions: Due to  homoioteleuton :  24   421.17–19 ( al-th ā n ī  . . . 
li-annah ā  min al-shakl ); 422.1 ( yuntaj ā ni . . .  �  ā diqa ); 422.5–7 
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( nat ī jatuhum ā  . . . juz � iyya s ā liba  �  ā diqa ); 423.7–8 ( m ū jiba k ā dhiba 
wa-kull  �  ā  � ir ); 423.8–9 ( nat ī jatuhum ā  . . . m ū jiba k ā dhiba );  25   427.14–15 
( wa-qad q ī la . . . al-falsafa ). Other omissions: 421.22–23 ( kulliya k ā nat 
. . . idh ā  q ī la kull ); 423.14 ( min ayna . . . wa-l ā  yadr ī  ); 425.1–2 ( baynahum 
. . . qu � iya ). Two words are emended. 

 Readings:  Kull  � ajar  � ayaw ā n  instead of  kull ins ā n  � ayaw ā n  (423.10, 
as in my edition). Aft er  fa-in k ā na maw �  ū  � an f ī  i � d ā hum ā  ma � m ū lan 
f ī  � l-ukhr ā   (420.12), addition of  wa-yak ū nu ma � m ū lan f ī  kullayhim ā  li � l-
ukhr ā  .  Shay �   instead of  nat ī ja  (421.17).  Al-kutub  instead of  al-qiy ā s ā t  
(424.1; in my edition:  al- � uruq ). 

 Mistakes: Cacographies:  امنه  instead of  minhu  (427.6);  فعلك  instead of 
 fa-la � allaka  (428.1). Confusion of letters:  d ā m ū   instead of  r ā m ū   
(422.16), and  d ā ma  instead of  r ā ma  (427.11): a sign of the copyist’s 
ignorance, in the second case common to MS 1040. Other mistakes: 
Repetition of  yata � arr ū na al- � aw ā b  (426.9–10). Two emended words. 

 Common Features in MSS 1040 and 576 

 Peculiar orthography: Aristotle’s work is indicated in the titles 
as  An ā l ū  �  ī q ā  al- ū l ā   instead of  An ā l ū  �  ī q ā  .  سلوجموس  instead of  سلوجيموس  
هاتين  instead of  منهاتين  .(in my edition  سلوجسموس )  instead of  الشري  . من 
 al-shir ā  �   (424.11).  Hamza  +  y ā  �   instead of double  y ā  �   in  mak ā y ī l . 

 Omissions: Due to  homoioteleuton : 422.7–8 ( nat ī jatuhum ā  . . . s ā liba 
 �  ā diqa ). Other omissions: 422.14 ( al-muqaddim ā t wa � l-nat ī ja k ā dhiba 
kullah ā  aw  �  ā diqa kullah ā  , as in my edition; there is instead:  k ā dhibatan 
kullah ā  ); and—as in my edition—the titles at pp. 425.5, 426.1–2, 427.8 
(in MS 927  26   as well)  � . 

 Readings:  Wa-kull  �  ā  � ir  � ayaw ā n, kull ins ā n  � ayaw ā n, wa-kull 
 � ayaw ā n  �  ā  � ir  instead of  kull ins ā n  � ayaw ā n  (421.15).  Mat ā  tubayyinu 
imk ā n an  instead of  m ī z ā n  (422.18). 

 Mistakes: Cacographies:  الغي  (?) instead of  tugh ā fil ū   (423.21; in my 
edition:  allaf ū    ألفوَا ).  Al-zarr ā  �   instead of  al-dhir ā  �   (424.10 and 425.8; the 
second time MS 576 writes, mistakenly,  الوفات  .( الزاراع  instead of 
 al-wif ā q  (427.6). Metathesis of letters ( ta � r ī f ):  yata � affa � a  instead of 
 yatafa �  � a � a  (422.15, as in my edition).  Al- � irz  instead of  al- � azr  (424.15 
and 18; perhaps the copyists were copying from a mistaken model). 
Other mistakes: curiously,  نز و  instead of  tazw ī j  ( 421.10 , تزويج and 14; 
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probably, they copied from a model with cacography and could not 
detect the correct word).  Yatabayyinu  instead of  yabq ī   (426.19). 

 Ending:  tammat al-ris ā la bi- � awn All ā h sub �  ā nahu wa � l- � amd li � ll ā h 
wa � dahu wa- � all ā   � ll ā h  � al ā  ras ū lihi sayyidin ā  Mu � ammad al-nab ī  
wa- ā lihi al-a � imma al- �  ā hir ī n wa-sallama tasl ī man  � asbun ā  � ll ā h wa-ni � am 
al-wak ī l , to which MS 576 adds  wa-ni � am al-mawl ā  wa-ni � am al-na �  ī r .  27   

 MS 927 

 Th e text extends from f. 102r3 (beginning at  al-ins ā n q ā dir  � al ā  , 426.3) 
to f. 102v12–13 ( il ā  qawlihi  [with a line above]  f ī  � l-ris ā la al-r ā bi � a 
 � ashara ). 

 Peculiar orthography:  Ar ā  �   with two long  alif  instead of  آراء . 
 Omissions: 426.9–10 ( yatajannab ū na . . . yajtahid ū na f ī  dh ā lika ); 

426.16–22 ( aw mithlu man ya � taqidu . . . wa � l-burh ā n al- � aq ī q ī  ); 
427.6–7 (the end of the chapter,  wa-kayfa . . . f ī  ma � l ū m ā tihi ). 

 Readings:  Ya � subu  instead of  ya � ussu  (427.4). 
 Th ree marginal additions, two of which perpendicular to the script. 

One addition between the words, one between the lines, and two 
repetitions of a word (once the repetition has been deleted).  

   Epistle ‘On the  Posterior Analytics ’  

 MS 1040 

 Th e text extends from f. 151/163r16 to f. 161/173v18. Th e word  fa � l  (at 
430.4) marked and larger, retraced in red ink, as if it were a title. Some 
words emphasised by a line above, in red ink. Nine marginal additions, 
even long ones, seven of which signalled by a  signe-de-renvoi  in the 
text. One of them at f. 158/170r ( mimm ā  f ī  bid ā ya . . . ma � kh ū dha , 
444.11–12), perpendicular to the script, in three lines, and framed by 
three lines constituting a rectangle around the addition. Ink-spot at 
 fa-la � allaka  (451.20). 

 Peculiar orthography:  قاطوغورياس  instead of  قاطيغورياس .  In  is attached 
to the following word—in general,  k ā na  and other forms of the verb, 
and  kull . One word is split in two lines.  M ā  dh ā   instead of  m ā dh ā  .  تعه  
instead of  ta �  ā l ā  .  الحيوة  instead of  al- � ay ā h .  السيؤل  instead of  al-suy ū l  
(441.8 and 9). 
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 Omissions: Due to  homoioteleuton : 432.7 ( fa-in q ī la: m ā  al- � if ā t 
al-muta � adda? ); 439.1–2 ( wa-sabab . . . fun ū n al-maq ā y ī s ). 

 Readings:  Mutazayyifa  instead of  muttazina  (431.18).  التجبين  instead 
of  al-tamy ī z  (432.14).  Al-qiy ā s  instead of  al-miqy ā s  (433.12).  Baynah ā   
instead of  jinsihi  (434.6, perhaps for  baytih ā  ; this may be a sign of the 
existence of a different version of the text). 

 Mistakes: Cacographies:  الجد  instead of  al-jald  (431.6).  Al-muqawwima  
(432.10) written as  المقيومة .  Al-murakkab  (431.11) written as:  كا   . الركب 
instead of  k ā n ū   (435.8).  Al-ins ā n  (436.9) written as:  ينتتج .الا نسان  instead 
of  yantiju  (436.16).  Tark ī bihi  (437.12) written as:  المقاملة .ركيبه  instead of 
 al-maq ā la  (438.6).  السالة  instead of  al-sayy ā la  (440.5).  انصنات  instead of 
 insib ā b  (441.8).  Bil ā   (442.17) written as: لأنهار . بل ا  instead of  li-annah ā   
منها  instead of  al-muta � ammil ī n , and  المتالمين  .(445.11)  instead of  مثالا 
 mith ā l ā tih ā   (445.12).  مقتدمتين  instead of  muqaddimatayn  (445.15). 
 instead of  al-ins ā niyya  (448.13).  Yumkinaka  (449.8) (two words)  الا نسانية 
written as:  صولا .يمنك  instead of  u �  ū lan  (449.21).  Ayyuh ā   (451.14) written 
as:  ءيها  (sic). Mistaken diacritical dots:  تسنج  instead of (436.10) تسنح. 
   aql� instead of  al-mu �  ā war ā t  (436.17). Other mistakes:  Li- المجاورات
instead of  al- � aql  (437.22).   �  Ā lam  instead of   � ilm  in the locution   � ilm 
al- � ab ī  � iyy ā t  (441.4).  Al-ru �  ū ba  instead of  li-ru �  ū ba  (442.8).  Al-man � iqa  
instead of  al-man � iqiyya  (444.17).  Ill ā   instead of  l ā   (449.6).  Al-akhl ā q 
al-mal ā  � ika  instead of  al-akhl ā q al-malakiyya  (451.16).  A � m ā l   al-zakiyya  
instead of  al-a � m ā l al-zakiyya  (451.17). Autocorrections:  Kath ī ran  
instead of  kath ī r  (436.5), with  alif  deleted.  Aw i � wij ā jihi  instead of  wa-  
(437.3), with  alif  deleted.  Ba � d m ā  . . .  � allama bi � l-fi � l  (438.1–2) deleted 
with small dashes in red ink. After  kutub al-handasa  (440.17), there is 
 written at the  فا  ,between the lines, deleted with a stroke. At 447.10  فا 
end of a line, deleted and re-written as:  fa-amm ā   at the beginning of 
the new line.  Akhl ā qan wa- �  ā d ā t  (449.5) deleted with a stroke. At 
449.20,  fa-amm ā   written at the end of a line, deleted and re-written at 
the beginning of the new line, with an emphasis of a line in red ink 
above.   �  ā  �  � at ā ni  (450.10) emended by adding  تا  between the lines; 
  � aw ā  �  �   was added as well, but it was deleted. Eleven emended words, 
two of which perhaps erased; one word repeated at the beginning of 
the new line. Two additions under the line, one of which between two 
words; two between the words; three between the lines; one between 
the lines at the beginning of a line. 
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 MS 576 

 Th e text extends from p. 356.13 to p. 376.6. Note that the second 
and the third page of the text are both numbered ‘357’ so that, 
aft erwards, the right-page bears odd paginations. Words oft en unclear 
at the end of a line. A  h ā  �   fi lls the line at p. 359.11. In the title at 437.4 the 
word  fa � l  is not visible and followed by a sort of  h ā  �   (or two small 
circles, p. 362.12). At 437.5, aft er  min jiha i � wij ā jihi , addition of  al-qiy ā s 
wa-kayfa � l-ta � arruz —, these words are part of the title given at line 4, 
which had been dropped). Some words emphasised by a line above. 
Some  h ā  �   fi ll the end of lines. 

 Peculiar orthography:  الحيوة  insted of  al- � ay ā h .  السوآل  instead of 
 al-su �  ā l .  تعا  instead of  ta �  ā l ā  .  Sub �  ā nahu  with small  alif .  In  attached to 
the following  kull . 

 Omissions: Due to  homoioteleuton : 432.4–5 ( al-jism . . . m ā   � add ); 
434.3–6 ( al- � illa . . .  � al ā  ithb ā t ); 437.4–5 (the title  Fa � l f ī  kayfi yya . . . 
al-ta � arruz minhu,  plus  wa- );  28   438.10–12 aft er  al-b ā qiya  ( mutas ā wiya 
. . . k ā nat al-b ā qiya ); 440.10–11 ( ill ā  bi-tilka � l- �  ā ssa . . . min al-ma � s ū s ā t ); 
449.10 ( sabaq ū ka . . . ma � a alladh ī na ). Other omissions: 430.1 ( min 
al-anw ā  �  . . .  � aq ī qat al-ashkh ā  �  ); 433.7 ( l ā   from  l ā  yumkinuhu ); 437.14 
( wa-m ā  huwa —the second question). 

 Readings:  Al-ras ā  � il al-il ā hiyya  instead of  al-ris ā la al-il ā hiyya  (436.8, 
as in my edition).  N ū r  instead of  lawn  (440.5). 

 Mistakes: Cacographies:  A � n ī   (430.2) written as:  شا .اعين  instead of 
 sh ā kil  (430.18).  منرنغة  instead of  muttazina  (431.18).  كميته  instead of 
 kammiya  (432.1).   � Inda  in the phrase   � inda al-su �  ā l  (432.2) written as: 
 but as the  n ū n  appears in the ‘linked’ form, this may be a case of , عن 
illegible end of line.  حكمة  instead of   � ukmahu  (432.18).  Huwiyy ā t  
(437.18) written as:  هولات .  M ā hiyyatuh ā   (437.21) written as:  ابعض .ماهبها  
instead of  ba �  �   (441.5).  صاب   الممدود  .instead of  wa-insib ā b  (441.8)  ان 
instead of  al-mud ū d  (441.7 and 9).  أويلها  instead of  aw ā  � iluh ā   (444.12; 
cf.  اويل  instead of  aw ā  � il  at 446.15).  يحلف  instead of  yakhlu  (446.9).  الخفو  
(undotted) instead of  al-khaf ī f  (446.10).  المحازيا  instead of  al-mu �  ā dhay ā t  
 .instead of  bil ā   (448.7)  بل  .instead of  al-kubr ā   (448.6)  الكبر  .(447.14)
 Al-ins ā n  (448.12) written as:  للانسان .  Musabba �   instead of  muttasa �   
(450.8). Cases of  lectio facilior :  Al-ajn ā s  instead of  al-i � s ā s  (429.9). 
 Majh ū l  instead of  majb ū l  (449.13). Confusion of letters:  J ā hidan  instead 
of  j ā hilan  (433.13). Metathesis of letters:  Bi � l- � irz  instead of  bi � l- � azr  
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(432.9). Other mistakes:  Al-ma � n ā  qawlin ā   instead of  ma � n ā  qawlin ā   
  Al- � aw ā ss tudriku al- � aw ā ss  .(430.13) متميزة instead of  تميزه  .(430.12)
instead of  al- � aw ā ss tudriku an  (433.2). After  bi-anna  (450.13), addition 
of  min al- � ayaw ā n m ā  lahu  �  ā ssa w ā  � ida, wa-minh ā  m ā  lahu —a 
repetition of line 10. Autocorrections: the words  wa � l-ark ā n min  
deleted by a diagonal dash at the beginning of the line (431.16).  موالفة  
instead of  mu � allafa  (431.19), with  alif  deleted by a stroke. After  an ā   
(437.6), there is an  alif  deleted by two strokes.  Laysa  instead of  laysat  
(441.23, with  t ā  �   added above the circle of the  s ī n ). After  al- �  ū ra  
(443.13), there is  lahu fa-amm ā  , deleted by a stroke.  29   After  wa-mithlu 
qawlihi  (445.6), mistaken addition of  inna kull jawhar , closed between 
two apical “v” to indicate the mistake. Three words repeated:  al-khams  
(436.13) on the first line of the new page,  kull  (446.5) and   � alayhi  (450.1). 

 Common Features in MSS 1040 and 576 

 Peculiar orthography:  Ar ā  �   with two long  alif s instead of  آراء .  Qiy ā ma  
with small  alif .  Alladh ī nahum  instead of  alladh ī na hum  (434.15). 
  � Illatahum ā   written as:  (442.6)  علة هما. All three manuscripts have  jalla 
than ā  � uhu  instead of  jalla jal ā luhu  (445.1; eulogy omitted in my edition; 
in MSS 1040 and 576 only at 451.14). 

 Omissions: Due to  homoioteleuton : 437.16–17 ( thumma yuq ā su . . . 
aw ā  � il al- � uq ū l ); 447.18–19 ( ka-m ā  bayyann ā  . . . bi-qa � d q ā  � id ); 447.19–
20 ( wa-innam ā  . . . abad ī  al-wuj ū d ). Other omissions: 435.17–19 
( fa-idh ā  k ā na . . . dal ā latihi ); 443.2–3 ( fa-idh ā   � akastahu . . . dh ū  lawn ); 
445.18–19 ( wa- � al ā  h ā dh ā  � l-mith ā l . . . il ā  bar ā hina ukhar , as in my 
edition); and—as in my edition—the titles at pp. 430.11, 432.16,  30   435.1–
2, 436.12, 438.4, 438.18, 441.15, 442.10–11,  31   443.9, 444.10 (in MS 927 as 
well), 448.11, 450.9, 451.1  � . 

 Readings: After   � uruq  (429.9), addition of  ma � l ū m ā t wa- , but MS 
576 has, mistakenly,  ma � l ū m ā t  only. Addition of  wa-limaiyyatuh ā   to 
 wa-kayfiyyatuh ā   (433.4, as in my edition).  Al-ma � n ū  � a  instead of 
 al-maw �  ū  � a  (433.5, as in my edition; unclear in MS 576).  Sub �  ā nahu  
instead of   � azza wa-jalla  (436.3, written with small  alif  in MS 576; 
 ta �  ā l ā   in my edition). To indicate the line in the geometrical examples, 
MS 1040 has  اب  in red ink (as in my edition) instead of “=  ا ” (as the 
line is indicated in 440.14 and 440.17  � ), while MS 576 has  أ  only in the 
first case, and nothing is visible after the  alif  in the second case. After 
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 min ajl annahum ā  min jins al-mu �  ā f  (441.18), MS 1040 adds:  wa � l-
ashy ā  �  allat ī  hiya jins al-mu �  ā f wa- ; MS 576 adds:  wa � l-ashy ā  �  allat ī  hiya 
min jins al-mu �  ā f .  32    L ā  al- � aql  instead of  bi � l- � aql  (441.18; MS 1040 
adds the  alif  between the lines; my edition has  bi � l-fi � l ). Instead of 
 qawluhu an l ā  yusta � malu f ī  � l-burh ā n al-a � r ā  �  al-mul ā zima innam ā  
huwa li-anna  (442.12), MS 1040 has  fa-innam ā  q ā la min ajl anna  only; 
MS 576 has  l ā  yusta � malu f ī  � l-burh ā n al-a � r ā  �  al-mul ā zima fa-innam ā  
q ā la h ā dh ā  min ajl anna. Al-asm ā  �   instead of  al-ashy ā  �   (442.13).  L ā  
budda  instead of  f ā  � ila lahu  (442.15).  Wa � lladh ī  yabq ī  yubrahina 
bi-annah ā  jawhar wa- � ara �  fa-yu �  ā fu il ā  h ā dhihi � l-muqaddim ā t . . . 
h ā dhihi � l-ukhr ā   instead of  wa � lladh ī  yanbagh ī  li-yubrahina bi-annah ā  
jawhar l ā   � ara �  an yu �  ā fu il ā  h ā dhihi � l-muqaddim ā t . . . h ā dhihi � l-
ukhr ā   (446.7–8).  Kh ā rij al- �  ā lam  instead of  f ī  � l- �  ā lam  (447.1, as in my 
edition). After  li-man za � ama annahu minhum  (451.13), addition of 
 wa-laysa minhum  (as in my edition). 

 Mistakes: Cacographies:  Al- � ajb  instead  of al- � ajar  (430.15).  يخصها  
(431.9) written as:  يخصيها .  Al-awwal ā ni  (431.10) written as:  دوار .الاولات 
instead of (434.19)  دور.  Istab ā na  (435.8) written in MS 1040 as:  اسبان , in 
MS 576 as:  خال .ابان  instead of  khal ā  �   (436.1).  (436.14)  يسبح instead of 
 yantiju .  مابين  instead of  مئتي  (436.21, omitted in my edition).   ارسطاطا ليس 
437.12)) as if it were two words.  نهار  instead of  anh ā r  (440.1).  Fawq  
instead of  firq  (440.8; perhaps as a result of a cacography in the model). 
 .(that makes no sense here  قبله  MS 576 has ;441.17)  قبل  instead of  قبلة 
 instead of  فرغ  . n ā   (446.17)� instead of  ma (undotted in MS 1040)  معين 
 furi � a  (448.6; cacography in the model?). Confusion of letters: 
 Mu � rikan  instead of the correct  mu � riqan  (439.14).  33    Mujassadan  (or, 
as is clear in MS 576,  mujassaran ) instead of  mujarraban  (448.20). 
Metathesis of letters:  Ta � affa � a  instead of  tafa �  � a � a  (434.19). 
 Al-thal ā tha  instead of  al-th ā litha  (446.5). Mistaken diacritical dots: 
  a  (439.11).  Al-shar ā b  instead of the rare�  ra� instead of  tara  تزعزع 
 al-sar ā b , and  عدران  instead of  ghudr ā n  (440.1).  الجثة  instead of  كا 
 al-janna  (452.1). Mistaken omissions: 438.9 ( ashy ā  �  mutas ā wiya  after 
 wa-in z ī da  � al ā  ashy ā  �  mutas ā wiya , evidently considered to be a 
 homoioteleuton ); 440.3 ( ill ā  ); 446.22 ( mawj ū dan  in the phrase  idh ā  
laysa mawj ū dan ). Other mistakes:  H ā dh ā  � l-khashaba  instead of 
 h ā dhihi � l-khashaba  (430.15).  Al-jins al- � illa  instead of  jins al- � illa  
(434.9).  Li-anna  instead of  anna  (435.15).  Nafs al-ins ā niyya  instead of 
 al-nafs al-ins ā niyya  (438.1). Instead of  yubn ā   (438.5), MS 1040 has  نبينا , 
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and MS 576 has  يبنا .   � ajr  instead of  juz �   (439.14, probably by attraction 
of the following  a � j ā r ).  Li � l- � illa dh ā tiyya  instead of  al- � illa dh ā tiyya  
(443.1).  Al-qiy ā s al-burh ā n  instead of  al-qiy ā s al-burh ā n ī   (443.14; the 
same mistake occurs at 444.4, in MS 1040 only).  Al-kull ī   instead of 
 al-kur ī   (447.16, referred to  al-shakl , perhaps because of ignorance of 
the matter).  Abad ī  al-wij ū d  instead of  abadiyya al-wuj ū d  (447.19).  Fa � l-
 � illa  instead of  m ā   � illa  (448.9; perhaps because of a cacography in the 
model). 

 Ending:  Wa-had ā ka wa-iyy ā n ā   instead of  wa-had ā na wa-iyy ā ka  
(452.1–2); omission of  innahu ru �  ū f bi � l- � ib ā d . At line 4,  Mu � ammad 
al-nab ī  wa- ā lihi al-a � imma  instead of  Mu � ammad wa- ā lihi . At lines 
4–7, omission of  wa-bih ā  . . . al-hay ū l ā  wa � l- �  ū ra  (451.4–7); at the end, 
MS 576 alone gives:  kath ī ran . 

 MS 927 

 Th e text begins at f. 102v14 with  fa-qad  � araft a wa-stab ā na  (444.3). In 
correspondence to  b ā lighan m ā  buligha  (445.16), there is in the margin: 
 F ī  anw ā  �  al-madh ā hib , aft er which the epistle seems to be ended. At f. 
103v7–8 the text continues with  Min ris ā lat al- � ayaw ā n ā t , and a passage 
of this treatise is quoted. Aft erwards, various passages titled in the 
margins follow.  34   

 Omissions: 444.12–16 ( ka-m ā  bayyann ā  . . . f ī  aw ā  � il al-maq ā m ā t ), 
with addition of  il ā  qawlihi ; 445.12–13 ( wa-in k ā nat . . . al-muta � allim ī n ). 

 Readings:  Mudraka  instead of  mar � iyya  (445.12). 
 Mistakes:   � Illa aw ma � l ū la munfa � ila  instead of   � illa f ā  � ila aw ma � l ū l 

munfa � il  (445.5).  

   A Special Omission  

 In Epistle ‘On the  Posterior Analytics ’, MSS 1040 and 576 and my 
edition omit the words  wa-yusamm ā  h ā dh ā  � l-shakl bi-shakl al- � ur ū s  
(‘this fi gure is called “the fi gure of the bride” ’, 445.20–21), referring to 
the Pythagorean theorem described in the passage. Th e French 
mathematician and historian Paul Tannery (1843–1904) claimed 
this defi nition to have appeared for the fi rst time in the Byzantine 
writer Georgios Pachymeres (1242–1310), an important author in 
the history of the struggle for primacy between Arabs and Byzantines. 
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Tannery did not realise, however, that hints at the defi nition were 
already found in Plato’s Republic (546). Th e word  ν  ύ  μ  φ  η  indicates not 
only the bride, but an insect—the name would derive from a similarity 
between the well-known geometrical fi gure and that of a winged 
insect. 

 Many years ago, I found the defi nition in the Muslim theologian 
and philosopher Fakhr al-D ī n al-R ā z ī  (1149–1210). Th is way, the 
defi nition became at least one century older, and its origin 
(contradicting Tannery) seemed to be Arabic rather than Byzantine. 

 Aft erwards, I found the same defi nition in the Ikhwanian treatise. 
At that time, I was not yet aware of the complexity of the manuscript 
tradition of the  Ras ā  � il . Th us, I assumed it to be older than the 12th 
century. Th e discussion is now reopened by the omission of the 
defi nition in [ ع ] (considered to be the oldest manuscript available of 
the  Ras ā  � il ), and in the IIS manuscripts that I have examined and 
seem closely related to [ ع ]. Does such an omission suggest the 
defi nition to be later—for instance, contemporary with Fakhr al-D ī n 
al-R ā z ī ? From a personal communication of the late Abbas Hamdani, 
the manuscript at the basis of the  �  ā dir edition and the other printed 
editions of the  Ras ā  � il  is older than [ ع ]. So, the issue has not yet found 
a solution.  

   Conclusion  

 Th ough no clear conclusion can be stated until the whole manuscripts 
have been explored and compared with the other available versions of 
all the epistles, we can propose some provisional considerations. 

 1) Th e presence of the short alternative version of Epistle ‘On the 
 Isagoge ’ (with small diff erences from [ خ ] and/or [ غ ]) demonstrates that 
its tradition has lasted for centuries. Note, however, that the special 
version of Epistle ‘On the Kinds of Proper Attitude’ provided by [ غ ] 
has no correspondence in any of the manuscripts examined. 

 2) Apart from the cases highlighted above, MSS 1040 and 576 share 
almost all their peculiar readings and their ending—though with 
further small additions in MS 576. MS 927 has numerous independent 
readings, but it oft en resembles my edition. We can summarise the 
readings common to my edition as follows: 
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 MS 1040 
alone 

 MS 576 
alone 

 Th e 2 
MSS 

 MS 927  Th e 3 
MSS 

 Ep. on  Categories    8  35    12   59 
 Ep. on the  On int.   1   2   23 
 Ep. on  Pr. An.   4   6   49  7  7  36   
 Ep. on  Post. An.   17  37    16  168  4  8  38   

 3) Th e presence of so many readings common to my edition 
confi rms the importance of [ ع ]—and of the manuscripts linked to it—
in the history of the manuscript tradition of the  Ras ā  � il , hence, the 
usefulness of the new edition based on [ ع ]. If the manuscripts examined 
are Ismaili, we might even wander whether [ ع ], to which they are so 
close, is also Ismaili. 

 4) Th e high number of single readings in the MSS examined 
confi rms the massive commixtures in the manuscript tradition already 
noted in my editions of the  Ras ā  � il , and hence the impossibility of 
tracing any sort of  stemma codicum . MSS 1040 and 576 may have a 
common origin/model. MS 1040, however, is corrupt in several places 
and the best copy is oft en provided by MS 576. Compare, for instance, 
403.15–19: 

   [. . .]  واحد  1   يستعمله  2   صاحب الفلسفة في أقاويله . . . . فالذي يستعمله صاحب اللغة . . . أحدها جنس
 البلدي، والآخر جنس الصناعي،  3   والآخر جنس النسبي. فالجنس . . . الصناعي كقولك لجماعة تشير  4 

 إليهم فتقول : 5   نجارون  6   حدادون  7   خبازون  8   وما شاكله . 
  1  576:  وحد . 

  2  1040:  يستعملها . 
  3  1040:  الضاعي . 

  4  1040:  سقط: تشير إليهم فتقول: نجارون حدادون خبازون وما شاكله؛ والنسبي كقولك
 .(homoioteleuton)  لجماعة 

  8–5 576:  فيقولها نجاريين حداديين خبازين .  

 5) Some cases confirming the chronology attributed to MSS 1040 
and 576 are found in our epistles. For instance, the cacography  وقة  
instead of  waqt  in correspondence to 412.4 in MS 1040, while MS 576 
has  وقيه  that seems an emendation of the MS 1040 writing; or the 
cacography for  al-qa �  ā y ā   (418.21) in MS 1040 that—perhaps because 
of its unintelligibility—has been dropped in MS 576; or, in MS 1040, 
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عموا    am ū   (438.20, with two dots above the  m ī m ) in� instead of  an  ان 
consequence of which MS 576 wrote, without understanding,  ان عمق . 

 In other cases, however, MS 1040 provides emendations or additions 
that are the same as in MS 576. For instance, in the text provided after 
the common omission of 397.12–17 ( allat ī  hiya a � r ā  �  . . . yata �  ā qibuh ā  
 � idduh ā  ), after  wa-bi � l-khaw ā  �  �  ta �  ī ru al-anw ā  �  , MS 1040 mistakenly 
adds  amm ā  � l-jins fa-huwa kull laf  a d ā lla  � al ā  jam ā  � a mukhtalifa 
 � uwarah ā   between apical “v”, then the text continues (with small 
differences and some “v” emphasising, I assume, these differences), as 
in MS 576. MS 1040 emends  naw � ayni  (409.7) to  naw �  ā ni , as in MS 
576. MS 1040 emends  dhikr  to  dhikrih ā   (428.4), as in MS 576, by 
adding  -h ā   in the margin.  39   In the phrase  wa-an tak ū nu al-muqaddima 
kulliya  (443.5), MS 1040 (that has  yak ū nu ) adds between the lines  حد  
and, afterwards,  اي ; MS 576 adds, more correctly,  احدي . In MS 1040, 
 fa-idh  instead of  fa-idhan  (443.8) with the second  alif  erased;  fa-idh  in 
MS 576. After  al-dawar ā n  (448.4), addition of  in  (sic, as in MS 576) in 
MS 1040 that wrote the  alif  and added the  n ū n  between the letters. 

 Th e copyist of MS 1040 made mistakes he emended during revision, 
sometimes diff erently from MS 576. For instance, in the phrase  inna � l-
khams aqdam min al-sitta  (412.10), MS 1040 has  f ī   instead of  min , 
deleted by the copyist who wrote  min  between  aqdam  and  f ī  ; MS 576 
has  f ī  . Aft er  al-sitta , MS 1040 adds in the margin  al- � adad , deleted; MS 
576 has  al- � adad . MS 1040 has  f ī h ā   instead of  f ī hi  (416.2, with  alif  
deleted); MS 576 has  f ī h ā  . MS 1040 adds  ghayr  between the lines in the 
phrase  ghayr al-ins ā n  � ayaw ā n  (417.4; in my edition:  l ā  ), omitted in 
MS 576. MS 1040 adds  hiya  to  hum ā   (418.10), deleted; MS 576 has 
 hiya . Th e copyist must have compared various copies. 

 All the above-mentioned cases allow us to hypothesise a common 
model. This is also demonstrated by recurring writings such as the 
surprising  (437.12)  ارسطاطا ليس as if they were two words),  منهاتين  as a 
single word, or the attachment of  in  to words beginning by  kaf —in MS 
576 alone we find  in-kal ā m —, or the indication in titles of Aristotle’s 
 Prior Analytics  as  An ā l ū  �  ī q ā  al- ū l ā   and not  An ā l ū  �  ī q ā  .  

   NOTES  

     1      C.   Baffi  oni   , ed. and tr.,   On Logic: An Arabic Critical Edition and English Translation of 
Epistles 10–14   (  New York and London  ,  2010 ).     

    2 In my presentation, I refer to the pages and lines of this edition.   
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    3 Ed. Wil ā yat  � usayn, Bombay 1887–1889; ed. Khayr al-D ī n al-Zirikl ī , Cairo 1928; ed. 
 �  Ā rif T ā mir, Beirut 1995. On the older editions of the  Ras ā  � il  see Omar Al í -de-Unzaga’s 
contribution in this book,  infra , pp. 82–84.   

    4 Since only the PDFs of individual epistles have been provided for the preparation of the 
new edition of the epistles of the  Ikhw ā n al- � af ā  �   sponsored by the IIS, it is impossible 
for me at the moment to know whether the complete manuscripts Atif Efendi 1681,  خ, 
and غ  indicate the place of copy. As for the  �  ā dir edition, it is not known which 
manuscripts it was prepared on.   

    5 Th e manuscript has been indicated as undated in the list given by the editors-in-chief, 
but Al í -de-Unzaga indicates the year 1574 (see  infra , p. 86).   

    6 Baffi  oni,  On Logic , pp. 167–179 and Al í -de-Unzaga,  infra , p. 100.   
    7 A more detailed description of such frames is given in Al í -de-Unzaga,  infra , p. 89.   
    8      D.   Cortese   ,   Ismaili and Other Arabic Manuscripts: A Descriptive Catalogue of Manuscripts 

in the Library of Th e Institute of Ismaili Studies   (  London and New York  ,  2000 ), pp.  28–29   . 
On the incompleteness of this manuscript see Al í -de-Unzaga,  infra , p. 81.   

    9      A.   Ga ç ek   ,   Catalogue of Arabic Manuscripts in the Library of Th e Institute of Ismaili Studies  , 
vol.  1  (  London  ,  1984 ), p.  91   .   

   10 Cortese,  Ismaili and Other Arabic Manuscripts , p. 29 (the whole description at pp. 
29–30).   

   11 I had prepared my descriptions on the basis of the PDFs provided by the IIS. I am 
extremely grateful to Wafi  Momin, Head of Ismaili Special Collections Unit of the IIS, 
for having granted me the rare privilege of a double-check on the original manuscripts, 
which allowed me to add further details to my former descriptions. I also thank Dr 
Nourmamadcho Nourmamadchoev and Naureen Ali for their assistance during the 
inspection of the manuscripts.   

   12 Th e blank page at the beginning (p. 1 in pencil, in Western fi gure) has an unclear 
number written in Arabic fi gure (probably ‘12’), around which there is an ink blot that 
seems to have spotted the folios below, preventing from reading the numeration of the 
fi rst three folios.   

   13 Some of these scripts are described by Al í -de-Unzaga  infra , p. 88.   
   14 Th e paper layer on the top hides the letters of the fi rst line. I see: 

  1st line:  [. . .]  فر (ور؟) س ء (د؟) ى سح 
 2nd line:  [. . .]  لبعواباخلا 
 3rd line: [ ت؟] ناكترَا   
 Before the first  alif , there is a dotted letter. As it does not appear to be linked to the 
 alif , it might be the second part of a dotted  t ā  �  marb ū  � a  that completes the first, 
unreadable word (perhaps, one can detect  وق ) rather than a  n ū n .   

   15 Th e most recent hypothesis regarding the number of the epistles is Wilferd Madelung’s 
who speaks of the splitting of Epistle 12 into two as the responsibility of Maslama 
al-Qur � ub ī . ‘Maslama al-Qur � ub ī ’s Contribution to the Shaping of the Encyclopedia of 
the Ikhw ā n al- � af ā  � ’, in  Labor Limae. Atti in onore di Carmela Baffi  oni , ed. Straface 
Antonella, Carlo De Angelo and Andrea Manzo,  Studi Ma ġ rebini , 12–13 (2014–2015), 
vol. 1, pp. 403–417, at pp. 413–414. See also Al í -de-Unzaga,  infra , p. 100.   

   16 According to Madelung, ‘Th e replacement of music by geography as the fourth science 
probably occurred in the east not long aft er Maslama’s death. It is confi rmed in the table 
of contents of some manuscripts containing a revised version of Ab ū  Sulaym ā n’s table 
of contents’; ‘Maslama al-Qur � ub ī ’s Contribution’, p. 415. See also Al í -de-Unzaga,  infra , 
pp. 97 and 126–127.   

   17 Al í -de-Unzaga emphasises that the mistakes in this otherwise beautiful and precious 
manuscript are due to the fact that the scribe was neither an Arab nor learned. See  infra , 
p. 90.   

   18 Th is description is based on a PDF in black and white that does not show any cover. 
Many words are unclear because of unequal pressure of the ink and the appearance in 
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transparency of the script of the rear page. Th e direct inspection of the manuscript 
revealed a coral red fabric cover in ramages (perhaps of silk), torn at the corners, which 
was added when the manuscript was restored.   

   19 Th is description is based on a PDF in black and white that does not show any cover. 
Direct inspection of the manuscript reveals a brown leather cover with gold decorations 
and a kind of amandine at the centre. Th e same amandine is repeated on the spine fi ve 
times, between double lines. Th e gold in the back cover is partially faded. Th e binding 
is later than the manuscript. In the inside, the spine is in red cloth and above, there is 
red and blue marbled paper. In the text, some words have been emphasised by a red line 
above, and some marginal notes are also in red ink.   

   20 Neither  �  nor my edition has any ending.   
   21 Possibly due to bad pronunciation of the one who dictated the text. By speaking of 

‘dictation’, I do not mean the practice in use in some  milieux —but not, as Ismail K. 
Poonawala remarked during discussion, in Ismaili  milieux . I only mean occasional help 
to the writer by someone who dictated to him the text to be copied.   

   22 I have to postpone the discussion on these additions to another occasion.   
   23 Th e manuscript tradition of the whole passage ( kull ins ā n  �  ā  � ir . . . wa-kull ins ā n  �  ā  � ir, 

m ū jiba k ā dhiba , 423.7–9  � ) seems especially corrupt: MS 1040 adds in the inner margin: 
 m ū jiba k ā dhiba, wa-kull  �  ā  � ir n ā  � iq ; and in my edition the words  n ā  � iq, m ū jiba k ā dhiba 
. . . m ū jiba k ā dhiba, wa-kull  �  ā  � ir  are missing.   

   24 Th ese omissions lead to incomplete descriptions of the various syllogisms.   
   25 See above, n. 23.   
   26 MS 927 adds  fa � l  (as in my edition) aft er  al- � aq ī q ī   (426.22).   
   27 Th is conclusion is diff erent from that of my edition.   
   28 Th e title is partially added at line 5 aft er  i � wij ā jihi .   
   29 Th ese words reappear later, aft er  al-muqawwima .   
   30 MS 576 adds this title aft er  fa-naq ū lu  (432.19).   
   31 Diff erent words of the title are omitted in the three manuscripts.   
   32 My edition adds:  wa � l-ashy ā  �  allat ī  min jins al-mu �  ā f .   
   33 See above, n. 21.   
   34 Th eir identifi cation has to be postponed to another occasion.   
   35 One of which is dubious because of diacritics.   
   36 Note that the three manuscripts resemble each other (but not my edition) in 2 cases.   
   37 Th is is the only case in which MS 1040 has more similarities than MS 576.   
   38 Th e three manuscripts resemble each other (but not my edition) in 4 cases.   
   39 Instead of the following word,  m ā  , at the beginning of the following line there is an  alif  

only (probably substituted by the marginal addition of  -h ā  ), missing in MS 576.       
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 The Missing Link? 
 MS 1040: An Important Copy of the 

 Ras ā  � il Ikhw ā n al- � af ā  �   in the Collection 
of The Institute of Ismaili Studies  *   

    Omar   Al í -de-Unzaga               

  In this chapter I describe and analyse an important 10th-/16th-century 
manuscript of the  Epistles of the Pure Brethren  ( Ras ā  � il Ikhw ā n al- � af ā  �  ) 
from the collection of Th e Institute of Ismaili Studies (IIS), London: 
MS 1040.  1   Th is manuscript is important not only because it has 
remained unexplored until now, but also mainly because it is the copy 
of the  Epistles  that bears the closest resemblance to the edition 
published in Bombay by N ū r al-D ī n b. J ī w ā  Kh ā n at the end of the 
1880s, an edition that was the basis of all subsequent prints and reprints 
of the 20th century, as I shall explain.  2   

 Perhaps the most important reason why MS 1040 has been ignored 
lies in the way it has been characterised. Th e published catalogue that 
describes it states that the manuscript is ‘defective in the middle and 
incomplete at the end’ and that it only contains  ‘al-ni � f al-awwal  [i.e. 
the fi rst half] and part of the second half’.  3   Th e catalogue does not 
elaborate on this, but this assessment is likely to have resulted from a 
superfi cial comparison of the manuscript with a printed edition of the 
 Ras ā  � il . If that is the case, then this is an example of what Fran ç ois de 
Blois has termed a ‘pitfall’: judging a manuscript against a particular 
printed edition of the text and not  vis- à -vis  other manuscripts of the 
same work,  4   which can throw light on the diff erent versions or 
transmission strands of that given work. In reality, MS 1040 contains 
the whole corpus, i.e. fi ft y-two epistles, and is fairly complete (see the 
section ‘Size, Style and Numeration’ below). 
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 Furthermore, despite being available in the central London location 
of the IIS and in spite of its relative early dating, the manuscript has 
not been employed by any of the contributors to the new critical 
edition of the  Epistles  published by Oxford University Press in 
association with the IIS itself.  5   

 Th e unfairness of the assessment of MS 1040 is exacerbated by the 
fact that the most commonly available print is the text published in 
1376/1957 in Beirut, at the D ā r Bayr ū t and D ā r  �  ā dir publishing houses, 
by Bu � rus b. Sulaym ā n al-Bust ā n ī  (d. 1969). Th is was a reproduction, 
with very minor cosmetic touches and slight modifi cations, of a print 
published in Cairo twenty-nine years earlier by the Syrian journalist 
Khayr al-D ī n al-Zirikl ī  (d. 1976) in 1347/1928 at the al-Ma � ba � a 
al- � Arabiyya publishing house. In a brief aft erword (vol. 4, p. 479) 
Zirikl ī  recognises that he was too busy to prepare the text by himself as 
he had originally intended, which was meant to consist of ‘emendations’ 
( ta �  �  ī  �  ) and the collation ( muq ā bala ) of the text with manuscripts 
( u �  ū l ), including, as he says, a copy held at the ‘Royal Library’ (D ā r 
al-Kutub al-Malakiyya) in Cairo. He does not give details, but we may 
infer that he had most probably intended to consult MS 9509.  6   Instead, 
Zirikl ī  acknowledges that the work was actually carried out by a group 
of three scholars: Am ī n Efendi Sa �  ī d, Shaykh A � mad Mu �  � af ā  and 
Shaykh A � mad Y ū suf, although we are told nothing on whether they 
did or did not consult the Cairo manuscript. 

 As it turns out, upon close and careful examination we can observe 
that Zirikl ī ’s text actually shamelessly plagiarised and collated two of 
the editions available at that time, both produced in the fi nal years of 
the 19th century.  7   Th e two editions plagiarised by Zirikl ī  are: 
  

   a) the above-mentioned edition published by N ū r al-D ī n b. J ī w ā  
Kh ā n, a prolifi c Bombay-based Ismaili  � ayyib ī  Bohra publisher. Th is 
edition, produced in 1305–1306 (1887–1889) at J ī w ā  Kh ā n’s printing 
press, called Nukhbat al-Akhb ā r, is the only complete edition so far, 
and is based on an otherwise unidentifi ed manuscript. All J ī w ā  Kh ā n 
tells us in the initial ‘notice’ ( i � l ā n,  p. 1) is that it was a ‘sound (or, 
authenticated) ancient copy’ ( nuskha qad ī ma  � a �  ī  � a ), without further 
elaboration as to the condition or details of the manuscript. Th e title 
page of the edition refers to the author: ‘Th e Book of the Pure Brethren 
and Sincere Friends by the noble imam, the master of masters, our 
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Lord A � mad b.  � Abd All ā h ( Kit ā b Ikhw ā n al- � af ā  �  wa Khull ā n al-Waf ā  �  
li’l-im ā m al-hum ā m, qu � b al-aq �  ā b mawl ā n ā  A � mad b.  � Abd All ā h ), 
thus indicating the  � ayyib ī  ascription of the work to one of the Ismaili 
imams from the 3rd/9th century ‘period of concealment’ ( dawr al-satr ). 
Although we are not told much about the origin of the manuscript, 
circumstantial evidence points to a provenance from a senior Ismaili 
Bohra collection, given that J ī w ā  Kh ā n states that he sought permission 
to publish it ‘from one of the author’s descendants’ ( min ba �  � i sul ā lati’l-
mu � allif ). Since  � ayyib ī   d ā  �  ī  s trace their ancestry to the Ismaili imams,  8   
and since such permission could only have been granted by the 
Bohra leader, or  D ā  �  ī  Mu � laq , this may be read as a subtle allusion to 
the D ā  �  ī  Mu � laq of the time,  � Abd al- � usayn  � us ā m al-D ī n (d. 1891). 
As to the geographical provenance, many of the Bohra manuscripts 
were produced in Yemen, but we do not know either whether this 
copy came from Yemen or from India itself. Its date is also unknown, 
so we have to content ourselves with the term  qad ī m . Th e zealous 
reservedness of some Bohra libraries in India has kept their manuscripts 
away from public view, but perhaps future research will succeed in the 
enterprise of trying to identify the manuscript used by J ī w ā  Kh ā n in 
their valuable collections. It is to J ī w ā  Kh ā n’s text that MS 1040 is 
closely related.  
  

  b) Th e second edition used by Zirikl ī  was published some forty 
years earlier by the Egyptian journalist and political activist  � Al ī  Y ū suf 
(d. 1913). A former graduate of al-Azhar, he published it in Cairo, at 
the Ma � ba � at al- Ā d ā b, in 1306/1888–1889. Again,  � Al ī  Y ū suf’s text was 
most likely based on the Cairo manuscript. His edition was doubly 
prey to misfortune: on the one hand, only Part One of the  Epistles  was 
published—it is not inconceivable that this was due to pressure from 
al-Azhar, whose  shaykh s were against the promotion of certain works.  9   
Furthermore,  � Al ī  Y ū suf’s edition has, most regrettably, fallen into 
oblivion and still remains off  the radar of scholarship.   
  

 Zirikl ī  and his team simply lift ed J ī w ā  Kh ā n’s text, but they also used 
 � Al ī  Y ū suf for alternative readings, especially for the chapter headings 
and even for diagrams in Part One. Zirikl ī  removed the Bombay 
edition’s attribution to the Ismaili imam from the title page. He also 
added substantial introductions by prestigious scholars such as A � mad 
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Zak ī  (d. 1934) and  �  ā h ā   � usayn (d. 1973). As for the text itself, Zirikl ī ’s 
team broke it up into paragraphs and introduced punctuation. By doing 
this, they in eff ect repackaged the Bombay text but with the attributes 
of a modern book. A meagre number of notes explaining diffi  cult 
words were added and some ‘corrections’ were implemented (for 
 � ib ā w ī ’s critique of this, see my Conclusion below). If it is wrong to 
speak about a ‘Cairo edition’, it is even more misleading to use the term 
‘Beirut edition’. At most, we can use the term ‘print’ for those texts. 
Scholarship’s attention should focus on J ī w ā  Kh ā n’s original edition, 
especially when working with manuscripts, as I shall demonstrate. 

 In what follows, I will provide a description of MS 1040 with a view 
to situating it in relation to the copies which have been used for the 
IIS/OUP critical edition, in relation to other manuscripts I have 
accessed and consulted, and in relation to J ī w ā  Kh ā n’s edition, given 
its affi  nity with MS 1040.  

   Description of IIS MS 1040  

   Date  

 Th e manuscript contains a colophon at the end of Part Two, or ‘the 
fi rst half’ ( al-ni � f al-awwal ), on f. Ar417v/W405v, at the end of Epistle 
31. Th e colophon dates the manuscript on the last day of Sha � b ā n of the 
year 953AH, which corresponds to 4 November 1546. Th is means that, 
of the twenty-four complete and dated manuscripts of the  Epistles  that 
I have managed to identify so far, of which I have had access to 
seventeen, MS 1040 is the eleventh oldest, being older than fi ve of the 
manuscripts used in the IIS/OUP critical edition (see Table 4.1 for 
details of all manuscripts).  10   It is the second oldest complete dated 
copy currently held in a European repository, aft er MS 6647-8 from 
the Biblioth é que nationale de France (henceforth BnF) in Paris, which 
is about 250 years older. I consulted other manuscripts of the  Ras ā  � il  
from the IIS collections only sporadically.  11    

   Background, Location and Scribe  

 It is possible that more than one scribe were employed on this 
manuscript. However, on the colophon page, a note in red ink tells us 



    Table 4.1     Th e place of IIS MS 1040 among the complete dated manuscripts of the  Ras ā  � il Ikhw ā n al- � af ā  �.   (i)   

 AH dating  AD equivalent  folios  City/
Copist 

 MS no. (Collection)  Library  City 

 1  578 (13  
 afar)  1182 (25 June)  581  Shamm ā khiyya 
/  ✓  

 MS 1681 [ ع ]  Atif Efendi  Istanbul 

 2  667 (ii)   1268  492  — / —  MS 41 [ سج ]  Salar Jung Museum  Hyderabad 
 3w  675 (22 Sha � b ā n) (iii)   1275 (5 Feb.)  409  [Yazd] / —  MS 6647-8 [ د ]  BnF  Paris 
 4*  686 (5 Rama �  ā n)  1287 (21 Oct.)  412  Baghdad / —  MS 4708  Majlis-i Sh ū ra-yi 

Mill ī  
 Tehran 

 5  686 (Shaww ā l)  1287 (Nov.-Dec.)  323  Baghdad /  ✓   MS 3638 (Esad Efendi) 
 [ أ ]

 S ü leymaniye 
mosque 

 Istanbul 

 6  704 (11 Rab ī  �  II)  1304 (19 Nov.)  370   — /  ✓   MS 2130-1 (Feyzullah 
Efendi) [ ف، ق ] 

 Millet Yazma Eser 
K ü t ü phanesi 

 Istanbul 

 7  820 (22 Jum ā d ā  I) (iv)   1417 (15 July)  531  — / —  MS 871 [ ل ]  K ö pr ü l ü   Istanbul 
 8  [bet. 857-886] (v)   [bet. 1453-81]  338  — / —  MS 870 [ ك ]  K ö pr ü l ü   Istanbul 
 9*  887  1482  ?  ? / —  MS 1199 (Yeni Cami)  S ü leymaniye 

mosque 
 Istanbul 

  10    953  (  ā khir   Sha � b ā n)    1546 (4 Nov.)    737    — /  ✓     MS 1040 [  ي  ]    Institute of Ismaili 
Studies   (vi)   

  London  

 11  968 (13  
 afar) (vii)   1560 (13 Nov.)  367   — /  ✓   MS 260 (Laud Or.) [ خ ]  Bodleian  Oxford 
(continued )85



 12*  968 (18 Sha � b ā n)  1561 (14 May)  ?  Cairo/  ✓   MS 1555  University Central 
Lib. 

 Tehran 

 13  981 (25 Rama �  ā n)  1574 (28 Jan.)  395  — / —  MS 189 (Marsh) [ غ ]  Bodleian  Oxford 
 14w  1020 ( aw ā si �   

Ramad ā n) 
 1611 (mid Nov.)  529  — / —  MS 2303 [ ر ]  BnF  Paris 

 15*  1055  1645  631  — / — MS 8 ( Falsafa )   State Central 
Library (viii)  

 Hyderabad 

 16  1061 (25 Jum ā d ā  I)  1651 (16 May)  475  — /  ✓   MS 2863  Nuruosmaniye  Istanbul 
 17w  1065 (1 Mu � arram)  1654 (11 Nov.)  488  — /  ✓   MS 2304 [ ز ]  BnF  Paris 
 18*  1088 (27  
 afar)  1677 (1 May)  597  — / —  MS 2358-9  British Library  London 
 19*  1096 (26 Rajab)  1683 (21 July)  402  — /  ✓   MS 4518 (ix)   British Library  London 
 20w  1153 (2  
 afar)  1740 (29 April)  414  — /  ✓   MS 2305  BnF  Paris 
 21*  1190  1776-7  489  — / —  MS 2222  Khuda Bakhsh  Patna 
 22w  1200  1785-6  294  — / —  MS arab. 652  Staastsbibliothek  Munich 
 23  1208  1793-4  688  — / —  MS 1278  Majlis-i Sh ū ra-yi 

Mill ī  
 Tehran 

 24  1228  1813  389  — / —  MS 2341-4  BnF  Paris 

  Table 4.1     (continued)    

 AH dating  AD 
equivalent 

 folios  City/
Copist 

 MS no. 
(Collection) 

 Library  City 
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   KEY
*: MSS that I have been unable to consult;  ✓ : given;—: not given; w: available online; BnF: Biblioth è que national de France; bet.: between; ?: 
unknown to me.  
  (i) Th e table does not include undated copies, or manuscripts of the Persian translations of the  Epistles;  the Arabic letters aft er a manuscript are the 
letters assigned to them in the OUP/IIS critical edition.  
  (ii) Th is is given on f. 295b as the date of transcript (‘probably of the prototype’ according to the cataloguer).  
  (iii) Th e date given in the Foreword of the IIS/OUP critical editions (‘AH 695’) is incorrect; the manuscript was collated in Yazd 30 years later 
(beginning of Rajab 709=mid December 1309).  
  (iv) Th is is the date in the colophon. It applies to Epistles 43-52. Epistles 1-42 may be much older, judging by the writing. Th e cataloguer assumes a 
date  ca . the end of 6th/12th century but no reasons are given.  
  (v) Although undated, this copy refers to the Ottoman Sultan Mu � ammad al-F ā ti �  (Mehmed the Conqueror, r. 855-886 /1451-1481) with his 
epithet, which he gained at the conquest of Constantinople in 857/1453.  
  (vi) Now housed at the Aga Khan Centre, London. See above, note 2.  
  (vii) Not 967 as stated in some of the IIS/OUP edition volumes (Ep.4, p. 1; Ep. 32-36, p. 68; Ep. 39-41, p. 248; Ep. 48 p. 48 (gives 969), and Ep. 49-51, 
p. 27). Th e scribe is a certain A � mad b.  � Al ī  al-Su �  ū d.  
  (viii) Formerly known as Ā   �   afi yya Library. Catalogue no. 93 (�Uthmān �Alī Khān Bahādur Mīr,  Fihrist-i mashrū�-i ba�	-i kutub-i nafīsa-i qalamiyya 
makhzūna-i kutubkhāna-i Ā�afi yya Sarkār-i �Ālī  (Hyderabad, 1338-1347/1928-1937), vol. 2, pp. 273-274.  
  (ix) Has a lacuna by which it lacks epistle 33 (and a few folios before and aft er).     

87
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that it was copied by the otherwise unknown al- � asan b.  � Al ī  
al-Nu � m ā n ī  al-Ism ā  �  ī l ī . Th is scribe does not appear in the other 
catalogues of the IIS manuscripts. Th e name ‘al-Ism ā  �  ī l ī ’ could be 
simply a family name and is not necessarily a religious  nisba  indicating 
that the scribe was an Ismaili Shi � i; however, this possibility cannot be 
discarded either. Although there are no indications of an explicitly and 
unequivocally Ismaili affi  liation in the paratextual elements of the 
manuscript (i.e. there is no dedication to or mention of any specifi c 
imam or  d ā  �  ī   by name), the eulogies found aft er the mention of 
the Prophet and his family have a very marked Shi‘i undertone, 
much more so than in other manuscripts. (See below on the closing 
formulas.) 

 No place of copy is mentioned in the text but we have enough 
evidence to infer that the manuscript was—if not copied—at least 
used in the region of Greater Khorasan. Delia Cortese is of the opinion 
that it was ‘probably copied in Persia’ without further elaboration. Th e 
fl yleaves at the end, which contain numerous owner notes including 
debts, medicine recipes and even mystical poems (one is by the 
celebrated 6th/12th-century Sufi  poet San ā  �  ī  Ghaznaw ī ), do certainly 
give the general impression that the manuscript was owned and used 
(and maybe produced too) by Persian speakers up until the 20th 
century. Th e most readable writing is a debt note for the purchase of 
medicines, with the name of a certain Fat �  Mu � ammad Kh ā n. Th e 
year given is 1330 (i.e. 1912) and the place of copy is named as ‘Darrah-i 
Y ū suf’, which can be identifi ed with the valley also known 
as Darrah-i  �  ū f in modern day Afghanistan. Th e area is located 
between 120–170 km south of Balkh, and used to be on the caravan 
route that went from Balkh and Maz ā r-i Shar ī f towards the southwest 
all the way to B ā my ā n.  12   If we assume that the copy was produced in 
that region, we can place it within the southern part of the dominion 
of the Kh ā nate of Bukh ā r ā , which at that time was under the Sh ī b ā nid 
(or Shayb ā nid) dynasty, and more particularly during the rule of  � Abd 
al-La �  ī f b. K ū chk ū nj ī  (r. 947–959/1540–1552), who had his capital in 
Samarqand further up north.  13   It is worth noting that the Shayb ā nids 
were promoters of Sunn ī  Islam, unlike their major rivals, the Shi‘i 
Safavids.  
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   Size, Style and Numeration  

 MS 1040 has 737 folios, although it seems it may have originally had at 
least 752 (see below). Th is is quite an unusual number for the  Ras ā  � il  
manuscripts, as the average length of the complete copies is around 450 
folios, and the second largest is a long way away (MS 1681 from the Atif 
Efendi Library in Istanbul with 581 folios, which incidentally is the 
oldest dated manuscript and the copy used as the basis of many of 
the volumes in the IIS/OUP critical editions). Th is shows that the IIS 
manuscript was lavishly produced, possibly for an important person or 
purpose, and with aesthetic considerations (see Figure 4.1). Th e size of 
the folios is quite large (30 × 19 cm, almost like a modern A4). However, 
an elaborate quadruple frame, with blue, red and black lines and gold 
fi lling, leaves a stylised tall and narrow text-box of only 19.5 × 10 cm, 
with 21 lines per page. Th ere are only about 12–14 words per line. Th e 
text itself is written with extreme care and elegance, most probably by a 
professional artist. Th e beginning of each part, which always falls on 
the verso (   ahr ) side of the folio (Part One: f. Ar14/W1v, Part Two: f. 
Ar174/W162v; Part Th ree: f. Ar406/W418v; Part Four: f. 508/W491v) is 
decorated with an ornate head-piece which uses the space up to the top 
of the folio. Th e head-pieces are polychrome but gold and blue 
predominate. Th e fi rst head-piece is diff erent from the other three, as it 
marks the beginning of the work. Each epistle is headed by a rectangular 
cartouche with a multi-coloured frame made up of several lines. Th e 
cartouche background is painted in blue, with various fl owery 
decorations. In the centre, the epistle title is written in white ink, in the 
middle of a cloud-like shape which lined with gold paper. Th e title 
cartouches of the fi rst epistle of each part (as well as epistles 2 and 3 of 
Part One) are the most elaborate, while a simpler style is used for the 
rest. Th e text on the fi rst two pages is particularly ornate, as it is 
surrounded by gold-paper fi lled clouds in between the lines.  14   Such 
decorations are unique among all other available manuscripts of the 
 Ras ā  � il . Although it would be speculative to argue for an Ismaili 
ownership or production context, the ornamentation clearly shows 
that this copy was considered special for whoever produced it. As far as 
I am aware, only three other manuscripts have title decorated cartouches 
for each epistle: MSS K ö pr ü l ü  870, Ragip Pasha 840 and IIS 576.  15   
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 Paradoxically, however, the innumerable mistakes at the lexical, 
punctuation and vocalisation level tell us that the scribe was defi nitely 
not an Arabic speaker, and certainly not trained as a scholar. Th e copy 
was not put through a collation or checking process, so it lacks the 
soundness of other copies that display a scholarly input. 

 The folios are numbered on the top-left corner of the recto ( wajh ) 
side of the folios with Arabic-Indic numbers (. . .  ۳ ،۲ ،۱ ) in black ink 
and also with Arabic-Western numbers (1, 2, 3 . . .) in pencil. I shall 
henceforth refer to them as Ar/W, respectively. As we have it, the 
manuscript begins with f. Ar14/W1 (see the ‘ Fihrist ’ section below). 
The pencil numeration was obviously inserted later. 

 Only two folios are missing in the middle of the text.  16   Th e last folio 
is Ar753/W746. It appears to end abruptly, without a fi nal colophon. 
Th e sign  ه  for, ‘ intah ā ,’  is placed at the end (f. Ar753/W746v, 
corresponding to J ī w ā  Kh ā n’s edition, vol. 4, p. 396.2–4 ( = Bust ā n ī ’s 
1957 print, vol. 4, p. 445.9–11). (See further comments on Epistle 52 

    Figure 4.1  Title page of the fi rst treatise ( On Arithmetic ) from the Epistles of the 
Pure Brethren ( Ras ā  � il Ikhw ā n al-  � af ā  � ), MS 1040 of the Collection of Th e Institute 
of Ismaili Studies, London (f. Ar14/W1v). Th e manuscript is dated 953/1543.         
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below). At the bottom of the last existing folio a paper note was stuck 
on to the last line of the text box, with a diff erent, later and more 
careless hand, which includes the number of folios and a reference 
saying there are no missing leaves:  ‘awr ā qu ikhw ā ni’l- � af ā  �  thal ā thatu 
wa khams ū na wa sab � umi � a 753, l ā  yadhhabu waraq. ’ If we add the 737 
current folios, plus the  Fihrist  (see below) and the two missing leaves, 
we have a total of 752 original leaves.  

   Closing formulas  

 As with many other manuscripts of the  Epistles,  the formulas that close 
each epistle are not consistent across the corpus in MS 1040. Blessings 
on the Prophet and his family are usual, in a multitude of variations, in 
all the manuscripts. What is less common in the manuscripts is the 
explicit mention of the imams in that formula. In MS 1040 we do fi nd 
the imams mentioned in closing formulas, albeit only in ten epistles 
– all in Part One (Epistles 1–4, 7 and 10–14). Th ere is nothing in the 
contents of these epistles to justify this. Th is could be explained by the 
likelihood that the  Ras ā  � il  corpus was transmitted in parts. An 
alternative explanation is a possible change of scribe aft er the 
completion of Part One. A closer look at specifi c words (such as the 
 basmala , or common conjunctions) seems to support the thesis that 
two hands are at work. For example, in most of Part One words like  f ī , 
 � al ā , alladh ī   and so on are written in a more rounded style, with the 
fi nal  y ā  �   curving into a straight line under the word, while in most of 
the rest they tend to be written with more defi ned angles. Th ese 
observations are only tentative as they are based on random naked eye 
samples. A more detailed codicological analysis would be required for 
more defi nite conclusions. 

 Th e typical formula here is   � all ā ’ll ā hu  � al ā  sayyidn ā  Mu � ammadini’l-
nab ī  wa  ā lihi’l-a � imma [al- � ayyib ī n] al- � āhir ī n wa sallama tasl ī man 
 � alayhim ajma �  ī n  (May God bless our lord Muhammad the Prophet 
and his family, the righteous and pure imams, may He shower 
immense peace over them all). Epistle 4 is even more explicit, as it 
mentions Ali:   � all ā ’ll ā hu  � al ā  sayyidn ā  Mu � ammadin kh ā timi’l-nabiyy ī n 
wa  � al ā  wa � iyyihi  �Aliyyin af�ali’l-wa�iyyīn  wa  � al ā   � itratihimā’l- �  ā hir ī na’l-
a � immati’l-h ā d ī n wa sallama tasl ī m ā   (May God bless our lord 
Muhammad, the seal of the prophets, and upon his legatee   Ali, the 
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best of legatees, and their pure descendants, the right-guided imams, 
and may He shower [them] with immense peace). It is remarkable that 
the mention of the imams completely disappears aft er Part One and 
only two other epistles, both in Part Two (Epistles 17 and 27) include 
  ā lihi  (his family), aft er the mention of the Prophet, in their closing 
formulas. As mentioned above, this could be explained by a change of 
scribe, or a change of patron, or changing political circumstances in 
which dissimulation was called for. Another strong possibility is that 
the transmission of the  Epistles  manuscripts was not necessarily 
copying from complete copies, but from diff erent copies of each of the 
four Parts, or perhaps from incomplete manuscripts.   

   The Individual Epistles in MS 1040  

 I now proceed to describe the individual epistles in MS 1040. Th e 
reader will notice that of the fi ft y-two epistles, only forty are mentioned. 
Th is is because my analysis focuses on those epistles where I have 
identifi ed signifi cant similarities or variations between MS 1040 and 
other manuscripts or editions, as well as those epistles where the 
scholars working in the new critical edition have found relevant 
diff erences.  17   I have paid particular attention to the relationship of this 
manuscript with J ī w ā  Kh ā n’s edition, which is a very close relationship 
indeed, and with  � Al ī  Y ū suf’s edition for Part One only. Th e length 
of my discussion will vary from epistle to epistle depending on the 
extent of the variations. In the manuscript tradition of the  Ras ā  � il , 
as we shall see, there are numerous cases where individual manuscripts 
(and groups of manuscripts) contain epistles in shorter versions 
while others display longer versions, and I shall point that out when 
relevant. 

   Fihrist  

 Th e vast majority of manuscripts that I have consulted do contain a 
contents section, or  fi hrist,  that describes the contents and aim of the 
four Parts of the  Ras ā  � il  as well as of each individual epistle.  18   In the 
case of MS 1040 this content section is not extant but it must have 
originally been part of the manuscript. We can infer this from the folio 
numeration, which, as mentioned above, begins with f. 14 in the 
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Arabic-Indic numeration. Th is was later numbered as f. 1 in Arabic-
Western numbers. Once the  fi hrist  had been lost, the older numeration 
did not make sense. Th is explains why the Arabic-Indic numbers of 
the fi rst three existing folios (ff . Ar14, 15 and 16) were rubbed and now 
appear smudged, although they can still be discerned.   

   Part One  

   Epistle 1: On Arithmetic  

 Th e decorative aspects in this epistle have been discussed above. Th e 
Arabic-Indic numeration has skipped one folio towards the end of the 
epistle, so we fi nd the sequence f. Ar25/W12 – Ar [unnumbered]/W13 – 
Ar26/W14. As for the text, the majority of the variants attributed to ‘the 
D ā r  �  ā dir edition’ (i.e. Bust ā n ī ’s print), in Nader El-Bizri’s recent critical 
edition  19   using the siglum [ � ], can be traced to MS 1040. Th e text of this 
epistle is identical, or nearly so, to J ī w ā  Kh ā n’s Bombay edition, with the 
exception of the initial laudatory formula, which is missing altogether in 
that edition. MS 1040 gives: 
  

    القسم الأولى [كذا] في الرياضية التعليمية   
    الرسالة الأول [كذا ] 

مْ باِلْخَيْرِ.   رْ وَتمَِّ حِيم. رَبِّ يسَِّ الرّحْمٰنِ الرَّ     بسِْمِ الله ِ 
    القسم   الأوّل من الأقسام الأربعة في الرياضيات يشتمل على ثلٰثة عشر الأولى منها  

    في العدد وهو الأرثماطيقى من جملة الإحدى وخمسين رِسَالة في تهذيب النفس  
    وإصلاح الأخلاق. الحمد  الذي لا تحسن الأشياَءَ إلاّ أن يكون بدؤها حمده  

    وكل ناطق وَساكت فهَو عبده الذي تاهت الألباب في عظمته و ذلت له عقول  
    أهل معرفته عندمَا شهدت من [عزّ   20  ]  جبروته وصلواته وتحياته على خير حلقه [كذا] وبريتّه  
د النبّيّ وآله وعترته وَلمنتجيين [كذا] من أصحَابه وعشيرته والصّالحين من عباده       مُحمَّ

    وأمّته.   اعلم  ،   أيدّك   اللهّ وإياّنا بروح منه، بأنه لمّا كان من مذاهب   إخواننا  
   الكرام، أيدهم الله، النظر في جميع علوم الموجودات  . . . 
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 Part One on the Mathematical and Educational [epistles]. 

 Epistle 1. 

 In the Name of God, the Merciful, the Compassionate. Lord, 
make things easy and perfect us with goodness! 

 Part One of Four, on the mathematical [epistles], containing 
thirteen [epistles], the fi rst of them being on numbers or 
‘Arithmetic’, from a total of fi ft y-one epistles on the refi nement 
of the soul and the improvement of character. 

 Praise be to God, for things are not good that do not begin with His 
praise. Every speaking and silent one is his servant. Minds get lost 
in His greatness. Th e intellects of the people who possess cognisance 
of Him ( ahl ma � rifatihi ) point to Him when they witness the might 
of His omnipotence. May His blessings and greetings be on His 
best creation and creature, the Prophet Muhammad, on his family 
and off spring, on his chosen companions, on his kinsfolk, on His 
righteous servants, and on his community. 

 Know, may God assist you and us  with a spirit from Himself  
[Q.58:22] that since the teachings of our noble brethren, may 
God assist them, consist of refl ection on the sciences of the 
existing beings . . .  

  

 It is worth remarking that the exact same laudatory formula is found 
only in two other manuscripts, one of them being the oldest surviving 
copy, MS Atif 1681 (f. 5v),  21   the other being BnF MS 2305 (f. 6r). 
Modifi ed versions of the laudatory formula are given in most other 
manuscripts, which are less explicit in the praise of the Prophet’s 
family. In Table 4.2 I give the variants of the mention of the Prophet 
Muhammad and the words that follow: 

    Table 4.2     Mention of the Prophet Muhammad and the words that follow.  

 His Messenger Muhammad and all his 
family 
 ( ras ū lihi Mu � ammad wa  ā lihi ajma �  ī n ) 

 MSS Mahdavi 7437, f. 7v 
 K ö pr ü l ü  871, f. 5v 
 K ö pr ü l ü  870, f. 4r 
 BnF 2304, f. 4v 

 Muhammad and his off spring 
 ( Mu � ammad   wa  � itratihi ) 

 MSS Esad 3638, f. 3v 
 Feyzullah 2130, f. 2v 
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 the Prophet Muhammad and his 
off spring 
 ( Mu � ammad   al-nab ī  wa  � itratihi ) 

 MSS Laud Or. 255, f. 5 
 Munich arab. 652, f. 1v 
 BnF 2341, f. 1v 

 the Prophet Muhammad, his off spring 
and the righteous of his community 
 ( Mu � ammad   al-nab ī  wa  � itratihi   wa’l-
 �  ā li �  ī na min ummatihi ) 

 SOAS MS Or. 45812, f. 3v 

 His Messenger Muhammad, his family 
and all his companions 
 ( ras ū lihi Mu � ammad wa  ā lihi wa sa � bihi 
ajma �  ī n ) 

 Nuruosmaniye MS 2863, f. 5v 
  � Al ī  Y ū suf’s ed. p. 12 

 the Prophet Muhammad and the 
righteous of his community 
 ( Mu � ammad   al-nab ī    wa’l- �  ā li �  ī na min 
ummatihi ) 

 MSS BnF 2303 f. 5v 
 Majlis 1278 p. 7 

 (No introductory text at all and therefore 
no laudatory formula is given in some 
manuscripts) 

 MSS S ā l ā r Jung 41, Esad 3637 
(has a diff erent beginning), Hunt 
296, Escorial 923, Laud Or. 260, 
Marsh 189, IIS 576, Garrett 4263, 
and the editions of Dieterici and 
J ī w ā  Kh ā n. 

 Th e Shi‘i character of the laudatory formulas in MS 1040 is clear. Th ree 
remarks are in order. Th e fi rst regards the phrase ‘every speaking and 
silent one ( kullu n ā  � iq wa s ā kit ) is His servant.’ Th is could be regarded 
as a veiled reference to the Ismaili idea that each of the prophets that 
pronounce the outer aspects of the revealed law, and are therefore 
called ‘speakers’ ( n ā  � iq , pl.  nu � aq ā  �  ), are followed by the ‘silent ones’ 
(  �  ā mit , pl.   � aw ā mit ) who explain the inner or esoteric aspects.  22   
However, the word  s ā kit  and not   �  ā mit  is used here; further, the 
 n ā  � iq / s ā mit  concept does not appear in the  Epistles . Th us, any 
connection to it is only speculative. Secondly, MS 1040 is the only 
copy (together with the other two mentioned above) that give here 
several expressions for the members of the Prophet’s blood relations: 
his family (  ā lihi ), his off spring (  � itratihi ) and his kinsfolk (  � ash ī ratihi ) .  
Th ese may be mere synonyms, but could also be seen as an eff ort to 
emphasise the importance and status of diff erent relations to the 
Prophet, i.e. the members of his household, his direct descendants 
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(that is, the imams) and his closest relatives. Th e third point that 
indicates a Shi‘i background is the selective blessing request for ‘his 
chosen companions’ ( al-muntajab ī n min a �  �  ā bihi ).  23   Th e expression 
may be read as a restrictive version of the common Sunni inclusion of 
blessings for ‘all his companions’ ( a �  �  ā buhu ajma �  ī n ).  

   Epistle 2: On Geometry  

 Th e epistle ‘On Geometry’ appears in two versions in the manuscripts: 
the short version and the long version, the latter being an expansion 
of the former. MS 1040 contains the shorter version, as does also IIS MS 
576 (pp. 61–77). Th is is the same version as given in J ī w ā  Kh ā n’s edition 
(vol. 1, pp. 43–55), as well as the following fi ve other manuscripts, the 
fi rst two of which are older than MS 1040: MS S ā l ā r Jung 41 (f. 22 r/p. 
43) – the second oldest known complete manuscript in the world  24   and 
the direct antecedent of the undated MS Esad 3637  25   – and Escorial 923 
(ff . 19v-20r), which has a slightly diff erent ending;  26   the other are: MSS 
Marsh 189 (pp. 28-9), which is only 28 years older than MS 1040; BnF 
2341 (f. 12v), which omits the sentence that refers to the  Ikhw ā n al- � af ā  �  ’s 
 madhhab ; and Esad 3637 (ff . 17v-18r). Th e longer version, which has 
extra chapters full of diagrams, was given in  � Al ī  Y ū suf’s edition (pp. 
34–55).  27   In this case the latter was chosen by Zirikl ī  over the Bombay 
version (and was later reproduced by Bust ā n ī ). El-Bizri’s critical edition 
is based on some of the manuscripts containing the longer version.  28   

 Can MS 1040’s shorter version refl ect an older text that was later 
expanded? Some evidence does point to this, since at least two 
manuscripts, namely the oldest extant manuscript, MS Atif 1681 
(f. 21v) and a near contemporary of MS 1040, MS Garrett 4263 (f. 15r), 
place a conclusion note (‘ tammat al-ris ā la ’) at the end of the shorter 
version (El-Bizri’s edition, p. 128, tr. 145), and then go on to add the 
extra chapters (which are six in the critical edition).  

   Epistle 3: On Astronomy  

 As compared with other manuscripts, the title on this epistle in MS 
1040 has the same wording as in MS S ā l ā r Jung 41 and MS2130 of the 
Feyzullah Efendi collection at the National Public Manuscripts Library 
(Millet Yazma Eser K ü t ü phanesi) in Istanbul, which add the words 
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‘and the course of the planets’ ( wa mas ī r al-kaw ā kib ). Th e text of the 
three poetry fragments (one in Arabic and two in Persian) on f. W30r 
is similar to the J ī w ā  Kh ā n’s edition (vol. 1, p. 70). In MS 1040 the 
Persian poems are followed by an Arabic paraphrase, which appear 
also in IIS MS 576 (p. 96) and in J ī w ā  Kh ā n’s edition (though not in 
 � Al ī  Y ū suf ’s edition, as consequently not in Zirikl ī ’s or Bust ā n ī ’s prints, 
which reproduced  � Al ī  Y ū suf ’s text in this case). MS 1040 does not set 
the poetic lines with a caesura, but red dots are used as punctuation to 
separate hemistiches and verses.  

   Epistles 4 and 5: On Music and On Geography  

 In MS 1040, Epistle 4 is ‘On Music’ and Epistle 5 ‘On Geography’. Th e 
same order occurs in the two oldest complete manuscripts (MSS Atif 
1681 and S ā l ā r Jung 41) as well as in other copies: Feyzullah 2130, 
Escorial 923, Esad 3637 and IIS 576 (only the latter is more recent than 
MS 1040), as opposed to other manuscripts that follow the reverse 
order. Th e reversed order was followed in J ī w ā  Kh ā n’s edition (and the 
subsequent prints), as well as in the new critical edition.  29   Th e ending 
of  On Music  in MS 1040 (f. Ar 75/W 62v) states that with this epistle 
concludes the ‘fi rst section’ ( tamma bi-tam ā mih ā ’l-juz � u’l-awwal ). 
Wright’s critical edition  30   reproduces the endings in various 
manuscripts, but none of them contain the same remark.  

   Epistle 6: On Proportion  

 MS 1040 does not have the appendix identifi ed by El-Bizri  31   as 
appearing in MS Atif 1681 and other manuscripts.  32   In this MS 1040 
again coincides with J ī w ā  Kh ā n’s edition. Other copies that do not 
include the appendix either are MSS S ā l ā r Jung 41, Nuruosmaniye 
2863 and Munich arab. 652.  

   Epistle 7: On the Th eoretical Craft s  

 Godefroid de Callata ÿ  ’s critical edition  33   has identifi ed some extra 
paragraphs in a number of manuscripts.  34   He pointed out that MS Atif 
1681 (and only a few other copies) does not contain the extra text. I 
may add that MS 1040 is to be grouped with MS Atif 1681, as it does 
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not include those extra lines; the same is true of MSS S ā l ā r Jung 41, 
Majlis 1278, SOAS Or. 45812, Munich arab. 652, BnF 2341 and IIS 
576.  35   Here again, J ī w ā  Kh ā n’s edition is aligned with MS 1040.  

   Epistle 8: On the Practical Craft s  

 El-Bizri  36   identifi ed a short passage that repeats itself in MS Atif 1681 
and found that it occurs also in another copy, MS Esad 3638. I have 
identifi ed the passage in fi ve further manuscripts which reproduce the 
same repetition, one of them being MS 1040 (f. Ar100/92v). Th e others 
are MSS IIS 576 (p. 230), Munich arab. 652 (f. Ar37/W36v), BnF 2341 
(f. 47v) and Garrett 4263 (f. 74v).  37   Some lines further down, El-Bizri 
(p. 8) noted a piece of text missing in MS Atif 1681, but found in other 
copies. Th e said passage appears in MS 1040 (Ar106/W94v) almost 
verbatim when compared to the J ī w ā  Kh ā n edition (vol. 1, 
p. 33–34). Mistakes aside, the only real diff erence between the two is 
the word  khaww ā  �  �  / kh ā li �  , and the use of  fa � l  (chapter) where J ī w ā  
Kh ā n gives  i � lam  (know).  

   Epistle 9: On Character Traits  

 During my work to prepare the critical edition of this epistle I paid 
special attention to how J ī w ā  Kh ā n’s edition compares with the 
manuscripts. My study yields very clear results. Th e comparison shows 
that among all copies, one manuscript, MS 1040, is considerably and 
undoubtedly the closest to that edition. As I used MS Atif 1681 as the 
basis of the edition, I focused on the variants of other manuscripts and 
editions with regard to that copy. We can see that J ī w ā  Kh ā n’s text 
presents unique readings, i.e. diff erent to all the other texts (including 
MS Atif 1681) in 449 variants and MS 1040 diff ers from all in 555 
variants. Th ose numbers are inconclusive; however, the startling result 
comes when we focus on the variants where J ī w ā  Kh ā n’s text does 
coincide with copies other than MS Atif 1681: it coincides 
with MS 1040 in over two thousand variants (out of which 665 are 
variants in which J ī w ā  Kh ā n and MS 1040 both diff er from all the 
other texts considered in the edition). On the other hand, J ī w ā  Khan’s 
coincidence with other texts is appreciably and considerably much 
lower (see Table 4.3). 
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 Th e closeness between J ī w ā  Kh ā n’s and MS 1040 is reinforced when 
we consider the times they coincide with other copies, but not with 
each other. Th us J ī w ā  Kh ā n’s edition coincides with other texts and 
not MS 1040 a total of 219 times, and MS 1040 coincides with other 
text and not J ī w ā  Kh ā n’s edition 235 times. Given the thousands of 
variations found, these are very low numbers, which reinforces the 
affi  nity between the two texts (see Table 4.4).  

    Table 4.3     Number of variants with regard to MS Atif 1681 in which 
J ī w ā  Kh ā n’s edition coincides with these MSS/editions.  

 IIS 1040  2,067 
 Feyzullah 2130  303 
  � Al ī  Y ū suf ’s ed.  273 
 Esad 3638  267 
 S ā l ā r Jung 41  206 
 BnF 6647  185 
 Mahdavi 7437  146 

    Table 4.4     No. of times that MS 1040 coincides with these copies but not 
with J ī w ā  Kh ā n’s ed.; and that J ī w ā  Kh ā n’s ed. coincides with these copies 
but not with MS 1040.  

 Times that MS 1040 coincides 
with these copies but not with 
J ī w ā  Kh ā n’s ed. 

 Times that J ī w ā  Kh ā n’s ed. 
coincides with these copies 
but not with MS 1040 

 Mahdavi 7437  4  10 
 BnF 6647  21  18 
 S ā l ā r Jung 41  27  27 
 Esad 3638  47  52 
 Feyzullah 2130  80  106 
  � Al ī  Y ū suf’s ed.  56  6 
 TOTAL  235  219 

   Epistle 10: On the Isagoge  

 MS 1040 presents this epistle in its shorter version, which seems to 
have been a feature in some of the 10th/16th-century manuscripts of 
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the  Epistles . It shares this characteristic with only three other 
manuscripts: the undated MS IIS 576, and two manuscripts that are 
almost contemporaries of MS 1040: MSS Laud Or. 260 and Marsh 
189, which were copied 14 and 28 years aft er MS 1040 respectively. 
Whether the shorter version represents an older matrix of the text or a 
later curtailed version is a matter for further speculation.  

   Epistle 12: On Peri Hermeneias  

 MS 1040, like the vast majority of manuscripts, does not include the 
extra text found in MS Esad 3638, as identifi ed by Baffi  oni.  38    

   Epistles 13 and 14: On the Prior Analytics 
and the Posterior Analytics  

 In MS 1040 Epistles 13 and 14 are ‘On the Prior Analytics’ and the 
‘Posterior Analytics’ respectively, so Part One consists of fourteen 
epistles in this copy. In that, MS 1040 seems to follow Kopr ü l ü  MS 
871, which was copied more than a century earlier. Jiw ā  Kh ā n’s edition 
follows the same line (vol. 1, pp. 125–130 and 131–146). Most other 
manuscripts only count thirteen epistles in Part One (as does  � Al ī  
Y ū suf  ’s edition, which counts thirteen epistles, although in reality it 
contains fourteen, with an unnumbered epistle (on  An ū l ū tiq ā  al- ū l ā  , 
pp. 298–304) between epistles 12 and 13 called ‘the fourth logical’ 
epistle ( al-r ā bi � a min al-man � iqiyy ā t ), and with epistle no. 13 entitled 
 f ī ’l-Burh ā n  (pp. 305–324).  39   For his ‘edition’ of these two epistles, Zirikl ī  
chose to reproduce J ī w ā  Kh ā n’s text.   

   Part Two  

   Epistle 15 = II.1 On Matter and Form  40    

 Th e appendix identifi ed by Carmela Baffi  oni  41   in some of the 
manuscripts is not found in MS 1040. Th e text in our copy roughly 
corresponds to MS Atif 1681. In Epistle 15 J ī w ā  Kh ā n’s edition basically 
corresponds with MS 1040 except that the latter does not have the fi rst 
and last lines included in the Bombay edition (and in most other MSS, 
judging by Baffi  oni’s work).  
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   Epistle 16 = II.2 On the Heavens  

 As Baffi  oni has noted, some manuscripts (in fact, most of them) 
display a diagram of the spheres of the cosmos in the fourth chapter, 
‘On the composition of the spheres. . .’, of this epistle.  42   Unfortunately, 
the critical edition did not reproduce the diagram, which consists of a 
number of concentric circles, so future research could explore this 
aspect of the textual transmission of the work (since there are variations 
among the manuscripts in how this diagram is depicted). Other 
manuscripts  43   left  a blank for the chart but it was never drawn: this was 
the case of J ī w ā  Kh ā n’s edition (vol. 2, p. 18), although interestingly 
Zirikl ī  (vol. 2, p. 23) did include the diagram.  44   Yet a small minority of 
copies have no chart at all and do not even leave a space for it. Th is is 
the case of MS 1040 (f. Ar182/W170v) and IIS MS 576 (p. 395).  45   As 
with the previous epistle, the appendixes found by Carmela Baffi  oni  46   
in some of the manuscripts are not found in MS 1040 either. Also, f. 
Ar186/W174r  47   has a marginal note next to the mention of the Persian 
year, which says ‘Th e Persian year has 365 days’ ( al-sanatu’l-f ā risiyyatu 
thalāthumi�atu yawmin wa khamsatu wa sittūna yawman ).  48    

   Epistle 19 = II.5 On Minerals  

 Th is is the fi rst epistle in MS 1040 that adds, aft er the initial  basmala , the 
Qur’ānic verse 27:59 ( Praise belongs to God, and peace be on His servants 
whom He has chosen. What, is God better, or that they associate?  – 
 al- � amdu li’ll ā hi wa sal ā mun  � al ā   � ib ā dihi’ll ā dh ī ’ �  � af ā  a-All ā hu khayrun 
amm ā  yushrik ū n ). Th is feature is repeated only in fi ve other epistles of 
Part Two (epistles 23 and 27–30). Th e same formula presumably 
appeared in the manuscript used by J ī w ā  Kh ā n since in his edition it 
introduces all the epistles, except in the logic epistles (nos. 10-14)  49   and 
epistles 45 and 46 (‘On Companionship’, and ‘On Faith’ respectively).  

   Epistles 19, 20 and 21 = II.5, 6 and 7  

 As seen in the manuscripts used in Carmela Baffi  oni’s critical edition, 
the introduction of each of these epistles in those copies refers to the 
previous epistles – respectively – as the Epistle ‘On Doctrines’ (no. 42), 
the Epistle ‘On the Th eoretical Craft s’ (7), and the Epistle ‘On Minerals’ 
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(19).  50   All the other extra manuscripts that I have consulted (including 
IIS MS 85) follow the same referencing style. J ī w ā  Kh ā n’s edition 
follows this order too. However, in MS 1040 the introductions of these 
epistles refer to the immediately previous epistles in the sequential 
order of the corpus as we have it. Th is is also the case in IIS MS 576. 
In this, both manuscripts are unique.  

   Epistle 22 = II.8 On Animals  

 Th e bulk of this epistle is formed by the famous allegorical fable that 
narrates the debate between humans and animals before the king of 
the jinn. Th e fable comes to a close when the king consults a wise 
cosmopolitan man described as combining the best traits of all 
cultures. Th e wise man then praises the ‘friends of God’ ( awliy ā  �  All ā h ) 
as the best of all creation, and mentions how their qualities are 
innumerable. Lenn Goodman states that aft er the phrase  wa lam 
yablagh ū  kunha ma � rifatih ā   (‘although nobody has managed to grasp 
the ultimate essence of those qualities’—my translation) ‘the modern 
printed editions’, which he calls ‘the Zirikl ī , T ā mir and Bust ā n ī  
editions,’ ‘fi ll out the story here, as if to compensate for the seeming 
abruptness and surprising turn of the last few pages’.  51   In reality—as I 
have shown—the passage alluded to comes from J ī w ā  Kh ā n’s edition 
(vol. 2, p. 345). However, a close inspection into the diversity of the 
manuscript tradition of the  Ras ā  � il  reveals a more nuanced picture. 
With regard to the ending of this Epistle, manuscripts fall under three 
groupings: 
  

   a) in one group of manuscripts, the wise man’s speech on the 
qualities of friends of God is followed by the king’s fi nal verdict – that 
animals are to be subject to humans until ‘a [new] cycle begins’ (  � att ā  
yasta � nifu’l-dawr ). At this point the text exhorts the reader not to take 
the fable as ‘children’s play’ ( mul ā  � ibat al- � iby ā n ), as the authors use 
expressions and allusions to express deeper truths. Th e epistle is 
concluded with a closing formula. Th at the mention of the cycle is a 
more Ismaili-sounding ending is made evident by the fact that four 
Ismaili manuscripts use this text: three are now in the IIS collection 
and the fourth was the manuscript used by J ī w ā  Kh ā n. Th e oldest 
manuscript in this group is MS 1040. Th e other two copies at the 
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IIS are MS 576 (p. 690) and MS 84 (pp. *326–329),  52   a 19th-century 
manuscript that contains only this epistle.  53   Th e fi nal lines in these 
four manuscripts do have diff erences, but the passage is basically 
the same. Th e Ismaili character of the fable was highlighted by 
Yves Marquet, who interpreted the symbolism of the animals and 
the bee as referring to the Ismaili initiates and the imam. Marquet 
also found parallels between the seven animal kingdoms and the 
prophetic cycles, the last of which is the cycle of the Q ā  � im, the 
rightful imam who is awaited to restore justice.  54   If this interpretation 
is correct, the fi nal passage in this group, with its mention of a new 
cycle, would be perfectly in line with the allegorical intention of 
the fable.  

  A subgroup of manuscripts also incorporate some phrases as in 
group a), to the eff ect that animals are to be subject to humans, 
although they notably miss the mention of the new cycle. Th ese 
include MSS BnF 2303 (f. 236r), SOAS Or. 45812 (ff . 124v-125r) and 
BnF 2305 (f. 209r). Th e same ending is found in the 1812 Calcutta 
edition of the Debate by the Shi‘i Yemeni author and poet A � mad b. 
Mu � ammad b.  � Al ī  al-An �  ā r ī  al-Yaman ī  al-Shirw ā n ī  (d. 1840).  55    

  b) In the largest group, which includes many of the oldest 
manuscripts,  56   the wise man’s speech is simply followed by a fi nal 
sentence saying that the authors have laid out the qualities of the 
friends of God in their fi ft y-one epistles, to which a brief closing 
formula is added. Goodmann’s critical edition follows the text of this 
group.  

  c) Yet other manuscripts present further variations, which were 
not considered in Goodman’s edition. For instance, K ö pr ü l ü  MS 871 
(f. 256v–258r) adds a whole two-and-a-half page chapter on self-
knowledge, and MS Marsh 189 (f. 193r) adds an extra passage of about 
20 lines where the king of the jinn continues to speak. Editing these 
extras remains a desideratum. An extra chapter is also found at the 
end of Friedrich Dieterici’s 1879 edition of the fable.  57   Th is chapter is 
the allegorical tale of the two islands  58   which is part of Epistle 44, ‘On 
the Belief of the Pure Brethren’, in all known manuscripts. Dieterici 
used BnF MS 2303 and Shirw ā n ī ’s edition (neither of which has this 
extraneous addition), as well as MS 5039 from the Staatsbibliothek in 
Berlin (Sprenger collection no. 1946), so the latter manuscript needs to 
be examined.    
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   Epistles 29 and 30 = II.15 and 16  

 Th e title and number of these two epistles are transposed in MS 1040 
(although the numbers were corrected later in the margin in red ink). 
In his critical edition of Epistle 29, ‘On Life and Death’, Eric Ormsby 
notes an additional short passage at the beginning of the text from the 
so-called ‘Beirut edition’.  59   Th is was of course a reproduction of the text 
in J ī w ā  Kh ā n’s edition (vol. 2, p. 332), via Zirikl ī ’s print. I have examined 
all other manuscripts available to me that were not used by Ormsby and 
MS 1040 is the sole copy where the extra text is found (f. Ar 383/W371r), 
highlighting once more its closeness to J ī w ā  Kh ā n’s edition.  

   Epistle 30 = II.16 On Pleasure  

 Two groups of manuscripts can be identifi ed, depending on whether a 
chapter (Chapter 1 in Ormsby’s critical edition)  60   is positioned at 
the beginning or at the end of the epistle. MS 1040 (f. Ar407/
W395v.9-Ar408/W396r.15), belongs to the latter group, together 
with the four manuscripts identifi ed by Ormsby.  61   To these we 
can also add another fi ve manuscripts, including IIS MS 576, 
f. 154v–159r.  62   Unlike MS 1040, in J ī w ā  Kh ā n’s edition the passage 
is found in the middle (vol. 2, pp. 345.ult–346.13). Even though 
Ormsby has attempted to note the variations in the ‘Beirut edition’, 
he has left  out some notable passages, which again can be seen in 
MS 1040.  63   

 Some further diff erences between MS 1040 and J ī w ā  Kh ā n’s text 
can be detected in this epistle. For instance, in chapter 8 (as numbered 
in Ormsby’s translation) there are two quotes of poetry. While MS 
1040 (f. Ar399/W387r = Ormsby p. 33, tr. p. 87) follows the text 
as found in the vast majority of manuscripts,  64   J ī w ā  Kh ā n’s edition 
(vol. 2, pp. 353, copied by Zirikl ī , vol. 2, p. 81 = Bust ā n ī , vol. 3, pp. 66, 
67) cites them in the reversed order and with slightly diff erent 
surrounding text. In this detail, the Bombay edition stands apart from 
the known manuscript tradition. In a third line of poetry given further 
down, J ī w ā  Khan (vol. 2, p. 357.1) does coincide with MS 1040 
(f. 389v.8-9, marked ‘ shi � r’  in red ink) and the other manuscripts 
( = Ormsby, p. 37, tr. p. 92).  
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   Epistle 31 = II.17 On Languages  

 Here, as in the previous epistle, MS 1040 is markedly different from J ī w ā  
Kh ā n’s edition. This epistle is found in two versions in the manuscript 
tradition; accordingly, we can group the various copies, with regard to 
this epistle, into what may be termed the   � ayn  family, after MS Atif 
 ,Efendi 3638 ( أسعد ) Efendi 1681, and the  alif  family, after MS Esad ( عاطف )
taking the two oldest representatives as the eponyms of each ‘group’.  65   

 a) MS 1040 is part of the   � ayn  family, which also includes IIS MS 576 
and ten other manuscripts.  66   Th e text of the epistle is short (with an 
average across manuscripts of 13 pages) and has no internal chapters. MS 
1040 has red overlining on the word  i � lam  or similar words that introduce 
new ideas. Th e most striking feature in this family is the mention, in the 
fi nal section, of a number of personalities from the Greek tradition such 
as Asclepius, Galen and Aristotle (and his  Categories ), and from the 
Arabic-Islamic tradition such as Ibn  � Abb ā s (and his  tafs ī r ) and Ab ū  
 �  ā tim al-Sijist ā n ī , the Basran linguist (d. 255/869). 

 b) Th e  alif  family presents a much longer version with an average of 
44 pages, which is more than three times larger than the shorter 
version. It has numerous chapters (17 in MS Esad 3638). Th is version 
was also found in the manuscript used by J ī w ā  Kh ā n (and therefore in 
the printed editions).  67   Th ere are some touching points between the 
two versions where they share some text, but by and large they are two 
separate textual traditions. Th e longer version contains a specialist 
(one could say ‘professional’) treatment of sound, speech and writing. 
It remains a desideratum to publish the shorter version and ascertain 
whether it is the original text or a summary of the longer version. 

 c) One manuscript (MS Feyzullah 2130) combines both versions, 
and places one (the  alif  long version) aft er the other (the shorter   � ayn  
version), although the part corresponding to the shorter version is half 
the size of that found in the other manuscripts.  68   

 At the end of this epistle MS 1040 states that it is followed by ‘the 
thirty-fi rst epistle’—obviously a mistake as it should have said ‘thirty-
second’. Following this, as mentioned earlier, there is a colophon 
concluding Part Two, that includes the date and the scribe’s name in 
large red ink. Interestingly, it calls the work ‘Th e Book of the Epistles 
of the Pure Brethren’ ( Kit ā b Ras ā  � il Ikhw ā n al- � af ā  �  ), a term that occurs 
in another manuscripts too.   
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   Part Three  

   Epistles 32 and 33:  

 Th ese two epistles are the fi rst and the second of Part Th ree. Th ey 
represent one of the best loci to understand the complexities of the 
textual transmission of the  Ras ā  � il . Paul Walker has already off ered 
valuable comments in his critical edition;  69   here I will supplement 
them by bringing MS 1040 as a new player in the discussions on the 
textual history of the  Epistles . I would argue that MS 1040 (at least in 
these two epistles) may represent an older text that was not yet touched 
by later additions, especially the addition of the extra version of Epistle 
32 (called ‘32b’ by Walker). 

 From the available manuscripts we can diff erentiate three ‘blocks’ of 
text: ‘A’, ‘B’, and ‘C’ (which correspond to Walker’s edition’s Epistles 32, 
33 and 32b respectively),  70   and we can distinguish four groups of 
manuscripts (I-IV) by the way they employ, omit, select, mix and 
entitle these blocks. Even within each group, epistles are ordered 
diff erently and start and end at varying points. See Table 4.5 for a 
synoptic diagram: 
  
   1) Group I manuscripts contain only ‘A’ and ‘B’, but not ‘C’. Th e most 
ancient copy in this group is MS 6647-8 [ د ], which combines ‘A’ and ‘B’ 
into one epistle. A subgroup of manuscripts (I.2), share extra 
characteristics. MS 1040 is the oldest manuscript of this subgroup, 
which also includes MSS BnF 2303 [ ر ] and 2305, Majlis 1278 and 
SOAS Or. 45812. Th ey all call ‘B’ ‘On the Intellectual Principles 
according to the Pure Brethren’ ( F ī ’l-mab ā di � i’l- � aqliyyati  � al ā  ra � y 
ikhw ā ni’l- � af ā  �  ). Th ere are only four other manuscripts known so far to 
have used the term ‘ Ikhw ā n al- � af ā  �  ’ in the title of ‘B’: MSS S ā l ā r Jung 
41 (f. 300v), which is the second oldest complete manuscript of the 
 Epistles ; its ‘relative’ Esad 3637 [ ن ] (f. 335r—see group IV for both); 
Laud Or. 255 [ ح ],  71   and the undated IIS 83, f. 7v (which also uses the 
name in ‘C’, f. 15r).  72   J ī w ā  Kh ā n’s edition is related to both IIS 
manuscripts. Another feature of MS 1040 and subgroup I.2 is that ‘A’ 
is quite short (MS 1040, f. 406v–408r = Walker’s edition, pp. 5-10.12), 
that and ‘B’ (f. 408v–415v = Walker, pp. 10.14–33) starts in what is the 
middle of ‘A’ in other manuscripts (see Table 4.5). Finally, MS 1040 is 
also interesting in that it is the second oldest dated copy to contain a 



    Table 4.5     Epistles 32 and 33 in IIS MSS 1040 and 83 compared to other manuscripts. (i)   

 I (A&B)  II (A&B&C)  III (A&C)  IV (B&C) 

 I.1  I.2 

  خ    ل    ق    د  
  IIS 
MS 

1040  
  ر  

 BnF 
 2305 

 MAJ  SOAS   ج    ح    أ    ع  
  IIS 

MS 83  
 JK   ك   NUR   ز   (ii)    غ   ن    سج  MUN 

 BnF 
 2341-4 

 AH  675  704  820  967   953   1020  1153  1208  nd  578  686  1046  1094   nd   ca 857  1016  1065  667  nd  981  1200  1228 

 A  1  2  1  1   1   1  1  1  1  1  2  2  1   1   1  1  1(2nd)  1  —  —  —  —  — 

  2*   2*  2*  2*  2*    2  2  2  —  nn 

 B  1  2  2  2  1  2  2*  —  —  —  2*  2*  2  2  2 

 C  —  —  —  —  —  —  —  —  —  1b  nn  1  (1)   2*   2*  (1)  1 (1st)  (1)  1  1  1  1  1 

    (i)  For the Arabic letters seee Table 4.1. Abbreviations: IIS = Th e Institute of Ismaili Studies; BnF = Biblioth è que nationale de France; MAJ = Majlis MS 1278; 
SOAS = MS Or. 45812; JK: J ī w ā  Kh ā n’s ed. (vol 3, pp. 2–15 and 16–24); MUN = Munich MS arab. 652; NUR = Nuruosmaniye MS 2863; AH:  hijr ī   date; 
nd: not dated; nn: not numbered.  
   (ii)  Th is is the text followed in Dieterici’s edition, vol. 1 (1883), pp. 1–14.  
  *: Tittle includes ‘ “according to the Pure Brethren” ’; the number (1-2) indicates the order; NB: In [ أ ] the order is: C-B-A; in [ ن ] C—with part of ‘ “A” ’ inserted 
in the middle-B.     
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poem in ‘B’ (f. Ar422/W410v.2–5), something that only happens in 
three other manuscripts: two from Group III (MSS K ö pr ü l ü  871 [ ك ] 
(last lines of the second epistle), which is older, and BnF 2304 [ ز ] 
(f. 286r), and one in group IV, MS Esad 3637 [ ن ] (f. 335/W334v.33-35). 
Th e poem does appear in J ī w ā  Kh ā n’s edition (vol. 3, p. 7 = Bust ā n ī  vol. 
3, p. 187). Unfortunately, the poem does not seem to have caught 
Walker’s attention in his edition.  73   Th e author of the poem remains 
unidentifi ed.  
  
  2) Group II manuscripts add an extra epistle (‘C’), in various order 
combinations (see Table 4.5). Th e oldest dated manuscript (MS Atif 
 belongs to this group, although, as Walker has rightly pointed ([ ع ] 1681
out, the scribe adds notes showing awareness that this was a variant 
found in other manuscripts, e.g. ‘I found this epistle . . . in some of the 
copies [as I have given it] up to this point, but in another copy I found 
it as follows . . .’ ( il ā  h ā dh ā ’l maw � i � i wajadtu h ā dhihi’l ris ā lati . . . f ī  
ba �  � i’l-nusakhi, wa wajadtuh ā  f ī  nuskhatin ukhr ā  hakadh ā  wa hiya. . .,  
f. 325v.7–9). Th is scribal comment is also found in MS Hunt 296 [ ج ] 
(f. 263v.6–7). In addition, three manuscripts in this group (MSS Atif 
 ([ ح ] and Laud Or. 255 [ ج ] and the Bodleian MSS Hunt 296 ,[ ع ] 1681
juxtapose the titles of the two epistles as being ‘according to Pythagoras’ 
and ‘according to the moderns ( a � d ā th )’, respectively. Th e latter title 
is given to ‘B’ in the fi rst two manuscripts and to an epistle that 
combines ‘A’ and ‘B’ in others.  74   Another IIS copy, MS 83 can be 
considered as part of this group. J ī w ā  Kh ā n’s Epistle 31 ( F ī  mab ā di � i’l-
mawj ū d ā ti’l- � aqliyyati  � al ā  ra � y al-f ī th ā g ū riyy ī n ), which merges ‘A’ and 
‘B’ into one, coincides with MS 1040 almost in the entirety of the text, 
including the chapters (though not in the divisions and titles of the 
epistles); and his Epistle 32 ( F ī ’l-mab ā di � i’l- � aqliyyati  � al ā  ra � y ikhw ā ni’l-
 � af ā  �  ) includes a text corresponding to ‘C’ in MS 83. J ī w ā  Kh ā n’s 
edition’s base manuscript was clearly much closer to the IIS 
manuscripts than to other copies; it appears to be a combination of the 
textual traditions found in MSS IIS 1040 and 83.  
  
  3) Group III misses ‘B’ and includes a large part of ‘C’ into ‘A’.  
  
  4) Group IV contains ‘C’ and ‘B’ (in that order) and misses ‘A’. In MS 
Esad 3637 [ ن ] a whole folio containing part of ‘A’ text was later inserted 
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just before the end of ‘C’ (f. 334r–v), violating even the continuity of 
the catchwords; that folio is written by a diff erent, more cursive, hand, 
with tighter text and more lines per page than usual (36 instead of 29). 
Th is untitled ‘epistle’, which only has a  basmala  as a heading, begins by 
referring to it thus: ‘Now, in his second epistle, we should like to 
mention the ranks of the intellectual principles according to the 
opinion of our brethren, may God assist them’ ( wa nur ī du’l- ā n an 
nadhkura f ī  h ā dhihi’l-ris ā lati’l-th ā niyati mar ā tibal-mab ā di � i’l- � aqliyyati 
 � al ā  ra � y ikhw ā nin ā , ayyadahumu’ll ā h ).    

   Epistle 34 = III.3: On the Macrocosm  

 MS 1040 contains the version found in all manuscripts bar one.  75   
As Ismail Poonawala has mentioned, a few manuscripts add a long 
extra passage at the end of the epistle. Among these, current research 
has only identifi ed MS Marsh 189 but it should not be discarded 
that it may be found in other copies yet to be explored. Th e base 
manuscript of J ī w ā  Kh ā n’s edition also included an addition at the 
normal end of the epistle (vol. 3, p. 31= Bust ā n ī , vol. 3, p. 221), where 
the scribe added: ‘Aft er this there is an addition which is not found in 
other manuscripts; maybe it was added from previous epistles’ ( wa 
ba � da h ā dhihi ziy ā datun lam t ū jad f ī  s ā  � iri’l-nusakh; la � allah ā  zuyyidat 
min ras ā  � ili mutaqaddima ) .  Poonawala has rightly pointed out the 
similarities between parts of this addition and passages from various 
other epistles.  76   However, the Jiw ā  Kh ā n ‘addition’ as a whole is 
nothing else than the majority of Epistle 51 ‘On the Order of the 
Universe’ as found in his very same edition (vol. 4, pp. 281–286 = 
Bust ā n ī , vol. 4, pp. 273–281).  

   Epistle 35 = III.4: On Intellect and the Intelligible  

 MS 1040 begins this epistle (titled ‘Th e Fourth Epistle on the Intellect 
and the Intelligible’) by referring to the Epistle ‘On the Macrocosm’ 
(34), then ‘On the Intellectual Principles’ and then the Epistle ‘On 
Sense and the Sensible’ (24). Th e same is the case in IIS MS 83 (f. 
54r).  77   All other manuscripts only refer to the latter, including all the 
extra copies, complete or otherwise, that I have consulted. Th is had 
been identifi ed by Paul Walker  78   as a unique variation occurring only 
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in J ī w ā  Kh ā n’s edition (vol. 3, p. 37) (or what he calls ‘BCB’ aft er 
Bombay–Cairo–Beirut) as well as in another copy, MS Feyzullah 2131, 
which is 200 years older than MS 1040. We can now establish that J ī w ā  
Kh ā n’s edition reproduces the beginning of this epistle in MS 1040 
verbatim, except one word (it gives  tashb ī h ā t  instead of  tanb ī h ā t ). 
Once again, we fi nd a link between MS 1040 and J ī w ā  Kh ā n’s editions 
(as well as with MS Feyzullah 2130-1, in this case too). As for another 
extra addition identifi ed by Walker in the Feyzullah manuscript and 
another two copies, namely the mention of the aim of the epistle, we 
may also add MSS Munich arab. 652 and BnF 2341; however, it is not 
present in MS 1040.  

   Epistle 36 = III.5: On Periods and Cycles  

 Th is epistle provides diff erent astronomical values. De Callata ÿ  ’s 
critical edition has shown the diff erences among the various 
manuscripts. Focusing on the numbers corresponding to each type of 
astral conjunctions, i.e. the fi rst eight fi gures given at the start of the 
epistle,  79   we can see that MS 1040 (f. 428r) contains several mistakes, 
which makes the manuscript scientifi cally inaccurate and unreliable. 
However, when contrasted with other variants, the fi gures in his 
manuscript show a close affi  nity with Jiw ā  Kh ā n’s edition as well as 
with IIS MS 83.  80    

   Epistle 39 = III.8: On Movement  

 No great variations are observed in MS 1040. However, I will simply 
point to two notes where Baffi  oni’s critical edition makes observations 
on the ‘ �  ā dir edition’, which led me to check this manuscript. In this 
case, we can see some of the changes made by Zirikl ī  and Bust ā n ī . In 
the fi rst and second chapters of our manuscript (f. Ar472/W452v.3, 13), 
a kind of intermediate movement is described as  mu � arrab / mu � arraban  
(or  muwararrab / muwarraban , as the  hamza  is not written)  bayna 
dh ā lika .  81   Th e same was given in J ī w ā  Kh ā n’s edition (vol. 3, p. 100. 1, 
13). However, the fi rst instance was removed by Zirikl ī  (vol. 3, p. 
306.15), which gives only  bayna dh ā lika , and this omission was 
reproduced by Bust ā n ī  (vol. 3, p. 322.18); the second instance was left  
as it was by Zirikl ī  (p. 307.3) but ‘corrected’ by Bust ā n ī  (p. 323.8) to 
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 muw ā ribatan , with an explanatory note. Th is change is clearly an 
editorial intervention as the word is not found in the manuscript 
tradition. 

 In the second chapter,  82   a kind of wind that blows upwards is called 
    in MS 1040 (f. Ar473/W453r.14). Two other� al-rawabi  [ الروابع ]
manuscripts give the same form, although most manuscripts, including 
the oldest ones, give [ الزوابع ]  al - zaw ā bi �  .  83   J ī w ā  Kh ā n’s edition (p. 
101.10–11) gives [ الزوائغ ]  al-zaw ā  � igh , which is only found in one 
manuscript – IIS MS 83 (f. 81r.5).  84   This was reproduced in Zirikl ī ’s 
print (p. 308.5), which adds a footnote saying ‘perhaps it is more 
correct [to say]  al - zaw ā bi � ’.  Bust ā n ī  (p. 324.16–17) reproduced the text 
and even the footnote verbatim. 

 Next, the name of a wind that blows downwards is provided in 
Arabic ( zamhar ī r ) as well as in Persian. Th e latter is given in MS 1040 
(ibid . , line 15) as  b ā dh-i damah  (although the  kasra  of the  i �  ā fa  
is not written, so it is possible to read  b ā dh damah ), which is the 
reading in most manuscripts, including the oldest – MS Atif 1681.  85   
J ī w ā  Kh ā n’s edition (ibid . , line 11) gives  b ā d-i damah  (the variation 
 d ā l / dh ā l , being negligible).  86   However, Zirikl ī ’s print (ibid . , p. 6) 
introduced an  alif , either by mistake or as a misguided correction 
and gave  ab ā d-damah , all as one word; this error was reproduced in 
Bust ā n ī ’s print. 

 Th is shows that while J ī w ā  Kh ā n’s edition followed the manuscript 
tradition, and is in line with the manuscripts coming from Ismaili 
collections, the Cairo and Beirut prints introduced changes quite 
uncritically (again, see the Conclusion).  

   Epistle 40 = III.9: On Cause and Eff ect  

 Th is epistle includes a list of the Pure Brethren’s philosophical 
questions, which roughly correspond to Aristotles’s ten categories.  87   
Baffi  oni has analysed the diff erences within this list across the thirteen 
manuscripts used in her critical edition.  88   I have consulted twenty-
three manuscripts: the ones used in the critical edition and the other 
eight copies, plus MS 1040 and MS 83 from the IIS. Th e results again, 
reveal a close connection between the Ismaili manuscripts and J ī w ā  
Kh ā n’s edition. Th e list of the philosophical questions is found twice 
in this epistle, fi rst in the defi nition of philosophy ( falsafa/ � ikma ), and 
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secondly, again only a few lines later. In the fi rst instance only the IIS 
Ismaili manuscripts (MS 1040, f. 468r/v and MS 83, f. 89f/p. 176) 
include the question  hal hiya , giving a list of nine questions, instead of 
eight, as is the case with all other manuscripts (bar the occasional 
omission). Th us, the fi rst list is given in these two mansucripts as: 
 . . .al- � ikma. . . . hiya ma � rifat  � aq ā  � iq al-ashiy ā  �  . . . hal hiya wa m ā  
hiya wa kam hiya wa ay shay �  hiya wa kayfa/ hiya wa ayna hiya wa mat ā  
hiya wa lima k ā nat wa man hiya  (‘. . .philosophy . . . consists of 
cognisance of the true nature of things . . . [namely] whether they are, 
what they are, how many they are, which things they are, how they are, 
where they are, when they are, why they are, and who they are’) .  J ī w ā  
Kh ā n’s edition (vol. 3, p. 114.22–23) follows the same text as the Ismaili 
manuscripts (and this was naturally repeated by Zirikl ī  and later 
Bust ā n ī ). 

 In the second instance, all copies start the list with  hal huwa  and give 
nine questions (again, bar the occasional omission, as noted by 
Baffi  oni);  89   however, while all other manuscripts only number the fi rst 
question ( awwaluh ā  hal huwa . . . – ‘ the fi rst [question] is “is it?”. . .’), the 
two Ismaili manuscripts are the only ones, together with the copy used 
in J ī w ā  Kh ā n’s edition (p. 115.3–5), to number each of the questions. 
Th us they give:  awwaluh ā  hal huwa wa’l-th ā n ī  m ā  huwa wa’l-th ā lith lima 
huwa wa’l-r ā bi �  kam huwa wa’l-kh ā mis ay shay �  huwa  [MS 1040 omits 
 huwa  here]  wa’l-s ā dis kayfa huwa wa’l-s ā bi �  ayna huwa wa’l-th ā min 
mat ā  huwa wa’l-t ā si �  man huwa  (‘the fi rst [question is], is it? the 
second, what is it? the third, why is it? the fourth, how many is it? 
the fi ft h, which thing? the sixth, how is it? the seventh, where is it? the 
eighth, when is it? and the ninth, who is it?’). Zirikl ī  reproduces this 
text verbatim (and Bust ā n ī  later on as well).  

   Epistle 41 = III.10: On Defi nitions  

 Following Poonawala’s critical edition,  90   I give here the division of this 
epistle in MS 1040: 1. Preamble; 2. Defi nitions; 3. Chapter (on shape, 
although the space for the word  fa � l  has been left  empty); 4. Chapter 
(on numbers, ratio and geometry); 5. Chapter (more defi nitions); 6. 
Chapter on colours and fl avours; 7. Conclusion. Judging by 
Poonawala’s descriptions, the text follows Atif MS 1681.  91   In turn, 
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J ī w ā  Kh ā n’s edition follows the text of MS 1040 almost to the letter, 
which provides further evidence for the interconnectedness of both 
texts. It is noticeable that the catchword at the bottom of f. 491v is 
unrequited, which means that the fi nal folio of Part Th ree was lost and 
as a result the last sentence and the end formula (possibly 4–5 lines) 
are missing. Although f. Ar508/W492r is blank, the numeration 
(which must be later) has not been aff ected and Part Four starts 
naturally on the verso side.   

   Part Four  

   Epistle 42 = IV.1: On Doctrines  

 Th is epistle, one of the longest in the whole corpus, has not been 
critically edited yet. Upon a cursory perusal it appears to coincide with 
the text in J ī w ā  Kh ā n’s edition.  

   Epistle 45 = IV.4: On Companionship  

 Th ere seems to be three versions of this epistle. Samer Traboulsi’s 
critical edition has identifi ed an irregularity that alters the order of the 
text of this epistle in certain manuscripts whereby a large portion in 
the middle  92   is skipped over but is then added at the end; the correct 
order, as per Traboulsi’s description, is preserved in MS Atif 1681 (and 
other copies).  93   MS 1040 also concurs with this version and therefore 
does not belong to the line of ‘corrupted’ manuscripts.  94   Th is is another 
case in which MS 1040 belongs to the   � ayn  family, at least for this 
epistle. A third version, completely diff erent to all other manuscripts 
(albeit with some touching points), is found in MS Laud Or. 260, 
which seems to have escaped Traboulsi’s attention. An edition of the 
third version of this epistle is now in order.  

   Epistle 46 = IV.5: On Belief  

 Th is epistle displays signs that the prototype had a hole in the middle, 
as f. Ar599/W592 presents, on both recto and verso, staggered blanks 
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in fi ve consecutive lines. Th is also shows that MS 1040 was not 
compared or collated with another copy.  

   Epistle 48 = IV.7: On the Call to God    95    

 Th is is one of the most important epistles in the whole corpus, as it 
contains passages that appear to have been written by an  � Alid imam 
in hiding. He refers to the various types or groups of Shi � as, which are 
classifi ed according to their relation to him. Some scholars like Yves 
Marquet have argued that this may have been a letter sent to the 
followers of the imam which later became the prime, core text to 
which many more epistles were added to make up the corpus as we 
know it.  96   

 In the manuscript tradition we can distinguish three distinct 
groups of manuscripts (which I will refer to as A, B and C) according 
to the diff erent ways of arranging the contents and their length, 
depending on the chapters they include or omit. Of the twenty-one 
copies I was able to consult, roughly half fall under group A. MS 1040 
is among the longest in this group. In group A Epistle 48 has the 
following four-parts structure (I use here the chapter divisions, with 
my own numbering, as found in MS 1040 and also in J ī w ā  Kh ā n’s 
edition, which is extremely close to the IIS copy): i) the imam’s 
taxonomy of the Shi � a (introduction and chapter 1, roughly 
corresponding to Hamdani edition’s chapters 17-18); ii) a very extensive 
story of an Indian king and his vizier (chapters 2 –5= Hamdani 22-25) 
narrated within the dialogue between an Indian prince and a sage. 
As Shadha Almutawa has described, the story derives from  Kit ā b 
Bilawhar wa Budh ā saf (or Yudh ā saf),  an Arabic version of the 
biography of Buddha, which is known to have been transmitted in 
Ismaili milieus, and indeed was fi rst published as a lithograph by 
J ī w ā  Kh ā n himself straight aft er he published the  Epistles ;  97   iii) a 
typology of the ranks and kinds of the imam’s followers, the brethren 
( ikhw ā n ) (chapters 6 –11 = Hamdani 1-7); and iv) advice on how to 
conduct the ‘summons’ or ‘call’ ( da � wa ) to accept the authority 
of the imam among people in various classes (philosophers who 
are skeptical about revelation, those who are skeptical about the 
soul, courtiers and civil servants, rulers, scholars who neglect the 
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soul and fi nally the Shi‘is) (chapters 12–22 = Hamdani 8-15). One 
noteworthy point in MS 1040 is that it has a correction within 
a triangle in the margin (f. 622v). Some  fa � l  headings are left  
blank. 

 Group A also includes three IIS manuscripts (MS 1040, MS 87 and 
Hamdani MS 1482) and the base manuscript used in J ī w ā  Kh ā n’s 
edition, as well as other manuscripts (see Table 4.6). Th e extent of the 
manuscripts varies between 20 and 22 chapters. MS 1040 has 21. An 
extra chapter (no. 22) is found in the two other IIS manuscripts, as 
well as in J ī w ā  Kh ā n’s edition, and in two further copies. See Table 4.6 
for a synoptic view. 

 Group B copies present a completely diff erent arrangement. Most 
manuscripts in this group begin with the typology of the brethren 
(chapter 6), continue with the  da � wa  to various groups and then move 
on to the taxonomy of the Shi‘a (chapters 20-21). Th e story (chapters 
2–5) is placed at the very end. Manuscripts in group B vary in length 
from 13 to 21 chapters.  98   

 In group C the epistle starts with instructions on addressing the 
skeptical philosophers, continues with the typologies of the pure 
brethren, and later moves to the description of the Shi‘a, ending with 
the story of the Indian king. 

 Regarding the question whether it is possible to ascertain if one of 
the three arrangements is earlier than the others, no defi nitive answer 
can be given. Group A includes the third oldest manuscript of the 
Epistles (BnF MS 6647-8). Th e IIS MSS 87 (f. 117r) and Hamdani 1482 
(f. 196r) present evidence of having antecedents from Group B, as 
they have the typical epistle-closing formula at the end of the story 
(chapter 5:  waff aqaka’ll ā h, ayyuh ā ’l-akhu’l-b ā rru’l-ra �  ī m, wa jam ī  � a 
ikhw ā nan ā ’l-fu � al ā  � al-kurr ā ma  � aythu k ā n ū  f ī ’l-bil ā d, innahu Ra �  ū fun 
bi’l- � ib ā d ) , followed by what looks like the end formula of Epistle 7 of 
Part Th ree (i.e. Epistle 48), which it calls ‘On the address to those 
inclined to philosophy who doubt the revealed path and ignore/
neglect the mysteries of the prophetic books’  (tammat al-ris ā latu’l-
s ā bi � atu mina’l-qismi’l-r ā bi � , al-maws ū matu f ī  khi �  ā bi’l-mutafalsaf ī na’l-
sh ā kk ī na f ī  amri’l-shar ī  � a, al-gh ā fi l ī na  � an asr ā ri’l-kutubi’l-nabawiyyati 
min Ras ā  � ili ikhw ā ni’l- � af ā  � i wa khill ā ni’l-waf ā  � i min kal ā mi‘l- �  ū fi yya ), 
which is the title of chapter 14. 
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 Group B includes the two oldest complete manuscripts: MSS Atif 
1681, used by Hamdani as the basis for his edition, and S ā l ā r Jung 41. 
However, there is scribal evidence that some copies of this group were 
aware that some previous rearrangement had taken place. Th us, in the 
middle of MSS S ā l ā r Jung 41 (f. 459v/918), Esad 3637 (f. W531r), 
K ö pr ü l ü  871 (f. 496r) and Laud Or. 255 (f. W355v), aft er chapter 21 and 
before the introduction and chapter 1, we fi nd the following note, with 
slight variants across the manuscripts: ‘End [of the chapter]. He [i.e. 
presumably the imam] addressed him [i.e. the ‘brother’] fi rst in the 
previously mentioned chapter at the beginning of this Epistle, as 
follows : ‘Know, may God assist you, that we have brethren and friends 
who are among the noblest and most virtuous of people scattered in 
the land’ up to His [God’s] words : “Indeed the party of God is 
victorious” ’. Th en he concluded it with this chapter’ (‘ Tamma; 
awwalan kh ā  � abahu bi’l-fa � li’l-muqaddam dhikruhu f ī  awwali h ā dhihi’l-
ris ā la, wa huwa: “[w]a � lam, ayyuh ā ’l-akh [or ayyadaka All ā h] bi-anna 
lan ā  ikhw ā n[an] wa a � diq ā  �  min kurr ā m al-n ā s wa fu � al ā  � ihim 
mutafarriq ī n [f ī  al-bil ā d]” il ā  qawluhu “fa inna  � izb All ā h hum 
al-gh ā lib ū n”. Th umma tammamahu [ or  tamma tatimmat] bi-h ā dh ā  
al-fa � l.   99   What follows corresponds to a shorter repetition of chapter 6 
(=Hamdani 17). 

 Group C consists of the 4th and 5th oldest complete manuscripts, 
dating to the end of the 7th and beginning of the 8th century AH 
(13th–14th century). 

 As we can see, this epistle presents us with a vibrant history of 
additions, subtractions and rearrangements. I personally fi nd it futile 
to try and see which one is more original. What is important for us is 
that these three groups represent three alternative ways of reading the 
material, perhaps with diff erent emphasis depending on what was 
placed where (especially at the outset). In this regard, one is reminded 
of so called experimental or aleatory novels that can be read in any 
order), such as Marc Saporta”s  Composition no. 1 ,  100   which can be 
started on any page, or Julio Cort á zar’s  Royuela ,  101   whose author 
himself proposes various reading orders and possibilities. As with 
these  romans permutationnels , what is important for us is not so much 
who wrote the work or how it was written, but how and by whom it 
was read. 
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    Table 4.6     Synoptic view of Epistle 48. (numbers of chapters and blocks are 
given).  

GROUP A

MSS Chapters   total  

 BnF 6647-8  1-20   20  

  IIS 1040    1-21    21  

  IIS 87 and 
Hamdani 1482  

  1-16    20-21    17-19    22    22  

 SOAS Or. 45812 
and Majlis 1278 (i)  

 1-8  9  10  12-22   21  

 BnF 2303 and 2304; 
Nuruosmaniye 
2863, (ii)   and
 J ī w ā  Kh ā n  

 1-22   22  

       GROUP B  

 Chapters   total  

 6-16  20-21 (iii)   1 (iv)   17-19  2-5   21  
 Atif 1681, (v)  S ā l ā r Jung 41, (vi)  Esad 3637, BnF 2341-4, (vii)  K ö pr ü l ü  
871,(viii) Laud Or. 255, and Munich arab. 652.   
 (the introduction is missing; the latter two have a  fa � l  heading 
between chapters 4 and 5) 

 6-9  12-13  18  14-16  1-5   15  
 Laud Or. 260 (no introduction; ch 9 is in a short 
version; 14 is only one paragraph) 

 6-8  12-16  19  2-5   13  
 Marsh 189 (no introduction or ch. 1; ch. 14 is only 
one paragraph; ch. 4 is short) 

       GROUP C  

 Chapters   total  

 12-16  20-21  6-9  Intro + 
ch. 1 

 17-19  2-5  19 

 Esad 3638 (ch. 9 is the short version; avoids ch. 10-11) 

 12-16  20-21+  Intro + 
ch. 1 

 17-19  2-5  15 

 Feyzullah 2131 
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      (i)  Both the SOAS and the Majlis copies have some signifi cant lacunae. In the latter, 
chapters 9 and 10 are only a few lines long. It lacks the whole of chapter 11. It also 
lacks the fi nal lines of chapter 22 (at p. 609) and is missing the fi rst few folios of 
Epistle 49.  
   (ii)  In both MSS BnF 2304 (from f. 427r) and Nuruosmaniye 2863 (from f. 418v), 
chapters 18–22 are placed in a different epistle titled  f ī  mukh ā  � abat al- � umm ā l 
wa’l-kutt ā b , which is the title of chapter 18 in other manuscripts.    
   (iii)  In MSS Atif 1681 and Feyzullah 2130-1, after chapter 21, there is a mixed text 
without a  fa � l  heading that includes the beginning of chapter  ۱۸ , then jumps to 2 
lines from chapter 7 again; then jumps to two lines from Epistle 44; and then adds 
lines of text not found elsewhere; it finishes with Q. 38:22, like chapter 17.  
   (iv)  Introduction before chapter 1 only in MSS S ā l ā r Jung 41 and Esad 3637.  
   (v)  Does not have the introduction;  fa � l  headings not present in chapters 1, 6–7, 9, 10–13.  
   (vi)  Ends chapter 7 (f. 452v/p.904) with a markedly Shi‘i formula:  al- � amdu li’ll ā hi 
rabbi’l- �  ā lam ī n wa  � all ā ’ll ā hu  � al ā ’l-nabiyyi’l-mu �  � af ā  Mu � ammad wa  ā lihi’l- �  ā hir ī na’l-
 � ayyib ī na ajma �  ī n . It calls chapter 8  al-fa � l al-th ā n ī .   
   (vii)  Shorter introduction, chapters 6–16, 20–21, Introduction, chapter 1 (incomplete), 
17 (with no beginning), 18–19, 2–5. Th e incompleteness of chapters 1 and 17 is due to 
a homeoteleuton between the words  al-sal ā m  and  sallam.   
   (viii)  Chapter 2 in Kopr ü l ü  MS 871 lacks the opening line.   

 Philosophical and Sufi  elements are present in this epistle as in many 
others. Outward Shi‘i elements, too, can be detected in this epistle in 
many of the manuscripts. For instance, while some copies from groups 
B and C introduce chapter 8 with a formula ( tawakkaltu. . . ) of praise for 
God and blessings on the Prophet, MSS Atif 1681, Laud Or 255 [ ح ], and 
Munich arab. 652, add, ‘and on Ali, the best legatee’ ( wa  � al ā   � Aliyyin 
khayri’l-wa � iyy ī n . . .).  102   Yet, MS 1040 and group A are more explicitly 
Ismaili as they lay the emphasis on the imam’s description of the diff erent 
groups of the Shi‘a and how they relate to him, by placing those passages 
at the very start of the Epistle. Th ere is no doubt that this group is more 
likely to have circulated in Ismaili circles, judging by the provenance of 
the IIS manuscripts and the J ī w ā  Kh ā n edition.  

   Epistle 49 = IV.8: On Spiritual Beings  

 As Wilferd Madelung has shown in his critical edition (pp. 272–278), 
Epistle 49 exists in a shorter and a longer version (which he calls 49a 
and 49b). Madelung argues that the shorter version is the original.  103   
Apart from the three manuscripts used by Madelung for the edition of 
the shorter version,  104   I have identifi ed this version in MS 1040, but 
also in three other copies: MSS S ā l ā r Jung 41 (ff . 467v-475r/pp. 934-
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949) – which in general is the antecedent of MS Esad 3627 – Munich 
arab. 652 (f. W278r–282r), and BnF 2341 (f. 370r–374v). Th e text is 
basically the same in all seven manuscripts, with diff erences only in 
the ending. All these manuscripts fi nish the epistle with Qur’ānic 
citations but they diff er in how many they include. Both MSS Munich 
arab. 652 and BnF 2341 have only fi ve Qur’ānic citations, ending with 
Q. 2:268, and without a closing formula; Laud Or. 255 has the previous 
fi ve and seven more verses, ending with Q. 6:130; further to that, MS 
1040, together with MSS Esad 3637 and K ö pr ü l ü  871 add another 38 
verses (with a total of 50), ending with Q. 104:6. Th e closing formula is 
one sentence longer in MS Esad 3637, and even one more sentence in 
MS 1040 and MS S ā l ā r Jung 41. Th e last two are, if only marginally, the 
longest of all and their end coincides almost verbatim with the end of 
the base manuscript of J ī w ā  Kh ā n’s edition. 

 As for the longer version, in addition to the manuscripts identifi ed 
by Madelung, I have seen it in six other manuscripts, one of them in 
the IIS collections. Th ese are MSS 1) Garrett 4263 (ff . 127r-139r),  105   2) 
IIS 87 (ff . *146r–181v), 3) SOAS Or. 45812 (ff . 246r–252v), 4) BnF 2303 
(ff . 468r–480r), which ends in the same way as MS Atif 1681 (used by 
Madelung as the basis for the edition), 5) Majlis 1278,  106   and 6) 
Nuruosmaniye 2863 (ff . 421r–436r).  107   Critical editions do not need a 
large number of copies, but researchers should access a larger pool 
of manuscripts before venturing into defi nitive and cut-and-dry 
conclusions, as the discovery of another copy may cause any hasty 
diagnosis to crumble. Th e above manuscripts should be compared 
closely with the edited text; especially interesting would be a 
comparison between IIS MS 87 and J ī w ā  Kh ā n’s text, as they both 
come from a Bohra Ismaili, presumably Indian, background. 

 As I will show also in the discussion on Epistle 52, it would not be 
correct to attribute to J ī w ā  Kh ā n’s Bombay edition (let alone the ‘ �  ā dir 
edition’!) any responsibility for merging shorter and longer versions of 
various epistles, as the manuscript tradition provides examples that 
the ‘merging’ happened during the scriptorial transmission. Madelung 
and Uy, building on a previous conclusion by de Callata ÿ  and Haffl  ans 
in their critical edition of the short version of Epistle 52 (‘52a’), state 
that ‘the Sadir [sic] edition merges material from both the long and 
the shorter versions of Epistle 49, presenting the hybrid as a single 
unit’ (p. 27). With regard to Epistle 49, one IIS copy, Hamdani MS 
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1482 (dated 1126/1714), contains evidence that the merging of versions 
may go back centuries: originally, it contained the long version 
(f. 134r-); later two small folios (later numbered 170–171) were added 
aft er f. 169v. and bound together with the rest of the text in a clumsy 
pastiche, but one that preserves an alternative expanded version, or at 
least vestiges of it. In these small folios the ending of the long version 
was written again, but this time merged with a part from the shorter 
version as we know it (see Table 4.7). Th e long version is ended 
(f. 170r.12), as in the other manuscripts, with Q. 21:104 ( kam ā  bada � n ā  
awwala khalqin nu �  ī duhu wa � dan  � alayn ā  inn ā  kunn ā  f ā  � il ī n ), and 
without any indication or formula the text continues with the end 
of verse Q. 2:52 (. . .   ā y ā tuhu wa’ll ā hu  � al ī mun  � ak ī m ).  108   It then adds 
the fi nal twenty Qur’ānic citations from the shorter version, fi nishing 
with Q. 114:6 ( mina’l-jinnati wa’l-n ā s ). Th e fi nal line of the shorter 
version is written on top of the original ending of the long version 
(f. 172r), whose last lines have been crossed. 

 Here, again, further research must be conducted including 
additional manuscripts from collections India, but also Iran, Turkey 
and elsewhere, to establish the origins of the textual tradition present 
in J ī w ā  Kh ā n’s manuscript. 

 A further point that has not been identifi ed by previous research is 
that the same passage, from the quotation of Q. 91:7-10 (starting  wa 
nafsin wa m ā  saww ā h ā  ) up to the words ‘ al-ajal wa’l-fawt ’, is found 
both in the middle of the shorter version of Epistle 49 (MS 1040, 
ff . 652v.17–653v.3) and at the beginning of Epistle 38 ‘On Resurrection’ 
(MS 1040 ff . 443v.14– 445r.ult.). Th is is also the case in the other 
manuscripts. In the J ī w ā  Kh ā n’s Bombay edition the passage is located 
near the point when the long version ends and the text joins the shorter 
version (vol. 4, p. 259.ult–261.1 = vol. 3. 77.ult.–79.1).  109    

   Epistle 50 = IV.9: On Governance  

 Th is epistle, with its complexities, variations and diff erent versions, 
has been edited in a masterly way by Carmela Baffi  oni.  110   Baffi  oni has 
shown how the text in MS Atif 1681 provides a diff erent reading than 
that of the ‘ �  ā dir edition’ (which should now be corrected to ‘J ī w ā  
Kh ā n’s edition’). Th e text of this epistle in MS 1040 is followed closely 
by J ī w ā  Kh ā n’s text, but also by two manuscripts in the IIS collections 
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(MS 87 and Hamdani MS 1482). Compared to other manuscripts, the 
text of this epistle in MS 1040 is extremely close to MS S ā l ā r Jung 41, 
the direct antecedent of MS Esad 3637, a copy used by Baffi  oni. 
Th erefore the similarities pointed out by Baffi  oni between the ‘ �  ā dir 
edition’ and MS Esad 3637 should be seen in the context of the 
connection between MS 1040 and MS S ā l ā r Jung 41. A more detailed 
analysis of these two copies may throw more light on the Ismaili 
provenance of some of the variations.  

   Epistle 51 = IV.10: On the Order of the Universe  

 Nuha Alshaar has been the only scholar so far to use an IIS manuscript 
(MS 87) for the critical edition, although other copies in the IIS 
collection could also have been consulted.  111   In her analysis of Epistle 
51, Alshaar identifi ed three variant versions in the manuscripts. 

    Table 4.7     Synoptic view of Epistle 49.*  

  MSS IIS 1040 , 
S ā l ā r Jung 41, 
Munich arab. 
652, BnF 2341 

 Shorter  version 

 MSS Garrett 
4263,  IIS 87,  
SOAS 45812, 
BnF 2303, 
Majlis 1278, 
Nuruosmaniye 
2863 

 Longer  version 

 MS Hamdani 
1482 

 Longer  version  shorter 
v. 

 Longer  version  shorter v. 
 J ī w ā  Kh ā n’s ed. 
Bust ā n ī 

 pp. 230-ca242 
 pp. 198-ca215 

 ca242-247 
 ca215-224 

 248-259 
 224-242 

259 -264 
242 -249 

   *: Th e manuscripts given here are copies not used in Madelung’s edition     
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Building on her work, we can say that IIS MSS 1040 and Hamdani 
1482 also contain version ‘B’.  112   

 As with Epistle 50 there is a confl uence of MS 1040, MSS S ā l ā r Jung 
41 (and its descendant MS Esad 3638) and K ö pr ü l ü  871. I have 
compared the three IIS manuscripts and J ī w ā  Kh ā n’s edition,  113   from 
which it can be it can be concluded that a) MS 1040 stands alone 
(possibly due to its numerous errors at word level, but also for its 
omissions); b) MS 87 is followed very closely by Hamdani MS 1482; 
and c) Jiwa Kh ā n’s edition follows mostly MS 87 and secondarily also 
MS 1040. A thorough comparison between J ī w ā  Kh ā n’s edition and 
other manuscripts from the Ismaili collections at the IIS must be 
conducted in future, as more possible lines of contact could be found.  

   Epistle 52 = IV.11: On Magic  

 We have reached the fi nal epistle of the corpus. Th e epistle ‘On Magic’ 
can also be found in a shorter and a longer version. In this case, these 
are two diff erent texts. Th e longer version is roughly fi ve times larger. 
Here again, MS 1040 proves to be an important witness to the history 
of the  Epistles ’ textual transmission and in particular of the affi  nity that 
exists between this copy and the base manuscript used by J ī w ā  Kh ā n 
for his Bombay edition, since both texts combine the shorter and the 
longer versions into one, as I shall discuss. De Callata ÿ  and Halfl ants 
have published the critical edition of the short version (which they call 
Epistle 52a).  114   In addition to the manuscripts used by them, I have 
been able to identify the long version in fi ve other manuscripts  115   and 
the shorter version in three further copies.  116  (See Table 4.8) Of special 
interest here is MS S ā l ā r Jung 41, whose text is identical to MS Esad 
3637, with the same title (‘Epistle Fift y-One’,  al-ris ā latu’l- �  ā diyatu wa’l-
khams ū n ), and even with the same textual characteristics identifi ed by 
de Callata ÿ  and Halfl ants as ‘lacunae’. Since the text in these lacunae 
does not detract from the logic of the fl ow, it could be hypothesised 
that they may not mean that text is missing; rather the S ā l ā r Jung MS 
may represent an earlier text which was later emended in other copies. 
More research is required on this front. 

 Th e study of de Callata ÿ  and Halfl ants provides an excellent and 
meticulous scholarly analysis of the complexities of Epistle 52. 
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However, it makes a number of assumptions which must now be 
revised in light of MS 1040 (and other manuscripts I shall discuss 
below). Halfl ants’s technical introduction states, ‘Whereas the 
manuscripts at my disposal seem to agree in providing a single version 
of the text for the rest of the  Ras ā  � il , that is, from Epistle 1 to Epistle 50, 
I observe that this is not the case for these two epistles’ (p. 70). Clearly 
the subsequent edition of the various epistles (as well as my analysis of 
IIS MS 1040 in the present chapter) have rendered this statement 
obsolete. Among other things, de Callata ÿ ’s introduction says that 
‘al-Bust ā n ī  is completely silent about his source(s)’ (p. 2). As I have 
demonstrated, al-Bust ā n ī  reprinted Zirikl ī ’s text with minor 
corrections, and Zirikl ī  plagiarised J ī w ā  Kh ā n’s edition (and also  � Al ī  
Y ū suf ’s edition of Part One) – see my discussion above. With regard to 
the shorter and longer versions of Epistle 52, de Callata ÿ  says that “we 
are also to infer that the three editions of Bombay, Cairo, and Beirut 
were solely responsible for having merely juxtaposed these versions 
with one another under the same generic title [. . .] Th at Beirut [sic] 
would have followed a manuscript where the shorter and the long 
versions were already side-by-side seems to me unlikely’ (p. 3). Th ese 
assertions, which do not in any sense tarnish the quality of the serious 
work done by de Callata ÿ  and Halfl ants, need revision. In what follows 
I off er my contribution to the discussion, by bringing the IIS 
manuscripts into the conversation. 

 MS 1040 is one of at least three manuscripts that attach the shorter 
and longer versions together (although it is the only one I have been 
able to consult). It starts with the shorter version (ff . W663r–683r). As 
with all the other epistles it is headed with a decorated cartouche 
including the title ( al-ris ā latu’l- �  ā diya  � ashara  [sic]  f ī  m ā hiyyati’l-si � ri 
wa’l- � az ā  � imi wa’l- � ayn ). Th e epistle commences with the full  basmala  
and the phrase ‘ wa bihi nasta �  ī n’ , common at the beginning of many 
epistles in this manuscript. A gap was left  where the word ‘ i � lam’  should 
have been written. Th e text ends with the phrase ‘ kam ā  huwa ahluhu 
wa musta � iqquhu wa huwa  � asbun ā  wa ni � am al-wak ī l’.   117   Th is shows 
that the ending of the shorter version in MS 1040 is exactly the same 
as in Kopr ü l ü  MS 871 and in J ī w ā  Kh ā n’s edition. Immediately aft er 
the end of the short version, a new gold ornamental cartouche (the 
only one in the whole manuscript not introducing an epistle) opens 
the longer version (ff . W683r–746v), bearing the title  Bay ā n  � aq ī qat 
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al-si � r wa ghayrihi , without any scribal indication to explain the reason 
for a new title (see Figure 4.2). Notably, J ī w ā  Kh ā n’s edition uses the 
same title, but simply places it in the same brackets used for chapter 
headings. Th e text of the longer version in MS 1040 opens with the 
 basmala  and a blank space (for the word  i � lam , ‘know’, which was not 
written), followed by ‘ ayyuh ā  al-akh, ayyadaka wa iyy ā n ā  bi-r ū  � in 
minhu anna’l-si � ra yata � arrafu f ī ’l-lughati’l- � arabiyyati/  � al ā  ma �  ā nin 
kath ī ra. . . ,’ (f. 683r-v). For the ending of the epistle and the whole 
manuscripts see section ‘ Size, Style and Numeration ’ above. Th e text 
closes with,  ‘waff aqaka wa iyy ā n ā  wa jam ī  � a ikhw ā nan ā  al-mu � min ī na 
bi-ra � matika y ā  ar � ama’l-r ā  � im ī n’  (f. Ar753/W746v, corresponding to 
J ī w ā  Kh ā n’s edition, vol. 4, p. 396.4 = Bust ā n ī , vol. 4, p. 445.11). Th is is 
several pages before J ī w ā  Khan’s ending but MS 1040 is not unique in 
this, as the ending is very close to the ones in other copies, such as 
MSS BnF MS 6648, Feyzullah 2131 and Ragip Pasha 840. It seems that, 
among the copies that have the longer version, these three have a 

    Figure 4.2  Pages from IIS MS 1040 showing the end of the shorter version of 
Epistle 52  On Magic  followed by the longer version, which is headed by a decorative 
title (f. Ar690/W683r).         
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shorter text while others add material that amounts to more than 10 
published pages. Once again, further research is required. 

 Now, MS 1040 is not alone in combining the two versions in the 
same manuscript even if in a diff erent order (see Table 4.8). A 
manuscript which I have not consulted yet, MS. Or. 2359 (copied in 
1088/1677) of the British Library (formerly at the British Museum), is 
likely to contain both versions, judging by Charles Rieu’s description 
in his 1894 catalogue, which speaks of ‘an additional treatise, called the 
53rd, on the art of divination, and on judicial astronomy ( ff  . 262b-307)’, 
which clearly points to the long version, as shown by the number of 
leaves and the initial lines provided by Rieu. Further research is 
required on this.  118   A third copy has been identifi ed by de Callata ÿ :   119   
the undated MS 840 (new numeration MS 1085) of the Ragip Pasha 
Library in Istanbul (ff . 453v–496r) starts with the long version and 
follows it with the shorter version, which the scribe, in red ink, refers 
to as ‘another copy’, as it is headed ‘ al-nuskhatu’l-ukhr ā  f ī  ris ā lati 
m ā hiyyati’l-si � ri wa’l- �  ā z ā  � im ’. Th e text is shorter than in other 
manuscripts (about two pages shorter than MS Esaf Efendi 3637). Th e 
end of the shorter version corresponds to Jiw ā  Kh ā n’s edition, vol. 4, 
pp. 306.25.  120     

   Conclusion  

 In 1929, the young Palestinian scholar  � Abd al-La �  ī f al- �  ī b ā w ī  (d. 1981), 
who later published numerous articles on the  Ras ā  � il  both in Arabic 
and English, especially on the topic of education, published a furious, 

    Table 4.8     Synoptic view of Epistle 52.  

 Ep. 52a  i   Shorter v. 

 Ep. 52b  ii   Longer version 
 Ep. 52 a + b  iii   Shorter v.  Longer version 

 Ep. 52 b + a  iv   Longer version  Shorter v. 

    i  MSS S ā l ā r Jung 41, Esad 3637, K ö pr ü l ü  871, Munich arab. 652, and BnF 2341.  
   ii  MSS Atif 1681, BnF 6647-8, Esad 3638, Feyzullah 2130, K ö pr ü l ü  870, Laud Or. 260, 
Marsh 189, BnF 2303, BnF 2304, Nuruosmaniye 2863, BnF 2305, IIS 87, Hamdani 
1482, and Majlis 1278.  
   iii   MSS IIS 1040 , British Library Or. 2359, and J ī w ā  Kh ā n’s ed.  
   iv  MS Ragip Pasha 840.     
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scathing attack on Zirikl ī ’s plagiarism of J ī w ā  Kh ā n’s Bombay edition 
of the Epistles, publicly exposing some of the speculative ‘corrections’ 
exerted on the text, and denouncing the lack of recourse to manuscripts. 
Among other things, he wrote: 

  ‘We truly do not need the aforementioned Bombay edition of the 
Epistles reprinted on satin paper instead of old yellow paper, and 
broken down and divided into paragraphs instead of running 
lines and pages without a break. No, we do not need that before 
other things. We fi rst need a sound text that gathers the largest 
possible number of variants.’  121    

 And yet, despite  � ib ā w ī ’s warnings, scholars have continued to use 
Zirikl ī ’s travesty, and, worse, Bust ā n ī ’s pirated reprint of it, naming it 
‘the Beirut edition’ or the ‘ �  ā dir edition’, without paying attention to 
J ī w ā  Khan’s pioneering edition. Th e latter was not free from errors—
quite the contrary—, and it was not a critical edition either, but it was 
genuinely based on a manuscript. True, the manuscript was not 
described in detail. We do not know to what extent J ī w ā  Kh ā n 
reproduced his manuscript to the letter or whether he carried out 
interventions. We ignore whether the manuscript still exists or has 
been lost. We also do not know whether J ī w ā  Kh ā n used other 
manuscripts (although he only mentions one). For these reasons, until 
now, scholars have found it diffi  cult to relate the edition (in whichever 
appellation) to the manuscripts as they have been coming to light. In 
this chapter, I have presented irrefutable evidence that MS 1040, from 
the IIS’s collections, is by far the closest relative to the copy used by 
J ī w ā  Kh ā n. Th is has been done by analysing this manuscript  vis- à -vis  
the copies facilitated by Nader El-Bizri’s commendable eff orts of 
obtaining the best possible manuscripts for the OUP–IIS critical 
edition, as well as many other copies, some of which were previously 
unknown or unexplored. 

 Many more manuscripts await to be explored, but the results of the 
present analysis are clear. I suggest that the text in the tradition 
represented by MS 1040 has a close relationship with the manuscript 
used by J ī w ā  Kh ā n and should be considered an important part of its 
genealogy. My claim is not that MS 1040 is identical to Jiw ā  Kh ā n’s 
edition, far from that. For instance, the order of the epistles on Music 
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and Geography are diff erent, and the versions of some epistles (notably 
epistles 10, 31, 32, 33, 49 and 51) are very diff erent. One of the main 
discoveries of the OUP—IIS critical editions is that it has been 
practically impossible to fi nd a copy which is more ‘original’ than 
others. Th e  Epistles  corpus seems to have been alive during the process 
of transmission, with scribes adding and taking, mixing and matching 
available texts, and possibly also adding to them. Th e work was, 
perhaps even from its inception, in constant fl ux and expansion. My 
contention is that the  Epistles  belonged not only to the authors, but 
also to its readers; that the  ikhw ā n al- � af ā  �   were not only those who 
composed the work, but also those who transmitted it, who 
appropriated it, oft en expanding and enlarging it, be it with extra 
paragraphs (sometimes dismissed as ‘interpolations’), be it with 
amplifi ed versions of whole individual epistles. Another major 
discovery is that the similarities found between manuscripts have 
enabled us to group them into ‘families’. Nevertheless, it is not possible 
to apply these groupings to the complete corpus of epistles in one copy 
and the complete corpus in another. At most, we can fi nd affi  nities and 
affi  liations between manuscripts at the level of individual epistles. My 
working inference from this is that scribes may not have always had 
the whole corpus to work with, but they may have worked with 
diff erent copies of diff erent epistles, or sometimes copies of one part, 
but not another. Some evidence of this is found in MS 1040 when we 
see one type of formulas in most of Part One including the mention of 
the imams, a mention which disappears in the other three parts. We 
fi nd texts changing and expanding (and contracting!) up until at least 
the 10th/16th century (the period to which MS 1040 belongs). Sufi s, 
Ismailis and many others laid claim to the  Ras ā  � il . Th e fact that MS 
1040 is extremely close to J ī w ā  Kh ā n’s edition, as well as to other copies 
from Ismaili private collections now housed at the IIS, seems to 
indicate that they belong to the family of texts that were appropriated 
and transmitted by and in Ismaili circles. Th e closeness between MS 
1040 and J ī w ā  Kh ā n’s edition is best seen at the microcosmic level of 
the word-by-word comparison throughout the corpus. Yet, especially 
relevant is the remarkable closeness between both in epistles 2, 35, 40, 
45, 48, 50 and 52. Th e ending of Epistle 22 (with the mention of a new 
historical cycle) is also evidence of a group of manuscripts that seem 
to share some, albeit subtle, Ismaili fl avour. To conclude, this chapter 
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has contributed to expanding the pool of manuscripts considered for 
the establishment of the text of the  Ras ā  � il . Even though MS 1040’s text 
is not very reliable at the lexical level, and therefore the manuscript is 
not among the strongest candidates to establish the text, this copy is an 
important witness in the history of the transmission of the  Epistles.  
Only future research will be able to reinforce (or otherwise) this 
conclusion. As with the story of the elephant in the dark, scholars must 
be very careful when drawing conclusions based on a handful of 
manuscripts. MS 1040 is a new piece in the puzzle of the  Epistles  and 
one which must be reckoned with from now on.  

   NOTES  

     * Th e present study is an abridged version of a larger analysis of the manuscripts of the 
 Ras ā  � il  at Th e Institute of Ismaili Studies, which I intend to publish in the near future.   

    1 Th e manuscript is housed at the Ismaili Special Collections Unit, which is a research 
and preservation unit of the IIS. As of mid 2018, the IIS moved to the newly-built Aga 
Khan Centre in London. Th e merged library of the IIS and the Institute for the Study of 
Muslim Civilisations is now known as the Aga Khan Library in the same Centre. While 
the Ismaili Special Collection Unit is physically located on the same fl oor as the library, 
it is a separate entity and does not operate under the library management.   

    2 My thanks to Wafi  Momin for comments that allowed me to improve this piece. My 
gratitude goes also to Wafi  Momin and Nourmamadcho Nourmamadchoev for 
providing physical access to the manuscript, especially since it is quite fragile. While I 
have accessed other manuscripts independently, the large majority of digital copies I 
have used for this research were obtained by Nader El-Bizri, to whom all those 
interested in  Ikhw ā n al- � af ā  �   studies are deeply indebted. Th anks also to Tara 
Woolnough for making those copies available so generously.   

    3      Delia   Cortese   ,   Ismaili and Other Arabic Manuscripts:     A Descriptive Catalogue of 
Manuscripts in the Library of Th e Institute of Ismaili Studies   (  London  ,  2000 ), p.  28 , seq. 
no. 44.     

    4      Fran ç ois de   Blois   ,   Arabic, Persian and Gujarati Manuscripts:     Th e Hamdani Collection in 
the Library of Th e Institute of Ismaili Studies   (  London  ,  2001 ), p.  85 .     

    5 Th irty-nine epistles in fi ft een volumes (i.e., three quarters of the corpus) have been 
published so far (early 2022) in the Epistles of the Brethren of Purity Series, general 
editor, Nader El-Bizri (Oxford, Oxford University Press in association with Th e Institute 
of Ismaili Studies, 2008–). Henceforth ‘IIS/OUP edition’. In what follows I will only 
give the year of publication for each volume.   

    6 Dated 18  Rab ī  �  al-awwal  1279 = 13 September 1862; see  Fihrist al-kutub al- � arabiyya 
al-mahf ū   a bi’l-kutubkhana al-khidiwiyya al-mi � riyya , vol. 6 (Cairo, 1308/1890–1891), pp. 
94–95. I had planned to check this manuscript but the Covid-19 pandemic restrictions 
forced me to postpone it for the future.   

    7 An earlier edition, containing selections from forty epistles, was published by Friedrich 
Dieterici,  Die Abhandlungen der Ichw â n es-saf â  in Auswahl  (Leipzig, 1883–1886), in three 
tomes. He mainly used MSS BnF 2304, Munich arab. 652 and Marsh 189. See Table 4.1 
below for details. Whether or not  � Al ī  Y ū suf knew of, or used, Dieterici’s edition, is a 
question for future research.   
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    8 I have been unable to fi nd written documentation to corroborate these ancestry claims. 
I am grateful to Husain Jasani for confi rming that the three  � ayyib ī  lines of  d ā  �  ī  s 
(D ā  �  ū d ī , Sulaym ā n ī  and  � Alaw ī ) do regard themselves as descending from the Ismaili 
imams. Whether this refers to spiritual or physical descendence is a matter for further 
research.   

    9 See      Indira   Falk   Gesink   ,   Islamic Reform and Conservatism:     Al-Azhar and the Evolution of 
Modern Sunni Islam   (  London  ,  2014 ), p.  118 ff .     

   10 In addition, I have also consulted fi ft een other manuscripts. One of them is complete 
but undated, i.e. (1) MS 3637 [ ن ] from the Esad Efendi collection at the Suleymaniyye 
Mosque Library in Istanbul) and the others are incomplete. Th ese are two manuscripts 
that are older than MS 1040: 2-3) MS 5255 (dated 11 Rajab 607/5 January 1211) and MS 
1831 (dated 621/1224), both from the Library of the National Consultative Assembly 
(Majlis-i Sh ū r ā -yi Mill ī ) in Tehran (available online); 4) MS 7437 [ ط ] (dated 640/1242-3) 
from the private collection of A � ghar Mahdaw ī  (d. 2004) now at Tehran University 
Library; 5) MS 923/Casiri (or 928/Derembourg) [ ش ] (dated Dh ū ’l- � ijja 862/October–
November 1458) from the Library of the El Escorial Monastery, near Madrid; four that 
are more recent: 6) MS 4263 (dated 1 Jum ā da II 956/16 June 1551) from the Yehuda 
section of the Garrett Collection at the Princeton University Library ( https://catalog.
princeton.edu/catalog/4941772 ); 7) MS 1482 (dated 18 Jum ā da I 1126/31 May 1714) from 
the collection donated by Abbas Hamdani (d. 2019) to the IIS; 8) MS 87 (dated Rajab 
1114/1702) of the IIS collections; and 9) IIS MS 84 (dated Rab ī  �  al- ā khir 1239/December 
1823); and six undated copies: 10) MS 5038 [ ب ] from the Staatsbibliothek in Berlin 
(Wetsztein collection no. 1153); 11) MS Or. 255 [ ح ] from the Laud collection at the 
Bodleian Library in Oxford (produced before 1636); 12) MS 296 [ ج ] from the Hunt 
collection at the Bodleian Library (produced before 1774); 13) IIS MS 576; 14) MS Or. 
45812 from the Library of School of Oriental and African Studies, London (SOAS); and 
15) MS 83 from the IIS. Naturally, there are yet other copies (both complete and 
incomplete), mostly in India, Iran and Turkey, but I do not yet have enough details on 
all of them, nor I have been able to peruse all of them either digitally or in person.   

   11 See previous note. Th eir catalogue details are found in      Adam   Gacek   ,   Catalogue of 
Arabic Manuscripts in the Library of Th e Institute of Ismaili Studies  , vol.  1  (  London  ,  1984 ), 
pp.  91–93   , seq. no. 110, and de Blois,  Arabic, Persian and Gujarati Manuscripts , p. 84ff .   

   12 With special thanks to Karim Javan for reading the content of the notes more closely than 
I could. On  Darrahi- �  ū f / Darrah-i Y ū suf , see Mu � ammad-Am ī n Zaw ā r ī , ‘Darrah-i  �  ū f’, 
 D ā nishn ā mah-i Jah ā n-i Isl ā m , vol. 17 (accessed online:  http://rch.ac.ir/article/Details/9201 ) 
and Daniel Balland, ‘Darra-ye  �  ū f’,  Encyclopaedia Iranica , vol 7, fascicle 1, pp. 62–63.   

   13 On the dynasty see Robert Duncan McChesney, ‘Sh ī b ā nids’,  EI2 , vol. 9, pp. 428–431.   
   14 Other details provided in Delia Cortese’s catalogue (p. 29): ‘Th e binding is 18th-century 

Persian purple morocco with blind-stamped medallions and cartouches on both covers; 
illuminated double-page opening with polychrome head-piece and text within gold 
‘clouds’; old paper restorations, worm-eaten; (. . .) occasional words and diagrams in 
red; headings in white on illuminated panels; numerous diagrams and grids; some 
annotations and corrections in the margins (occasionally in red).’   

   15 Other  Ras ā  � il  manuscripts with signifi cant decorations are: MS Esad 3638, which 
contains the famous miniature of the authors of the Epistles. Th e painting is based on 
the discussion on the authors of the Epistles by Ab ū ’l- � asan  � Al ī  al-Bayhaq ī ,  Ta � r ī kh 
 � ukam ā  �  al-Isl ā m , ed. Mu � ammad Kurd  � Al ī  (Damascus, 1946), pp. 35–36 (no. 18); and 
MS Laud Or. 255, with ninety-six miniatures (ff . 114–156) illustrating the debate between 
humans and animals in Epistle 22 ‘On Animals’. BnF MS 2304 has a frontispiece and an 
ornate initial head-piece; MS Feyzullah 2130 has a frontispiece but little else. Other 
manuscripts have one initial head-piece: MSS S ā l ā r Jung 41, Laud Or. 260 (which also 
gives beautiful charts and diagrams in the Epistle on Astronomy) and Ragip Pasha 840 
(see my discussion on Epistle 52 below).   

https://catalog.princeton.edu/catalog/4941772
https://catalog.princeton.edu/catalog/4941772
http://rch.ac.ir/article/Details/9201
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   16 One in Epistle 2 (f. Ar27/W15) and one in Epistle 41 (f. Ar507), which is the last folio of 
the epistle and of Part Th ree.   

   17 As a result, my present analysis excludes epistles 11, 17–18, 23–28, 37 and 43–44.   
   18 Th e  Fihrist  is missing also from MSS Escorial 923, Garrett 4263, BnF 2341 and Munich 

arab. 652.   
   19  On Arithmetic & Geometry  (Epistles 1–2), ed. and tr. Nader El-Bizri (2013)  . 
   20 Th e word ‘ izz ’ has been added in the margin, with the sign ‘ ص ’ (for   � a �  ī  �  , or ‘correct’).   
   21 With the only diff erences that MS Atif 1681 omits ‘ wa ta � iyy ā tihi’  and gives ‘ ahl 

al-ma � rifa ’ instead of ‘ ahl ma � rifatihi ’. Th e laudation formula from MS Atif 1681 has 
been reproduced by El-Bizri (Arabic p. 8 n. 4) although it was removed from the main 
text of his critical edition and relegated to a footnote. Th ree corrections should be made 
to El-Bizri’s transcription: i) ‘ t ā hat al-alb ā bu ’ instead of ‘ n ā hat al-alb ā bu ’; ii) the word 
aft er ‘ wa  ā lihi’  is ‘ wa  � itratihi ’, which is perfectly clear in the manuscript (while El-Bizri 
notes the word has been erased ( al-kalima ma � m ū sa ); iii) ‘ khalqihi wa bariyyatihi’  
instead of ‘ khalqihi wa baz ī natihi ’; iv) ‘ muntajab ī n ’ [chosen] instead of ‘ muntaj ī n ’ 
[saved]. In addition, another emendation must be made to El-Bizri’s translation (p. 65, 
see note), as the ‘ �  ā dir’ text does not reproduce the formula at all.   

   22 See      Farhad   Datfary   ,   Th e   Ism ā  �  ī l ī s  , 2nd ed. (  Cambridge  ,  2007 ), pp.  83 ,  86 ,  132 ,  222   .   
   23 MS 1040 gives ‘منتجيين’, with two ‘ y ā  �  s’. I propose to follow the reading of MS Atif 1681 

(‘ muntajab ī n ’) as the blessing ‘ [wa  � al ā ] a �  �  ā bihi’l-muntajab ī n ’ is common in Shi‘i 
sources; see e.g.  al- � a �  ī fa al-Sajj ā diyya al-K ā mila , attributed to the Shi‘i imam  � Al ī  b. 
 � usayn ‘Zayn al- �  Ā bid ī n’ (with introduction by Mu � ammad B ā qir al- � adr, Beirut, n.d.; 
the phrase appears in the ‘Tuesday Supplication’, p. 283). Note that MS BnF 2305 gives 
‘ muntakhab ī n ’ (selected). I am indebted to Carmela Baffioni for alerting me to my 
previous misreading of this phrase and to Feras Hamza and Maha Yaziji for their help 
with different readings of this word.   

   24 See Table 1 for details. I would like to thank the Director and staff  of the Salar Jung 
Museum for sharing a digital copy with me for my research.   

   25 It has been assumed that MS 3637 is from the 7th/13th century; however, no codicological 
or palaeographic arguments have been adduced or proposed for such speculation. See 
Nader El-Bizri’s foreword to each of the volumes in the OUP-IIS Epistles of the 
Brethren of Purity Series. All the evidence that I have seen points to a much later dating, 
as the text of that particular copy is oft en similar to 9th/15th-century manuscripts, such 
as Kopr ü l ü  MS 871, or 10th/16th century ones, like MS 1040.   

   26      Michael   Casiri   ,   Bibliotheca Arabico-Hispana Escurialensis (sive librorum omnium Mss. 
Quos Arabice ab auctoribus magnam partem Arabo-Hispanis compositur Bibliotheca 
Coenobii Escurial complectitur)   (  Madrid  ,  1760 ), vol.  1 , p.  364   . Th is manuscript was later 
given the number 928; see     Les manuscrits arabes de l’Escurial d é ecrits d’apr è s les notes de 
Hartwig Derenbourg revues et compl é t é es   par    H.P.J.   Renaud    (  Paris  ,  1941 ), vol.  2 , fascicle 3, 
p.  37   . Th e wrong details for this manuscript are given in El-Bizri’s critical edition (p. 55), 
which confuses it with MS 900 of the same collection.   

   27 Note that the pages are in the wrong order in this edition (at least for this epistle). Th e 
text of the shorter version ends on p. 49 in  � Al ī  Y ū suf’s edition (reproduced in Zirikl ī ’s 
print, p. 66, and Bust ā n ī ’s copy, p. 104).   

   28  On Arithmetic & Geometry , ed. El-Bizri, pp. 53–57. Th e text of the shorter version ends 
on p. 128 (tr. p. 145). El- Bizri does note the end of the shorter version (although he does 
not refer to it as such) in MS Esad 3637 [ ن ].   

   29 See  On Geography  ( Epistle 4 ), ed. and tr. Ignacio S á nchez and James Montgomery 
(2014), and  On Music  ( Epistle 5 ), ed. and tr. Owen Wright (2011).   

   30   Ibid. pp. 190–191.   
   31  On Composition and the Arts  ( Epistles 6-8 ), ed. and tr. Nader El-Bizri and Godefroid de 

Callata ÿ  (2018), pp. 7, 44–45, tr. pp. 68–69.   
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   32 I have identifi ed three further copies that contain the appendix: MSS Majlis 1278 (p. 102), 
SOAS Or. 45812 (f. 43v), and Garrett 4263 (f. 66v, given aft er the closure of the epistle).   

   33  On Composition and the Arts , p. 86 and Appendix A (pp. 167–172).   
   34 To the manuscripts identifi ed by de Callata ÿ  as containing the extra text we should add 

MSS Nuruosmaniye 2863 (f. 59r; where the variants are similar to K ö pr ü l ü  MS 870) and 
Garrett 4263 (f. 72r; similar to MS Esad 3637).   

   35 It is worth noting that the order in MS S ā l ā r Jung 41 is Epistle 7 ‘On ‘On the Practical 
Craft s’ followed by Epistle 8 ‘On the Th eoretical Craft s’; in both MSS Munich arab. 652 
and BnF 2341 the titles for Epistles 7 and 8 are ‘On the Th eoretical Craft s’ and ‘On the 
Practical Craft s’, respectively, but the contents are transposed.   

   36  On Composition and the Arts , p. 7.   
   37 I have checked fi ve other MSS (S ā l ā r Jung 41, Nuruosmaniye MS 2863, BnF 2305, Majlis 

1278, and SOAS Or. 45812) and the repetition does not occur in them.   
   38  On Logic (Epistles 10–14) , ed. Carmela Baffi  oni (2010), pp. 181–187. I have checked a 

further six manuscripts and none of them have Esad 3638 ’s addition. Th ey all include 
the Prior Analytics part as a chapter of Epistle 12, although they introduce it diff erently: 
‘ fa � l f ī ’l-qiy ā s ’ (MSS S ā l ā r Jung 41, BnF 2341 and Munich arab. 652); ‘ fa � l ’ (SOAS MS Or. 
45812); ‘ An ū l ū  �  ī q ā  ’ (MSS BnF 2305 and Majlis 1278).   

   39 Th is is similar to British Library MS Or. 4518, where the Prior and Posterior Analytics are 
counted as one epistle (no. 13). See      Charles   Rieu   ,   Supplement to the Catalogue of Arabic 
Manuscripts in the British Museum   (  London  ,  1894 ). pp.  480–483   , catalogue no. 708.   

   40 From here on I refer to each epistle with its number within its part (e.g. II.1, II.2, etc).    
   41  On the Natural Sciences (Epistles 15–21) , ed. and tr. Carmela Baffi  oni (2013), 

pp. 360–369.   
   42  On the Natural Sciences , pp. 66ff . Twelve manuscripts include the diagram. To the eight 

copies mentioned by Baffi  oni (MSS Atif 1681, Mahdavi 7437, BnF 6647, Esad 3638, 
Feyzullah 2130, K ö pr ü l ü  871, K ö pr ü l ü  870 and Esad 3637) we may add the following 
four: MSS Nuruosmaniye 2863 (f 113v), BnF 2305 (f. 132r: chart with 13 spheres, including 
the four elements too), BnF 2341 (f. 154v – ditto) and IIS MS 85 (f. 19v – this has the 
circles but omits the words).   

   43 To the four mentioned by Baffi  oni (MSS Laud Or. 260, BnF 2304, Escorial 923, and 
Marsh 189), we may also add the following four: MSS S ā l ā r Jung MS 41 (f. Ar 122v/p. 
264), Munich arab. 652 (f. Ar74/73r), Majlis 1278 (p. 184) and SOAS Or. 45812 (f. 76r).   

   44 As  � Al ī  Y ū suf’s edition did not cover Part Two, Zirikl ī s’s diagram was, arguably, taken 
from the Cairene MS 9509 mentioned above, although this needs to be corroborated.   

   45 Th ese two copies are to be added to the four already mentioned by Baffi  oni that do not 
have a diagram or a blank space: MSS Berlin 5038, Hunt 296, Laud Or. 255, and BnF 
2303. Of these, only the Berlin manuscript is older than MS 1040. Dieterici’s edition did 
not include the chart either.   

   46  On the Natural Sciences , pp. 385–392.   
   47 Equivalent to Baffi  oni’s critical edition, p. 108, tr., p. 151 (Chapter 17, ‘On the rotation of 

the stars. . .’).   
   48 One additional unique feature at the end of J ī w ā  Kh ā n’s edition of this epistle is the 

addition of a table of astronomical dimensions (vol. 2, p. 34), which has no precedent in 
any of the manuscripts I have consulted. Th is leads me to the working hypothesis that 
J ī w ā  Kh ā n may have added the table himself as an editor. As always, this table was 
reproduced by Zirikl ī  (vol. 2, p. 44).   

   49 See Carmela Baffi  oni’s critical edition, pp. 247, p. 355 (where she notes that this reference 
is absent from MS Laud 260) and p. 409 respectively. Baffi  oni does not provide any 
further comments on this apparent anomaly.   

   50 Th e only two manuscripts that do not refer to the previous epistles in Ep. 19–21 are 
Munich arab. 652 and BnF 2341.   
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   51  Th e Case of the Animals versus Man Before the King of the Jinn  ( Epistle 22 ), ed. and tr. 
Lenn E. Goodman and Richard McGregor (2010), p. 279.5, tr. p. 315.6 n. 566.   

   52 I use asterisk for manuscripts pages or folios that do not have a number written on 
them.   

   53 Adam Gacek,  Catalogue , vol. 1, pp. 91–93, seq. no. 110 (B). A detailed analysis of IIS 
MSS 576 and 84, and a comparison with J ī w ā  Kh ā n’s text will show their dependency 
on the text fi rst established by MS 1040.   

   54      Yves   Marquet   ,   La philosophie des Ihw ā n al- � af ā ’  , new edition,   Paris-Milan  ,  1999 , 
pp.  196–199 .     

   55 His name is spelt on the cover as ‘Schuekh Ahmud-bin Moohummud Schurwan-ool-
Yummunee’,  Tu � fat Ikhw ā n al- � af ā  � —Ichwan-oos-Suff a, in the original Arabic  (Calcutta, 
1812) (see pp. 435–438). Unfortunately Shirw ā n ī  does not provide information on the 
manuscript he used.   

   56 Some manuscripts in this group are earlier than MS 1040: Atif MS 1681; S ā l ā r Jung 41 
(Ar 230r/p. 459—not used by Goodmann), BnF MS 6647; MS Esad 3638; MS Feyzullah 
2130; K ö pr ü l ü  MS 870; Escorial MS 923 and MS 895; and some later: MS Laud 260; 
Nuruosmaniye 2863 (f. 212r); Munich arab. 652 (f. Ar135/W134r); Majlis 1278 (p. 305 – 
the last three MSS were not consulted by Goodmann) and BnF MS 2304; the ending in 
BnF MS 2341 is close to this group but slightly diff erent. Th e short ending is also found 
in some undated MSS: Hunt 296; Esad 3637 (f. 253r) and Laud Or. 255 (end at the phrase 
  �  ū l azm ā nihim wa duh ū rihim ).   

   57  Th ier und Mensch vor dem K ö nig der Genien  (Leipzig, 1879), see pp. 135–138; second 
edition, 1881.   

   58 See G. de Callata ÿ , ‘Th e Two Islands Allegory in the Ras ā  � il Ikhw ā n al- � af ā  � : A Walk 
Th rough Philosophical Metaphors Literary Motifs’,  Ishraq  4 (2013), pp. 71–81.’   

   59  On Life, Death, and Languages , ed. and tr. Eric Ormsby (2021), p. 6; tr. p. 48, n. 1.   
   60 Ibid., pp. 46–47, tr. pp. 70–71.   
   61 MSS Feyzullah 2130 (unnumbered folios); K ö pr ü l ü  871 (f. 320v); Esad 3637 (f. 321r-v), 

and Laud Or. 255 (f. Ar220/W224r-v).   
   62 Th e other copies in this group are: MSS SOAS Or. 45812 (f. 151r-v), Munich arab. 652 

(f. 166v) and BnF 2341 (f. 236v) and 2305 (f. 255 r-v). For the dates of these manuscripts 
see Table 4.1.   

   63 For example, 1) MS 1040 Ar394r/W382.14-next page.13 = J ī w ā  Kh ā n, vol. 2, pp. 347.22-
348.14 = Ormsby p. 27.14; 2) Ar397r/W385.7-11 = J ī w ā  Kh ā n, vol. 2, pp.350.26-351.2 = 
Ormsby, p. 30.10 (this text should have been included in the critical edition, as it is left  
out in some manuscripts because of an omission caused by homeoteleuton, from  al-kufr  
to  al-kafra  and 3) Ar398/W386.13-15 = J ī w ā  Kh ā n 353.4-5 = Ormsby, p. 32.15.   

   64 I have checked all the manuscripts not included in Ormsby’s critical edition and the 
only irregularities are found in MSS Marsh 189 (f. 229v/p. 447), which lacks the second 
poetry line; and BnF 2305 (f. 253r), which omits the whole passage with the fi rst two 
poetry lines.   

   65 I conducted my study of this epistle before the publication of Ormsby’s critical edition, 
which is based on MS Esad 3638; see  On Life, Death, and Languages , p. 11.   

   66 Th e   � ayn  family includes: MSS Atif 1681 [ ع ] (ff . 316r– 322r); S ā l ā r Jung 41 (ff . 289v–295v/
pp. 578–590); BnF 6647–8 (ff . 214r–219r); Köprülü 871 (ff . 321r–325v); Esad 3637 (ff . 
321v–329r); Laud Or. 255 (ff . 224v–229r), Hunt 296 (ff . 255v–261r). To these we may now 
add: MSS IIS 576 (pp. 848–862); Munich arab. 652 (ff . Ar167/W166v–Ar171/W170r); 
and BnF 2341 (ff . 236v– 240v).   

   67 Th e  alif  family includes ten manuscripts and two editions: MSS Esad 3638 [ أ ] (ff . 
159v–175v), K ö pr ü l ü  870 [ ك ] (ff . 191r–211r), Marsh 189 (ff . 233r–253r), BnF 2303 [ ر ] (ff . 
289v–314v) and BnF 2304 [ ز ] (ff . 252v–278v). Th e latter is the basis for Dieterici’s 
translation:  Die Anthropologie der Araber im zehnten Jahrhundert n. Chr.  (Leipzig, 1871); 
repr. (Hildesheim, 1969), pp. 159–221; see J ī w ā  Kh ā n’s edition, vol. 2, pp. 365–429. 
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Further copies I have explored include: MSS Nuruosmaniye 2863 (ff . 251v–277r); BnF 
2305 (ff . 255v–276r); Majlis 1278 (pp. 372–409); SOAS Or. 45812 (ff . 151v–166r), and 
IIS 86 (ff . 159r–219v).   

   68 Th e part corresponding to the shorter version in the Feyzullah copy (ff . 174v–176v) 
stops at MS 1040 f. 400v.3 and misses the last 10 folios of MS 1040. Th is is followed by 
the long version (ff . 176v– 202?v). Th e numeration in this manuscript is unstable.   

   69  Sciences of the Soul and Intellect, Part I  ( Epistles 32–36 ), ed. and tr. Paul E. Walker, David 
Simonowitz, Ismail K. Poonawala, and Godefroid de Callata ÿ  (2016).   

   70 For convenience of reference, I give here the volume and page numbers in J ī w ā  Kh ā n’s 
(JK) edition and in Zirikl ī ’s (Z) and Bust ā n ī ’s (B) prints, as well as in Walker’s (W) 
edition and translation: ‘A’: JK 3:2-7 = Z 3:182-8 = B 3:179-86 = W 5-15 (tr. 17–23); ‘B’: JK 
3:7-15 = Z 3:189-99 = B 3:187–98 = W 35–50 (tr. 41–52); ‘C’: JK 3:16–24 = Z 3: 200–210 = 
B 3:199–211 = W 16–33 (tr. 27–38).   

   71 In this MS, ‘B’ is not an epistle, but a ‘ fa � l ’ on Epistle 32 titled ‘ F ī -mabādi �  al- �  ā lam 
al-jism ā n ī   � al ā  ra � y al- � ukam ā  �  min ikhw ā n al- � af ā  �  ’ (f. 234r).   

   72 For IIS MS 83 see Gacek, Catalogue, vol. 1, pp. 91–93, seq. no. 110 (E).   
   73 I have further consulted the following MSS: IIS 1040 and 83, S ā l ā r Jung 41, SOAS Or. 

45812, BnF 2305 and 2341, Nuruosmaniye 2863, Munich arab. 652 and Majlis 1278, but 
the poem is not found in them. Note that the letters attributed to the BnF manuscripts 
are wrong in the volume  Sciences of the Soul and Intellect, Part I,  p. 1.   

   74 As in BnF MS 6647-8 [ د ], this copy adds ‘B’ as a ‘ fa � l ’ of ‘A’ (starting at f. 234r).   
   75 Other manuscripts I consulted, in addition to the ones used in Poonawala’s critical 

edition, include MSS S ā l ā r Jung 41, SOAS Or. 45812, BnF 2305 and 2341, Nuruosmaniye 
2863, Munich arab. 652, Majlis 1278 and IIS 83.   

   76  Sciences of the Soul and Intellect, Part I,  p. 72, and note 55.   
   77 Th e main text refers to the Epistle ‘On the Macrocosm’ only. Th e reference to ‘On the 

Intellectual Principles’ and ‘On Sense and the Sensible’ is added in the margin.   
   78  Sciences of the Soul and Intellect, Part I,  pp. 110–111.   
   79  Sciences of the Soul and Intellect, Part I,  p. 124, tr., p. 196 (table on p. 169).   
   80 Th ese are the numbers as given in IIS MSS 1040 and 83, and J ī w ā  Kh ā n’s Kh ā n’s edition: 

(I give an asterisk for the numbers that are wrong; I underline the errors which are 
unique to all three and not other manuscripts). MS 1040: 21,  30 *, 35, 21, 21*, 1, 110* and 
42,200*; IIS MS 83 (f. 39v): 21,  30 *, 35, 21, 31*, 1, 110* and 93,600*. J ī w ā  Kh ā n (vol. 4, p. 
49): 21,  30 *, 35, 21, 31*, 1, 120 and 43,200.   

   81  Sciences of the Soul and Intellect, Part III  ( Epistles 39–41 ), ed. and tr. Carmela Baffi  oni 
and Ismail K. Poonawala (2017), p. 8.12, tr., p. 136, n. 7 and p. 10.6, tr., p. 138. Note that 
Baffi  oni’s Baffi  oni’s n. 7 is misplaced – it should be located on p. 138, which is the point 
where Bust ā n ī  added the footnote.   

   82 At Baffi  oni’s point [7.], p. 10, tr., p. 141, n. 32.   
   83 MSS K ö pr ü l ü  871 and Hunt 296 give  al-raw ā bi � ,  like MS 1040. To the manuscripts 

mentioned by Baffi  oni as giving  al-zaw ā bi �   we may now add MSS Nuruosmaniye 2863, 
BnF 2305, BnF 2341, Munich arab. 652, SOAS Or. 45812, Majlis 1278 and Majlis 5255.   

   84 The closest form is found in MS S ā l ā r Jung 41 (f. 338v/p. 676): [ الزوايع ]  al-zaw ā  � i �  , or 
perhaps [ اذوايع ]  al-dhaw ā  � i �  .   

   85 To the manuscripts consulted by Baffi  oni we can add the following:  B ā dh-i damah  is 
found in MSS BnF 2341 and Munich arab. 652;  B ā d-i damah  is found in MSS S ā l ā r Jung 
41 and IIS 83, f. 81r.5- note that the latter gives ‘ damah’  with  t ā  marb ū  � a  at the end).   

   86 Baffi  oni ( Sciences of the Soul and Intellect  p. 14, tr., p. 141, n. 33) gives ‘b ā dhadama’.   
   87  Ous í a, pos ó n, poi ó n, pr ó s ti, po û , p ó te, ke î sthai,  é chein, poie î n and p á schein (substance, 

how much/quantity, what kind/quality, relative relation, where/place, when/time, position, 
being/state, doing/action and aff ection). See Aristotle, Categories, 1b.25–2a.4 in Aristotle, 
Categories; On Interpretation; Prior Analytics,  tr. H. P. Cooke and Hugh Tredennick 
(Cambridge, MA, 1938), pp. 16–19.   
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    88  Sciences of the Soul and Intellect, Part III , pp. 50–51. Baffi  oni (p. 92, n. 28) highlights the 
importance of the  man hiya / huwa  (who are they/is it?) question as an original 
contribution of the  Ikhw ā n al- � af ā  �  , but unfortunately it has been omitted from her 
edition and translation (pp. 65 and 66, tr. 179 and 180).   

    89 Further to the copies studied by Baffi  oni we may add the following observations: 1) like 
Atif MS 1681, a tree-like diagram containing the nine questions is also given in MSS 
Munich arab. 652 and BnF 2341 (although none refer to the image in the text). Both 
give  kam  instead of  lima , like MS BnF 2303.   

    90  Sciences of the Soul and Intellect, Part III , pp. 269–273.   
    91 And others, including British Library MS Or 6692 (dated 646/1248–1249), the sixth 

oldest manuscript in the world if we count partial copies too.   
    92 Th is text corresponds to pp. 100 (at the  fa � l  heading)–121.3 of Traboulsi’s edition. See 

Ian Netton’s translation in the same volume, pp. 122 (If one of our brothers. . .)–129 
(. . .they are a contemptuous people).   

    93  On Companionship and Belief  ( Epistles 43–45 ), ed. Samer F. Traboulsi, tr. Toby Mayer 
and Ian R. Netton (2017), p. 3. Th ere is obviously a misprint, as the text says Epistle ‘43’ 
instead of ‘45’. Th e ‘sound’ copies of Epistle 45, as identifi ed by Traboulsi, are also 
found in MSS BnF 6647-8, Kopr ü l ü  871 and Kopr ü l ü  870. To these we may now 
include, apart from MS 1040, MSS Nuruosmaniye 2863, BnF 2305, BnF 2341 and 
Majlis 1831.   

    94 Traboulsi’s ‘corrupted’ copies include: MSS Esad 3638, Fezyullah 2131, BnF 2303, 
Laud Or. 255, Esad 3637, Marsh 189 and BnF 2304. To these we may now add: 
MSS S ā l ā r Jung 41, SOAS Or. 45812, Munich arab. 652, Majlis 1278, Majlis 5255 and 
IIS 87.   

    95 Aft er I submitted this chapter, Abbas Hamdani published his critical edition and 
translation of this epistle with Abdallah Soufan:  Th e Call to God  ( Epistle 48 ) (2019). I 
could only inspect it superfi cially, but enough to ascertain that their fi ndings are not 
dissimilar from mine.   

    96 Yves Marquet, ‘Ikhw ā n al- � af ā  � ’,  EI3 , pp. 1071–1072. For a partial French translation of 
this epistle and an attempt at identifying those groups, see idem, ‘Les  É p î tres des 
Ikhw â n as-Saf â  � , oeuvre isma ï lienne,’  Studia Islamica,  61 (1985), pp. 57–79, esp. pp. 
63–66.   

    97 Bombay, 1306/1888–1889. On this story see Shadha Almuwata,  Imaginative Cultures 
and Historic Transformations: Narrative in Ras ā  � il Ikhw ā n al- � af ā  �   (PhD Dissertation, 
University of Chicago, 2013), pp. 80–133. Almuwata provides a complete translation of 
the story (pp. 81-100). While icharacters in the story in Epistle 48 characters are 
anonymous, Bilawhar the sage is mentioned by name in the same Epistle (chapter 9), 
and also elsewhere: Epistle 22 ‘On Animals’ and Epistle 45 ‘On Companionship’ 
(see indexes of the IIS/OUP edition volumes).   

    98 One manuscript (BnF MS 2305) has a shorter version with only fi ve chapters, in this 
order: 1, 6–8, 9 (shorter version), and the fi nal four lines of chapter 22.   

    99 My thanks to Nuha Alshaar for helping me with this note.   
   100 Paris, Seuil, 1962, originally published as 150 unbound pages.   
   101 Buenos Aires, 1963. It has 155 chapters. Cort á zar suggests that the novel can be read 

up to chapter 56 and that the rest can be ignored. Alternatively, he provides a table 
at the beginning of the book with an alternative order of reading: chapters 73 – 1 – 2 
– 116 – 3 – 84 – etc.   

   102 However, other copies (S ā l ā r Jung 41, Esad 3637) do not include the reference to �Alī.   
   103 Wilferd Madelung has put forward the claim that the longer version is the work of 

Maslama al-Qur � ub ī  in ‘Maslama al-Qur � ub ī ’s Contribution to the Shaping of the 
Encyclopedia of the  Ikhw ā n al- � af ā  �  ’ in Antonella Straface, et al., eds.,  Studi Ma ġ rebini,  
12-13 (2014-2015), ‘Labor Limae. Atti in onore di Carmela Baffi  oni’, vol. 1, pp. 
403–417.   
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   104 MSS K ö pr ü l ü  MS 871, MSS Esad 3637 and Laud Or. 255.   
   105 Note the change of hand half way through f. 127v, when the text becomes much more 

dense and there are more lines per page.   
   106 In this manuscript, the text of Epistle 49 is organised in a diff erent way as compared to 

other copies. Some of the text (pp. 609.21–620) is part of the previous epistle. Th e title 
of Epistle 49 is on pp. 620 and ends on p. 627. Perhaps a more detailed analysis is 
needed to see whether this copy is a witness to the development of Epistle 49 into two 
diff erent versions.   

   107 In addition, MS BnF 2305 contains selected passages from the long version 
(corresponding to the following pages in the Beirut edition: 198.7–11; 199.5–7; 200.3–7; 
202.11–203.12; 206.1–17; 212.8–213.21; 214.5–216.16; 216.20–217.4; 217.16–224.5; 225.3–
(with gaps); 240.1–5; 240.13–15; 240.19–241.1). I have not seen a similar ‘abridgement’ 
in any other manuscript or epistle.   

   108 J ī w ā  Kh ā n edition, vol. 4, p. 263.13 = Bust ā n ī , vol. 4, p. 247.19 = Madelung’s critical 
edition of epistle Epistle ‘49a’, p. 50.14 (tr. p. 69.11).   

   109 Bust ā n ī ’s 1957 print: vol. 4, pp. 243.1–244.9 = vol. 3, pp. 289.ult.–291.9.   
   110  On God and the World  ( Epistles 49–51 ), ed. and tr. Wilferd Madelung, Cyril Uy, 

Carmela Baffi  oni and Nuha Alshaar (2019), pp. 237–291 (Arabic).   
   111 I would like to thank Nuha Alshaar for generously sharing with me a copy of her 

critical edition and translation even before its publication.   
   112 Incidentally, Alshaar (pp. 384, 387) proposes the possibility that Atif MS 1681 may be 

a palimpsest; however a closer looks demonstrates that it is simply a case of ink being 
seen through the paper on the other side.   

   113 I hope to publish a more in-depth comparison.   
   114  On Magic I (Epistle 52, version a),  ed. and tr. Godefroid de Callata ÿ  and Bruno Halfl ants 

(2011).   
   115 Th e long version is found in the following MSS: 1) Nuruosmaniye 2863 (ff . 428r–473v), 

whose ending corresponds to J ī w ā  Kh ā n, vol. 4, p. 396.4 = Bust ā n ī , vol. 4:445.11 (like 
MS 1040) with a closing formula, but then attaches a 2  ½ -page text (ff . 473v–475r) 
headed by ‘ kal ā mun bi-ba �  � i’l-mu � aqqiq ī n ’, beginning with the  basmala  and aft er this 
comes the colophon; 2) BnF 2305 (ff . 398r–414r), although it has a large lacuna at 
f. 398v. of around 18 pages (corresponding to J ī w ā  Kh ā n’s Kh ā n’s ed., vol. 4, p. 309.20 
= Bust ā n ī , vol. 4:313.9, then 311.3–7 = 315.4–9 and then 323.19 = 333.1). Th e last 
identifi able passage is near the end of the manuscript (f. 413r.30), corresponding to 
J ī w ā  Kh ā n, vol. 4:400.15 = Bust ā n ī , vol. 4:451.16; 3) IIS 87 (ff . 209v–330v), 4) Hamdani 
1482 (the folios are out of order; the correct sequence should be ff . 18a–32b (of the extra 
leaves), then 1r–99v, and then 215r–228r, and 5) Majlis 1278 (pp. 636–687).   

   116 Th e shorter version is found in the following MSS: 1) S ā l ā r Jung 41 (ff . 486r-492v/pp. 
971–984); it lacks the colophon page and so it is also missing about the last ten lines of 
the epistle, if compared with MS Esad 3637 (ends at J ī w ā  Kh ā n, vol. 4, p. 306.19 = 
Bust ā n ī , vol. 4, p. 308.23 = de Callata ÿ  and Halfl ants’s critical edition, p. 93.6, tr., p. 151.
ult.); 2–3) Munich arab. 652 (ff . W288v–294v) and BnF 2341 (ff . 382v–389r) starting at 
J ī w ā  Kh ā n, vol. 4, p. 288.5 = Bust ā n ī , vol. 4:284.8 and ending at J ī w ā  Kh ā n, p. 309.2 = 
Bust ā n ī , p. 312.9 (like MS 1040 but with a diff erent closing formula).   

   117 = J ī w ā  Kh ā n vol. 4, p. 309.8 = Bust ā n ī , vol. 4, p. 352.14-15 = De Callata ÿ  and Halfl ants, 
p. 105, tr. 158.   

   118 Charles Rieu,  Supplement,  pp. 483–484; catalogue nos. 709–710). I have also identifi ed 
two further manuscripts where diff erent texts are added to the long version of Epistle 
52: 1) SOAS MS Or. 45812 has the long version (ff . 259r–272r) but ends halfway 
through the text present in other manuscripts; the last identifi able passage is on f. 271r 
( = J ī w ā  Kh ā n, vol. 4, p. 362.17 = Bust ā n ī , vol. 4:394.2), but it adds two more pages 
(which are diff erent). Th e text is the followed by a red-ink title:  tammat al-ris ā la [sic] 
al-riy ā  � iyya tatl ū h ā  al-ras ā  � ilu’l-n ā m ū siyyatu wa hiya a � ada  � ashara  [sic]  ris ā latan, 
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al- ū l ā  minh ā .  Th e text that follows is a long passage (ff . 272r–276v) that calls itself 
 al-ris ā la al-j ā mi � a , which reaches the end of the manuscript. Th e passage is a summary/
explanation of epistles 43–52; a detailed comparative analysis is needed to ascertain the 
exact identity of this text. 2) Ragip Pasha MS 839 (f. 597v = Bust 449.7): the scribe adds 
additional materials that he/she found in other manuscripts (in ff . 598v–602). Th e 
images of the last pages have been published in Ma � m ū d al-Sayyid al-Dughaym’s 
catalogue (vol. 6, pp. 560–562); see next note.   

   119 I would like to thank Godefroid de Callata ÿ  for kindly sharing with me his fi nding that 
this MS contained both versions, one aft er the other; in a mutual exchange, I also 
informed him about MS 1040 and British Library MS 2358-9. Th e new 10-volume 
catalogue of the Ragip Pa ş a Library by Ma � m ū d al-Sayyid al-Dughaym contains 
reproductions of the beginning, ending and signifi cant pages of manuscripts:  Fihris 
al-Makh �  ū  �  ā t al- � Arabiyya wa’l-Turkiyya wa’l-F ā risiyya f ī  Maktabat R ā ghib P ā sh ā   
(Jeddah, 2016). For MS 840 see vol. 6, pp. 563–564 + images.   

   120 = Bust ā n ī , vol. 4, p. 309.7 = de Callata ÿ ’s critical edition, p. 94.6, tr. 152.13.   
   121  � Abd al-La �  ī f al- �  ī b ā w ī , ‘ � awla Ras ā  � il Ikhw ā n al- � afa � ’ , al-Kashsh ā f , vol. 3, part 8, 

Jum ā da I 1348/ October 1929, pp. 562–581, quote pp. 573–574. I would like to thank my 
colleague Prof. Bilal Orfali, and MS Fatme Chehouri, of the American University in 
Beirut for kindly providing with me a copy of this article.                   
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 The Manuscript Copies of Ab ū   �  ā tim al-R ā z ī ’s 
 Kit ā b al-Z ī na  at The Institute of Ismaili Studies  *   

    Cornelius   Berthold               

   Introduction  

 Th e lexicographic encyclopaedia  Kit ā b al-Z ī na  is probably the most 
well known and also the largest extant work by the Ismaili  d ā  �  ī   Ab ū  
 �  ā tim al-R ā z ī  (d. 322/934–935). We know of three surviving copies 
which were written around the 5th–7th/11th–13th centuries. However, 
despite their importance as some of the oldest Ismaili text witnesses in 
existence, all are fragmentary and at least two of them, kept in Baghdad 
and Sanaa, have not been easily accessible to Western scholars over the 
last years. Seven more recent and largely undamaged manuscript 
copies exist in the Ismaili Special Collections Unit at Th e Institute of 
Ismaili Studies in London. We know of 15 codices worldwide but since 
many contain only either the fi rst or second half of the book, not 
counting fragments, a total number is diffi  cult to give. Th is chapter 
will briefl y introduce the content and structure of the  Kit ā b al-Z ī na  
and present the text witnesses known today, focusing especially on the 
manuscript copies preserved at the IIS in London. In his complete 
edition of the book, published in 2015, Sa �  ī d al-Gh ā nim ī  has implied 
that the London copies form ‘siblings’ ( akhaw ā t ) of witnesses, united 
by the same variant readings. Th is assumption will be discussed aft er 
describing and comparing the manuscripts from the IIS in terms of 
their codicological characteristics.  

   Ab ū   �  ā tim al-R ā z ī  and his  Kit ā b al-Z ī na   

 Th e biography of Ab ū   �  ā tim A � mad ibn  � amd ā n al-R ā z ī , as we know 
him today, was largely pieced together from various sources by Samuel 
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Miklos Stern in his 1960 article ‘Th e Early Ism ā  �  ī l ī  Missionaries in 
North-West Persia and in Khur ā s ā n and Transoxania’. While not 
completely unproblematic,  1   his conclusions will be considered valid 
for the present chapter. According to them, Ab ū   �  ā tim al-R ā z ī  (who 
is not to be confused with the   � ad ī th  scholar Ab ū   �  ā tim Mu � ammad 
ibn Idr ī s al-R ā z ī , d. 277/890)  2   hailed from Warsan ā n in Northwestern 
Iran.  3   He must have studied in Baghdad under the grammarians 
Th a � lab (d. 291/904)  4   and al-Mubarrad (d. 286/900)  5   because he claims 
in the  Kit ā b al-Z ī na  to have listened to their teachings.  6   Soon aft er, he 
rose to power within the Ismaili  da � wa  in the area of Rayy, eventually 
exerting his infl uence as far as  � abarist ā n, Isfahan and Azerbaijan 
in the early 4th/10th century. He supposedly converted a few of 
the quickly-changing local rulers and debated in public with the 
philosopher Ab ū  Bakr al-R ā z ī  (called Rhazes in Europe) before falling 
out of favour and being forced to fl ee to Azerbaijan. Either on the way 
or shortly aft er his arrival he died; the year 322/934–935 is only reported 
by Ibn  � ajar al- � Asqal ā n ī  (d. 852/1449).  7   

 Ab ū   �  ā tim al-R ā z ī  is known today for his philosophical thinking, 
as attested by his two extant books  Kit ā b al-I � l ā  �   and  A � l ā m al-Nub ū wa . 
Th e former was a response to his fellow Ismaili  d ā  �  ī   Mu � ammad ibn 
A � mad al-Nasaf ī  (d. 332/943) and his Neoplatonic speculations. Since 
al-Nasaf ī ’s  Kit ā b al-Ma �  �  ū l  is not preserved,  8   Ab ū   �  ā tim al-R ā z ī ’s 
‘correction’ remains the oldest extant Ismaili Neoplatonic work. Th e 
 A � l ā m al-Nub ū wa  is a rendition of his debates with Rhazes—who is 
simply called ‘the apostate’ ( al-mul � id )  9  —which were most likely 
re-worked in his favour. Two of Ab ū   �  ā tim al-R ā z ī ’s books appear to 
be lost: one entitled  Kit ā b al-J ā mi �   which is mentioned by Ibn al-Nad ī m 
who states that it dealt with ‘ fi qh  and other things’.  10   Th e second is a 
book refuting those who believe in resurrection ( raj � a ). Ab ū   �  ā tim 
al-R ā z ī  claims in a section of his  Kit ā b al-Z ī na  that he wrote it for those 
who wish to inform themselves further.  11   

 Th e  Kit ā b al-Z ī na  seems to be his largest extant work. One of the 
earliest descriptions, again to be found in Ibn al-Nad ī m’s  Fihrist , 
succinctly calls it a ‘big [work] on grammar on 400 leaves’.  12   Indeed, 
the focus on language, specifi cally a lexicographical approach, is the 
most noticeable quality of the book. In his foreword, Ab ū   �  ā tim 
al-R ā z ī  states that he sets out to explain terms and names with the help 
of Qur �  ā nic verses and the poetry of famous poets. Scholars, jurists 
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and other learned and gallant men should be well informed about the 
meaning of these words—so that they can use this knowledge as a 
great ornament  (z ī na  � a   ī ma)  to themselves.  13   Aft er an introduction in 
praise of the Arabic language and its poetry, the terms or lemmas 
discussed mostly come from the fi eld of religion, with words related to 
God and his creation followed by chapters dealing with the hereaft er, 
created beings in the world, faith and disbelief, religions and Islamic 
sects, religious duties, etc. Th e topics thus merge into one another, 
coming from the divine and reaching worldly spheres, and it has been 
argued that this order might have a model in Neoplatonic thought.  14   I 
will repeat here a structure of the book based on Jamal Ali’s proposal 
but with a few modifi cations. I will refer to these sections throughout 
this chapter. 

  I Virtues of the Arabic language and poetry 
 II God’s names and attributes 
 III Terms related to creation and God 
 IV Supernatural creatures (e.g. angels) 
 V Terms related to the aft erlife, reward and punishment 
 VI Terms related to nature, astronomy, geography 
 VII Th eological terms related to faith and disbelief 
 VIII Non-Islamic religions 
 IX Introduction to sectarianism, Islamic sects 
 X Terms related to prophethood and religious offi  cials (prophets, 

priests etc.) 
 XI Terms related to revelation (Qur �  ā n, Bible) 
 XII Religious duties 
 XIII Terms related to Qur �  ā n and  fi qh  
 XIV Linguistic terms 
 XV Family members 
 XVI Miscellaneous  15    

 Th e only historically-attested grouping of the chapters can be found 
in the margins of a fragmentary manuscript from Yemen (Sanaa, Great 
Mosque, Eastern Library (?), 46 lugha, no. 3 in my list below), where 
e.g. the chapters on sectarianism and Islamic sects are introduced as 
the ‘sixth part’; the section starting with  al-far ī  � a  is even labelled ‘the 
tenth of the parts of Ab ū   �  ā tim al-R ā z ī , may God be pleased with 
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him’.  16   Th is marginal hand is diff erent from that of the main text, as 
are at least some of the other hands which made additions, such as 
corrections and explanations of the terms used in the text. It is therefore 
not clear how old or authoritative this structure is, given that even in 
the manuscript it is a later addition and not an element introduced by 
the original scribe. While the Ismaili scholar  � usayn al-Hamd ā n ī  
suspected that it might have been transmitted from the author’s 
original ( bi-a � l al-mu � allif aw bi-nuskha mans ū kha minhu ),  17   the lack 
of evidence in other manuscript copies makes this unlikely in my 
opinion. I would rather expect this to be a singular later addition that 
was supposed to make the book easier to read, or a sign of a certain 
recension of the  Kit ā b al-Z ī na  at the most. Much more relevant for the 
present chapter, however, is the division of the book into two halves. 
It takes place in the middle of the section about faith and disbelief 
(VII), between the chapters  al-shirk  and  al-il �  ā d , which clearly does 
not correspond to a transition in the content. However, as it is roughly 
in the middle of the whole text, it seems clear that it must be related to 
writing space.  18   Th is two-part division is attested already in the oldest 
manuscript copies of the text. Th e Yemeni manuscript just mentioned, 
for example, contains only the second half of the book. Th is is 
unfortunate in as far as we do not have the aforementioned marginal 
notes marking the book’s structure for the fi rst half. Th e copy from 
Leipzig University Library, Ms.or.377 (no. 1 in my list below), also 
refers to a ‘second part’ on f. 10r, but in a diff erent way which I will 
present further down. 

 Th ere are two manuscript copies, one from 1364/1945 (no. 15 in my 
list below) and the other certainly not much older (no. 13), which 
contain footnotes. Th ey thus appear to be draft s for edition projects. 
Th e earliest published editions, however, do not seem to have relied 
on them.  � usayn al-Hamd ā n ī  had intended to release a complete 
edition of the text, the fi rst two fascicles of which were published in 
1956 (containing section I from my list above) and 1958 (sections 
II–V). Unfortunately, he died in 1962 aft er having suff ered a stroke 
which left  his work unfi nished.  19   For reasons not entirely known, 
 � usayn al-Hamd ā n ī  added the secondary title  f ī  l-Kalim ā t al-Isl ā miyya 
al- � Arabiyya , which was subsequently understood by many to be the 
true and complete title of the book.  20   As early as 1972, it was repeated 
by  � Abdall ā h Sall ū m al-S ā marr ā  �  ī  when he published an edition of 
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section IX as an appendix to his book  al-Ghul ū w wa’l-Firaq al-Gh ā liya 
f ī ’l- � a �  ā ra al-Isl ā miyya . He furthermore created confusion by calling 
the edited section ‘the third part’ ( al-qism al-th ā lith ) of the book, which 
can neither be right with regard to the original structure of the  Kit ā b 
al-Z ī na , nor with regard to the fascicles published by al-Hamd ā n ī , to 
which it does not connect: several sections with almost 40 chapters are 
missing in between. In 2011, as part of my PhD project, I started 
working on a new edition of sections VIII and IX, based on the newly 
discovered Leipzig manuscript. In 2015, one year before defending my 
thesis, Sa �  ī d al-Gh ā nim ī  published his edition of the whole book in 
two volumes. While I disagree on some conclusions in the preface and 
have noticed several occurrences in the edited text where the relevant 
witnesses were not documented precisely (or at all), this edition still 
helps in grasping the encyclopaedia as a whole and I have used it 
extensively for the present paper.  

   Extant Manuscript Copies of the  Kit ā b al-Z ī na   

 Th e present chapter gives me the chance to revisit the list of text 
witnesses of the  Kit ā b al-Z ī na  that I had given in 2014  21   and correct a 
few errors that have become apparent since. Th e list is not extensive 
with regards to codicological details as I intend to focus on some of 
them later. Not all manuscripts can be safely dated but I will still order 
them roughly chronologically, beginning with the presumably oldest. 

   1. Leipzig, Universit ä tsbibliothek, Ms.or.377 ( ca.  5th/11th century): 
Th is manuscript was discovered by Verena Klemm almost a 
decade aft er it had been acquired by the library in 1996. On 171 
folios we fi nd three diff erent hands (ff . 1–9; 10–165; 166–171) on 
various sorts of Middle Eastern paper. It has thus to be considered 
a composite manuscript, bound together from diff erent 
codicological units. Only the fi rst two parts contain material from 
the  Kit ā b al-Z ī na , specifi cally starting with chapters on earthly 
creations (islands, settlements, animals; from section VI of the 
book).  22   Th e second hand starts a few chapters before the complex 
on faith and disbelief (VII), even though its title page (f. 10r) 
claims that it was ‘from the second part’ of the book ( min al-juz �  
al-th ā n ī  min kit ā b al-z ī na ), as if referring to the usual two-part 
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division which takes places somewhat later within VII. It breaks 
off  in the section about religious offi  cials (X). Th e third part 
contains an as-yet unidentifi ed philosophical text with an 
intriguing colophon (f. 167r) attesting to an origin in the district of 
Rayy in 544/1149. However, since the handwriting is clearly from 
a diff erent scribe, it cannot be used to date the  Kit ā b al-Z ī na  
portions of the codex.  23   For this reason, I arranged for a 14C 
analysis of the second hand’s paper to be made in 2015.  24   Th e 
results indicated that the manuscript was then probably written in 
the early 5th/11th century.  25   My own studies are mainly based on 
this fragmentary copy of the  Kit ā b al-Z ī na .  

  2. Baghdad, Iraqi National Museum, no. 1306 ( ca . 6th/12th century): 
Th is 243 folios manuscript  26   appears to contain the whole book 
but a closer look reveals several defects such as missing text, 
dittographies (at least one case where half of a page had been 
written twice by the scribe) or serious transpositions. A major 
mechanical lacuna occurs immediately aft er the start of the 
chapter  al- � ayf wa’l- �  ā  � if  (section IV); the next page contains the 
end of  al-am �  ā r  (section VI), thus almost 30 chapters in between 
are missing. Th is had prompted me earlier to assume that there 
were diff erent recensions of the text, distinguishable by diff erent 
chapter orders.  27   As it turned out, however, it was mainly this 
manuscript’s poor condition which had misled me. Th ree of these 
‘missing’ chapters, starting with  al-thaww ā b , are attached at the 
end of the codex. Beginning in the chapter on  al- � aql  (section 
VII), material on Islam, faith and disbelief is interspersed, even 
though it occurs again at its proper place slightly later in the same 
section. Sa �  ī d al-Gh ā nim ī  has noted these defects in his footnotes  28   
but has not given a concise overview about the lacunae and 
transpositions of the codex. Considering the questionable quality 
of the manuscript, it has to be called into question why both 
 � Abdall ā h Sall ū m al-S ā marr ā  �  ī   29   and al-Gh ā nim ī   30   claim to have 
used it as their main text witness. However, I have to add that 
during my own work on section IX of the book, I have on a few 
occasions (which I, regrettably, have not noted down) seen text in 
al-S ā marr ā  �  ī ’s edition that could not possibly have come from the 
Baghdad manuscript which he cites as his only witness of the text, 
aft er all. Th e manuscript does not have a colophon; the hypothetical 
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dating above is by  � usayn al-Hamd ā n ī  and based on the style of 
handwriting.  31    

  3. Sanaa, Great Mosque, Eastern Library, 46 lugha ( ca.  7th/13th 
century): Th e third of the three oldest known manuscripts is (or at 
least was) stored in the Great Mosque in Sanaa. Th e so-called 
Eastern Library is administered by the Ministry of Endowments, 
the Maktabat al-Awq ā f wa’l-Irsh ā d.  32   Th ere is a microfi lm copy in 
Cairo’s D ā r al-Kutub al-Mi � riyya with the shelf-mark 4337 j ī m. 
Th is manuscript contains the second half of the  Kit ā b al-Z ī na  on 
220 folios (which are foliated as 84–304). Th e dating by al-Hamd ā n ī  
is again based on cautious palaeographic evaluation; the only 
tangible dating we have is a collation remark from 924/1518 
(f. 304).  33   What makes the content of this manuscript unique 
are the already mentioned marginal notes about the book’s 
grouping of chapters. Ff. 303v–304r contain several secondary 
entries worth investigating (as do the fl yleaves in the front), which 
mention military encounters and casualties in the late 10th/16th 
century.  

  4. Sanaa, Great Mosque, Eastern Library, 45 lugha ( ca.  9th–10th/15th–
16th century):  34   Th is Yemeni manuscript is probably one of the 
most fragmentary. On only 76 folios (but approx. 30 lines per 
page) there is material ranging from shortly aft er the beginning of 
the book to somewhere in section X. However, several folios are 
transposed and large lacunae are to be expected.  35   Th e manuscript 
contains many marginalia. Its microfi lm copy in the D ā r al-Kutub 
al-Mi � riyya has the shelf-mark 4336 j ī m.  

  5. Sanaa, Great Mosque, Western Library/D ā r al-Makh �  ū  �  ā t,  36   
no. 2119, formerly lugha 4 and, before that, no. 63 adab in the 
library of the imam Ya � y ā  al-Mutawakkil  � ala ll ā h ( ca.  11th/17th 
century):  37   On 115 folios it contains almost the complete fi rst half 
of the book, breaking off  only one chapter earlier than usual. It 
was written by several hands from a Yemeni model, according to 
al-Hamd ā n ī .  38   For the microfi lm copies (D ā r al-Kutub al-Mi � riyya 
and the collection of the Hamd ā n ī  family) no shelf-marks are 
given.  

  6. Mumbai, collection of Asghar Ali Engineer (12th/18th century): 
Th is manuscript was described by Ismail K. Poonawala who also 
had a microfi lm copy made which is now at the Research Library 
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at the University of California, Los Angeles (shelf-mark: Microfi lm 
PJ 6617, A28, 1800a). Th e complete book is preserved on 366 folios, 
including a six-page index with page numbers in the beginning. 
Variant readings and corrections can be found in the margins, as 
is the case with emphases of the chapter headings and other 
important terms mentioned in the text. Th e colophon does not 
indicate a date but Poonawala estimates that it must be more than 
two centuries old.  39    

  7. India, collection of Shaykh  � Abd al-Qayy ū m  � Is ā bh ā  �  ī  (sic) 
(1309/1891): Th is manuscript is described by Poonawala and Jamal 
Ali. It is slightly incomplete as it does not go beyond the last but 
one chapter, on  al-jibt wa’l- �  ā gh ū t .  40    

  8. IIS London, Hamdani Collection,  41   MS 1410 (1306/1888) (see 
Figure 5.1):  � usayn al-Hamd ā n ī  used this manuscript as his main 
text witness and considered it a sister of MS 1411 (no. 9), not least 
because both were relatively recent and copied from a common 
Yemeni exemplar, according to his judgement.  42   In fact, at least 
fi ve diff erent hands worked on this 198 folio copy; they can be 
distinguished not least by their diff erent usage of eulogies, as I can 
attest to from my own work on the heresiographical section of the 
 Kit ā b al-Z ī na .  43   Th e number of lines per page varies between 21 
and 34. Th e margins are frequently used for corrections and for 
highlighting chapter headings as well as keywords from the text 
like   � ad ī th, qir ā  � a  or  qawl .  

  9. IIS London, Hamdani Collection, MS 1411 (late 13th/19th century?) 
(see Figure 5.2): Aside from MS 1410, this is the second ‘modern’ 
manuscript which  � usayn al-Hamd ā n ī  used in his edition. It 
contains the complete book on no less than 680 folios, the number 
being so high due to only 15 lines per page being used. Marginal 
additions can be found occasionally and a list of chapters is 
inserted before the main text. Not all of these chapter headings 
appear as such in the main text. Th e fi rst one, the ‘explanation of 
pronouncing the letters’ ( bay ā n makh ā rij al- � ur ū f ), is later 
repeated in the margins in the manuscript (p. 19), but 
in the main text, the transition is fl uent. In contrast to MS 1410 
with its many traces of usage, MS 1411 is a very neat and orderly 
copy.  
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  Each of the manuscripts from the Zahid Ali Collection contains only 
one half of the book. However, the only matched set among them 
appears to be MS 1269 and MS 1271. MSS 1317 and 1290 are distinguished 
by their footnotes; they appear to be made in preparation for at least 
one edition project.  

  10. IIS London, Zahid Ali Collection,  44   MS 1270 (1314/1897): Th is 
copy, written by a certain Y ū suf  � Al ī  ibn My ā n �  ā  � ib  � Abd al- � Az ī z 
ibn al-M ā jid ibn Mull ā  Kh ā nbh ā  �  ī  Isl ā mp ū r ī , features the fi rst half 
of the book on 267 folios (533 pages). Th e manuscript is written 
regularly with only few marginalia. In contrast, on its fi rst page—
the back of which contains the beginning of the main text—the 
title of the book and Ab ū   �  ā tim al-R ā z ī ’s name are repeated 
several times, along with two presumed years of his passing, 322 
(which is the year given by Ibn  � ajar al- � Asqal ā n ī  in his  Lis ā n 
al-M ī z ā n,   45   in fact the only specifi c date we have) and 362, which 
is given a question mark on its two occurrences. In the lower half, 
the section dealing with Ab ū   �  ā tim al-R ā z ī ’s books from Ibn 
al-Nad ī m’s  Fihrist  is quoted twice, apparently based on an Egyptian 
edition. In the list of chapters that is part of the introduction, a 
later hand has added the respective page numbers as numerals. 
Th ere are also secondary entries numerating the chapters added, 
e.g. on p. 8 ( al-b ā b al-th ā n ī  ) or p. 10, where the note ‘the third 
chapter’ has been crossed out again.  

  11. IIS London, Zahid Ali Collection, MS 1269 (late 19th or early 20th 
century): Th is copy is written on 241 folios with a few pages 
remaining blank (ff . 103–106 and 109–112), probably inserted later 
for text to fi ll the lacunae which exist in these two places: the 
catchwords at the bottom of ff . 102v and 108v do not correspond to 
the fi rst words written ff . 107r and 113r, respectively. Th e Eastern 
Arabic foliation continues across these slightly smaller leaves, so it 
was likely added aft er the loss of the original folios. Otherwise, the 
manuscript is cleanly produced and written in a regular  naskh  
hand. Th e text contains the fi rst half of the  Kit ā b al-Z ī na .  

  12. IIS London, Zahid Ali Collection, MS 1271 (late 19th or early 20th 
century): Th is is a neatly-written copy of the second half  46   of the 
book on 270 folios. What distinguishes this text witness from the 
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others is a four-page  fi hrist , a list of at least all major chapter 
headings of this second half of the encyclopaedia (ff . 1v–3r).  47   As 
mentioned above, it shares a few common features with MS 1269. 
With both, the overall format is roughly 24–26 × 13 cm, the written 
area 16.5 × 9 cm. Th ere are 17 lines per page and both the 
handwriting and the placement of catchwords at the bottom of the 
pages seems identical.  

  13. IIS London, Zahid Ali Collection, MS 1317 (late 13th–early 14th/
early 20th century): Th is copy of the second half of the book is 
written on 296 folios/592 pages. Delia Cortese reports 37 loose 
gatherings and a lost ending. In fact, the text on the last page is still 
in the middle of the chapter on idols (section XVI according to my 
list above), which means that some ten chapters would have come 
aft erwards. Th e manuscript contains extensive annotations by a 
second hand. Th ey sometimes extend from footnotes into the 
margins or onto specifi cally inserted pages. Th ese annotations 
reference Qur �  ā nic verses, elaborate on persons or terms 
mentioned in the text and sometimes refer to printed editions.  

  14. Unknown location (1338/1919): Th is manuscript is mentioned by 
Z ā hid  � Al ī  in MS 1290 (p. 29ff ., see also no. 15 in this list) where 
he records the copyist: A � san (or I � s ā n, as al-Gh ā nim ī  reads it)  48   
Ism ā  �  ī l Mu � ammad al- �  ā jj al-Ya � bar ī  al-Kharr ā z ī  who fi nished 
the manuscript in Karachi. According to my knowledge, it is 
the only copy of the  Kit ā b al-Z ī na  which features a frame around 
the text block, at least on the fi rst pages, executed in simple 
double red lines. Th ere is a microfi lm copy of this manuscript in 
Tehran’s Central Library.  49   When I only knew about this microfi lm 
and not its manuscript original back in 2014, I had suggested IIS 
London, MS 1411, as one possible candidate,  50   which I can now 
rectify.  

  15. IIS London, Zahid Ali Collection, MS 1290 (1364–1365/1945–1946) 
(see Figure 5.3): Th is 508 folios/1016 pages  51   manuscript contains 
the fi rst part of the  Kit ā b al-Z ī na  with an extensive introduction 
(pp. 1–46) and discussion of the book, its author and the sources 
he used. Footnotes are used frequently for comments and 
additional information. Z ā hid  � Al ī  himself fi nished the main text 
on the 17th of Sha � b ā n, 1364/July 27th, 1945 and the introduction 
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on the 10th of Shaww ā l 1365/September 6th, 1946.  52   He states that 
he based his text on six manuscripts of which, however, only four 
are mentioned:  53  
   a. an otherwise unknown manuscript copy from Berlin which I 

unfortunately could not locate in the records of the Berlin 
State Library,  

  b. IIS London MS 1270 (no. 10 in this list),  
  c. a (probably Indian?) copy from an unknown scribe, and  
  d. a somewhat diffi  cult case: He describes a manuscript  (nuskha)  

in the possession of his friend A[saf]. A[li]. A[sghar]. Fyzee of 
the Faculty of Law in Mumbai. He then says ‘(photo?) copied 
( mu � awwara ) from a manuscript. . .’ and gives a short 
description of the Karachi copy (no. 14 in this list), which 
suggests that this is some kind of photographic reproduction, 
otherwise the given codicological details would be diffi  cult to 
explain.       

   Figure 5.1 Double page from IIS London, Hamdani Collection, MS 1410, 
pp. 225–226, showing two chapters on the Mu � tazila and a change of scribal 
hands (and pen) at the end of p. 226.         
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   Figure 5.2 Beginning of IIS London, Hamdani Collection, MS 1411, showing the 
start of a list of chapter headings.         

   Figure 5.3 Double page from the ‘proto edition’ IIS London, Zahid Ali Collection, 
MS 1290, pp. 28–29, with footnotes beneath the main text.         

148
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   A Comparison of Formal Features of the London Copies  

 While Sa �  ī d al-Gh ā nim ī ’s speaking of ‘siblings’ referred to the text 
contained inside the manuscripts, I will focus fi rst on codicological 
and formal characteristics. Th e two most obvious of these are dating 
and provenance: All manuscripts were produced or at least kept on 
the Indian subcontinent  54   before their transfer to London and all 
were written in the late 19th or early 20th century CE. I am not 
qualifi ed to elaborate on the culture of manuscript production within 
the Ismaili communities in India over the last centuries, but it seems 
safe to assume that those recent copies of the  Kit ā b al-Z ī na  form the 
latest—if not last, for the time being—witnesses of the handwritten 
transmission of this extensive text among Ismailis. 

 In the following tables, an asterisk marks when there are major 
lacunae in the manuscripts which would distort the comparability of 
features related to writing space like the total number of folios. Th e 
dating information is given only in CE. 

 Th e following tables compare basic codicological data, both within 
the London copies and later in contrast to the older witnesses of the 
text. As can be seen, these codicological features are indicative, at best, 
of manuscript production and book culture on the Indian subcontinent 
or within the respective communities. Still, it should not be forgotten 
that these outward characteristics infl uence our understanding of the 

    Table 5.1     Dates and provenance.  

  ZAC 
MS 
1269  

  ZAC 
MS 
1270  

  ZAC 
MS 
1271  

  ZAC 
MS 
1290  

  ZAC 
MS 
1317  

  HC MS 
1410  

  HC MS 
1411  

 Parts of 
the book 
contained 

 I*  I  II  I  II  I+II  I+II 

 Dating 
(year or 
century) 

 Late 
19th or 
early 
20th 

 1897  Late 
19th or 
early 
20th 

 1945  Early 
20th 

 1888  Late 
19th or 
early 
20th 

 Place of 
origin 

 India  India  India  India  India  India  India 
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text, too. Aft er all, the notion of the  Kit ā b al-Z ī na  being an encyclopaedia 
in two parts is based fi rst and foremost on practical considerations of 
manuscript production—not to mention that Sa �  ī d al-Gh ā nim ī ’s 
edition also consists of two volumes, although they do not correspond 
to the division from the manuscripts. 

 Understanding these characteristics as indicative of manuscript 
culture becomes more obvious when they are contrasted with some of 
the older copies. I have here relied on  � usayn al-Hamd ā n ī ’s description 
of the Yemeni copies and the one from Baghdad.  55   As can be seen, the 
only roughly comparable category is lines per page which still shows 
the same variation. Th e older manuscripts are more oft en fragmentary, 
with the Leipzig copy (no. 1 in my list) and Sanaa 2119 (no. 5) being the 
least complete. Th e percentages are very rough estimations, based on 
the descriptions by al-Hamd ā n ī  (especially in the case of Sanaa 2119 of 
which I do not possess a reproduction) and comparisons with complete 
copies in terms of text quantity. Double asterisks mark manuscripts 
which are incomplete both at the beginning and end (see Table 5.3). 

 Th e next table (see Table 5.4) compares selected paratextual elements 
of the manuscripts, thus connecting the main text with codicological 
features which, at least to some extent, transcend the individual copy. 
By the term ‘paratexts’ I refer here to all written text which is not part 
of the main text.  56   In the case of the  Kit ā b al-Z ī na  manuscripts, there 
are at least two kinds of paratexts which allow the drawing of diff erent 

    Table 5.2     Basic codicological data.  

  ZAC 
MS 
1269  

  ZAC 
MS 
1270  

  ZAC 
MS 
1271  

  ZAC 
MS 
1290  

  ZAC 
MS 
1317  

  HC MS 
1410  

  HC 
MS 
1411  

 Parts of the 
book 

 I*  I  II  I  II  I+II  I+II 

 Size (h × w) 
in cm 

 24 × 13  23 × 14  26 × 14  23 × 15  23 × 15  23 × 17  22 × 14 

 Folios (incl. 
blank 
pages) 

 241*  267*  270  445  296  198  680 

 Lines per 
page 

 17  14  17–18  11  15  21–34  15 



    Table 5.3     Data related to writing space and completeness.  

  ZAC MSS 
(average 
values)  

  HC MS 
1410  

  HC MS 
1411  

  San. 2119    San. 45 
lugha  

  San. 46 
lugha  

  Leipzig 
Ms.or.377  

  Bagh. 1306  

 Completeness  c. 50 %*  100 %  100 %  c. 49%  c. 50 % (?)**  50%  c. 31 %**  c. 85 (?) %** 
 Size (h × w) in cm  24 × 14  23 × 17  22 × 14  30 × 19  25 × 20  ?  17 × 13  ? 
 Folios (incl. blank pages)  240–290  198  680  115  76  220  165  238 
 Lines per page  11–17  21–34  15  23 (average)  24–30  17  17–19 

(1st hand) 
 13–15 
(2nd hand) 

 23 

 Date (year or century)  19th–20th  1888  19th  17th (?)  15th–16th  13th (?)  11th (?)  12th (?) 
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conclusions. Marginal headings and emphases, that is, the repetition 
of headings and noteworthy terms (mostly categories of lexicographical 
proof, like  shi � r ,   � ad ī th ,  kal ā m  etc.) in the outer margins of the 
manuscript, appear to be aids for not only reading but actively working 
with the text. Th e same is true of the two cases of lists of content which, 
despite not having page numbers, still help with navigating through 
the encyclopaedia. Th e list in MS 1411 is remarkable not least because 
it is followed by Ab ū   �  ā tim al-R ā z ī ’s foreword which in itself includes 
an extensive list of chapter headings. Both the marginal emphases and 
the lists of content are largely absent in the older manuscripts of the 
 Kit ā b al-Z ī na . Of these only the Leipzig copy, which is the most 
familiar to me, has been included in the following table for the sake of 
comparison. 

 Eulogies are the second kind of paratext which I have recorded 
here. As I have not prepared an extensive statistical analysis, the 
following refl ects merely my impression from working with the 
manuscripts. It could be stated that each of the oldest copies has its 
own and unique pattern of eulogies, while among the London copies 
they appear slightly more uniform. In general, eulogies change 
depending on the time and place in which they are written and 
probably also the scribe’s religious conviction; the latter could thus 
leave a more or less individual footprint on the manuscript. For 
instance, the eulogies in UB Leipzig Ms.or.377 are given, aside from 
God, only to the prophets, the Shi � i revolutionary al-Mukht ā r and the 
Ismaili line of imams. Th e eulogies for the Prophet Muhammad almost 
always include a prayer for blessings upon his family (  � all ā -ll ā hu 
 � alayhi wa- � al ā   ā lih ī  ), which indicates a Shi � i background, too. Th ese 
eulogies are given less frequently in e.g. the Baghdad manuscript, 
although still occasionally with blessings for the family. In Sanaa 46 
lugha, the eulogies for the Prophet only read   � all ā  -ll ā hu  � alayhi , which 
does not clearly point to Shi � i infl uence. Th e London copies show both 
versions but tend to abbreviate them, especially in the Zahid Ali 
Collection manuscripts, as can be seen in the following table.  � Al ī  ibn 
Ab ī   �  ā lib is almost always given a eulogy in UB Leipzig Ms.or.377—
more oft en than in other witnesses of the text—mostly   � alayhi 
al-sall ā m , but also   � alaw ā t All ā h  � alayhi ,  57   but less frequently in the 
other manuscripts. As can be seen below, the more recent copies tend 
to use  karrama-ll ā hu wajhah ū   instead, which I otherwise only found in 



    Table 5.4     Idiosyncrasies of the scribes regarding paratext.  

  ZAC MS 
1269  

  ZAC MS 
1270  

  ZAC MS 
1271  

  ZAC MS 
1290  

  ZAC MS 
1317  

  HC MS 
1410  

  HC MS 
1411  

  Leipzig UB 
Ms.or.377  

 Marginal headings  Rare  Rare  No  No  Yes  Yes  Yes  No 
 Marginal emphases  Yes  No  No  No  No  Yes  No  No 
 Table of contents  No  No  Yes  No  No  No  Yes  No 
 Eulogy for the 
Prophet Muhammad 

 صلى الله عليه    صلع    صلع   (rare)  صلعم    ص/صلع    صلعم  
  وآله

 صلى الله عليه    صلى الله عليه  
  وعلى آله

 Eulogy for  � Al ī    م الله وجهه م الله وجهه    كرَّ م الله وجهه   (rare)  صلعم    كرَّ م الله وجهه    كرَّ م الله وجهه    كرَّ م الله وجهه    كرَّ  صلوات الله    كرَّ
  عليه/عليه السلم

 Eulogy for Imams   صلوات الله 
  عليه

 رضوان   
  عليه

 None   ص ا   None   عليه السلم  
(rare) 

 None   عليه السلم  
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Sanaa 46 lugha where it occurs less frequently. It is my impression that 
the London copies still betray the Ismaili conviction of their scribes. 
Th is seems plausible given that the book had an Ismaili author and 
was transmitted in Ismaili communities. Th e latter could also explain 
the higher degree of uniformity among the London copies, as they 
were all produced in a relatively short time frame and probably in the 
same region. However, scribal individuality in this respect is still 
visible e.g. with a change of hands in MS 1410, p. 226 (see no. 8 in my 
list above), where eulogies for the Prophet’s family become less 
frequent. In the table (see Table 5.4), only the most common eulogies 
in the respective manuscripts are given, based on random samples.  

   A Comparison of the Main Text in the London Copies  

 In order to be able to verify Sa �  ī d al-Gh ā nim ī ’s suggestion that MS 1410 
from the Hamdani Collection and its ‘siblings’ from London share a 
common set of variant readings, it would be necessary to undertake a 
full-scale collation. Th is would be a major step towards preparing an 
independent edition of the text and was thus out of the question for 
the present chapter. Instead, the following remarks are again based 
on selected samples. From my own edition of the heresiographical 
chapters and through frequent comparisons with al-Gh ā nim ī ’s edition, 
I have learned that he has not documented all variants from the 
manuscripts, e.g. in the chapter on non-Islamic innovations  (a �  �  ā b 
al-bida � )  of section IX or in the following example. 

 A passage that shows actual textual diff erences in the IIS manuscripts 
are three verses by the poet Lab ī d. Ab ū   �  ā tim al-R ā z ī  cites them in 
the chapter on  al-faj ū r  to prove a point about the meaning of the 
root f-j-r. As can be seen (see Table 5.5), there are minor diff erences 
between the manuscripts, not only regarding the actual text (variants 
marked by shading) but also its placement, as it was sometimes added 
only aft erwards in the margins, indicating at least two variants in the 
manuscript models. Here the London copies were not completely 
identical. 

 Th e inaccuracies in al-Gh ā nim ī ’s edition make it diffi  cult to rely on 
his suggestion about the relation between the London copies. In fact, the 
only tangible evidence for their stemmatological relation—or between 
any extant text witnesses of the  Kit ā b al-Z ī na , for that matter—is the list 
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of models used for ZAC MS 1290 (no. 15 in my list above) which relied, 
among others, on ZAC MS 1270. 

 I believe there is more to gain through contrasting the London 
manuscripts with the remaining other copies. As could be seen, the 
older manuscripts are mostly fragmentary. Th e Leipzig copy, for 
instance, would have the most peculiar text, and probably the most 
defective, if it was not for the many later corrections. From my own 
work on the heresiographical chapters I can state that both it and the 
Baghdad manuscript oft en have minor variants in common which 
distinguish them from e.g. IIS London, HC MS 1410, which I used for 
comparison. Th ese variants usually show a diff erent wording or 
grammatical structure but are not related to content. Sanaa 46 lugha 
(no. 3 in my list), which al-Hamd ā n ī  considered to be of a roughly 
similar age, is already closer to MS 1410 and, I feel confi dent to argue 
based on a few selected samples, also to the other more recent copies 
of the  Kit ā b al-Z ī na . Without having inspected the other two Yemeni 
manuscripts, I cannot say, however, if the London manuscripts show 
a more correct text or simply one recension.  58   In general, they seem to 

    Table 5.5     Examples of textual variance  

  First verse    Second verse    Th ird verse  

 HC MS 1410 ً     فإن تتقدَّم تغش منها مقدَّما
   غ  ل  ي  ظ  ا  ً   و  إ  ن   أ  خ  ّ  ً  ر  ت  َ   ف  ا  ل  ك  ِ  ف  ل 

 ف  ج  ر  

   ف  ق  ل  ت   ا  ز  د  ج  ر   أ  ح  ن  ا  ء   ط  ي  ر  ك 
  و  ا  ع  ل  م  ن 

  بأنك إن قدمتَ رجل عاثر  

   فأصبحت أنَّى تأتها تبتئس
بها  

  كلا منكبيها تحت رجلك 
شاحر  

 ZAC MS 1271 ً     فإن تتقدَّم تغشو منها مقدَّما
رتَ فالكِفل    غليظاً وإن أخًّ

فجر  

   فقلت ازدجر أحناء طيرك
  واعلمن

  بأنك إن قدمتَ رجلك عاثر  

   فاصبحت انى تأتها تلبس
بها  

   كلى منكبيها تحت رجليك
شاحر  

 ZAC MS 1317  Identical  Added in margin  Added in margin 
 HC MS 1411 ً     فإن تتقدَّم تغش منها مقدَّما

رتَ فالكِفل    غليظاً وإن أخًّ
فاجر  

   فقلت ازدجر أحناء طيرك
  واعلمن

  بأنك إن قدمتَ رجلك عاثر  

 Identical 

 Lp. Ms.or.377  Identical  Missing  Missing 
 Bagh. No 1306  Identical  Missing  Missing 
 San. 46 lugha  Identical  Added in margin  Added in margin 
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preserve a more intact text than the older witnesses that I have seen. 
Th eir textual consistency among one another, I assume, has more to 
do with that intactness than with their relation in terms of the stemma.  

   Conclusion  

 Th e six manuscript copies of the  Kit ā b al-Z ī na  preserved in the Ismaili 
Special Collections Unit at Th e Institute of Ismaili Studies in London 
are undoubtedly united in their origin of the Indian subcontinent and 
their relatively recent dates of production between the latter half of the 
19th and the fi rst half of the 20th century CE. Th is is refl ected in their 
codicological and palaeographic features like the recent  naskh  script 
style and their strikingly similar page size, but also in paratextual 
elements like additional indices, marginal emphases of headings and 
key terms, as well as eulogies. None of the copies, however, shows all 
of these characteristics. On the level of the text, it is diffi  cult to argue 
for or against their close relation—as suggested by al-Gh ā nim ī ’s calling 
them ‘siblings’ ( akhaw ā t )—without a new extensive collation. Selected 
samples indicate that they contain variants that cannot be caused only 
by scribal errors. However, when measured against some of the older 
and oft en less intact copies, they appear almost uniform and thus, 
indeed, give the impression of being related in a stemmatological 
sense. At this point it is little more than an educated guess whether or 
not the reason for this can be seen in their common origin within the 
Ismaili communities in South Asia.  
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 6 

 The  Majm ū  	  al-tarbiya  between Text and Paratext: 
Exploring the Social History of a Community’s 

Reading Culture 

    Delia   Cortese               

  In general terms, the manuscripts of the  Majm ū  �  al-tarbiya  (henceforth 
MT) in Th e Institute of Ismaili Studies, London (henceforth IIS) can 
be described as multiple-text manuscripts featuring a content-wise 
homogeneous, miscellaneous work belonging to the Ismaili  � ayyib ī  
literary tradition of the 12th century. As literary objects the manuscripts 
belong to the handwritten heritage of the D ā  �  ū d ī  Bohra community of, 
mostly, the 19th century. Recently an edition of part one of the MT 
was published based on a manuscript in T ü bingen University library  1   
while the second part of this work is still extant only in manuscript 
form. Altogether, selected extracts of this work have been published in 
recent years or been the subject of study. Many copies of this work are 
to be found in several public and private libraries worldwide. Th e MT 
is perhaps best known for including the earliest known extract of a 
letter allegedly sent by the Fatimid caliph al- Ā mir (d. 524/1130) to the 
Yemeni Queen al-Sayyida al- � urra (d. 532/1138) announcing the birth 
of his son al- � ayyib, a document that played a foundational role in the 
establishment of  � ayyib ī  Ismailism.  2   

 Th e manuscripts considered in this chapter are exclusively those in 
the IIS collection. Th ese are 8 MSS of volume 1, cat. nos: B (121), A 
(263) (Gacek); 937, 953, 961, 1012 (Cortese 2000); 1163 (Cortese 2003); 
1502 (de Blois) and 4 of volume 2, cat. nos: C (122) (Gacek); 867, 932 
part only (Cortese 2000); 1503 (de Blois).  3   Content-wise the MT 
includes 51 diff erent texts of various lengths, some consisting of 
complete short treatises and many being extracts from or abridgments 
of larger treatises. Th e oldest  dated  copy of the MT in this collection is 
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that of MS 937 dated 20  Rab ī  �  al-awwal  1121/30 May 1709. All of these 
manuscripts are the product of individual strands of transmission of 
the work as none show any indication of having served as master copy 
for another item in this collection.  

   A  � ayyib ī  Work, its Bohra Manuscripts and their 
Paratextual Apparatus  

 Th e apparently straightforward description of ‘miscellaneous 
manuscript’ oft en used to describe works transmitted in handwritten 
form such as the MT betrays a number of complexities, with 
implications for the analysis of the text it contains, its manuscripts and 
its cataloguing criteria.  4   In order to address these complexities it will 
be useful to consider in some depth the generic description given at 
the start of this paper. As literary objects the MT manuscripts are late 
multiple-texts manuscripts. However, the literary content of these late 
MT manuscripts consists of miscellaneous medieval textual material, 
it being a collection of individual texts ( majm ū  � a  lit. a bringing 
together, an assemblage, in this specifi c case) of various lengths, by 
various authors, from short extracts to full-length treatises, internally 
arranged according to no self-evident system. Unlike most  majm ū  � a s, 
the MT features an originally given overall title; has one identifi able 
compiler (or a consensually agreed attribution to a particular one) and 
a preface indicating the compiler’s purpose in producing the work and 
his generic criteria for selecting texts the work contains. Th is makes 
the MT a textual product unit, that is an identifi able single work whose 
content consists of many, separate texts. Th e texts forming this unit—
though by various authors and in diff erent genres—are thematically 
coherent. As such the multiple-text manuscripts of the MT can be 
defi ned as late literary objects featuring a homogeneous medieval 
textual miscellany. In physical terms, most of the MT manuscripts—
all written on paper—occasionally might feature added pages of 
diff erent size and quality as well as writing by diff erent hands, in 
diff erent inks and added at diff erent times. However, none of the MT 
manuscripts examined can be said to be ‘composite’, that is material 
objects that feature multiple texts as a result of the collection—over a 
period of time and by diff erent people—of formerly independent 
units. 
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 Many  majm ū  � a s result from the personal intellectual pursuits of 
individuals and are destined for personal use. Since in many instances 
the copyist and the compiler are one and the same person,  majm ū  � a s 
are oft en only extant in unique manuscripts and are known to have 
had limited circulation. By contrast, in the case of the MT, its literary 
contents came to be accepted as a canonical work whose texts came 
to be repeated in the same sequence across many multiple-text 
manuscripts over a long period of time. However, variants in the texts 
reproduced and the paratextual elements  5   featured in each copy render 
each manuscript textually unique, irrespective of their identical literary 
content. Th e considering of these variants and paratextual elements 
helps us to bridge the gap between the multiple-text manuscript as 
literary production and the miscellaneous manuscript as textual entity. 
Th e relationship between paratext and main text is variable: dependent 
elements can be integrated as part of the main text in the course of its 
life, while individual elements of the main text can become paratext. 
Manuscripts by their very nature favour such fl exible divisions and 
inclusions, particularly the process of transmission by copying. In the 
case of the manuscripts of the MT this fl uidity between text and 
paratext can be noted for example in the variant ways in which each 
copyist chooses to introduce each work forming the miscellany. In 
some cases the titles and authors of entries can be absent in the main 
text, but added later in the margin (e.g. MS 121 and MS 1052). In other 
cases these details appear within the main text, indicating that to the 
copyists in charge they were considered an integral part of the work 
being reproduced, probably replicating what was found in the master 
copy used by the scribe. 

 Beyond the original intentions of the compiler, the paratextual 
apparatus in some of the MT copies shows signs of varied reading 
practices and aids that either the copyists had provided in redacting 
their works or that subsequent users had created for themselves. For 
example, in some instances we see that users attempted to draw a list 
of contents. In several manuscripts the headings of titles and chapters 
are written in the margins by a diff erent hand as well as in the text 
by the copyist; oft en headings are written in diff erent colours, an 
ornamental device but also a practical ‘fi nder’ tool. In some manuscripts 
these ‘fi nders’ devices in the margins are particularly visible, with the 
titles of some works indicated by initials (e.g.  ‘t’ al- � al ā t  for  Ta � w ī l 
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al- � al ā t )—thus implying that readers were expected to be already 
familiar with the full title of what they would read, and, occasionally, 
the title of the compilation and that of the specifi c work featured in the 
page being written in the upper margins by the side of the page 
numbering, also added at a later stage. Th is practice of reproducing 
running headings imitates similar occurrences in printed books. In 
these cases paratexts indicate a desire to establish a sense of order, 
enabling the texts to be structured in line with diff erent needs. Th e 
adoption of some of these devices goes back to the 14th century when 
authors were increasingly using techniques to increase the searchability 
of texts resorting to layout of headlines, diff erent size of letters, various 
colours, etc., to ease visual orientation.  6   

 Preferences on the physical arrangement of the content of a book 
can have a signifi cant impact on its literary fortunes. For example, the 
text of the MT is conventionally transmitted in two volumes. As a 
result of this practical choice the texts in the MT had diff erent fortunes 
and circulation depending on whether they were in volume 1 or 
volume 2. In the IIS collection there are more ‘complete/comprehensive’ 
manuscript copies of volume 1 than of volume 2,  7   with only one two-
volume set written by the same copyist (MS 121 and MS 122).  8   Copies 
of volume 1 are oft en heavily annotated unlike copies of volume 2 
which only rarely show sign of use and engagement with the text on 
the part of the prospective user. Th e fact that many of the MT two-
volume sets appear to have become split apart over time is not unusual. 
A. Tritton commented that, when it came to books, it was the typical 
way in India that, on the death of the original owner, each heir would 
get a volume of multi-volume books.  9   To that eff ect, a clear statement 
of inheritance appears for example on a paratextual note at the 
beginning of MS 1502, that is, volume 1 of the MT in the Hamdani 
collection while the matching volume 2 from the same set is absent. 
Th e past practice of dispersing volumes among heirs in the Hamdani 
family was confi rmed to me by the late Professor Abbas Hamdani: his 
ancestor, Safi yya, was instructed to distribute the volumes in the family 
library among her younger brothers following the death of their father. 
Th is form of dispersal of multi-volume manuscripts points to an 
understanding of their value in the eyes of their owners resting not so 
much or only on the literary content but in the volumes being assets 
that became symbols of family scholarly pedigree and cultural capital 
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to be (physically) transmitted and perpetuated from generation to 
generation. In such cases the manuscript becomes an object with 
agency in that its endowment was intended to reinforce familial bonds 
and community attachment where its possession bestowed on each 
new owner in turn the role of keepers of secret knowledge and heritage. 
However, even when an MT two-volume set did not get split such as 
the one example in the IIS collection we note that volume 1 is heavily 
annotated and corrected—oft en by a diff erent hand—while volume 2 
of the same set shows almost no sign of subsequent engagement. Th is 
may be an indication that even when belonging to the same set and 
sharing the same journey, over time the volumes must have enjoyed 
separate destinies and uses.  

   Author or Compiler?  

 In literary terms, the character of the MT is compilatory.  10   Th e ‘author’ 
is in fact a compiler who does not engage with the texts he reproduces, 
except for adding formulaic notes of praise (for example, to 
Mu � ammad, to al- � ayyib) to indicate the end of a text and the 
beginning of the next. Beyond the obvious educational intentions 
refl ected in the consensually assigned title given to this work, as a 
compilation the MT satisfi ed two practical purposes in view of its 
intended readership: (1) the preservation and perpetuation, but also 
the claiming (even monopolising) for the  � ayyib ī s of a Fatimid Ismaili-
based literary tradition and (2) the functioning as a ‘two-volume 
library’  11   by making these texts more readily available to readers, while 
maintaining strict religious secrecy and control over their teachings 
and complying to rigorous academic supervision. Within the  � ayyib ī  
Ismaili tradition, the MT constitutes the fi rst major example of a form 
of composition that was to be followed by subsequent  majm ū  � a s. In 
many ways it can be said that, in the context of Ismaili literature, the 
MT inaugurated a literary genre that acquired a distinctive status in 
the Bohras’ written heritage. 

 Th e term ‘compiler’ to describe the author of a  � ayyib ī  work raises 
a number of questions. With the establishment in the 6th/12th century 
of the  d ā  �  ī  mu � laq  as the  � ayyib ī  supreme religious leader whose 
authority rested on him being recognised as the exclusive holder of the 
highest possible degree of esoteric knowledge aft er the hidden imam, 
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the hierarchically organised  � ayyib ī  scholarly  é lites exercised the 
strictest control over the access to doctrinal learning by  � ayyib ī  
adherents. Bearing this in mind, to be an author—provided one had 
the right credentials—was not a problem if the purpose of writing was 
to repeat and perpetuate Ismaili teachings as elaborated during the 
Fatimid period. But the act of ‘compiling’, in a  � ayyib ī  context, carried 
implications, being a potentially doctrinally-endorsing activity based 
on the ostensibly subjective choice of literary pieces to be included in 
the collection.  12   On the basis of which or whose authority was a scholar 
allowed to ‘compile’ texts in fi rst place? On the basis of which criteria 
did the compiler select some material at the exclusion of other? As 
literary innovator within the  � ayyib ī  tradition the compiler here 
becomes for the fi rst time an editor who pre-selects what  he  deems to 
be best for his audiences with the deliberate (or by default) eff ect of 
infl uencing the trajectory of their learning and thinking. Who was the 
originally intended audience of the MT? Was it intended for a selected 
group of learners with potential to join the highest rank within the 
 � ayyib ī  scholarly  é lite? Was it written for adherents in pursuit of 
knowledge and answers to doctrinal questions? Was the MT intended 
to promote a specifi c religious scholarly line? In most copies texts at 
the end are said to be followed by other texts and a statement in the 
preface of the MT states that the work was intended to be read. But 
was the text intended to be read sequentially or was it meant to be used 
as a resource from where teacher and learner could ‘pull out’ selected 
readings to cover specifi c themes or answer specifi c issues? Were these 
texts intended to be read out during learning sessions or did the reader 
have some degree of autonomy? 

 Insights into the organisation of multiple-text manuscripts can 
reveal important clues about the function of texts and textual 
knowledge. Th e works featured in these types of manuscripts may in 
some cases refl ect in turn access to a collection of manuscripts on the 
part of the compiler. In the case of the MT we are dealing with a high-
ranking scholar who, in order to make his selection of texts, must have 
had access to manuscripts containing secret texts exclusively reserved 
for the religious leadership. Th is point raises questions about the 
method of the compiler as ‘researcher’ in view of the production of 
his work. For example, in the case of the second treatise in volume 1 of 
the MT— Ta � w ī l al- � al ā t —the compiler hints at drawing the treatise 
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from a ‘ majm ū  �  al-th ā n ī   � , a ‘second compilation’ that must have been at 
his disposal. Some texts of the MT are fragments or extensive 
paragraphs: in such cases did the compiler source his material from 
other fragments available to him,  hypomnema,  that is, draft  notes and 
notebooks, or did he have at his disposal whole works from which he 
selected parts to quote? Many texts are reproduced in full but, with few 
exceptions, they are only thus far known to us through the transmission 
via the MT. Did the compiler copy them from a collection of 
manuscripts that was exclusively available to him? If, as stated in the 
preface of the MT, the works contained were must-reads, how come 
then we do not have other copies of them, either as independent 
manuscript units or in other  majm ū  � a s, instead of being—with few 
exceptions—uniquely circulated via the MT? 

 Th e compiler of the MT is commonly identifi ed as Mu � ammad b. 
 �  ā hir al- �  ā rith ī  (d. 583/1188). He was a close associate of the 2nd 
and 3rd  d ā  �  ī  mu � laq s—respectively Ibr ā h ī m al- �  ā mid ī  and his son 
 �  ā tim  13  —and teacher of the 5th  d ā  �  ī  ,  � Al ī  b. Mu � ammad b. al-Wal ī d 
(d. 612/1215) who dedicated a eulogy to him. He was a close associate 
of the scholar  � Al ī  b. al- � usayn b. Ja � far b. Ibr ā h ī m b. al-Wal ī d 
(d. 554/1159) who, according to  � asan b. N ū  �  al-Bhar ū ch ī  (d. 939/1533), 
in volume 2 of his  Kit ā b al-Azh ā r , had been Mu � ammad’s mentor. 
Th ree works by  � Al ī  b. al- � usayn are included in the MT. Th e 19th 
 � ayyib ī   d ā  �  ī    mu � laq  and historian Idr ī s  � Im ā d al-D ī n (d. 872/1468) in 
his  Nuzhat al-afk  ā r  says that al- �  ā rith ī  was the author of many works 
on the imamate of  � Al ī  b. Ab ī   �  ā lib and on many aspects of knowledge.  14   
Th ere is however in the  Nuzhat  no specifi c reference to al- �  ā rith ī  as 
the compiler of MT. Likewise, while there are several references to 
al- �  ā rith ī  in  �  ā tim’s  Tu � fat al-qul ū b , no mention is made of him as 
the compiler of the MT. Bohra scholars of the 19th century, such 
as Qu � b al-D ī n Burh ā np ū r ī  (author of  Muntaza‘ al-akhb ā r ) and 
Mu � ammad b. ‘Al ī  (author of  Mawsim-i bah ā r ), provide information 
on Mu � ammad b.  �  ā hir but neither refer to him as the author of the 
MT. In the MSS of the MT in the IIS collection al- �  ā rith ī ’s authorship 
is consistently indicated only in the paratextual parts of the manuscripts, 
that is, in later/subsequent annotations by owners or scribes written 
on initial fl yleaves or inserted in the colophons. In MS 1502 late 
paratextual annotations in the initial fl yleaves include a short 
biographical note on al- �  ā rith ī . 
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 Indeed, al- �  ā rith ī  does not announce himself or is openly stated as 
the ‘author’ or compiler of the MT within the text of the compilation. 
Among the texts included in this miscellany, a number of works are 
indicated as authored by al- �  ā rith ī .  15   But while the compiler of the 
MT speaks in the fi rst person in his preface to his work, al- �  ā rith ī  is 
always referred to in the third person in those copies where his name 
is spelt out. Also, when it occurs, al- �  ā rith ī ’s name is oft en followed 
by laudatory formulae suited for a dead person. In short, it is not self-
evident—based on the MSS of MT at the IIS—where, when and how 
the identifi cation of al- �  ā rith ī  as compiler of the  majm ū  �   (in addition 
to being a contributor to it) came about. Th e earliest direct attribution 
of the MT to al- �  ā rith ī  I could fi nd occurs in the 18th-century 
bibliographical work commonly known as  Fihrist  by the Bohra scholar 
Ism ā  �  ī l al-Majd ū  � .  16    

   Pedagogical Practices: Copying and Reading the MT  

 Th e word ‘ tarbiya ’ in the title by which the MT is best known needs 
some comment.  17   First of all, its presence gives an indication of what 
the work was understood to have been conceived for: that is, to be a 
summa for the purpose of instruction, education, nurturing. According 
to a statement in the preface of the work, its pedagogical value was 
intended to be that of serving as an introduction to what were the 
must-read books of the  da � wa . Reported experiences by  � ayyib ī  
scholars when confronted with the study of the MT as well as 
paratextual annotation in the manuscripts available, give us some clues 
of how this work as an educational tool was used in practice.  18   Th e 
MT occupies a special place in the history of  � ayyib ī  learning 
and, subsequently, Bohra religious instruction. Th e very title given to 
the compilation and its conferred authoritativeness by the strong 
association to al- �  ā rith ī  points to the fact that it was understood to be 
as a compendium for practical use in the transmission of knowledge. 
In the preface of the MT the compiler explains his purpose for 
assembling the texts stating: 

  ‘I have gathered ( jama � tu ) in this book the sciences (  � ul ū m ) the 
reading of which is necessary for the knowledge of the matters of 
the rightful  da � wa , the worship (  � ib ā da ) and the acquisition of . . . 
happiness and I have placed ( ja � altu ) [in it] from that, both the 
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summary and the detailed. It is the gateway ( madkhal ) to what 
must be read from among the books of the rightful  da � wa  and I 
have called it the Book of Essences (or Jewels) ( Kit ā b al-jaw ā hir ) 
because its making ( kawni-hi ) consists of ( mushtamilan ) the 
choicest ( zubda ) Arabic expressions and wondrous meanings’.  19    

 With regard to the practical, educational uses of  � ayyib ī  literature, the 
acquisition of religious learning was gradual and progressive, from the 
exoteric to the esoteric. Th e religious scholar was the gatekeeper of 
this knowledge. He would judge which student should advance, based 
on the intellectual skills of the pupils and their desire to advance 
in mastering the   � aq ā  � iq.  Accordingly, works would be read in a 
particular order.  20   Th e Bohra religious leadership enforced a secretive 
approach to their literature to ensure that it would be exclusively 
accessible to sworn community members.  21   In addition to that, based 
on level of sophistication, doctrinal texts were only disclosed to seekers 
of knowledge within the community proportionally to their intellectual 
abilities and level of advancement in knowledge. It is therefore not 
surprising to fi nd that the copies of texts were executed, when known, 
by people who belonged to scholarly families and/or achieved formal 
recognition of their learning by being allowed to act as religious 
teachers at various levels. In the IIS manuscripts of the MT we come 
across scribes whose names are accompanied by titles like  ‘mull ā ’, 
‘shaykh’  and  ‘m ā lik’  which, in D ā  �  ū d ī  Bohra context, indicate formal 
positions that individuals occupied at the service of the community. 
For example, a  shaykh  would offi  ciate in large centres and teach   � aq ā  � iq  
at an intermediate to advanced level. A  mull ā   would be leader of 
worship in small centres and teacher of esoteric knowledge for seekers 
at beginners’ level. Because of the strict control imposed over the 
circulation of knowledge, it is likely that these copies were initially 
made for personal use, either to preserve knowledge capital with the 
family and/or for teaching purposes in the case of those who were 
authorised to do so. Th e style of writing of the IIS MSS of the MT, 
while mostly clear, tends to be rather unsophisticated and inconsistent, 
occasionally with changes of hands indicating that the scribing process 
was a pursuit conducted over a lengthy period of time, probably in a 
domestic setting, that might have seen the participation of presumably 
other family members or very close associates of equal rank, given the 
secrecy surrounding the text. 
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 Th e act of copying the book was in itself a learning process as we 
gather, again, from the colophon of MS 937 where the scribe adds 
a post-scriptum dedication to his scholar mentor. According to 
Professor Abbas Hamdani, his great-great grandfather Mu � ammad 
 � Al ī  (cf. MS 1502 and MS 1503) organised learning circles during which 
attendants would be asked to copy manuscripts in two copies: one 
copy for themselves and one for Mu � ammad  � Al ī .  22   Th e fact that 
several MSS show little to no internal sign of engagement with the text 
by lacking annotations or corrections may be indicative of engaging 
in the act of copying as a learning technique that would make the 
manuscript a copybook for the personal use of its copyist—almost the 
product of an act of devotion—rather than a tool solely intended for 
the propagation and dissemination of knowledge. In such cases we can 
say that the manuscripts as objects carried a degree of ‘agency’ as the 
testament of a social practice that would be expected of a learned 
Bohra with a specifi c educational role within his community. Scholarly 
communities and  é lite households employed cultural practices in 
order to build up and sustain their status.  23   

 In general, the act of copying at a time when printing was by 
then available as a device for learning and transmitting knowledge, 
acquires particular signifi cance when considered within the attitude 
to accessibility to knowledge held by the Bohras. Copying, when 
seen in light of a community bent on scholarly  é litism and secrecy, 
became a method to ensure and enforce control over who could 
be entrusted (and trusted) with acquiring knowledge that was (and 
still is, in conservative Bohra quarters) only meant to be shared among 
a few. 

 In Volume 1 of his  Kit ā b al-Azh ā r , the Indian  � ayyib ī   d ā  �  ī   al-Bhar ū ch ī  
describes his early training.  24   Upon being inducted into the Ismaili 
faith as formulated by the Fatimids, he was sent to Yemen to learn the 
doctrine directly from the reigning  d ā  �  ī  mu � laq , al- � asan b. Idr ī s 
(d. 918/1512). Having progressed to earn the trust of his master, 
al-Bhar ū ch ī  was allowed to learn hidden sciences. He lists 37 titles of 
books that he had to master to demonstrate his profi ciency. In this 
latter list the MT is ranked no. 2, aft er  al-Ris ā la al-wa �  � iya f ī  ma �  ā lim 
al-d ī n  by  � am ī d al-D ī n al-Kirm ā n ī  (d. 5th/11th century). He states that 
only aft er completing their reading attentively and absorbed their 
meaning, was he allowed to progress with reading other books such as 
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 As ā s al-ta � w ī l  by al-Q ā  !  ī  al-Nu‘m ā n (d. 363/974) which he also read 
according to a pre-established plan and method. Al-Bhar ū ch ī  describes 
his experience of being handed a copy of the MT by the  d ā  �  ī   himself 
and reading it back to him in a psalmodising manner ( bi’l-tart ī l ), ‘letter 
by letter’, and with the  d ā  �  ī   explaining what he could not grasp.  25   Th e 
 d ā  �  ī   ordered that the books should be read time aft er time continuously, 
something that necessitated their study day and night. What al-Bhar ū ch ī  
appears to imply is that he read the content of the MT during sessions 
with his master to be followed by further private study.  26   

 In the  Mas ā ’il Miy ā n Sham �  ū n  we have another indication of the list 
of must-reads as specifi ed again by the 20th  d ā  �  ī  mu � laq  al- � asan b. 
Idr ī s. In his answer to a question about the books to study to rise 
through the ranks of knowledge, the  d ā  �  ī  mu � laq  answers: Start with 
the books on  shar ī  � a , and then go to those on  ta � w ī l . Among the books 
listed in this latter category MT is ranked no. 3, aft er  Tanb ī h al-gh ā fi l ī n  
by  �  ā tim al- �  ā mid ī  and  Tanb ī h al-had ī  wa’l-muhtad ī   by al-Kirm ā n ī  
but before al-Nu � m ā n’s  As ā s al-ta � w ī l . By comparing the reading list 
that al- � asan b. Idr ī s had devised for al-Bhar ū ch ī  and the one that he 
prescribed for his contemporary, the scholar Miy ā n Sham �  ū n b. 
Mu � ammad al-Gh ū r ī  we can see that the MT consistently occupies a 
high position in the programme of study devised for both. Th ough 
sharing many similarities, there are however some signifi cant additions 
and omissions in the other recommended books for each of the two 
seekers of knowledge, an indication of a certain degree of adaptation 
of the curriculum to match the abilities of the students and, presumably, 
their diff erent accessibility to texts and learning contexts. Al-Bhar ū ch ī  
studied at the 20th  d ā  �  ī  mu � laq’s  headquarters, on books given to him 
by his master and, as he explained, he verbally and directly interacted 
with the  d ā  �  ī   who explained to him secret teachings and expounded to 
him sciences to be kept secret.  27   We don’t know about Miy ā n Sham �  ū n’s 
learning context or level of profi ciency but the changes in his list, 
compared to al-Bhar ū ch ī ’s, show that the  d ā  �  ī  —besides core books—
also tailor-made the reading list for this pupil. 

 It appears that the 20th  d ā  �  ī  mu � laq  al- � asan b. Idr ī s might have 
been instrumental in securing a formal role for the MT as compulsory 
reading for advanced seekers of knowledge. In a paratextual note 
found in one of the initial leaves of MS 1502 it is stated that the text ‘on 
the back (that is, back of the leaf on which the paratextual note is 
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written) is a copy of the book MT and it was written (the copy) during 
‘the days of Sayyid-n ā  N ū r al-D ī n—blessed may be his soul— for  
al- � asan b. Idr ī s al-Anf’. Based on this claim the main bulk of MS 1502 
would have to date sometime during the lifespan of al- � asan b. Idr ī s. 
Th is dating however is highly unlikely as the MS does not appear to 
have been produced in Yemen as one would expect for this period. 
Instead the MS is written in an ‘Indian’ Arabic script and ends with a 
Persian expression typically used for concluding the writing of texts, 
again, a feature that links the MS to the Indian Persianate world as 
already observed by F. de Blois.  28   Nevertheless the paratextual note is 
important here in that, at least according to the knowledge held by its 
scribe, a copy of MT was especially commissioned at some point for or 
by this  d ā  �  ī  mu � laq  which might evidence his personal investment in 
the MT to the point of eventually declaring it mandatory reading. 
Another paratextual note at the beginning of MS 937 of the MT 
consists of a quote of few verses attributed to al- � asan b. Idr ī s in praise 
of the MT. Th is reinforces the view of the strong connection (whether 
real or perceived) between this text and this particular  d ā  �  ī  . 

 In his  ris ā la  the Shaykh Luqm ā nj ī  (12th/18th century) gives an 
account of the course of his studies under the direction of the 37th  d ā  �  ī   
N ū r Mu � ammad N ū r al-D ī n (d. 1130/1718) in 1711. Th is  d ā  �  ī   at the time 
had several students but Luqm ā n and another pupil, Chand Kh ā n, 
were the more advanced. Unlike others, Luqm ā n and Chand were 
taught the MT. Th is is further indication that the MT was considered 
a text for intermediate-to-advanced level to be taught selectively.  29   
Luqm ā nj ī  b.  � ab ī b All ā h (d. 1760) went on to become a highly ranked 
Ismaili scholar and author of numerous treatises.  30   

 According to A.A.A. Fyzee in the  Maj ā lis Sayfi yya  by Ibr ā h ī m 
al-Sayf ī  (d. 1236/1821) we fi nd an account of the education of the 18th 
century scholar  � Abd M ū s ā , son of the 38th  d ā  �  ī   Badr al-D ī n 
(d. 1150/1737). Fyzee says that al-Sayf ī  gives the usual list of books but, 
summarising the list in his article, he does not mention the MT 
specifi cally.  31   However we have proof that the MT was defi nitely part 
of  � Abd M ū s ā ’s learning pedigree because MS 937 was originally his 
copy as demonstrated by the presence of his ownership seals.  32   
Paratextual evidence on the fl yleaves in  � Abd M ū s ā ’s copy also shows 
that his manuscript of the MT came to be used in collective study 
sessions. 
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 In his  Fihrist , al-Majd ū  �  classifi es the MT in the second part of his 
work, among the  b ā  � in ī   books that must be read according to a 
prescribed order. In his catalogue he ranks the MT ‘only’ as the sixth 
must-read work but wedged, as in al-Bhar ū ch ī ’s list, between 
al-Kirm ā n ī ’s  al-Wa �  � iya  and al-Nu � m ā n’s  As ā s al-ta � w ī l .  33   

 In the early 19th century however, we note a twist of fate for the 
MT. A  Ris ā la  by the 45th  d ā  �  ī  mu � laq  Sayyidn ā   � ayyib Zayn al-D ī n 
(d. 1252/1837), contains specifi c and authoritative directions regarding 
the manner in which instruction should be imparted. While giving 
the usually comprehensive list of books that formed the standard 
reading list for the curriculum and the order in which they should be 
read ( tart ī b f ī  qir ā  � at al-kutub ), it is interesting to note that the MT is 
no longer included. Th is exclusion however is in stark contrast to the 
fact that the majority of the MT MSS at the IIS (and most of those 
in other collections as far as one can tell) were produced in India 
between the mid 19th century and the early 20th century. Th e 
circulation at this time and place of a work that had been a landmark 
tool of traditional advanced education in character and purpose 
since  � ayyib ī  times, captures some of the cultural tensions that 
dominated the intellectual life of the Bohra community in modern 
times. 

 Th e conservative scholarly  é lites, protectors of traditional 
educational practices through selective delivery of esoteric knowledge 
found themselves challenged by those community members who 
called for opening for Bohras access to modern, western-style 
education. Th e 50th  d ā  �  ī ,   � Abd All ā h Badr al-D ī n (d. 1333/1915), had 
opposed the spread of western-style education whereas some Bohras 
were determined to establish educational institutions for the 
community. Th e situation for progressive education improved 
somewhat under the 51st  d ā  �  ī ,   �  ā hir Sayf al-D ī n (d. 1385/1965), though 
with mixed fortunes. Th e reformist movement gathered again 
momentum in 1928 with the control of pious donations that the 
reformists wanted to be under the  waqf  board rather than the absolute 
control of the  d ā  �  ī  . It might be that it was thanks to the eff ects of the 
actions of this reformist movement and the excommunications that in 
some instances they generated that copies of the MT (and many other 
manuscripts) made the transition from being books secreted and 
circulated within closely-knit learning circles to become available to a 
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broader readership. MS 263 could be taken as an example of how the 
reformists’ hold over pious donations, caused a less stringent control 
over the physical availability of books. Originally held in the library of 
the  d ā  �  ī  mu � laq , MS 263 was given away as  waqf  to become at some 
point property of the Sarkariyya library. From there it changed hands 
again, ending up outside Bohra learning circles. Th e Hamdani and the 
Ali families, both originally owners of copies of the MT, became 
enthusiastic supporters of the reform movement, following their 
excommunication. Fay !  All ā h b. Mu � ammad ‘Ali al-Hamd ā n ī  
(d. 1969), who by opposing the 51st  d ā  �  ī ,   �  ā hir Sayf al-D ī n, had 
precipitated his family’s exclusion from the community, had been 
entrusted with preserving part of the family collection of Ismaili 
MSS. Being ostracised, it meant that the Hamdanis were no longer 
bound by the rule of secrecy surrounding the literature in their 
MS collections and made their manuscripts available to scholars.  34   
Other copies of the MT found their way, probably under similar 
circumstances, to the library of the Ismaili Society in Mumbai and 
the book trade. For example, MS 1012 of the MT might have 
come into the possession of its likely previous owner—the Syrian 
scholar Mustafa Ghalib—while the latter was touring India during a 
research trip in 1973. Beside the copies of MT at the IIS, there are 
several other examples following this pattern of dissemination in other 
libraries. 

 Th e early 20th-century Bohra dissident Mian Bhai Abdul Husain 
provided a vitriolic account of the Bohra religious teachings as exposed 
in literature: ‘Th ey talk of essences, far-fetched analogies, quiddities, 
theosophies, speculations about names, letters & numbers in this 
connection. Th is sort of hair-splitting which they call Tavil and Haqiqat 
is unattractive and incomprehensible for a European reader but the 
Ismaili Shi � a realizes their quiddities with astonishing tact and 
incomparable skills. . .’.  35   Th is passage exemplifi es how, in some 
learned quarters, works such as MT, while valued as historical and 
literary documents for the sake of academic research, had lost their 
charisma for doctrinal and religious purposes. Th erefore, the greater 
public availability from the 19th century onwards of the MT 
manuscripts does not point so much to it having become more used 
for educational purposes but rather that restrictions to its access had 
been relaxed in some circles.  
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   Conclusions  

 In conclusion, what is the MT? Started probably as an informal 
collection of notes, fragments, annotations and texts that might have 
served as a resource to help produce sermons and/or for use as 
religious instruction tools—in conjunction with oral guidance—in 
time this collection came to be elevated to the status of a systematised, 
‘canonical’ corpus-organiser  36   with a specifi c place in the  � ayyib ī , and 
later, Bohra learning curriculum. Th e presence of a preface in this 
gathering of texts testifi es to the shift  in the way in which the MT came 
to be conceived and how its use should be understood. Content-wise, 
the MT refl ects the themes, debates, concerns and polemics that were 
dominant within the 12th century  � ayyib ī  community. In particular, 
part of the selection of texts forming the MT testifi es to the 
establishment of a  � ayyib ī  religious identity and the subsequent 
scholarly transition that took place with the transfer of religious and 
scholarly authority from the al- �  ā mid ī  family to that of the al-Wal ī d. 

 How relevant was the MT as text to its readers? Its compiler in his 
introduction makes a grand claim for the MT to contain essential 
reading for those who wish to engage in the  da � wa . But to what extent 
does the selection of works forming the MT constitute must-read 
material for intellectually and scholarly advancing  d ā  �  ī  s? Most of the 
full texts featured in the MT are, thus far, only known to have been 
transmitted through this compilation. At a glance, many do not even 
seem to have received mention in other  � ayyib ī  works. Th e MT is 
obviously a treasure trove for textual preservation, even when abridged, 
but if the works it contains were really so important for the formation 
of the  d ā  �  ī  s wouldn’t one expect to fi nd them more widely available as 
stand-alone texts and/or included in other  majm ū  � a s? Are we here 
witnessing the eff orts of a compiler bent on pushing a doctrinal-
political agenda by raising the status of otherwise obscure works that 
nevertheless carried distinctive messages on sensitive issues ( na �  �  , 
imamate of al- � ayyib, anti-Niz ā r ī  polemics)? Th e MT did indeed 
become mandatory reading for the scholarly formation of  d ā  �  ī  s at 
intermediate/advanced levels but there is no evidence so far of the 
work having made a direct and overt impact on the writings of those 
fi gures known to have read it in great depth. Even al-Bhar ū ch ī  does 
not quote or display evidence of having used the MT as a source for 
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his seven-volume  Kit ā b al-Azh ā r . For example, when reporting the 
story of the letter sent by al- Ā mir to al-Sayyida al- � urra announcing 
the birth of al- � ayyib and therefore his designation as al- Ā mir’s heir 
apparent, al-Bhar ū ch ī  relies on Idr ī s  � Im ā d al-D ī n’s account with no 
mention of the MT’s version. By the late 18th–early 19th century the 
MT disappears from the list of mandatory readings sanctioned by the 
 d ā  �  ī    mu � laq . However, the falling out of favour of this text among 
Bohra’s scholarly  é lites broadly coincides with the popularisation of 
this work through the relatively copious production of its manuscripts. 
Th e fact that the MT contained several authoritative sections on 
sensitive issues such as  na �  �   might have prompted the ruling scholarly 
 é lites to curb the authoritativeness of this work at a time when 
dissent over matters of leadership succession dominated and divided 
the Bohra community. At the same time its popularisation and 
dissemination through the production of many manuscript copies was 
in many cases spearheaded among or through Bohra reformist families 
who, among other things, challenged the exclusive hold on knowledge 
that the Bohra scholarly ruling  é lites strived to preserve for themselves. 
In light of this polarised use of the MT one can argue that the MT 
became offi  cially both ‘demoted’ and ‘declassifi ed’: ‘demoted’ because 
it advertised doctrines that could be used to challenge the 
authoritativeness of  d ā  �  ī  mu � laqs  whose entitlement to leadership was 
disputed and ‘declassifi ed’ because, by becoming widely circulated by 
or through reformist families, the text had lost ‘potency’ as a work that 
should be handled in secrecy and exclusivity. 

 Not only is the MT made up of many texts but, in turn, the majority 
of texts it contains are ‘polyphonic’ treatises, consisting as they do of 
their authors’ choice of voices by a number of Fatimid thinkers in 
order to communicate ideas and teachings in matters of law, ritual and 
cosmology. Questions of authorship of multiple-text manuscripts, 
miscellaneous texts and multi-voice treatises in the context of a closely 
guarded literary production such as the  � ayyib ī /Bohra are yet to be 
addressed in this emerging fi eld of research in Islamic Studies. Th e 
many ‘voices’ involved in sourcing, conception, assembling, writing, 
copying, distributing, reading, annotating and cataloguing the MT 
make its multiple-text manuscripts living documents that testify to the 
nature of manuscripts as being ‘processes’ rather than products.  
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     1 Cf.     Kit ā b Majm ū  �  al-tarbiya  , ed.     � .   Kha !  !  ū r    (  Damascus  ,  2011 ).     
    2 Cf.       S.M.   Stern   , ‘ Th e Succession to the Fatimid Imam al- Ā mir, the Claims of Later 

Fatimids to the Imamate, and the Rise of  � ayyib ī  Ismailism ’,     Oriens  ,  4  ( 1951 ), pp. 
 193–255 .      

    3 Respectively in the following catalogues:      A.   Gacek   ,   Catalogue of Arabic Manuscripts in 
the Library of Th e Institute of Ismaili Studies   (  London  ,  1984 ), vol.  1   , entry 86;      D.   Cortese   , 
  Ismaili and Other Arabic Manuscripts   (  London  ,  2000 )  ;      D.   Cortese   ,   Arabic Ismaili 
Manuscripts:     Th e Z ā hid  � Al ī  Collection   (  London  ,  2003 )  ;      F. de   Blois   ,   Arabic, Persian and 
Gujarati Manuscripts:     Th e Hamdani Collection in the Library of Th e Institute of Ismaili 
Studies   (  London  ,  2011 )  .   
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manuscripts, the subtleties of ‘miscellanies’ have yet to be fully investigated within the fi eld 
of study of Islamic manuscripts. For a survey of the state of art in this area of research see 
the introduction in      Michael   Friedrich    and    Cosima   Schwarke   , ed.,   One-Volume Libraries:   
  Composite and Multiple-Text Manuscripts   (  Berlin  ,  2016 ), pp.  1–26   . See also A. Bausi. ‘A 
Case for Multiple Text Manuscripts being “Corpus-Organizers” ’,  Manuscript Cultures,  
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Arabic Book in the Middle Period’,  Journal of Arabic and Islamic Studies , 12 (2012), pp. 
224–234, and his recent ‘Th e Development of Arabic Multiple-Text and Composite 
Manuscripts: Th e Case of   � ad ī th  Manuscripts in Damascus during the Late Medieval 
Period’, in Alessandro Bausi, Michael Friedrich, and Marilena Maniaci, ed.,  Th e Emergence 
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Klemm, University of Leipzig, for some valuable bibliographic suggestions.   
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same manuscript, etc. On the value of paratextual notes for the documentary study of 
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    8 Th e copyist in question was Gh ā lib b.  � Al ī   � usayn Mu � sin al-Jabal ī  al-Ya � bur ī . He also 
inscribed himself as the owner of the volumes. Th is may indicate that the MSS were at 
least initially intended by the copyist to be primarily for his personal use. He is also the 
copyist of  � asan b. N ū  �  al-Bhar ū ch ī ’s  Kit ā b al-Azh ā r  MS 21, MS 22, MS 23 and 26 also 
in the IIS collection. From the colophon of MS 23 of  al-Azh ā r  we learn that this copyist 
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 Olly Akkerman , ‘Th e Bohra Manuscript Treasury as a Sacred Site of Philology: A Study 
in Social Codicology’,  Philological Encounters , 4 (2019), pp. 182–201.   

   22 Conversation with Professor A. Hamdani held at the IIS, London, 10 June 2016.   
   23 Hirschler,  Th e Written Word , p. 22.   
   24       � A.   al- � Aww ā    ,   Muntakhab ā t Ism ā  �  ī liyya   (  Damascus  ,  1958 ), pp.  183–250    for the edition of 

Volume 1 of al-Bhar ū ch ī ’s  Kit ā b al-Azh ā r .   
   25 On the obligation of supporting reading with the shaykh’s oral authority in medieval 

Islamic learning practices, see Badr al-D ī n b. al-Jam ā  � a,  Tadhkirat al-s ā mi �  wa’l-
mutakallim f ī  adab al- �  ā lim wa’l-muta � allim  (Hyderabad, 1353/1934), pp. 172–177. Here 
the pedagogy described follows in the footsteps of classical Islamic learning characterised 
by the close link between textual transmission and a personal teaching tradition. See 
Endress, ‘One-volume Libraries’, p. 171.   

   26 About the pedagogical understanding of some reading techniques in the medieval 
Islamic world see      J.   Berkey   ,   Th e Transmission of Knowledge in Medieval Cairo:     A Social 
History of Islamic Education   (  Princeton ,  NJ  ,  1994 ), p.  27 .     

   27 On the possible reasons for the special student status granted to al-Bhar ū ch ī , see S. 
Traboulsi, ‘Transmission of Knowledge and Book Preservation in the  � ayyib ī  Ism ā  �  ī l ī  
Tradition’,  Intellectual History of the Islamicate World , 4 (2016), pp. 22–35, 26.   
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   28 Cf.      F. de   Blois   .   Arabic, Persian and Gujarati Manuscripts:     Th e Hamdani collection   
(  London  ,  2011 ), p.  111 .     

   29 Fyzee, ‘Th e Study’, pp. 244–245.   
   30 cf.      I.K.   Poonawala   ,   Biobibliography of Ism ā  �  ī l ī  Literature   (  Malibu ,  CA  ,  1977 ), 

pp.  201–204 .     
   31 Fyzee, ‘Th e Study’, p. 246.   
   32 It should be noted that the text in the manuscript of  Maj ā lis Sayfi yya  in the IIS collection 

(MS 1274 ArI ZA), while refl ecting other aspects of what is stated by Fyzee regarding 
the most important works of the  da � wa , does not nevertheless contain the list of books 
studied by  � Abd M ū s ā  as described by Fyzee who must have therefore consulted a 
manuscript of these  maj ā lis  with a somewhat diff erent content.   

   33 Al-Majd ū ‘,  Fahrasat , pp. 127, 134.   
   34 Th e Hamdani and  � Ali manuscript collections are good examples of collections that 

developed outside the strict control of the  da � wa . Cf. Traboulsi, ‘Transmission’, p. 24.   
   35 See      Mulla Mian   Bhai Abdul   Husain   ,   Gulzare Daudi for the Bohra of India   (  Ahmedabad  , 

 1920 ; repr.,   Surat  ,  1977 )  ; cited in      J.   Blank   ,   Mullahs on the Mainframe:     Islam and Modernity 
among the Daudi Bohras   (  Chicago and London  ,  2001 ), p.  167 .     

   36 I adopt here a concept that has been devised by A. Bausi in his discussion of Ethiopian 
multiple-text manuscripts. What is meant by this expression is texts belonging to an 
identifi able religious-cultural tradition being organised into the physical space of the 
manuscript. See ‘A Case for Multiple Text Manuscripts being “Corpus-Organizers” ’.       
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 Textual, Orthographic Variations and 
Scribes’ Annotations: A Possible Tool for 

the Transmission Analysis of the Text?   

    Monica   Scotti               

  Th is chapter is based on some of the occurrences that I observed 
during the analysis of the  Mukhta � ar al-u �  ū l , an interesting treatise by 
the  � ayyib ī  thinker  � Al ī  ibn Mu � ammad ibn al-Wal ī d (d. 1215). For the 
sake of brevity, I will only share some background information and 
references about the author, his main works and the community he 
belonged to. 

 We may infer from his complete name and family lineage that Ibn 
al-Wal ī d claimed an illustrious past.  1   Moreover, he had a very good 
reputation as a learned and pious member of the independent  da � wa  
that had been established in Yemen aft er the schism that took place in 
1130 among the Musta � l ī  branch of the Fatimids (when the 10th imam 
al- Ā mir bi-A � k ā m was murdered and a dispute broke out over his 
succession).  2   Th e new community, known as the  � ayyib ī s, was 
entrusted to a  d ā  �  ī    mu � laq , appointed by  na �  �   (‘designation’),  3   who led 
a hierarchy of ranks on behalf of the imam in hiding.  4   

 Ibn al-Wal ī d held increasingly important roles within this religious 
group. In fact, at fi rst, he studied under his uncle  � Al ī  ibn al- � usayn 
(d. 554/1159), who held the rank of  ma � dh ū n  under the second  d ā  �  ī  
mu � laq .  5   Aft er his death, Ibn al-Wal ī d became a disciple of Mu � ammad 
ibn  �  ā hir al- �  ā rith ī  (d. 584/1188),  6   whom he succeeded as  ma � dh ū n  of 
Sanaa for want of the third  d ā  �  ī  mu � laq ,  �  ā tim al- �  ā mid ī , who also 
made him the mentor of his son,  � Al ī  ibn  �  ā tim al- �  ā mid ī . Actually, 
it was on Ibn al-Wal ī d’s recommendation that  �  ā tim designated his 
son to succeed him as the fourth  d ā  �  ī  . 
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 Finally, he himself became the next  d ā  �  ī    7   in 1209 and died at the age 
of ninety, having set the foundation of a distinguished family of  d ā  �  ī  s 
that took the place of the  �  ā mid ī  dynasty and maintained a continuous 
leadership of the   da � wa   in Yemen for approximately three centuries 
with only two brief interruptions. 

 Ibn al-Wal ī d was a prolifi c writer, whose works were held in high 
esteem among the Musta � l ī - � ayyib ī  community, which explains why 
most of them have been preserved, either in the form of manuscripts 
or published books.  8   

 With respect to the  Mukhta � ar al-u �  ū l , it should be pointed out that, 
although it is presented as a polemical work about the issue of the 
so-called Names of God, the treatise addresses a great variety of 
themes. In the introduction, the author states that he wants to refute 
the positions held by his adversaries ( khu � am ā  � , khu �  ū m ), whom he 
groups into three main categories: 

   1. the  � ashwiyya,  9   that is to say the  a �  �  ā b al- � ad ī th  (‘men of 
tradition’, which means ‘experts of transmitted traditions’), who 
are identifi ed with the Sunni schools, Sh ā fi  �  ī s,  � anaf ī s, M ā lik ī s 
and with the Jabar ī s;  

  2. the  a �  �  ā b al-ra � y  (‘partisans of [personal] opinion’), namely the 
Mu � tazil ī s and Zayd ī s;  

  3. the philosophers ( fal ā sifa ), the misbelievers ( mul � id ū n ), the 
dualists ( zan ā diqa )  10   and those who deny the divine attributes 
( mu � a �  � il ū n )  11   and the Prophecy.   

 Th e elements that make the  Mukhta � ar  interesting for scholars are 
both the formal approach (i.e., the use of diff erent argumentative 
techniques; Ibn al-Wal ī d even resorts to the same strategies adopted by 
his adversaries in order to prove them wrong) and the implied purpose 
of the text, since there seems to be an apologetic intent in making the 
readers infer, by elimination, that the only way to salvation is the one 
followed by the author himself.  12   

 During my studies, I tried to gain access to as many manuscripts 
as I could,  13   and I was able to consult the microfi lm of six specimens 
that are housed at Th e Institute of Ismaili Studies in London. Th ese 
manuscript copies are relatively recent, but nonetheless represent a 
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unique source of information about the Ismaili– � ayyib ī  community 
and their literary heritage.  14   

 During my researches, I also tried to gather as much information as 
I could about the manuscripts in order to perform a proper codicological 
analysis. However, since it was not possible to access the originals, 
which were preserved in a diff erent location (not available for 
consultation), I focused on making observations on the text and its 
orthography, morphology, syntax, scribal interventions and mistakes as 
a way to better understand the object of my studies and detect whether 
it was possible to address the issue of the transmission of the text.  

   Manuscripts of the  Mukhta 
 ar al-u 
  ū l   

 In the table on the next page (see Table 7.1) the main ‘reference points’ 
of each manuscript and the names by which I am going to address 
them in this chapter are listed. 

 With respect to the manuscripts, I am going to address the features 
that I was able to gather with respect to the textual/orthographic 
variations and scribes’ annotations. 

 Manuscript A  19   is characterised by some preliminary annotations 
bewilderingly disposed on the fi rst pages (pp. 6–7 and 9) containing 
the name of the author, the name of the treatise (in red ink), the name 
of the copyist and an invocation to the reader, who is called  akh ī  , ‘my 
brother’, ‘to listen to the teachings of the master of a clear night and of 
a dark day disclosing mysterious signs (twice)’ (see Figure 7.1).  20   Notes 
and intra-text clarifi cations, used to explain some words/expressions 
(i.e., by paraphrases or synonyms), are written either above or below 
the line and in the margins of the page. Th e eulogies of the Prophet 
Muhammad, praises to his family, to the imams and to the previous 
Messengers in the history of mankind are oft en rendered  in extenso , 
sometimes with an eccentric handwriting, probably for decorative 
purposes. Like in all the other specimens the eulogies are abundant 
and randomly shortened or given by logographs. 

 There are frequent episodes of cacography (i.e., ink blot in at least 50 
cases, one of them extensively affects the reading on pp. 129–130) and 
frequent corrections and/or additions across the whole text. Actually, 
the copyist chooses different ways to work on the manuscript: usually 



    Table 7.1     Manuscripts of the Mukhta�ar al-u�ūl housed at Th e Institute of Ismaili Studies.  

  Name Given 
in the Chapter  

  Manuscript 
Number  

  Previous 
Owner  

  Copyist    Date    Place  

 A  MS 142   Ismaili 
Society of 
Bombay  

 N ū r L ā r-Kh ā n Kh ī rghawn ī   Daras Sayyidin ā  Waj ī h,  15   17th 
night of Jum ā d  Ā khir (!), year 
not given (12th/18th century) 

 Not given 

 D  MS 141   � Al ī -bh ā  �  ī  ibn (. . . .?) al- � Al ī  of 
(s ā kin) Halwad 

 1314/1896  Not given 

 E  MS 678   Chhotu 
Lakhani  

 Mu � ammad  �  ā li �  Shafaqat 
 � usayn S ā rangp ū r ī  

 13th day of Rama !  ā n 1353/1934  B ā barah, district 
(  � al �  ) K ā thiy ā w ā r  16   

 F  MS 269  Mu � ammad ibn Fid ā   � usayn  Jum ā d ā  al-Ukhr ā  1359/1940  Part ā bgarh  17   
 B  MS 1288   Z ā hid  � Al ī    Unknown  4 Rab ī  �  al-awwal 1267/6 January 

1851 
 Not given 

 C  MS 1204  Unknown  19 Rajab 1280/29 December 
1863  18   

 Not given 

186
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    Figure 7.1  MS 142, p. 7(r).         

the wrong word is crossed out in the body of the text and the correction 
is written above the line or, less frequently, in the margin; sometimes 
the symbols  ۲  ( b ā  hindiyya ) and صح or  ص , which stand for the verb 
  � a �  � a  and/or the adjective   � a �  ī  �  , are added next to the correct word 
whereas a little cross is put above the wrong word; on a few occasions 
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    Figure 7.2  MS 142, p. 15(r).         

the scribe uses what looks like a collation symbol—a small circle with a 
trait below—or a letter (it might be  م , which stands for  matn , ‘body of 
the text’) in between the lines (i.e., p. 9, between the lines 3–4 and 6–7); 
once he draws a sequence of dots which lead to a phrase written upside 
down at the left-hand bottom corner on p. 15 (see Figure 7.2). 

 With regard to the numbering of quires, the number is placed in the 
left -hand upper corner (head margin of the recto side) and it is given 
with the ordinal number spelled out in full letters. Th is is a common 
device in use from the second half of the 5th/11th century, which took 
the place of the numbering in  abjad  employed until the end of the 
4th/10th century.  21   Each time the signature, which is accompanied 
with the addition of the complete title of the book, is written diagonally 
(downwards) in red ink.  22   

 Th e device known as  r é clame  or catchwords is steadily used in all 
manuscripts. It implies the anticipation of the fi rst word of a page 
(usually a recto) written at the bottom of the previous page (a verso). 
Th e scribes, or more probably the artisans who cured the layout of the 
manuscript, resorted to it for the whole length of the text, in order to 
help maintain the right order of the pages.  23   

 Finally, the chapter headings ( b ā b ,  fa � l ) are rubricated, which means 
that they are written in red ink, and sometimes they are accompanied 
by strokes/logographic signs to catch the reader’s attention. 

 Manuscript B (see Figure 7.3) is almost free from episodes 
of cacography (only once an ink blot slightly aff ects the reading on 
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pp. 12–13) but it shows some signs of corrections and additions on the 
part of the scribe: for instance, the copyist sometimes puts the symbol 
v, Latin  caret , in the body of the text to point to omissions, then he 
writes the missing word/phrase in the margin accompanied by the 
symbol  ۲  ( b ā  hindiyya ). 

 In this case, to help maintain the right order of the pages, the device 
known as  pagination   24   is employed: the numbers (following the Eastern 

    Figure 7.3  MS 1288, p. 1(r).         
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Arabic-Indic style of writing numerals) appear on both sides—recto 
and verso—in the centre of the upper margin. Apart from the 
rubrication of the chapter headings, punctuation and part of the 
colophon also appear to be in red ink. 

 Manuscript C is characterised by some episodes of cacography and 
corrections; on a few occasions, some lengthy additions can be found 
in the margin of the text. Again, apart from the rubrication of the 
chapter headings, the colophon is also given in red ink (see Figure 7.4). 

 Manuscript D is characterised by some episodes of cacography (i.e., 
ink blots in at least thirteen cases) and some corrections/additions. 
Like in manuscript B the device of  pagination  is used, with numbers 
(following the Eastern Arabic-Indic style of writing numerals) 
appearing on both sides—recto and verso—in the middle of the upper 
margin. Th e chapter headings ( b ā b ,  fa � l ), which are rubricated, 
sometimes cannot be properly read, so either the ink used was too 
clear, or the rubrication is incomplete (see Figure 7.5). 

 Manuscript E is characterised by the presence, on the fi rst folio, of 
the caption ‘Chhotu Lakhani collection’ followed by the number 134, 
maybe a reference to a previous cataloguing system. Like in Manuscripts 
C and D, only a few episodes of cacography can be found (i.e., three 
small ink blots on ff . 35, 50, 77). 

 Th e  s ū ras  are signalised in the text: the scribe writes the name of the 
 s ū ra  in the margin next to a symbol that looks like  ۶  with a trait below, 
whereas the number of the verses is given in Eastern Arabic-Indic 
style (see Figure 7.6). 

 The copyist also makes some interventions to amend the text: he 
uses the symbol  caret  both in the body of the text and above the missing 
words/phrase that appear in the margin; the symbol  ۲  ( b ā  hindiyya ) 
also appears and the expression لا is used to point out an error. 

 Here the device known as  foliation  is used, with the numbering 
of folia given in Arabic (European) numbers.  25   Th e chapter headings 
( b ā b ,  fa � l ), like for Manuscript A, are oft en accompanied by strokes/
logographic signs to catch the reader’s attention. 

 Manuscript F is characterised by the presence of the decorative 
invocation ‘ y ā   � Al ī  ’ written on the fi rst page (see Figure 7.7) and the 
presence of the invocation ‘ y ā  kab ī kaj ’ written on the last page.  26   Th ere 
are also two blank pages found in the middle of the manuscript, maybe 
for rebinding requirements (ff . 64, 65). 
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    Figure 7.4  MS 1204, f. 1r.         
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    Figure 7.5  MS 141, p. 1(r), with stamp.         
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    Figure 7.6  MS 678, f. 86,  S ū ra  3:184; transcription:  wa-idha akhadha all ā hu 
m ī th ā qa alladh ī na  ū t ū  al-kit ā ba la-tubayyinunnahu li’ l-n ā si wa l ā  taktum ū nahu ; 
in the margin:  al- � Imr ā n .         

    Figure 7.7  MS 269, f. 1, with stamp.         

 I took notice in F of frequent corrections and additions put in the 
margin and of recurrent cases of  saut du m ê me au m ê me , which is an 
omission similar to haplography,  27   happening when a word or group of 
words are repeated at a short distance in the text (proximity) and the 
scribe writes what follows the fi rst occurrence aft er the second occurrence. 
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Th is kind of mistake is frequent also when two close words have the same 
ending (homoeoteleuton) or beginning (homeoarchy).  28   When a mistake 
is amended, the scribe puts a small trait above the wrong word in the 
body of the text, whereas the right word is written in the margin.  

   The Linguistic Idiosyncrasies  

 As a way to better work on the collation of the text, I tried to take 
notice of the linguistic idiosyncrasies that can be observed among the 
manuscripts. In the following pages these features are grouped into 
diff erent categories: nouns, verbs, eulogies, alternate notations, 
mistakes. Th e numbers among the brackets refer to how many times 
each occurrence is observed in the corresponding specimen.  

    Nouns   

   • Reverse order of words, occurring in all manuscripts except for A: 
B (2), C (2), D (3), E (1), F (2).  

  • Use of diff erent cases in all manuscripts (i.e., from the direct to the 
indirect case).  

  • Use of feminine instead of masculine and  vice versa :  
  – feminine instead of masculine in A (2), B (3), C (5), D (6), 

E (2), F (3); 
 – masculine instead of feminine in A (2), B (6), C (5), D (4), 

E (1), F (2).  
  • Use of singular instead of plural and  vice versa :  

  – singular instead of plural in A (3), B (14), C (20), D (17), 
E (13), F (23); 

 – plural instead of singular in A (4), B (7), C (8), D (12), E (9), 
F (5).  

  • Elimination or addition of the article  al- :  
  – elimination of the article in A (6), B (12), C (7), D, (5), E (6), F 

(8); 
 – addition of the article in A (4), B (12), C (12), D (11), E (8), 

F (6).  
  • Use of diff erent terms for the same meaning:  khalq  instead of 

 khilqa  (1),  was ā  � i �   instead of  was ā  � a  (1), Qur �  ā n instead of  Kit ā b  (1) 
in F;  al-mursil  instead of  al-ras ū l  (1) in C;  al-mul � id ū n  instead of 
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 al-mal[ ā ] � ida  in B (1) and C (1);  al-mal[ ā ] � ida  instead of 
 al-mul � id ū n  in D (1).    

    Verbs   

 Th e use of diff erent persons, modes and tenses occurs frequently and 
in all manuscripts. Verbal forms are sometimes substituted with 
participles; for instance, the form  q ā  � il  or even  qawluhu  instead of  q ā la, 
yaq ū lu  is found in A ( q ā  � il  instead of  yaq ū lu , p. 162) and in E ( f ī  qawlihi  
instead of  yaq ū lu , p. 65).  

    Eulogies   

 Th e eulogies are very frequent in all manuscripts, so they clearly 
represent a distinctive stylistic aspect of the treatise. Among the praises 
addressed to God, the following forms should be mentioned:  ta �  ā l ā   
and  sub �  ā nahu  (recurrent in all manuscripts);   � azza wa-jalla  (found 
twice in A, and once in D and E);  jalla wa-ta �  ā l ā   (not very frequent in 
all manuscripts);  jalla jal ā lahu  (found only once in all the manuscripts). 
As to the way the Prophet Muhammad is referred to in the treatise, he 
is mainly addressed as  al-nab ī   and secondly as  al-ras ū l . 

 Th e appearance of these eulogies is far from being consistent in the 
copies, since they are randomly written  in extenso , abbreviated, 
accompanied by logographic signs, etc. 

 It might be of interest to notice that only in F, the names of the two 
caliphs Ab ū  Bakr and  � Umar ibn al-Kha �  �  ā b are followed by the despising 
exclamation ‘he be damned’, respectively once and three times.  

    Alternate Notations   

 Th ey are very frequent. Each of the manuscripts has its proper style of 
writing words, though various features are common to several, and 
sometimes even to all of them. Here there is a list of the main variations. 

   •  Scriptio plena  ( alif  with  madda ). In A it is hardly ever rendered 
and even when the scribe chooses to write it down, he is not 
consistent. For example, with regard to the word   ā l , ‘family’, 12 
occurrences over 26 are with  alif madda ; with regard to the name 
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 Ā dam, only 2 occurrences over 11 are with  alif madda ; with regard 
to the word Qur �  ā n, over 34 occurrences, 9 times the copyist uses 
 alif madda  and 25 times he does not (in one case the word is even 
rendered with both spellings on the same page, p. 135). Also in B 
and in C the  scriptio plena  is not consistently rendered: with regard 
to the word   ā l , 11 occurrences over 17 are with  alif madda  in B, 
whereas 10 occurrences over 12 are with  alif madda  in C; with 
regard to the name  Ā dam, over 11 occurrences in both B and C, 8 
are with  alif madda  in B, but none of them has a  scriptio plena  in 
C; with regard to the word Qur �  ā n, over 34 occurrences in both B 
and C, 18 times are with  alif madda  in B, whereas 11 times the 
scribe uses a double  alif  and only once there is  alif madda  in C. On 
the other hand, in D, E and F the  scriptio plena  is always consistently 
rendered in the text with a double  alif .  

  • Long  alif  instead of  alif maq �  ū ra:  A (6), B (6), C (1), D (6).  
  •  Alif maq �  ū ra  instead of  long alif:  D (3), E (1), F (3).  
  • Lack of  alif maq �  ū ra  at the end of the word: A (1), B (1), C (2), D 

(1), E (1), F (1).  
  • Addition of  alif maq �  ū ra  at the end of the word: B (2), C (1).  
  • Addition of  y ā   �  at the end of the word: A (3), B (3), C (3), D (2), E 

(3), F (3).  
  • Lack of  alif  at the end of a 3rd plural person verb: A (14), B (5), C 

(9), D (4), E (2), F (3).  
  • Lack of  n ū n  at the end of a 3rd plural person verb: C (1), F (2).  
  • Sometimes composite words are either written separately instead 

of being rendered as a single word or they are rendered as a single 
word instead of being written separately. For instance, the scribe 
usually writes  ink ā na  and  ink ā nat  instead of  in k ā na  and  in k ā nat  
in B (once he even writes  q ā  � ilinna  instead of  q ā  � il inna ).  

  • Lack of fi nal  hamza : A (2), B (3), C (2), D (2), E (1), F (2).  
  • Lack of fi nal  t ā  �  marb ū  � a : C (2), D (1), E (1), F (2).  
  • Coupling  wa  oft en written at the beginning of the line: A (361), B 

(315), C (254), D (337), E (364), F (267).  
  • Coupling  wa  written at the end of the line: A (13), B (13),  29   C (71),  30   

D (63),  31   E (9), F (34).  32    
  • Words are frequently split in two over the lines in A (clearly a 

stylistic mistake), it happens over 120 times. On one occasion the 
word is split in two over two diff erent pages (pp. 232-233).  
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  •  Hamza  is not always consistently rendered in the manuscripts. 
With reference to the word  mu � min , ‘believer’, in all its forms 
(singular, plural, feminine, etc.), over 27 occurrences the scribes 
only use  hamza  3 times in A, 2 times in B and 7 times in C. Instead, 
in F the copyist always writes the  hamza , in E he uses the  hamza  24 
times over 27 and in D he only omits it once on p. 137.  

  •  Alif maq �  ū ra  in A is usually written with diacritic dots below, as if 
it were a common letter  y ā  �   (it happens also with regard to the 
 hamza  � al ā  kurs ī  ).    

    Mistakes   

 Th e most frequent mistakes are: 

   • Metathesis: A (2), B (7), C (4), D (7), E (1), F (1).  
  • Misplacement of diacritic dots ( ta �  �  ī f ), especially frequent in B, 

where some cases can be identifi ed: i.e., the dots above the letters 
 t ā  �  marb ū  � a  and   �  ā d  are omitted. Moreover, it is interesting to 
notice that the diacritic dots above letters such as  t ā   and  q ā f  are 
sometimes vertically oriented.  

  •  Lapsus calami :  al-sha � r ī  � a  instead of  al-shar ī  � a  (‘the religious law’), 
 al-zan ā qa  instead of  al-zan ā diqa  (‘the dualists’) and  akluhu  instead 
of   � aqluhu  (‘his intellect’) in A;   � ir ā  �  ā   instead of   � ir ā  �  ā   (‘road’) in B; 
 man ā l  instead of  man ā zil  (‘houses’) in C, D and E;  al-ar �   instead 
of  al- � ar �   (‘the off ering’) in D and F. Th ese mistakes are caused by 
the assonance between two words and could be interpreted as an 
evidence either of the fact that at least part of the text was being 
written by dictation and the reader’s pronunciation was not 
correct, or that the scribe himself was misled by his own 
mispronunciation.    

   Conclusion: Is the Collection of Such Data a Possible 
Tool for Understanding the Transmission of the Text?  

 As a general remark, it should be noticed that the kind of data that can 
be gathered by the mere observation of the manuscripts—even when 
the scholar only possesses a digital version of the text—are extremely 
varied and potentially of wide range. 
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 Further thinking is due also with respect to the diff erent implications 
of conveying the same text through mediums such as a manuscript, a 
print edition, or a digital version. 

 Moreover, regardless of their ‘origin’, it is not easy to categorise the 
gathered data and to rigorously synthetise their implications, especially 
because there is no established practice and no extended collection to 
turn to with respect to Arabic manuscripts in general and Ismaili 
manuscripts in particular.  33   

 Having to deal with a limited number of sources in the case of the 
 Mukhta � ar al-u �  ū l  (sources that have grown now that I am working on 
a seventh copy of the  Mukhta�ar al-u�ūl  and also on fi ve copies of the 
  $ iy ā  �  al-alb ā b ,  34   a treatise by the same author) I tried to make at least 
some general observations. 

 I noticed, for instance, that in some cases all manuscripts share 
readings diff erent from those found in the specimen that I had chosen 
as a reference (A). On the other hand, all manuscripts frequently diff er 
from each other in their readings, even if the many additions and 
corrections made by the scribes nullify the diff erences among them in 
the majority of cases. 

 Actually, it might be of interest to point out that the presence of 
symbols that look like small circles with dots (inside or outside) in 
A suggests the possibility that this copy is itself the product of 
collation.  35   

 Among the general considerations that could be deduced by the 
analysis of the data gathered in so far, there is the remark that these 
manuscripts oft en show similarities in the way the scribes worked 
on the text. For instance, at the beginning of the third chapter of 
the second book, there is an addition in A, B and E that could be 
a digression not belonging to the original text or, more probably, a 
slightly diff erent repetition of a passage: 

  [Th is chapter is] about their saying that the acts of men ( al- � ib ā d ) 
please the Creator ( al-B ā r ī  ), be He exalted, and [that they] 
displease Him, and [it is about] their inference of what they had 
inferred from the verses mentioned [in the previous chapter].  36   
Th ey have imposed to the Creator ( al-B ā r ī  ), be He exalted, free 
movement in relation to the states ( al-ta � arruf  � al ā  al- �  ā l ā t  
[which are] diff erent and transient, because of His alteration   
from pleasure to displeasure [addition]  37   when an act of 
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disobedience [is performed], and from displeasure to pleasure 
when an act of obedience [is performed].  

 Th e addition seems to have been erased both in A (see Figure 7.8), 
since the scribe writes  l ā   at the beginning and at the end of the sentence, 
and in E (see Figure 7.9), where the scribe uses a horizontal stroke to 
cross it out. 

 Again, in the fourth chapter of the second book there is an addition 
in D, E and F, ‘. . . avoiding great sins is assigned to them and this 
implied the wiping out of their off ences and their admission to a Gate 
of great honour’, that seems to be the explanation of Qur �  ā n 4:31 (35) ‘If 
ye (but) eschew the most heinous of the things which ye are forbidden 
to do, we shall expel out of you all the evil in you and admit you to a 
Gate of great honour’.  38   

 In the fourth chapter of the fi rst book in A, B, C the copyist added 
the relative pronoun  alladh ī   in the text by error, only in A it is erased 
(p. 58). Likewise, in the second chapter of the second book there is a 
common mistake in A, B, C: the scribe wrote  naq �   instead of  ba �  �  , 
only in A it is corrected (p. 76). Finally, in the third chapter of the 
fourth book, a diff erent choice of word has been made: we fi nd 

    Figure 7.8  MS A.         
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 al-thamara ,  al-thamar ā t  (‘fruit, fruits’) in C and D, whereas there is 
 al-tamra ,  al-tamar ā t  (‘date, dates’) in A, B, E, and F. 

 Such occurrences, together with the evidence that the content of the 
 Mukhta � ar  stays the same in all the texts, may suggest the existence of 
a very small group or even just one standard/normalised version of the 
treatise, which was accepted and circulated among the community 
various centuries aft er its composition. 

 Unfortunately, all the facts mentioned in the present contribution, 
in spite of being abundant, do not suffi  ce to hypothesise any defi nite 
line of transmission or  stemma codicum  yet or to clarify the purpose 
for which the treatise has been copied.  39   

 My hope is that these kinds of observations could prove useful for 
future studies, especially thanks to the introduction of new tools and 
formalised approaches to the research that is focused on the analysis 
of digital texts.  

    Figure 7.9  MS E.         
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   NOTES  

     1 He came from the family of Ban ū  al-Wal ī d al-Anf that traced their genealogy back to 
the noble Quraysh tribe through  � Abd Man ā f ibn Qu � ayy, who was the father of  �  ā shim 
ibn  � Abd al-Man ā f, Prophet Muhammad’s great-grandfather. Th e main primary sources 
and fi rst-hand testimony about his biography are:  �  ā tim al- �  ā mid ī ,   Tu � fat al-qul ū b ; 
Idr ī s  � Im ā d  al-D ī n,   Nuzhat  al-afk  ā r wa-raw � at  al-akhb ā r , microfi lm, American 
University in Beirut. See also  � asan ibn N ū  �   al-Bhar ū ch ī ,   Kit ā b   al -azh ā r , ed., 
 �  Ā dil  al- � Aww ā , in   Muntakhab ā t Ism ā  �  ī liyya  (Damascus, 1982); Qu � b  al-D ī n 
Burh ā np ū r ī ,   Muntaza �   al-akhb ā r f ī  akhb ā r  al-du �  ā t  al-akhy ā r , ed., S ā mir F ā r ū q 
 � ar ā bulus ī  (Beirut, 1999); Ism ā  �  ī l ibn  � Abd  al-Ras ū l  al-Majd ū  � ,   Fihrist , ed.,   � Al ī   Naq ī  
Munzaw ī  (Tehran, 1966);  � usayn al-Hamd ā n ī , al - � ulay � iyy ū n wa’l- � araka al-F ā  � imiyya 
f ī  al-Yaman  (Cairo, 1955); see I. K. Poonawala, ‘ � Al ī  b. al-Wal ī d’,  EI3  (online edition).   

    2 In fact, when the Fatimid reign passed to al- Ā mir’s cousin,  � Abd al-Maj ī d al- �  ā f ī  � , the 
local community of Yemen, ruled by the  � ulay � id queen al-Sayyida al- � urra, decided 
to continue the  da � wa  on behalf of al- � ayyib Ab ī  al-Q ā  � im (al- Ā mir’s son), who was 
only a child at the time of his father’s death and was thought from then on to be in 
hiding.   

    3 Etymologically: what is apparent to the eye; as a technical term, in Shi � i doctrine, it 
designates the principle according to which the Prophet had designated  � Al ī  to be his 
successor. Cf. A. J. Wensinck, ‘al-Na �  � ’,  EI2 , p. 1029.   

    4 Apart from the three higher ranks (the  n ā  � iq , the  wa �  ī  —or  as ā s —and the  imam ), 
there are seven   � ud ū d:  the  b ā b  (the chief administrative head of the  da � wa);  the   � ujja  (a 
high-ranking  d ā  �  ī   who was put in charge of the lands among the twelve regions in 
which the earth was divided); three  d ā  �  ī s —the  d ā  �  ī  al-bal ā gh  (who acted as  liaison  
between the central and local headquarters), the  d ā  �  ī  al-mu � laq  (who was the chief 
functionary acting with absolute authority in the absence of the regional   � ujja  and of 
the  d ā  �  ī  al-bal ā gh ), the  d ā  �  ī  al-ma � d ū d  (chief assistant of the  d ā  �  ī  al-mu � laq ); two 
assistants titled  al-ma � dh ū n  (lit. ‘licentiate’)— the ma � dh ū n al-mu � laq  and  the ma � dh ū n 
al-ma � d ū d  (or  al-ma �  �  ū r ), eventually designated as  al-muk ā sir  (lit. ‘persuader’), whose 
authority was limited and was mainly concerned with attracting new converts. 
Cf. F. Daft ary,  Th e Ism ā  �  ī l ī s: Th eir History and Doctrines  (2nd ed., Cambridge, 2007), 
pp. 217-219.   

    5 Cf. I. K. Poonawala, ‘ � Al ī   b.  al- � usayn b.  al- � usayn b.   � Al ī   al-Qurash ī ’,  EI3  (online 
edition).   

    6 Cf. I. K. Poonawala, ‘Mu � ammad b.  �  ā hir b. Ibr ā h ī m al- �  ā rith’,  EI2 , p. 411.   
    7  �  ā tim  al- �  ā mid ī  stated that all the qualifi cations of a   d ā  �  ī    described by 

the   d ā  �  ī    A � mad  al-N ī s ā b ū r ī  (d. aft er 386/996) in his   al-Ris ā la  al-m ū jaza  al-k ā fi ya f ī  
 ā d ā b  al-du �  ā t   were to be found in   � Al ī   b.  Mu � ammad  ( �  ā tim  al- �  ā mid ī ,   Tu � fat 
al-qul ū b , manuscript in the private collection of Mull ā  Qurb ā n  � usayn Godhrawala, f. 
152r). Cf. I. K. Poonawala, ‘ � Al ī  b. al-Wal ī d’,  EI3  (online edition).   

    8 Cf. F. Daft ary,  Ismaili literature: A Bibliography of Sources and Studies  (London, 2004), 
pp. 118–119 and, for a comprehensive list of works by  � Al ī  ibn al-Wal ī d and sources on 
him, see      I.   K.   Poonawala   ,   A Bio-bibliography of Ism ā  �  ī l ī  Literature   (  Malibu  ,  1977 ), pp. 
 156–161 .     

    9 Th is term derives from   � ashw  (‘farce’ and hence ‘prolix and useless discourse’). 
Sometimes it is associated with the expression  ghuth ā  �   (lit. ‘wastes’) to address scholars 
of little worth who recognised the coarsely anthropomorphic traditions as genuine and 
interpreted them literally, without criticism ( bi-l ā  kayfa ). Cf. ‘ � a sh wiyya’,  EI2 , p. 269.   

   10 Th is term is used in the narrow sense to address the Manichaean community (i.e., 
followers of the gnostic religion founded in the 3rd century CE by the Iranian prophet 
M ā n ī ); in fact, on account of their creed, which was based on a dualistic system revolving 
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around the continuous struggle between the cosmological principles of light and 
darkness, they were denied the  status  of  ahl al-dhimma  by the Muslim law. Th is term 
(sing.  zind ī q ) is also loosely used as a synonym of  murtadd ,  k ā fi r  or even  mul � id , and, in 
general, to refer to the ‘hypocrites’. Cf.      F.C. de   Blois   , ‘ Zind ī  |  ’,   EI2  , pp.  510–513 .     

   11 Actually this expression usually refers to the act of denying the attributes of God as 
perpetrated by the Mu � tazil ī s, although they had justifi ed their position on the matter in 
terms of  tanz ī h , ‘purifi cation’, and not  ta �  �  ī l , ‘deprivation’.   

   12 At the end of the treatise Ibn al-Wal ī d says: ‘if God, be He exalted, wants it, I will single 
out the explanation of the discourse of the fourth group, which is the group of the 
people of truth, in another treatise titled “ Jal ā ’ al- � uq ū l wa zubda al-ma �  �  ū l”  (the Epistle 
on the splendour of intellects and the cream of proceeds)’.   

   13 Poonawala provides the following data about some existing examples of the manuscript: 
a copy is mentioned in  �  ā hir Sayf al-D ī n’s  Asm ā  �  al-kutubi al-makt ū ba bi-yaday al-du �  ā t 
allat ī  hiya mawj ū da il ā  al ā na f ī  khiz ā na al-da � wa al-h ā diya  (which is part of the  al-Ris ā la 
al-Rama �  ā niya , pp. 354–56) as having been transcribed by the 13th  d ā  �  ī    � Al ī  Shams 
al-D ī n; two copies are found in Mu � izz Goriawala’s  A Descriptive Catalogue of the Fyzee 
Collection of Ism ā  �  ī l ī  Manuscripts  (1965), collection housed at the University of Mumbai; 
two copies are cited in the  Ism ā  �  ī l ī  Manuscripts in the Collection of Ismailia Association 
of Pakistan,  Karachi (which I believe are among those housed at the IIS); a copy is said 
to be cited in the  Ism ā  �  ī l ī  Manuscripts in the Collection of Shaykh  � Abd al-Qayyum ibn 
 �  Ī s ā bn ā  �  ī  , located in Mumbai; two copies are mentioned in the  Q ā  � ima bi’l-makh �  ū  �  ā  
al- � arabiya al-mu � awwira bi’l-m ī kr ū f ī lm min al-jumh ū riya al- � arabiya al-yamaniya , 
Cairo. See I. K. Poonawala,  A Bio-bibliography of Ism ā  �  ī l ī  Literature , pp. 159–158.   

   14 See      A.   Gacek   ,   Catalogue of Arabic Manuscripts in the Library of Th e Institute of Ismaili 
Studies   (  London  ,  1984 ), vol.  1 , pp.  78–79   ;      D.   Cortese   ,   Ismaili and Other Arabic Manuscript:   
  A Descriptive Catalogue of Manuscripts in the Library of Th e Institute of Ismaili Studies   
(  London  ,  2000 ), pp.  77–78   ;      D.   Cortese   ,   Th e Arabic Ismaili Manuscripts:     Th e Z ā hid  � Al ī  
Collection in the Library of Th e Institute of Ismaili Studies   (  London  ,  2003 ), p.  121   . List of 
manuscripts: MS 142 (18th century), MS 141, MS 878, MS 1288 and MS 1204 (19th 
century), MS 678 and MS 269 (20th century).   

   15 i.e., Waj ī h al-D ī n Ibr ā h ī m (d. 1168/1756), 39th  d ā  �  ī  mu � laq  of the  � ayyib ī  D ā  �  ū d ī  Bohra, 
who operated in India during the 12th/18th century.   

   16 Th e place name comes from that of a local ruling dynasty, the  Kathi , from the Rajput 
clan. It is a peninsula of western India in the Gujarat state.   

   17 Th e name could refer to a town in the Rajasthan state, in the northwest of India. 
Pratapgarh was also a princely state in British India until 1949. More unlikely, it could 
be a reference to a place located in the Punjab region (meaning ‘fi ve rivers’), which 
comprises vast territories of eastern Pakistan and northern India.   

   18 At the time of Najm al-D ī n ibn Zayn al-D ī n, who is mentioned in the colophon.   
   19 I counted 293 pages. If we put aside the preliminary annotations, that clearly do not 

belong to the original text, and the colophon at the very end of this copy, we are left  with 
285 pages instead of the 277 pages reported in Gacek’s  Catalogue of Arabic Manuscripts , 
vol. 1, p. 78.   

   20 All English translations in the present chapter are my own.   
   21 Th e numbering by  abjad  appears to be more frequent in works dealing with scientifi c 

issues than in those about religious sciences. Cf. F. D é roche et al.,  Islamic Codicology: An 
Introduction to the Study of Manuscripts in Arabic Script  (London, 2006).   

   22 I counted 18 quires, the fi rst of which is pointed out by an arrow. Since I could not 
examine the original copy I cannot provide a more accurate codicological description. 
Anyway, it might be of interest to note that the most common formula for quires of 
manuscripts made of paper is the  quinion , and that the quires at the beginning and/or 
at the end of the text are usually rare ( binion ,  ternion , single  bifolio ) or with an odd 
number of folios. Cf. F. D é roche et al.  Islamic Codicology , p. 92.   
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   23 Th e  r é clame  is a system whose importance is demonstrated by the number of technical 
terms used in various periods and regions of the Arabic world (e. g.,  ta � q ī ba ,  wa � la , 
 w ā  � ila ,  r ā bi � a ,  ta � f ī  �  ,  s ā  � is ,  taqy ī da  and  raqq ā  �  , the last one literally meaning ‘dancer’). 
Th e downwards orientation and the fact that the word is spaced with regard to the last 
line are typical features of oriental manuscripts, whereas in the Maghrebian specimen 
(at least until the end of the 9th/15th century) it is usually written horizontally and next 
to the line. Cf. F. D é roche et al.  Islamic Codicology , p. 106. Gacek gives the following 
defi nition of catchwords in his  Vademecum : ‘the last word of a text on the b-page 
(verso), usually written on its own, below the last line, and repeated as the fi rst word of 
the next page (a-page or recto)’, which actually corresponds to what D é roche calls 
 contre-r é clame  and notices to be especially found in Maghrebian manuscripts of the 
8th/14th century. Cf. A. Gacek,  Arabic Manuscripts: A Vademecum for Readers  (Leiden 
and Boston, 2009), p. 50.   

   24  Pagination  is a system that manuscript writers began to currently use only in recent 
times (13th/19th century), when printing started to gain ground in the Arab world. 
Gacek also states that it is not infrequently used in Ismaili manuscripts, cf. A. Gacek’, 
 Catalogue of Arabic Manuscripts , vol. 1, p. xii.   

   25 A more widespread use of  foliation , as opposed to quire signatures, is attested only from 
the 10th/16th century, cf. A. Gacek,  ibid. , p. 106.   

   26 Th e expression ‘ y ā  kab ī kaj ’ is a somewhat mysterious invocation which can be found on 
the fi rst or the last folio of a codex and is thought to have the power to protect the paper 
against worms and insects. Th is word, that seems to be of Persian origin, could refer at 
the same time to: diff erent plants such as crowfoot (according to Wehr’s  Dictionary of 
Modern Written Arabic ) or a kind of wild parsley, a deadly poison, the king of 
cockroaches, the patron angel of reptiles (according to Steingass’s  Persian-English 
Dictionary ) and, less likely, the name in Syriac of a king who had command over insects 
(according to Dihkhud ā ’s  Lughat’n ā mah ). Cf. A. Gacek, ‘Th e Use of “ kab ī kaj ” in Arabic 
Manuscripts’,  Manuscripts of the Middle East I  (Leiden, 1986), pp. 49–53.   

   27 Th is is the error of writing a sequence of letters or a word once, when they should have 
been written twice.   

   28 Cf. A. Gacek, ‘Taxonomy of Scribal Errors and Corrections in Arabic Manuscripts’, in 
 Th eoretical Approaches to the Transmission and Edition of Oriental Manuscripts , ed. 
Judith Pfeiff er and Manfred Kropp (W ü rzburg, 2007), p. 222.   

   29 On three occasions it is placed at the end of a line and repeated again at the beginning 
of the following line.   

   30 Once it is placed both at the end of a line and at the beginning of the following line.   
   31 On three occasions it is placed both at the end of a line and at the beginning of the 

following line (pp. 93, 94, 111), whereas once it is written at the end of a page and 
repeated at the beginning of the next page (p. 99).   

   32 Once it is placed both at the end of a line and at the beginning of the following line.   
   33 New developments can be found in recent studies. See      L.W.C. van   Lit   ,   Among Digitized 

Manuscripts:     Philology, Codicology, Paleography in a Digital World   (  Brill  ,  2019 )  .   
   34 See A. Gacek,  Catalogue of Arabic Manuscripts , vol. 1, pp. 14–15; D. Cortese,  Ismaili and 

other Arabic Manuscripts , pp. 75–76; D. Cortese,  Th e Arabic Ismaili Manuscripts , 
pp. 38–39; F. de Blois,  Arabic, Persian and Gujarati Manuscripts: Th e Hamdani Collection  
(London, 2011), pp. 120–121. List of manuscripts: MS 246, MS 972, MS 870, MS 1216, 
MS 1512 (20th century).   

   35 Th e Sunni historian al-Kha �  ī b al-Baghd ā d ī  (d. 463/1071) used to say  al-d ā ra al-ij ā za , 
‘the circle is the authorisation’.   

   36 Ibn al-Wal ī d refers to the way the so-called  a �  �  ā b al- � ad ī th  interpret the Qur �  ā nic 
verses that seem to attribute anthropomorphic features to the Creator. In the second 
chapter of the second book the author had actually denied the thought that God has 
limbs, by refuting two of the most common explanations given by his adversaries: (i) 
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the limbs are either an indication of diversifi cation in the essences, which is necessarily 
implied by the multiplicity of signs, or (ii) they belong to a unique essence whose parts 
are impossible to be distinguished from each other. Th e option (i) is denied thanks to a 
simple demonstration: if any diversifi cation of the parts ( al-ajz ā  �  ) were existent in the 
essence, the composition of its diversifi cations would demand an intervention from 
God, since the essence cannot do that on its own. With regard to the option (ii), the 
mere demonstration that the essence is unique makes the reference to its separated 
parts pointless.   

   37 ‘And their inference of what they had inferred about Him from the [previously] 
mentioned verses is that they have imposed the mutation of state ( isti �  ā l al- �  ā l ) to the 
Creator ( al-B ā r ī  ), be He exalted, because of His mutation from pleasure to displeasure’.   

   38 Qur �  ā n 4:31 (35). See      Y.    � Al ī    ,   Th e Holy Quran:     Text, Translation and Commentary   (  Lahore  , 
 1938 )  .   

   39 In this regard, considering the numerous interventions that were needed to amend the 
text, the kind of errors that suggest a lack of familiarity in the use and/or understanding 
of the Arabic language on the part of the scribes, it was implied that these manuscripts 
were copied for educational purposes. Since they belong to a community that is 
renowned for their secretive approach to knowledge, we may infer that this specifi c text 
was either included in a more ‘open/early-stage’ programme of learning or that its 
content was deemed cryptic enough to be safely approached by apprentices.                
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 Alam ū t and Badakhsh ā n: Newly Identified 
 Sargudhasht-i Sayyidn ā   Manuscripts and 

their Background   

    Mikl ó s   S á rk ö zy               

  Th e present chapter aims to throw light on ‘newly’ discovered versions 
of the so-called  Sargudhasht-i Sayyidn ā  , a biography of  � asan-i Sabb ā  � , 
the founder of the Niz ā r ī  Ismaili state in Northern Iran. In this chapter 
I try to give a detailed analysis of the circumstances, content and 
context of these newly found Central Asian manuscripts.  1   First, I will 
attempt to situate the  Sargudhasht-i Sayyidn ā   in the Persian Niz ā r ī  and 
non-Ismaili historiography. Furthermore, I will try to give an overview 
of the already known  Sargudhasht-i Sayyidn ā   manuscripts possessed 
by Th e Institute of Ismaili Studies (IIS) and the Library of the 
Parliament of the Islamic Republic of Iran. In the second half of 
the chapter I will try to make a detailed analysis of the hitherto little 
explored and newly discovered  Sargudhasht-i Sayyidn ā   texts from 
Ismaili populated Badakhsh ā n, of their origin, and characteristics as 
well as diff erent historical and spiritual aspects which signifi cantly 
shaped the content of these  Sargudhasht-i Sayyidn ā   versions.  

   Part I:  Sargudhasht-i Sayyidn ā   and the 
Niz ā r ī  Historiography 

 Introduction: Niz ā r ī  Ismaili Historical and 
Doctrinal Sources of the Alam ū t Period  

 As far as Niz ā r ī  Ismaili sources are concerned, it is a well-known fact 
that the number of inner-Niz ā r ī  works and other sources relating to 
the 160 years of the Niz ā r ī  Ismaili period is extremely limited. Due to 
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the complete lack of administrative records, correspondence, 
epigraphic materials and the existence of only a very limited amount 
of numismatic data, the mainstay of research must rely on two main 
groups of Niz ā r ī  sources relating to the Alam ū t period: historical 
chronicles and doctrinal works by Niz ā r ī  authors. 

 As for the historical works focusing on the history of the Alam ū t 
period, one needs to stress the fact that none of these chronicles have 
survived completely. Farhad Daft ary thinks that a lack of interest in 
historiography might have played some role in the very limited number 
of historical works produced in the Niz ā r ī  period. A hostile political 
atmosphere and unwelcoming conditions oft en caused the Niz ā r ī s to 
live clandestinely and it should also be pointed out that they regularly 
practised  taqiyya  or dissimulation in order to conceal their identity, 
thoughts and perhaps written testimonies as well. Th is has resulted in 
the very limited number of genuine historical works, chronicles and 
annals throughout their history. Had they written openly about their 
manners, customs and the lives of their rulers, this could have 
endangered the very existence of the Niz ā r ī  communities.  2   

 It is said that the most important Niz ā r ī  source from the early Niz ā r ī  
period is the biography of  � asan-i Sabb ā  � , entitled  Sargudhasht-i 
Sayyidn ā ,  which is partly an offi  cial chronicle of the early decades of 
 � asan-i Sabb ā  � ’s rule and partly a doctrinal biography of the fi rst  d ā  �  ī   
of Alam ū t.  3   Th e author or authors of this work remain completely 
unknown, but the  Sargudhasht-i Sayyidn ā   seems to be a very popular 
work among Niz ā r ī s and it appears that it could have survived both as 
an independent text and in paraphrase among Niz ā r ī s and Sunnis. As 
part of the 6th–7th/13th–14th century  Ī lkh ā nid Sunni chronicles of 
K ā sh ā n ī , Juwayn ī  and Rash ī d al-D ī n, the  Sargudhasht-i Sayyidn ā   could 
have circulated widely in the Persianate world aft er the fall of the 
Niz ā r ī  Ismaili state. 

 As recognised, the  Sargudhasht-i Sayyidn ā   has exerted a signifi cant 
infl uence over the study of the period of the early Niz ā r ī  Ismaili history, 
traces of which can be found in hitherto unpublished materials of later 
variants of the  Sargudhasht-i Sayyidn ā   preserved in manuscripts and 
forming part of the Ismaili Special Collections Unit at Th e Institute of 
Ismaili Studies. Th e importance of the  Sargudhasht-i Sayyidn ā   as a 
semi-historical and religious-doctrinal text within Ismaili communities 
from the 6th/12th century until the present appears as fascinating as 
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aspects pertaining to its wider non-Ismaili reception in Sunni 
historiography as well.  

   Niz ā r ī  Ismaili Doctrinal Works of the Alam ū t 
Period as Sources of Niz ā r ī  Ismaili History  

 As for our second group of Niz ā r ī  sources relating to the Alam ū t 
period, non-historical Niz ā r ī  works can also be mentioned, such 
as the  D ī w ā n-i Q ā  � imiyy ā t , a recently-discovered and published 
autochthonous Niz ā r ī  work.  4   Th e  D ī w ā n-i Q ā  � imiyy ā t  is a collection of 
 qa �  ī das  dedicated to the  Qiy ā ma  declaration of 559/1164 of  � asan   � al ā  
dhikrihi’l-sal ā m,  an event of huge religious and political importance. 
Albeit a predominantly religious and literary work, the  D ī w ā n-i 
Q ā  � imiyy ā t  nevertheless contains fascinating historical material on 
Mongol-Niz ā r ī  links prior to the Mongol conquest of Alam ū t in 
654/1256. It is noticeable that the  D ī w ā n-i Q ā  � imiyy ā t  was also the 
product of the pre-1256 period similar to the  Sargudhasht-i Sayyidn ā   
and its later fate; its survival as an independent manuscript also shares 
similarities with the biography of  � asan-i Sabb ā  � . 

 Besides this work, there is another group of doctrinal sources 
possibly dating back to the Niz ā r ī  period (487–654/1094–1256). Among 
these we can mention the  Haft  b ā b  of  � asan-i Ma � m ū d-i K ā tib, which 
contains interesting material about the historical circumstances of the 
 Qiy ā ma  declaration. In addition, some aspects of the  Raw � at al-tasl ī m  
by the great 13th-century Iranian philosopher and politician Na �  ī r 
al-D ī n  �  ū s ī  (1201–1274) are of historical importance when looking at 
the issue of political ideologies recurrent among Niz ā r ī  elites in their 
last years.  �  ū s ī  himself played a highly active role in Niz ā r ī  politics, 
and his time as an infl uential adviser to the last imams of Alam ū t as 
well as a transmitter of Niz ā r ī  traditions in the early  Ī lkh ā nid period 
could be more signifi cant than previously believed. 

 Apart from these texts, there are a few doctrinal letters in Persian 
attributed to  � asan   � al ā  dhikrihi’l sal ā m  (557-561/1162-1166). Th ese 
documents were addressed to various high-ranking Niz ā r ī  offi  cials in 
northern Iran. Th ese texts (including a dialogue between  � asan   � al ā  
dhikrihi’l sal ā m  and Dihkhud ā   � Al ī  Ab ū  Shuj ā  �  and a letter in the name of 
N ū r al-D ī n Mu � ammad) are thought to have been composed prior to 
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the declaration of the  Qiy ā ma  in 559/1164—and while they seem 
authentic texts, they would benefi t from more careful philological study.  5    

   The  Sargudhasht-i Sayyidn ā   and Persian Historiography  

 Th ough most of our medieval Sunni Persian sources show a marked 
enmity towards the Niz ā r ī s, they nevertheless preserved a signifi cant 
amount of valuable data re-used from these earlier Niz ā r ī  sources, 
none of which has survived completely however. 

 As is well known, the works of Rash ī d al-D ī n, Juwayn ī  and K ā sh ā n ī  
all contain common elements which are either excerpts from surviving 
Niz ā r ī  texts or which represent recycled information. Juwayn ī , Rash ī d 
al-D ī n and K ā sh ā n ī  succeeded in accessing original Niz ā r ī  Ismaili 
manuscripts containing the story of  Sargudhasht-i Sayyidn ā  , and all of 
them cited it. 

 On the other hand, signifi cant diff erences can be detected in the 
three versions cited by these authors. Juwayn ī  himself claimed to have 
a copy of the  Sargudhasht-i Sayyidn ā   which he acquired during his visit 
to the fortress of Alam ū t. Juwayn ī , an active participant in the Mongol 
military campaign against the Niz ā r ī s in 1256–1257, who was himself 
allowed to collect some written sources from the library of Alam ū t 
before the latter’s demolition, omitted several important parts,  
apparently out of his anti-Niz ā r ī  zeal or because of his pro- Ī lkh ā nid 
political sympathies in his  T ā r ī kh-i Jah ā ngush ā y .  6   Meanwhile, Rash ī d 
al-D ī n, the highly infl uential grand vizier of later  Ī lkh ā nid rulers 
showed a much more balanced view in his  Sargudhasht-i Sayyidn ā   
version and in general proved to be more neutral in his  J ā mi �  
al-Taw ā r ī kh .  7   Rash ī d al-D ī n’s own  Sargudhasht-i Sayyidn ā   version is 
more balanced, which shows less hostility against the Niz ā r ī s than the 
narrative of Juwayn ī . He preserved events and historical facts 
pertaining to  � asan-i Sabb ā  � , allegedly deleted by Juwayn ī , such as 
important chronological data about  � asan-i Sabb ā  � ’s visit to Egypt. 
He also included the legendary story of the three schoolfellows on the 
friendly relationship of  � asan-i Sabb ā  � , Ni �  ā m al-Mulk and  � Umar 
Khayy ā m. Furthermore, Rash ī d al-D ī n retains honorifi c titles reserved 
for Ismaili political fi gures such as the usage of  Sayyidn ā   (our lord) for 
 � asan-i Sabb ā  � , while Juwayn ī  does not.  8   K ā sh ā n ī , the third author to 
cite the  Sargudhasht-i Sayyidn ā  , was originally an assistant to Rash ī d 
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al-D ī n working for the scholarly team of the great  Ī lkh ā nid statesman 
as a possible co-author of the famous  J ā mi �  al-Taw ā r ī kh . His own 
chronicle, the  Zubdat al-taw ā r ī kh , which was rediscovered roughly 
sixty years ago for modern scholarship, also included the story of the 
 Sargudhasht-i Sayyidn ā  .  9   

 Sadly, none of these  Ī lkh ā nid versions of the  Sargudhasht  are extant 
now, but it could have been a well-known source and could have been 
popular since it caught the eye of these three major  Ī lkh ā nid historians. 
Due to the lack of  Ī lkh ā nid variants of the  Sargudhasht  it is impossible 
to assess the sources of the three main authors. Hence, questions such 
as to what extent the  Sargudhasht-i Sayyidn ā   version used by Juwayn ī  
was diff erent from that of Rash ī d al-D ī n remains an unsolved mystery, 
perhaps forever. 

 Besides the  Sargudhasht-i Sayyidn ā ,  there are other chronicles 
composed in the early Niz ā r ī  period in Northern Iran; yet all of these 
works perished in the post-Alam ū t period with only a few excerpts 
surviving in the chronicles of Juwayn ī , K ā sh ā n ī  and Rash ī d al-D ī n in 
the  Ī lkh ā nid period (654–735/1256–1335). One of these lost works was 
the so-called  Kit ā b-i Buzurg Umm ī d , itself a biography of the second 
 d ā  �  ī   of Alam ū t, Kiy ā  Buzurg Umm ī d (r. 518–532/1124–1138), part of 
which was incorporated in later  Ī lkh ā nid accounts of the Niz ā r ī s. 
Another possible Niz ā r ī  chronicle could have been composed under 
Mu � ammad b. Buzurg Umm ī d (532–557/1124–1162), the third  d ā  �  ī   of 
Alam ū t, authored by Dihkhud ā  b.  � Abd al-Malik Fashand ī , fragments 
of which also survived in later  Ī lkh ā nid accounts. However, aft er 
Mu � ammad b. Buzurg Umm ī d’s time, there is a lack of evidence of any 
court chronicles, though it is conceivable that there were later 
continuations of these early Niz ā r ī  sources (though none of these has 
survived).  10   

 Apparently, Juwayn ī , Rash ī d al-D ī n and K ā sh ā n ī  and later authors 
such as  � amd All ā h Mustawf ī ,  11    �  ā fi  � -i  Ā br ū   12   and others who relied 
on Juwayn ī , Rash ī d al-D ī n and K ā sh ā n ī  used these perished Niz ā r ī  
sources extensively, and the tenor of their writing changes noticeably 
when these authors have exhausted such Niz ā r ī  sources. It appears 
that for the early Niz ā r ī  period, up until the reign of Mu � ammad b. 
Kiy ā  Buzurg Umm ī d (r. 532–557/1138–1162), one relies more on Niz ā r ī  
sources in the works of these later Sunni authors than for the years 
following this time.  13   
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 Sources related to contemporary Salj ū q and Khw ā rizmian sultans 
also cover large parts of Niz ā r ī  history, especially episodes of their 
diplomatic relations and missions. Th e accounts of Ibn al-Ath ī r 
(d. 630/1233) on the Iranian and Syrian Niz ā r ī s are of great importance, 
off ering a rare insight into some otherwise unknown events. As for its 
importance, one can note that Ibn al-Ath ī r’s account represents the 
most detailed biography of  � asan-i Sabb ā  �  in the Classical Arabic 
historiography.  14    

   The Tehran  Sargudhasht-i Sayyidn ā    

 As noted, the  Sargudhasht-i Sayyidn ā   was used extensively by Sunni 
authors in the  Ī lkh ā nid and Timurid periods. Yet, the original 
manuscripts containing the text of the  Sargudhasht-i Sayyidn ā   (and 
other Niz ā r ī  historical chronicles from the pre-1256 period) did not 
survive from the Alam ū t or from the post-Alam ū t period. Th erefore 
the most diffi  cult question is how to fi ll the long chronological gap 
between the 13th–15th-century  Sargudhasht-i Sayyidn ā   versions of 
medieval Persian historiography (Juwayn ī , Rash ī d al-D ī n and others) 
and the recently discovered largely Central-Asian  Sargudhasht-i 
Sayyidn ā   manuscripts dating back to the 19th–20th centuries. 

 Due to the lack of independent manuscripts before the 19th century, 
the transmission of  Sargudhasht-i Sayyidn ā   is hardly detectable. Between 
the medieval Persian historiography and the modern Ismaili 
 Sargudhasht-i Sayyidn ā   texts we know only one manuscript containing a 
very shortened version of the  Sargudhasht-i Sayyidn ā  . Th is variant is 
from 1678, was copied in Safavid Persia, and is now in the Kit ā bkh ā na-i 
Majlis-i Sh ū r ā -yi Isl ā m ī  (Library of the Parliament of the Islamic 
Republic of Iran) in Tehran, Iran. Th e text entitled  Sargudhasht  � asan-i 
 � abb ā  �  , is itself part of a Persian  Majm ū  � a .  15   Aft er a closer look, however, 
it appears that the Tehran  Sargudhasht-i Sayyidn ā   is only a very distant 
relative of other  Sargudhasht-i Sayyidn ā   texts. Th e main emphasis of the 
Tehran variant is on the tale of the three schoolfellows while other details 
of earlier  Sargudhasht-i Sayyidn ā   versions are either missing or are 
mentioned in an extremely abbreviated form. In two aspects, however, 
the Tehran manuscript is similar to the later Badakhsh ā ni  Sargudhasht-i 
Sayyidn ā   variants. Both versions end with the conquest of Alam ū t by 
 � asan-i Sabb ā  �  and stop short of describing its rule; also, both versions 
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largely focus on imaginative elements, tropes and anecdotes on  � asan-i 
Sabb ā  �  and historical facts are of secondary interest. 

 Despite the diff erences and its brevity, the Tehran manuscript does 
somehow suggest the popularity and interest in the  Sargudhasht-i 
Sayyidn ā   as an independent text in the Persianate world.  

   Part II: The  Sargudhasht-i Sayyidn ā   Manuscripts 
at The Institute of Ismaili Studies  

 Th e fact that  Sargudhasht-i Sayyidn ā   as an independent text never 
ceased to exist is supported by an increasing group of independent 
manuscripts discovered and registered in the past few years. It appears 
that these manuscripts all belong or once belonged to the Niz ā r ī  
Ismaili communities of the Pamir area in Badakhsh ā n and were 
produced either in present-day India or in Badakhsh ā n itself. Th e 
discovery and evaluation of these manuscripts are of paramount 
historical importance, since these hitherto little known manuscripts 
not only represent the continued interest in the  Sargudhasht-i 
Sayyidn ā   among early modern and modern Ismailis but also hint to a 
possibly unbroken independent  Sargudhasht-i Sayyidn ā   manuscript 
transmission since the 13th century—although the content of these 
Indo-Iranian  Sargudhasht-i Sayyidn ā   manuscripts has been partially 
transformed. 

 Th e Ismaili Special Collections Unit at the IIS currently holds no 
fewer than nine manuscripts of the  Sargudhasht-i Sayyidn ā  . Th e 
discovery of these independent  Sargudhasht-i Sayyidn ā   manuscripts 
also implies that this text could have been more widely circulated in 
the post-Alam ū t period, and the existence of surviving manuscripts 
may question somewhat its ‘discovery story’ in Alam ū t by Juwayn ī . 

 Currently we can separate three groups of independent manuscripts 
of the  Sargudhasht-i Sayyidn ā  : 1. Th e nine manuscripts owned by Th e 
Institute of Ismaili Studies; 2. Th e three Central-Asian manuscripts 
mentioned by Bertel’s and Baqoev;  16   3. Th e Tehran manuscript housed 
in the Kit ā bkh ā na-i Majlis-i Sh ū r ā -yi Isl ā m ī . 

 Since late 2014, I have been engaged in the examination of the 
 Sargudhasht-i Sayyidn ā   manuscripts forming part of the IIS collections. 
Th is task was undertaken in multiple stages. First, I worked with the 
digital copies of MS 162 and MS 177,  17   and then in 2016 I received and 
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examined copies of the texts MS BT 1, MS BT 22, MS BT 103, MS BT 
192, MS BT 287, and MS BT 295. In late 2020 I received digital copies 
of two more manuscripts (MS BA 61, MS BA 154) containing versions 
of the  Sargudhasht-i Sayyidn ā  . Th ese manuscripts became part of the 
IIS repository at diff erent times. In all cases, I worked with digital 
copies of the manuscripts. All the digital copies are of very good 
quality, which made my evaluation work more effi  cient, except for MS 
BT 287, the deciphering of which proved little diffi  cult due to its poorer 
quality.  

   Assessment of Manuscripts 162 and 177 of 
the  Sargudhasht-i Sayyidn ā    

 Both of these manuscripts are unpublished, catalogued and now in the 
possession of the IIS. It appears that these manuscripts once belonged 
to the Ismaili Society in Bombay. Th eir acquisition by the Ismaili 
Society could not possibly have been earlier than 1959, the year when 
the distinguished Ismaili scholar Wladimir Ivanow left  Bombay and 
moved to Tehran, because Ivanow does not appear to mention these 
two manuscripts of the  Sargudhasht-i Sayyidn ā  .  18   

 Th e initial fl yleaf of the MS 177 features the number ‘1961’ in Gujarati 
numbers and this could refer to the year of its accession by the Bombay 
Ismaili Society aft er the departure of Ivanow, according to Delia 
Cortese who worked extensively on these manuscripts in her excellent 
paper.  19   

 Ivanow does not mention the existence of these two manuscripts in 
his bibliographic survey of Ismaili literature;  20   however he does refer 
to another manuscript also called  Sargudhasht-i Sayyidn ā   (no. 741). In 
his entry Ivanow describes it as a short text produced during Safavid 
dynasty (1501–1722 AD). In our opinion Ivanow could possibly be 
describing the unique Tehran manuscript of the  Sargudhasht-i Sayyidn ā   
(penned in 1678), which is also mentioned by Ismail K. Poonawala.  21   
Th is Iranian  Sargudhasht-i Sayyidn ā   manuscript seems to be the same 
as that mentioned above, now in the collection of the Kit ā bkh ā na-i 
Majlis-i Sh ū r ā -yi Isl ā m ī  (Library of the Parliament of the Islamic 
Republic of Iran) in Tehran, Iran. 

 As far as the two manuscripts of the Ismaili Society of Bombay are 
concerned, they were transferred to the manuscript collection of Th e 
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Institute of Ismaili Studies in London at a later time aft er 1977 (however, 
the exact date of their transfer remains unknown). 

 Th e language used by the author(s) of both manuscripts of the 
 Sargudhasht-i Sayyidn ā   of the IIS manuscript collection is exclusively 
classical Persian. No other language can be identifi ed in the text 
(except some Arabisms, religious terms which are very common in 
Classical Persian texts). As to the scripts of the two manuscripts, one 
can detect signifi cant diff erences between them. MS 177 was written 
with a clearly recognisable Indian style, while MS 162 has an entirely 
diff erent character to its appearance and it could have been donated to 
the Ismaili Society of Bombay possibly from a Central-Asian Ismaili 
source. Both manuscripts relate the life and deeds of the young  � asan-i 
 � abb ā  �  (1050s–1124 AD), the famous Iranian  d ā  �  ī   and founder of the 
Niz ā r ī  Ismaili State in northern Iran (in 1094 AD). 

 Th e scribe of MS 177 was a certain ‘Khw ā ja Mu � min’ according to 
the colophon of the manuscript, which is dated Sunday 22 October 
1916, and it was copied in Bombay (Mumbai). Th is manuscript has 
been preserved completely and has forty pages. Th e copyist of the 
second manuscript (MS 162) remains unknown; the manuscript is in 
a fragmentary condition, from its thirty-one pages, six (pp. 12–17) are 
currently missing. According to Delia Cortese MS 162 can probably be 
dated to the end of the 19th century.  22   

 It is important to note that both manuscripts contain the same text 
despite the fragmentary status of MS 162. Th ere are only minor 
diff erences, limited numbers of interpolated words between the two 
versions (such as the additional colophon of MS 177). 

 In my opinion the predecessors of the two manuscripts (or their 
precursors which were then copied and augmented several times) now 
in the IIS manuscript collection were originally composed in northern 
Iran as some historical events in the manuscripts suggest (mainly place 
names referring to the area of Rayy and R ū db ā r) not found elsewhere 
in Rash ī d al-D ī n and Juwayn ī . Both manuscripts show more similarities 
to the version preserved by Rash ī d al-D ī n than to that of Juwayn ī . For 
instance, the tale of the three schoolfellows is a common element in 
these mansucripts and that of Rash ī d al-D ī n while this story is 
completely missing from Juwayn ī ’s variant. 

 As for their diff erences, one can see thematic and factual diff erences 
between these IIS manuscripts and the variants of Juwayn ī  or Rash ī d 
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al-D ī n. As far as the thematic diff erences are concerned, the IIS 
 Sargudhasht-i Sayyidn ā   manuscripts are of a more imaginative 
character, where anecdotes, miracles, and dreams play a major role 
and in general there is less resemblance to a historical chronicle. Th e 
narrative of these IIS  Sargudhasht-i Sayyidn ā   manuscripts is 
signifi cantly shorter and ends with the conquest of Alam ū t by  � asan-i 
 � abb ā  �  not mentioning events of later decades. 

 As for the factual diff erences, apart from the occurrence of a few 
diff ering names, places as well as alternative sequences of events, there 
are a few more important changes in content when comparing it with 
Juwayn ī ’s and Rash ī d al-D ī n’s versions. One of the most signifi cant 
diff erences is that in these two IIS manuscripts  � asan’s lineage is 
traced back to the fi ft h Shi � i imam, Mu � ammad al-B ā qir. Among the 
further diff erences one can notice the following: the residence of 
 � asan’s childhood was not exactly in Rayy but a place called 
Mu � ammad  Ā b ā d according to these two IIS manuscripts. 

 In these two IIS manuscripts slightly more emphasis is put on the 
northern Iranian areas in terms of geography: for instance the place 
where  � asan met ‘Abd al-Malik b.  � A �  �  ā sh is given as R ū db ā r (a place 
not far from Alam ū t in R ū y ā n) rather than Rayy (mentioned in the 
Sunni paraphrases);  � asan’s relationship with  � Abd al-Malik b.  � A �  �  ā sh 
is described as one of  khidmat  (servitude) rather than  nayab ā t  
(deputyship), an unknown position in Ismaili  da � wa  hierarchies. 
Interestingly, the date given in the two IIS  Sargudhasht-i Sayyidn ā   
manuscripts is Rajab AH 484/September 1091, as the year of  � asan’s 
takeover of Alam ū t, instead of 481/1088 featured in other historical 
sources for this event. Otherwise, the nearly total lack of dates in the 
IIS manuscripts once again reinforces that the anonymous editors 
attempted to transform the text from a historical biography to a more 
religious-doctrinal one. Finally, the IIS manuscripts end with the 
legendary account of  � asan receiving news of al-Musta � l ī ’s usurpation 
of the throne in Egypt and the arrest of his elder brother Niz ā r. It is 
important to stress that MS 162 and MS 177 are practically identical 
with those other seven  Sargudhasht-i Sayyidn ā   manuscripts recently 
discovered in Tajikistan and Afghanistan. 

 However, in later times some further elements of Badakhsh ā n ī  
cultural milieu were added to the text (literary and rather non-
historical notes connecting  � asan-i Sabb ā  �  with N ā  � ir-i Khusraw). It 
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can be supposed that the spiritual awakening of the Ismailis in the late 
18th century under the Q ā sim-Sh ā h ī  imamate may have contributed 
to the popularity and the transformation of these manuscripts, all of 
which were produced in Badakhsh ā n in the modern period (mainly in 
the 20th century). Th ese early modern infl uences partly reshaped 
these manuscripts which both retained the core of their original 
medieval content, and at the same time included new chapters during 
the reworking process in Badakhsh ā n. Th is might hint at the active 
role of the Ismaili communities of Badakhsh ā n in the preservation of 
the two texts and the traces left  by them show the active and perhaps 
broad usage and knowledge of the manuscripts of the  Sargudhasht-i 
Sayyidn ā  .  23   

 As far as the genre of the two manuscripts is concerned, these can 
be characterised as shorter historical texts, containing the biography 
of the young  � asan-i  � abb ā  � . In some cases, however, the two texts 
(which are almost completely identical) contain pseudo-historical 
elements, miracles, tales and visionary interpolations. Th ese could be 
later additions, though it is not exactly known when and where the 
core of these texts was written down for the fi rst time. Th ese pseudo-
historical elements (such as the virtues of  � asan-i  � abb ā  � , and the 
story of his meeting with N ā  � ir-i Khusraw) are mainly of a religious 
character and therefore partly transform the genre of the original 
historical-doctrinal text into a religious-doctrinal treatise. In general, 
the two manuscripts can still be perceived primarily as historical 
sources containing, however, a signifi cant amount of literary and 
religious-doctrinal elements as well. 

 As was noted these two manuscripts of the  Sargudhasht-i Sayyidn ā   
show strong similarities to the variants of the  Sargudhasht-i Sayyidn ā   
mentioned in Juwayn ī  and Rash ī d al-D ī n and by other medieval 
Persian historians proving that all of these traditions may go back to a 
certain ‘Urtext’, which makes its discovery all the more important.  24    

   A ‘New’ Group of  Sargudhasht-i Sayyidn ā   Copies 
and their Importance  

 Th e other group of hitherto little known  Sargudhasht-i Sayyidn ā   
manuscripts originate from Central Asia in Tajikistan and Afghanistan 
and once belonged to local Ismailis, though the exact location (both 
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before and aft er their discovery) of these new fi ndings remain 
unknown to me. Th ese manuscripts were discovered during various 
fi eld trips over the last few years. Since I had no direct access to these 
manuscripts and could work only with the digital copies of these texts, 
my knowledge is limited on the circumstances of the discovery of 
these manuscripts (either Badakhsh ā n of Tajikistan or Afghanistan).  

   Time and Homeland of the New 
 Sargudhasht-i Sayyidn ā   Versions  

 According to our data there are seven ‘new’ manuscripts in the 
collection of ISCU (MS BT 1, MS BT 22, MS BT 103, MS BT 287, 
MS BT 295, MS BA 61, MS BA 154) containing versions of the 
 Sargudhasht-i Sayyidn ā  , while another manuscript in the holding of 
the IIS (MS BT 192) contains a  qa �  ī da , which is unrelated to the other 
versions listed below, though it is attributed traditionally to  � asan-i 
Sabb ā  � .  25   

 As for the origin of these seven  Sargudhasht-i Sayyidn ā   MSS, fi ve of 
them (MS BT 1, MS BT 22, MS BT 103, MS BT 287, MS BT 295) 
appear to originate from present-day Tajikistan, allegedly from the 
Ismaili populated Badakhsh ā n autonomous area, while two other 
manuscripts (MS BA 61, MS BA 154) are from Badakhsh ā n of present-
day Afghanistan. Besides the Ismaili areas of Tajikistan and Afghanistan 
the exact location of these new fi ndings are not known to the present 
author, but perhaps information about copyists can give us clues about 
the possible regions within Badakhhs ā n. As will be demonstrated 
later, scribes of MS BT 1, MS BT 103, and MS BT 295 are from 
diff erent villages of Shughn ā n, but in my view this fact does not 
necessarily mean that the manuscripts were also held in the same 
village(s) where the copyist(s) was/were born or lived. 

 It is very probable that one or two of these little-known manuscripts 
had been already studied and briefl y described by Bertel’s and Baqoev. 
Th e two Soviet scholars mention three Ismaili works in their catalogue: 
one of them was called  Qi �  � a-yi Sargu % asht-i  � a % rat-i B ā b ā  Sayyid-n ā  , 
the second  Kit ā b-i    � a % rat-i B ā b ā  Sayyidn ā  , while the third is  Kit ā b-i 
 a�wālāt-i � a % rat-i B ā b ā  Sayyidn ā ,  titles which show close resemblance 
to those of MS BT 287 and MS BT 295.  26   All of this data suggests that 
the Badakhsh ā n ī  variant of the  Sargudhasht-i Sayyidn ā   could have 
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been a well-known text among local Ismaili religious communities 
which could have had many more copies. 

 As for the chronology of these manuscripts, most of them were 
copied in the 20th century according to our data. Among those dated 
manuscripts that we have, it is MS BT 192 which appears to be the 
oldest one; according to our data it was completed on 28  Jum ā d ā  
al-awwal  1310/17 January 1893. Others were copied in the Soviet period; 
MS BT 295 was completed in 1345/1926–1927 in the early Soviet period 
right before the offi  cial alphabet reform and the prohibition of the 
Arabic script in 1928 in Soviet-ruled Central Asia; MS BT 1 was copied 
in 1385/1965, while MS BT 103 was completed on  Dh ū ’l- � ijja  1392 /
January 1973. MS BT 287 lacks a date. As for the Afghanistan 
manuscripts, MS BA 154 was completed in Bangala of  � asan ā b ā d 
(Mumbai, India)  Rabi �  al-awwal  1328/27 March 1910. MS BA 61 lacks a 
date.  27    

   The Manuscripts  

 Except for MS BA 154 which was copied in India, all the other manuscripts 
are of Badakhsh ā n ī  origin, from either the Tajik or the Afghan part. In all 
cases these manuscripts are  colligatums , i.e. these MSS were copied 
together with other works. Th e other works of these  colligatums  are 
sometimes well-known Ismaili spiritual works such as the  Pandiy ā t-i 
Jaw ā nmard ī   (MS BT 1), but in some cases are lesser known  ris ā las  such 
as the  T ā r ī kh-i Am ī r-i S ī st ā n  (MS BA 61)  28   or the  N ū r-n ā ma  (MS BA 154) 
among others. It is remarkable that versions of the  T ā r ī kh-i Am ī r-i S ī st ā n  
were copied together with the  Sargudhasht-i Sayyidn ā   in not less than 
three of our Badakhsh ā n ī  manuscripts (MS BT 103, MS BT 287, MS BA 
61), the reasons for which (a possible interconnection and high status of 
these two texts) require further investigation in the future. It is also 
interesting that the copies of  T ā r ī kh-i Am ī r-i S ī st ā n  always directly follow 
the text of the  Sargudhasht-i Sayyidn ā   in these three manuscripts, raising 
further questions on their transmission and contextualisation. It is also 
important to stress that these  colligatums  were penned exclusively in 
Persian, and no other languages such as local Pamiri languages or Indian 
languages spoken or written by Ismaili communities are detected in 
these manuscripts. Nevertheless irregularities in the Persian orthography 
can be detected in some cases. 
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 For instance, MS BT 103 appears to be a somewhat hastily copied 
version, where there is no colophon and there is no reference to the 
scribe(s) or copyist(s) of the manuscript. The style of the script seems 
to be a simplified  nasta � l ī q . Certain peculiarities suggest that the 
copyist did not completely master the classical Persian orthography, 
for irregularities of the orthography are visible; some examples 
include:  خاهد  instead of  مروبانی ,خواهد  instead of  خذمت ,مهربانی  instead of 
,خدمت   This however is an exception. This . خواب  instead of  خاب 
manuscript was copied into an exercise book of allegedly Soviet origin 
which means that it was produced in a period when the Soviet 
education system was introduced in Badakhsh ā n. The fact that here, 
unlike in the other manuscripts, we have no basic information on 
the scribe, and that there are errors in the orthography, are all signs 
pointing to the hastiness of the copyist’s work. It clearly points to the 
post-1928 period when the Soviet education system was gradually 
being established in Badakhsh ā n and the use of the Arabic script 
and books written in the Arabic alphabet (in any language) were 
prohibited and scribes/copyists were punished by the Soviet authorities. 
This manuscript is an exception since it represents the clandestine 
copying of Ismaili texts in a period when both religious activities and 
books written in Persian with the Arabic alphabet became illegal in 
Soviet Badakhsh ā n. This hastily copied manuscript represents the 
survival of knowledge of the Arabic script among some Ismaili 
communities in rural Badakhsh ā n. The orthographical errors are 
probably the result of the unwelcoming conditions, and perhaps 
secretive copyist activities of Ismailis aiming at preserving their 
traditions. On the other hand, manuscripts copied or preserved south 
of river Panj in present-day Afghanistan, an area where Soviet cultural 
influences were limited, appear to be of higher quality, undoubtedly 
due to the prevalence of the Arabic script among non-Soviet ruled 
Ismaili areas. These manuscripts, besides maintaining a firm knowledge 
of Arabic script, reveal their possible Indo-Persian background due to 
the style of script used by the copyists. 

 All of these manuscripts were written in either  nasta � l ī q-i kh ū sh  or 
 nasta � l ī q  script, although the quality of the  nasta � l ī q  script oft en varies, 
as mentioned above. As for their physical appearance, they were 
written mostly on European paper (MS BT 1, MS BT 22, MS BT 103, 
MS BT 287, MS BA 154), while one, MS BA 61 (allegedly the oldest 
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extant one) was written on Oriental paper. Th e number of lines varies 
between 11 and 16 per page in each of these manuscripts. Th ey are 
simple works with no decorative elements, miniatures, or paintings 
that clearly suggests that they were intended for use by rural 
communities rather than well-to-do owners. A notable exception is 
MS BT 103 where the fi rst page has a handwritten decorated character 
where fl oral motifs in black ink can be seen below the title of the text. 
Catchwords also vary; in some cases we fi nd catchwords, but usually 
catchwords are avoided in these manuscripts. Unlike the two 
manuscripts analysed by Cortese, these newly identifi ed  Sargudhasht-i 
Sayyidn ā   variants have no stamps of ownership at all presumably for 
several reasons. First, in order to protect the identity of their owners, 
the use of stamps could have been deliberately avoided; secondly, I 
assume, these manuscripts may have been used by several members of 
these Ismaili communities implying that they were composed for a 
community rather than a private person. I personally think that these 
modern versions of the  Sargudhasht  are not entirely conceived as 
historical or doctrinal works by their readers or listeners, but that their 
complex spiritual or perhaps sacred values were more important in 
the eyes of Ismaili communities in Badakhsh ā n.  29    

   Copyists  

 As for the copyists, in some cases we do have some information on the 
copyists and the social status they enjoyed in local Ismaili communities. 
It seems to be that there is a signifi cant diff erence between the social 
background of the copyists of the manuscripts of Tajikistan and 
Afghanistan. Th is diff erence was undoubtedly caused by modern 
political changes. Th e Russian, then Soviet, border divided the 
Ismaili communities of Badakhsh ā n from the late 19th century. Th is 
meant that those communities who became part of the Tsarist empire 
and later the Soviet Union had to rely on their own scribes and 
copyists and their foreign contacts were limited, especially aft er 
1922 when the Red Army reoccupied the former Tsarist areas. 
Copyists of the Tajikistan manuscripts do not always appear 
completely professional. Negative circumstances such as Soviet 
political repression, the prohibition of the Arabic alphabet aft er 1928, 
religious persecution as well as the closure of the border towards 
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Afghanistan and British-ruled India (later Pakistan) all resulted in 
these Soviet-ruled Ismailis being forced to rely on their own local 
scribes, since they were largely unable to maintain contact with 
Ismailis beyond the southern borders and thus the purchase of non-
local manuscripts might have been nearly impossible for them. On the 
other hand, one of the two  Sargudhasht-i Sayyidn ā   versions (MS BA 
154) from present-day Afghanistan was copied in India, in Bangala of 
 � asan ā b ā d (Mumbai, India). In most cases the names of the scribes 
can be found in the colophon of the manuscripts.  30   

 As for the identifi cation and social background of the copyists of the 
Tajikistan manuscripts, in some cases we have more information at 
our disposal. In all cases we see that these copyists hail from local 
Ismaili communities, though we are not always in a position to identify 
the exact location of their activity. However, it is clear that these 
manuscripts were copied by members of local Ismaili families of 
P ā mir ī  origin (such as the area of Shughn ā n as it appears in some 
cases). Despite their P ā mir ī  roots, all the identifi able copyists bore 
Persian or Islamic Turco-Persian names, where a Persian (like  sh ā h ) or 
Turkic (such as  bik ) suffi  x is added to an Islamic Persian-Arabic name. 
In no case, including those copied in Soviet Badakhsh ā n, can signs of 
Russifi cation be detected in the names of the copyists. Obviously, 
these persons offi  cially had a tripartite name corresponding to Soviet 
custom (fi rst name— otchestvo /father’s name—surname with the 
Russian -ev/-ov suffi  x) in their personal documents issued by local 
Soviet Tajik authorities. However, here one can see the total avoidance 
of these Russifying tendencies which suggests the wonderful 
perseverance and surviving traditionalism of these Ismaili communities 
that successfully resisted Sovietisation. 

 For instance, MS BT 1 was copied by a certain Nawr ū zsh ā h, the son 
of Na � arsh ā h. MS BT 103 was copied by a certain  � aqd ā d, the son of 
Mamadna � arbik (Mu � ammadna � arbik), while MS BT 295 was copied 
by a Sayyid (a descendant of the Prophet Muhammad) called 
Sh ā hz ā damur ā d and by a certain Ghul ā m  � aydar-i Sh ā hdawlat. MS 
BT 287 was copied by a certain Sayyid N ā  � ir  � Al ī  Sh ā h at the request of 
one of his friends, a certain Muhammad. Sayyid N ā  � ir  � Al ī  Sh ā h hails 
from the village of  � asan ā b ā d, Sarikul in China, though the place of 
his activity remains unknown; the manuscript comes from present-
day Tajikistan. In the case of other manuscripts, we do not have 
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available data regarding the copyists. In one case (MS BT 295) there 
are a few scattered marginalia, corrections or commentaries of the 
main text (pp. 3, 15, 28). On p. 42 of this manuscript there is a personal 
note on the margin written by a certain Sayyid K ā  � imz ā da from a place 
called Qishl ā q-i K ū shk who wrote in red ink and commemorated this 
‘good writing ( kha �  � -i kh ū b )’ of ‘one hundred years ago’ (along with 
Shi � i blessings). Th is note was dated also where three types of calendars 
(Hijr ī , Jal ā l ī  and Western: 1404/1362/1984) can be observed. Th e place 
Qishl ā q-i K ū shk suggests that this manuscript was copied in the same 
village or community where MS BT 1 was written. Th ere is a brief 
religious-poetical excerpt in this manuscript. 

 As for the social background of these few copyists, it is now known 
that the copyist of MS BT 1 Nawr ū zsh ā h lived in the village of Kushk 
of Pārshinīv district of Shughn ā n, and he was an accomplished Ismaili 
 madd ā h-kh ā n  (a person reading religious blessings during ceremonies) 
and astronomer. As a copyist he was also very active and copied 
many  Bay ā  �  s that contain religious and devotional poetry. Nawr ū zsh ā h 
died in the same village of Kushk some time aft er 1970. Th e copyist of 
MS BT 103  � aqd ā d the son Mamadna � arbik lived in the village of 
R ā zh of Such ā n in Shughn ā n and was a well-known  khal ī fa , i.e. a 
religious leader of local Ismailis. Further details of his life are unknown 
to me. Th e copyist of MS BT 295 Sayyid Sh ā hz ā damur ā d was from the 
village called Sar ā y-i Bah ā r of the P ā rshin ī v region of Shughn ā n and 
he was originally a local physician, and Ghul ā m  � aydar-i Sh ā hdawlat 
was his disciple who came originally from R ā shtqal � a region of 
Shughn ā n.  31   All this data suggests that these persons were not only 
copyists but rather community leaders, distinguished local Ismailis 
who possibly played an active role in religious ceremonies. Th erefore 
we can presume that these persons both copied and actively used, 
explained and taught these manuscripts during various private or 
religious occasions, though the circumstances of the usage of these 
texts defi nitely require further analysis. 

 As for MS BA 154, its copyist was a certain Sayyid I � tib ā r Sh ā h from 
Bangala of  � asan ā b ā d, Mumbai. Th is means that the Ismailis of 
present-day Afghanistan succeeded in maintaining good contacts 
with their coreligionists in India and unlike Soviet-ruled Ismailis, the 
Ismailis of Afghanistan had access to Ismaili religious literature 
produced in India.  
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   The Titles  

 As for the titles of our Badakhsh ā n ī   Sargudhasht-i Sayyidn ā   texts, there 
is a great variety. It is important to emphasise that these modern 
Ismaili manuscripts do not exclusively use the title of  Sargudhasht-i 
Sayyidn ā  , but oft en prefer other titles such as  Qi �  � a  or  Qi �  � a-yi ahw ā l ā t , 
 Safarn ā ma ,  Kit ā b  or a combination of these titles. Here the importance 
of N ā  � ir Khusraw’s popularity in Badakhsh ā n can be felt which 
eventually could have played some role in selecting or using some of 
these titles. On the other hand, the title  Sargudhasht-i Sayyidn ā   may 
also have played some role in local Ismaili written memories. For 
instance, there is a popular Ismaili text entitled  Sargudhasht-i N ā  � ir 
Khusraw . Although the analysis of the  Sargudhasht-i N ā  � ir Khusraw  is 
beyond the scope of the present paper, this relatively late work from 
Badakhsh ā n is an important tale on the legendary 11th-century Ismaili 
thinker. Th e deliberate use of the title ‘ Sargudhasht ’ in this case is 
perhaps a reference to the  Sargudhasht-i Sayyidn ā   in order to elevate 
the sacredness of the biography of N ā  � ir Khusraw to the level of 
 � asan-i Sabb ā  �  as represented by the  Sargudhasht-i Sayyidn ā  . Th is all 
hints at the eff orts of Badakhsh ā n ī  Ismailis to equate the two early 
founding fathers of the two strongholds of Ismailis in Alam ū t and in 
Badakhsh ā n or at least to enhance the importance of Badakhsh ā n as 
being comparable with that of Alam ū t.  

   Content  

 As far as the content of these seven ‘new’ manuscripts is concerned, it is 
almost completely identical with that of MS 162 and MS 177 except a few 
opening and closing sentences.  32   Th erefore, I will discuss here the nature 
of the content of the  Sargudhasht-i Sayyidn ā   as it appears in MS BT 1. 

 Th e version of the  Sargudhasht-i Sayyidn ā   in MS BT 1, referred to as 
 Kit ā b-i Musta �  ā b-i   Ha � rat-i B ā b ā  Sayyidn ā  , is a short treatise on the 
life and legends of  � asan-i  � abb ā  � . Th e manuscript is a  colligatum  
containing diff erent genres of Ismaili texts. On the fi rst page before the 
title of our text (p. 130) a diff erent Persian text (perhaps a last will/
testament of a person) unrelated to the  Sargudhasht-i Sayyidn ā   can be 
read, which could have been copied by the same hand, since there is 
no diff erence in the style of the script. 
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 Th e text covering pp. 130-161 is a legendary and incomplete 
biography of  � asan-i  � abb ā  �  (until his arrival to Alam ū t), the founder 
of the Niz ā r ī  Ismaili state in 487/1094, penned by an anonymous 
author. Th e text has several parts, most of which were excerpted from 
famous historical and literary works relating to the life of  � asan-i 
 � abb ā  � . 

 Th e fi rst part (p. 130) is written in Arabic and dedicated to the origin 
of  � asan-i  � abb ā  �  emphasising his descent from Imam Mu � ammad 
B ā qir.  33   Th e subsequent pages (pp. 131–135) are concerned with the 
story of  � asan-i  � abb ā  � ’s youth, education, his conversion to Ismailism 
from Twelver Shi  �  ism and the role of the  d ā  �  ī   al-A �  �  ā sh. Th en there is 
a detailed account of the so-called tale of the three schoolfellows, i.e. 
 � asan-i  � abb ā  � ’s encounters with   �  Umar Khayy ā m and Ni �  ā m 
al-Mulk, a story of completely legendary character. Th is version of the 
three schoolfellows is very close to Rash ī d al-D ī n, but none of these 
versions are fully identical with it. Th e main subject of this part is the 
rivalry of  � asan-i  � abb ā  �  with Ni �  ā m al-Mulk on fi nancial issues in 
the court of the Salj ū q ruler Maliksh ā h. It is important to note that 
apart from the lineage of  � asan-i  � abb ā  � ,  � asan-i  � abb ā  �  himself is 
the narrator of the whole text. One should note that the inner structure 
of this opening part shows remarkable parallels with the structure of a 
text found at the beginning of MS BA 61 which appears to be a variant 
of Lu � f Al ī  B ī g  Ā dhar’s   Ā tashkada,  itself a biography of N ā  � ir-i Khusraw. 
Th e opening eulogies, the genealogy of  � asan-i  � abb ā  �  and N ā  � ir-i 
Khusraw and partly the later narrative appear to follow the same style 
in case of both texts which in general refers to a common literary 
attitude applied for biographies by Badakhsh ā n ī  Ismailis.  34   

 Pages 136–147 are dedicated to the wanderings of  � asan-i  � abb ā  �  
from Iran to Egypt. According to this chapter  � asan-i  � abb ā  �  was a 
mendicant when travelling to Egypt. Th is chapter is also dedicated to 
several miraculous persons who were the envoys of Fatimid caliph 
al-Mustan � ir. At the beginning,  � asan-i  � abb ā  �  had a dream where 
divine inspiration tells him to seek the truth and to leave Khur ā s ā n. He 
then travels widely and joins diff erent caravans to travel to Egypt. 
Another divine inspiration tells him (when he was sitting at a spring) 
how to fi nd the fi nancial means for his trip. Th en one can read a longer 
legend about his encounter with a miraculous boy near Ur ū mia (a 
town and a salt lake in present-day northwestern Iran) whom  � asan-i 
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 � abb ā  �  saw near a tent.  � asan-i  � abb ā  �  was amazed by the divine 
beauty and eloquence of this child and wishes to buy him from his 
father. Later he follows the boy and tries to catch him jumping on the 
top of a tree, but he fails.  35   Eventually it becomes clear that the 
miraculous boy was also a messenger of the Fatimid caliph. Later 
 � asan meets an old man who is also an envoy of the caliph helping 
 � asan-i  � abb ā  �  towards Egypt. 

 Pages 147–152 are dedicated to  � asan-i  � abb ā  � ’s journey and stay in 
Egypt. Th is part has two main subjects: fi rst,  � asan-i  � abb ā  � ’s 
discussion with Fatimid caliph al-Mustan � ir where the Fatimid ruler 
informs  � asan-i  � abb ā  �  that all of the miraculous envoys had been 
sent by him. 

 Th e text in the present version emphasises al-Mustan � ir’s revelation 
to  � asan that his elder son, Niz ā r, would be his  b ā  � in  (esoteric) heir 
apparent, following the Ismaili doctrine whereas his other son, A � mad 
al-Musta � l ī  would be the     ā hir  (exoteric) caliph. A fascinating fi ctive 
element in the narrative is that  � asan’s encounters with al-Mustan � ir 
are consistently presented in the context of a dream vision ( khiy ā l-
 � air ā n ) suggesting that  � asan-i  � abb ā  �  never personally met the 
Fatimid ruler as noted by Cortese.  36   Further,  � asan-i  � abb ā  �  meets 
N ā  � ir-i Khusraw, the famous Ismaili philosopher and traveller; they 
stay in the same building and plan together to make the   � ajj  to Mecca. 

 Th e next part (pp. 152–162) of this text focuses on  � asan’s return 
to Iran from Egypt, giving a vivid and heroic description of his 
adventures on his sea journey. Th is episode is echoed, to varying 
degrees, in all the versions of the  Sargudhasht . During this dangerous 
journey,  � asan converted his companions en masse to Ismailism, who 
were all convinced by  � asan’s account of al-Mustan � ir’s miraculous 
intervention. According to the version of the present text, before 
leaving Egypt for good,  � asan-i  � abb ā  �  was arrested in a fortress of 
Dumy ā t (Damietta), but one tower of the fortress unexpectedly 
collapsed—by divine intervention—where  � asan was incarcerated and 
therefore he succeeded in escaping from the hands of Am ī r al-Juy ū sh. 
Here, the text more or less follows Rash ī d al-D ī n’s account. Th en we 
hear about the rivalry of the sons of the ageing al-Mustan � ir, Niz ā r and 
al-Musta � l ī , and the plot of the Am ī r al-Juy ū sh (Badr al-Jam ā l ī ) and 
al-Musta � l ī  for power, the imprisonment of Niz ā r by the Am ī r al-Juy ū sh 
of Egypt aft er the death of Caliph al-Mustan � ir. Th e following episode 
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of this text is concerned with the wanderings of  � asan in Iranian lands 
and his takeover of Alam ū t. Here the narrative is enriched with folkloric 
elements but roughly follows historical facts about  � asan-i  � abb ā  � ’s 
dealings with a certain Mahd ī , the owner of Alam ū t and the role of 
Ra �  ī s Mu � aff ar, the Ismaili commander of Girdk ū h in buying Alam ū t 
from Mahd ī . Finally, we are informed about the arrival of H ā d ī , the son 
of Niz ā r to Alam ū t whose identity however remains hidden before the 
Ismailis at his request. Th is element hints to the concept of the  Qiy ā ma  
and the emergence of Niz ā r ī  Imams in 557/1162. 

 Th e text in MS BT 1 ends with an anachronistic account of  � asan 
receiving news of al-Musta � l ī ’s usurpation of the throne in Egypt and 
his attempts to save the lives of Niz ā r and Niz ā r’s son. All of these 
episodes are missing from the ‘offi  cial’ version of the  Sargudhasht-i 
Sayyidn ā   of Juwayn ī , Rash ī d al-D ī n and K ā sh ā n ī . However, the above-
mentioned IIS  Sargudhasht-i Sayyidn ā   manuscripts (MS 162 and MS 
177) do contain these rather ahistorical elements. Th erefore, MS 162 
and MS 177 represent the same Ismaili tradition preserved in the 
present manuscript. MSS 162 and 177 apparently seem to have a 
common origin with the newly identifi ed seven manuscripts and they 
represent an early modern variant of the  Sargudhasht-i Sayyidn ā   
tradition, which was fi nalised either in India or Badakhsh ā n. Authors 
or editors of this transformed  Sargudhasht-i Sayyidn ā   variant remain 
completely unknown. None of our manuscripts mention them.  

   The Badakhsh ā ni Milieu and its Influences 
on  Sargudhasht-i Sayyidn ā   Versions  

 One of the main diff erences between the  Sargudhasht-i Sayyidn ā   
versions of Juwayn ī , Rash ī d al-D ī n and those of Badakhsh ā n is the 
chapter on the encounter of  � asan-i  � abb ā  �  with N ā  � ir-i Khusraw. 
Apparently in these Badakhsh ā n ī   Sargudhasht-i Sayyidn ā   versions 
N ā  � ir-i Khusraw plays a signifi cant role. N ā  � ir-i Khusraw’s appearance 
and encounter with  � asan-i Sabb ā  �  in our manuscripts from 
Badakhsh ā n are of primary importance. Of course N ā  � ir-i Khusraw 
never met  � asan-i Sabb ā  �  in his lifetime but in this Badakhsh ā n ī  
milieu where the local Ismaili adherence towards N ā  � ir-i Khusraw is 
very strong, local Ismaili narrators may have thought it important to 
include N ā  � ir-i Khusraw in local Ismaili literary works. 
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 It is also a matter of debate how the local Ismailis regarded the 
 Sargudhasht-i Sayyidn ā  ? What was the genre of this text in their eyes? 
How can we understand the prestige of this text in Badakhsh ā n among 
the Ismailis, keeping in mind that this text was used independently 
and not as part of a medieval Persian chronicle? For what purpose was 
the  Sargudhasht-i Sayyidn ā   used in Badakhsh ā n? 

 As for the genre of this text, in my opinion it can be characterised as 
a  s ī ra  or rather a  qi �  � a  of  � asan-i Sabb ā  � , the word  qi �  � a  (story, tale) 
itself being used among the titles of our texts.  37   Defi nitely these 
religious Ismaili communities regarded this short prosaic text as part 
of their religious education, the story of a pious man, the founder of 
Alam ū t where the main importance was placed on the legendary story 
of  � asan-i Sabb ā  � , his heroic life and deeds which served the Ismaili 
community. Historical accuracy was perhaps less important in the 
transmission of this text where traces of compilation also appeared. 
Th is legendary and doctrinal treatment of the text in Badakhsh ā n 
possibly may have allowed a transformation of the text whereby 
legendary elements of N ā  � ir-i Khusraw as well as anecdotes, and 
imaginative elements became intertwined with the biographical data 
of  � asan-i Sabb ā  �  at some point by an unknown editor or editors. 
However, the core of the text remained largely untouched, being part 
of an offi  cial chronicle of the life and rule of  � asan-i Sabb ā  � . 

 Despite tendencies of compilation one can exclude the possibility 
that the Badakhsh ā n versions of the  Sargudhasht-i Sayyidn ā   were 
simply extractions from a Sunni chronicle, such as Rash ī d al-D ī n or a 
later Timurid author, because the larger part of the IIS  Sargudhasht-i 
Sayyidn ā   texts shows diff erent textualisation from those of Juwayn ī  
and Rash ī d al-D ī n.  38   As another proof of its independent origin, no 
anti-Ismaili doctrinal infl uences are detected in the  Sargudhasht-i 
Sayyidn ā s  of Badakhsh ā n unlike in other contemporary Ismaili books 
preserved in the region.  39   

 But when and how did N ā  � ir-i Khusraw fi nd his way into the 
 Sargudhasht-i Sayyidn ā  ? Daniel Beben notes that N ā  � ir-i Khusraw is 
briefl y mentioned by Rash ī d al-D ī n in his  Sargudhasht-i Sayyidn ā   
version as a forerunner of  � asan-i Sabb ā  �  while the versions in Juwayn ī  
and K ā sh ā n ī  do not mention N ā  � ir-i Khusraw at all.  40   Apart from this 
sole mention there is no chapter dedicated to N ā  � ir-i Khusraw in the 
pre-Badakhsh ā n ī  versions of the  Sargudhasht-i Sayyidn ā  . 
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 It appears that in the pre-Badakhsh ā n ī  versions of the  Sargudhasht-i 
Sayyidn ā   N ā  � ir-i Khusraw was a rather marginal fi gure. In Juwayn ī  
there is no occurrence of N ā  � ir-i Khusraw, while in the  Sargudhasht-i 
Sayyidn ā   variant preserved by Rash ī d al-D ī n he is briefl y mentioned at 
one point in the narrative,  41   and the apocryphal alliance and encounter 
of  � asan-i Sabb ā  �  and N ā  � ir-i Khusraw in Egypt is not mentioned 
(the visit of N ā  � ir-i Khusraw to Cairo in 1052 itself predates by twenty-
fi ve years than that of  � asan-i Sabb ā  � ). On the other hand in the early 
modern period, approximately since the 16th century signs of an 
emerging folkloric tale appears in several Ismaili works, where the 
legendary (and fi ctional) encounter of  � asan-i Sabb ā  �  and N ā  � ir-i 
Khusraw appears. 

 It is perhaps the non-Ismaili 16th-century work entitled  Khul ā  � at 
al-ash �  ā r  and the 17th-century non-Ismaili work  Dabist ā n-i madh ā hib  
which refer for the fi rst time to the encounter between N ā  � ir-i Khusraw 
and  � asan-i Sabb ā  � . Th e fi rst genuine Ismaili work to mention the 
meeting of N ā  � ir-i Khusraw and  � asan-i Sabb ā  �  is the  Kal ā m-i p ī r , a 
work of great importance and with a complicated origin in light of the 
recent researches of Daniel Beben.  42   According to Beben the  Kal ā m-i 
p ī r  or parts of it were written much later than had been thought 
by Ivanow, and the so-called  Sargudhasht-i N ā  � ir-i Khusraw , an 
18th-century Ismaili treatise on the life of N ā  � ir-i Khusraw, could have 
heavily infl uenced the  Kal ā m-i p ī r .  43   In the  Kal ā m-i p ī r  N ā  � ir-i 
Khusraw encounters  � asan-i Sabb ā  �  fi rst in Alam ū t and recognises 
him as his true teacher. Th en the two travel to Egypt to the court of 
Fatimid caliph al-Mustan � ir, where the caliph assigned N ā  � ir-i 
Khusraw as the   � ujjat  of the  da � wa  in Badakhsh ā n, and sent him to 
Badakhsh ā n to spread Ismailism.  44   Th us, the  Kal ā m-i p ī r  represents 
the fi rst hagiographic attempt to create a connection between N ā  � ir-i 
Khusraw and  � asan-i Sabb ā  � . In the case of the  Kal ā m-i p ī r  the 
emphasis is put on  � asan-i Sabb ā  �  as a master of N ā  � ir-i Khusraw 
while in our newly identifi ed Badakhsh ā ni  Sargudhasht-i Sayyidn ā   
versions it is  � asan-i Sabb ā  �  who becomes the pupil of N ā  � ir-i 
Khusraw and follows his advice. 

 Similar tendencies can be detected in several 18th-century Ismaili 
works such as the  Silk-i guhar-r ī z   45   or the  Ba � r al-akhb ā r  where the 
story of the apocryphal relationship of N ā  � ir-i Khusraw and  � asan-i 
Sabb ā  �  was further developed. In these texts the encounter of N ā  � ir-i 
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Khusraw and  � asan-i Sabb ā  �  is depicted in a more elaborate form, 
where the two persons are depicted as disciples of al-Mustan � ir, and 
the two founding fathers of two important strongholds of the Ismaili 
 da � wa : Daylam ā n and Badakhsh ā n. Th ese texts clearly put forward the 
idea of twin pillars of Ismaili missionary activity, where the merits of 
N ā  � ir-i Khusraw are equal or slightly superior to those of  � asan-i 
Sabb ā  � . Th e same story can be found in our  Sargudhasht-i Sayyidn ā   
variants as well on the encounter and missionary activity of N ā  � ir-i 
Khusraw and  � asan-i Sabb ā  � . Th erefore our manuscripts have ties to 
the circle of this newly identifi ed Badakhsh ā n ī  Ismaili religious 
literature, as represented by the  Sargudhasht-i N ā  � ir-i Khusraw , the 
 Kal ā m-i p ī r , the  Silk-i guhar-r ī z , and the  Bahr al-akhb ā r . In all cases the 
adherence to N ā  � ir-i Khusraw is very strong and N ā  � ir-i Khusraw is 
regarded equal or perhaps superior to  � asan-i Sabb ā  � .  46    

   The Q ā sim-Sh ā h ī  Renaissance and 
Badakhsh ā n ī  Ismaili Literature  

 Th e earliest dated  Sargudhasht-i N ā  � ir-i Khusraw  manuscript is 
1144/1731–1732 implying that all the other works where the 
transformation of the N ā  � ir-i Khusraw myth can be found, were 
composed or reworked aft er the early decades of the 18th century. 
However, it is also important to address the question of the reasons for 
the intensifi ed N ā  � ir-i Khusraw cult in Badakhsh ā n. Is there any 
reason behind these new works allegedly composed or rewritten in the 
18th century? Beben believes that the emergence of the Q ā sim-Sh ā h ī  
branch of the Niz ā r ī  Ismaili imamate could have been behind this 
literary activity. Aft er centuries of suppression the Niz ā r ī  Ismaili 
movement under the leadership of the Q ā sim-Sh ā h ī  imams became 
successfully reorganised in post-Safavid Persia during the Afsh ā rid, 
Zand and Q ā j ā r dynasties. Beben suggests that the Q ā sim-Sh ā h ī  
imams, in order to exert a more unifi ed religious infl uence over their 
Badakhsh ā n ī  followers tried to promote the revived adherence toward 
N ā  � ir-i Khusraw. 

 While the merits of N ā  � ir-i Khusraw as the founding founder of the 
Ismaili community in Badakhsh ā n in the 11th century cannot be 
denied, however the second half of the 18th century coincides with 
Q ā sim-Sh ā h ī  eff orts to reassert their authority in Badakhsh ā n. Th ese 
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attempts in strengthening the Q ā sim-Sh ā h ī  branch of the Niz ā r ī  
Ismaili imams (as opposed to the declining Mu � ammad-Sh ā h ī  branch 
in the 18th century) sought to canonise the myth of N ā  � ir-i Khusraw. 
Th e selection of perhaps the most popular local Ismaili holy man, as 
well as the founder of the fi rst ever Ismaili communities in Badakhsh ā n 
was a careful decision to appeal to local Ismailis and to further 
their religious-political allegiance for the Q ā sim-Sh ā h ī   da � wa  in 
Badakhsh ā n. Th is Q ā sim-Sh ā h ī  missionary activity resulted in 
producing new literary works, according to Beben, who thinks the 
eminent Ismaili treatises such as  Kal ā m-i p ī r ,  Sargudhasht-i N ā  � ir 
Khusraw  or  Silk-i guhar-r ī z  were all the literary products of this Q ā sim-
Sh ā h ī  literary renaissance in Badakhsh ā n before and aft er 1800. Beben 
claims that the possibly earliest copy of the transformed versions of 
 Sargudhasht-i Sayyidn ā   dates back to the end of the 18th century.  47   In 
this regard, the revised version of the  Sargudhasht-i Sayyidn ā   with its 
lengthy chapter dedicated to N ā  � ir-i Khusraw (and his encounter with 
 � asan-i Sabb ā  � ) could have been produced in the same period before 
1800. Th e author or authors of this re-editing activity, however, remain 
unknown. Details of these Q ā sim-Sh ā h ī  textualisation and canonisation 
activities as well as the early reception history of these new texts are 
not yet well understood but these decades appear to have signifi cantly 
contributed to the enrichment of the Niz ā r ī  Ismaili literary tradition. 
Th e new Q ā sim-Sh ā h ī   Sargudhasht-i Sayyidn ā   variants represent this 
new and promising age of the Niz ā r ī  Ismailis under the Q ā sim-Sh ā h ī  
imamate.  

   Conclusion and Future Prospects  

 Th e identifi cation of the nine  Sargudhasht-i Sayyidn ā   versions is a very 
important step which has several promising consequences. Th e 
extraordinary fact of the rediscovery of independent  Sargudhasht-i 
Sayyidn ā   texts further helps Ismaili-related research in the fi eld of 
Ismaili written heritage especially in the Alam ū t period which is not 
too well represented in terms of extant Ismaili sources, as we know. It 
appears that the  Sargudhasht-i Sayyidn ā   was a relatively popular text 
among Central-Asian Ismailis in modern times as was attested by its 
numerous copies. Th ese little-known manuscripts shed an important 
light on the  Sargudhasht-i Sayyidn ā   transmission in the past two 
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centuries and the eminent role Ismailis living in Badakhsh ā n and 
India played in its survival. 

 Unlike other Ismaili works penned in Badakhsh ā n in the early 
modern period, the  Sargudhasht-i Sayyidn ā   is, however, much older, 
the origins of which go back to the Alam ū t period. Th ese newly 
identifi ed variants of the  Sargudhasht-i Sayyidn ā  , however are of a 
more doctrinal or religious character, where anecdotes, miracles, and 
fi ctive stories are intertwined with inherited older historical materials. 
Th e local Badakhsh ā ni milieu also exerted a remarkable infl uence on 
the content of these manuscripts, with the re-emerging popularity of 
N ā  � ir-i Khusraw in Badakhsh ā n allegedly introduced by the Q ā sim-
Sh ā h ī  imamate in the late 18th century which partly transformed the 
content of the  Sargudhasht-i Sayyidn ā  . 

 However, it would be fascinating to know more about the older 
manuscripts. When and where were the oldest  Sargudhasht-i Sayyidn ā   
versions copied? Is there any trace of  Sargudhasht-i Sayyidn ā   copies 
before the 19th century or perhaps before the late 18th century? Also, 
we need to have a better understanding of the role the  Sargudhasht-i 
Sayyidn ā   may have played among local Ismailis of Badakhsh ā n; what 
type of status it enjoyed among local Ismailis; how its content was 
treated during religious or non-religious ceremonies, and festivals. 
Another important aspect of future  Sargudhasht-i Sayyidn ā   related 
research is the relationship this text maintained with other religious 
Ismaili works, some of them little known, especially those copied 
together with the  Sargudhasht-i Sayyidn ā   in our manuscripts. All these 
new discoveries hopefully will pave the way for more research on the 
history of the Ismaili written heritage in the forthcoming decades.  
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   	 Ahd-i Sayyidn ā  , a Newly Discovered Treatise 
on the Consolidation of the Niz ā r ī   Da 	 wa  

in Alam ū t   

    Karim   Javan               

   Introducing the Text  

 During my evaluation of a manuscript from Badakhsh ā n, I came 
across a text which contained detailed information about the early 
confrontation of Niz ā r ī  Ismailis with the Salj ū q armies in Alam ū t. It 
covers the early years of Niz ā r ī   da � wa  aft er the seizure of Alam ū t castle 
by  � asan-i  � abb ā  �  (d. 518/1124), or ‘Sayyidn ā ’, as he is referred to here, 
in 483/1090 and the following periods of siege by the Salj ū q sultan, 
Mu � ammad Tapar (d. 511/1117). Th e text has no title, but for ease of 
reference we will refer to it here as ‘  � Ahd-i Sayyidn ā  ’ (‘the covenant of 
Sayyidn ā ’), since the main reason for writing it was to remind a friend 
of the   � ahd  of Sayyidn ā   � asan-i  � abb ā h. Th e reference to N ā  � ir al-D ī n 
Mu � tasham (r. 626–654/1228–1256) as the  Shahansh ā h-i mashriq ī   (‘Th e 
King of the East’) at the end of the work indicates that the work was 
written when he was ruling Quhist ā n during the reign of Imam  � Al ā  �  
al-D ī n Mu � ammad (d. 653/1255) in Alam ū t. Th e   � Ahd-i Sayyidn ā   is a 
short treatise written for a friend who had been subject to some kind 
of disciplinary ruling by N ā  � ir al-D ī n Mu � tasham so that he would 
endure the ruling faithfully. Th e identity of both the author and his 
friend is unknown to us. 

 By introducing this newly discovered text, this chapter aims to 
explain in what way this text can expand our knowledge of the Niz ā r ī  
community during the most challenging period of its formation aft er 
the seizure of Alam ū t castle in 483/1090. Before presenting a summary 
of its content which contains historical as well as doctrinal topics, 
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diff erent manuscript versions of this work will be introduced, and 
then the question of its authorship will be discussed. Since the author 
is not known to us, using diff erent indications and references within 
the text and the available literature of the period, the possible author 
will be introduced.  

   Manuscripts of the   	 Ahd-i Sayyidn ā    

 Th ere are three known manuscripts of this text in the manuscript 
collections of Th e Institute of Ismaili Studies. Th e text has major 
diff erences in each of these manuscripts. Among these three 
manuscripts, only one of them has the full text and the rest include 
parts of the text. Th e complete version of the text is in a manuscript 
from Badakhsh ā n, MS BT 9, with miscellaneous contents, in which 
diff erent texts follow each other without any clear indication that a 
new text has started. Th erefore, the beginning of the text of   � Ahd-i 
Sayyidn ā   is not quite clear. However, the context of the text indicates a 
general logical fl ow, which has been instrumental in identifying the 
beginning. 

 Th e second manuscript, MS BA 59, lacks the beginning, but it 
presents the most reliable version of the text. Th e fi nal copy, MS BA 
46, includes only short passages of this text. Th e detailed diff erences of 
our three manuscript copies will be discussed aft er reviewing the 
content of the work. But, it is important to introduce the manuscript 
copies before going into the discussion of the content. 

   MS BT 9  

 Th e fi rst manuscript that has the full text of the   � Ahd  comes from 
Badakhsh ā n. It is written in black  nasta � l ī q  on Western paper and is 
bound in a soft  brown leather cover. It contains 197 folios and 20 titles 
in total. Th e text of the   � Ahd  starts from f. 93a and ends at f. 125b. 
According to the colophon on the fi nal page of the manuscript, the 
completion date seems to be Monday,  Rajab  1119/1707. However, there 
are some ambiguities in the reading of the date. Th ere is a big gap 
between 119 and a ‘3’ on top of the word ‘ sana ’ which could also be read 
1193/1779. However, there are some other notes on the margins of f. 6a 
that record diff erent dates regarding the birth or the death of certain 
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individuals that have dates earlier than 1193, which cannot be possible. 
Most of these dates are in three digits such as 114, 118 or 119. Th erefore, 
it is possible that number 3 stands for the day, and 119 is in fact a short 
form of 1119/1707. Th is is more likely as the rest of the dates in full 
format on the same page show 1110, 1114 and 1132, which are in the 
same hand as the rest of the manuscript. Th erefore, these notes could 
not have been written decades before the completion of the manuscript, 
and 1119/1707 should be the correct date.  

   MS BA 59  

 Th e second version of the text is within another  majm ū  � a  which is 
written in black  nasta � l ī q  and bound in a brown leather cover, 
containing 174 folios in total. Th e text of the   � Ahd  is between fr. 714 
and fr. 721.  1   Th ere are two colophons in this manuscript with two 
diff erent dates. Th e fi rst colophon is on fr. 810 which records the date 
as Friday 12 Rab ī  �  al-Awwal 875/8 September 1470. Th e other colophon 
is at the end of the manuscript and carries the date of Rab ī  �  al-Awwal 
1293/ April 1876. Both colophons are in the same handwriting which 
belongs to the copyist Tashr ī f Khud ā  b. Mu � ammad L ā yiq. Th ere is a 
four-century gap between these two dates which is confusing. Th e only 
possible resolution of this discrepancy is to consider the fi rst date as 
part of the colophon in the original source that this manuscript was 
copied from, and the second the actual colophon in this manuscript 
which contains the correct date.  

   MS BA 46  

 Th e third copy only records a fragment of this story. Th is copy is part 
of a large  majm ū  � a  that contains over 300 folios. Only four folios of 
this manuscript contain parts of the account of the   � Ahd , starting from 
p. 65 to p. 69. Th e actual manuscript was not available to me for close 
examination, but based on the available digital copy, this manuscript 
seems to be formed of a number of manuscripts from various time 
periods attached together. It is in diff erent hands and folio sizes, but a 
big section in which our text is included is written in black  nasta � l ī q  
with an average of 12 lines per page. Th e name of the copyist is 
mentioned as Mull ā  M ī r  � asan b.  � Abd al-Fay ! . Th e date is written in 
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a confusing way, but based on my best judgement it should be 
Mu � arram 1121/March 1709.  2     

   The Content of the   	 Ahd-i Sayyidn ā    

 According to the only copy that contains the full account of the  ris ā la,  
the source of the account of the   � Ahd  is a letter by Ra �  ī s Mu � aff ar 
( � Im ā d All ā h wa al-D ī n Mu � aff ar b.  � Al ī  b. Mu � ammad), sent to 
Quhist ā n, in which he had recorded the conversations between Ra �  ī s 
Ab ū  al-Fa ! l and  � asan-i  � abb ā  �  based on the account of Ra �  ī s Ab ū  
al-Fa ! l himself ( bar sab ī l-i istishh ā d ). Th ere were two Ra�īs Mu�aff ars 
who fl ourished during the Alam ū t period and therefore the identity of 
this particular one is not quite clear. However, according to the  kunya  
of  � Im ā d al-D ī n, he should be the Ismaili  d ā  �  ī   and the vizier of  � Al ā  �  
al-D ī n Mu � ammad (r. 618 to 652/1221 to 1255) whom Nasaw ī , the 
historian and Khw ā razm-sh ā h ī  offi  cial, met in Alam ū t in 626/1228.  3   
Th e author explains the source of the   � Ahd  as follows: 

  As Mawl ā n ā  had ordered [Sayyidn ā ] to proselytise fi rst Ra �  ī s-i 
I � fah ā n ī , he came fi rst to I � fah ā n. During this time, Ra �  ī s Ab ū  
al-Barak ā t T ā j al-D ī n Ab ū  al-Fa ! l, May he be graced in 
compassion, was the head of [taxation] of I � fah ā n. He had 
expressed these blessed words in testimony, based on what was 
mentioned before,  � Im ā d All ā  �  wa al-D ī n Mu � aff ar b.  � Al ī  b. 
Mu � ammad Am ī r had written in a letter and a copy was sent to 
the  mustaj ī b s of Quhist ā n.  4    

 Th e circumstances in which this letter was sent to Quhist ā n is not 
explained in our text. 

 Based on this copy, the following topics are the order of discussions 
in the text: 

  Wa � da-h ā   and Predictions of Mawl ā n ā   

 As was said before, the beginning of the   � Ahd  is not marked. Th e only 
way to identify the beginning is the change in the rhetoric and the 
theme of the text. Judging by the course of discussions and themes in 
MS BT 9, the beginning of the text should be where the previous text 
ends with the concluding prayer of ‘ bi- � aqq-i mu � ammad wa  ā l-i 
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mu � ammad’ , and a new sentence begins by addressing the fellow 
faithful brothers ( bar ā dar ā n-i d ī n wa d ū st ā n-i ahl-i yaq ī n ). It starts 
with explaining the reasons for diff erent seditions ( fi tna-h ā  ) and 
upheavals that were happening in various parts of the world during 
the life of the author. To his view, these seditions are the predictions 
( wa � da-h ā  ) of  ‘Mawl ā n ā  Malik al-Sal ā m ’, which occur when people do 
not follow the orders of God. He believes that disobedience leads to 
spiritual disease which needs to be cured. Similar to physical disease, 
spiritual disease also requires undesirable and bitter medicines to be 
cured. Th is introduction is clearly laid out according to the situation of 
the author’s friend who was subject to an undesirable ruling in 
Quhist ā n. He wants to remind him that the hardship in people’s life is 
a result of their own actions and disobedience.  

   Proselytising Ra �  ī s Ab ū  al-Fa � l  

 Th e account of the   � Ahd -i  Sayyidn ā   and the meaning of the ‘covenant’ 
comes right aft er this introduction. Following the previous argument 
on the need for curing spiritual disease, the author recalls the hardship 
of the Niz ā r ī s at the time of  � asan-i  � abb ā  �  and the way they overcame 
the hardship. Th is   � ahd  is explained in the form of a story in which 
Sayyidn ā  set out the conditions for his few followers at the beginning 
of his  da � wa  in the fortress of Alam ū t, and the way they confi rmed 
their allegiance to the conditions. 

 According to this account, aft er returning from Egypt in 473/1080, 
Sayyidn ā  goes to I � fah ā n and proselytises Ra �  ī s Ab ū  al-Fa ! l to the 
Ismaili faith. Th ere is a detailed account of the discussions and 
theological debates between the two before Ra �  ī s Ab ū  al-Fa ! l’s 
conversion to the Ismaili faith. Finally, it explains how Ra �  ī s Ab ū  
al-Fa ! l took refuge in Alam ū t aft er his association with the Niz ā r ī s 
and  � asan-i  � abb ā  �  was revealed to Mu � ammad Tapar, the Salj ū q 
Sultan.  5   According to this account, he came to Alam ū t secretly 
accompanied by a servant, travelling by night. In this account, when 
Sayyidn ā  noticed Ra �  ī s had left  all his wealth behind and came to 
Alam ū t disguised as a Sufi , he asked him: 

  What has happened to Ra �  ī s, and what has been the reason for 
you to come here in this way? Ra �  ī s cried heartily and said: I have 
come here in the hope that Sayyidn ā  with his grace and kindness 
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forgive me for my wrong thoughts of his character in the past, so 
that Mawl ā n ā  may not hold me responsible hereaft er for that.  6    

 Th is is a reference to the episode in Sayyidn ā ’s  Sargudhasht  in which 
Ra �  ī s Ab ū  al-Fa ! l cast some doubts on Sayyidn ā ’s mental health during 
their conversation in his house in I � fah ā n, when Sayyidn ā  expressed 
his thought to give the Salj ū q Sultan and his vizier a hard lesson if he 
could fi nd two true friends.  7   

 Th e ultimate fate of Ra �  ī s Ab ū  al-Fa ! l’s family members who were 
executed and burnt in his house in I � fah ā n is also something that only 
we fi nd in the account of this  ris ā la . It also records the death of Ra �  ī s at 
Alam ū t during the siege by the armies of Sultan Mu � ammad Tapar.  

   Life during the Blockade  

 Th e hardship of Ra �  ī s Ab ū  al-Fa ! l in Alam ū t in his old age and his help 
to the  da � wa  is carefully highlighted here in order to make the point of 
personal sacrifi ce more clearly to the author’s friend. Th e story of the 
early struggles of the Niz ā r ī s in Alam ū t and the way Sayyidn ā  
encouraged his few followers to hold on to their positions is the central 
point of the   � Ahd . Rash ī d al-D ī n has also a brief account of those 
conditions in his history.  8   However, the   � Ahd  presents a detailed eye-
witness account of Ra �  ī s Ab ū  al-Fa ! l’s life during this period in Alam ū t 
which is a good illustration of the hard conditions that the Niz ā r ī s 
were living in. Th is information cannot be found in any other source. 
In the historiographical tradition of this age, the daily life of ordinary 
people is rarely refl ected as it generally focuses on political and military 
aspects. From this point of view the information of this text seems 
more valuable. As an example, in one of the passages of the story we 
read: 

  Sayyidn ā — qaddasa all ā h r ū  � ah ū  —ordered the rooms of the 
fortress to be divided into two/three meters ( gaz ) and fi ve/six 
meters for the Raf ī qs. And because Ra �  ī s was wealthy, old and 
fragile, [Sayyidn ā ] ordered an entire room to be left  for him, and 
designated a man with daily rations to take care of him. Ra �  ī s 
wept in complaint saying: ‘kindly tell [Sayyidn ā ] that I have not 
come from I � fah ā n to blockade Sayyidn ā  and his people ( jam ā  � at ). 
It is obvious how much space each person can have in this 
fortress. Were I to occupy a room solely for myself, I would 
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impose a blockade on everybody. And [on the issue of] the man 
assigned to my care, I take refuge in God from having a servant of 
Mawl ā n ā  in my service with Mawl ā n ā ’s cost of food and clothes. 
If I do this, I will be Mawl ā n ā ’s antagonist and not his servant. I 
expect that my space should be the same as others. Since I am old 
and weak, and cannot do much work, I would like to be assigned 
to caring for patients, the sick and those who have nobody to care 
for them, so that I can provide them with drink or water.  9    

 Th e account goes into more details about how he took part in 
breaking rocks and carrying bricks and timbers to the fortress with the 
others. Th e astonishing episode of the story is where it explains how 
Ra �  ī s Ab ū  al-Fa ! l did not eat a portion of his ration of walnuts, and 
instead planted them at the bottom of Alam ū t fortress, where the 
walnut trees were still standing at the time of writing the text.  

    � asan-i  � abb ā  � ’s Letter to Maliksh ā h  

 Right in the middle of the story of Ra �  ī s Ab ū  al-Fa ! l, there are two 
separate accounts in MS BT 9 that do not exist in the other copies. 
One of them is the letter of  � asan-i  � abb ā  �  to Maliksh ā h and the 
other is the story of threatening Sultan Sanjar in his resting place. 
Based on our knowledge, the letter to Maliksh ā h was quoted for the 
fi rst time in the  Maj ā lis al-mu � min ī n  of Q ā  !  ī  N ū r All ā h Sh ū shtar ī  
(d. 1019/1610).  10   Although scholars have cast doubt on the authenticity 
of the letter, most of the information in the letter corresponds with 
other known sources on the biographies of Sayyidn ā  and Ni �  ā m 
al-Mulk. Furthermore, the language of the text looks older than 
Sh ū shtar ī ’s era and it corresponds more to the time of  � asan-i  � abb ā  � . 

 Th e other story is the account of threatening Sultan Sanjar by 
plunging a dagger into the fl oor next to his bed, which Rash ī d al-D ī n 
also mentions in his history. It is believed that aft er this incident Sanjar 
ultimately changed his policies towards the Ismailis.  11   However, the 
fl ow of events in the text of   � Ahd  and its absence in the older copy of 
the text indicate that these two accounts are later additions by another 
person. 

 Th ese diff erences will be further elaborated on later when we discuss 
the variations of the account of the   � Ahd-i Sayyidn ā   in diff erent 
manuscripts.  
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   Th e Siege of Alam ū t by Mu � ammad Tapar  

 In the subsequent passages, the text in MS BT 9 provides a detailed 
account of the siege of Alam ū t by Sultan Mu � ammad Tapar, who is 
mentioned only as Tapar or Tapar   � alayhi al-la � na  (May God curse 
him). Th ere is a claim in the account of MS BT 46 that Sultan 
Mu � ammad Tapar died as a result of Sayyidn ā ’s prayers, during his 
siege of Alam ū t, which ended the siege. Although this kind of narrative 
seems to be an extension of the account in later periods, the known 
historical sources confi rm that the reason for ending the siege was the 
death of Sultan Mu � ammad Tapar in 511/1117.  12   At this time Sayyidn ā  
was in old age and seven years later he passed away. 

 According to Rash ī d al-D ī n, Sultan Mu � ammad continued his 
campaign against the Ismailis for eight years in the fi rst decade of the 
6th/12th century by sending armies to Alam ū t, burning their crops and 
imposing long blockades on their castles. Life became very diffi  cult for 
the Niz ā r ī s, such that each person had to rely on a small portion of 
barley (walnuts in the   � Ahd’s  account) daily, eating it on the walls of the 
fortress. Nevertheless, they were quite persistent and did not lose their 
strength. In the meantime, Sultan Mu � ammad passed away. Aft er his 
death in Mu � arram 511/May 1117, the armies heard the news and 
panicked and quarreled with one another. Finally, they dispersed and 
left  all their supplies behind, to the benefi t of the Niz ā r ī s.  13   

 Th e details provided in the text of the   � Ahd  about the daily life of the 
Niz ā r ī  community during the siege of Alam ū t is not found in other known 
sources. According to this account, each person had a ration of seven 
walnuts per day during those diffi  cult times as there was not enough food 
to go around. Th ere was also a shortage of space in the castle for the one 
thousand inhabitants. Th erefore, Sayyidn ā  had to divide the rooms into 
smaller ones to accommodate them. Among the people defending the 
Alam ū t castle, there were some who lived there with their families and 
others who were single. Unfortunately, there is no information in the text 
about other well-known Niz ā r ī  fi gures in the fortress at that time.  

   Th e Content of the Covenant ( � Ahd or Zinh ā r ī )  

 Th e actual   � ahd  or the pledge that  � asan-i  � abb ā  �  required from his 
followers comes towards the end of the  ris ā la  aft er the account of Ra �  ī s 
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Ab ū  al-Fa ! l and his fi nal fate. Th is   � ahd  was a set of three conditions 
that  � asan-i  � abb ā  � ’s followers, numbered around one thousand, 
were required to accept to be able to remain in the fortress and be part 
of the Niz ā r ī   da � wa . Th ree diff erent scenarios are explained here that 
could happen in the future, along with Sayyidn ā ’s expectations of his 
people in these circumstances. 

 Th e fi rst condition dealt with the enemies ( kha � m ā n ) of the Niz ā r ī s. 
Sayyidn ā  asked them to remain strong in situations of attack or 
blockade through remembrance of Mawl ā n ā  and to be fearless in 
defending the castle. If they thought they could not keep up with this 
condition, he would provide them with their travel money and they 
could leave the castle. 

 Th e second condition was about the relations of Sayyidn ā  and his 
people who had their families in the castle. He warned them that what 
happened to the family of Ra �  ī s Ab ū  al-Fa ! l could happen to theirs as 
well or even worse! 

 Th e third and the fi nal condition was about the responsibility of the 
Niz ā r ī s towards each other. He obliged them to keep their solidarity 
and to help each other in hardship with extra eff ort. 

 Th ese conditions symbolise the principles of the strategy that 
 � asan-i  � abb ā  �  designed during the early stages of his control of 
Alam ū t to strengthen solidarity among the Niz ā r ī s and to encourage 
them to stay committed to their cause in order to defend the new 
 da � wa . Later developments prove that his strategy was quite successful 
as it was able to lay the foundation of a state that lasted for one hundred 
and seventy years.  

   Concluding Remarks  

 At the end of the conditions of the   � ahd , the author explains his reasons 
for writing this  ris ā la  for his dearest brother ( bar ā dar-i a � azz ). He aims 
to comfort his friend and writes that ‘he should not be too upset about 
what N ā  � ir al-D ī n (Mu � tasham) as the representative of the imam and 
the appointed “ mu � allim ” had imposed over him by which he may 
have suff ered’. He reminds him that ‘we should not forget the allegiance 
(  � ahd wa zinh ā r ī  ) that we have on our shoulder’.  14   Th ese fi nal passages 
are signifi cant as they provide important information about the context 
or reasons for writing this text as well as the circumstances in which 
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the text was produced. Th ey also provide some historical references 
about the author and the date he wrote the  ris ā la .   

   Authorship  

 Th e author of this  ris ā la  is not known to us. However, based on 
diff erent references in the text we can speculate in what period he was 
living and who were his contemporaries. Th e most important passage 
that contains this information is at the end of the text, where the 
author discusses the context of writing the text: 

  My aim in writing these words is that the dearest brother, May 
God protect and help him, knows the condition of such great 
allegiance (  � ahd ) that we have on our yoke. And if in the noble 
court of N ā  � ir ī -yi Q ā dir ī , the Shahansh ā h of the East, the 
Khusraw of horizons (  ā f ā q),  May God extend his shadow and 
expand his glory, who is the representative and the appointee of 
the Lord Sublime (  � a � rat-i jallat ) there, the religious and the 
worldly instructor of the servants imposes on him a rule or task 
in the way that was explained in the introduction, he should 
consider it his best interest in both worlds and endure it.  15    

 In this passage, ‘N ā  � ir ī -yi Q ā dir ī ’ and the ‘Shahansh ā h of the East’ 
seem to be references to N ā  � ir al-D ī n  � Abd al-Ra �  ī m Mu � tasham who 
ruled Quhist ā n from 624/1226 to 654/1256 during the reign of Imam 
 � Al ā  �  al-D ī n Mu � ammad (r. 618/1220–653/1255). Th e most famous 
Niz ā r ī  authors that we know from this period are  � al ā  �  al-D ī n  � asan-i 
Ma � m ū d and Khw ā ja Na �  ī r al-D ī n  �  ū s ī . Th e genre and the style of the 
 ris ā la  does not fi t within  �  ū s ī ’s domain, but there are many indications 
that strongly suggest the author of the   � Ahd  could be  � asan-i Ma � m ū d. 
According to the information in  �  ū s ī ’s  Sayr wa sul ū k ,  � asan-i 
Ma � m ū d fi rst served Shih ā b al-D ī n Muhtasham in Girdk ū h and 
Quhist ā n.  16   In the account of the   � Ahd , we read that the information 
about the early blockade of the fortress of Alam ū t in the text comes 
from a letter sent to Quhist ā n by Ra �  ī s Mu � aff ar, which corresponds to 
 � asan-i Ma � m ū d’s time and place of work. According to his  D ī w ā n , 
 � asan-i Ma � m ū d travelled to Alam ū t in 631/1233, and presented his 
book of poetry to Imam  � Al ā  �  al-D ī n Mu � ammad.  17   

 Th ere are a number of other reasons that support the authorship of 
 � asan-i Ma � m ū d for this work. First of all, the language and the 
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writing style used in this text are very close to the writings of  � asan-i 
Ma � m ū d. Th e dialect used in the text of the   � Ahd  is the dialect of the 
R ū db ā r and Daylam area in which  Haft  b ā b  (wrongly known before as 
 Haft  b ā b-i   B ā b ā  Sayyidn ā  ), the introductions to poems in the  D ī w ā n-i 
q ā  � imiyy ā t  and  Ta � awwur ā t  are written.  18   Th e most important feature 
of this dialect is the use of  h ā   before the verbs and sometimes before 
the object. For example, in the   � Ahd  it comes: ‘ man  �  ū  r ā  rah-nafaqa, 
j ā ma wa chah ā r-p ā y   h ā -daham .’ In another place we read ‘ az d ī n ā r ī  
panj d ā ng   h ā  kha � m ā n dah ī d .’ Th is feature shows that these texts could 
have been written by an author who was from the region of R ū db ā r 
and Daylam. 

 Apart from the language and the rhetoric in the text, there are 
certain terms and phrases in this work that we see in no other works 
but those of  � asan-i Ma � m ū d. As an example, at the beginning of this 
text, the author talks about the ‘good tidings’ of Mawl ā n ā  Malik 
al-Sal ā m  19   that were proved to be true by the spread of the ‘ fi tnah ā -yi 
 ā khir al-zam ā n’  (seditions of the end of time) at the time of the author. 
Th is very idea is repeated throughout the  D ī w ā n-i q ā  � imiyy ā t,  whenever 
 � asan-i Ma � m ū d refers to the Mongol invasion and the safety of the 
Niz ā r ī  territories in the early stages. In the introduction of the poems 
no. 72 and 124 in the  D ī w ā n-i q ā  � imiyy ā t  this idea is repeated: 

  Th is obedience (  � ub ū diyyat ) was written on the praise of the 
Lord-Sublime . . . within which some good tidings ( wa � da-h ā  ) of 
the Lord of the Truth,  � Al ā  Dhikrihi al-Sal ā m have been 
mentioned . . . .  20    

 In another poem (no. 124) that was written on the events of the year 
621/1224, the same term is repeated and the armies of Genghis Khan 
are referred to as the Ya � j ū j and Ma � j ū j, signs of the ‘seditions of the 
end of time’ ( fi tna-yi  ā khir zaman) .  21   

 Another similarity in the writing of this text and that of  � asan-i 
Ma � m ū d is his reference to the living imam in his time, who was  � Al ā  �  
al-D ī n Mu � ammad. Furthermore, the term that he uses here for 
referring to the imam is   � a � rat-i jallat . Th e only other place where we 
can fi nd this particular term in reference to the imam is within the 
 D ī w ā n-i q ā  � imiyy ā t.  In the introduction to poem no. 81, he writes: 

  Th is obedience [is] on awakening, self-advice and encouragement 
on obeying the Lord-Sublime (  � a � rat-i jallat) , and on the good 
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tidings ( wa � dah ā  ) which are fulfi lled in this auspicious time, May 
God extend it to Eternity.  

 Th e next trend of thought in the   � Ahd  that could be traced in the works 
of  � asan-i Ma � m ū d is the use of particular terms for describing the 
evolution of souls. Th e fi rst passage of the   � Ahd  is written on the 
gradation of souls and the purpose of their creation. Th e same idea 
with similar terms could be seen in the introduction of  D ī w ā n-i 
q ā  � imiyy ā t . Although the passage in each text is on a slightly diff erent 
topic, the foundation of the proposed idea in both texts is common. 
Explaining the diff erence between diff erent souls and modes of 
creation, in the   � Ahd  we read: 

  Since the human being is the noblest and the most perfect among 
all created, and the intellect that is the absolute essence ( jawhar-i 
kull ) initiates in him, turning from potential to actual . . . and it is 
known that stones do not have vegetal souls ( j ā n-i nab ā t ī  ), and 
vegetables do not have animal souls ( j ā n-i  � ayw ā n ī  ) and animals 
do not have human souls ( j ā n-i ins ā n ī  ). . . .”  22    

 In this passage, human beings have been identifi ed as the noblest of 
creation because of the intellect as the total essence being potent in 
them. Th ey should conduct themselves based on the purpose of their 
creation. Similarly the souls in the lower levels:  sang  or  jim ā d  (objects) , 
j ā n-i nab ā t ī   (vegetal soul) and  j ā n-i  � ayw ā n ī   (animal soul) are also 
destined to function purposefully. Th is idea is comparable to a passage 
in the introduction of  D ī w ā n-i q ā  � imiyy ā t,  where it comes: 

  Extremism ( ghuluww ) is applied where someone does not contain 
himself within his limits and claims ascendance to a world ( kawn ) 
which would be his misadventure ( bal ā  �  ); the inanimate [soul] 
claims ascending to the vegetal ( nab ā t ) world, the vegetal world 
claims ascending to the perfection of the animal (  � ayw ā n ) grade, 
and the animal claims ascending to the noble level of human 
( ins ā n ) . . . .  23    

 Although this gradation theory of souls may be a well-known Ismaili 
idea in this period, using it in the introduction of two works with 
many other similarities indicates a certain trend of thought that could 
originate from the same mind. 
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 As mentioned before, this text bears no title and the title of   � Ahd-i 
Sayyidn ā   has been given here on the basis of the information within 
the text. In some Persian and Arabic Ismaili manuscripts, we come 
across similar texts such as the   � Ahd  or  M ī th ā q  of Imam  � Al ā  �  al-D ī n 
Mu � ammad that is attributed to the same period.  24   However, the only 
references to the   � Ahd-i Sayyidn ā   are again found in the works of 
 � asan-i Ma � m ū d. Th ere is no reference to such ideas in other works, 
either in this or later periods. In the  D ī w ā n-i q ā  � imiyy ā t,   � asan-i 
Ma � m ū d refers to ‘  � ahd-i Sayyidn ā  ’ and states that it needs to be always 
remembered and kept as the measure for ever: 

   Shukr-i ni � mat  ā n buwad kaz m ā  bih awwal har yik ī  / r ū y az- ī n 
duny ā -yi d ū n b ā  d ā war-i dayy ā n kunad  

   � ahd-i Sayyidn ā  kih bar a � b ā b-i mawl ā n ā  girift  /  ā warad b ā  
y ā d-u  ā n r ā  t ā  abad m ī z ā n kunad   25    

 Which means: 

  Being thankful to the grace is that each one of us fi rst turns his 
face from this lowly world to the Unexampled Judge (God). 
Remember the ‘covenant (  � ahd ) of Sayyidn ā ’ which was witnessed 
by friends of Mawl ā n ā  and make it the eternal measure!  

 In conclusion, the above evidence and indications show that it is 
highly possible that the author of the text of   � ahd-i Sayyidn ā   was 
 � asan-i Ma � m ū d who wrote it for a friend who lived in Quhist ā n.  

   Reason for Writing the  Ris ā la   

 Th ere is clear evidence in the text that this  ris ā la  was written for a 
friend of the author who had been subject to an unfavorable ruling by 
N ā  � ir al-D ī n Mu � tasham. Th ere is no information about the identity 
of this friend in the text or the reasons for the disciplinary ruling. 
Judging by the overall context of the   � Ahd  and its focus on loyalty and 
the temporary nature of the worldly aspects of life, it is possible that 
this friend was subject to such rulings by way of confi scation of 
belongings or properties. Th ere are reports in some sources that 
Khw ā ja Na �  ī r al-D ī n  �  ū s ī  who was also a friend of  � asan-i Ma � m ū d 
was imprisoned by N ā  � ir al-D ī n Mu � tasham, but it is very unlikely 
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that the friend specifi ed here would be him, as the rhetoric in the text 
indicates that his friend was not a high profi le scholar of  �  ū s ī ’s 
calibre.  26   

 In the historiography of the period, we have some evidence that 
shows that in that particular period of time, there were some major 
policy changes in the leadership of Quhist ā n in the 620s/1221–1231, 
which could have resulted in such circumstances. Th e author of 
  * abaq ā t-i N ā  � ir ī ,  Minh ā j-i Sir ā j who visited Quhist ā n in this period 
and met Mu � tasham Shih ā b al-D ī n has a passage on the political 
situation of Quhist ā n in his   * ab ā q ā t . During this period, the Ismailis 
in Iran were at the peak of their power, whereas the eastern parts of 
Muslim lands such as Khurasan and Upper Oxus were experiencing a 
devastating period due to the fi rst wave of the Mongol invasion. 
According to the observations of Minh ā j-i Sir ā j, due to the security of 
Quhist ā n under the leadership of Mu � tasham Shih ā b al-D ī n and 
N ā  � ir al-D ī n, many scholars from those areas escaped to the Ismaili 
castles of Quhist ā n. He writes that the generous gift s from the Niz ā r ī  
treasury to the new arrivals by Mu � tasham created resentments among 
ordinary members of the Niz ā r ī  community. He describes the situation 
in the following passage: 

  Since Mu � tasham’s favour and companionship with the Muslims 
increased, the community of the  mul � ids  conveyed the stories to 
Alam ū t, saying Mu � tasham Shih ā b is going to off er nearly all the 
resources of the  da � watkh ā na  to the Muslims. An order came 
from Alam ū t that he should go to Alam ū t, and Mu � tasham 
Shams al-D ī n  � asan was sent to Quhist ā n.  27    

 It is possible that as a result of these complaints, there were some 
consequences for those who benefi ted from the generous policies of 
Mu � tasham Shih ā b in later periods, and as a result a friend of the 
author also suff ered such consequences. Th e fact that the story of Ra �  ī s 
Ab ū  al-Fa ! l is reminded to him, and the way he left  his wealth and 
family behind for the sake of religion is stressed here, prove that there 
were some similarities between his friend’s case and the case of Ra �  ī s 
Ab ū  al-Fa ! l. However, he has to remind his friend of those sacrifi ces 
and the pledge that the  fi d ā  �  ī s  of Sayyidn ā  made so that he does not 
lose direction.  
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   Variation in the Account in Manuscript Copies  

 As was said before, the only copy that has the full text of the   � Ahd  is 
MS BT 9. However, the beginning of the text is not clearly marked. 
Th erefore, the beginning of the text of the   � Ahd  was determined based 
on the change in the theme and the fl ow of the narrative. For example, 
the opening sentence of ‘O, brothers in religion and friends by faith’ 
( bar ā dar ā n-i d ī n wa d ū st ā n-i ahl-i yaq ī n ) indicates that a new text has 
started. Th e previous text which is on the creation of the worlds ends 
with a prayer and closing phrase  bi- � aqq-i mu � ammad wa  ā l-i 
mu � ammad.  However, the end of the   � Ahd  is clearly marked in the 
conventional way with the closing prayer:  wa al-sal ā m mawl ā n ā  
bi- � aqq-i  � aqqih ī   and the next text begins the next page. Th e following 
text is  Jang-n ā mah-yi S ī st ā n  which is very close in language and time 
frame to the events discussed in the text of   � Ahd . Th ere are traces of 
 Jang-nāmah-yi Sist ā n  in some passages of the   � Ahd  in MS BT 9 that 
shows the copyist also used information from these texts in his 
spontaneous modifi cation. For example, in the discussion between 
Ra �  ī s Ab ū  al-Fa ! l and the Salj ū q Sultan in the   � Ahd  text, there is a 
phrase that could exactly be found in the text of  Jang-nāmah-yi S ī st ā n : 

   tam ā m-i wil ā yat-i  � ir ā q az pas-i  ī sh ā n shamsh ī r dar ghal ā f karda-
and, chir ā kih  ī sh ā n bi-quwwat-i  ā l-i mu � ammad nishasta-and.   28    

 Th e language used in the texts of this manuscript is not always 
consistent. It seems that the copyist has not been completely loyal to 
his original source, as there are many indications that he has tampered 
with the text. Th is is a very common feature among some manuscripts 
in the Badakhsh ā n region. One possible reason for this could have 
been the language barrier, because most of these texts were written in 
the dialect of Alam ū t and R ū db ā r, which was not sometimes easy to 
understand for people in Badakhsh ā n. Th at is why diff erent scribes 
took the liberty to modify texts according to their choice. Furthermore, 
in many other cases we come across instances that the copyist has 
skipped a sentence or a word which he did not understand like Arabic 
words or phrases. For this reason, some passages of the above text in 
all the copies are sometimes diffi  cult to understand and occasionally 
have grammatical mistakes as well. 
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 Furthermore, there are two separate sections in this copy that are 
clearly later additions to the main text. It is not clear why the scribe 
decided to insert them within this text and from what original source 
he included them. Although it is clear that these texts are not fabricated 
by him, by comparing the two copies (MS BA 59 & MS BA 46) we fi nd 
that these two accounts obstruct the fl ow of events in the original text. 

 Th e second manuscript, MS BA 59, is also a  majm ū  � a . Th e text of 
  � Ahd  starts aft er   � a �  ī fat al-n ā   ir ī n,  and ends before the  D ī w ā n-i 
q ā  � imiyy ā t . However, it lacks the beginning. Compared to MS BT 9, 
this copy looks more trustworthy in language and the sequence of the 
events with fewer signs of modifi cation, but it is defective at the 
beginning. It starts right in the middle of the discussion between 
 � asan-i  � abb ā  �  and Ra �  ī s Ab ū  al-Fa ! l on the issue of the Imamate. 

 Th is copy does not contain the letter of  � asan-i  � abb ā  �  to Maliksh ā h 
and the account of the  Fid ā  �  ī  s’ mission at the court of Sultan Sanjar. 
Th ere are a few other noticeable diff erences between MS BA 59 and 
MS BT 9. In reference to  � asan-i  � abb ā  � , MS BA 59 writes  Sayyidn ā  
qaddasa All ā h r ū  � ah ū  , whereas in MS BT 9  B ā b ā  Sayyidn ā   alone is 
used. 

 Th e Qur �  ā nic verses or Arabic quotations are also preserved more 
accurately in this copy, whereas in MS BT 9, these parts are sometimes 
completely omitted, or recorded with many mistakes. 

 Th e version within MS BA 46 is a fragmented one of the   � Ahd . It 
only provides some passages of the account and a diff erent version of 
Ra �  ī s Ab ū  al-Fa ! l’s life story. Th ere is a short passage from the fi nal 
section of the   � Ahd  in this copy before the story of Tapar and his 
blockade of Alam ū t. However, this blockade episode is also diff erent 
from that of the other copies as it comes with other components such 
as the communication of Sayyidn ā  with Imam Niz ā r and his sons 
which is not found in the other copies. It seems that one of the scribes 
probably combined diff erent sections from number of sources into 
one text without mentioning the original source. 

 Th e passages related to the   � Ahd  in this copy begin with the promise 
of Sayyidn ā  that  � Al ā  Dhikrih al-Sal ā m will appear (   uh ū r khwāhad  
kard ) to complete all the  Shar ī  � a s. Th en it goes to the siege of Alam ū t 
by the armies of both  � Ir ā qs ( � Ir ā qayn) and M ā zandar ā n. Here, a 
summary of the story of Ab ū  al- � asan-i Sa �  ī d ī  who brings the sons of 
Imam Niz ā r is repeated. Th e account of the resistance of the small 
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group of  fi d ā  �  ī s  against Mu � ammad Tapar is followed by the sacrifi ce 
of Ra �  ī s-i I � fah ā n ī  who was martyred in fi ghting the Tapar army. 
Finally, Sayyidn ā  asked the  fi d ā  �  ī s  to pray that Tapar may be burst! It 
claims that Tapar burst to death as a result of their prayer, and they 
could take back all the treasures that Ra �  ī s-i I � fah ā n ī  had brought with 
him from I � fah ā n. 

 As is clear, the details of this account are diff erent from the other 
two. It is not clear how much of the story is according to its original 
version by the author and how much is the result of diff erent scribes 
who revised and rephrased the text. Nevertheless, there is no doubt 
that this copy is a version revised in later periods. 

 In summary, here is a brief demonstration and a general picture of 
the similarities and diff erences between these copies: 
  
  Features shared by all versions:  Th e only part that exists in all three 
of these copies is the passage in which the summary of theological 
reforms during the Alam ū t period is outlined, starting with  � asan 
 � abb ā  �  and ending at the time of the author which should be the era 
of Imam  � Al ā  �  al-D ī n Mu � ammad’s reign, where it says: 

   wa ma � l ū m ast kih maq �  ū d az  ā madan-i Sayyidn ā  qaddasa all ā h 
r ū  � ah ū   ā n b ū d t ā  bi-farm ā n-i Mawl ā n ā  as ā s-i da � wat-i mub ā rak 
binahand wa jam ā  � at r ā  b ā  dast  ā warad wa d ī d ā r-i  ī sh ā n dar-
afk anad kih  � Al ā  Dhikrihi al-Sal ā m   uh ū r khw ā had kar.   

  Features in only two versions:  Th e passage on the siege of Alam ū t by 
one of the commanders of Mu � ammad Tapar and the account of his 
execution in his camp is recorded in MS BA 46 and MS BT 9. Th e 
most trusted copy, MS BA 59, does not have this account. 
  
  Features in only one copy:  Finally, MS BT 9 is the only copy that has 
the introduction, Sayyidn ā ’s letter to Maliksh ā h and the story of the 
threatening of Sanjar by  fi d ā  �  ī s .  

   Conclusion  

   � Ahd-i Sayyidn ā   is a unique work that presents valuable information 
about the life of Niz ā r ī  Ismailis during the Alam ū t period. In the 
known historiography of the age, there is little information about the 
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social history of the Ismailis. Th e works produced by the Niz ā r ī s 
themselves are also more concerned with doctrinal and ideological 
topics. Th e   � Ahd-i Sayyidn ā   is one of the rare works that provides some 
information about the daily life of ordinary Niz ā r ī s in the early periods. 

 Th is  ris ā la  also explains how important the legacy of  � asan-i  � abb ā  �  
was during the Alam ū t period. When this  ris ā la  was written towards 
the end of the Alam ū t state, the Niz ā r ī s had gone into a long period of 
ideological and political transformation; from the Proclamation of 
Qiy ā ma by  � asan  � Al ā  Dhikrihi al-Sal ā m to the ending of the Qiy ā ma 
era by Jal ā l al-D ī n  � asan and making alliances with the Sunni world; 
from making peace with the Mongols and Khw ā razmsh ā h ī s to fi ghting 
against them. Aft er all those years of austerity and prosperity, the 
  � Ahd-i Sayyidn ā   is remembered in order to remain committed to the 
promise they made at the beginning of the  da � wa . Although the author 
has not mentioned his name in the text, there are strong indications 
within the text of the   � Ahd  that suggest that the actual author is  � al ā  �  
al-D ī n  � asan-i Ma � m ū d Munsh ī .  

   NOTES  

     1 Th e manuscript is not paginated. Th erefore numbers represent the last three digits of 
the frame numbers (fr.) of the digital copy.   
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    3 See Mu � ammad b. A � mad Nasaw ī ,  S ī rat-i Jal ā l al-D ī n Munkabirn ī ,  ed., Mujtab ā  M ī nuw ī  
(Tehran, 1384 Sh./2005), vol. 1, p. 185.   

    4 MS BT 9, ff . 95b–96a. It seems that the scribe has missed some words as some sentences 
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    5 See Fa ! l All ā h Rash ī d al-D ī n,  J ā mi �  al-Taw ā r ī kh; qismat-i Ism ā  �  ī l ī y ā n wa Niz ā r ī y ā n wa 
d ā  �  ī y ā n wa raf ī q ā n,  ed., M. Rawshan (Tehran, 1387 Sh./2008), p. 112.   

    6 MS BT 9, ff . 116a–116b.   
    7 Rash ī d al-D ī n,  J ā mi �  al-Taw ā r ī kh , p. 112.   
    8 Ibid., p. 107.   
    9 MS BT 9, ff . 116b–117a.   
   10 See Q ā  !  ī  N ū r All ā h Sh ū shtar ī ,  Maj ā lis al-mu � min ī n  (Tehran, 1377 Sh./1998), pp. 310–

316. Also, Murta !  ā  R ā wand ī ,  T ā r ī kh-i ijtim ā  �  ī -yi  ī r ā n  (Tehran, 1354 Sh./1975), pp. 
199–204.   

   11  � Al ā  �  al-D ī n  � A �  ā -Malik Juwayn ī ,  T ā r ī kh-i Jahangush ā y  (Leiden, 1958), vol. 3, p. 214.   
   12 Rash ī d al-D ī n,  J ā mi �  al-Taw ā r ī kh , p. 129.   
   13 Ibid., p. 129.   
   14 MS BT 9, f. 125a.   
   15 MS BA 59, fr. 720.   
   16 See  Contemplation and Action: Th e Spiritual Autobiography of a Muslim Scholar; a New 

Edition and English Translation of Sayr wa Sul ū k , ed. and tr., S. J. Badakhchani (London 
and New York, 1998), p. 4.   
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   17 See  D ī w ā n-i q ā  � imiyy ā t  of  � asan-i Ma � m ū d, ed., S. J. Badakhchani (Tehran, 1390 
Sh./2011), pp. 3, 58.   

   18 Although the content and the ideas of  Ta � awwur ā t  are believed to be those of Na �  ī r 
al-D ī n  �  ū s ī , the presentation and compilation of the text is attributed to  � asan-i 
Ma � m ū d.   

   19 Malik al-Sal ā m could be a misreading of  � Al ā  Dhikrihi al-Sal ā m by one of the copyists.   
   20  D ī w ā n-i q ā  � imiyy ā t , p. 199.   
   21 Ibid., p. 327.   
   22 MS BT 9, ff . 93b–94a.   
   23  D ī w ā n-i q ā  � imiyy ā t , p. 2.   
   24 See  al-Dust ū r wa da � wat al-mu � min ī n li’l- � u �  ū r , in  �  Ā rif T ā mir (ed.)  Arba � a ras ā  � il 

Ism ā  �  ī liyya  (Beirut, 1978), pp. 52–74.   
   25 Ibid, p. 180.   
   26 Ra ! aw ī  Mudarris,  A � w ā l wa  ā th ā r-i qudwat al-mu � aqqiq ī n wa sul �  ā n al- � ukam ā  wa 

al-mutakallim ī n, ust ā d al-bashar wa  ̒  aql-i  �  ā d ī   ̒  ashr, Ab ū  Ja ̒  far Mu � ammad ibn 
Mu � ammad ibn al- � asan al- *  ū s ī , mulaqqab bih Na �  ī r al-D ī n  (Tehran, 1354 Sh./1975), p. 
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 The Discovery, Description and Publication of 
the Manuscripts of Two Major Niz ā r ī  Ismaili 

Texts from the Alam ū t Period: The  Haft B ā b  and the 
 D ī w ā n-i Q ā  � imiyy ā t  of  � asan-i Ma � m ū d-i K ā tib   

    S. J.   Badakhchani               

   Contextualising the  Haft B ā b  and the  D ī w ā n-i Q ā  � imiyy ā t   

  � asan-i Ma � m ū d-i K ā tib, author of the books introduced here, was, 
until the publication of his compendium of poems, namely the Poems 
of the Resurrection ( D ī w ā n-i   Q ā  � imiyy ā t )  1   and his Seven Chapters ( Haft  
b ā b ),  2   an enigmatic  3   or more precisely an ‘unknown’ fi gure among the 
Ismaili authors and the classical Persian poets.  4   He was born in the 
second half of the 6th/12th century probably around the year 555/1160, 
since the date of the compilation of his  Haft  b ā b  is 595/1199, compiled 
during the imamate of N ū r al-D ī n Mu � ammad II (d. 607/1210). At the 
time, judging from the contents of the  Haft  b ā b  and his notes on Niz ā r ī  
Ismail history,  5   he must have been well versed in Ismaili history and 
theology of his time and in particular the doctrine of the Resurrection 
( da + wat-i qiy ā mat ). In the  Haft  b ā b  he speaks of the doctrine of the 
Qiy ā mat in a vague and elusive manner hinting to his being either 
present when the doctrine was launched, or at least being born before 
the event,  6   that is, 17 Rama !  ā n 559/8 August 1164. Marshall Hodgson 
describes the  Haft  b ā b  as a text that ‘[r]epresents the full blown Qiy ā ma 
doctrine, as developed under the son of  � Al ā -Dhikri-his-Sal ā m and 
unchanged as yet by the grandson’s policies of Satr.’  7   

 A talented poet, he might have composed poems very early in his 
life but apart from his compendium of poetry and a few scattered 
quotations resembling his style,  8   so far nothing has come to light from 
him, which implies that either he did not bother to preserve them, or 
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if he did, he may have destroyed them at a later stage.  9   It is in the 
 Q ā  � imiyy ā t  that we face a master poet, comparable only to N ā  � ir-i 
Khusraw among the Ismaili poets,  10   and more importantly, a poet 
whose output represents the best poetic specimens of 7th/13th-century 
Iran.  11   Being well informed about the doctrine of the  Qiy ā mat , he not 
only witnessed its dismissal by Jal ā l al-D ī n  � asan (d. 618/1221), but 
also its refi nement and gradual return as a dominant, and wide-
ranging theological norm during the imamate of  � Al ā  al-D ī n 
Mu � ammad (d. 653/1255). Composed at various times, the poems of 
the  Q ā  � imiyy ā t   12   refl ect  � asan’s involvement in the shaping of what 
Hodgson describes as the doctrine of  satr . It is apparent that  satr  or 
transition from the  Qiy ā mat  to the  Shar ī  � a , while maintaining a 
balance between the two,  13   did not take place instantly or without an 
insightful preparation demanding the input of the highest ranks of the 
 da + wat  organisation and the competent scholars living in Alam ū t, or 
other Ismaili fortresses scattered over a wide territory from present 
day Afghanistan to the Mediterranean Sea. 

 At the time, around the year 630/1233, while Alam ū t housed one of 
the best libraries in the Islamic world and notable fi gures such as 
al-Mu � aff ar b. Mu � ammad,  14   Man �  ū r b. Ab ū ’l-Fu �  ū  �   15   and Mu � tasham 
Shih ā b al-D ī n were residing there, it was the court of N ā  � ir al-D ī n 
Mu � tasham in Quhist ā n that sheltered a number of both Ismaili and 
non-Ismaili scholars who were qualifi ed to take part in the refi nements 
of the doctrine. In all probability this was the reason that around the 
year 643/1245, Na �  ī r al-D ī n  �  ū s ī ,  � asan-i Ma � m ū d and Mu � tasham 
N ā  � ir al-D ī n were summoned to Alam ū t.  16    �  ū s ī ’s stay in Alam ū t lasted 
twenty years and  � asan-i Ma � m ū d stayed there until his last days 
around the year 644/1246. 

 Apart from N ā  � ir al-D ī n Mu � tasham,  17   who was born into an Ismaili 
family, both  �  ū s ī   18   and  � asan-i Ma � m ū d  19   were new converts to the 
Niz ā r ī  Ismaili mission ( da � wa ). Th eir backgrounds, talents and 
expertise also diff ered. N ā  � ir al-D ī n Mu � tasham was an experienced 
scholar-politician,  �  ū s ī  was a talented scientist-philosopher and 
 � asan-i Ma � m ū d a gift ed poet with secretarial expertise who preferred 
to express himself in poetry.  20   

 Summoning scholars to the presence of the imam, when crucial 
decisions were anticipated, had its precedent in the pre-Fatimid and 
Fatimid times. For example, during the reign of the Fatimid caliph 
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al- �  ā kim (386/996–411/1021),  � am ī d al-D ī n al-Kirm ā n ī  was 
summoned to Cairo;  21   similarly al-Mu � ayyad f ī  al-D ī n al-Sh ī r ā z ī  joined 
the court of Imam Mustan � ir bi’llah  22   and this may have been the case 
of anonymous authors  23   who compiled the pamphlets ( ras ā  � il ) of the 
Ikhw ā n al- � af ā � in the formative years of the rise of the Ismaili faith as 
an independent branch of Shi � i Islam usually described as the fi rst 
period of  satr .  24   

 Ten to fi ft een years before leaving Quhist ā n for Alam ū t, Na �  ī r 
al-D ī n  �  ū s ī  (597/1201–654/1276) had joined the  Jam ā  � at ,  25   that is, the 
Ismaili community, and had produced several books and treatises 
promoting the tenets of the Ismaili faith.  26   His colleague and 
companion  27    � asan-i Ma � m ū d, of whom  �  ū s ī  speaks as the chief of 
 d ā  �  ī s  ( sayyid al-du �  ā t ),  28   was also an expert on the subject. Th eir 
summoning to Alam ū t in order to execute what the imam of the time 
and the Ismaili  da + wat  were expecting, was a historical event that led 
to the compilation of the most comprehensive book on Niz ā r ī  Ismaili 
thought in the middle ages;  29   it has survived to our time bearing the 
title of  Ta � awwur ā t  or the  Raw � a-yi tasl ī m . It echoes some of the issues 
discussed by the Ikhw ā n al- � af ā � and other classical Ismaili authors 
such as Ab ū  Ya � q ū b al-Sijist ā n ī  and N ā  � ir-i Khusraw.  30   But more 
signifi cantly it is a precise elaboration on the doctrine of the  Qiy ā mat  
which, while maintaining similarities, was not intended to be a 
complete representation of the doctrine of  satr .  31   

 In Alam ū t,  � asan-i Ma � m ū d did not compose any prose material 
of his own but collaborated with  �  ū s ī  in the production of the  Raw � a-yi 
tasl ī m   32   to the degree that in the three main chapters of the  Raw � a   33   we 
can identify quotations from the  Haft  b ā b,  albeit in much-improved 
language, which evidently had been rephrased and improved upon by 
 �  ū s ī .  34   Reciprocally,  � asan-i Ma � m ū d also took on board  �  ū s ī ’s ideas 
and scholarly rendering of Ismaili theology, that is, the refi ned version 
of the doctrine of the  Qiy ā mat , in his compendium of poetry.  35   
Comparison between the three texts, namely, the  Haft  b ā b , the 
 Raw � a-yi   tasl ī m  and the  D ī w ā n-i Q ā  � imiyy ā t  refl ects the nature and 
extent of the collaboration between the two authors. In the course of 
time, the  Raw � a-yi tasl ī m  assumed the status of the most comprehensive 
text covering a large spectrum of Ismaili theology of the Niz ā r ī  period. 
Th e  Haft  b ā b  became an immensely popular text, judging from the 
enormity of available manuscripts and probably because of its 
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unsophisticated language. But in the aft ermath of Alam ū t’s destruction 
by the Mongols, the  D ī w ā n-i Q ā ’imiyy ā t  disappeared from the public 
eye for seven centuries.  36   

 Th e combined legacy of  �  ū s ī  and  � asan-i Ma � m ū d, as far as the 
survival and preservation of their written heritage is concerned, are a 
number of books and short treatises refl ecting the ‘Preachings of the 
Resurrection’ ( Da � wa-i Qiy ā mat ) and subsequently the ‘post Qiy ā mat’ 
Ismaili tenets of faith that have survived to our time. Th e Mongol 
invasion of Islamic lands, the fall of Alam ū t and the protracted 
destruction of Ismaili fortress-libraries subdued the spirit and zeal of 
knowledge-seeking among the Iranian Ismailis for two centuries. 
During this period which happens to be the most obscure phase of the 
Nizari Ismaili history, the time when they were facing the most 
threatening blow to their survival, the only available alternative to 
them was to hide their books in the cracks of walls, as in the case of the 
 Q ā  � imiyy ā t , or make multiple copies of them, as in the case of the  Haft  
b ā b-i  � asan-i Ma � m ū d  and a number of short treatises by  �  ū s ī .  37   It 
was the preservation of these short treatises that enabled Ab ū  Is �  ā q, an 
Ismaili author to write his  Haft  b ā b , almost two hundred years later, 
which in turn became a pattern for producing a number of other 
books and treatises in the Persian language.  

   Manuscripts of the Texts and their Editing 

 Haft  b ā b  

 I have highlighted the circumstances that preceded the publication 
of the  Haft  b ā b  in my introduction to the edited text.  38   It is worth 
mentioning that the  Haft  b ā b  seems to have had a more fortunate 
destiny than the  Q ā ’imiyy ā t  since multiple manuscript copies of the 
text have survived, not only in Iran, but also in Tajikistan, Afghanistan, 
India, and the northern regions of Pakistan, where it seems to have 
been translated into vernacular languages. In 1933, an incomplete and 
corrupt version of the treatise wrongly entitled  Haft  b ā b-i B ā b ā  
Sayyidn ā   was published by Wladimir Ivanow (1886–1970) who was 
aware of its false attribution to B ā b ā  Sayyidn ā , that is,  � asan-i  � abb ā  � , 
the founder of the Niz ā r ī  Ismaili movement in Iran.  39   It is most 
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probable that the existence of a number of quotations from B ā b ā  
Sayyidn ā ,  40   and the fact that in some manuscripts the name ‘ � asan’ 
appears as the author,  41   may have convinced Ivanow to reach such a 
conclusion. Ivanow, however, does not identify the manuscripts that 
he used for his edition. In his  A Guide to Ismaili Literature , he writes: 
‘ Haft  b ā bi B ā b ā  Sayyid-n ā  , said to exist in Central Asia, a small booklet 
(?).’ On p. 103, no. 641a, however, he attributes it to Ab ū  Is �  ā q: ‘ Haft -
b ā bi Ab ū  Is �  ā q , an interesting work, obviously of the strict Alamuti 
school, though copies of it are common in Badakhshān.’  42   Th e 
manuscript relied upon by Ivanow is most probably MS 64, pp. 2–35, 
currently housed at the Ismaili Special Collections Unit of Th e Institute 
of Ismaili Studies, but the multitude of copies of the text available in 
various Ismaili localities leave little doubt that he himself, or his 
assistants, had access to several other manuscripts. 

 For the preparation of a new edition of the  Haft  b ā b , apart from 
many handwritten copies of Ivanow’s edition which have been 
occasionally corrected and improved upon by scribes, I have consulted 
eighteen other manuscripts. Of these, except for the three briefl y 
described below, all are incomplete and end at a similar point. Th is 
remains a puzzle to this date, and I cannot fi nd a meaningful 
explanation for it. Th e only justifi able explanation may be to assume 
that the original complete copy of the text survived in the possession 
of the Mur ā d M ī rz ā  family  43   in Sidih, a small town near Birjand in 
southern Khurasan. At some point, someone prepared a copy, 
assuming the remaining pages were not important,  44   or did not have 
time to fi nish the task, and this copy became the source of all 
incomplete copies since the collection of Ismaili manuscripts in Sidih 
was tightly guarded and copying from them was extremely diffi  cult. 
Fortunately, MS 32 (described below), with minor lacunae and 
mistakes, is almost complete. It was copied by Mu � ammad  � usayn 
Ghufr ā n ī , a close companion and representative of the Mur ā d M ī rz ā  
family in Zam ā n ī , a village sixty kilometres south of Birjand. I am told 
that in the aft ermath of the Iranian Islamic Revolution of 1979, the 
collection of manuscripts owned by the Mur ā d M ī rz ā  family was 
looted, and no one has any further information about it.  45   Th e three 
manuscripts (all housed in the Ismaili Special Collections at the IIS), 
described below, are complete with relatively correct text of the 
 Haft  b ā b : 
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 MS 32, no date, in the handwriting of M. H. Ghufr ā n ī ; part of a 
collection, 20 folios (62v–82r), in broken  nasta � l ī q  script; folio 
size 18 × 15 cm, text size 16.5 × 11.5 cm, 14 lines to a page. Judging 
from the paper and handwriting, it might be over one hundred 
years old. Th is manuscript was kindly made available to me by 
Wal ī  Mu � ammad Ghufr ā n ī  and as requested by him, it was 
donated to the then library of Th e Institute of Ismaili Studies in 
1981. 

 MS BT 171, scribe unknown, no date, belonged to Sayyed Nawr ū z 
Sh ā h b. Sayyid K ā  � im. It is complete, part of a collection of which 
pp. 1–35 is the  Haft  b ā b . Written on handmade paper in broken 
 nasta � l ī q  script; folio size 19.5 × 17 cm, text size 8 × 14 cm, 15 lines 
to a page; pp. 23–24 and 27–32 are in a diff erent paper, blue in 
colour, but in the same handwriting. Th is manuscript is the 
oldest, copied either during the imamate of Mustan � ir II 
(d. 885/1480) or Mustan � ir III (d. 904/1498) since in the colophon 
the name of Q ā  � im-i Qiy ā mat  � asan has been replaced by 
‘al-Mustan � ir bi’ll ā h’. Judging from the fully coloured digital 
copy, its script, paper colour and physical appearance, it must be 
over fi ve hundred years old. 

 MS BT 157, dated in the year of the rooster, Monday 12?9 (probably 
1219/1804), scribe unknown. It belonged to Sayyid Shams al-D ī n b. 
Sayyid Ibr ā h ī m. It is complete, part of a collection in which pp. 
1–58 is the  Haft  b ā b . Written in broken  nasta � l ī q  script on handmade 
paper. Although the calligraphy is good, apparently the scribe did 
not know Persian well. Th ere are numerous lacunae, discrepancies 
and many sentences are left  incomplete. Folio size 23.5 × 18 cm, text 
size 7.5 × 13cm, 12 lines to a page. 

   D ī w ā n-i Q ā  � imiyy ā t  

 I have described the circumstances and background that preceded the 
publication of the  D ī w ā n-i Q ā  � imiyy ā t  in my introduction to the edited 
version of the text, and with minor improvements, in a subsequent 
paper.  46   In brief, aft er the destruction of the Niz ā r ī  Ismaili libraries in 
Iran by the Mongols in 654/1256, and the hostile environs in which the 
Ismailis found themselves, they took extreme measures to ensure the 
survival of copies of their literature in personal collections. In the case 
of the  D ī w ā n-i Q ā  � imiyy ā t , in order to safeguard it from enemies, a 
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copy prepared on 10 Rama!ān 1105/5 April 1694 was buried in the 
crack of a wall and plastered over. Th is copy was eventually recovered 
almost three hundred years later (see Figure 10.1). Surprisingly, the 
last mention of the existence of the book in Persian literary chronicles 
dates to the compilation of the  Zubdat al-taw ā r ī kh  by Ab ū  al-Q ā sim 
K ā sh ā n ī  (d. 718/1318), almost 700 years ago. 

   Figure 10.1 Page from the manuscript MS Per 113 that had lain hidden for over 
three hundred years in Iran.         
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 Th e edition of the  D ī w ā n-i Q ā  � imiyy ā t  was based on three 
manuscripts. Th e oldest manuscript (see Figures 10.2 and 10.3) is made 
up of two diff erent parts bound together with part one dated 29 
Sha � b ā n 806/13 March 1404, and part two dated 832/1428. In both cases 
the scribe is unknown. Th is manuscript, I am told, survived among the 
remote off spring of Aga Khan I,  � asan  � Al ī  Sh ā h, who migrated to 
India in the latter part of the 19th century. A second manuscript, 

   Figure 10.2 Title page of the  D ī w ā n  (from MS Per 99), which includes six lines 
from Ode 91; it reads: ‘Expression of Belief, in Servitude to the Holy and Exalted 
Presence of our Lord Mu � ammad b.  � asan b.  � Al ā  Dhikrihi al-Sal ā m, may his 
Bounty Endure and his Mission prevail’.         
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   Figure 10.3 Page from the manuscript MS Per 99 (dated 832/1428) that survived 
among distant family members of Aga Khan I,  � asan  � Al ī  Sh ā h in Mumbai.         
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discovered in Iran, is dated 10 Rama !  ā n 1105/5 April 1694, in the 
handwriting of M ī rz ā   � Al ī , son of  � Abd al-Mu � min. And the third 
manuscript is in the hand of Mu � ammad  � usayn b. M ī rz ā   � Al ī   � Arab ī -
d ū z-i Sidih ī  and dated 25 Mu � arram 1101/8 November 1689.  47   

 Th e published version, based on the above manuscripts, consists of 
two volumes with 157 odes and a total of 4,784 couplets. Refl ecting on 
the importance of the  D ī w ā n , Prof. Shaf ī  �  ī  Kadkan ī  in his comprehensive 
introduction to the edition writes: 

  Th e appearance of the  D ī w ā n-i Q ā  � imiyy ā t  in published form is a 
great historical event for the Iranian culture, and the Persian poetry 
that at the same time displays hundreds of new pieces of information 
concerning the Ismaili faith, its history and the social life and 
politics of the time. With all apprehension and sensitivity that I 
always have in relation to Persian poetry and its problems, I must 
confess that until the time when I had the  D ī w ā n  at my disposal, 
apart from few odes that has been quoted in K ā sh ā n ī ’s  Zubdat 
al-taw ā r ī kh,  I knew nothing at all about this book. In the landscape 
of the history of Persian poetry and its several styles, the  Q ā  � imiyy ā t  
is a diff erent genre, unlike all other poetical compendia and [within 
the Ismaili poetical corpus] it is only comparable to the  D ī w ā n  of 
N ā  � ir Khusraw. . .Th e importance of the  Q ā  � imiyy ā t  is such that it 
deserves many monographs and studies. [For example,] how much 
of our poetical heritage in Iran has been produced by Ismaili poets? 
What about R ū dak ī ’s compendium of poems? Perhaps, it would 
have been an Ismaili text, if there was a complete version of it.  48   
What about Kas ā  �  ī ,  49   admired so much by N ā  � ir-i Khusraw? In 
fact, with many Persian poets, even though the printed version of 
their  d ī w ā n s may not contain Ismaili elements, it is extremely 
diffi  cult to distance them from the creative circle of the Ismaili 
poets. [In conclusion he adds:] In all cultures ‘poetry’ is the 
substance of culture. And in comparison to the non-poetical 
heritage of the Ismaili thinkers in Iran, which is outstanding, it 
does not seem feasible that their poetical heritage may not have 
been as comprehensive. Here we need to be cautious, as it may be 
possible that most of the poets whom the author of  al-Naq �    50   
mentions as being Im ā m ī  (Twelver Shi � i) poets, were in fact Ismailis 
and for that reason their  d ī w ā n s are untraceable! One example is 
Ab ū  al- � Al ā  �  Ganjaw ī   51   whom Kh ā q ā n ī   52   dislikes because he 
entertained Ismaili sentiments.  53    
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     Concluding Remarks  

 Preparing a critical edition of the Alam ū t and post-Alam ū t Ismaili 
texts is a daunting task. Apart from all the diffi  culties that W. Ivanow 
highlights,  54   the very nature of Persian script is such that a wrong 
diacritical sign or a dot can change the meaning of a word, a sentence, 
or an entire paragraph; not to mention the interpolations, deletions 
and corrections by scribes that need to be corrected with care and 
occasionally seeking expert advice. Th e outcome however is rewarding. 
First of all, it enables the students to have access to a better version of 
a text, until such time when the original autographed copy becomes 
known. More important is the correction of misunderstandings 
and falsifi cations. Th e discovery of the  D ī w ā n-i Q ā  � imiyy ā t  and its 
publication alongside the critical edition of the  Haft  b ā b  enables us not 
only to have a clear idea of the development of Ismaili theology and its 
parameters,  55   but also correcting two extremely important issues in the 
history of the Niz ā r ī  Ismailis, namely, the accusation of discarding or 
abolishing the Islamic religious law and the claim that the Ismaili 
imams were not legitimate Shi � i imams as we see mainly in the classical 
Persian books of history. 

 In the  Q ā  � imiyy ā t ,  � asan-i Ma � m ū d elaborates on the above 
mentioned subjects and speaks of the ‘Preaching of the Resurrection’ 
( da � wat-i qiy ā mat ) as a step towards the perfection ( ikm ā l ) of the  shar ī  � a ,  56   
and in the  Haft  b ā b  he speaks about Niz ā r and his off spring’s who ruled 
Egypt.  57   Th e case of Niz ā r’s appointment as the heir of al-Mustan � ir is 
recorded in the  Dust ū r   al-Munajjim ī n , by an anonymous author who 
probably lived at the time in Cairo and moved to Alam ū t a few years 
before the death of  � asan-i  � abb ā  � .  58   Further elaborations about Niz ā r’s 
off spring are attested by Egyptian historians of the time  59   in conformity 
with the classical books on genealogy such as Ibn  � Inaba’s (d. 828/1425) 
  � Umdat al- �  ā lib .  60   Such evidence exposes the stories fabricated by Juwayn ī  
concerning the genealogy of the Niz ā r ī  Ismaili imams of Alam ū t and 
their supposed setting aside of the Islamic religious law.  61   

 Further, the publication of the  Q ā  � imiyy ā t , as noted by Shaf ī  �  ī  
Kadkan ī , opens up several new fi elds of investigation, namely, the 
potential discovery of other Niz ā r ī  Ismaili books hidden in personal 
collections, or Ismaili poetical works that were either completely 
destroyed or defaced and marketed as non-Ismaili works.  62   
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 Kadkan ī ’s prediction concerning the discovery of other works 
proved to be correct, since on my last visit to Iran I came across a 
newly discovered  D ī w ā n  by Darw ī sh Qu � b al-D ī n who lived in the 
17th century. Two copies of the  D ī w ā n  have been identifi ed. Th e  D ī w ā n  
refl ects the height of the Ismaili-Sufi  relationship at the time when the 
Ismaili Imams disguised themselves as Sufi  masters in the Safavid 
period of the Iranian history. 

 In the context of the ‘Ismaili written heritage’ there are other factors 
at work which should be kept in mind, such as Ismaili texts having 
been attributed to other faith communities;  63   authors pretending to be 
ex-Ismailis and writing anti-Ismaili works;  64   interpolations and 
amendments made by lay Ismaili enthusiasts who changed the 
implications of a text while preparing a copy for themselves;  65   and 
above all writing and contributing to Ismaili theology under duress,  66   
not to mention misunderstandings that the publication of a corrupt 
text may cause, as indicated in the comments of M. G. Hodgson about 
Ivanow’s edition of the  Haft  b ā b .  67    

   NOTES  

     1  � asan-i Ma � m ū d-i K ā tib,  D ī w ā n-i Q ā ’imiyy ā t , with Persian introduction by M. R. 
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in Shi � i Islam: An Early Ismaili Treatise on the Doctrine of Qiy ā mat  (London, 2017).   

    3 Wladimir Ivanow, who fi rst published the  Haft  b ā b  (in 1933), attributes it to B ā b ā  
Sayyidn ā , i.e.,  � asan-i  � abb ā  � , the founder of the Niz ā r ī  Ismaili movement in Iran, and 
in his article ‘An Ismaili Poem in Praise of Fidawis’,  Journal of the Bombay Branch of the 
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 D ī w ā n-i Q ā  � imiyy ā t , pp. 205–208, attributes the  Qa � ida  to Ra �  ī s  � asan or Ra �  ī s-i Ajal, 
another Ismaili poet of the Alam ū t period who lived a generation earlier. Th e same 
attribution is also found in Ab ū  al-Q ā sim K ā sh ā n ī ’s  Zubdat al-taw ā r ī kh: bakhsh-i 
F ā  � imiy ā n va Niz ā riy ā n,  ed., Mu � ammad Taq ī  D ā nishpazh ū h   (2nd ed., Tehran, 1987), 
pp. 201–202.   

    4 Shaf ī  �  ī  Kadkan ī ’s introduction to  Q ā  � imiyy ā t , p. 12.   
    5 Rash ī d al-D ī n Fa ! l All ā h,  J ā mi +  al-taw ā r ī kh , ed., Mu � ammad Raushan (Tehran, 2008), 

p. 151; Daft ary,  Th e Ism ā  +  ī lis: Th eir History and Doctrines  (2nd ed., Cambridge, 2007), 
p. 380.   

    6 In the  Haft  b ā b , pp 25–26 § 47, while reiterating Sayyidn ā ’s words he says: ‘We have 
witnessed all these glad tidings in Mawl ā n ā ’, that is,  � asan  � Al ā  Dhikrihi al-Sal ā m.’ Th e 
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 Khw ā jah Sindhi (Khojki): Its Name, 
Manuscripts and Origin  *     

    Shafique N.   Virani               

    Like musk are the wise, their wisdom its fragrance 
  Else like mountains they are, the hidden gold, their wisdom 
 Fragrance divorced from its musk is naught but guile 
  Once you extract gold from its ore, what’s left  but worthless 

 rock? 
 Where is this gold hidden along with that musk? 
  Let me seek that jewel box of inherent value! 
 Th ence I stirred, setting out on my journey 
  Forgetting the comforts of home, garden, and all that 

 appeared fair 
 From Persian and Arab, from Hindi and Turk 
  From Sindhi, Byzantine, and Hebrew, from all bar none 
 From philosopher and Manichean, from atheist and Sabian 
  I asked for what I sought, inquiring incessantly  1      

   From All Bar None: Recovering South Asian Islam  

 Applauded as both ‘a genius and a visionary’, Marshall Hodgson 
(d. 1968) transformed the study of Islam like few others.  2   In his time, 
he decried the ‘Arabistic. . .bias’ that he saw ‘refl ected in book aft er 
book and article aft er article; not least in the  Encyclopaedia of Islam ’.  3   
Acknowledging that earlier editions of this erudite and indispensable 
 Encyclopaedia  had the ‘Arabic textual tradition’ as a ‘primary focus’, 
the preface of the current third edition, promises that: 

  While adhering to the rigorous scholarly standards of its 
predecessors, this third edition is explicitly innovative in a 
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number of respects. First, the entire compass of the Muslim 
world is being taken seriously, both geographically and 
chronologically. Moving further in the direction already adopted 
in the more recent sections of the second edition, EI3 will devote 
full attention to such areas as South and Southeast Asia, Sub-
Saharan Africa, and indeed the Muslim presence in wider areas 
of the world.  4    

 Such declared aims are promising and aspire to address critiques  à   la  
Hodgson. However, the  Encyclopaedia ’s ‘Instructions for Authors’ 
belie these vigorous avowals by providing only four transliteration 
tables, all for the Arabic script. Even a table supposedly for ‘Urdu, 
Hindi, and Punjabi’, inexplicably ignores the Devanagari and 
Gurmukhi scripts, both of which have rich traditions of Muslim 
literature. Th e instructions completely overlook countless other 
scripts, languages, and literatures of South Asia, Sub-Saharan Africa, 
and elsewhere.  5   

 N ā  � ir-i Khusraw extolled the virtues of seeking knowledge ‘From 
Persian and Arab, from Hindi and Turk, from Sindhi, Byzantine, and 
Hebrew, from all bar none.’ Such cosmopolitanism would go a long 
way toward addressing Marshall Hodgson’s withering assessment of 
Islamic studies and his deeply held conviction that it was imperative to 
adopt a global approach to Muslim and world history. 

 One of the earliest Western references to South Asian Ismaili 
literature ‘in the Sindhi character and Cutchi language’ mirrors the 
strong Middle Eastern bias in Islamic Studies.  6   In the ‘Case of the 
Khojahs,’ an 1847 lawsuit about inheritance customs, Chief Justice Sir 
Th omas Erskine Perry wrote: ‘Nor have they any scholars or men of 
learning among them, as not a Khojah could be quoted who was 
acquainted with Arabic or Persian, the two great languages of 
Mahomedan literature and theology.’  7   Th e overt racism of the judge’s 
assessment may gall modern sensitivities, but it underscores the type 
of chauvinism expressed toward non-Middle Eastern forms of Muslim 
expression.  8   Th e judge’s sentiments refl ected the condemnation of the 
Indian cultural milieu by certain members of the  ashr ā f , the foreign-
born Muslim ‘elite’. As Asani writes, their ‘desire to maintain the 
“pristine” purity of Islam led them to disparage everything Indian — 
from Indian languages which they considered unworthy of recording 
Islamic religious literature to even the native Indian Muslims whom 
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they contemptuously called  ajl ā f , “mean,” “ignoble,” “wretches”.’  9   
Scholarship and learning, by defi nition, were the preserve of Arabic 
and Persian. Hence, the signifi cant achievements of Muslim literatures 
in Indic languages such as Hindi, Bengali, Panjabi, Sindhi, Gujarati, 
and others were summarily dismissed. As Gottschalk has trenchantly 
pointed out, ‘Th e British Orientalists of South Asia paid far more 
attention to Hinduism, opting to rely on their Middle Eastern-assigned 
colleagues to describe Islam from the supposed heartland’.  10   

 Th e Khw ā jah Sindhi (Khojki) manuscript collection is among the 
most signifi cant holdings of the Ismaili Special Collections Unit of Th e 
Institute of Ismaili Studies. Th is corpus records the literary legacy of 
the South Asian Ismailis, most prominently the  gin ā n s, along with 
signifi cant samples of literature from sister communities. Th us, we 
fi nd verses of the most illustrious mystic poets of Sindh, Sh ā h  � Abd 
al-La �  ī f and Sachal Sarmast; passages from the works of renowned 
 bhakt ī   and  sant  poets such as Kab ī r, M ī r ā b ā  ī , N ā nak, Rav ī d ā s, and 
Nars ī  � h Mahet ā ; selections from the  Spiritual Couplets  ( Mathnaw ī -yi 
ma � naw ī  ) of Jal ā l al-D ī n R ū m ī  in both the Persian original and in 
Sindhi translation; and  ghazals  composed by Am ī r Khusraw and 
Shaykh Sa � d ī .  11   

 Th e community called its script ‘Sindhi’, a name also applied to 
other scripts from Sindh. An important section of the South Asian 
Ismaili community was identifi ed by the Persian honorifi c title 
Khw ā jah or Khoj ā  (the common pronunciation in many parts of Sindh 
and Gujarat, respectively).  12   Th erefore, when necessary to distinguish 
its script from others, the community would employ terms such as 
‘Khw ā jah Sindhi’. We adopt the same practice in this chapter when 
necessary to diff erentiate from other Sindhi scripts or from the Sindhi 
language. As we will discuss below, in recent times, scholars have 
widely adopted the name ‘Khojki’, though the origins of this neologism 
have hitherto been little known. 

 Before the age of the printing press and the era of offi  cial language 
standardisation, a variety of scripts and literatures held sway in regions 
and communities across South Asia. However, as Salomon laments, 
such scripts: 

  . . . are not well documented, and little published information is 
available about their current status. Many of them have fallen out 
of use within the last century, largely due to the standardizing 
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eff ect of printing technology and of the language policy of the 
republic of India since independence, which has favoured the 
propagation of the offi  cial languages of the individual states, and 
along with each of them, a standard script.  13    

 Following this introductory section entitled ‘From All Bar None: 
Recovering South Asian Islam’, this chapter analyses three questions 
related to the study of Khw ā jah Sindhi and its manuscript tradition. 
‘From Sindhi to Khojki: Th e Evolution of a Name’ explores how the 
modern name Khojki has almost displaced the original names used by 
the community itself, such as Sindhi and Khw ā jah Sindhi.  14   ‘Ancient 
Manuscripts, Modern Neglect’ documents the survival, and possible 
loss, of several Khw ā jah Sindhi manuscripts of greater antiquity than 
the oldest known text currently in an institutional collection. Lastly, 
‘P ī r  � adr al-D ī n and Khw ā jah Sindhi: From Attribution to Tradition’ 
questions the widely held scholarly consensus that Ismailis attributed 
the creation of Khw ā jah Sindhi to the 14th-century Ismaili luminary 
P ī r  � adr al-D ī n. It also introduces and assesses a hitherto unnoticed 
tradition regarding the script’s origin.  

   From Sindhi to Khojki: The Evolution of a Name  

   Khudawadi. . . .commonly and erroneously called the Sindhi   
  Sir Richard Burton  15      

 Ab ū  Ray �  ā n al-B ī r ū n ī  (d. aft er 442/1050) bequeathed to posterity one 
of the most valuable works on Indology ever written. Th is was his  Book 
of India  ( Kit ā b ta � q ī q m ā  li’l-Hind ), based in part on his personal 
observations when he visited the region. He mentions eleven scripts 
current in the Subcontinent, three of which were prevalent in particular 
parts of Sindh: Ardhan ā gar ī , Malw ā r ī , and Saindhava.  16   

 Centuries later, in 1851, Richard Burton, then a lieutenant in the 
imperial British army, wrote his well-known  Sindh, and the Races that 
Inhabit the Valley of the Indus . In Burton’s time, two primary families 
of scripts existed in the region. One was based on the abjad characters 
of the Arabic alphabet and the other on the ancient Abugida or 
‘alphasyllabary’ characters of the indigenous Br ā hm ī  script.  17   We know 
the latter from the Ashokan inscriptions, the oldest defi nitively 
dateable engravings in India, which hail from the third century BCE.  18   
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In describing Br ā hm ī ’s Sindhi descendants, Burton opines disdainfully: 
‘But however numerous these alphabets may be, they are all, in their 
present state, equally useless.’  19   Th e prevailing colonial attitude toward 
the Sindhis, manifest in the chauvinistic tone of Burton’s Preface, may 
help to explain his cavalier comments about Sindhi scripts: 

  . . . the author has striven to the utmost to avoid all unnecessary 
indelicacy; but in minute descriptions of the manners and 
customs of a barbarous or semi-civilized race, it is, as every 
traveller knows, impossible to preserve a work completely pure.  20    

 Th e so-called ‘barbarous or semi-civilized’ users of the closely related 
Br ā hmic scripts, including two of its most prominent exemplars, now 
oft en referred to as Khud ā w ā d ī  and Khojki, called their scripts 
‘Sindhi’.  21   Burton was convinced that the native speakers erred in their 
terminology. Modern scholars needn’t be so dismissive. While the 
term ‘Khojki’ has become almost universal in scholarship to refer to 
the script of the South Asian Ismailis, few realise that this usage is of 
comparatively recent coinage. In fact, its Romanised form with the 
conjunct  jk  is impossible with most transliteration systems current in 
academia. Th e script’s  halant  or  vir ā m  sign, which suppresses the 
inherent vowel and facilitates conjuncts such as the  jk  in the word 
Khojki, is normally Romanized as a short ‘i’ or, as we have done in this 
chapter, as a lowercase dotless i ‘ ı ’.  22   Some researchers seem to have 
recognised this incongruence. Th erefore, they have devised terms that 
appear more ‘correct’. Th ese include ‘Khojak ī ,’ or ‘Khw ā jak ī ’—a sort of 
‘academic folk etymology’—an attempt to justify the neologism 
‘Khojki’ with an origin that was linguistically possible within the 
tradition.  23   While such forms existed in the community tradition 
(albeit rarely), they were generally used adjectivally, not as a proper 
name for the script. We may trace the evolution from the traditional 
term ‘Sindhi’ to the neologism ‘Khojki’ quite handily. 

 Mur ā dh:  � Ali: Bh ā  ī : Jum ā , an Ismaili poet and publisher, regularly 
described his lithograph publications of the mid- through late-1800s 
as being in ‘Sindhi’, the most prevalent name for the community’s 
script. Th e script was related to the Sindhi language, but was not used 
exclusively for it, much as the Arabic abjad script is also employed for 
languages such as Persian, Ottoman Turkish, and Urdu and the 
Devanagari script for languages like Sanskrit, Hindi, and Marathi. 
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Juma’s  Ten Sindhi Dirges  ( S ı ndi:  d1 oh ı  mar ā si ā  ) is one example among 
many.  24   Th at the word ‘Sindhi’ in the publication’s title refers to the 
script and not the language is clear from the book’s contents, 
comprising elegies in both the Urdu and Sindhi languages, but all 
recorded in the ‘Sindhi’ script. Th e Ismailis established the ‘Khoj ā  
S ı ndhi’ printing press in Mumbai in the early 1900s, in which Sindhi 
referred to the script, and not necessarily the language, of the 
publications.  25   In around 1904, the compiler of the injunctions (sg. 
 farm ā n ) of His Highness  Ā gh ā  Kh ā n III regretted the inadequacies of 
the ‘Sindhi’ moveable metal typeface ( b ī b ā  ) available to him.  26   
Similarly, writing in Gujarati in 1917, V ī raj ī  Premaj ī  P ā rap ī  ā  tells of a 
family history handwritten in ‘Sindhi characters’ by his maternal 
grandfather’s paternal cousin, K ā ma !  ī  ā  J ā pharabh ā i Dh ā l ā  �  ī .  27   Th e 
following year, in the Gujarati publication of the  Tale of Light  ( Nur 
n ā mu ), H ā j ī  Ne � ash ī bh ā  ī  Nathu of Mumbai noted that he had 
transcribed the book from ‘an ancient manuscript written in Sindhi 
characters’ ( pur ā tan Sindh ī  ak � haran ā  hast lekh ).  28   In his Introduction 
to the fi rst Gujarati script edition of the gin ā n  Tales of Truth , majora 
( Satave 2  ī  Mo �  ī  ), published in 1919, Mukh ī  Lalaj ī bh ā  ī  Devar ā j writes in 
some detail about how Ismaili publications in the Gujarati script came 
about, supplementing publications in the traditional community 
script, which he also refers to throughout as ‘Sindhi’.  29   Such examples 
illustrating that the script was known simply as ‘Sindhi’ could be 
multiplied many times over. 

 Schools where Ismailis taught their religious literature in the 
community script were called ‘Sindhi’ schools. Th e textbooks bore the 
titles  Sindhi Book One  through  Sindhi Book Four . While the earliest 
lithograph editions of these textbooks published in the mid-1890s 
were in the Sindhi language transcribed in Khw ā jah Sindhi script, the 
textbooks produced from 1909 onward were in the Gujarati language 
transcribed in Sindhi script and still titled ‘Sindhi Books’.  30   Th us, 
Mujtaba Ali writes in 1936, ‘Sindhi schools are evening schools situated 
in the Jam ā  � at Kh ā na [the Ismaili congregation centre] where  Kh oj ā h 
boys receive religious training and learn to read the Sindhi language in 
which the gin ā ns are written’.  31   Mujtaba Ali is clearly referring to the 
Khw ā jah Sindhi script, rather than the Sindhi language,  per se , as the 
vast majority of gin ā ns are not in the Sindhi language.  32   Th e community 
referred to the script as ‘Sindhi’ almost exclusively until at least the late 
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1940s. Th e titles of children’s school books, such as later editions of the 
aforementioned four  Sindhi Books  ( S ı ndi Chopa �  ī  1-4 ), as well as  A 
Garland of Sindhi Children’s Lessons  ( Sindh ī  b1  ā  4 a b1 odam ā  4  ā  ), and  Sindhi 
Children’s Picture Lessons  ( S ı ndi b ā  4  chitra b1 od ) bear witness to this.  33   

 Th e proceedings of several court cases also refl ected community 
usage. For example, Justice Perry’s aforementioned remarks of 1847 
describe the recording of an Ismaili religious work in ‘Sindhi character 
and Cutchi language.’  34   Approximately two decades later, Edward 
Howard, counsel for the defence in the Aga Khan Case, in a speech 
about the Khw ā jahs at the Bombay High Court, referred to ‘their old 
books. . .written in the Sindhi characters and in a mixed language of 
Kutchi and Gujerati.’  35   In his judgement on the case, Sir Joseph Arnould 
said of the Khw ā jahs, ‘Th eir language is Scindi or Cutchee — a cognate 
dialect—and such ancient religious works as they possess are written 
in the Scindi language and character’.  36   Th ese remarks were repeated 
verbatim in the so-called ‘Haji Bibi Case’ of 1905-1908.  37   

 Unlike justice offi  cials, the British administrative bureaucracy 
needed to distinguish the Sindhi script of the Khw ā jahs from other 
related scripts, and thus added variations of the word ‘Khw ā jah’ to 
describe it. For example, Captain George Stack (1849), followed by 
George Grierson (1919), described it as the Sindhi of the ‘Khw ā j ā s’, 
Richard Burton (1851) as ‘that used by the Khwajah tribe’, and Edward 
Aitken (1907) as ‘the “Khoja” character’.  38   Th is was also the practice 
adopted by some pioneering scholars who examined Ismaili printed 
books and manuscripts. For example, in 1893, in his catalogue of Hindi, 
Panjabi, Sindhi, and Pashtu books in the Library of the British Museum, 
and then in 1905 in his account of Indic manuscripts in the same 
museum, James Blumhardt described several books recorded in the 
‘Khoja-Sindhi character’ and a manuscript from Zanzibar ‘written in a 
character of the type of  �  � w ā jah Sindhi’.  39   

 Occasionally, the Ismailis also found it necessary to distinguish 
their own Sindhi script from Sindhi preserved in the abjad script. To 
specify that the script they were referring to was specifi c to the Khw ā jah 
or Khoj ā  community, they added the suffi  x   ī  , common to both Persian 
and several Indic vernaculars, generating a qualitative adjective. Aft er 
the sound ‘ah’, an epenthetic  k  (rather than the more common  g ) was 
added to create words such as ‘Khojak ī ’ or ‘Khoj ı ki’, an adjective to 
qualify Sindhi.  40   Th is adjective was, however, not originally used as a 
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substantive noun. Its usage was strictly adjectival. For example, the 
1926 report of the annual meeting of the Khoja Ismaili Library of 
Karachi accounted its book holdings by language, noting that there 
were 985 titles in Gujarati, 473 in English, 89 in ‘S ī ndh ī  Khojak ī ’, 26 in 
‘S ī ndh ī  Ph ā ras ī ’ (i.e., Sindhi in the abjad or ‘Farsi’ script), 18 in Urdu, 
13 in Persian, and 4 in Arabic.  41   Th e fi rst instance I’m aware of in which 
a Gujarati author uses a similar word as a substantive comes not from 
the Khw ā jah community itself, but from the sister Ismaili community, 
the Momn ā s. Mom ī n Miy ā  ñ j ī  Nuramahamad wrote in 1936, ‘P ī r  � adr 
al-D ī n has written many books in the Khoj ā k ī  language, most of which 
are in poetic form’.  42   However, the popularisation of the word as a 
substantive in academia is clearly due to the infl uence of Wladimir 
Ivanow, a Russian scholar of Ismailism who had close relationships 
with the Ismailis in India. Early on, he seems to have adopted the 
adjectival usage of the word from the community. Th us, in 1936 he 
noted that the gin ā ns were ‘written down in Sindhi (Khojki) characters’ 
and in 1938 described the ‘Khojki Sindhi’ inscriptions on a slab and 
gravestones dating between 1722 and 1810 at the mausoleum of Imam 
Niz ā r (d. 1134/1722) in Iran.  43   However, in the same 1938 article, like 
Nuramahamad before him (who innovates Khoj ā k ī  rather than 
Khojak ī ), he used the term as a substantive, a proper noun to name the 
script. He explained that he was providing the inscriptions in Nagari 
transliteration as ‘Khojki type is not available.’  44   He maintained this 
novel usage in his edited volume  Collectanea  in 1948, in which he 
captioned an image of a page of printed text: ‘in Gujrati (in Khojki 
characters)’ and writing in a footnote, ‘Printed in Bombay (in Gujrati, 
but in Khojki script)’.  45   Ivanow’s usage of Khojki as the script’s proper 
name was quite foreign to Ismaili practice. However, later scholars 
who cited him followed his practice, such as Hollister in his  Shi � a of 
India .  46   

 Later, Ghulam Ali Allana’s 1963 work, ‘Sindhi poetry of the Sumra 
era’ ( S ū mran je daur j ī  Sindh ī  sh ā  � ir ī  ) made the natural addition 
 Khw ā jak ī  Sindh ī  , refl ecting the name of the community as pronounced 
in parts of Sindh and the aforementioned usage  Sindh ī  Khojak ī  . He also 
added the name  Forty-lettered  ( Ch ā l ī ha akhar ī  ), which technically 
refers to the ‘garland of sounds’-style charts ( var 2 am ā l ā  ) found in the 
manuscripts, and known by this title.  47   Th e following year, in his  Sindhi 
Scripts  ( Sindh ī   �  ū ratkha �  �  ī  ), he included the previously undocumented 
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form  Khw ā jiko  (which he omits in a later publication).  48   In an English 
publication, he uses ‘Khuwaja Sindhi’, mirroring the early British 
usage, and notes, likely recording current practice at the time of his 
writing in the 1980s, that ‘In Sindh it is also called “Khuwajiki Sindhi” 
but in India and Africa it is simply known as “Sindhi”.’  49   

 From the 1940s onward, in Ismaili literature itself, we witness the 
importation of the newly coined term ‘Khojki’, not as an adjective 
describing a type of Sindhi, but as a proper noun. For example, in the 
third edition of the aforementioned  Tales of Truth , majora ( Satave 2  ī  
mo �  ī  ), published in 1949, in contrast to the fi rst edition, the editor 
precisely imitates Ivanow’s usage, writing about the ‘Sindhi (Khojki) 
script’.  50   Th e same is true in the  Khojki Urdu Primer  ( Khoj ı ki Uradu 
p ı r ā imar ), a 1950 elementary schoolbook for Urdu speakers with new 
editions appearing aft erward, and translated from its counterpart, 
ironically named  Khojki Sindhi Primer  ( Khoj ı ki S ı ndi p ı r ā imar ), with 
the word ‘Sindhi’ no longer referring to the script, but to the language 
spoken by the schoolchildren.  51   Th e popularisation across the region 
of the abjad script for Sindhi was a factor in this shift . However, the 
traditional nomenclature of ‘Sindhi’ continued in the community 
alongside the new term. For example, in his Introduction to the sixth 
Gujarati edition of the  Words of the Lord  ( Kal ā me Maul ā  ), published in 
2009 VS/1953 CE, Vali Nanji Hooda writes of the three ‘Sindhi’ 
editions of the book and of the ‘Sindhi type[face]’.  52   By the 1980s, the 
neologism had made inroads into Gujarati Ismaili literature, though 
Ismailis still did not widely accept the Anglicised usage of ‘Khojki’ by 
itself without ‘Sindhi’. Th us, we read in Abdul Husen Al ī bh ā i N ā naj ī ’s 
 Th e Pir Has Graced Our Th reshold  ( P ī r Padh ā ry ā   Ā pa 2 e Dv ā r ) about 
the anthology of gin ā ns published ‘in Sindh ī  Khojak ī  script’ ( Sindh ī  
Khojak ī  lipi ).  53   

 By contrast, Ivanow’s 1938 usage of the word ‘Khojki’ divorced from 
‘Sindhi’ was adopted by most scholars writing in Western languages. 
With few exceptions, such as Zawahir Moir’s article, ‘Khwajah Sindhi 
Literature’, specialist literature since the 1970s, while occasionally 
acknowledging alternative terms, has followed Ivanow’s innovation 
of ‘Khojki’ by itself, or variant Romanizations.  54   Th ose who lived 
through the evolution of the nomenclature, though, were well aware 
that ‘Khojki’ was a neologism. Th us, in an English-language article 
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published in 1990, one Ismaili preacher ( w ā  � i   ), born in 1919, wrote of 
‘the script now known as Khojki’.  55    

   Ancient Manuscripts, Modern Neglect  

   . . . it is possible that [the writings of the Ismailis] constitute the 
oldest extant literary expression of Sindhi. . .parts of the later Ismaili 
literature in Kachchhi, Gujrati, and a few pieces in Sindhi are of so 
archaic a character that we may accept some of them as genuinely 
ancient witnesses of the language of the Lower Indus Valley.   

  Annemarie Schimmel  56      

 Th ere are gin ā ns that refer to a written tradition at the time of their 
composition and to the transcription of copies from originals.  57   
Take, as one example among many, this passage from the 15th/16th-
century Ismaili mystic Sayyid N ū r Mu � ammad Sh ā h’s  Vine of the 
Tale of Truth , majora ( Satave 2  ī  mo �  ī  n ī  vel ), in which he describes 
his encounter with the Ka � b ī s, an agricultural community that had 
accepted Ismailism:

  Overcome was I with pity then 
  And said to that congregation: 
 ‘With all your entreaties now 
  Th at knowledge shall I bestow upon you 
 Th is knowledge is named  Th e Account of Truth  
  Conduct your religious works by its injunctions 
 Th e innermost essence of all knowledge it is 
  In which is written what shall ferry you across the ocean of 

 existence 
 Countless narratives shall it contain 
  Th e secrets of the saints and prophets 
 All the mysteries of the faith are in it 
  Th e manners and ways of the path of truth 
 All the ancient tales of the world 
  Have manifested themselves in a venerable form’ 
 None of the world’s knowledge can compare 
  To what was bestowed upon the believers there 
 From the original which had been recorded 
  A copy was transcribed 
 Placed in their hands this was: 
  ‘Together, follow its injunctions 
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 Enter the religion and adopt its ways 
  Propagate the mysteries of worship and goodness 
 In this are all the practices of religion 
  Which will be limitless’ 
 Such was the knowledge I bestowed 
  Upon those who had love for the guide 
 O you, my beloved, the true master is none other than you! 
  Taking it, they all departed 
   Th ose who follow its injunctions 
  Th e true guide says: 
   Th ey shall be blessed with gnosis  58     

 Unfortunately, local South Asian communities, whether Hindu, 
Muslim, or otherwise, rarely had the means or the expertise to preserve 
manuscripts. Academics did not give the vernacular literatures the 
same attention they gave to Sanskrit, Arabic, and Persian, resulting in 
tremendous neglect and the loss of countless works. 

 Scholars generally consider the earliest extant manuscript evidence 
of Sindhi poetry to be seven verses of a certain Q ā  !  ī  Q ā dan 
(d. 958/1551), as recorded in the Persian  Account of the Gnostics  ( Bay ā n 
al- �  ā rif ī n ), composed by Mu � ammad Ri !  ā  of Th atta, the medieval 
capital of Sindh, in 1038/1629.  59   Th e oldest extant manuscript in 
Gujarati script dates to 1592.  60   Khw ā jah Sindhi manuscripts of even 
greater antiquity existed in recent memory, but it is not clear whether 
these still survive. 

 In the case of Haji Bibi vs. Th e Aga Khan at the High Court of 
Bombay, Juma Jan Muhammad Ismail, whose family had traditionally 
looked aft er the shrine of the Ismaili P ī r T ā jd ī n (fl . 9th/16th c.) in 
Sindh, presented a Khw ā jah Sindhi manuscript of gin ā ns dated 1622 
VS/1565 CE.  61   Another manuscript of gin ā ns dated  ca . 1531 VS/1474 
CE was also submitted.  62   Th e latter predates the oldest known abjad 
Sindhi and Gujarati manuscripts by over a century. A report from 1924 
indicates that several gin ā n manuscripts dating from the 1600s onward 
were available in Ismaili prayer houses ( jam ā yatakh ā n ā  ) in India.  63   Th e 
Ka � hiy ā v ā  !  Ismaili Literature Promulgation Society ( Ism ā il ī  S ā hity 
Prach ā rak Ma 2  � a 4  ) of Bh ā vnagar, represented by Nurad ī n M ī  � h ā bh ā  ī  
Budhav ā  �  ī , Val ī mahamad N ā naj ī  Gh ī v ā  �  ā , Gul ā mahusen  �  ī . An ī l and 
Val ī  N ā naj ī  Hud ā , exhibited several of these, dating to the early 1700s, 
at the  Seventh Gujarati Literature Conference  held in 1924.  64   Th e 
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manuscript used for the edition of the gin ā n  Tales of Truth , majora 
( Satave 2  ī  mo �  ī  ) was dated between 1669 and 1719.  65   In more recent 
times, an independent researcher identifi ed Khw ā jah Sindhi 
manuscripts in personal collections dated 1594 VS/1538 CE and 1608 
VS/1552 CE, along with others of signifi cant antiquity.  66   

 Unfortunately, none of the owners of these older manuscripts 
appear to have donated them to institutional collections, and it is 
unclear whether these copies still exist.  67   Th e oldest known Khw ā jah 
Sindh ī  manuscript preserved at an academic institution is KH 25 in 
the Ismaili Special Collections Unit of Th e Institute of Ismaili Studies, 
which dates to 1793 VS/1736 CE.  68   Th e oldest of the aforementioned 
Khw ā jah Sindhi inscriptions mentioned by Ivanow is on the grave of a 
certain  Ā q ā  Nih ā l, dated 1135/1722.  69   However, several accessible 
manuscripts were clearly copied from much earlier exemplars. For 
example, manuscript KH 38 in the Ismaili Special Collections Unit, 
copied in 1886 VS/1829 CE for Megaji: Manaji ā  � i mentions ‘Pir D ā du 
who left , with all well-being, from Nagar for Bhuj in 1641 VS/1584 
CE.’  70   As Nanji notes, ‘It is quite clear that such an insertion, which is 
entirely unrelated to the copyist’s task of writing down the gin ā ns, 
shows that his source must either have been a much older manuscript 
incorporating a contemporary event, or one that contained such early 
information’.  71   Th e antecedent of this notice is possibly a manuscript 
that the scribe tells us belonged to someone from P ī r ā  �  P ā  � a �  (another 
name for P ā  � a � , the ancient capital city of the Chaulukya dynasty, 
23.85°N 72.125°E), which, the scribe relates in some detail, was copied 
by R ā i: Rehem ā n: Somaji ā  � i, which was copied by K ā ma � i ā  Virap ā r: 
Saj ̈ a �  ā  � i, which was copied by his son Vali Virap ā r ā  � i, which was the 
immediate source of the present text.  72    

   P ī r  � adr al-D ī n and Khw ā jah Sindhi: 
From Attribution to Tradition  

    Don’t delay in reading the books,  
  Burst forth from the fl aming pillar, like the man-lion Nars ī  5 h    

  P ī r   S ̣ adr al-D ī n  73      

 Virtually all modern scholars of Khw ā jah Sindhi maintain that an 
Ismaili belief credits the charismatic fi gure of P ī r  � adr al-D ī n with the 
invention of the script.  74   What strikes an odd note is that researchers 
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have never adduced evidence of such a tradition from the extensive 
written record of the community written in Gujarati and Khw ā jah 
Sindhi, nor the British gazetteers that recorded countless oral 
narratives of communities across the Subcontinent. While it is possible 
that such documentation exists, no scholar has ever off ered a source 
for it, to the best of my knowledge. 

 No mention of such a tradition exists in the sections dedicated to 
the life of P ī r  � adr al-D ī n in the early writings of Khw ā jah Ismaili 
authors, such as Jaff er Rahimtoola’s 1905 work  Th e History of the Khojas  
( Khoj ā  kom no itihas ), H ā sham Bogh ā  M ā star’s 1912  Origins of the 
Khojas  ( Asal ī yate Khoj ā  ), or Alimahomed Janmahomed Chunara’s 
voluminous  Noorum-Mobin: Or the Sacred Cord of God   (N ū ram mob ī n: 
Y ā ne All ā han ī  pavitr ras ī  ), with its fi rst edition in 1935 and its fourth 
and fi nal one in 1961.  75   While the aforementioned Momn ā  author 
alludes to P ī r  �  ā dr al-D ī n’s writing his works in the ‘Khoj ā k ī  language’, 
nowhere does he credit him with the invention of the script.  76   Th is 
tradition is also absent in the traditions of sister communities, such as 
in the  Chronicles of the P ī rs  ( Tav ā rikhe p ī r ), authored in 1934 by the 
Im ā msh ā h ī  Sayyid, Sadarad ī n Darag ā v ā l ā .  77   

 Th e earliest written record of a tradition attributing the development 
of the Khw ā jah Sindhi script to P ī r  � adr al-D ī n may go back no earlier 
than a scholarly article by the Sindhi academic Ghulam Ali Allana in 
the 1960s.  78   By the 1970s, the idea of P ī r  � adr al-D ī n’s having developed 
the Khw ā jah Sindhi script had gained some currency in the Ismaili 
community, likely as a result of Allana’s publication. We may note as 
an example the preface and article on P ī r  � asan Kab ī r al-D ī n in the 
English-language work,  Th e Great Ismaili Heroes , published in 1973.  79   
Tellingly, the article on P ī r  � adr al-D ī n in the same publication 
mentions nothing of his involvement with the script, even though an 
image of a Khw ā jah Sindhi manuscript accompanies the piece.  80   
Similarly, the 1974 Gujarati book  History of the P ī rs  ( P ī rono itih ā s ), with 
a second edition in 1977, lacks any such reference.  81   However, later 
publications, such as Abdul Husen N ā naj ī ’s 1986 Gujarati publication 
 Th e P ī rs Have Graced our Th reshold  ( P ī r padharya  ā pa 2 e dv ā r ), take the 
tradition of P ī r  � adr al-D ī n’s development of the script as a matter of 
course.  82   

 Where did Ghulam Ali Allana get the idea that P ī r S ā dr al-D ī n 
invented the Khw ā jah Sindhi script? He or one of his informants 
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possibly referred to the rare and hitherto unstudied text,  Th e 
Genealogical Tree of the Secret Path  ( Gupat panthak ā  shujar ā  ), or a 
similar work. Th e content and style of this Indic composition recalls 
that of the so-called  Book of Highest Initiation , which, modern 
scholarship has established, was a myth devised by the community’s 
enemies that passed as ‘the secret doctrine of the Ism ā  �  ī l ī s’.  83   Th e 
manuscript of the Indic work, the only one yet discovered, apparently 
belonged to a prosperous member of the Khw ā jah community of Surat 
and was published in the Gujarati script by Edalaj ī  Dhanaj ī  K ā b ā  in 
1916.  84   As the text refers to  � asan  � Al ī  Sh ā h,  Ā gh ā  Kh ā n I, as the 
reigning Imam, it would have been composed between 1817–1881. Th e 
editor admitted to having no information about the work’s authorship 
or the circumstances of its composition. It contains a passage that 
states: ‘Th e Sindhi letters used by the Khw ā jahs of Sindh were 
established by Sohadev Josh ī  so that the letters of the secret faith could 
also remain secret, so that nobody else could understand the secret. 
Th us, he prepared all the treatises, writing them in the secret letters’.  85   
While  Th e Genealogical Tree  considers P ī r  � adr al-D ī n and Sohadev 
Josh ī  to have been two diff erent people, the Ismailis generally consider 
Sohadev to have been one of P ī r  � adr al-D ī n’s titles.  86   Th e late tradition 
of this ‘Sohadev Josh ī ’s’ creation of the Khw ā jah Sindhi script was 
apparently unknown to the vast majority of the Khw ā jah community 
until Ghulam Ali Allana popularized it in his work without providing 
the source of his information. If this was the case, he identifi ed 
‘Sohadev Josh ī ’ with P ī r  � adr al-D ī n. 

 A diff erent tradition, equally unnoticed by scholars, is a statement 
in the 1892 work  An Account of the Khw ā jahs  ( Khoj ā  vr ̥  t ā nt ) by 
the well-informed Sached ī n ā  N ā naj ī  ā  �  ī , the Assistant Revenue 
Commissioner of Kachchh. N ā naj ī  ā  �  ī  writes that the script used by 
the Khw ā jah community for recording the gin ā ns was originally from 
the Panjab. Th e Loh ā  �  ā s, among whose descendants were the 
Khw ā jahs, brought it thence to Sindh.  87   N ā naj ī  ā  �  ī  does not mention 
any involvement of P ī r  � adr al-D ī n. Th e Panjabi Ismaili Abualy A. 
Aziz of Amritsar (d. 2008), citing the notes of his grandfather, Aziz 
(d. 1928), also suggests a Panjabi origin for the script. Unlike N ā naj ī  ā  �  ī , 
though, he specifi cally associates it with P ī r Shams, the ancestor of P ī r 
 � adr al-D ī n, who was active in Panjab. Th e Panjabi Ismailis apparently 
called their script Gurmukhi (literally meaning ‘from the mouth of the 
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guide’), the same name applied by the Sikhs to their own script.  88   
Similar to Sikh Gurmukhi, the literatures preserved in Khw ā jah Sindhi 
blend several languages and are representatives of the so-called  sant-
bh ā  � h ā  , or the heterogeneous discourse of the saints. Grierson had 
cautioned already in 1904, ‘It is an error to call Gurmukhi the alphabet 
of the Panjabi language. It is not peculiar to that form of speech. It is, 
properly speaking, the language of the Sikh Scriptures, most of which 
are not in Panjabi’.  89   Khw ā jah Sindhi was, like Sikh Gurmukhi, a script 
for a wide range of languages beyond Sindhi. Th ese included Persian, 
a non-Indic language, and to an extent, Arabic as well. 

 As with the oft -cited narrative of P ī r  � adr al-D ī n’s involvement, it is 
diffi  cult to know how far back we can trace the traditions cited by 
N ā naj ī  ā  �  ī  and Aziz. Khw ā jah Sindhi graphemes are undeniably much 
closer to the other scripts of Sindh, such as Khud ā w ā d ī , than they are to 
Sikh Gurmukhi. Beginning in 1958, excavations at a site known as 
Banbhore (variously spelled as Bhanbhore, Bhambhore, etc.), some 
sixty-fi ve kilometres east of Karachi, further call into question claims of 
the script’s origin in the Panjab. At the dig, investigators discovered 
potsherds bearing inscriptions dating back to the eighth century.  90   Of 
the three images of fragments provided by the expedition, the fi rst and 
third have been identifi ed as Ardhan ā gar ī , and the second as Loh ā  � ak ī  
or L ā  �  ī .  91   Th e letters of the second fragment bear an obvious resemblance 
to characters in Khw ā jah Sindhi and her sister scripts, such as 
Khud ā w ā d ī , demonstrating the clear antiquity of the direct ancestor of 
these writing systems in Sindh itself.  92   Th is fact and the presence of 
graphemes representing the Sindhi implosives strongly suggest an 
ancient Sindhi rather than a more recent Panjabi provenance.  93    

   Afterword: Questions and Conundrums  

   ‘Questioning dispels conundrums (puchha 2  ā  na munjha 2  ā ). . .’   
  Sindhi Proverb    

 A Sindhi proverb advises, ‘one who asks won’t be entangled’, or 
simply put, ‘questioning dispels conundrums’ (𑈏𑈘 𑈞 𑈐𑈘  
or منجهڻا نه   In this chapter, three questions were posed. The first .(پڇُڻا 
was regarding the original name of the script now frequently referred to 
as Khojki. As the evidence from the mid-1800s onward shows, those 
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who wrote in the script, like those who used its sister Khud ā w ā d ī , called 
it Sindhi. When necessary to distinguish it from the abjad or Arabic 
script, they added adjectives to give formulations such as ‘Khw ā jah 
Sindhi’ (the variant used in this paper) or ‘S ī ndh ī  Khojak ī ’. The Russian 
scholar Wladimir Ivanow popularized the word ‘Khojki’ as a noun in 
an article written in 1936, the same year a Momn ā  Ismaili scholar writing 
in Gujarati used the word Khoj ā k ī . Ivanow’s usage influenced academic 
works on the subject and in turn, the coinage made inroads into the 
community. The Arabic abjad script’s promulgation as the official script 
of Sindh hastened the adoption of the new term. However, the 
community never completely abandoned earlier usages. 

 Th e second question was related to the antiquity of the Khw ā jah 
Sindhi manuscript tradition. While the oldest known manuscript in an 
institutional collection dates to 1793 VS/1736 CE, there is extensive 
documentation of much older exemplars surviving at least until 
colonial times. Some of these predate the most ancient extant Gujarati 
and abjad Sindhi manuscripts. If they still survive, they would be 
extremely valuable for understanding not only Ismailism but the 
development of vernacular literatures of many sister communities in 
the Subcontinent. 

 Th e third question concerned the origins of the tradition connecting 
P ī r  � adr al-D ī n with the development of the Khw ā jah Sindhi script. 
Scholars who refer to this tradition have not adduced it from the 
extensive written material produced by the community itself or the 
oral traditions recorded in government gazetteers. Infl uential Ismaili 
histories of P ī r  � adr al-D ī n in Gujarati do not connect him with the 
script at all. So if such a tradition existed, it was either not known to or 
not given credence by the leading intellectuals in the community. Like 
the name ‘Khojki’ itself, the tradition of P ī r  � adr al-D ī n’s involvement 
possibly entered the community through an academic article, this one 
published in a Sindhi language journal. Th e ‘tradition’ recorded in that 
article may have come from a little-known 19th-century work, which 
itself does not clearly state that the originator of the script was P ī r  � adr 
al-D ī n. Meanwhile, a previously undocumented Ismaili tradition 
concerning the connection of the script with Panjab was also discussed 
and evaluated. 

 Beyond these three questions, there are many more conundrums 
yet to be solved about Khw ā jah Sindhi and its manuscript heritage. As 
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the Sindhi proverb assures us, with further questioning, these can 
surely be dispelled as well.  

   NOTES  

     * Th is chapter is dedicated to the memory of the late Alwaez Rai Akberali Babul (d. 2016) 
and his family.   
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 A Forgotten Voice: The Agency of the 
Scribal and Literate Elite and the 

Satpanth Manuscript Culture   

    Wafi A.   Momin               

   The Problem: Questioning an Image  

 From the fi rst half of the 19th century, a specifi c set of images 
concerning the Khojas have dominated the administrative, legal and 
ethnographic studies produced by colonial offi  cials and other observers 
in India. Th ese images portray the Khojas largely in terms of a caste or 
tribe of Muslim merchants, traders and cultivators, long settled along 
the north-western regions of the erstwhile British Indian territories, in 
what are now the provinces of Punjab and Sindh in Pakistan, and the 
states of Gujarat and Maharashtra in India. A number of these studies 
also venture into questions of their origins, history and customs. On 
these issues, their assessments are particularly devoted to establishing 
the connections of the Khoja community with their religious leaders, 
known widely as the Ismaili imams who previously resided in Iran 
before settling in India from the 1840s onwards. Th rough these leaders, 
the observers (notably the earlier ones) further linked the community 
to what they oft entimes label as the ‘Ismaili heresy’. 

 Th is cluster of depictions have remained infl uential in how the 
Khojas and their religious beliefs have largely been viewed in the 
colonial and public imagination. In this chapter, I seek to interrogate 
these images and discuss the socio-literary confi guration of some 
segments among the Khojas and the larger group of literate gentry to 
which they belonged. I fi rst probe into the nature and implications of 
this imagination—aspects of which have also been internalised by 
modern scholarship—through an examination of its constitutive 
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elements, together with the rationale that has undergirded and 
perpetuated it. In doing so, I hope to recover fragments of a now 
largely forgotten voice that played an important role in the shaping of 
the religious culture to which the Khojas belonged. 

 First taking a look at some early depictions, Captain James 
MacMurdo, who served (among other appointments) as Resident at 
the court of the Rao of Kutch, in his account of that region described 
the Khojas of Kutch as ‘Mahomedan cultivator[s]’, who traced their 
origins to Persia and ‘frequently [made] a pilgrimage to a spot eight 
days march to the N.W. of Ispahan, where they [worshiped] a living 
 peer , or  saint ’.  1   Similarly, Richard Burton, in his comprehensive survey 
of the land and inhabitants of Sindh, considered the Sindhi Khojas of 
Persian origin, observing that they probably ‘fl ed the country when the 
Ismailiyeh heresy (to which they still cleave) was so severely treated by 
Holaku Khan’. He further declared the Sindhi Khoja to be ‘rarely a 
well-educated man’, and (on this point) he found him to be ‘inferior to 
his brethren settled in India and Muscat’, adding that in Sindh ‘they 
have progressed just suffi  ciently to invent a character for themselves, 
and to write out the Koran in it’.  2   And, fi nally, in a photographic 
account of the races and tribes found in Bombay (and other localities 
of the Bombay Presidency), William Johnson devoted a section to the 
Bombay Khojas, noting that they were ‘principally employed as 
merchants and petty dealers’. Although, in his brief description, he 
hinted at a reformist party among them, as well as its charitable 
activities for the cause of education, including the running of a 
newspaper, the representative portrait chosen for the community 
highlighted one Nansi Parpia, a ‘shopkeeping celebrity in Bombay’, 
and an unnamed companion whose claim to fame was the founding of 
‘one of the Khojah fi rms recently established in London’.  3   

 Arguably, at the heart of such early colonial portrayals of the Khojas 
lay the interconnected facets of their religious identity and the 
entrepreneurial character that has become a hallmark of the 
community’s social stature within and beyond South Asia over the last 
two centuries. Th e vexed question of their religious identity—along 
with the legal contestations that hinged on this issue, culminating (in 
some ways at least, but far from being conclusively resolved) in the 
well-known Aga Khan Case of 1866—has been rigorously debated by 
scholars. On this matter, the Khojas (including other groups forming 
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part of the Satpanth tradition)  4   have long borne a kind of double 
burden. On the one hand, the supposed ‘Ismaili’ substructure 
undergirding the edifi ce of the Satpanth (long maintained by a 
dominant group of scholars) readily contributed to the community’s 
image of belonging to a sect of Islam considered by many to be a 
heresy (as the above depictions show). Th is was further entrenched, 
on the other hand, by the portrayal of the religious beliefs and practices 
of the Khojas (and, indeed, those of other Satpanth communities) in 
terms of an amalgamation of ‘Hindu’ and ‘Muslim’ worldviews, which 
rendered them short of practising the kind of ideal Islam that the 
proponents of this view had in mind.  5   

 But the construction of this image of their religious identity has 
equally been a consequence of their portrayal as an exclusively 
merchant community. Th is becomes evident from how observers have 
time and again deemed the Khojas (almost as a logical extension) to 
have lacked a class of knowledgeable people who could bring their 
religious doctrines in line with what were held to be the normative 
teachings of Islam. A compelling example of how this connection was 
drawn may be seen in a legal dispute, centred on the rights of female 
inheritance among the Khojas, which was presided over by Justice 
Erskine Perry in the Bombay Supreme Court in 1847. Th e case 
proceedings and the judgement set the tone of how the Khojas were 
henceforth imagined in colonial and public discourse. In the judgement 
issued by Perry, he described them as follows: 

  Th e Kojahs [ sic ] are a small cast [ sic ] in Western India . . . who, by 
their own traditions . . . were converted from Hinduism about 
four hundred years ago. . . Th eir language is Cutch í ; their religion 
Mahomedan; their dress, appearance, and manners, for the most 
part, Hindu. . . [Th ey] are now settled principally amongst Hindu 
communities, such as [those in] Cutch, Kattiawar, and Bombay. . . 
[and] constitute, at this [latter] place, apparently about two 
thousand souls, and their occupations, for the most part, are 
confi ned to the more subordinate departments of trade. Indeed 
the cast [ sic ] never seems to have emerged from the obscurity 
which attends their present history, and the almost total ignorance 
of letters, of the principles of their religion, and of their own 
status, which they now evince, is probably the same as has always 
existed among them since they fi rst embraced the precepts of 
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Mahomed. Although they call themselves Mussalmans, they 
evidently know but little of their Prophet and of the Koran; and 
their chief reverence at the present time is reserved for Agha 
Khan. . . To use the words of one of themselves, they call 
themselves Sh í as to a Sh í a, and Sunn í ys [ sic ] to a Sunn í y, and they 
probably neither know nor care any thing as to the distinctive 
doctrines of either of these great divisions of the Mussalman 
world. Th ey have, moreover, no translation of the Koran into 
their vernacular language, or into Guzarat í  their language of 
business. . . Nor have they any scholars or men of learning among 
them, as not a Kojah could be quoted who was acquainted with 
Arabic or Persian, the two great languages of Mahomedan 
literature and theology.  6    

 Perry’s judgement and the legal dispute from which it ensued came to 
have far reaching consequences for the public image of the Khojas. 
Despite upholding the position that the Khojas had traditionally 
followed the custom of disinheriting daughters, which he considered 
‘nearly analogous to the Hindu rule of succession’, and despite fi nding 
confusion in their ranks about their religious tenets (as the excerpts 
above show), he nonetheless acknowledged them as Muslims of some 
sort. But the larger question of the perceived eclectic, and thus 
ambiguous, tenor of their religious identity which cast doubt on their 
‘Muslim’ credentials in the fi rst place—the logic for which Perry found 
in such factors as the ‘total ignorance [on their part about] the 
principles of their religion’, and the absence of ‘scholars or men of 
learning among them . . . acquainted with Arabic or Persian’—
continued to haunt the community’s image for a long time.  7   

 It reached yet another tipping point in the Aga Khan Case of 1866 
when it got paired with a dispute about the ownership of property and 
assets administered by the Khojas of Bombay. To be sure, the issue this 
time (as far as the religious identity of the Khojas was concerned) 
did not concern the admixture of ‘Hindu’ elements in their beliefs 
and practices, something that was acknowledged and reinforced 
throughout the trial proceedings. Rather, it premised on the form of 
Islam—whether Shi � i or Sunni—that the Khojas were fi rst converted 
to. A noteworthy departure in the much-cited trial judgement by Sir 
Joseph Arnould was the characterisation of Ismaili tenets which he 
found to be at the foundation of the doctrines followed by the Khojas. 
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Arnould presided over lengthy debates and exhaustive evidence 
presented by the contending parties, and resorted to a mass of historical 
and other documents. Considering all of this, he did not accept (like 
others before him) the construction ‘Ismaili heresy’ as given and 
unproblematic, rather he found its rationale in the adverse portrayal of 
Ismaili doctrines on the part of Sunni rulers who considered the 
adherents of these doctrines a political threat. However, as far as the 
social position of the Khojas was concerned, he considered them 
‘originally Hindoos of the trading class’ and (like others) presented 
them ‘all, as a rule, engaged either in retail trade or commerce, [who] 
frequently prosecute both with considerable success’.  8   

 What we therefore see aft er the 1866 trial is a gradual transformation 
in the portrayal of the Khojas and their religious culture—that is, a 
shift  from their representation as belonging to ‘Ismaili heresy’ to their 
delineation as the ‘disciples of the old man of the mountain’, or (better 
still) as the Niz ā r ī  Ismailis.  9   Th is shift  and the consequent equation of 
the Khojas with the Assassins, in many ways, were a product of the 
advancements in how the ‘Ismaili’ dispensation came to be understood 
and appreciated in the wider context of the history of Islam from the 
second half of the 19th century onwards, something that was to unfold 
(in the decades to come) in a major break from the earlier modes of 
imagining the Ismailis, that is to say, in light of the kind of fanciful 
accounts fostered by Muslim and European writers.  10   But, more 
importantly, they were also a result of the internal contestations and 
debates that erupted among the Khojas and other Satpanth ī  groups, 
which hinged on varied interpretations of their history, and in turn 
were rigorously expressed through public platforms and courtrooms.  11   

 Notwithstanding this gradual shift  in how the Khojas were viewed 
in legal and public discourse around this time, their wholesale 
depiction as traders and merchants continued unabated. For example, 
in a volume of the exhaustive  Gazetteer of the Bombay Presidency , 
dedicated to the Muslims of Gujarat, the Khojas (together with some 
other Muslim groups) were plainly classifi ed as ‘Hindu converts’ 
making up ‘trading communities’.  12   It is noteworthy that in consequence 
of the aforementioned epistemological transformation, we rarely 
encounter the kind of rhetoric that Perry’s judgement fostered, 
connecting the ‘ambiguity’ in the Khojas’ religious doctrines with a 
lack of knowledgeable experts in Islamic precepts and so on. But 
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modern scholarship has largely internalised this logic by its incessant 
representation of the Khojas as an exclusively merchant community, 
being oblivious to its grave implications. Th us, it is ironic that despite 
producing some nuanced analysis of the interplay of diverse religious 
currents forming part of the Satpanth worldview, scholars have hardly 
asked how the ramifi cations of such an interplay were engaged with 
and negotiated on the part of the adherents of the tradition (to which 
the Khojas belonged), not just using courtrooms but through other 
spaces too. I argue that it is in part this internalised logic of Khojas-
equal-a-merchant-community that has concealed other important 
literary-intellectual facets of the community that were critically 
involved in shaping its multi-layered religious identity in premodern 
times and through the period of transformation in colonial India.  13   

 Against the backdrop of these long-drawn images of the Khojas, I 
foreground in this chapter the agency, social roles and ideological 
affi  nities of a forgotten scribal class which, in turn, formed part of a 
larger group of literate gentry. Th is class included in its ranks those 
who self-consciously identifi ed themselves as Khojas, as well as the 
literati of other clusters who participated in the practice of Satpanth. 
Th is learned gentry was at the forefront of producing and cultivating a 
vibrant manuscript culture and disseminating a variety of textual and 
other materials through this medium. Th e voices of the many agents 
who formed part of this literate segment are inscribed in these 
manuscripts, as well as in the practices associated with the materials 
copied therein. Moreover, in addition to the scribal and literate class, 
this manuscript culture drew a variety of audiences and publics to its 
ambit, including patrons, congregations, performers and singers, 
diviners, healers and their clients, not to speak of the community 
members at large. Th e manuscripts in question are primarily 
transcribed in a script now generally referred to as Khojk ī , while a 
large number of them are also copied in Gujarati and Devanagari 
scripts.  14   Since these manuscripts were cultivated among diff erent 
circles of the larger Satpanth nexus, I refer to them as forming part 
of the Satpanth manuscript culture.  15   Before discussing pertinent 
materials and salient aspects of the agency of scribal and literate 
group, it is important to situate its role in the context of Satpanth 
historiography, and that of the literate classes in South Asia and 
beyond.  
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   Probing a Silence: Locating the Satpanth Scribal 
and Literate Elite  

 If the scribes and literati (which included many Khojas) were so 
important in shaping the world of Satpanth (as I will show later in this 
chapter), how might we explain a conspicuous silence about them in 
previous studies? Why has the voice of this group largely been ignored? 
Th e dominant image of the Khojas as merchants, traders and 
shopkeepers, as outlined in the previous section, has clearly been a 
driving force. But I shall off er here some further observations behind 
this silence, before moving on to locate this group in the larger setting 
of the functions of similar classes in South Asian society and beyond. 

 Th e history of the Satpanth tradition, especially in its premodern 
phase, has largely been approached with reference to the proselytising 
mission of some charismatic fi gures, revered as P ī rs and Sayyids, who 
are widely believed to have been despatched for this task by the Niz ā r ī  
imams. Th ey are thus regarded as the key agents in the propagation 
and dissemination of Satpanth teachings to their audiences mainly 
through the medium of the  Gin ā n  literature—a body of poems (with 
some prose texts) composed in a combination of Indic languages, 
notably Gujarati, Hindi, Sindhi and Punjabi. In some studies, the role 
of their supposed disciples is obliquely acknowledged, but the onus of 
initiating the Satpanth practice and formulating its teachings is 
singularly placed on the shoulders of these P ī rs and Sayyids, who are 
thereby seen as a crucial link between the seat of the Niz ā r ī  imamate 
and its Indian followers.  16   Th is presents a far-fetched and simplifi ed 
picture of a long and multi-layered process. Holding a group of 
preachers mostly hailing from outside India (especially in the earlier 
stages of the propagation), along with their Indian descendants—
collectively forming a class of charismatic saints—as largely responsible 
for building the edifi ce of the Satpanth is, to say the least, not a 
convincing enough explanation of the entire phenomenon spread over 
several centuries. Furthermore, there is hardly anything concrete that 
we learn about the life and circumstances of these charismatic saints 
beyond what we fi nd in the  Gin ā n s ascribed to some of these fi gures, 
or what is recounted about them in relatively recent ‘communal’ 
accounts produced within diff erent clusters of the tradition, whose 
value for other purposes cannot of course be discounted. 
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 Moving away from an exclusive focus on the charismatic class, it is 
important to foreground the part played by other actors in this process, 
or to acknowledge them even when our sources do not permit us to 
take full stock of their contribution. By this approach, I seek to 
interrogate a prevalent historiographical trend that envisages the 
evolution of Satpanth mainly as a product of missionary activity. It is 
against this backdrop that the part played by the largely forgotten or 
downplayed agency, namely the scribal and literate class, becomes 
important. 

 Another reason why the seminal role played by the scribes and 
literate class, especially in the premodern history of the tradition (as 
will be discussed in the next section), has hardly received any attention 
in previous scholarship is the kind of sources that scholars have largely 
relied upon in approaching the questions of the historical formation of 
Satpanth.  17   Such groups seldom fi gure independently in the usual pool 
of much drawn upon sources, namely the  Gin ā n s, hagiographic stories 
and oral traditions concerning the mission of the charismatic fi gures, 
and communal accounts. Even when such groups do appear on rare 
occasions in this pool of sources, they are more oft en overshadowed 
by the P ī rs and Sayyids. Th e position and contribution of the scribal/
literate class are thereby  assumed  at best, rather than  problematised  and 
 explored . As noted, we learn a great deal about this class from the 
manuscripts they cultivated, as well as from the cultural practices they 
were engaged in, all of which collectively shed valuable light on the 
confi guration of premodern Satpanth religiosity and its transition to 
modern times. 

 Th e quintessential role and contribution of the scribal and secretarial 
classes in the functioning of medieval and early modern polities and 
the structuring of caste communities in India has been amply 
documented. Such classes commanded respect because of their 
knowledge of writing and languages, familiarity with the norms of 
governance and the relevant socio-religious codes. Th ey brought their 
skills to bear in a wide array of domains from fi scal administration and 
accountancy to epistolography and varied tasks of record keeping. 
Being highly mobile and itinerant, these classes were especially 
attracted to the opportunities off ered by ruling states, which in turn 
heavily relied on them to administer their bureaucratic procedures. 
Th e example of K ā yastha and Khatr ī  castes is a relevant case in point, 
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wherein we see how literate Hindus came to occupy important 
administrative positions within the state apparatus during the time of 
Muslim political dominance. Th e mobility of such groups engendered 
in them a cosmopolitan outlook, connecting them to a wider circle of 
scribal and literate groups throughout India and beyond. In short, 
with their much sought-aft er skills and access to courtly and religious 
environments, these classes wielded power and formed the elite 
segment of their societies.  18   

 For the time period with which this chapter is primarily concerned—
namely, the early modern and the colonial era—the scribes and the 
larger group of literate gentry forming part of the Satpanth tradition 
share many of these functions.  19   Th eir position in their respective 
communities ought to be viewed against the backdrop of the prestige 
and power the scribal and secretarial groups commanded in South 
Asia. In addition to examining the agency of this collective gentry, I 
seek to show that the Satpanth literate groups were not just confi ned to 
transcribing materials handed down from earlier generations. Rather, 
their role needs to be conceived more broadly in the context of the 
patronage-clientele complex, as well as in a cultural setting where 
access to knowledge was mediated by such classes. Hence, many of 
them also need to be seen as scholars and learned individuals closely 
invested in spreading the teachings and cherished ideals of Satpanth, 
including what they found resonating with these ideals in their 
immediate environment. Also, as I argue elsewhere, this scribal/literate 
class infused a kind of ‘popular’ ethos into the social practices of the 
concerned groups that endowed the tradition with a multi-layered 
personality, which, in turn, was to have major ramifi cations for its 
modern history.  20   

 Before moving on to present relevant materials from our 
manuscripts, it must be highlighted by way of a caveat that our analysis 
is constrained by the fact that the oldest manuscripts at our disposal 
date from the fi rst half of the 18th century. Hence, any generalisation 
or deductions about the social roles, ideological orientations and other 
aspects of the scribal craft  and connected matters, beyond the period 
of the (known) production of these manuscripts, must be drawn with 
caution. Nevertheless, the larger patterns emerging out of these 
manuscripts suggest that the scribes were working within well-
established norms associated with this profession the roots of which 
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lay much deeper in time than what the physical evidence itself would 
otherwise suggest. 

 With these remarks, I now turn to examine diff erent features of the 
concerned Khojk ī /Gujarati manuscripts, such as colophons, scribal 
notations, patterns of textual transmission and a selection of textual 
materials copied in them. From these features, I argue, one learns a 
good deal about those involved in the production of the manuscripts, 
and the cultivation and dissemination of the materials transmitted 
through them. Th ey further allow us to recover ‘voices’ of those involved 
in the practices embedded in these materials. By ‘voices’, I do not merely 
mean what they  said  through colophons, scribal notations and so on. 
Rather, I seek to probe into many other domains like their position in 
society, their ideological and religious predilections, their literary tastes 
and the kind of audiences they catered to. It is also through these 
aspects that the scribal and learned agents  speak  to us when we try to 
make sense of their role in creating the multivalent universe of Satpanth.  

   Fragments of a Forgotten Voice  

 As noted, our primary sources of information for the scribes and the 
larger group of literate elite active within the network of the 
communities concerned are the very manuscripts they transcribed, 
which (together with the literary and other materials copied in them) 
were circulated and consumed along varied channels of the client-
patron circuit. As far as the scribes are concerned, their voices are 
particularly inscribed in such places in the manuscripts as the 
colophons and marginal notations (where available), prefatory/
terminal declarations appearing frequently at the beginning/
conclusion of the texts copied therein, as well as occasional information 
of historical and social import, at times embodying popular lore or 
individual perceptions on certain issues. All these fragments 
collectively constitute a key site where the scribal agency is confi gured. 
Th ey allow us to understand, through the scribes’ own voices, such 
matters as the social background, ideological predilections, literary 
tastes, as well as the status and roles not only of the scribes themselves 
but the learned classes engaged in the cultivation of these manuscripts 
more broadly, and (from these aspects) the larger world of Satpanth. 
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 Upon a closer inspection of these manuscripts, we notice that the 
scribes consistently followed a pattern in transmitting the multitude of 
literary genres and other materials they transcribed. In the prefatory 
declaration, with which a manuscript or a given text opens, the copyist 
generally commences with the formula  Al ā  to ā h ā ra  (‘reliance is 
upon God’) or  Basmall ā h  (opening verse of the Qur �  ā n invoking 
God’s benevolence)—at times, these two formulas occur together—
or occasionally some other invocations (see further on).  21   Th ese 
invocatory formulas are then followed by a brief mention of the nature 
or genre of the text and its (supposed) composer, where known. We 
oft en fi nd this basic information being augmented, taking on the form 
of what may be called a ‘colophon’, especially before the commencement 
of major works. Th e colophon thus adds such details as the patron 
and scribe involved in the production of the manuscript, the place and 
date of its copying coupled with information about the source 
manuscript, as well as benedictions invoking the assistance of higher 
or mediating agencies (see below), and sometimes even a brief 
comment on the theme or character of the text itself. Moreover, 
somewhat similar details are at times produced in a colophon at the 
conclusion of the texts, particularly aft er the major ones, where the 
scribe asks for forgiveness, again invoking certain agencies, and 
humbly pleading with the readers to correct any errors that may 
have crept into the text.  22   It must be stressed here that the pattern of 
these declarations and colophons, notwithstanding some unique 
features, is not necessarily peculiar to the Satpanth manuscripts, but 
encountered across diff erent manuscript cultures in South Asia and 
beyond.  23   

 A few examples will be useful to illustrate the pattern outlined 
above. In one manuscript, aft er invoking  Al ā hatoh ā ra , the scribe 
thus commences the copying of a text ascribed to Ja � far al- �  ā diq (see 
Figure 12.1): 

  Ris ā lo:ha z� arata:em ā mi:j ā phara:s ā dhaka:jo:asala:bol ī :ph ā ras ī :
amij ā   ṁ  :th ī :ut ā reo: ā he:so:megaj ī :devar ā ja:je:akhare:ma[. . .] � a:
shuru:ke ā   ṁ  s ī  

 I now start [transcribing] the  Ris ā lo  ( Ris ā la ) of Ha z� rat Im ā m 
Ja � far al- �  ā diq, originally copied from the Persian language, and 
[now being produced] from the handwriting of Megaj ī  Devar ā j.  24    
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   Figure 12.1 KH 541, f. 1v, scribal note before the copying of  Ris ā lo , ascribed to 
Ja � far al- �  ā diq.         
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 In another manuscript, the scribe concludes the copying of a  Gin ā n  
text with these words (see Figure 12.2): 

  Jan ā jo:p ī ra:hasanakabh ī radh ī najo: ǁ :so:p ī ra:em ā mash ā h ā :bh ā khe
u:so:sapura � a:huo:bhula:cuka:nabh ī :kar ī ma:m ā phakare: ǁ :h ī girat
ha:s ā :akhare:math ā :akhara:ut ā reo: ā he:sah ī : 

   Figure 12.2 KH 431, f. 85r, scribal remarks at the conclusion of  Jan ā jo , ascribed to 
Im ā m Sh ā h.         
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 [Th e text of]  Jan ā jo  ( Jan ā za ) of P ī r  � asan Kab ī rd ī n, which was 
narrated by P ī r Im ā m Sh ā h, concludes now; may  nab ī  kar ī m  (the 
‘blessed prophet’, i.e., Prophet Muhammad) forgive any errors; I 
have copied this text ( gra  ṁ  th ) word for word.  25    

 Finally, a scribe fi nishes up the copying of a manuscript with these 
remarks: 

  Copa �  ī :likhakari:tam ā mi:k ī hae:v ā ribhirisapati:jumer ā ti:samati:1
942:vis ā khi:5:his ā bhi:sa  ṁ   kar ā tijo:=sana:hijar ī :1304:isav ī :
1886:likh ī :visana:d ā si:valadi:ratan ā :s ā kana:se ā lako � a:jokoi:kit ā bh
i:cur ā e:usike:p ā sase:jaram ā n ā :l ī  ā :j ā eg ā :dasati:khati:visana:d ā si:m 
ā lakiv ī :visad ā si:guneg ā ri:bha  ṁ  d ā e:puritakas ī rik ā :sal ā mi:v ā je ā :
ho:ǁ 

 I have completed the copying of this book ( copa �  ī  ) on Th ursday, 
VS 1942, 5 Vais ā kha, coinciding with AH 1304, CE 1886; written 
by Visana D ā sa, son ( walad ) of Ratan ā , resident ( s ā kin ) of Si ā lko � ; 
whoever tried to steal this book ( kit ā b ), a fi ne would be extracted 
from him; undersigned, Visana D ā sa M ā lakiv ī  Visad ā s ī , accept 
the salutation of this sinful and failing servant.  26    

 A closer inspection of these sample fragments and other similar ones 
yields a number of insights. First, although the texts copied in the 
manuscripts are, linguistically speaking, wide ranging, the scribes of 
these manuscripts use certain languages more frequently, to judge 
from the idiom used in the colophons and prefatory/terminal 
declarations. Th ese include Kacch ī  (a ‘dialect’ of Sindhi, which I have 
by far encountered more widely than any other language), or other 
varieties of Sindhi, together with Gujarati and Hindustani, and in 
some cases Persian too. As noted, a large number of the Satpanth 
communities (Khojas included) hail from the north-western regions 
of India where these languages are widely spoken. But the fact that 
many an inspected manuscript have Kacch ī  as the predominant scribal 
idiom would suggest that a greater segment of the scribal elite engaged 
in the cultivation of these manuscripts originated from Kutch (or 
adjacent areas in Sindh and Gujarat where Kacch ī  was spoken), even 
if their actual copying took place in urban centres like Bombay and 
Karachi, as was the case with many of these manuscripts.  27   

 In this context, it is worth recalling that in the communal traditions 
transmitted among the Khojas (and other Satpanth ī  circles), it was a 
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fi gure named D ā d ū  who supposedly settled many Khoja families from 
Sindh to Kutch sometime in the second half of the 16th century. And 
while the exact circumstances leading to the migration are unclear 
(perhaps caused by the animosity between the local ruler of Sindh and 
the saint, as maintained in some communal accounts), Kutch was 
indeed identifi ed by the early 19th century as the main homeland and 
a key centre of the Khojas, despite the fact that their sizeable pockets 
and other Satpanth ī  groups by then also lived in Kathiawar (Saurashtra) 
and other parts of Gujarat, Sindh and beyond. Th e evidence of scribal 
idiom from our manuscripts thus also supports the eminence the 
region of Kutch had acquired around this time as a major communal 
centre of the Khojas.  28   

 But what particularly deserves our attention, as far as the linguistic 
features of the Satpanth manuscript culture are concerned, is the 
impressive command of languages exhibited by the scribes (and, in 
many cases, by the patrons for which they were produced), as is 
evident from the multilingual character of the literary corpus 
transmitted through it.  29   Th is is a remarkable feat that would have 
required the scribes and others involved to have attained some degree 
of familiarity with this rich mix of literary and religious materials, 
together with a facility in the accompanying polyglot idiom, rather 
than merely copying the corpus  passively . 

 At this juncture, it is important to observe how, despite advocating 
linkages between the Niz ā r ī  imamate and Satpanth mission, some 
scholars have ironically doubted, or otherwise remained incognizant 
of, the existence of a group of literati who must have, in eff ect, 
brought the traditions of the two worlds together in meaningful ways. 
W. Ivanow, in particular, has categorically stated—in explaining the 
dearth of reliable historical sources in the aft ermath of the fall of 
Alam ū t—that the Indian followers lacked ‘the necessary command of 
language’ which would have allowed them to record events in Iran 
during their sojourns to the headquarters of the imams.  30   Leaving 
aside the issue of ‘historical’ records and what is left  of them, if the very 
premise of some connection between the traditions in India and Iran 
is accepted (the evidence for which, however meagre, has been amply 
brought to light),  31   then it necessitates the presence of a group of 
‘intermediaries’, operating at various levels and, above all, well-versed 
in the pertinent languages of the two worlds, in order to consummate 
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this relationship in any meaningful sense. In other words, Persian was 
indeed a key language, the knowledge of which was confi dently 
disclaimed by Ivanow among the Indian followers of Niz ā r ī  imams, 
that these intermediaries would have required. And the scribal and 
literate elites who are the focus of our discussion were one such group 
that possessed the required competence in it alongside other languages, 
thus mediating between the religious and cultural idioms of the two 
worlds. 

 Th e evidence for this observation is borne fi rst by the kind of literary 
and religious corpus transmitted via the manuscripts. Th is includes 
many Persian texts transcribed in Khojk ī , like the  Pandiy ā t-i 
Jav ā nmard ī  , containing the admonitions of the Niz ā r ī  imam Mustan � ir 
bi � ll ā h (d.  ca . 885/1480),  32   together with its Sindhi/Gujarati renditions 
which indicate the requirements of a diff erent audience not familiar 
with Persian, and a plethora of prayers, poems, ‘occult’ material etc., 
composed/transcribed in Persian and Arabic and copied widely in the 
manuscripts. It must be added that in recording Arabic prayers or 
fragments, we oft entimes fi nd an eff ort on the part of the scribes to 
represent certain features of the Arabic phonetic system through a 
combination of dots or diacritical marks, like the  shadda , in the Khojk ī  
alphabet much before the script supposedly became standardised and 
evolved with the advent of printing, again showing their familiarity 
(even if at a basic level) with the intricacies of Arabic sound system in 
transcribing these texts.  33   But, more signifi cantly, the observation for 
the scribes’ knowledge of Persian is also borne out by the colophons 
and occasional notes penned in Persian that we encounter in quite a 
few manuscripts, testifying to the scribe’s working knowledge of 
Persian.  34   Moreover, given the political and cultural power exerted by 
Persian in premodern India, it is not implausible to suggest that the 
scribes of these manuscripts, especially those who demonstrate a good 
familiarity with Persian, had suffi  cient opportunities in their own local 
contexts to learn the language, which was widely understood among 
the educated circles in India during early modern and even early 
colonial times when these manuscripts were produced. 

 Many of the Satpanth manuscripts (on closer observation) may be 
classifi ed into two broad categories, those primarily used (or meant to 
be used) in congregational spaces (mainly referred to as  kh ā n ā  ) to 
facilitate the practical needs of the congregation (see Figure 12.3), and 
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   Figure 12.3 KH 537, f. 38v, a scribal note mentioning the source from which the 
text was copied.         
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those copied for and belonging to individual patrons. Th e exact 
context of the manuscripts, as falling in one or the other of these 
categories, is generally evident from the kind of materials copied in 
them, and/or from the colophons (where available), and consequently 
dictates the fl avour that pervades the transcribed texts. It is therefore 
not surprising to fi nd quite a wide-ranging body of material, going 
beyond the supposed congregational needs of the concerned 
communities, copied throughout the manuscripts, refl ecting the 
personal tastes of the patron/scribe, audience needs, and the wider 
religio-literary trends in the immediate social milieu.  35   Also, whereas 
the boundaries between the composer of a given text and the copyist 
transcribing it are oft en clearly marked, at times we see these functions 
combined in one person, when a composer transcribes his own literary 
works in a given manuscript, and it is this aspect of the Satpanth 
literary culture that makes it a dynamic one, entwining the literate elite 
and its audience through a dialectical process.  36   Another important 
aspect of the scribal craft  worth highlighting is the performative role 
evident from a number of texts in the ‘story’ genre, oft en referred to as 
 kiso  (from  qi �  � a ). Th is would suggest that many of the texts in this 
genre were meant to be recited or read to audiences in a gathering, 
rather than being read silently by individuals on their own. Th e 
‘performative’ aspect of the craft  of scribes and literate gentry becomes 
even more vivid when we consider the existence of ‘occult’ material 
and prognostic texts in the manuscripts which must have been 
employed by the concerned members of the group when consulted by 
visitors for prognostic or healing purposes, forging a kind of clientele 
relationship between them.  37   

 Based on the patterns of names borne by members of the literate 
class (scribes, patrons, owners etc.), as evident from colophons, scribal 
notations, ownership notes and even some genealogical lists, we can 
distinguish two broad groups. One group predominately bears Indic 
names, while the other carries mainly Arabic/Persian ones. In the 
former case, attested far more than the latter, we fi nd many of the 
scribes and their patrons identifi ed by the honorifi c titles Khoj ā , 
K ā ma !  ī  ā  and so on, titles that continued to be borne by what became 
known as the Niz ā r ī  Ismailis from among the adherents of the Satpanth 
tradition. Th e Arabic/Persian names, on the other hand, generally 
carry the honorifi c titles  vak ī l ,  b ā v ā   and the like, representing some 
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functional roles that came to be formed among the Satpanth ī  
communities as their organisational structure became more 
bureaucratic.  38   In between these two broad categories of names, we 
come across others of a hybrid nature, combining Indic names with 
Arabic/Persian ones. As names are important markers of identity, 
based on the patterns of names encountered in the manuscripts, one 
may postulate that certain members of the concerned literate/
bureaucratic elite either hailed from outside India (possibly Iran or 
Central Asia) and became indigenised, or underwent a process of 
‘Islamisation’ to an extent that is suffi  ciently evident from their Arabic/
Persian names as compared to the names of other members.  39   

 In the manuscripts, the terminology frequently employed to 
designate the task of ‘copying’ or ‘transcribing’ by the scribes includes 
 likhatang / lakhatang , and some other compound words formed by the 
prefi x  likh / lakh - (like  lakha 2  v ā ro ), or in few instances  dast-kha  t1   , 
 be-dast  etc. Th ese terms convey the sense of one who ‘writes’, 
‘transcribes’, or the one ‘undersigned’. In addition, the names of some 
copyists and their patrons oft en bear the title Kh ī  ā te, which has been 
taken to mean ‘known as, named, called’, following apparently the 
generally understood meaning of the term  khy ā ta . As the term Kh ī  ā te 
oft en appears between the personal and family names of the scribes, 
this has thereby been taken to imply that some scribes were known by 
their surnames.  40   Indeed, the Sanskrit root  khy ā ti  (‘renown’, ‘fame’) 
does suggest this possibility, but we cannot take it as a rule. For one, we 
occasionally fi nd the names of some bureaucratic elites ( vak ī l s) copied 
in the manuscripts suffi  xed with this title too. Furthermore, in 
Rajasthani the term  khy ā ta , it may be recalled, has evolved from its 
Sanskrit root to signify ‘that which is told or proclaimed’ and ‘an 
account or description’. Based on this further semantic possibility, it 
may be inferred that the Kh ī  ā te of Satpanth ī  manuscripts may have 
originally meant those associated with the task of writing/recording—
the scribal class, so to speak—possibly signifying a mark of social 
standing or an acknowledged status. I shall therefore argue that titles 
like Kh ī  ā te allow us to further imagine the learned groups as forming 
a class of their own in the network of concerned communities.  41   

 Finally, a relevant question for us to consider before concluding our 
discussion is what, if anything, we learn about the religious proclivities 
of the scribes from these manuscripts. Th ere are indeed some 
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signifi cant insights that the manuscripts off er on this score with 
particular bearing on the kind of images about the Khojas that I 
mentioned in the fi rst section of this chapter. Th e colophons and 
prefatory/terminal declarations, as noted earlier, invoke certain higher 
or mediating agencies, from whom the scribes either seek assistance or 
plead forgiveness from them for any errors that may have remained in 
transcribing the texts, which are clearly considered sacred. Th ese 
agencies, for the most part, are God (referred to as  Khud ā  ,  All ā h  and 
occasionally by other terms),  Panjtan-i p ā k  (the Holy Five, referring 
collectively to Muhammad and his immediate family, namely,  � Al ī , 
F ā  � ima,  � asan,  � usayn), the names of Muhammad and  � Al ī  (with 
titles like  nab ī  ,  maul ā   as may be applicable) on their own, or some 
imams revered in the Niz ā r ī  tradition (fl ourishing when the 
manuscripts in question were copied), as well as simply the term Sh ā h 
P ī r—a compound term oft en taken as referring (as per some 
interpretations) to the bearer of the offi  ces of ‘imamate’ and ‘P ī rship’—
or Dha �  ī  P ī r (‘lord P ī r’) etc.  42   

 What is interesting to note here is that in the colophons and scribal 
notations, we hardly come across the agencies associated with the 
‘Hindu’ tradition, such as the deities R ā m, Krishna, Vi �  � u or the more 
generic Har ī  and S ā m ī  (from  sv ā m ī  ), a feature that is the hallmark of 
the  Gin ā n  literature more generally.  43   Th is is moreover not just the 
case with the scribal notations, but with much of the ‘occult’ material 
transmitted via the manuscripts. Similarly, at the beginning or 
conclusion of many texts, we oft en fi nd the scribes producing the 
Muslim profession of faith,  L ā  il ā ha illall ā  mu � ammad ras ū l all ā h  
(‘there is no god but All ā h, and Muhammad is his messenger’), or 
similar Arabic formulas.  44   In short, the aforementioned elements from 
the Satpanth manuscript tradition collectively bear a noteworthy 
imprint of the religious and ideological leanings of the scribes/patrons, 
which were structured largely by the symbols and agencies associated 
with the Muslim tradition, rather than those of the ‘Hindu’ one. 

 Another relevant point to underscore here pertains to the use of 
dating system by the scribes. Where the manuscripts provide dates, 
this is usually done in the Vikram Sa  ṁ  vat era which was prevalent in 
western India. However, the Vikram Sa  ṁ  vat era is oft en combined 
with the Hijri dating system in quite a few manuscripts.  45   Th e 
occasional use of the Hijri system, it may be argued, implies some level 
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of Muslim consciousness on the part of the scribes, for it would hardly 
have served the functional purpose of providing dates to potential 
readers who would be mainly familiar with and must have utilised the 
Vikram Sa  ṁ  vat era.  

   Concluding Observations  

 Using the lens of manuscripts and associated cultural practices, this 
chapter has sought to recover the voices of and examine the role of the 
scribal/literate gentry in the formation of the Satpanth tradition, which 
has hitherto been primarily envisaged as a product of missionary 
activities as far as its premodern history is concerned. In premodern 
societies, in the absence of widespread literacy, it was mainly through 
the mediating groups of literati and performers (such as scribes and 
narrators) that textual and other genres (like those transmitted 
through Satpanth manuscripts) were made available to the concerned 
audiences, until the advent of printing redefi ned in critical ways the 
modes of engagement with texts. It was at this juncture that the 
manuscript culture gradually gave way to the print culture, and scribes 
became less prominent and relevant, disappearing conspicuously in 
our case from the early decades of the 20th century. 

 To scholars and observers of the Satpanth tradition, who are more 
familiar with the multi-faceted doctrinal vision of the  Gin ā n s, the 
overtly ‘Muslim’ orientation of the Satpanth literate gentry, as shown 
here through a variety of features in the manuscripts they cultivated, 
might seem to suggest a degree of incompatibility between the two 
worlds—that of the supposed composers of  Gin ā n s (P ī rs and Sayyids) 
and the scribal/literate class. However, despite their conspicuous 
supra-sectarian attitude, the  Gin ā n s do at times depict a concern with 
what may be called inter-religious dialects.  46   Th ese fragments of 
 Gin ā n ic articulations and the further concrete evidence from the 
manuscripts allow us to postulate a pronounced transition of the 
Satpanth worldview and the religious identity of its adherents to a new 
mode in which many an adherent from these communities (and 
certainly the scribal and literate gentry examined in this chapter) were 
more self-consciously aware of their ‘Muslim’ identity. Furthermore, 
as the evidence in the present chapter shows, many members of this 
scribal and literate class hailed from the Khoja communities whose 
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incessant portrayal as merchants and traders, at least since the fi rst 
half of the 19th century, downplays their agency and voice in being at 
the forefront of shaping the contours of their religious beliefs, 
worldviews and practices during premodern and colonial times.  

   NOTES  

     1 MacMurdo’s account of Kutch appeared in  Transactions of the Literary Society of 
Bombay , vol. 2 (London, 1820), pp. 205–241; the description of the Khojas is off ered on 
p. 232. Some decades later, Dalpatr ā m Pr ā  � jivan Khakhar, in his ‘Castes and Tribes in 
Kachh’, found the Khojas (like MacMurdo) to be ‘chiefl y cultivators in Kachh, but 
[were] enterprising merchants in Bombay and Zanzibar, China, [etc.]’. He further 
identifi ed the Khojas of Kutch as ‘Shiah Muhammadans’, most of them being ‘originally 
Hindus of the Bh â  � ia caste’, and provided additional observations on their mixed 
religious tenets; see  Th e Indian Antiquary, A Journal of Oriental Research , 5 (1876), 
pp. 167–174, at 171.   

    2 Richard Burton,  Sindh and the Races that Inhabit the Valley of the Indus  (London, 1851), 
pp. 248–250. Amelia Cary (wife of Lord Falkland, the governor of Bombay) thus 
remarked about the Khojas around the same time as Burton penned his observations 
on them: ‘[Th ey] are a kindred tribe of Mahomedan heretics. Th ey do not usually, like 
the Bohras, travel about as pedlars, but in Bombay, and other seaport towns of Western 
India, and in Cutch, they have a great share in the local trade; and in Scinde, where they 
are very numerous, I am told they cultivate land, and are distinguished for their 
enterprise and industry’. She then goes on to underscore the eclectic nature of their 
religion and its connection with the ‘Ismalite heresy’ through their spiritual head, the 
Aga Khan; see her  Chow-Chow; being Selections from a Journal Kept in India, Egypt, and 
Syria  (London, 1857), vol. 2, pp. 18–19.   

    3 William Johnson,  Th e Oriental Races and Tribes, Residents and Visitors of Bombay: A 
Series of Photographs, with Letter-Press Descriptions , vol. 1:  Gujar â t, Kutch, and K â thiaw â r  
(London, 1863), pp. 97–99.   

    4 Literally meaning the ‘True Path’,  Sat-panth  is a key idea (along with some others) 
employed in the  Gin ā n  literature for the religio-moral dispensation propagated in it. 
Khojas were among the many groups who were preached the teachings of Satpanth, 
with the  Gin ā n s being an important medium for it.   

    5 For a survey of the issues involved on the question of the religious identity of Khojas, 
see Ali S. Asani, ‘From Satpanthi to Ismaili Muslim: Th e Articulation of Ismaili Khoja 
Identity in South Asia’, in Farhad Daft ary, ed.,  A Modern History of the Ismailis: 
Continuity and Change in a Muslim Community  (London, 2011), pp. 95–128.   

    6 Sir Erskine Perry,  Cases Illustrative of Oriental Life, and the Application of English Law to 
India  (London, 1853), pp. 112–114.   

    7 One may immediately recognise that Perry’s observations about the Khojas’ practice of 
Islamic precepts were (partly) countered by observers like Burton who, for example, 
noted that the Khojas of Sindh had a practice of writing the Qur �  ā n in their communal 
script. Also, in a reprint of the judgement originally delivered by Perry in 1847, he rectifi ed 
certain factual inaccuracies earlier made about the Khojas; see ibid, p. 113 (note a). Th e 
key point here is that, despite having diff erences and counterpoints in how certain details 
about the Khojas were brought to light by these accounts, there was a degree of uniformity 
in the manner certain overarching images about them were perpetuated.   

    8 See  Judgment by the Hon’ble Sir Joseph Arnould in the Kojah Case, otherwise known as the 
Aga Khan Case, heard in the High Court of Bombay, during April and June, 1866  
([Bombay], 1866), esp. pp. 7, 11–12.   
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    9 See, for example, H. B. E. Frere, ‘Th e Khojas: Th e Disciples of the Old Man of the 
Mountain’,  Macmillan’s Magazine , 34 (1876), pp. 342–350, 430–438. Frere introduces the 
Khojas as ‘the present representative’ of the ‘old man of the mountain’, who ‘though now 
peaceful merchants and cultivators, are the successors in unbroken descent of the Assassins 
of the Middle Ages’. His paper produces long excerpts from Arnould’s judgement. See also 
R. E. Enthoven,  Th e Tribes and Castes of Bombay  (Bombay, 1922), vol. 2, pp. 217–230, where 
aft er identifying the Khojas as ‘Ism á ili á s of the Naz á rian sub-division’, it provides such 
details as their history, customs, religious practices etc., fi nishing the account with their 
achievements in the sphere of commerce and business in India and beyond.   

   10 Farhad Daft ary discusses these advancements in his  Th e Ism ā  �  ī l ī s: Th eir History and 
Doctrines  (2nd ed., Cambridge, 2007), pp. 1–33.   

   11 Zawahir Moir, ‘Historical and Religious Debates amongst Indian Ismailis 1840–1920’, in 
Mariola Off redi, ed.,  Th e Banyan Tree: Essays on Early Literature in New Indo-Aryan 
Languages  (New Delhi, 2000), vol. 1, pp. 131–153; and Wafi  Momin,  Th e Formation of the 
Satpanth Ismaili Tradition in South Asia  (PhD diss., Th e University of Chicago, 2016), 
esp. pp. 212–253.   

   12 James Campbell, ed.,  Gazetteer of the Bombay Presidency , Vol. 9, Part 2:  Gujar á t 
Population: Musalm á ns and P á rsis  (Bombay, 1899); for Khojas, see pp. 36–50. It may be 
noted that similar to the Khojas, the Bohras represented yet another group who were by 
and large depicted as traders and merchants despite having a long tradition of 
intellectual and literary activities, as is evident (for example) through the manuscript 
culture cultivated among them.   

   13 For example, W. Ivanow saw the split within what he called the sect of Satpanth (in the 
beginning of 10th/16th century) as a clash between the interests of the ‘trading 
newcomers’ (that is, the Khojas) and ‘converts from the local farmers’ of Gujarat and 
Konkan (who remained known as Satpanth ī s); see his  Ismaili Literature: A Bibliographical 
Survey  (2nd ed., Tehran, 1963), p. 12. It must be pointed out that some earlier accounts, 
while dwelling on various meanings of the term ‘Khoja’, did hint at other possibilities 
alongside the conventional ‘lord’ and ‘master’. Hence, Burton considered the term 
‘Khwajeh’ (as he applied it to the Khojas of Sindh and other parts) a Persian ‘titular 
appellation’ which signifi ed ‘a bard, a teacher, and a merchant’ without discussing its 
implications; see his  Sindh and the Races , p. 412, n. 26.   

   14 On Khojk ī  script see Ali Asani, ‘Th e Khojk ī  Script: A Legacy of Ismaili Islam in the 
Indo-Pakistan Subcontinent’,  Journal of the American Oriental Society , 107 (1987), 
pp. 439–449; and Christopher Shackle and Zawahir Moir,  Ismaili Hymns from South 
Asia: An Introduction to the Ginans  (Richmond, 2000), pp. 34–42.   

   15 Th ere are at present two known institutional collections of these manuscripts, namely 
those of Th e Institute of Ismaili Studies and Harvard University, with many in private 
possession; for the Harvard manuscripts, see Ali S. Asani,  Th e Harvard Collection of 
Ismaili Literature in Indic Languages: A Descriptive Catalog and Finding Aid  (Boston, 
1992). Th is chapter is mainly based on observations drawn from the Institute’s collection, 
a catalogue of which is forthcoming.   

   16 For some of the works exhibiting this trend, see W. Ivanow, ‘Th e Sect of Imam Shah in 
Gujrat’,  Journal of the Bombay Branch of the Royal Asiatic Society , New Series, 12 (1936), 
pp. 19–17; and his  Ismaili Literature , pp. 11–12, 174–181; Azim Nanji,  Th e Niz ā r ī  Ism ā  �  ī l ī  
Tradition in the Indo-Pakistan Subcontinent  (Delmar, NY, 1978), pp. 33–96; and Shackle 
and Moir,  Ismaili Hymns from South Asia , pp. 6–8.   

   17 An important exception here is Asani,  Th e Harvard Collection , esp. pp. 48–51; Asani’s 
observations on the scribes are based on relevant manuscripts housed at Harvard.   

   18 For some relevant studies discussing the role of this class, see Muzaff ar Alam and Sanjay 
Subrahmanyam, ‘Th e Making of a Munshi’,  Comparative Studies of South Asia, Africa 
and the Middle East , 24 (2004), pp. 61–72; Kumkum Chatterjee, ‘Scribal Elites in 
Sultanate and Mughal Bengal’,  Th e Indian Economic and Social History Review , 47 
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(2010), pp. 445–472; Rosalind O ‛ Hanlon, ‘Th e Social Worth of Scribes: Brahmins, 
K ā yasthas and the Social Order in Early Modern India’,  Th e Indian Economic and Social 
History Review , 47 (2010), pp. 563–595; Daud Ali, ‘Th e Image of the Scribe in Early 
Medieval Sources’, in Kesavan Veluthat and Donald R. Davis, Jr., ed.,  Irreverent History: 
Essays for M.G.S. Narayanan  (Delhi, 2014), pp. 167–187; and Rajeev Kinra,  Writing Self, 
Writing Empire: Chandar Bhan Brahman and the Cultural World of the Indo-Persian State 
Secretary  (Oakland, CA, 2015).   

   19 During the course of my research and fi eldwork in diff erent parts of South Asia, I have 
come across many documents and manuscripts, copied in both Khojk ī  and Gujarati, 
which contain mainly administrative and fi nancial records, suggesting that the 
concerned scribes were also engaged in various bureaucratic functions.   

   20 Momin,  Th e Formation of the Satpanth Ismaili Tradition .   
   21 Th e invocatory formula  Al ā   (from  All ā h) to ā h ā ra , which is a characteristic feature of the 

Satpanth manuscripts transcribed in Khojk ī  and Gujarati scripts, oft en occurs with 
slight variations, such as  Al ā  toh ā ra  and  Al ā ha toh ā ra . For an example of its occurrence 
together with  Basmall ā h , see KH 404, pp. 1, 208. It seems to have been in vogue widely 
in Sindh and the adjoining regions beyond those who cultivated these manuscripts. For 
its occurrence in some versions of the Sindhi romantic tale of  Sassu ī  Punhun  (popular 
in Baluchistan and Sindh), see Burton,  Sindh and the Races , p. 95; and [F. J. Goldsmid,] 
 S á sw í  and Punh ú : A Poem in the Original Sindi; with a Metrical Translation in English  
(London, 1863), p. 15 (Sindhi), p. 9 (English). Goldsmid describes it as ‘a cry oft en heard 
among Mahomedans, especially Sindis and Bel ú chis, on the departure of caravans or 
detachments. It is expressive of trust in Providence’ (p. 27, n. 18).   

   22 At the beginning of a text, this information accompanies terms like  likha 2  shuru ke ā s ī   / 
 shuru ki ī   ā he  /  shuru kar ī o t ā   (‘I have started writing’) or similar phrases, indicating 
the commencement of transcribing/copying. On the other hand, at the end of a text 
the colophon bears a combination of terms such as  tamat tam ā m  /  tam ā m shud  /  puro 
theo  /  sampura 2  sam ā pta , indicating that ‘the task has been completed’. In some 
manuscripts, we fi nd the practice of beginning and fi nishing the texts with the terms 
 atha  and  iti , a convention widely observed in Indian manuscripts. For example, in KH 
431 (dated VS 1940/ ca . 1884), the scribe thus commences the popular tale of Sud ā m ā  
( Ś r ī d ā m ā ): ‘Atha:sad ā m ā :pur ī :likh ī che’ (‘now transcribed is  Sad ā m ā  Pur ī  ’) (f. 152v); and 
ends it with these words: ‘It ī :sir ī :sad ā m ā :pur ī :sam ā pata’ (‘so completed  Sad ā m ā  Pur ī  ’) 
(f. 188v).   

   23 See, for example, G é rard Colas, ‘Th e Criticism and Transmission of Texts in Classical 
India’,  Diogenes , 47 (1999), pp. 32–33, 41 (fn. 11).   

   24 KH 541 (dated VS 1927/ ca . 1871), f. 1v; it was not possible to read some words as the folio 
has been eaten into where this note appears. Th e scribe thereaft er commences  Ris ā lo  
with the formula  Basmall ā h  (which is also the case with many other texts copied in the 
manuscript); for the  Ris ā lo , see Asani,  Th e Harvard Collection , p. 11. It seems that the 
scribe in this manuscript used many diff erent sources, for example, aft er fi nishing 
another text, he notes, ‘I have copied [the text] verbatim from the handwriting of Khoj ā  
Al ā rakhe ā  Koraj ī ; if there are any mistakes then correct them before reading it’ (182r). 
While transcribing selections from Khojkī here, I have disregarded the tendency of 
‘over-nasalisation’ encountered frequently in the manuscripts, so as not to encumber 
the transcription.   

   25 KH 431 (dated VS 1940/ ca . 1884), f. 85r. Th e  Gin ā n   Jan ā jo  is also known as  Janat Pur ī  ; 
for its translation, see Vali M. Hooda, tr., ‘Jannatpuri, or the City of Paradise’, in W. 
Ivanow, ed.,  Collectanea  (Leiden, 1948), pp. 122–137.   

   26 KH 55, p. 136.   
   27 Th is observation is further supported by the colophons of some manuscripts where the 

place of their copying is identifi ed as some place in Kutch; see, for example, KH 508, f. 
65r (Bhuj); KH 621, f. 296v (N ā galpur).   
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   28 For communal traditions about D ā d ū ’s role in settling the Khojas to Kutch, see Saced ī n ā  
N ā naj ī  ā  �  ī ,  Khoj ā  Vr ̥  tt ā nt  (Ahmedabad, 1892), pp. 241–242; V ī raj ī  Premaj ī  P ā rap ī  ā ,  K ā b ā  
Timir Bh ā skar urphe Khoj ā  Ibhal ā  2  ī  Va  ṁ  shanu  ṁ   Vr ̥ tt ā nt ane Vak ī l (P ī r) Dh ā dhu  
(Mumbai, 1917), pp. 9–12; and Al ī m ā mad J ā nam ā mad Cun ā r ā ,  Nur ū n Mob ī n athav ā  
All ā han ī  Pavitra Ras ī   (Mumbai, 1935), pp. 573–575. On the identifi cation of Kutch as the 
homeland of the Khojas in the 19th century, see Perry,  Cases Illustrative of Oriental Life , 
p. 112; and  A Voice from India. Being an Appeal to the British Legislature, by Khojahs of 
Bombay, against the usurped and oppressive domination of Hussain Hussanee, commonly 
called and known as ‘Aga Khan’  (London, 1864), p. 9.   

   29 See Asani,  Th e Harvard Collection , pp. 5–22ff .   
   30 See W. Ivanow, ‘Tombs of Some Persian Ismaili Imams’,  Journal of the Bombay Branch of 

the Royal Asiatic Society , New Series, 14 (1938), pp. 49–50. In the same article, Ivanow 
mentions the visit of some Indian followers to Kahak in Iran, a residence of the Niz ā r ī  
imams from roughly the end of the 17th to the middle of the 18th century, and points to 
the existence of their graves, some bearing inscriptions in Khojk ī  script. He, however, 
does not discuss the question of linguistic knowledge on the part of some of these 
Indian visitors which the existence of the graves throws open.   

   31 See, for instance, Nanji,  Th e Niz ā r ī  Ism ā  �  ī l ī  Tradition , esp. Part I; and Momin,  Th e 
Formation of the Satpanth Ismaili Tradition , pp. 61–81ff .   

   32 For the Persian text of  Pandiy ā t-i Jav ā nmard ī   transcribed in Khojk ī , see, for instance, 
KH 25 (vol. 1), pp. 142–211; W. Ivanow edited and translated the Persian text in his 
 Pandiyat-i Jawanmardi or ‘Advices of Manliness’  (Leiden, 1953).   

   33 See, for example, KH 131 and KH 419 where Arabic sounds are represented by the scribe 
in copying the Arabic and other texts with a combination of dots and the marker for 
 shadda . In fact, on some occasions, scribes were conscious that to transcribe the Arabic 
text, it was ‘Khojk ī ’ rather than the Gujarati script which was a suitable option, implying 
that provision in the former was supposedly available through modifi cations to adapt 
the script for Arabic (see Momin,  Th e Formation of the Satpanth Ismaili Tradition , p. 44).   

   34 Th e use of Persian (in Perso-Arabic script) in the colophons etc. may be seen in KH 31 
(beginning); KH 508 (VS 1926/ ca.  1870), f. 65r where the scribe begins and concludes 
the colophon with the Persian couplet,  har ke khv ā nad do �  ā    t1  am � a d ā ram, ze- ā nke man 
banda-i guneh k ā ram  (‘I seek prayers from those who read [it], for I am a sinful servant’) 
which generally occurs in Persian manuscripts.   

   35 Th is classifi cation, it may be stressed, is more suggestive than exhaustive, as there are 
many textual genres that overlap between these two categories. For examples of the 
manuscripts copied from those kept in congregational spaces or those belonged to 
other individuals, see KH 537 (undated), f. 38v, where the scribe copied sixty  Gin ā n s of 
Im ā m Sh ā h from a book of the congregation space of K ā n !  ī  Mohall ā  (in Bombay) 
(k ā   ṁ  dh ī :moleje:kh ā neje:copa � e:mi  ṁ  j ā ) (see Figure 12.3); also, the source of another 
thirty  Gin ā n s of Im ā m Sh ā h that the scribe copies in the same manuscript is mentioned 
as the volume ( poth ī  ) of Khoj ā   �  ā lib K ā ma !  ī  ā  (f. 66v).   

   36 For example, see KH 121 where the scribe, Khoj ā  Kham ī s M ā mad ā  �  ī , copies his own 
poetic works ( k ā f ī  s) in praise of God, Prophet Muhammad, Imam  � Al ī  and other imams 
of his time.   

   37 I discuss this diverse range of literary and religious genres, and their ramifi cations in 
forging the complex tenor of the Satpanth epistemic order in Momin,  Th e Formation of 
the Satpanth Ismaili Tradition .   

   38 Nanji,  Th e Niz ā r ī  Ism ā  �  ī l ī  Tradition , pp. 89–90.   
   39 In the hybrid cases, it is oft en the surnames that remain Indic while the forenames show 

the Arabic/Persian trend (like Kho ā je Nur M ā mad Kh ī  ā te Manj ī  ā  �  ī ), but some names 
depart from this pattern too. Th e above observations on the patterns of names of the 
members of the scribal/literate class are preliminary ones, and it will be worthwhile 
comparing these patterns (as prevalent among the Khojas and other Satpanth 
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communities more widely) from the larger pool of available sources to come up with a 
comprehensive picture of this phenomenon.   

   40 Th is has been suggested in Asani,  Th e Harvard Collection , p. 50.   
   41 Th e line of  vak ī l s who are referred to as  kh ī  ā to  appears in KH 25, vol. 2, p. 198. For the 

use of this title with the names of scribes/patrons, see KH 431 (dated VS 1940/ ca . 1884) 
(towards the end, on a diff erently numbered page); KH 612 (VS 1909/ ca.  1853), f. 24; 
KH 640 (on an unnumbered page in the beginning, producing ‘table of contents’). See 
also the example mentioned in Asani,  Th e Harvard Collection , p. 50. For the Rajasthani 
 khy ā ta  genre, see Norman P. Ziegler, ‘Th e Seventeenth Century Chronicles of M ā rv ā  � a: 
A Study in the Evolution and Use of Oral Traditions in Western India’,  History in Africa , 
3 (1976), pp. 131–132. A further case in point is the title  Ā kh ū nd (comparatively more 
widespread in Sindh) added to the names of some scribes in the Satpanth manuscripts, 
marking their ‘learned’ status.   

   42 See the following examples; for God (referred to as  All ā h ,  Khud ā   etc.), KH 203, f. 18v; 
KH 515, f. 1; for  Panjtan-i P ā k , KH 431, f. 2r; KH 509, p. 1; KH 541, f. 69; for  � Al ī  (using 
diff erent titles), KH 507, f. 50; KH 508, f. 16; for  Sh ā h P ī r , KH 526, f. 5b; KH 537, f. 38; 
KH 549, f. 1; KH 557 (unpaginated folio); KH 619, f. 1; for  Dha 2  ī  P ī r  (the lord P ī r), KH 
507, f. 1; KH 533, f. 111; KH 538, p. 59; for the name of  � asan  � Al ī  (Aga Khan I), KH 623, 
f. 166, and Sul �  ā n Mu � ammad Sh ā h (Aga Khan III), KH 625, p. 70, the last two being 
the Niz ā r ī  imams.   

   43 Th e exceptions in the manuscripts are some Indic popular tales associated with certain 
mythological fi gures where Hindu deities are of course invoked. But at the 
commencement of such texts, the agencies that the scribes invoke are not those of the 
Hindu tradition. See also Wafi  Momin, ‘On the Cusp of “Islamic” and “Hindu” 
Worldviews? Th e  Gin ā n  Literature and the Dialectics of Self and Other’, in Orkhan Mir-
Kasimov, ed.,  Intellectual Interactions in the Islamic World: Th e Ismaili Th read  (London, 
2020), pp. 427–451; and idem, ‘Th e Idea of Evil and Messianic Deliverance in the 
Satpanth Ismaili Tradition of South Asia’, in Natasha Mikles and Joseph Laycock, 
ed.,  Religion, Culture, and the Monstrous: Of Gods and Monsters  (Lanham, MD, 2021), 
pp. 63–77.   

   44 Th e Muslim shahāda is produced in, among others, KH 431, f. 107v; KH 530, f. 53r and 
KH 560, f. 300r.   

   45 For the use of Hijri dates in the manuscripts, see KH 55, p. 136 and KH 413, ff . 132v–133r. 
In some rare cases, the Gregorian dating is also combined with Vikram Sa  ṁ  vat and 
Hijri eras.   

   46 See Momin, ‘On the Cusp of “Islamic” and “Hindu” Worldviews?’.         
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 Ismaili–Sufi Relationships in the Light of 
the Ni � mat All ā h ī  Manuscripts in the 

Holdings of The Institute of Ismaili Studies  *     

    Orkhan   Mir-Kasimov               

  Sh ā h Ni � mat All ā h Wal ī  (d. 834/1430–1431) was a famous Sufi  master 
and the founder of an infl uential Sufi  order.  1   It is well known that 
the Ismailis and the Ni � mat All ā h ī s had a long history of close and 
friendly relationships.  2   However, while the historical aspect of this 
relationship has attracted some scholarly attention, our knowledge 
concerning its intellectual aspect, that is, each group’s awareness of 
the other’s doctrines, is still very limited. Th e present paper aims at 
addressing this latter point by focussing on some manuscripts 
attributed to Sh ā h Ni � mat All ā h Wal ī  and preserved in the Ismaili 
Special Collections Unit at Th e Institute of Ismaili Studies (IIS) in 
London. Th ese manuscripts, which include prose and poetry, come 
from private Ismaili libraries in Badakhshān (Tajikistan and 
Afghanistan).  3   Ismaili communities of these regions regard Sh ā h 
Ni � mat All ā h Wal ī  as their co-religionist and his works, especially the 
poetry attributed to him, are still popular and are recited during 
religious ceremonies.  4   Th is seems also confi rmed by the existence of 
very recent (20th century) copies among the manuscripts collected 
and preserved at the IIS. Is there anything in the nature and contents 
of these works attributed to Sh ā h Ni � mat All ā h Wal ī  that explains their 
incorporation as part of the Ismaili spiritual and intellectual heritage? 
Information concerning the reception and transmission of the Ni � mat 
All ā h ī  texts in Ismaili milieus could provide some useful highlights to 
complement our knowledge of historical relationships between the 
Ismailis and Ni � mat All ā his. 
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 I will begin this chapter by briefl y discussing the reasons for the 
rapprochement between the Ismailis and Sufi s in general and 
the Ismailis and Ni � mat All ā h ī s in particular. I will then focus on the 
manuscripts attributed to Sh ā h Ni � mat All ā h Wal ī  in the collection of 
Th e Institute of Ismaili Studies, on their description, identifi cation, 
and when relevant, comparison with the existing editions. While 
discussing the contents of these works, I will highlight the points that, 
in my opinion, are particularly close to the Ismaili doctrinal positions 
and could therefore explain the popularity of Sh ā h Ni � mat All ā h Wal ī ’s 
works in the Ismaili milieu.  

   Doctrinal and Historical Links between 
Ni � mat All ā h ī s and Ismailis  

 Sufi sm and Shi � ism are two esoteric currents of Islam and, as such, 
they share many common features. In the course of history this 
similarity generated, on the one hand mutual sympathy and 
collaboration and, on the other, rivalry and competition. For 
example, some major branches of the Shi � is, such as the Twelvers and 
the Ismailis, adhere, like the Sufi s, to the idea of divinely inspired 
guide. However, for the Twelvers and the Ismailis, this guide must 
belong to the particular line of the prophetic family, that of the 
Imams, in which the prophetic knowledge is preserved and transmitted 
from father to son. In contradistinction, for the Sufi s spiritual 
leadership is not limited to the prophetic family and belongs to the 
Shaykhs, spiritual masters who attained the highest degree of 
enlightenment. 

 Th e contradiction between these two potentially confl icting 
conceptions of authority was somewhat fl attened in Twelver Shi � ism, 
where the Sufi  shaykh could be seen as a representative of the hidden 
Imam during the prolonged absence of the latter.  5   We know that some 
Ni � mat All ā h ī  dervishes made this claim in the past, and it seems that 
this is presently the understanding that the Twelver Shi � i followers of 
the Ni � mat All ā hiyya have concerning the relationship between the 
hidden Imam and their shaykh.  6   But such a solution was obviously not 
applicable to the Ismaili cause. Indeed, there was no major occultation 
in the Ismaili branch of Shi � i Islam and therefore the Ismaili Imam 
was always more or less present and accessible to his community.  7   In 
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addition, it seems that Sh ā h Ni � mat All ā h Wal ī  never explicitly 
presented himself as a champion of the Ismaili, or even more broadly 
Shi � i, cause. 

 However, in spite of these circumstances, it seems that the Ismailis, 
like the Twelvers, did have some authentic interest in the Ni � mat All ā h ī  
doctrine, and this interest was not limited to tactical dissimulation 
( taqiyya ), that is, to the adoption of a Sufi  appearance in order to avoid 
persecution. Th is is probably due to the following reasons. 

 First, the rapprochement between Shi � ism and Sufi sm, especially in 
the period following the Mongol invasions and the end of the Niz ā r ī  
Ismaili state in northern Iran created a context, marked by the works 
of such prominent Shi � i thinkers as  � aydar Amul ī  (d. aft er 787/1385), 
in which Sufi  doctrines could be perceived as authentic esoteric 
teachings of the Shi � i Imams.  8   Th is was facilitated by the fact that 
Sufi sm at that time was becoming more and more impregnated by 
Shi � i ideas and symbolism, including the veneration of  � Al ī  b. Ab ī   �  ā lib 
and of the prophetic family, and emphasis on the  wal ā ya  as the inner 
dimension of the prophecy.  9   In this atmosphere of Sufi /Shi � i 
eclecticism, it is not surprising that the Niz ā r ī  Ismailis could discern 
and incorporate in their tradition the ideas resonating with their own 
doctrines not only from Sh ā h Ni � mat All ā h Wal ī , but also from Persian 
mystical poets, such as San ā  �  ī  (Majd ū d b. Adam al-Ghaznaw ī , d. 
525/1131), Far ī d al-D ī n  � A �  �  ā r (d. 586/1190 or 627/1230) or Jal ā l al-D ī n 
R ū m ī  (d. 672/1273), and from mystical thinkers such as  � Az ī z al-D ī n 
Nasaf ī  (d.  ca . 700/1300) or famous Ibn  � Arab ī  (d. 638/1240).  10   Another 
strong argument for the incorporation of the Sufi  literature 
in the Persian language into the Persianate Niz ā r ī  Ismaili tradition is 
that the Niz ā r ī  written heritage was severely diminished aft er the 
destruction of the libraries in Ismaili strongholds in northern Iran. 
Recognition of the Sufi  literature as expressing the same esoteric truths 
as the teachings of the Imams could have been seen as a remedy to the 
loss of the Ismaili libraries in the fi re of the Mongol invasions. 

 Second, Sh ā h Ni � mat All ā h Wal ī  belonged to this specifi c generation 
of post-Mongol spiritual leaders, such as Fa ! l All ā h Astar ā b ā d ī  
(d. 796/1394), Mu � ammad N ū rbakhsh (d. 869/1464), Mu � ammad 
Ibn Fal ā  �  (al-Musha � sha � ) (d. 870/1465–1466) and the Safavid 
leaders Junayd (d. 864/1460),  � aydar (d. 893/1488) and Sh ā h Ism ā  �  ī l 
(d. 930/1524), who had a particularly strong awareness of their mission 
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as divinely guided leaders, oft en marked by more or less strongly 
expressed messianic claims. Th ese kinds of spiritual guides were 
particularly close to and, at least in some cases could be inspired by, 
the Niz ā r ī  Ismaili conception of  qiy ā ma , the messianic age placed 
under authority of the divinely guided Imam.  11   Th e poetry of Sh ā h 
Ni � mat All ā h Wal ī  contains many elements that are usually associated 
with Shi � i tenets, such as the centrality of  � Al ī  b. Ab ī   �  ā lib, the names 
of several Shi � i Imams, mention of the ‘fi ve of the cloak’, of the 14 
Immaculate ones, of the tragedy of Karbala, and so on.  12   Some verses 
attributed to Sh ā h Ni � mat All ā h Wal ī  also suggest that he was believed 
to be divinely protected from error.  13   Other verses mention ‘universal 
rite’ and divine guidance.  14   Apparently, the explicit inspiration of Sh ā h 
Ni � mat All ā h was the theory of the Seal of the Sainthood of Ibn  � Arab ī .  15   
Whether Sh ā h Ni � mat All ā h was familiar with the Niz ā r ī  Ismaili 
doctrine of the  qiy ā ma  remains a question, but the image of an infallible 
divinely guided leader who ushers in a universal religion of the 
messianic age resonates very strongly with the Niz ā r ī  Ismaili 
description of the Imam of the  qiy ā ma . 

 Th e third argument that is usually mentioned as one of the possible 
explanations of the close historical relationships between the Ismailis 
and Ni � mat All ā h ī s is the genealogy of Sh ā h Ni � mat All ā h Wal ī . 
According to some accounts, he was a descendant of Ism ā  �  ī l b. Ja � far 
al- �  ā diq.  16   

 Such is the background against which the historical relationships 
between Q ā sim-Sh ā h ī  branch of the Niz ā r ī  Ismailis and the Ni � mat 
All ā h ī  Sufi  order should be considered. It will be remembered that 
some kind of association between these two groups existed apparently 
since the 32nd Imam of the Q ā sim-Sh ā h ī  Ismailis, Mustan � ir bi’ll ā h II 
(d. 885/1480) and continued until the middle of the 20th century.  17   

 Th is could also explain why the Sufi  literature, including poetry and 
doctrinal works, and in particular the poetry and works of Sh ā h Ni � mat 
All ā h Wal ī  not only circulated, but was and, as some of the recently 
copied manuscript material shows, still is popular among the Ismailis. 
Th ere are also probably some more specifi c links between the fi gure of 
Sh ā h Ni � mat All ā h Wal ī  and Ismailism in Badakhshān, since some 
traces of Shah Ni � mat All ā h Wal ī ’s infl uence can be discerned in 
 Chir ā gh-rawshan,  the local tradition of the Ismaili communities of 
Badakhshān.  18    
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   Manuscripts of Works Attributed to 
Sh ā h Ni � mat All ā h Wal ī  in the Collection of the IIS  

 As mentioned, the works attributed to Sh ā h Ni � mat All ā h Wal ī  in the 
collection of Th e Institute of Ismaili Studies include poetry and 
doctrinal treatises in prose. Poetry is part of the miscellaneous 
compilations of poetry (MS BA 71, MS BA 126, MS BA 141, MS 
BT 130, MS BT 134, MS BT 173, MS BT 185, MS BT 197, MS BT 282, 
MS BT 285). Th e poetry attributed to Sh ā h Ni � mat All ā h Wal ī  occupies 
a few folios in each of these manuscripts. MS BA 86 is a voluminous 
collection of Sh ā h Ni � mat All ā h’s doctrinal treatises ( ras ā  � il ). As 
mentioned, all these manuscripts come from the private libraries of 
Ismaili families of Badakhshān region of Tajikistan and Afghanistan.  19    

   Poetry  

 Th e compilations of poetry include older looking manuscripts (MS 
BA 71 (1367/[1947–1948]), MS BA 141 (1365/[1946]), MS BT 197 (n.d.), 
MS BT 134,  20   MS BT 130,  21   and more recently copied manuscripts 
written in what look like Soviet-era school notebooks and address 
books (MS BA 126 (n.d.), MS BT 173 (n.d.), MS BT 185 (n.d.), MS BT 
282 (1963?), MS BT 285 (1380/[1960–1961]). Th e signifi cant number of 
manuscripts written on modern supports suggests that this poetry is 
still popular and circulates widely among the Ismailis of Badakhshān. 

 A few notes about the contents of these fragments of poetry: Sh ā h 
Ni � mat All ā h Wal ī ’s kind of mystical messianic ethos, combined with 
a more or less clearly expressed claim to divinely guided leadership 
and interwoven with Shi � i-sounding references, did appeal to the 
Ismailis. One of the recently copied manuscripts (MS BA 126, copied 
on a Soviet-era school notebook) (see Figure 13.1) contains poetry 
ascribed to Sh ā h Ni � mat All ā h where he calls himself the locus of 
manifestation of sincerity ( ma  harg ā h-i  � idq ), infallible ( ma �  �  ū m ), and 
light of  � Al ī  b. Ab ī   �  ā lib ( n ū r-i  � Al ī  ). He is the cupbearer of God ( s ā q ī -yi 
khud ā  ), he is the minstrel of God ( mu � rib-i khud ā  ) in this cycle ( dar  ī n 
dawr/ dar  ī n qarn/ dar  ī n  � a � r ) for the friends of Ja � far’s station ( dust ā n-i 
maq ā m-i Ja � far ī  ) and divinely appointed representative of the Twelver 
Mahdi Mu � ammad ibn  � Askar ī  in this age ( n ā  � ib be-khud ā  manam 
dar- ī n  � a � r/  ā n mahd ī -yi ibn  � Askar ī -r ā  ). He is the sun of the Real and 
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the Real itself ( man shams-i  � aq ī qatam ke  � aqqam ). He is the teacher 
of the prophetic law, and he is the guide on the paths of sainthood. He 
is the mirror refl ecting the  wal ā ya  of  � Al ī  b. Ab ī   �  ā lib; he is the locus 
of manifestation of the divine splendour ( ma  har-i jilwa-yi il ā h ī  ); he is 
the metaphysical meaning of the divine form ( ma � n ā -yi  �  ū rat-i khud ā  ). 

 Th is kind of claim comes very close indeed to the image of a Shi � i, 
and in particular Ismaili Imam. Even if there is little doubt that any 
explicitly Shi � i elements in Sh ā h Ni � mat All ā h’s poetry refer to the 
Twelver and not the Ismaili Shi � i tradition, they obviously also 
resonated with the Ismaili Shi � i worldview. Among our fragments, 
there are verses where Sh ā h Ni � mat All ā h praises  � Al ī  b. Ab ī   �  ā lib, his 
family and the 14 impeccable ones.  22   Th ese verses can be found in the 
following manuscripts: MS BT 173 (modern notebook) contains praise 
of  � Al ī  and the famous phrase which describes  � Al ī  as the prototype of 
Islamic chivalry,  23   14 impeccable ones,  wal ā ya  and  wal ī  ; and MS BT 
197 contains a piece of poetry titled ‘the Qasida of Sh ā h Ni � mat All ā h 
Wal ī ’ ( qa �  ī da-yi Sh ā h Ni � mat All ā h Wal ī  ), where  � Al ī  is described as the 
supreme Imam and the  wal ī   of the two worlds,  24   and the author of the 
 qa �  ī da  (Ni � mat All ā h Wal ī ?) claims to possess  � Al ī ’s seal ( muhr ). Th e 

   Figure 13.1 Poetry ascribed to Sh ā h Ni � mat All ā h from MS BA 126.         
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 qa �  ī da  also expresses loyalty to the family of  � Al ī . MS BT 134 contains 
praise of  � Al ī  as well. 

 Manuscripts MS BT 282 and MS BT 185 (modern notebooks) 
contain fragments of ‘philosophical’ poetry of Sh ā h Ni � mat All ā h Wal ī , 
mentioning universal Intellect, universal soul, planets, nature and so 
on, which resonates with the Ismaili cosmogonical and cosmological 
doctrines. 

 One fragment of poetry in manuscript MS BA 71 is related to the 
particular status of the Timurid line. It describes Tamerlane (d. 
807/1405) as the Lord of Conjunction (  �  ā  � ib-i qir ā n ), then mentions 
M ī r ā nsh ā h (one of the sons of Tamerlane, d.  ca.  810/1408) and B ā bur 
( �  ā hir al-D ī n Mu � ammad, d. 937/1530, a fourth-generation descendant 
of M ī r ā nsh ā h). Th is same manuscript contains some eschatological 
predictions, mentioning several dates, the end of the world (  ā khir 
zam ā n ) and the coming of Jesus. 

 Th e remaining fragments mainly contain Sufi  poetry, lyrical 
passages which do not seem to be linked with any specifi cally Ismaili 
doctrinal topic.  

   Doctrinal Works  

 As mentioned, manuscript MS BA 86 titled ‘the Epistle of Sh ā h Ni � mat 
All ā h Wal ī ’ ( Ris ā la-yi Sh ā h Ni � mat All ā h Wal ī  ) (see Figure 13.2) is more 
interesting from the point of view of the Ismaili reception of the Ni � mat 
All ā h ī  doctrines. Th e manuscript contains about 300 folios, that is, 
600 pages. In spite of its title, it is not a single epistle, but a collection 
of some 45  ras ā  � il.  According to the colophon, the manuscript was 
completed on  chah ā rshamba  14  Rajab  1238 (Wednesday 26 March 
1823) by Mull ā   � Al ī  Mu � ammad.  25   

 I compared the contents of this manuscript with one of the existing 
editions of Sh ā h Ni � mat All ā h’s works, namely Javad N ū rbakhsh’s 
edition titled  Ris ā lah ā -ye  � a � rat-i sayyid N ū r al-D ī n Sh ā h Ni � mat All ā h 
Wal ī ,  4 vols. (Tehran, 1357 Sh. [1978-1979]). Th is edition contains 94 
treatises ascribed to Sh ā h Ni � mat All ā h. Th e results of this comparison 
are presented in the reconstructed table of contents of the manuscript 
MS BA 86 below (titles published in the N ū rbakhsh edition are in 
bold). 
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    1. (1b–11b), Text of the   Ris ā la-yi shar � -i aby ā t-i Fu 
  ū  
  al- � ikam  
[this is only part of the text published in the N ū rbakhsh edition, 
4:436–522. Th e manuscript diverges from the printed text of the 
N ū rbakhsh edition starting from the p. 485].  

  2. (11b–58b) Unidentifi ed untitled text divided into chapters 
corresponding to the letters of the alphabet ( b ā b al- �  ā d  etc.), 
however not in alphabetical order.  

  3. (58b–95b)  Shar � -i lama �  ā t-i  � Ir ā q ī  .  
  4.  (95b–107a) untitled section introduced by   basmala , apparently 

identical with the  Mar ā tib-i rind ā n   in N ū rbakhsh 1:229–269.  Th is 
is a metaphysical treatise with passages on the meaning of letters.  

  5.  (107a–127a)   Shar � -i fa 
  
 -i awwal min Fu 
  ū  
  al- � ikam  
 [=N ū rbakhsh 4:319–389].  Contains passages on the human being 
as locus of manifestation of the divine names and attributes which 
could be read as related to the Shi � i concept of Imam.  

  6. (127a–138a)  Tarjuma-yi nuq ū sh-i fu �  ū  �  al- � ikam .  

   Figure 13.2  Ris ā la-yi Sh ā h Ni � mat All ā h Wal ī   in MS BA 86.         
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  7.  (138a–147a)   Dar ta � q ī q-i Fu 
  ū  
  al- � ikam   [=N ū rbakhsh 4:286–
318].  Contains comments on prophetic fi gures starting with Adam.  

  8.  (147a–152a)   Ris ā la-yi  � ur ū f-i mu 	 jam wa mu � mala,   [=N ū rbakhsh  
 Ris ā la-yi ta � qiq ā t-i  � ur ū f   3:325–341].  Apparently the same as the 
 Ris ā la-yi  � ur ū f  222a–228a.  

  9.  (152a–153b)   Ris ā la-yi  � ur ū f-i yush ā r bihi   [=N ū rbakhsh   Ris ā la-yi 
 	 ayniyya   3:396–400].  A metaphysical treatise on the signifi cance 
of letters of the alphabet.  

  10.  (153b–159a)   Ris ā la-yi shar � -i rum ū z   [=  Ris ā la-yi rum ū z  
 N ū rbakhsh 3:36–57].  A treatise on the properties of vision and of 
the names and of perception.  

   11. (159a–165a)   Ris ā la wa bihi nasta 	  ī nu hid ā y ā t   [=  Ris ā la-yi hid ā yat  
 in N ū rbakhsh 2:188–208].   

   12. (165a–168a)   Ris ā la-yi muqaddim ā t-i khamsa   [=N ū rbakhsh  
 Ris ā la-yi u 
  ū l-i khamsa   2:142–152].   

  13. (168a–171b)  Ris ā la-yi jan ā niyya.   
  14. (171b–174b)  Ris ā la-yi w ā rid ā t.   
  15. (174b–180a)  Su �  ā l wa jaw ā b  (is not identical to the  Ris ā lya-yi su �  ā l 

wa jaw ā b  in N ū rbakhsh 2:1–23).  
  16. (180a–199b)  Ris ā la dar jaw ā b wa su �  ā l  (is not identical to the 

 Ris ā la-yi su �  ā l wa jaw ā b  in N ū rbakhsh 2:1–23).  
   17. (199b–201a)   Ris ā la-yi dhawqiy ā t   [=  Ris ā la dhawqiyya   N ū rbakhsh 

3:262–267].   
  18. (201a–203a) Untitled text introduced by a  basmala.   
   19. (203a–210a)   Ris ā la-yi nuk ā t   [=  Ris ā la-yi nuk ā t   in N ū rbakhsh 

3:237–260].   
   20. (210a–212b)   Ris ā la-yi ta � q ī q al- ī m ā n   [=N ū rbakhsh 1:104–111].   
   21. (212b–222a)   Ris ā la-yi  � ur ū f ā t   [=N ū rbakhsh   Ris ā la f ī  asr ā r 

al- � ur ū f   3:350–379, MS text has a short continuation aft er 
N ū rbakhsh’s fi nal lines].   

   22. (222a–228a)   Ris ā la-yi  � ur ū f.   Apparently the same as   Ris ā la-yi 
 � ur ū f-i mu 	 jam wa mu � mala   147a–152a.   

   23. (228a–229a) Untitled, the same as 152a–153b,   Ris ā la-yi  � ur ū f-i 
yush ā r bihi   [=N ū rbakhsh   Ris ā la-yi  	 ayniyya   396–400].   

  24. (229a–236a)  Ris ā lah ā -yi wa bihi nasta �  ī nu.   
  25. (236a–238a)  Ris ā la dar bay ā n-i s ū rat al-taw �  ī d.   
  26. (238a–240b)  Ris ā la-yi sajda-yi til ā wat.   
  27. (240b–241b)  Ris ā la dar bay ā n-i kalima-yi  � ayyiba.   
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   28. (241b)   Ris ā la dar bay ā n-i mi 	 r ā j   [= N ū rbakhsh 1:74].   
  29. (241b–242a)  Ris ā la dar bay ā n-i isl ā m.   
  30. (242a–246b) Untitled section introduced by  basmala.   
  31. (246b–248a)  Ris ā la-yi  �  ū z ā  � iyya.   
  32. (248a–251a)  Ris ā la-yi am ā n ā t.   
  33. (251a–254a)  Ris ā la-yi hid ā yat li-l-salamayn.   
   34. (254a–256b)   Ris ā la-yi ma � abbat-n ā ma   [=   Ma � abbat-n ā ma  

 N ū rbakhsh 1:208–215 text somewhat longer at the end in the 
MS]   

  35. (256b–259a) A section introduced by  Ka-m ā  q ā la al-Im ā m  � Al ī  Ab ī  
 *  ā lib al-    � ilm nuq � a,  followed by a  basmala .  

   36. (259a–262a)   Ris ā la-yi  ī j ā diyyat   [=N ū rbakhsh   Ris ā la al- ī j ā diyya  
 2:25–36].   

  37. (262a–269a)  Ris ā la-yi fu �  ū l.   
   38. (269a–273a)   Ris ā la dar bay ā n-i aq �  ā b   [= N ū rbakhsh 1:142–155 

(  qu � biyya  )].   
   39. (273a–274b)   Ris ā la-yi bar ā zikh   [is part of the   Ris ā la-yi bar ā zikh  

 in N ū rbakhsh 2:277–307, 302–307].   
  40. (274b–275a) Untitled section introduced by  basmala.   
   41. (275a–276a)   Ris ā la-yi khalwat   [= N ū rbakhsh 1:226–7].   
   42. (276a–277b)   Ris ā la-yi na 
  ā  � i �    [=   Na 
  ī  � at-n ā ma   N ū rbakhsh 

1:381–386].   
  43. (277b–278a)  Ris ā la-yi bay ā n-i s ū rat al-ikhl ā  � .   
  44. (278a–279a)  Ris ā la-yi shar � -i All ā h n ū r al-samaw ā t wa-l-ar � .   
  45. (279a–285b)  Ris ā la-yi ma �  ā rif.   
  46. (285b–293a)  Ris ā la-yi shar � -i asma � .   
  47. (293a–294b)  Ris ā la-yi shar � -i asma � -i All ā h.    

 Of course, this is only a preliminary attempt at identifying the 
contents of the manuscript MS BA 86. As can be seen from the list 
above, sometimes untitled treatises from the manuscript appear with a 
title in the printed edition (no. 4), sometimes the same work has 
diff erent titles in the manuscript and in the printed edition (nos. 8, 9, 
11, 12), and sometimes diff erent works appear under the same title (no. 
15). Th erefore, a closer examination of the text of the manuscript and a 
comparison with other printed editions and manuscripts of the works 
of Sh ā h Ni � mat All ā h Wal ī  will certainly yield a more accurate 
identifi cation of the contents of this manuscript. Until then, the 
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question whether MS BA 86 contains any signifi cant diff erences 
compared to the printed versions of Sh ā h Ni � mat All ā h’s works, and 
whether it contains any previously unknown works attributed to Sh ā h 
Ni � mat All ā h Wal ī  remains open. 

 I was unable to discern any particular intention behind the selection 
of Sh ā h Ni � mat All ā h Wal ī ’s works included in the manuscript MS BA 
86. Th e manuscript contains treatises refl ecting various aspects of 
Sh ā h Ni � mat All ā h’s thought: commentaries on Ibn  � Arabi’s  Fu �  ū  �  
al- � ikam,  works on the metaphysical properties and meanings of the 
letters of the alphabet, works on various aspects of the Sufi  spiritual 
doctrine, commentaries on the Qur �  ā nic suras and symbolism, 
interpretations of Islamic rituals, treatises on the symbolism of divine 
names, doctrinal discussions in the form of questions and answers, 
and works on specifi c points of Sh ā h Ni � mat All ā h’s thought. 

 But it is true that many of the ideas expressed in these treatises have 
close parallels in Ismaili doctrine. For example, the treatise  Shar � -i 
fa �  � -i awwal min Fu �  ū  �  al- � ikam  (MS BA 86 ff . 107a–127a, N ū rbakhsh 
4:319–389) contains several passages on the human being as locus of 
manifestation of the divine names and attributes which could be read 
as related to the Shi � i concept of Imam: 

  ‘Adam was created as vicegerent ( khil ā fat ) [of God], and the 
vicegerent is like a mirror which refl ects [. . .] the secrets of the 
divine names and the lights of the truths from the world of 
infi nity.’ (N ū rbakhsh 4:321) 

 ‘Th e supreme purpose of creation of the human world is 
manifestation (   uh ū r ) [of the divine truths] [. . .] and vision of 
the essence of the Real ( ru � yat-i dh ā t-i  � aqq ) through this essence 
itself in the comprehensive mirror of humanity.’ (N ū rbakhsh 
4:323). 

 ‘Manifestation of the divine secrets is concealed in names and 
attributes, and the comprehensive locus of manifestation of the 
divine secrets is human being.’ [N ū rbakhsh 4:332]: 

 ‘Sufi s call the universe “the greater man” ( ins ā n-i kab ī r ), because 
the universe in its entirety is contained in the human constitution 
( nash � at-i ins ā niyya ), and the entities [that fi ll] the universe are 
articulations ( maf � il ) of the human constitution, while the human 
being is the macrocosm (  �  ā lam-i kab ī r ).’ (N ū rbakhsh 4:334).  
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 Th ese passages resonate, in particular, with the outlook on the original 
nature, purpose of creation and relation to the universe of the human 
being proper to the Niz ā r ī  Ismaili tradition and refl ected in its extant 
works: 

  ‘It was the wish of God that He should be recognised and 
worshipped. He chose [for this] man, from all creation, and 
favoured him with His own form and attributes, and this [man’s] 
form is His personal form.’  26   

 ‘Th us, in relative terms, mankind is scattered [all over] the 
universe and, as such, universe is said to be the macrocosm 
( ins ā n-i kab ī r ) and mankind the microcosm ( ins ā n-i  � agh ī r ). But 
in reality the universe is the microcosm and mankind the 
macrocosm. Th us, universe is the human being dispersed, and 
human being is the sum of the entirety of the universe.’  27    

 Th e  Ris ā la dar bay ā n-i aq �  ā b  (MS BA 86, 269a–273a; N ū rbakhsh 
1:142–155) contains passages on the status of the Pole ( qu � b ) of the 
spiritual hierarchy that are close to the Shi � i concept of Imam. Of 
course, the mention of the 12 Poles brings Sh ā h Ni � mat All ā h’s theory 
closer to the Twelver conception of the imamate, but the idea of Imam 
as perfect human being and the perfect leader of the Muslim 
community, without whom the community could not exist, is shared 
by Twelvers and Ismailis. Below is an extract from the  Ris ā la dar 
bay ā n-i aq �  ā b  which strongly resonates with the Shi � i conception of 
the Imamate: 

  ‘It is necessary to observe obedience to the head of the saints 
( v ā l ī -yi val ā yat ). [. . .] Th e purpose in [creation] of the human 
being is service to God the Most High [. . .] but the perfection of 
this servitude is only realised in perfect human beings. Th e non-
perfect human beings, even if they are human, are human 
animals ( ins ā n-i  � ayv ā n ) [. . .], speaking animals (  � ayv ā nan 
n ā  � iqan ). And the Poles ( aq �  ā b ) are from the perfect. [. . .] Learn 
that the Poles of the Muhammadan era are of two kinds: the Poles 
following his [Muhammad’s] mission and the Poles preceding 
this mission. [Th e latter] consist of 313 Messengers ( rusul ), while 
the Poles following [the prophetic mission] and up to the day of 
Resurrection are 12. Th ere are two Seals who are not included in 
this count, they are Jesus and the Mahdi, peace be upon them. 
Th ese two are the unique ones ( mufridayn ), not the Poles. Th e 12 
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Poles constitute the axis of the [Islamic] community until the day 
of Resurrection. Without them, the community would become 
confused.’ [N ū rbakhsh 1:142–3].  

 It is therefore understandable that the treatises attributed to Sh ā h 
Ni � mat All ā h Wal ī  could be read as an expression of the Ismaili esoteric 
doctrines, and this could explain the preservation of a substantial 
collection of Sh ā h Ni � mat All ā h Wal ī ’s theoretical works such as those 
copied in MS BA 86 in Ismaili private libraries. 

   Conclusion  

 While the study of the Ismaili manuscripts is our main source of 
knowledge on the Ismaili tradition itself, the study of the non-Ismaili 
manuscripts preserved in Ismaili collections gives us an insight into 
relationships between the Ismailis and other Islamic groups. In spite of 
its obvious relevance to the area of Ismaili and broader Islamic studies, 
this topic has not been systematically researched yet. A more 
substantial exploration of the non-Ismaili literature circulating in 
Ismaili milieus would therefore be highly desirable. 

 Th e presence of poetry and doctrinal works attributed to Sh ā h 
Ni � mat All ā h Wal ī  among the manuscripts preserved by the Niz ā r ī  
Ismaili communities of Badakhshān and Afghanistan can be explained 
by the long history of friendly relationships between the Ismailis and 
the Ni � mat All ā h ī s, as well as by the deep intellectual and doctrinal 
affi  nities that stimulated the Ismaili interest for the thought of Sh ā h 
Ni � mat All ā h Wal ī . Substantial work remains to be done in order to 
consistently identify the manuscripts attributed to Sh ā h Ni � mat All ā h 
Wal ī  in Ismaili collections, to address the issue of their authorship, and 
to compare them with other extant copies or with printed editions. 
Given the signifi cant duration of association between the Ismailis and 
Ni � mat All ā h ī s, it could be expected that more Ni � matullahi 
manuscripts will be discovered in the Ismaili collections. 

 According to Shozodamamad Sherzodshoev: ‘Sh ā h Ni � mat All ā h’s 
versifi ed works have been widely disseminated in Badakhshān. His 
gnostic odes ( qa �  ī da s) have been copied in about twenty  bay ā  �  s 
(collections of religious poetry) kept in private collections by the 
residents of Badakhshān of Tajikistan and Badakhshān of 
Afghanistan.’  28   However, it seems that in present-day Ismaili 
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communities of Badakhshān and Afghanistan the knowledge of the 
doctrinal aspects incorporated into Sh ā h Ni � mat All ā h Wal ī ’s poetry 
and, even more so, of his doctrinal works, has signifi cantly diminished. 
According to Shozodamamad Sherzodshoev, ordinary members of 
these communities have hardly any idea of Sh ā h Ni � mat All ā h Wal ī ’s 
identity and teachings. Some older people refer to him as their  p ī r-i 
ma � rifat  (literally ‘master of knowledge’, ultimate teacher). Still, as 
mentioned, Sh ā h Ni � mat All ā h’s poetry continues to be recited at the 
religious festivals and ceremonies such as  Chir ā gh-rawshan  and 
 mad ā  � -kh ā n ī ,  even if some reciters in Badakhshān are now unfamiliar 
with the Arabic script and have their copies transcribed in Cyrillic.   

   NOTES  

     * My thanks to Wafi  Momin, for his enthusiastic support and for providing me with the 
manuscript material and information concerning the collection of the manuscripts 
used in this study.   

    1 Th ere is still no comprehensive monograph on Sh ā h Ni � mat All ā h Wal ī , his work and 
his thought in any western language. For general information on him and on the Ni � mat 
All ā h ī  Sufi  order, see Hamid Algar, ‘Ni � mat-All ā hiyya’,  EI2,  vol. 8, pp. 44–48 and 
references there .  In Persian, see  � am ī d Farz ā m,  Ta � q ī q dar a � w ā l wa naqd-i  ā th ā r wa 
afk  ā r-i Sh ā h Ni � mat All ā h Wal ī   (Tehran, 1374 Sh./1995).   

    2 See Farhad Daft ary,  Th e Ism ā  �  ī l ī s: Th eir History and Doctrines  (Cambridge, 2007, fi rst 
printed in 1990), pp. 456–467, 477–480, and Nasrollah Pourjavady and Peter Lamborn 
Wilson, ‘Ism ā  �  ī l ī s and Ni � mat All ā h ī s’,  Studia Islamica , 41 (1975), pp. 113–135.   

    3 According to Shozodamamad Sherzodshoev, who is Head and Senior Research Fellow 
at the Khorog Manuscript Unit, Tajikistan, these libraries mostly belong to the Ismaili 
nobility families related to the P ī rs (spiritual guides) and Khal ī fas (P ī r’s deputies, 
religious leaders), and were not largely accessible. I am indebted to Mr Sherzodshoev 
for information regarding the provenance and circulation of the texts attributed to 
Ni � mat All ā h Wal ī  in the present-day Ismaili communities of Badakhshān and 
Afghanistan. My thanks go also to Wafi  Momin and Nourmamadcho Nourmamadchoev 
for their help in organising an interview (on 21 July 2020) with Shozodamamad 
Sherzodshoev and for forwarding to me his written notes which are used in this paper.   

    4 Such as  Chir ā gh-rawshan  and  mad ā  � -kh ā n ī ,  which involve the recitation of poetry. On 
these ceremonies, see Nourmamadcho Nourmamadchoev, ‘Ismaili-Sufi  and Ismaili-
Twelver Relations in Badakhsh ā n in the Post-Alam ū t Period: Th e  Chir ā gh-n ā ma, ’ in 
Orkhan Mir-Kasimov, ed.,  Intellectual Interactions in the Islamic World: Th e Ismaili 
Th read  (London, 2020), pp. 355–380.   

    5 According to Twelver Shi � i beliefs, the twelft h Imam, Mu � ammad b. al- � asan al- � Askar ī , 
has been hidden since 260/874 and had no generally recognised representatives since 
329/941, the year when his major occultation started. See D. B. MacDonald [M.G.S. 
Hodgson], ‘Ghayba’,  EI2,  vol. 2, p. 1026.   

    6 According to Algar, N ū r  � Al ī  Sh ā h I � fah ā n ī  maintained that the Sufi  master is the 
representative ( n ā  � ib ) of the hidden Imam. N ū r  � Al ī  Sh ā h was a disciple of Ma �  �  ū m  � Al ī  
Sh ā h Dakkan ī  (d. 1212/1797–1798), the Ni � mat All ā h ī  master who reintroduced the 
order into Iran in the 13th/18th century. See Algar, ‘Ni � mat-All ā hiyya’,  EI2 , vol. 8, 
pp. 44–48. A similar point of view is expressed by N ū r  � Al ī  Tabandeh (Majdh ū b  � Al ī  
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Sh ā h), the present  Qu � b  (head) of the Gun ā b ā d ī  branch of the Ni � mat All ā h ī  order. 
According to him, the Shi � i Imams, persecuted by the  � Abbasids, appointed some Sufi  
masters as their representatives, and authorised them to designate their own 
representatives. One of these Sufi  masters was Ma � r ū f al-Karkh ī  (d. 200/815–816), who 
was the spiritual ancestor of the Ni � mat All ā h ī  line. See N ū r  � Al ī  Tabandeh, ‘Opening 
Statement’,  Celebrating a Sufi  Master: A Collection of Works on the Occasion of the First 
International Symposium on Shah Nematollah Vali  (San Jose, CA, 2002), p. 11 (my thanks 
to Alessandro Cancian for bringing this work to my attention). See also O. Scharbrodt, 
‘Th e  Qu � b  as Special Representative of the Hidden Imam: Th e Confl ation of Shi � i and 
Sufi   Vil ā yat  in the Ni � matull ā h ī  Order’, D. Hermann and S. Mervin, ed.,  Shi � i Trends and 
Dynamics in Modern Times (XVIIIth–XXth Centuries)  (Beirut, 2010), pp. 33–49.   

    7 Th ere were periods when the Ismaili Imams were hidden, but during these periods they 
had representatives who ensured the contact with their followers. See F. Daft ary, ‘Satr’, 
 EI2 , vol. 12, pp. 712–713.   

    8 For the analysis of  � aydar Amul ī ’s thought concerning the relationships between 
Shi � ism and Sufi sm, see Henry Corbin,  En Islam Iranien,  vol. 3 (Paris, 1972), pp. 178–190. 
Amul ī  continued a tendency that was developed in the Twelver Shi � i milieus of 
Bahrain, by thinkers such as  � Al ī  b. Sulaym ā n (d.  ca . 672/1273) and Maytham al-Ba � r ā n ī  
(d. 689/1290). On them, see Ali al-Oraibi,  Sh ī  �  ī  Renaissance: A Case Study of the 
Th eosophical School of Bahrain in the 7th/13th Century  (PhD dissertation, McGill University, 
1992), especially pp. 172–217; and his ‘Rationalism in the School of Bahrain: A Historical 
Perspective,’ in L. Clarke, ed.,  Sh ī  � ite Heritage  (Binghamton, NY, 2001), pp. 331–343.   

    9 For an outline of Shi � i/Sufi  eclecticism in 8th/14th and 9th/15th centuries see Marshall 
G.S. Hodgson,  Th e Venture of Islam: Conscience and History in a World Civilization,  
vol. 2 (Chicago and London, 1974), pp. 495–500.   

   10 See Daft ary,  Th e Ism ā  �  ī l ī s,  p. 420.   
   11 On the Niz ā r ī  Ismaili theory of the  qiy ā ma , see M. Hodgson,  Th e Order of Assassins: Th e 

Struggle of the Early Niz ā r ī  Ism ā  �  ī l ī s against the Islamic World  (Th e Hague, 1955), 
pp. 143–185. On the possible infl uence of this theory on the post-Mongol mystical and 
messianic movements see Orkhan Mir-Kasimov, ‘Th e Niz ā r ī  Ismaili Th eory of the 
Resurrection ( Qiy ā ma ) and Post-Mongol Iranian Messianism,’ in Mir-Kasimov, ed., 
 Intellectual Interactions in the Islamic World , pp. 323–352.   

   12 See, for example, Sh ā h Ni � mat All ā h Wal ī ,  Kuliyy ā t-i ash �  ā r,  ed. Jaw ā d N ū rbakhsh 
(Tehran, 1358 sh./[1979]), pp. 754 ff . Th is, however, is not by any means an indication of 
Sh ā h Ni � mat All ā h’s adherence to Shi � ism. Praise of  � Al ī  b. Ab ī   �  ā lib, of the prophetic 
family and of the twelve Imams was common in the Sunni literature of his time. See, for 
example, Matthew Melvin-Koushki,  Th e Quest for a Universal Science: Th e Occult 
Philosophy of  �  ā  � in al-D ī n Turka I � fah ā n ī  (1369–1432) and Intellectual Millenarianism in 
Early Timurid Iran  (PhD dissertation, Yale University, 2012), p. 70 ff .   

   13  Sayyidam az khuda ke ma �  �  ū m ast,  cited from the  D ī w ā n  of Sh ā h Ni � mat All ā h Wal ī  in 
K ā mil Mu �  � af ā  al-Shayb ī ,  al- � ila bayna-l-ta � awwuf wa-l-tashayyu �   (Beirut, 1982, fi rst 
published 1963–1966), vol. 2, p. 221, note 6.   

   14  Madhhab-i j ā mi �  az khud ā  d ā ram /  ī n hid ā yat ma-r ā  b ū d azal ī ,  no. 5 ,  ibid.   
   15 On Ibn  � Arab ī ’s theory of the Seal of sainthood, see Michel Chodkiewicz,  Le Sceau des 

saints: proph é tie et saintet é  dans la doctrine d’Ibn Arab î   (Paris, 2012, fi rst published 1986). 
Th e infl uence of Ibn  � Arab ī , and in particular of his theory of the Seals of Prophethood 
and Sainthood, is clearly visible and explicitly acknowledged in the work of Sh ā h 
Ni � mat All ā h Wal ī . See  � am ī d Farz ā m,  Sh ā h Wal ī  wa da � w ā -yi mahdawiyyat  (Isfahan, 
1348 Sh./[1969]).   

   16 For the sources mentioning the genealogy of Sh ā h Ni � mat All ā h Wal ī , see Daft ary,  Th e 
Ism ā  �  ī l ī s,  n. 57, p. 651, and Farz ā m,  Ta � q ī q , pp. 17-21.   

   17 See n. 2 above. On the close association between the Ni � mat All ā h ī s and Niz ā r ī  Ismaili 
Imams see also Nile Green,  Bombay Islam: Th e Religious Economy of the West Indian 
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Ocean, 1840–1915  (New York, 2011), especially pp. 155–178. My thanks to Wafi  Momin 
for attracting my attention to this work.   

   18 See Nourmamadcho Nourmamadchoev,  Th e Ism ā  �  ī l ī s of Badakhshān: History, Politics 
and Religion from 1500 to 1750  (PhD thesis, School of Oriental and African Studies, 
University of London, 2014), pp. 221 ff ., 230–234.   

   19 Th e letters BT and BA in the manuscript code indicate the provenance of the 
manuscripts: ‘BT’ stands for Badakhshān of Tajikistan, while ‘BA’ stands for Badakhshān 
of Afghanistan.   

   20 I was unable to access this manuscript directly and found it diffi  cult to date on the basis 
of scans that I had at my disposal. Th e fi eld report mentions several dates ranging from 
1360/[1941] to 1390/[1970].   

   21 Ditto. Th e dates mentioned in the fi eld report are based on two diff erent colophons and 
provide two possible dates, 1309/[1892] or 1390/[1970].   

   22 Th at is, the Prophet Mu � ammad, his daughter F ā  � ima, and the twelve Imams.   
   23 ‘Th ere is no [chivalrous] young man like  � Al ī , there is no sword like  Dh ū ’l fi q ā r ’ ( l ā  fat ā  

ill ā   � Al ī  l ā   � ayf ill ā  dh ū ’l-fi q ā r ). For the fi rst part of this tradition see Muhammad Ja � far 
Mahjub, ‘Chivalry and Early Persian Sufi sm’, Leonard Lewisohn, ed.,  Th e Heritage of 
Sufi sm,  vol. 1 (Oxford, 1999), pp. 549–582, p. 554. For the full text of this statement, 
ascribed either to the Prophet Muhammad or to a supernatural voice heard during the 
battle of Uhud (3/624), see Christoph Heger, ‘Y ā  Mu � ammad – kein “oh Muhammad”, 
und wer ist  � Al ī ?’ in Markus Gro ß  and Karl-Heinz Ohlig, ed.,  Schlaglichter: die beiden 
ersten islamischen Jahrhunderte  (Berlin, 2005), pp. 278–292, at p. 286.   

   24   � aqqan ke  � Al ī  im ā m-e  �  ā l ī  ast / Dar mamlakat-e d ū  kawn wal ī  ast.    
   25 According to Shozodamamad Sherzodshoev (written communication, 21 July 2020), 

‘Th is treatise and his [that is, Sh ā h Ni � mat All ā h Wal ī ’s] other versifi ed works have been 
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   26 Ab ū  Is �  ā q Quhist ā n ī ,  Haft  B ā b-i Ab ū  Is �  ā q,  ed. and tr. Wladimir Ivanow (Bombay, 
1959), English translation p. 37, original text p. 36.   

   27  � asan-i Ma � m ū d-i K ā tib,  Haft  B ā b,  ed. and tr. Jalal Badakhchani as  Spiritual 
Resurrection in Shi � i Islam: An Early Ismaili Treatise on the Doctrine of Qiy ā mat  (London 
and New York, 2017), paragraph 61, English translation pp. 73–74, original text p. 32.   

   28 Private communication, 21 July 2020.        
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 Poems of Allegiance: Sh ā h  � iy ā  �  ī -i 
Shughn ā n ī ’s  Sal ā m-n ā ma   *     

    Nourmamadcho   Nourmamadchoev               

   Introduction  

 Badakhsh ā n, a landlocked country in the foothills of the Hindu Kush 
and the Pamir mountains, is well known for its precious and semi-
precious stones. In the south it is dominated by the Hindu Kush 
mountains while in the east and the north the Pamir mountains are 
located. It forms a distinct geographic unit, only opening in the west to 
the plains of T ā liq ā n and Qund ū z  1   that lead to Herat, Balkh and 
Bukhara. Th e famous Oxus River,   Ā m ū  dary ā ,  rises in the upper 
reaches of Badakhsh ā n where the semi-independent principalities of 
Shughn ā n, Darw ā z, and Wakh ā n are located. Th ese small mountainous 
principalities, at one time subordinate to mainland Badakhsh ā n, 
enjoyed their semi-independence until the end of the 19th century. 

 Several factors contributed to the semi-independence of Badakhsh ā n, 
particularly the northern mountainous principalities of Shughn ā n, 
Wakh ā n, and Darw ā z. Firstly, this is a landlocked region surrounded 
by a range of high mountains, and it would be diffi  cult for anyone 
governing the region to impose authority beyond these natural lines of 
demarcation. Secondly, its remote location made it diffi  cult to govern 
from a distance as vassals put in charge could not inculcate loyalty to 
the ruler whose seat was far from the region. Th irdly, it was not an 
urban centre like Herat, Balkh, or Bukhara that off ered the ruler 
panoptic control. And, fourthly, the local population were either of 
Ismaili persuasion or were sympathetic to Shi � i Islam. Th erefore, the 
mountain dwellers were ‘loyal’ to the political rulers because of fear 
and at the same time showed their true loyalty to the line of Shi � i imams 
that traced their lineage to the  Ahl al-bayt , the Family of the Prophet. 
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 Th e term  Ahl al-bayt , ‘the People of the House’, is used to express 
reverence for and devotion to the ‘Five Members of the Prophet’s 
Family’. I should mention that the term  Ahl al-bayt  is used in a 
broader Ismaili context as a reference to the extended line of 
imams from Imam  � Al ī  b. Ab ī   �  ā lib (d. 40/661) to the present day. 
Similarly, the Ismailis of Badakhsh ā n use the term  Panj tan-i p ā k , as an 
equivalent of the term  Ahl al-bayt , meaning the ‘Five Pure Figures’ 
while the term  Panj-tan ī   is used to refer to the Ismaili branch of Shi � i 
Islam.  2   

 Th e focus of this chapter is to introduce Sh ā h  � iy ā  �  ī , a hitherto 
unknown author from the northern mountainous region of Shughn ā n, 
and analyse his poetic composition known as  Sal ā m-n ā ma .  3   It is 
important to mention at the outset that the history of Shughn ā n in the 
16th century is shrouded in mystery. Hence, due to the absence of 
historical data about the political and social history of Shughn ā n, I will 
provide a short historical overview of Badakhsh ā n of the 16th century 
to contextualise the life and work of Sh ā h  � iy ā  �  ī -i Shughn ā n ī .  

   The Politics of Rule in Badakhsh ā n in the 16th Century  

 In the fi rst half of the 16th century, with the incursion of the Safavid 
and Shayb ā n ī d dynasties into M ā  war ā  al-nahr,  4    � is ā r and Badakhsh ā n 
were merged and remained under the control of the last Timurids. 
Aft er the loss of M ā  war ā  al-nahr to the Shayb ā n ī ds, the Timurids 
faced internal and external challenges in their wider domain 
including Badakhsh ā n. Th e internal challenge to their rule was a 
rivalry between the princes who exercised a territorial ambition and 
desired Badakhsh ā n to be part of their realm.  5   Mention could be made 
of princes that traced their line to Sul �  ā n Ab ū  Sa �  ī d b. M ī r ā n Sh ā h 
(r. 855–873/1451–1469) who subjugated Badakhsh ā n and ordered the 
execution of Sh ā h Sul �  ā n Muhammad, the last ruler of Badakhsh ā n, 
and his family in 872/1467–1468.  6   Th e last Timurid contenders to 
power in Badakhsh ā n in the fi rst half of the 16th century were: N ā  � ir 
M ī rz ā  (891–921/1486–1521) and M ī rz ā  Kh ā n, also known as Sul �  ā n 
Ways (d. 926/1520), the former being  � ahir al-D ī n Muhammad B ā bur’s 
(888–937/1483–1530) brother while the latter was his fi rst cousin.  7   It 
was M ī rz ā  Kh ā n whose bid for power in Badakhsh ā n was eventually 
successful. Th e external challenge to the Timurid power in Badakhsh ā n 
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came from the Shayb ā n ī ds who ousted the Timurids out of M ā  war ā  
al-nahr at the turn of the 15th century and desired Badakhsh ā n to be 
part of their domain. Another external challenge to the Timurid rule 
came from a certain Sh ā h Ra !  ī  al-D ī n.  8   We learn from the  Ta � r ī kh-i 
Rash ī d ī   that Sh ā h Ra !  ī  al-D ī n or Ra !  ī  al-D ī n II b.  �  ā hir was the leader 
of the Niz ā r ī  Muhammad-Sh ā h ī  Ismailis.  9   He was invited to 
Badakhsh ā n, from S ī st ā n, a region in the southeast of Persia, as stated 
in the  Ta � r ī kh-i Rash ī d ī  : 

  Someone [from the local population] was sent to Seist ā n [i.e. 
S ī st ā n] to bring Sh ā h Ra !  ī  al-D ī n, the hereditary spiritual leader 
of these people, to whom and to whose ancestors they had never 
failed to pay their annual tithes .   10    

 Th e interplay of politics and religion becomes visible at this point, as 
religion seems to have been used as a tool to mobilise not only the 
local Ismailis but all those sympathetic to Shi � i Islam who, under the 
leadership of Ra !  ī  al-D ī n II b.  �  ā hir, took control of Badakhsh ā n in 
the early 16th century.  11   

 Several factors might be the cause of Sh ā h Ra !  ī  al-D ī n’s success: the 
fi rst factor is evidently a political one, whereby the local rulers of 
Badakhsh ā n attempted to retain their semi-independent status with 
the help of Sh ā h Ra !  ī  al-D ī n. Th is attempt resulted in Badakhsh ā n 
remaining partially outside the realm of the ruling powers but 
becoming the point of contention for the Shayb ā n ī ds and the Timurids. 
Secondly, the religious affi  liation of the local population seems to have 
been diff erent from that of the invading powers that kept them apart 
from their overlords. Hence, Badakhsh ā n and its local ruling elite 
found themselves outside mainstream political power. Th irdly, neither 
the Shayb ā n ī ds nor the Timurids would have liked a condominium 
division of authority in their realm. Being outside the T ī m ū rid’s and 
Shayb ā n ī d’s control and Sh ā h Ra !  ī  al-D ī n, the Niz ā r ī  Muhammad-
Sh ā h ī  Ismaili leader, becoming an eff ective ruler of Badakhsh ā n 
reveals that there was a remotely located opposition to the established 
regime, which is demonstrated in the following: 

   a) a remote mountainous region diffi  cult to control  
  b) local ruling elite not tracing their ancestry to both contending 

ruling houses  
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  c) an external fi gure in power tracing his lineage to the line of Shi ʿ  i 
imams who could mobilise the local population and rebel at any 
time   

 Th erefore, Vladimir Bartol’d (1869–1930), a prominent Russian 
Orientalist of the 20th century, surmises that Sh ā h Ra !  ī  al-D ī n 
controlled the region from 912/1507 to 915/1509 only. It was in 915/1509 
that he was beheaded, and his head was presented to M ī rz ā  Kh ā n at 
 Qal � a-i    ̂  afar .  12   

 Th e brutal killing of Sh ā h Ra !  ī  al-D ī n opened a new opportunity for 
the internal contender, M ī rz ā  Kh ā n (r. 915–926/1510–1520), who with 
military support from Emperor B ā bur brought Badakhsh ā n under 
T ī m ū rid control. With this gesture M ī rz ā  Kh ā n cemented his position 
and from then onwards sought to defend his newly conquered 
territories from internal riots and external military campaigns. 

 M ī rz ā  Kh ā n was the son of Sul �  ā n Ma � m ū d b. Ab ū  Sa �  ī d (d. 
926/1520–1521). We learn from the  Ta � r ī kh-i Rash ī d ī   and  Tadhk ī rat 
al-shu � ar ā   as well as from modern studies that M ī rz ā  Kh ā n had claimed 
the throne of Badakhsh ā n.  13   Th is mountainous region, along with 
 � is ā r and Khuttal ā n, was controlled by Sul �  ā n Ma � m ū d M ī rz ā  for 
almost 26 years (from 873/1469 to 899/1494).  14   Quite surprisingly, 
Sh ā h Begim, M ī rz ā  Kh ā n’s grandmother, who was the daughter of 
Sh ā h Sul �  ā n Muhammad (d. 870/1466–1467), the last ruler of 
Badakhsh ā n, supported his claim. Hence, Sh ā h Begim claimed the 
region for M ī rz ā  Kh ā n.  15   

 Th e 16th-century sources propose a hypothesis according to which 
M ī rz ā  Kh ā n was elevated to a position of authority in Badakhsh ā n 
with the assistance of Sh ā h Isma � il I (Ab ū  al-Mu � aff ar, r. 907–930/
1501–1524)—the Safavid monarch. Most obviously, B ā bur and later 
Hum ā y ū n depended on military aid from the Persians in order to 
help them reinstate their political authority in M ā  war ā  al-nahr and 
Badakhsh ā n. Th us, B ā bur sent envoys, led by M ī rz ā  Kh ā n, to the 
Safavid court to negotiate the conditions of the aid of the Safavids. 
Th erefore, the rise of M ī rz ā  Kh ā n to power in Badakhsh ā n had a 
direct link with Safavid interest in the region.  16   One of the conditions 
of the Safavids was that B ā bur should accept the Shi � i faith and recite 
the  khu � ba  in the name of the Persian monarch using the Shi � i 
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formula. Consequently, B ā bur minted coins in the name of Sh ā h 
Isma � il I and with the names of the Twelve Shi � i imams imprinted on 
them.  17   

 It should be mentioned that the Timurid sources, including the 
 B ā bur-n ā ma  and the  Ta � r ī kh-i Rash ī d ī  , provide only a limited insight 
into the activities of M ī rz ā  Kh ā n, particularly for the last decade of his 
life (917–926/1511–1520). Even the birth of Sulaym ā n M ī rz ā , the future 
ruler of Badakhsh ā n, in 920/1514 was only noted  en passant . 
Nonetheless, aft er the death of M ī rz ā  Kh ā n in 926/1520, B ā bur decided 
to take his son—Sulaym ā n M ī rz ā —to his court in K ā bul. By this 
gesture, B ā bur clearly demonstrated his interest in the aff airs of 
Badakhsh ā n. To reinforce such a strategic and political move, he sent 
his son and future successor—Hum ā y ū n (913–963/1508–1556)—to rule 
Badakhsh ā n on behalf of M ī rz ā  Kh ā n’s son, Sulaym ā n M ī rz ā . Th us, 
Hum ā y ū n was intermittently in charge of Badakhsh ā n from 926/1520 
to 934/1529.  18   By the above gesture B ā bur clearly showed this region to 
be the  de facto  possession of his ancestors—the Timurids—who had 
directly controlled it since 872/1467–1468. 

 We learn from historical sources that in 937/1530 Hum ā y ū n (r. 937–
947/1530–1540 and 962–963/1555–1556) succeeded his father, Emperor 
B ā bur and, as predicted, he installed the young Sulaym ā n M ī rz ā  to the 
throne of Badakhsh ā n. Hence, Sulaym ā n M ī rz ā  and his son Ibr ā h ī m 
M ī rz ā  controlled Badakhsh ā n for over fi ve decades (from 937/1530 to 
994/1585). 

 Th e northern mountainous principalities of Shughn ā n, Wakh ā n and 
Darw ā z possibly remained relatively peaceful during this turbulent 
period. Th is was mainly due to their isolation and harsh climatic 
conditions. Local hagiographic sources as well as oral tradition tell of 
the arrival of certain  darw ī she s to the region of Shughn ā n in the second 
half of the 16th century. Th e names of these  darw ī she s are given as 
Sayyid Muhammad I � fah ā n ī , known as Sh ā h K ā sh ā n, Sayyid Sh ā h 
Malang, and Sh ā h Burh ā n Wal ī . Th eir arrival heralded a change in the 
religious and political life of Shughn ā n. One can assume that their 
arrival marked a  coup d’ é tat  that led to the change in the ruling house 
of Shughn ā n to which Sh ā h  � iy ā  �  ī  traced his lineage. It was in this 
turbulent period of the 16th century that Sh ā h  � iy ā  �  ī  was born in 
Shughn ā n and later, for unknown reasons, left  for Balkh.  
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   The Biography of Sh ā h  � iy ā  �  ī -i Shughn ā n ī   

 Sh ā h  � iy ā  �  ī ’s life remains shrouded in mystery. Th is is mainly due to 
the paucity of historical sources as well as the absence of biographical 
records about him. We learn from his  nisba  that he was born in the 
northern mountainous region of Shughn ā n. Nothing is known about 
his childhood except some oral stories prevalent among the local 
population of Shughn ā n. He records his name as Sh ā h  � iy ā  but later 
became famous under his  nom de plume,   � iy ā  �  ī  or Sh ā h  � iy ā  �  ī . Th e 
term Sh ā h, i.e.  prince , affi  xed to his name refers to his social status. In 
one of his  qa �  ī da s known as  Panj tan-i p ā k   19   he affi  rms this by referring 
to himself as ‘a scion of the local rulers of Shughn ā n’ as he says:

   Ba a � lu nasl zi sh ā h ā n-i mulki Shughn ā nam,  
  Ch ū  la � l j ā yu mak ā n ast dar Badakhsh ā n.   20   

 By birth and origin, I am the scion [ sh ā h ] of rulers of Shughn ā n, 
 My residence and place, like the ruby, is in Badakhsh ā n.   

 Th e fragmented pieces of poetry that reached us testify that Sh ā h 
 �  ī y ā  �  ī  was a well-educated man. He was praised for his talent by his 
contemporaries and later poets. For instance, Na � m ī -i Shughn ā n ī , 
an 18th-century poet from Shughn ā n includes his name among the 
luminaries of classical Persian literature such as Jal ā l al-D ī n al-R ū m ī  
(d. 672/1273),  �  ā fi  � -i Sh ī r ā z ī  (792/1390) and many others.  21   Sh ā h  � iy ā  �  ī  
was also a contemporary of Im ā m-Qul ī , a 17th-century Ismaili poet 
and preacher from Dizhb ā d (b. aft er 1056/1646), who wrote his poetic 
compositions under the pseudonym, Kh ā k ī -i Khur ā s ā n ī .  22   Th e 
religious and didactic  qa �  ī da s composed by Sh ā h  � iy ā  �  ī  are still sung 
by  mad ā  � -kh ā n s  23   in Badakhsh ā n. It is highly likely that Sh ā h  � iy ā  �  ī ’s 
mother tongue was Shughn ā n ī .  24   However, he composed his poems in 
Persian, the  lingua franca  and the language of the educated elite of the 
region. He was evidently well versed in the science of religion, 
particularly the study of Qur �  ā n and   � ad ī th  (i.e. Prophetic tradition) as 
well as the history of Islam in general and Shi � i Islam in particular. 

 Th e fragmented poetic pieces that have reached us testify that Sh ā h 
 � iy ā  �  ī  fl ourished in the 16th century and possibly passed away some 
time in the fi rst half of the 17th century. In the context of the political 
history of Badakhsh ā n, as discussed earlier, he was a contemporary of 
Sulaym ā n M ī rz ā , Ibr ā h ī m M ī rz ā , and his son Sh ā hrukh M ī rz ā , the last 
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of the Timurid rulers of Badakhsh ā n. Sulaym ā n M ī rz ā  and his 
successors ruled the region as vassals of the Mughals of India. In the 
religious context, however, Sh ā h Diy ā  �  ī  was a contemporary of two or 
possibly three Nizārī Q ā sim-Sh ā h ī  as well as Niz ā r ī  Muhammad-Sh ā h ī  
imams as shown in Table 14.1. 

 His exact date of birth is recorded neither by him nor by his 
contemporaries. Modern scholars provide three contradicting dates of 
his birth: for instance, in an interview with Gabrielle van den Berg, 
Sultonnazar Sayyidnazarov (d. 2008), a famous  mad ā  � -kh ā n  from the 
north-west of Badakhsh ā n of Tajikistan, provides his date of birth as 
932/1525.  26    � usayn-i Hasany ā r-i Shughn ā n ī , an Afghan scholar, argues 
that he was born in the fi rst half of the 18th century. According to him, 
Sh ā h  � iy ā  �  ī  was born either in 1136/1724 or 1138/1726.  27   Amirbek 
Habibov, a Tajik scholar, argues that Sh ā h  � iy ā  �  ī  was alive in 1012/1603-
1604. Hence, in Habibov’s view Sh ā h  � iy ā  �  ī  was born sometime in or 
aft er 963/1556.  28   Evidently, Habibov and  � asany ā r-i Shughn ā n ī , derived 
the date of Sh ā h  � iy ā  �  ī ’s birth from the same  qa �  ī da  known as  Panj tan-i 
p ā k.  In stanza 16 of this  qa �  ī da , Sh ā h  � iy ā  �  ī  talks about the completion 
of this  qa �  ī da  and uses a Persianised Arabic numeral  sab � a-i  � arba  to 

    Table 14.1     Contemporaries of Sh ā h  � iy ā  �  ī -i Shughn ā n ī.   

  Mughal Emperors    Rulers of 
Badakhsh ā n  

  Niz ā r ī  Q ā sim-
Sh ā hi Imams  

  Niz ā r ī  
Muhammad-
Sh ā h ī  Imams  

  � ah ī r al-D ī n 
Muhammad B ā bur 
 (d. 936/1530) 

 Sulaym ā n M ī rz ā  
 (d. 997/1589) 

 Mur ā d M ī rz ā  
 (d. 981/1574) 

 Sh ā h  �  ā hir b. 
Ra!ī al-D ī n II 
al- � usayn ī  
 Dakkan ī  (d. 
 ca . 956/1549) 

 N ā  � ir al-D ī n 
Muhammad  Hum ā y ū n  
 (r. 937–947/1530–1540 
and 962–963/1555–1556) 

 Ibr ā h ī m M ī rz ā  
 (d. 967/1560) 

 Dh ū  al-Faq ā r 
 � Al ī  
 (d. 1043/1634) 

  � aydar b. Sh ā h 
 �  ā hir 
 (d. 994/1586) 

 Ab ū  l-Fat �  Jal ā l al-D ī n 
Muhammad  Akbar  
 (r. 963–1014/1556–1605) 

 Sh ā hrukh M ī rz ā  
 (d. 1607) 

 N ū r al-D ī n 
 known as N ū r 
al-Dahr 
 (d. 1082/1671)  25   

  � adr al-D ī n 
Muhammad b. 
 � aydar 
 (d. 1032/1622) 
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refer to his age. Hasany ā r-i Shughn ā n ī  incorrectly reads the above 
expression as 74 while Habibov puts it correctly as 47. It is also evident 
from Habibov and  � asany ā r-i Shughn ā n ī ’s writings that both researchers 
had access to only three  qas ī da s of Sh ā h  � iy ā  �  ī . Th e stanza 16 provided 
by both scholars is identical as shown below:

   Zi s ā lu mahi t ū  raft ast sab � a-i arba �   
  Ch ū  rukh nam ū d az  ī n saqf gunbad-i  � arfa.  
  Az  ī n qa �  ī da biguft am man az  ī n ma � la � .  
  Ba waqt-i ch ā sht bishud khatm, khatm-i in maq � a � .  
  Muhammad astu  � Al ī  F ā  � ima  � asanu  � usayn.  

 As your age in terms of years and months has reached 
forty-seven, 

 It was in a time when the sun had risen and lighted the world. 
 Th at I composed the fi rst line ( matla ʿ   ) of this  qa �  ī da , 
 While the fi nal verse ( maqta ʿ   ) was completed before the 

mid-day. 
 [Praise be to] Muhammad,  ʿ  Al ī , F ā  � ima,  � asan and  � usayn.  29     

 In light of this,  � usayny ā r-i Shughn ā n ī ’s hypothesis can be dismissed 
on the ground of incorrect reading of the date provided in stanza 16 of 
the  qa �  ī da . G. van den Berg and Habibov’s hypothesis, on the other 
hand, awaits further research and the discovery of new sources could 
provide a diff erent date to what they have proposed. 

 A manuscript containing two more  qa �  ī da s of Sh ā h  � iy ā  �  ī  was 
recently discovered in the private collection of Sh ā h-i Kal ā n b. 
Sh ā hz ā damuammad (1921-2015), a famous Ismaili  khal ī fa  from the 
village of Kushk  30   in Badakhsh ā n of Tajikistan. Th is manuscript 
provides a diff erent reading of the stanza 16 which reads:

   Zi s ā li tis � a mi � a t ā si �  ū n d ī gar arba � ,  
  Ch ū  rukh nam ū d az  ī n saqf gunbad-i  � arfa.  
  Az  ī n qa �  ī da biguft am man az  ī n ma � la � .  
  Ba waqt-i ch ā sht bishud khatm, khatm-i in maq � a � .  
  Muhammad astu  � Al ī  F ā  � ima  � asanu  � usayn.  

 From the year nine hundred and ninety-four, 
 At a time when the sun had risen and lighted the world. 
 I composed the fi rst line ( matla ʿ   ) of this  qa �  ī da , 
 Th e fi nal verse ( maqta ʿ   ) was completed before the mid-day. 
 [Praise be to] Muhammad,  ʿ  Al ī , F ā  � ima,  � asan and  � usayn.  31     
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 It is evident from the extract above that Sh ā h  � iy ā  �  ī  composed this 
 qa �  ī da  in the year 994/1585–1586. If we take the date recorded in the 
newly discovered manuscript at face value, it would mean that Sh ā h 
 � iy ā  �  ī  was born sometime in 954/1538. Th is can be considered correct 
if Sh ā h  � iy ā  �  ī  was 47 years old as recorded by Habibov. Hence, logic 
compels us to conclude that this famous  qa �  ī da  must have had two 
versions of the stanza 16 recorded in diff erent manuscript traditions. 
However, we do not know which of these versions was the original 
one. 

 Even though Sh ā h  � iy ā  �  ī  was born to the ruling family of Shughn ā n, 
he does not specify his place of residence. Historical sources as well as 
oral tradition refer to the residence of the rulers of Shughn ā n as  Bar-
panja qal � a,  the Bar-panja Castle, which was located on the left  bank 
of the Panj river.  32   Another line of rulers of Shughn ā n resided in the 
region of Sh ā kh-dara and their residence is known as  R ā sht-qal � a , the 
Red Castle. Th e rulers of Sh ā kh-dara are the splinter group that 
separated from the rulers of Shughn ā n. Both lines of the ruling houses 
of Shughn ā n, however, traced their descent to a certain Sayyid M ī r 
 � asan Sh ā h, better known as Sh ā h Kh ā m ū sh (d. 531/1136) who arrived 
in Shughn ā n in the second half of the 11th century.  33   

 It is evident from Sh ā h  � iy ā  �  ī ’s  qa �  ī da s that he left  his hometown 
and travelled to Balkh. Habibov argues that he travelled to Balkh to 
study  34   which is partly convincing. In one of his  qa �  ī da s dated 993/1585, 
Sh ā h  � iy ā  �  ī  laments about his diffi  cult departure from Badakhsh ā n.  35   
Similar lamentations are also expressed in his other  qa � ida s including 
the  Sal ā m-n ā ma  where he says:

   Zi mulki Badakhsh ā n ba Balkham kun ū m rah,  
  Tu d ā d ī  bash ā rat ba kuyat am ī r ā !  

 As I am travelling from Badakhsh ā n to Balkh, 
 Oh Lord, you are the one who guided me to you.  36     

 Th e precise location of Sh ā h  � iy ā  �  ī ’s residence in Balkh also remains 
unknown to us. It is likely that he resided in the village of Khw ā jah 
Khayr ā n, a rural place to the east of Balkh city, where today’s 
Maz ā r-i Shar ī f, the noble shrine attributed to Imam  � Al ī  b. Ab ī   �  ā lib, is 
located.  37   

 We do not have any information as to whether he returned to his 
hometown, Shughn ā n. Th e oral tradition narrates that he lived in Balkh 
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near the shrine attributed to Imam  � Al ī . Th e oral tradition recounts 
that he expressed his wish to be buried near this shrine. We learn from 
the  Sal ā m-n ā ma  (lines 75 to 82) that he fell ill in Balkh. Writing about 
this period of his life, he clearly expounds, ‘he had no true companion 
save sorrow’ there.  38   No precise information is available about the last 
years of his life. Th erefore, one might infer that he passed away in 
Balkh sometime in the fi rst half of the 17th century.  

   The Manuscripts of  Sal ā m-n ā ma   

 Th e full corpus of Sh ā h  � iy ā  �  ī ’s poetic composition in the form of a 
 d ī w ā n  has not reached us. Fragments of his poetry, namely fi ve  qa �  ī da s, 
are preserved in various anthologies known as  Bay ā  �  .  39   Th e  bay ā  � ,  as 
a technical term, is used to refer to a sort of anthology in the form of 
an informal notebook with poetical fragments. Physically, they are of 
diff erent form and can include various poetic compositions as well as 
short treatises. As the  bay ā  �   was of either a small or medium size, it 
was easy to carry out and was used to copy poems from word of mouth 
or from another manuscript. 

 Th e  Sal ā m-n ā ma,  which is briefl y discussed below, consists of 70 
 bayt s (140 lines) and found in four manuscripts only. Th e title,  Sal ā m-
n ā ma,  can be translated as ‘A Poem of Allegiance.’ Th e description of 
the manuscripts provided below is based on the digital copies of 
selected folios from three manuscripts to which I had access. 

 Th e  Sal ā m-n ā ma  is a long  qa �  ī da  composed in the genre of  mad �  , 
panegyric. As is evident from the opening line, the  qa �  ī da  is in praise 
of Imam  � Al ī  b. Ab ī   �  ā lib and the imams from the  Ahl al-Bayt . Th e 
language of the  qa �  ī da  is couched in a way that requires a solid 
understanding of the history of Islam during the lifetime of the Prophet. 
Th e form, genre and imagery employed by the author makes the  qa �  ī da  
engaging and readable. However, a reader not well grounded in the era 
of the life of the Prophet would fi nd it hard to decipher the text. 

 A copy of this  qa �  ī da  was found in  Bay ā  � -i ash �  ā r-i Na  m ī ,  a 
collection of poetry of Na � m ī -i Shughn ā n ī . Th e  Bay ā  �   is preserved in 
the collection of manuscripts of the Academy of Sciences of Tajikistan 
which was not accessible to me. Another copy of this  qa �  ī da  was 
discovered by Andre ĭ  Bertel’s (d. 1995) and Mamadvafo Baqoev 
(d. 1972) during an expedition to Badakhsh ā n of Tajikistan in 1962 
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which appears under record number 140 as MS 1962/17b.  40   A copy of 
selected folios from this manuscript containing the text of  Sal ā m-
n ā ma  was provided to me by Dr Sultonbek Aksakolov in 2010.  41   Th e 
selected pages/folios do not have any colophons and therefore it is 
diffi  cult to determine the place and date of its copying.  42   

 Th e second copy of the  Sal ā m-n ā ma  was found in a  Majm ū  � a  
currently numbered MS BT 105. Th e digital copy of this manuscript is 
preserved in the Ismaili Special Collections Unit (ISCU) at Th e 
Institute of Ismaili Studies, London. Th is manuscript has more than 10 
titles in prose and poetry. On the fi rst page, it states that the manuscript 
was copied by Sayyid Mun ī r b. Muhammad Q ā sim al-Badakhsh ā n ī  
(1882–1957)  43   and is dated 1357/1938. Th e text of  Sal ā m-n ā ma  appears 
on pages 155 to 159. 

 Th e third copy of the  Sal ā m-n ā ma  is found in another  Bay ā  � ,  
numbered MS BT 173, and a digital copy of this manuscript is 
preserved in ISCU. Th is manuscript was copied by Muqair-Sh ā h, the 
son of Dil ā war-Sh ā h. Th is is a very recent manuscript that has been 
copied onto a modern paper notepad and may tentatively be dated to 
the 1960s or 1970s. 

 Th e text of  Sal ā m-n ā ma  found in MS 1962/17b and MS BT 105 are 
almost identical. Th e full text of the  qa �  ī da  in these two manuscripts 
consists of 70 couplets (140 lines). However, the same text with various 
reading is found in MS BT 173, which, due to some scribal insertions, is 
a bit longer. Th e sequence of the couplets in the  qa �  ī da  is not identical 
to MS BT 105 or the text found in MS 1962/17b. As the text of  Sal ā m-
n ā ma  copied in MS 1962/17b is less corrupt, it has therefore been chosen 
as the basis for this analysis. 

 Apart from this, two other  qa �  ī da s of Sh ā h  � iy ā  �  ī  recently found in 
a  Bay ā  �   from the collection of  khal ī fa  Sh ā h-i Kal ā n, have been 
consulted for this research. As the manuscript is not numbered, I 
tentatively refer to it as MS S  Bay ā  �  . Th is manuscript was copied by 
Sh ā hz ā damuhammad b. Sayyid Farrukh-Sh ā h (d. 1889) and dated 25 
Dh ū  al-Qa � da 1350/2 April 1932.  

   The  Sal ā m-n ā ma : A Poem of Allegiance  

 Composing a panegyric,  mad � ,  in praise of Shi � i imams, particularly 
Imam  � Al ī  b. Ab ī   �  ā lib is a prevalent genre in Arabic and Persian 
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literature.  44   Th e luminaries of Persian literature portray the fi gure 
of Imam  � Al ī  b. Ab ī   �  ā lib as the just ruler, or the archetypal hero, 
whose rule is based on his impeccability and justice, i.e.   � i � ma  and   � adl . 
Th e application of literary imagery to the life of Imam  � Al ī  created a 
wide range of expressions that made him ‘a distinct and extremely 
infl uential literary and artistic persona’ in history.  45   Similar to the 
famous poets of the Persian literature, Sh ā h  � iy ā  �  ī  also composed 
 qa �  ī da s in praise of imams from the  Ahl al-bayt . Although the  qa �  ī da s 
reached us in scattered form without any titles, it is assumed that they 
are part of a larger corpus. Habibov proposed a theory that the  Sal ā m-
n ā ma  or ‘A Poem of Allegiance’ seems to be part of a larger  Diw ā n , 
collection of poems, probably consisting of more than 300 couplets.  46   
Unfortunately, no copies of a  Diw ā n  attributed to Sh ā h  � iy ā  �  ī  have 
reached us. 

 Sh ā h  � iy ā  �  ī  composed his  qa �  ī da s inspired by historical events that 
took place during the lifetime of the Prophet Muhammad and Imam 
 � Al ī  b. Ab ī   �  ā lib. Th e framework of these poetic composition is based 
on historical as well as legendary events. Hence, the  Sal ā m-n ā ma  can 
be divided into three sections: 

   1. Narratives based on Qur �  ā nic verses and the Prophetic   � ad ī th s  
  2. Narratives expressing devotion to the imams  
  3. Biographical data about the life of the author   

 Th e opening and closing lines of the  Sal ā m-n ā ma  are identical. Th is 
sets the themes of the  qa �  ī da  whereby Sh ā h  � iy ā  �  ī  starts his praise by 
paying homage to imams from the noble and pious line. Although the 
main object of Sh ā h  � iy ā  �  ī ’s praise is Imam  � Al ī  b. Ab ī   �  ā lib, his name 
is not explicitly mentioned in the  Sal ā m-n ā ma.  In so doing, the author 
extends his praise to imams that trace their lineage to the Prophet 
Muhammad through Imam  � Al ī . Th e core of his narrative in this  qa �  ī da  
is based on verses from the Qur �  ā n and selected   � ad ī th s of the Prophet 
which will be discussed in the next section.  

   The Use of Qur �  ā n and    ad ī th  in  Sal ā m-n ā ma   

 Sh ā h  � iy ā  �  ī ’s relation to the subject of his elegy remains multifaceted 
and has a complexity that stems from the explicit and implicit use of 
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the Prophetic tradition as well as verses from the Qur �  ā n. Th e use of 
various Arabic concepts expressed in the Persian language and adapted 
to the context of the  qa �  ī da  gives it a distinctive tone. Th e author 
evidently uses classical conventions, including form, genre, imagery 
and diction to promote a politico-religious claim for the  � Alid 
legitimacy that is supported by carefully selected maxims from the 
Qur �  ā n and the   � ad ī th . Sh ā h  � iy ā  �  ī  employs more than 20 verses of the 
Qur �  ā n in the composition of  Sal ā m-n ā ma .  47   In constructing his 
narrative, he uses expressions from a given Qur �  ā nic verse and 
Prophetic   � ad ī th  to contextualise his argument. For instance, in lines 5 
to 10 Sh ā h  � iy ā  �  ī  sets up the context of his  qa �  ī da . He explicitly 
combines the Prophetic   � ad ī th s where the Prophet refers to Imam  � Al ī  
as a brother and as a  wal ī   (legatee) ,  the spiritual master of every 
believer, where he says:

   Tu �  ī  j ā nish ī ni Muhammad ki hast ī ,  
  Wal ī -i khud ā wu bar ā dar nab ī r ā .  

 Indeed, you are the deputy of Muhammad, 
 And the legatee of God and a brother to the Prophet.  48     

 Th is is followed by praise of Imam  � Al ī ’s qualities, particularly his 
knowledge that made him the master of believers  par excellence  and the 
master of the angels and spirits (lines 9–10). With these opening 
statements, Sh ā h  � iy ā  �  ī  explicitly raises the notion of loyalty and fi delity 
to Imam  � Al ī , which is conventionally expressed in the concept of 
 wal ā ya . Th e concept of  wal ā ya  here is used in a broader religious context 
and denotes the spiritual authority of the imam which is considered the 
 sine qua non  in Shi � i theology. Hence, in lines 6, 17, 31, 70 and 96 Sh ā h 
 � iy ā  �  ī  employs various derivations of the term  wal ī   such as  wal ī -i khud ā , 
wal ā yat, wal ī -i wal ā yat  and  w ā l ī  , which he uses interchangeably to 
express his devotion to the imams from the Ahl al-bayt. 

 As the Shi � i theologians considered the concept of  wal ā ya  ‘to be an 
essential part of every prophetic mission,’  49   Sh ā h  � iy ā  �  ī  alludes to the 
presence of the  wal ī   or  imam  with every prophet from the time of Adam 
down to the Prophet Muhammad (lines 27 to 36). In this context, the 
author brings forward the relationship between the concept of  nubuwwa  
(prophethood) and  im ā ma  (imamate) employing the term  wal ā ya . 
Th erefore,  wal ā ya  in a broader Shi � i context is seen as a complement 
to the  nubuwwa  simply because the Prophet provided the esoteric 
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interpretation of the Revelation ( tanz ī l ) while the imam explicates the 
hidden spiritual meaning ( ta � w ī l ) of the revelation to the believers. 
With this setting in mind, Sh ā h  � iy ā  �  ī  succinctly encapsulates the event 
of Ghad ī r Khum by evoking the Prophetic   � ad ī th , where he states:

   Wal ā yat zi t ū  gasht dar dahr mashh ū r,  
  Nubuwwat zi t ū  y ā ft  na � ran na �  ī r ā .  

 It was because of you that  wal ā yat  became known in the world, 
 And the prophethood found stronger support.   

 Th e interpretation of the above passage shows a link to several 
Qur �  ā nic verses and which, as Shi � i theologians argue, have a direct 
link to the event of the Ghadir Khum (Qur �  ā n 5:3 and 5:67). In other 
words, the pinnacle of the Prophet’s mission was to announce the 
 wal ā ya/im ā ma  of Imam  � Al ī  b. Ab ī   � alib as stated in Qur �  ā n 5:67.  50   

 Another important event discussed in the  Sal ā m-n ā ma  is the Treaty 
of Hudaybiya. It has been reported that the Prophet and his 
companions, who wanted to perform the pilgrimage, waited for 
permission to enter Mecca and  � Uthm ā n ibn  � Aff  ā n (d. 36/656) was 
sent to negotiate. A false rumour reached the Prophet that  � Uthm ā n 
had been killed and hence, he summoned everyone to take pledge 
with him, known as  Bay  �  at al-ri � w ā n  or the Pledge under the Tree. It 
is believed that this event took place in Dh ū  al-qa � dah 6/February 628 
in a place known as al- � udaybiya.  51   Sh ā h  � iy ā  �  ī  uses verses from  S ū rat 
al-Fat �   (the Victory) and blends them with the Prophetic tradition 
using poetic imagery. Th is allows him to expand his discussion on the 
relationship of the Prophet Muhammad and Imam  � Al ī . Th erefore, in 
line 51, he quotes the opening line of verse 18, the Victory, to emphasise 
the importance of being loyal to the Prophet, as he says:

   Laqad ra �  ī ya All ā hu  � an al-mu � min ī n’ guft ,  
  Khud ā  dar  � aqq ī  d ū st ā nat am ī r ā .  

 Indeed, Allah was pleased with the believers, 
 When he said, it was revealed to you for the sake of your friends.  52     

 Furthermore, Sh ā h  � iy ā  �  ī  once again stresses the position of Imam 
 � Al ī  in relation to the Prophet Muhammad describing him as ‘the one 
who is closest to the Prophet’ and hence he refers to him as a legatee 
and deputy. 
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 In the  Sal ā m-n ā ma,  Sh ā h  � iy ā  �  ī  refers to God by two Arabic terms 
and one Persian term:  khud ā , All ā h  and   � aqq.  For instance, in line 15, 
he used the term   � aqq  twice: in the fi rst instance, he used it to refer to 
God and in the second instance, he used it as part of an expression,  dar 
 � aqqi , meaning for the sake of. To create a long-lasting eff ect, Sh ā h 
 � iy ā  �  ī  masterfully uses Qur � ānic expressions and swift ly switches to 
Persian, or vice versa, to express his devotion to the Imams as shown 
below:

   Zi  � aq dar  � aqq-i d ū st ā n-i tu  ā mad,  
  Lahum maghfi rat wa ajran  � a  im ā .  

 From God it was revealed about your friend that, 
 Th eirs will be forgiveness and immense reward.  53     

 It is evident from the above examples that Sh ā h  � iy ā  �  ī  engages with 
Qur �  ā nic verses in a creative way to emphasise his points. Such an 
engagement allows him to use some of the Arabic terms in the spiritual 
as well as the physical context. Th erefore, the passage above can be a 
reference to at least three Qur �  ā nic verses where the expression  lahum 
maghfi ra wa ajr  � a  ima , ‘theirs shall be forgiveness and a great reward’, 
is fully used.  

   Expressing Devotion to the Imams  

 Th e religious affi  liation of Sh ā h  � iy ā  �  ī -i Shughn ā n ī  remains open for 
speculation. As noted above, Sh ā h  � iy ā  �  ī  referred to himself as the 
‘scion of rulers of Shughn ā n’. Historical sources and modern studies 
show that Badakhsh ā n, particularly the northern parts of the region, 
including the semi-independent principalities of Shughn ā n and 
Wakh ā n, had been a bastion of the Ismaili branch of Shi � i Islam since 
the 11th century.  54   Sh ā h  � iy ā  �  ī ’s ancestors could have been the followers 
of either the Twelver Shi � i or the Ismaili branch. Th e application of 
terms such as the Twelver Shi � i and Ismaili refl ects the modern notion 
and usage of these terms seems to have been diff erent in our author’s 
lifetime. In the context of Badakhsh ā n, the Ismailis used the term 
 Panj-tan ī   to express their affi  liation to the Ismaili branch of Shi � i Islam. 
Praise of the Twelver Shi � i imams by Ismaili poets was a prevalent 
theme in the post-Alam ū t period of Ismaili history. Mention could be 
made of Im ā m-Qul ī , also known as Kh ā k ī -i Khur ā s ā n ī , whose poems 
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provide ample evidence to support this argument.  55   To ascertain the 
religious affi  liation of Sh ā h  � iy ā  �  ī  at this point is diffi  cult due to the 
absence of the larger corpus of his poetic compositions. Th is diffi  culty 
has been exacerbated by scribes copying his poems and introducing 
new lines to his original compositions as will be shown below. 

 It is evident from Sh ā h  � iy ā  �  ī ’s writings that he was acquainted with 
the works of N ā  � ir-i Khusraw, who is referred to as the founder of the 
Ismaili communities in Badakhsh ā n. A close reading of Sh ā h  � iy ā  �  ī ’s 
 Sal ā m-n ā ma  reveals that he composed this  qa �  ī da  in imitation of 
N ā  � ir-i Khusraw’s poem:

   Darakhti t ū  gar b ā ri d ā nish bigirad,  
  Ba z ī r ovar ī  charkha n ī lufar ī r ā  . 

 If a tree of your life acquires a fruit of knowledge, 
 You will be able to bring down the circle of the sky.   

 Sh ā h  � iy ā  �  ī , like Kh ā k ī -i Khur ā s ā n ī , also praises the Twelver Shi � i 
imams in his poems. Th e diffi  culty herein lies in ascertaining whether 
these  qa �  ī da s represent Sh ā h  � iy ā  �  ī ’s composition or whether these 
elements are later additions to his original text. Th e  Sal ā m-n ā ma  is a 
good example to support this argument. 

 It is evident from the  Sal ā m-n ā ma  that Sh ā h  � iy ā  �  ī  pays homage 
to the imams commonly accepted by the Twelver Shi � is and the 
Ismailis. In lines 87 to 97 he praises the Imams from Imam  � asan b. 
Al ī  (d. 49/669-70) to Imam Ja � far al- �  ā diq (d. 148/765). Th ese lines are 
present in all manuscripts I have consulted. From line 98 onwards the 
text reveals a strange pattern of change. For instance, in the copy of 
 Sal ā m-n ā ma  found in MS 1962/17b and MS BT 105 Sh ā h  � iy ā  �  ī  praises 
Imam Ism ā  �  ī l b. Ja � far as he says:

   Ba Sh ā h Ism ā  �  ī l sh ā h-i mu � ibb ā n,  
  Ki  ū  rahbar ī  r ā h shud mu � min ī r ā .  

 [Praise is] to Sh ā h Ism ā  ʿ   ī l, the king of the lovers, 
 Who became the guide of the faithful believers.   

 Th e passage above can be interpreted in two ways: for the Ismailis this 
is a reference to Imam Isma � il b. Ja � far al- �  ā diq. Strangely, it can also 
be a reference to the Safavid monarch, Sh ā h Isma � il I (Ab ū  al-Mu � aff ar, 
r. 907–930/1501–1524). As was discussed earlier, the Safavids helped 
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the early Mughal rulers to regain control over the territories they lost 
to the Shayb ā n ī ds. In return, the Mughals helped in the spread of Shi � i 
doctrine in their domain. Similarly, an anonymous  qa �  ī da ,   Ā khirzam ā n-
n ā ma,  attributed to N ā  � ir-i Khusraw, was found in Badakhsh ā n in 
which the author praises the Safavid rulers and presents them as the 
saviour of the world.  56   

 It is important to note that the extract quoted above is missing in 
MS BT 173. A close reading of the  qa �  ī da  in MS BT 173 shows that an 
additional six lines in praise of the Twelver Shi � i imams have been 
added to the  qa �  ī da . A similar version of these verses is quoted by 
Mariam Moezzi in her book.  57   It is possible that the praise of the 
Twelver Shi � i imams from Imam M ū s ā  al-K ā  � im (d. 183/799) to Imam 
Muhammad al-Mahd ī  (entered major occultation in 329/940) is a later 
addition to the  Sal ā m-n ā ma  and other poems of Sh ā h  �  ī y ā  �  ī  which 
remains a topic for further discussion.  

   Conclusion  

 Sh ā h  �  ī y ā  �  ī -i Shughn ā n ī ’s life remains shrouded in obscurity. In the 
absence of a larger corpus of his writing it is diffi  cult to establish his 
exact date of birth and death. We can conclude that Sh ā h  �  ī y ā  �  ī  was 
born in the fi rst half of the 16th century and possibly passed away in 
the fi rst quarter of the 17th century. Even though Sh ā h  � iy ā  �  ī  traces his 
lineage to the ruling elite of Shughn ā n, he left  his home town under 
unknown circumstances and travelled to Balkh. It is highly likely that 
he passed away in Balkh. 

 Th e larger corpus of his poetic composition, possibly in the form of 
a  d ī w ā n , did not reach us. Th e fragments of his poems that have 
reached us are scattered and preserved in diff erent collections. Most of 
his poems, including the  Sal ā m-n ā ma  are found in Badakhsh ā n of 
Tajikistan. Th ere is a possibility that copies of his poems can be found 
in archives in Balkh in Afghanistan. 

 Th e  Sal ā m-n ā ma  is a long poem in praise of the imams from the  Ahl 
al-bayt . It is evident from the above discussion that Sh ā h  � iy ā  �  ī  wrote 
this  qa �  ī da  based on Qur �  ā nic verses and Prophetic   � ad ī th s. Th e core 
of this  qa �  ī da  rotates around the notions of Prophethood ( nubuwwa)  
and the imamate  (im ā ma).  Sh ā h  � iy ā  �  ī  commemorated two events 
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from the early Islam in this  qa �  ī da : the Treaty of Hudaybiya also known 
as  Bay � at al-ri � w ā n  and the event of the last pilgrimage that took place 
in Ghadir-i Khum. 

 Th e original length of the  Sal ā m-n ā ma  is not known. Th is  qa �  ī da  
seems to be in a state of fl ux since additional lines have been added to 
this  qa �  ī da  by scribes. As discussed earlier, the genealogy of the 
Twelver Shi � i imams was added to the  qa �  ī da  in some manuscripts but 
is absent from other copies. Th is can be an indication that the Ismaili 
elements have been removed from the  qa �  ī da  and the Twelver Shi � i 
elements are added to it by copyists. Th e life and literary activity of 
Sh ā h  � iy ā  �  ī  are an important part of the history of Shughn ā n and 
Badakhsh ā n in a broader context. Th erefore, a further systematic study 
of his life based on new manuscript sources found in Badakhsh ā n of 
Afghanistan and Tajikistan remains a desideratum.  
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 The   � a �  ī fat al-n ā  � ir ī n : Reflections on Authorship 
and Confessional Identity in a 15th-Century 

Central Asian Text  *     

    Daniel   Beben               

  Th e history of Ismailism in the Persianate world in the centuries 
following the Mongol conquests remains among the least explored 
areas in the fi eld of Ismaili studies today. Th is is particularly the case 
for the Central-Asian Ismaili tradition, as research in this area until 
recently has been severely hampered by a lack of access to source 
materials, the vast bulk of which remain held in private collections 
in the highland Badakhsh ā n region.  1   However, in recent years a 
signifi cant quantity of Ismaili manuscript materials from Badakhsh ā n 
have come to light, many of which have now been collected and made 
available by Th e Institute of Ismaili Studies (IIS). Among the more 
prominent texts of the Central Asian Ismaili tradition is one titled 
  � a �  ī fat al-n ā   ir ī n  (Pages for the Readers), also known under the titles 
 S ī   ū  shish  � a �  ī fa  (Th irty-Six Chapters) and  Tu � fat al-n ā   ir ī n  (Gift  for 
the Readers), which is the subject of reassessment in this chapter. Th e 
  � a �  ī fat al-n ā   ir ī n  is an important yet understudied work covering 
a series of topics related to Ismaili theology and doctrine, and 
is noteworthy for being the fi rst Ismaili text known to have been 
composed within Badakhsh ā n aft er N ā  � ir-i Khusraw (d. aft er 
462/1070). While the text undoubtedly deserves further study on 
several counts, in this chapter I will pursue the more limited objective 
of re-examining the matter of the authorship of the text and, by 
extension, the implications of it for the history of Ismailism in Central 
Asia. 

 In the majority of its known manuscripts, the   � a �  ī fat al-n ā   ir ī n  is 
attributed to an author named Sayyid Suhr ā b Wal ī , a legendary  p ī r  or 
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religious leader within the Central-Asian Niz ā r ī  Ismaili tradition, and 
it was to his name that the work was attributed in the publication of 
the text and in subsequent scholarship. In more recent years, however, 
a range of new materials have come to light that call for a reassessment 
both of the attribution of the work to Sayyid Suhr ā b and of its historical 
signifi cance within the Central-Asian Ismaili tradition. In particular, 
since its initial publication nearly a dozen new manuscripts of the 
work have been identifi ed. While the majority of these copies are 
likewise attributed to Sayyid Suhr ā b, there have also appeared several 
copies attributed to a diff erent author, Ghiy ā th al-D ī n  � Al ī  I � fah ā n ī , a 
scholar who is known to have been in the service of several of the 
Timurid governors of Badakhsh ā n in the second half of the 15th 
century. In this chapter I contend that Ghiy ā th al-D ī n was most likely 
the original author of the   � a �  ī fat al-n ā   ir ī n . Moreover, I examine some 
of the possibilities that may explain the apparent shift  in the text’s 
attribution to Sayyid Suhr ā b, which in turn may shed some additional 
light on the biography of this important yet enigmatic fi gure within 
the history of Central Asian Ismailism.  

   The Historical Context: Ismailism in Badakhsh ā n to 
the 15th Century  

 Th e history of Ismailism in Badakhsh ā n following the death of N ā  � ir-i 
Khusraw in the late 11th century down to the Timurid conquest in the 
mid 15th century remains almost entirely obscure.  2   While N ā  � ir-i 
Khusraw may be credited with the introduction of Ismailism into the 
region, following his death we fi nd no direct evidence of Ismaili 
activity in Badakhsh ā n again until the 15th century.  3   In 1150 the 
Badakhsh ā n region was conquered by the Gh ū rids, who were 
renowned opponents of the Ismailis.  4   Consequently, it is likely that 
any Ismaili community that had been established by N ā  � ir-i Khusraw 
in this region would have suff ered persecution or been driven 
underground, which may explain the absence of any references to 
Ismailis in the sources of this period. Th e Mongol conquests in the 13th 
century likewise dealt a devastating blow to Ismaili communities and 
institutions throughout the Muslim world. While it has oft en been 
assumed that Badakhsh ā n was spared from the Mongol conquests due 
to its mountainous territory, in fact the region was indeed conquered 
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and became part of the patrimony of Chinggis Khan’s son Chaghatay.  5   
At some point aft er the death of Chaghatay in 1244 we see the 
emergence in the region of an autonomous dynasty of obscure origin 
who claimed descent from Alexander the Great, whose members 
continued to rule the region for nearly two centuries under Mongol 
and later Timurid vassalage.  6   

 Th e sources throughout the Mongol era are entirely silent on the 
question of Ismaili activity in the Badakhsh ā n region. In consequence, 
there remains an open question as to the date of the introduction of 
the Niz ā r ī   da � wa  in Badakhsh ā n, as N ā  � ir-i Khusraw died prior to the 
death of Imam Mustan � ir bi � ll ā h I in 487/1094 and the ensuing schism 
within the Ismaili community.  7   Th e earliest direct attestation of Niz ā r ī  
activity in Badakhsh ā n is found in an early-15th century text titled  Haft  
nukta , or ‘Seven Aphorisms,’ containing a series of discourses believed 
to be from the Niz ā r ī  Imam Isl ā m Sh ā h, in which reference is made to 
 mur ī d s residing in Badakhsh ā n.  8   Th e   � a �  ī fat al-n ā   ir ī n  itself is also a 
key piece of evidence for the expansion of the  da � wa  in Badakhsh ā n in 
the 15th century, being the earliest known Ismaili text to have been 
composed within Badakhsh ā n since the death of N ā  � ir-i Khusraw. Th e 
15th century is a period more broadly associated with a vigorous 
expansion of the Niz ā r ī   da � wa  into new areas, particularly in South 
Asia, culminating with the shift  of the seat of the imamate to the town 
of Anjud ā n in central Iran during the time of Imam Mustan � ir bi � ll ā h 
II (d. 885/1480), a move taken most likely for the purpose of situating 
the imamate closer to its increasing body of followers in India.  9   It is 
entirely possible, of course, that a smaller, undocumented Ismaili 
presence had been found in Badakhsh ā n in earlier centuries. However, 
the fact that an Ismaili presence in Badakhsh ā n appears in the 
historical sources again only in the 15th century, and not earlier, speaks 
at least to a signifi cant expansion of the  da � wa  in Badakhsh ā n in this 
period. 

 In 871/1466–1467, the last member of the dynasty of autonomous 
rulers of Badakhsh ā n, Sh ā h Sul �  ā n Mu � ammad, was overthrown and 
executed by the Timurid ruler Ab ū  Sa �  ī d, and the Badakhsh ā n region 
was thereaft er annexed to the Timurid empire.  10   Th e Timurids are 
known for having taken very harsh measures towards the Ismailis in 
their domains.  11   Among other incidents, the Timurid governor Sul �  ā n 
Ways M ī rz ā  is recorded as having violently suppressed an Ismaili 
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uprising in Badakhsh ā n in 913/1508.  12   It is important to keep this 
historical context in mind for the subsequent discussion of the   � a �  ī fat 
al-n ā   ir ī n , as the text was composed at a time when the Niz ā r ī   da � wa  
maintained an expanding yet still precarious position in Badakhsh ā n.  

   The  � a �  ī fat al-n ā  � ir ī n and its Manuscripts  

 Th e   � a �  ī fat al-n ā   ir ī n  is a didactic treatise consisting of thirty-six (or 
thirty-fi ve in some copies) chapters covering various aspects of Ismaili 
theology and cosmology. Th e date of composition of the work is 
generally given as 856 or 857/1452–1453. Th e earliest printed version of 
the text, issued under the title  Tu � fat al-n ā   ir ī n , was published in 1960 
by the Pakistani scholar Qudratull ā h Beg, although copies of this are 
extremely rare and were not available to me. Th e following year, an 
edition of the text was produced by H ū shang Uj ā q ī , a student of 
Wladimir Ivanow, with an introduction written by Ivanow.  13   Both 
editions attribute the composition of the text to an author named 
Sayyid Suhr ā b Wal ī . 

 Uj ā q ī ’s edition of the   � a �  ī fat al-n ā   ir ī n  was based on three 
manuscripts, the oldest dated 1137/1725 (to date the oldest known 
manuscript of the work), with the other two dating to the late 19th 
century (1312/1894 and 1277/1861). Th e latter copy is most likely the 
same as IIS MS 176 (discussed below). Th e present location of the 
other two manuscripts is unknown. Nine copies in total are held in 
the IIS archives. Seven of these copies represent the same redaction 
as the Uj ā q ī  and Ivanow edition. Th ese include MS 176, evidently one 
of the copies consulted for the Uj ā q ī  and Ivanow edition, which was 
copied on 19  Rama !  ā n  1277 (30 March, 1861) by Sayyid Mufl is Sh ā h. 
MS 196 is undated but appears to be a rather recent copy. Th is copy is 
also incomplete, ending with   � a �  ī fa  ten. MS 821 is directly copied from 
Uj ā q ī ’s edition (including the footnotes), as is MS BT 74. Neither of 
these copies are dated but were obviously produced aft er the text’s 
publication in 1961.  14   MS BA 101 was copied on the tenth of  � afar 1293 
(5 March, 1876). MS BT 98 was copied on a Tuesday of Rab ī  �  al-th ā n ī  
1333 (February–March 1915) by  �  Ā lim Sh ā h walad-i Sayyid Mu � ammad. 
MS 15095 omits the introduction and is undated, with the colophon 
mentioning only that it was completed on a Th ursday in the beginning 
of the month of Shaww ā l, but it also appears to be a relatively recent 
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copy. Two other copies, MS BA 59 and MS BA 159, represent a second 
redaction of the text, which I will discuss later. 

 Aside from the copies held in the IIS there are also four copies in 
the Bertel’s and Bakoev collection at the Rudaki Institute of Oriental 
Studies in Dushanbe, Tajikistan. Two of these are incomplete but the 
two complete copies represent the second redaction of the text, which 
I will discuss further below. Finally, there are two other manuscripts of 
the work preserved in St Petersburg. Th e fi rst is a copy collected by 
Aleksandr Semenov, representing the redaction published by Uj ā q ī , 
dated 1333/1915, copied by Sh ā hz ā da Mu � ammad b. Farrukhsh ā h.  15   
Another copy, defective in the beginning and dated 1281/1864–1865, 
was collected by Ivanow prior to his exile from Russia.  16   Both of these 
copies are currently held at the Institute of Oriental Manuscripts in 
St Petersburg (formerly the St Petersburg branch of the Institute of 
Oriental Studies of the Russian Academy of Sciences).  17    

    Sayyid Suhr ā b Wal ī  and the   � a �  ī fat al-n ā  � ir ī n  

 Th e majority of the recovered manuscripts of the   � a �  ī fat al-n ā   ir ī n  
attribute the work to an author named Sayyid Suhr ā b Wal ī  Badakhsh ā n ī . 
Since the publication of Uj ā q ī ’s edition, subsequent scholarship has 
largely accepted the attribution of Sayyid Suhr ā b as the author of the 
work.  18   But very little is known of this individual. Most of what has 
been stated thus far in the scholarship on him has been based on a few 
autobiographical details taken from the conclusion to the   � a �  ī fat 
al-n ā   ir ī n , which states only that the author converted to Ismailism at 
the age of 12 and provides a brief account of the theological questions 
that prompted his search and conversion. Th e author of the   � a �  ī fat 
al-n ā   ir ī n  also refers to a number of his previous compositions, 
including a cosmological work titled  Ris ā la-i asr ā r al-nu � fa , a work on 
Ismaili doctrine titled  Ris ā la-i  � ud ū diyya , and another  da � wa  text titled 
 Raw � at al-muta � allim ī n .  19   To date none of these texts have been 
identifi ed or recovered. 

 Th e brief notices on Sayyid Suhr ā b found in current scholarship, 
with the exception of the work of Abdulmamad Iloliev, have largely 
ignored the far more voluminous body of material on this fi gure that 
is found in the hagiographical corpus of the Central Asian Ismailis. 
Granted, much of this material is of an obviously legendary quality 
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and is preserved only in relatively late compositions, dating to the 19th 
century or later. Nonetheless, from this material we can at least obtain 
a sense of his signifi cance and legacy within the Central Asian Ismaili 
tradition, which in turn might help us to better understand the nature 
of his connection with the   � a �  ī fat al-n ā   ir ī n . Th e chief and earliest 
source in this regard is a text titled the  Silk-i guhar-r ī z , which I have 
discussed at greater length elsewhere.  20   Th e work was composed in the 
town of Jurm in present-day Afghan Badakhsh ā n  ca . 1251/1835 and 
survives in multiple copies throughout Tajikistan and Afghanistan. 
Th e text was authored by a descendant of Sayyid Suhr ā b named 
Khw ā jah A � r ā r, who also employed the  takhallu �   K ū chak or ‘Little 
One’ in his poetry, along with the pen-name  Guhar-r ī z  or ‘Jewel-
spreader’. Th e title thus implies a double entendre, as the term  silk  
(meaning ‘string’ or ‘thread’) may signify a collection or ‘threading’ of 
poetry (referring to the author’s composition) as well as the ‘string of 
jewels’ that comprises the author’s genealogy extending back to Sayyid 
Suhr ā b and thence to the Prophet Mu � ammad. Th e text covers a broad 
array of topics, including chapters dedicated to aspects of Ismaili 
theology and doctrine, but it also includes a series of historical and 
hagiographical narratives concerning the Niz ā r ī  imams and, more 
importantly for our purposes, the lineages of Ismaili  p ī r s of the 
Badakhsh ā n region extending from N ā  � ir-i Khusraw. 

 Th e  Silk-i guhar-r ī z  was produced and transmitted within a family 
of  p ī r s who claimed both a genealogical and initiatic line of descent 
from Sayyid Suhr ā b, who is depicted in the text as having been one of 
the two chief disciples of N ā  � ir-i Khusraw. Th e text, along with other 
evidence from this period points to a sharp rivalry in the 19th century 
between representatives of the lineage of Sayyid Suhr ā b and those of 
other lineages claiming spiritual descent from N ā  � ir-i Khusraw, most 
notably that of  � Umar Yumg ī , who is depicted in the  Silk-i guhar-r ī z  as 
the second and lesser disciple of N ā  � ir. Th erefore, it must be kept in 
mind that the biographical and hagiographical materials available on 
the fi gure of Sayyid Suhr ā b were composed within a competitive 
environment, in which individuals laying claim to his ancestry vied for 
positions of authority and recognition within the Ismaili community 
of Badakhsh ā n. 

 According to the account in the  Silk-i guhar-r ī z , Sayyid Suhr ā b was 
a descendent of M ū s ā  al-K ā  � im, through whom he traced his sayyid 
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ancestry.  21   His ancestors were rulers of the town of Yazd in Iran and 
were originally followers of the line of Imam Ism ā  �  ī l, but then 
outwardly switched their allegiance to the Ithn ā  � ashar ī  imams, whom 
they recognised as the  mustawda �   or ‘entrusted’ imams, while the true 
or ‘established’ ( mustaqarr ) imams of the line of Ism ā  �  ī l remained in a 
state of  sa � r  or concealment.  22   Following the conclusion of the line of 
Ithn ā  � ashar ī  imams and the occultation of its last representative, along 
with the public re-emergence of the Ismaili imams in Northern Africa, 
the ancestors of Sayyid Suhr ā b once again transferred their allegiance 
to the Ismaili imams. Th e  Silk-i guhar-r ī z  further relates that Sayyid 
Suhr ā b’s father, M ī r Sayyid  � asan, upon hearing of the repute of 
N ā  � ir-i Khusraw, entrusted his son to a renowned dervish by the name 
of B ā b ā   � aydar, who was asked to travel to Badakhsh ā n and to deliver 
Sayyid Suhr ā b, then four years old, to the tutelage of N ā  � ir, who 
subsequently raised the child as his chief disciple and successor. 

 Th e  Silk-i guhar-r ī z  goes on to relate a number of additional 
narratives regarding the life of Sayyid Suhr ā b, emphasising the vast 
body of knowledge that he obtained from his discipleship with N ā  � ir-i 
Khusraw and his charismatic following amongst the people of 
Badakhsh ā n. Th e narratives of Sayyid Suhr ā b found in the  Silk-i guhar-
r ī z  are reiterated and embellished in a number of later hagiographical 
sources from Badakhsh ā n, particularly an early 20th-century text 
titled the  Ba � r al-akhb ā r .  23   In addition to these hagiographical 
accounts, the renown of Sayyid Suhr ā b within the Central Asian 
Ismaili community is also refl ected in a plethora of genealogical 
traditions among various families in the Badakhsh ā n region who 
claim Sayyid Suhr ā b as an ancestor and as a key link in an initiatic 
 silsila  extending back to N ā  � ir-i Khusraw.  24   

 Despite some of the clearly legendary details refl ected in these 
hagiographical narratives, the extent of Sayyid Suhr ā b’s presence 
within the genealogical traditions of the Badakhsh ā n region suggests 
that his name bears at least some connection to a historical fi gure. 
However, there are a number of reasons to question whether Sayyid 
Suhr ā b was in fact the original author of the   � a �  ī fat al-n ā   ir ī n . First, 
there is the question of chronology, as the hagiographical tradition 
maintains that Sayyid Suhr ā b was a disciple of N ā  � ir-i Khusraw, who 
died in the late 11th century, while the   � a �  ī fat al-n ā   ir ī n  was composed 
in the 15th century. Moreover, the autobiographical account presented 
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in the conclusion to the   � a �  ī fat al-n ā   ir ī n  diff ers in some respects 
from what is found in the hagiographical narratives surrounding 
Sayyid Suhr ā b. Among other things, the  Silk-i guhar-r ī z  claims that 
Sayyid Suhr ā b was from a family who had long been followers of the 
Ismaili imams, while the autobiographical narrative in the   � a �  ī fat 
al-n ā   ir ī n  states that the author was a convert to the Ismaili tradition. 
But perhaps the most signifi cant reason to question the text’s attribution 
to Sayyid Suhr ā b is the presence of other manuscripts of the work 
which bear the name of an entirely diff erent author. I will turn now to 
a discussion of these manuscripts.  

   The Second Redaction  

 In the archives of the IIS there is held another manuscript of the 
  � a �  ī fat al-n ā   ir ī n , MS BA 59, dated 1293/1876. Th is copy diff ers in a 
number of respects from the version represented in Uj ā q ī ’s edition, 
chiefl y in the fact that the name of the author is given not as Sayyid 
Suhr ā b, but rather Ghiy ā th al-D ī n  � Al ī  b.  � usayn b.  � Al ī  Am ī r ā n 
I � fah ā n ī .  25   Th is copy also bears a diff erent introduction than the 
version published by Uj ā q ī . Furthermore, the text of MS BA 59 is 
composed only of thirty-fi ve chapters, and not thirty-six, and is clearly 
identifi ed as a thirty-fi ve chapter work in the introduction.  26   However, 
aside from the diff erence in the introduction the content of the text is 
otherwise the same, as the 19th chapter of MS BA 59 has simply been 
split into two chapters in the version represented in the Uj ā q ī  edition.  27   
Th is redaction is also evidently represented in another undated IIS 
manuscript, MS BA 159. Th is copy is defective at the end and moreover 
omits the introduction, and therefore does not provide any attribution. 
Instead it proceeds directly with the table of contents, which contains 
thirty-fi ve chapters and matches the chapter headings of MS BA 59 
(similarly omitting the 20th chapter from the Uj ā q ī  redaction). Hence, 
this copy would appear to be another witness to the second redaction 
of the text. 

 Although these two manuscripts in the IIS collection have come to 
light only recently, two other copies of the   � a �  ī fat al-n ā   ir ī n  bearing 
the attribution to Ghiy ā th al-D ī n were collected already in 1959, during 
the fi rst of a series of Soviet research expeditions to Badakhsh ā n led by 
Andrei Bertel’s and Mamadvafo Bakoev, and are held today in the 
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archives of the Rudaki Institute of Oriental Studies in Dushanbe.  28   
Th ese include MS 1959/8a (copied 1365/1946 by Sh ā h Fi �  ū r Mu � abbat 
Sh ā hz ā da)  29   and MS 1959/23a (copied 1248/1833 by Sayyid  � Arab b. 
Sayyid Sh ā h  � Abb ā s). Th ese two copies likewise bear the name of 
Ghiy ā th al-D ī n  � Al ī  I � fah ā n ī  as the author and their introductions are 
the same as IIS MS BA 59.  30   Aside from their catalogue descriptions, 
these copies of the text have remained unstudied to date. 

 Hence, it would appear that these four manuscripts (two in the IIS 
archives and two in Dushanbe) represent a separate redaction of the 
work, evidently unknown to Ivanow and Uj ā q ī . Moreover, there is also 
a shift  in the title of the work between these two redactions. Th e more 
specifi c (and quite likely original) title of   � a �  ī fat al-n ā   ir ī n  is found 
only in copies of the redaction attributed to Ghiy ā th al-D ī n I � fah ā n ī . 
In copies attributed to Sayyid Suhr ā b the introduction containing the 
title   � a �  ī fat al-n ā   ir ī n  has been eliminated and replaced. Instead, in 
this version the work is generally given the generic title of  S ī   ū  shish 
 � a �  ī fa  or, in some cases, as   � a �  ī fa-i Sayyid Suhr ā b  or some variant 
thereof.  31   

   Ghiy ā th al-D ī n  � Al ī  I � fah ā n ī   

 While the fi gure of Ghiy ā th al-D ī n  � Al ī  I � fah ā n ī  is also rather poorly 
known, there is somewhat more historical information available on 
this fi gure in comparison with Sayyid Suhr ā b Wal ī , who is known 
purely through legendary accounts in the Badakhsh ā ni hagiographical 
tradition. At the very least, the information available on this fi gure 
allows us to fi rmly locate him in time and place. While I have not 
located any references to Ghiy ā th al-D ī n in historical sources, there 
are a number of other extant treatises attributed to him, from which 
we know him to have been a polymath in the service of several of the 
Timurid governors of Badakhsh ā n in the second half of the 15th 
century. Among the earliest of these is a letterist treatise titled  Asr ā r 
al– � ur ū f , dated 870/1465–1466 and dedicated to Ab ū  Bakr, son of the 
Timurid ruler Ab ū  Sa �  ī d, who was appointed by his father as governor 
of Badakhsh ā n following his conquest of the region.  32   Th e most well 
known of Ghiy ā th al-D ī n’s works is the  D ā nish-n ā ma-i jah ā n , a large 
scientifi c compendium covering a variety of topics that is dedicated to 
the Timurid ruler Sul �  ā n Ma � m ū d, who replaced his brother Ab ū  Bakr 
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as the governor of Badakhsh ā n in 873/1469.  33   Another text attributed 
to him is the  Durrat al-mis ā  � a , a text on geometry and measurements 
written in 890/1485 and dedicated to the same Sul �  ā n Ma � m ū d.  34   
Ghiy ā th al-D ī n is also credited with a number of works on astronomy, 
including a work titled  Khul ā  � at al-tanj ī m va burh ā n al-taqv ī m  and a 
shorter work titled  Ma �  ā rif al-taqv ī m .  35   A version of the latter has been 
preserved among the Ismailis of Badakhsh ā n under the title  Nuj ū m  
and was still used in local calendar systems in Badakhsh ā n down to 
the mid 20th century.  36   A number of other treatises are also attributed 
to him on such diverse topics as falconry and culinary arts.  37   

 None of these other texts attributed to Ghiy ā th al-D ī n contain any 
overt Ismaili content, nor is it likely that Ghiy ā th al-D ī n would have 
found employment as an avowed Ismaili under the Timurids. In fact, 
the copy of the  Asr ā r al- � ur ū f  examined by Edward Browne concludes 
with a quotation from a letter from the 15th-century Naqshband ī  
shaykh Khw ā ja Ab ū  Na � r P ā rs ā , which Ghiy ā th al-D ī n says he obtained 
from J ā m ī , whom he identifi es as his ‘master and patron’. Th is note 
would seem to suggest a connection on the part of Ghiy ā th al-D ī n 
with the Sunni Naqshband ī  Sufi  order.  38   How then do we account for 
the existence of an openly Ismaili text (the   � a �  ī fat al-n ā   ir ī n ) composed 
under the name of Ghiy ā th al-D ī n? One possibility is that his career 
path may have resembled that of N ā  � ir al-D ī n  �  ū s ī , who earlier in his 
career had composed several avowedly Ismaili texts before apparently 
shedding his Ismaili affi  liations following the Mongol conquests.  39   It 
should be noted that the   � a �  ī fat al-n ā   ir ī n  was composed prior to the 
Timurid takeover of Badakhsh ā n, possibly while in the service of Sh ā h 
Sul �  ā n Mu � ammad, the last pre-Timurid ruler of the region, who 
appears to have been more lenient towards the Ismailis than his 
Timurid successors. As mentioned above, the author of the   � a �  ī fat 
al-n ā   ir ī n  also cites several earlier compositions which, although they 
have not been recovered, by their titles and the context of their citation 
evidently dealt with Ismaili themes. By contrast, there is no evidence 
of any open engagement with Ismaili themes in the output of Ghiy ā th 
al-D ī n produced aft er the Timurid conquest of Badakhsh ā n. Hence, it 
is conceivable that the Timurid takeover of the region would have led 
Ghiy ā th al-D ī n to conceal any Ismaili affi  liations for the purpose of 
self-protection and for the sake of ingratiating himself with his new 
employers, although it is possible that he may have continued his 
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 da � wa  activities thereaft er by more furtive means. On this possibility I 
will have more to say below.   

   On the Authorship of the Text  

 Is it possible to determine that one redaction of the text might represent 
an earlier or even ‘original’ version of the   � a �  ī fat al-n ā   ir ī n / S ī   ū  shish 
 � a �  ī fa ? While the attribution to Sayyid Suhr ā b predominates and is 
attested earlier in the manuscript record, it should be noted that all of 
the known manuscripts of the work are relatively late copies, dating to 
the 18th century or later. For a number of reasons, I would argue that 
Ghiy ā th al-D ī n was most likely the original author of the work. Firstly, 
the more generic title of the work found in the redaction attributed to 
Sayyid Suhr ā b may be evidence of a later adaptation. Th e presence of 
multiple copies of the work with the introduction omitted (including 
IIS MS 15095 and MS BA 159, and Dushanbe MSS 1959/24v 
and 1959/7v) suggests that the introduction may have been lost and 
reconstructed in at least one line of manuscripts, with its title and 
attribution shift ed. 

 In addition, the nature of the shift  in the attribution of the authorship 
of the   � a �  ī fat al-n ā   ir ī n  may also provide a clue as to which is the 
earlier version. Th ere are two possible explanations that may account 
for the change of attribution. Th e fi rst is that only one of the two names 
may refer to the ‘true’ author of the text and that the presence of the 
other’s name in the manuscript record constitutes a typical example of 
pseudo-attribution. If this is the case, then circumstantial evidence 
once again suggests that Ghiy ā th al-D ī n was most likely the original 
author. Sayyid Suhr ā b, as I have outlined above, is a renowned fi gure 
within the Ismaili community of Badakhsh ā n, whose name is 
associated with a wide array of hagiographical narratives and 
genealogical traditions. By contrast, there are no such legacies 
associated with the name of Ghiy ā th al-D ī n. Th e practice of pseudo-
attribution almost universally refl ects an eff ort to attach some measure 
of added legitimacy and privilege to a text and, by association, to those 
who transmit or employ the text within a particular social context.  40   
Hence, there is no evident reason for why the name of Ghiy ā th al-D ī n 
would have been chosen for a pseudo-attribution. Undoubtedly, any 
change in attribution between the two authors would have been done 
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in favour of the more well-known author (i.e., from Ghiy ā th al-D ī n to 
Sayyid Suhr ā b), representing an eff ort (presumably by a later member 
of Sayyid Suhr ā b’s lineage) to appropriate the text for his legacy and 
for the prestige of his lineage. As I have noted above, evidence from 
19th-century sources such as the  Silk-i guhar-r ī z  suggests a pointed 
contestation for leadership within the Ismaili community of 
Badakhsh ā n between representatives of the lineage of Sayyid Suhr ā b 
and others, and one may imagine that the attribution of texts such as 
the   � a �  ī fat al-n ā   ir ī n  may have played a key role in this competition.  41   

 Th ere is, however, a second possibility that we might consider, 
which is that Sayyid Suhr ā b and Ghiy ā th al-D ī n are actually two 
diff erent names for the same individual. While, as I have noted above, 
the hagiographical traditions surrounding Sayyid Suhr ā b diff er in 
some key respects from the autobiographical data presented in the 
conclusion to the   � a �  ī fat al-n ā   ir ī n  and the sparse biographical data 
available on Ghiy ā th al-D ī n, there are some curious points of 
convergence as well. To begin with, the account of Sayyid Suhr ā b in 
the  Silk-i guhar-r ī z  depicts him as a native of Yazd, in Central Iran, 
while Ghiy ā th al-D ī n’s  nisba  places his origins in the relatively nearby 
city of I � fah ā n. Furthermore, the addition of the patronymic al- � usayn ī  
to the name of Ghiy ā th al-D ī n in some manuscripts of his works 
indicates his status as a  sayyid . 

 One point of apparent incongruity between the two fi gures which I 
outlined earlier is that the author of the   � a �  ī fat al-n ā   ir ī n  clearly 
identifi es himself as a convert to the Ismaili tradition, while the 
hagiographical record depicts Sayyid Suhr ā b as being from a family 
that had long been followers of the Ismaili imams. As noted in that 
discussion, however, the  Silk-i guhar-r ī z  also goes to some lengths to 
account for what appears to have been an Ithn ā  � ashar ī  connection on 
the part of Sayyid Suhr ā b’s ancestors, with the framework of the 
 mustawda �  / mustaqarr  imamate employed as an explanatory device to 
legitimize these affi  liations, in eff ect retroactively claiming his 
ancestors as dissimulated Ismailis. Both the autobiographical account 
in the   � a �  ī fat al-n ā   ir ī n  and the hagiographical tradition connected 
with Sayyid Suhr ā b also share a common narrative of admission to the 
 da � wa  at a young age: the   � a �  ī fat al-n ā   ir ī n  records the author’s 
conversion at the age of 12 (by contrast, N ā  � ir-i Khusraw encountered 
the  da � wa  only aft er the age of 40), while the  Silk-i guhar-r ī z  reports 
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that Sayyid Suhr ā b was bestowed to N ā  � ir-i Khusraw’s tutelage at the 
tender age of 4. 

 Th e autobiographical conversion narrative related in the   � a �  ī fat 
al-n ā   ir ī n  also suggests some similarities to the account of Sayyid 
Suhr ā b in the  Silk-i guhar-r ī z . Th e account relates that the author’s 
spiritual search was initiated at the prompting of an unnamed dervish 
who recited some verses from N ā  � ir-i Khusraw, thus planting the 
seeds of questioning in his mind and initiating an extended process of 
personal search concluding with his embrace of Ismailism. Hence, 
while the author of the   � a �  ī fat al-n ā   ir ī n  does not claim to have been 
N ā  � ir-i Khusraw’s direct disciple, his narrative does assign a prominent 
place to N ā  � ir’s legacy and thought in aff ecting his conversion. Th e 
hagiographical tradition also depicts Sayyid Suhr ā b as having been a 
highly learned individual and a specialist in Ismaili philosophy, having 
spent several decades studying at the feet of N ā  � ir-i Khusraw. Th is is 
clearly illustrated in a narrative from the  Silk-i guhar-r ī z , which relates 
that one day N ā  � ir-i Khusraw was leading a  dhikr  circle with his 
companions, when the people entreated his disciples to pose a question 
to N ā  � ir regarding the origins of the soul. Th e people turned to Sayyid 
Suhr ā b, telling him: ‘You are our leader’ ( t ū  p ī shqadam-i m ā h ā  �  ī  ), and 
begged him to pose the question to N ā  � ir. Sayyid Suhr ā b posed the 
question to N ā  � ir, who instructed him that he should answer the 
question for the people himself. Upon this command ( bi-farm ā n-i p ī r ), 
Sayyid Suhr ā b turned to the audience and began a lengthy discourse 
on cosmology, the nature of the soul, and the need for a spiritual guide. 
Th e discourse reveals Sayyid Suhr ā b to be fully fl uent in the system of 
Ismaili Neo-Platonic philosophy propounded in the works of N ā  � ir-i 
Khusraw, and which is abundantly represented in the   � a �  ī fat 
al-n ā   ir ī n .  42   

 Yet all of this potential evidence would seem to be negated by the 
clear chronological discrepancy between the depiction in the 
hagiographical tradition of Sayyid Suhr ā b as a disciple of N ā  � ir-i 
Khusraw and the dating of the   � a �  ī fat al-n ā   ir ī n , constituting a nearly 
four century gap. However, aside from the attachment of his name to 
the   � a �  ī fat al-n ā   ir ī n , there is additional evidence to suggest that 
Sayyid Suhr ā b may in actuality have lived in the 15th century. Th is 
evidence is attested in the various genealogical traditions among the 
Ismailis of Badakhsh ā n that are traced back to Sayyid Suhr ā b. While 
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there is not space here to discuss these traditions in detail, it suffi  ces to 
mention that a chronological analysis of these genealogies demonstrates 
that Sayyid Suhr ā b could not possibly have been a contemporary of 
N ā  � ir-i Khusraw; rather, the genealogies largely concur in suggesting 
a birth date for Sayyid Suhr ā b around the early 15th century, which 
aligns with the attested dates of his literary output in the second half of 
the 15th century.  43    

   Conclusion  

 Th e evidence adduced above, demonstrating convergence both in the 
dates and in some of the key biographical data available for the fi gures 
of Sayyid Suhr ā b Wal ī  and Ghiy ā th al-D ī n I � fah ā n ī , suggests that the 
matter of the authorship of the   � a �  ī fat al-n ā   ir ī n  may constitute 
something more than a case of mere pseudo-attribution. Accordingly, 
I put forth here the hypothesis that these two names may in fact refer 
to one and the same individual; or, more specifi cally, that Ghiy ā th 
al-D ī n was a Niz ā r ī   d ā  �  ī   who adopted the pseudonym or  nom de guerre  
of Sayyid Suhr ā b following the Timurid conquest of Badakhsh ā n. Over 
time, the name and legacy of Sayyid Suhr ā b likely took on a number of 
legendary embellishments, while his original name was evidently 
obscured, although still preserved to a degree within the manuscript 
record. Examples of such a wholesale ‘replacement’ of the identity 
of a historical fi gure are not unknown in the history of Central Asia, 
especially in predominately oral environments, such as that found 
in Badakhsh ā n in the pre-colonial era, where the lack of written 
records permitted a much greater degree of creativity in narrative 
development.  44   

 Th e master–disciple relationship between N ā  � ir-i Khusraw and 
Sayyid Suhr ā b depicted in the hagiographical record undoubtedly 
represents a later eff ort to reify a symbolic link between the two fi gures 
and their legacies. As I have mentioned above, the   � a �  ī fat al-n ā   ir ī n  is 
the earliest known Ismaili text to have been composed within 
Badakhsh ā n following the death of N ā  � ir-i Khusraw; furthermore, the 
author of the   � a �  ī fat al-n ā   ir ī n  acknowledges the work of N ā  � ir-i 
Khusraw in spurring his own conversion to Ismailism, and clearly 
envisioned his  da � wa  work as a means of continuing or reviving the 
tradition established by N ā  � ir-i Khusraw within the Badakhsh ā n 
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region. It is not diffi  cult to imagine, therefore, how this intellectual 
relationship between N ā  � ir-i Khusraw and Ghiy ā th al-D ī n/Sayyid 
Suhr ā b may have, over the course of centuries, become telescoped 
within the hagiographical imagination into a discipleship relationship, 
thereby collapsing the gap in the historical record between N ā  � ir’s 
career and the later introduction of the Niz ā r ī   da � wa  in Badakhsh ā n. 

 Th e question of Ghiy ā th al-D ī n’s identifi cation with or relationship 
to Sayyid Suhr ā b remains at this time a matter of speculation, pending 
further study and the availability of additional evidence. Th is matter 
aside, the association of Ghiy ā th al-D ī n’s name with the   � a �  ī fat 
al-n ā   ir ī n  nonetheless stands as a signifi cant fact in its own right, as it 
allows us to state, with great certainty, that Ghiy ā th al-D ī n was, for at 
least one stage of his career, a proponent of the Ismaili  da � wa .  45   While 
he may not have reached the stature of earlier Ismaili intellectuals such 
as Na �  ī r al-D ī n  �  ū s ī  or N ā  � ir-i Khusraw, he was nonetheless a learned 
scholar of the Timurid period, writing at a time when the classical 
tradition of Ismaili scholarship is widely believed to have come to an 
end. Moreover, being a convert to the Ismaili tradition himself, his 
career would appear to have echoed that of previous converts who 
went on to become prominent leaders of the  da � wa , to include the two 
most prestigious  d ā  �  ī  s of the Persian Ismaili tradition, namely  � asan-i 
 � abb ā  �  and N ā  � ir-i Khusraw. Accordingly, future research should be 
focused on a closer study of his works with an eye towards their 
relationship with the broader Ismaili literary tradition.  

   NOTES  

     * I would like to thank Wafi  Momin and Nour Nourmamadchoev of the IIS for their 
assistance with the manuscripts of the   � a �  ī fat al-n ā   ir ī n  that were consulted for this 
chapter. I dedicate this chapter to the memory of Qudratbek Elchibekov (1938–2020), 
who generously shared with me his copies and unsurpassed knowledge of the  Silk-i 
guhar-r ī z , as well as other manuscript materials used in this chapter.   

    1 Th e historical Badakhsh ā n region spans across the territories of present-day eastern 
Tajikistan and north-eastern Afghanistan, and is closely linked as well with the Gilgit-
Baltistan region of northern Pakistan and bordering areas in the Xinjiang province of 
north-western China.   

    2 For a general survey of Ismaili history in Central Asia with further references, see 
      Daniel   Beben   , ‘ Th e Ismaili of Central Asia ’,  in    Th e Oxford Research Encyclopedia of 
Asian History  , ed.    David   Ludden    (  New York  ,  2018 )   , available online at  http://asianhistory.
oxfordre.com .   

    3 On N ā  � ir-i Khusraw’s  da � wa  career in Badakhsh ā n and its legacy, see idem., ‘Islamisation 
on the Iranian Periphery: Nasir-i Khusraw and Ismailism in Badakhshān’, in 
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A. C. S. Peacock, ed.,  Islamisation: Comparative Perspectives from History  (Edinburgh, 
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    4 On Gh ū rid rule in Badakhsh ā n see Min � aj al-D ī n J ū zj ā n ī ,   * abaq ā t-i N ā  � ir ī  , ed.,  � Abd 
al- � ayy  � ab ī b ī , 2 vols. (Kabul, 1342 Sh./1963), vol. 1, pp. 384–392. On Gh ū rid opposition 
to the Ismailis see       Cliff ord   E.   Bosworth   , ‘ Th e Early Islamic History of Gh ū r ,’     Central 
Asiatic Journal  ,  6  ( 1961 ), pp.  132–133    . Among other things, the Gh ū rids patronised the 
heresiographical work of the Ash � ar ī  theologian Fakhr al-D ī n al-R ā z ī , a fi erce critic of 
the Ismailis who sharply condemned N ā  � ir-i Khusraw; see his  I � tiq ā d ā t fi raq al-muslim ī n 
wa � l-mushrik ī n , ed.,  � aha  � Abd al-Raw ū f Sa � d and Mu �  � af ā  al-Haww ā r ī  (Cairo, 
1398/1978), p. 122.   

    5 Rash ī d al-D ī n,  J ā mi �  al-tav ā r ī kh , tr., Wheeler M. Th ackston as  Compendium of 
Chronicles: A History of the Mongols , 3 vols. (Cambridge, MA, 1998), vol. 1, p. 250; 
Ghiy ā th al-D ī n Khw ā ndam ī r,   � ab ī b al-siyar f ī  akhb ā r afr ā d bashar , tr., W. M. Th ackston 
as  Habibu’s-siyar Tome Th ree: Th e Reign of the Mongol and the Turk  (London, 2012), p. 44.   

    6 Th ere has been very little scholarship to date on the history of Badakhsh ā n in this 
period; see further my discussion in      Daniel   Beben   ,   Th e Legendary Biographies of N ā  � ir-i 
Khusraw:     Memory and Textualization in Early Modern Persian Ism ā  �  ī lism   (PhD diss., 
 Indiana University ,  2015 ), pp.  101–113 .     

    7 While we do not have any reliable reports on the exact death date of N ā  � ir-i Khusraw, 
it is clear that he was deceased by 485/1092, when he is referenced in the past tense in 
the heresiographical work of Abu � l-Ma �  ā l ī ; see his  Bay ā n al-ady ā n , ed., Abb ā s Iqb ā l 
 Ā shtiy ā n ī , Mu � ammad Taq ī  D ā nishpazh ū h and Mu � ammad Dab ī r S ī y ā q ī  (Tehran, 1375 
Sh./1997), pp. 55–56.   

    8 I have consulted IIS MS 32 (ff . 22a–25a) and MS 37 (ff . 4b–10a). On the text see also 
     Shafi que   N.   Virani   ,   Th e Ismailis in the Middle Ages:     A History of Survival, a Search for 
Salvation   (  Oxford  ,  2007 ), pp.  86–87   . While Virani also quotes an earlier text from the 
late 13th or early 14th century, the  Alf ā   -i guharb ā r , as containing a reference to Ismailis 
in Badakhsh ā n, this reference most likely constitutes a later emendation in the 
manuscript cited by him, as the reference to Badakhsh ā n is missing from all other 
known manuscripts of the work, including those preserved in Badakhsh ā n. On that 
basis, we may assume that the reference to Badakhsh ā n was probably not original to the 
text, as it is inconceivable that a Badakhsh ā ni scribe would have intentionally removed 
such a reference. See further my discussion in Beben,  Th e Legendary Biographies of 
N ā  � ir-i Khusraw , pp. 233–40.   

    9 On this period, termed the ‘Anjud ā n revival’ in contemporary scholarship, see      Farhad  
 Daft ary   ,   Th e Ism ā  �  ī l ī s: Th eir History and Doctrines   (2nd ed.,   Cambridge  ,  2007 ), pp.  422–
451   ; Virani,  Ismailis in the Middle Ages , pp. 109–132.   

   10 For accounts of Sul �  ā n Mu � ammad, who was also a respected poet to whom a  d ī v ā n  of 
poetry is attributed, see      Dawlatsh ā h   Samarqand ī    ,   Tadhkirat al-shu � ar ā   , ed.,    F ā  � ima    � Al ā qa    
(  Tehran  , 1385 Sh./ 2007 ), pp.  819–820   ;      Am ī n   A � mad   R ā z ī    ,   Tadhkira-i haft  iql ī m  , ed., 
   Sayyid   Mu � ammad Ri !  ā     �  ā hir ī    ,  3  vols. (  Tehran  , 1378 Sh./ 1999 ), vol.  2 , p.  605 .     

   11 On Timurid persecution of Ismailis in Iran see Virani,  Ismailis in the Middle Ages , 
pp. 102–105.   

   12      M ī rz ā    Mu � ammad  � aydar   D ū ghl ā t   ,   T ā r ī kh-i Rash ī d ī   , ed.,     � Abb ā squl ī    Ghaff  ā r ī    Fard    
(  Tehran  , 1283 Sh./ 2004 ), pp.  346–347 .     

   13      Sayyid   Suhr ā b Wal ī    Badakhsh ā n ī    ,   S ī   ū  shish  � a �  ī fa  , ed.,    H ū shang   Uj ā q ī     and    Wladimir  
 Ivanow    (  Tehran  ,  1961 ).     

   14 Th e practice of creating handwritten copies from printed editions of Ismaili texts appears 
to have been rather common in Badakhsh ā n in the Soviet period due to the rarity of 
these publications, as similarly produced copies are known of other texts as well.   

   15       Aleksandr   A.   Semenov   , ‘ Opisanie ismailitskikh rukopise ĭ , sobrannykh A. A. Semenovym ’,  
   Izvestiia Rossi ĭ sko ĭ  Akademii Nauk  ( Bulletin de l’Acad é mie des Sciences de Russie )  ser. 6,  12  
( 1918 ), pp.  2191–2192 .      
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   16       Wladimir   Ivanow   , ‘ Ismailitskiia rukopisi Aziatskogo Muzeia ’,     Izvestiia Rossi ĭ sko ĭ  Akademii 
Nauk  ( Bulletin de l’Acad é mie des Sciences de Russie )  ser. 6,  11  ( 1917 ), pp.  376–377 .      

   17      N. D.   Miklukho-Makla ĭ    ,   Persidskie i tadzhikskie rukopisi Instituta Narodov Azii: kratki ĭ  
alfavitny ĭ  katalog  ,  2  vols. (  Moscow  ,  1964 ), pp.  356–357 .     

   18 Th e exception in this regard is Abusaid Shokhumorov, who mentions the attribution of 
copies of the text to Ghiy ā th al-D ī n  � Al ī  in his  Razdelenie Badakhshana i sud’by 
Ismailizma  (Moscow, 2008), p. 27. Th e earliest scholar to mention Sayyid Suhr ā b was 
Aleksandr Semenov who, based on a series of interviews with Ismailis in Central Asia, 
noted that there is allegedly a biographical account of N ā  � ir-i Khusraw that was 
authored by a certain Sayyid Suhr ā b, who was among the chief disciples of N ā  � ir. He 
mentions that copies of this text were maintained among his descendants in the village 
of Such ā n (located in the Gund valley in present-day Tajik Badakhsh ā n) in his time but 
were not available to him. See       Aleksandr   A.   Semenov   , ‘ Iz oblasti religioznykh verovani ĭ  
shugnanskikh ismailitov ’,     Mir Islama  ,  4  ( 1912 ), p.  550    . Th e text that Semenov describes 
here is almost certainly not the   � a �  ī fat al-n ā   ir ī n  but rather the  Silk-i guhar-r ī z , which I 
will discuss further below. Among the more recent notices on Sayyid Suhr ā b and the 
  � a �  ī fat al-n ā   ir ī n  see Delia Cortese,  Eschatology and Power in Mediaeval Persian 
Ismailism  (PhD diss., School of Oriental and African Studies, University of London, 
1993), pp. 237–242; Farhad Daft ary, ‘Badakhsh ā n ī , Sayyid Suhr ā b-i Wal ī ’, in  D ā nish-
n ā ma-i jah ā n-i Isl ā m  (Tehran, 1369 Sh./1990), pp. 520–521; idem.,  Ismaili Literature: A 
Bibliography of Sources and Studies  (London, 2004), p. 110; idem., ‘Bada k  š  ā ni, Sayyed 
Sohr ā b Wali’,  EIr ; Kudratbek  Ė l’chibekov, ‘Ismailizm na Pamire’, in  Istoriia Gorno-
Badakhshansko ĭ  avtonomno ĭ  oblasti , vol. 1:  s drevne ĭ shikh vremen do nove ĭ shego perioda  
(Dushanbe, 2005), pp. 455–456; Mu � taf ā  Gh ā lib,  A � l ā m al-Ism ā  �  ī liyya  (Beirut, 1964), pp. 
304–305, who erroneously attributes a number of anonymous works mentioned by 
Ivanow in his survey to Sayyid Suhr ā b; Abdulmamad Iloliev,  Th e Ism ā  �  ī l ī -Sufi  Sage of 
Pamir: Mub ā rak-i Wakh ā n ī  and the Esoteric Tradition of the Pamiri Muslims  (Amherst, 
2008), pp. 33–34; Wladimir Ivanow,  Ismaili Literature: A Bibliographical Survey  (Tehran, 
1963), pp. 163–164; Nourmamadcho Nourmamadchoev,  Th e Ism ā  �  ī l ī s of Badakhshān: 
History, Politics and Religion from 1500 to 1750  (PhD diss., School of Oriental and African 
Studies, University of London, 2014), pp. 167–169; Ismail K. Poonawala,  Biobibliography 
of Ism ā  �  ī l ī  Literature  (Malibu, CA, 1977), pp. 267–268; Virani,  Ismailis in the Middle 
Ages , p. 119. In his survey of Ismaili history, Daft ary advances the claim that ‘the Niz ā r ī s 
of Badakhsh ā n did not produce any noteworthy authors aft er Sayyid Suhr ā b Val ī  
Badakhsh ā n ī ’; see Daft ary,  Th e Ism ā  �  ī l ī s , p. 408.   

   19 Th ese works are cited on pages 19, 46, and 55 (respectively) of the Uj ā q ī  edition.   
   20 Beben,  Th e Legendary Biographies of N ā  � ir-i Khusraw , pp. 344–402. See also Iloliev,  Th e 

Ism ā  �  ī l ī –Sufi  Sage of Pamir , pp. 27–46. My references herein will be to a typescript 
prepared for an unpublished edition of the text by Qudratbek Elchibekov.   

   21 Th e main biographical narrative of Sayyid Suhr ā b is given on pp. 88–94 of Elchibekov’s 
edition.   

   22 Th e concept of the  mustawda �  / mustaqarr  imamate is oft en evoked in Ismaili sources to 
address cases where there are two living claimants to imamate. Th e ‘entrusted imam’ 
represents the public face of the imamate and in eff ect serves as a placeholder for the 
true or ‘established imam’, who may be concealed from public view, and from whom 
the true lineage of imamate is transmitted. For more on this concept see further Virani, 
 Ismailis in the Middle Ages , pp. 83–86.   

   23      Saidjaloli   Badakhsh ī    ,   Bahr-ul-akhbor  , ed.,    R.   Rahmonqulov    (  Khorogh  ,  1992 ).     
   24 On these familial traditions see       John   Mock   , ‘ Shrine Traditions of Wakhan Afghanistan ’,  

   Journal of Persianate Studies  ,  4  ( 2011 ), p.  130    ;      M.   Nazif   Shahrani   ,   Th e Kirghiz and Wakhi 
of Afghanistan:     Adaptation to Closed Frontiers and War   (2nd ed.,   Seattle  ,  2002 ), p.  56 .     

   25 Th e manuscript was copied on Th ursday, 1293 Rabi �  al-awwal/March–April 1876 by 
Tashr ī f-i Khud ā  b. Mull ā  Mu � ammad L ā  � iq.   
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   26  Va  ā n-r ā   � a �  ī fat al-n ā   ir ī n n ā m nah ā da shud mushtamal bar s ī   ū  panj  � a �  ī fa bi-tart ī b ī  ki 
dar fi hrist qalam ī  m ī shavad  (f. 2a). By comparison, the Uj ā q ī  edition here reads:  va  ī n 
ris ā la mushtamal ast bar s ī   ū  shish  � a �  ī fa ki bi-fi hrist guft a khw ā had shud  (p. 1).   

   27 Th e section starting the 20th chapter in Uj ā q ī ’s edition is preceded in MS BA 59 not 
by a new chapter heading, but rather simply by the word  tanb ī h , indicating an 
admonishment to the reader.   

   28      Andre ĭ    Bertel’s    and    Mamadvafo   Bakoev   ,   Alfavitny ĭ  katalog rukopise ĭ , obnaruzhennykh v 
Gorno-Badakhshansko ĭ  avtonomno ĭ  oblasti  ė kspeditsie ĭ  1959–1963   (  Moscow  ,  1967 ), 
pp.  69–71   . In his report on the fi rst expedition, Bertel’s off ered a brief note on the 
importance of the discovery of these manuscripts and the signifi cance of their 
attribution to Ghiy ā th al-D ī n, as the text was previously known at that time only 
through the earlier copies collected by Semenov and Zarubin, which were attributed to 
Sayyid Suhr ā b; see       Andre ĭ    Bertel’s   , ‘ Nakhodki novykh rukopise  ı̌   v Tadzhikistane ’,  
   Problemy vostokvedeniia  , no.  6  ( 1959 ), pp.  222–223 .      

   29 Th e colophon to this copy is dated 867/1462–1463, which is later than other known 
copies but still before the Timurid conquest, and includes a note that it was written ‘at 
the request of the inhabitants of Badakhshān.’   

   30 Two other copies in this collection (1959/24v and 1959/7v) are defective in the beginning 
and hence lack information on the attribution of the work.   

   31 In his introduction to Uj ā q ī ’s edition (p. 9), Ivanow notes, ‘Although local tradition 
preserves its title as “ � a �  ī fatu’n-N ā  � ir ī n”, this apparently, is never found in known 
copies.’ Th is remark demonstrates that Ivanow was unaware of the second redaction 
bearing this title. Th e title  Tu � fat al-n ā   ir ī n  does not appear in any of the manuscripts 
that I have examined, although it evidently appeared in at least one of the copies 
consulted by Qudratull ā h Beg for his edition.   

   32      Edward   G.   Browne   ,   A Catalogue of the Persian Manuscripts in the Library of the University 
of Cambridge   (  Cambridge  ,  1896 ), pp.  219–220  (#133).     

   33 I have examined MS Per 491 from the collection of the Wellcome Institute in London. 
Th e author’s name is given here as Ghiy ā th al-D ī n  � Al ī  b. Am ī r ā n al- � usayn ī  al-I � fah ā n ī . 
For the catalogue description see      Fatemeh   Keshavarz   ,   A Descriptive and Analytical 
Catalogue of Persian Manuscripts in the Library of the Wellcome Institute for the History of 
Medicine   (  London  ,  1986 ), pp.  386–387   , with references to MSS in other collections listed 
therein. On the dating and dedication of the text, see       Wladimir   Ivanow   , ‘ Th e Date of the 
 D ā nish-n ā ma-i-jah ā n  ’,     Journal of the Royal Asiatic Society of Great Britain and Ireland  , 
no.  1  ( 1927 ), pp.  95–96    . On the work, see also       Lutz   Richter-Bernburg   , ‘ Medical and 
Veterinary Sciences.   Part One: Medicine, Pharmacology and Veterinary Science in 
Islamic Eastern Iran and Central Asia ’,  in     M. S.   Asimov    and    C. E.   Bosworth   , ed.,   History 
of Civilizations of Central Asia , vol. 4, part 2:  Th e Age of Achievements: A.D. 750 to the End 
of the Fift eenth Century   (  Paris  ,  1998 ), p.  314 .      

   34      Charles   A.   Storey   ,   Persian Literature:     A Bio-bibliographical Survey  , vol.  2.1  (  London  , 
 1958 ), pp.  10–11 .     

   35 Ibid., p. 75.   
   36 A manuscript of this text was copied by Sh ā hz ā da Mu � ammad b. Farrukhsh ā h in 1925 

and was used as the basis for a Cyrillic-script edition of the work prepared by Umed 
Mamadsherzodshoev, published in Khorogh in 1995. On the use of this text in local 
Pamiri calendar systems see       Karim-Aly   Kassam   ,    Umed   Bulbulshoev   , and    Morgan  
 Ruelle   , ‘ Ecology of Time:   Calendar of the Human Body in the Pamir Mountains ’,  
   Journal of Persianate Studies  ,  4  ( 2011 ), pp.  146–170 .      

   37 In the United States National Library of Medicine there is preserved a short and 
apparently undated treatise attributed to Ghiy ā th al-D ī n on the topic of foodstuff s 
( https://www.nlm.nih.gov/hmd/arabic/bioG.html ; accessed 22 December 2020), while 
a manuscript in the library of the School of Oriental and African Studies in London 
(Phillott collection MS 46482) contains a treatise authored by him on falconry titled 

https://www.nlm.nih.gov/hmd/arabic/bioG.html
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 B ā z-n ā ma . Th is work was composed in 859/1455 and hence predates the Timurid 
conquest of Badakhsh ā n ( http://www.fi hrist.org.uk/profi le/work/ff 921eb7-af9a-4607-
b317-d3704825cf7b ; accessed 22 December 2020).   

   38 On the intellectual circles of the P ā rs ā  family and the Naqshbandiyya in 15th-century 
Central Asia, see J ü rgen Paul, ‘Th e Khw ā jag ā n at Herat during Sh ā hrukh’s Reign’, in 
 İ lker Evrim Binba ş  and Nurten K ı l ı  ç -Schubel, ed.,  Horizons of the World: Festschrift  for 
 İ senbike Togan  (Istanbul, 2011), pp. 217–250; Maria E. Subtelny, ‘Th e Making of 
 Bukh ā r ā -yi Sharif : Scholars, Books, and Libraries in Medieval Bukhara (Th e Library of 
Khw ā ja Mu � ammad P ā rs ā )’, in Devin DeWeese, ed.,  Studies on Central Asian History in 
Honor of Yuri Bregel  (Bloomington, 2001), pp. 79–111.   

   39 On the career of N ā  � ir al-D ī n  �  ū s ī  and his shift ing communal affi  liations, see       Farhad  
 Daft ary   , ‘ Nasir al–Din al-Tusi and the Ismailis ’,  in  his   Ismailis in Medieval Muslim 
Societies   (  London  ,  2005 ), pp.  171–182 .      

   40 On the practice of pseudo-attribution in the Ismaili tradition, see further my discussion 
in ‘Th e  Kal ā m-i p ī r  and Its Place in the Central Asian Isma � ili Tradition’,  Journal of 
Islamic Studies , 31 (2020), pp. 70–102.   

   41 Th is phenomenon of competition between saintly lineages, oft en entailing the ‘forging’ 
or pseudo-attribution of texts, is well attested across Central Asia and the Islamic world 
in this period; for one example see       Devin   DeWeese   , ‘ Th e Politics of Sacred Lineages in 
19th-Century Central Asia:   Descent Groups Linked to Khwaja Ahmad Yasavi in Shrine 
Documents and Genealogical Charters ’,     International Journal of Middle East Studies  ,  31  
( 1999 ), pp.  507–530 .      

   42 Th e discourse covers pp. 78–85 of Elchibekov’s edition.   
   43 Th is assertion is based on an analysis of eight distinct genealogical texts connected with 

Sayyid Suhr ā b found in private collections in Tajikistan and Afghanistan that have been 
identifi ed as part of an ongoing research project on genealogical traditions in 
Badakhsh ā n. To these texts we may also add the lineage descending from Sayyid Suhr ā b 
presented in the aforementioned  Silk-i guhar-r ī z . By back dating from the latest fi gure 
mentioned in each of these genealogies and assuming generational gaps of 25–30 years, 
we can posit birth dates for Sayyid Suhr ā b ranging from the mid-14th to the mid-15th 
century, with the majority clustered around the year 1400. None of the genealogical 
sources identifi ed thus far suggest a plausible birth date for Sayyid Suhr ā b prior to the 
14th century. Hence, while the details of these genealogical records are impossible to 
verify historically, at the very least it is obvious that they were not fabricated for the 
purpose of depicting Sayyid Suhr ā b as a contemporary of N ā  � ir-i Khusraw. Th ese 
genealogical records will be examined in detail in a forthcoming book,  Ismailism in 
Badakhshān: A Genealogical History , co-authored with Jo-Ann Gross. Meanwhile, 
see my preliminary discussion in Beben,  Th e Legendary Biographies of N ā  � ir-i Khusraw , 
pp. 376–384.   

   44 One example of such narrative ‘replacement’ might be seen in the case of Baba T ü kles, 
a legendary Sufi  fi gure who is credited in the oral traditions of many Central Asian 
peoples with the conversion to Islam of  Ö zbek Kh ā n (r. 1313–1341), the Mongol ruler of 
the Golden Horde. As Devin DeWeese has demonstrated, the name Baba T ü kles 
probably represents a mythologised form of a historical fi gure from the Yasav ī  Sufi  
tradition by the name of Sayyid Ata. See      Devin   DeWeese   ,   Islamization and Native 
Religion in the Golden Horde:     Baba T ü kles and Conversion to Islam in Historical and Epic 
Tradition   ( University Park ,  1994 ).     

   45 As this chapter was being fi nalised for publication I received access to additional folios 
of IIS MS 15095, in which was discovered a previously unknown text attributed to 
Ghiy ā th al-D ī n I � fah ā n ī , titled  Hid ā yat al- �  ā lib ī n . Th e text is an apologetic work in 
support of the Ismaili position in relation to the claims of other branches of Shi � i Islam. 
While the discovery of this work has no immediate bearing on the matter of the 
authorship of the   � a �  ī fat al-n ā   ir ī n , it does provide further evidence of Ghiy ā th al-D ī n’s 

http://www.fihrist.org.uk/profile/work/ff921eb7-af9a-4607-b317-d3704825cf7b
http://www.fihrist.org.uk/profile/work/ff921eb7-af9a-4607-b317-d3704825cf7b
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commitment to the Ismaili  da � wa . Th e work may postdate the composition of the 
  � a �  ī fat al-n ā   ir ī n , as it is not among the texts cited within it, although it is unclear if it 
preceded the Timurid conquest of Badakhsh ā n. It is also worthy of note that in the 
manuscript this work immediately follows the text of a known work titled  Irsh ā d 
al- �  ā lib ī n , dedicated to a defence of the rival Mu � ammad-Sh ā h ī  line of Niz ā r ī  imams, 
which was composed prior to 915/1509. On this text see Virani,  Ismailis in the Middle 
Ages , pp. 77–81. While the author’s name is not listed in any of the known copies of this 
work, the similarities between the titles and content raise the possibility that Ghiy ā th 
al-D ī n may have also been responsible for composing the  Irsh ā d al- �  ā lib ī n . I intend to 
explore further this newly discovered text and its relationship with the  Irsh ā d al- �  ā lib ī n  
in a future study.      
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  The Seven Pillars of the Shar ī  	 a  and the 
Question of Authority in Central Asian Ismaili 

Manuscripts: An Ismaili Esoteric Discourse   

    Yahia   Baiza               

  Th e study of Central Asian Ismaili manuscripts is a relatively new and 
less explored academic area. Th ese manuscripts rarely feature in 
modern Ismaili and non-Ismaili scholarly works. Most of them are 
collections ( majm ū  � a ) of treatises and contain a wide variety of themes, 
such as the Ismaili interpretations of the  shar ī  � a , the Sufi -Ismaili hybrid 
gnostic texts, devotional poetry, religious education, and religious 
mythology. Th is chapter analyses one of the most copied treatises 
called the  Seven Pillars of the   Shar ī  � a , which appears across numerous 
manuscripts. Th e presented discussions explore how the examined 
treatises off er an Ismaili interpretation of the pillars of the  shar ī  � a ; in 
what ways they conceptualise and articulate the notion of authority 
and mediate it between the text and the members of the community; 
how the texts of the  Seven Pillars of the   Shar ī  � a  form and inform the 
identity of the targeted audience; and what kind of latent and manifest 
messages the texts convey to their audience. Th e chapter begins with a 
concise codicological analysis of the manuscripts in which the treatises 
are copied, followed by a discussion on the concept of  ta � w ī l  in the 
Ismaili esoteric tradition, and fi nishes with a detailed analysis of the 
 Seven Pillars of the Shar ī  � a .  

   Codicological Analysis  

 Codicology is an important part of manuscript analysis. It deals with 
various physical aspects of a text, such as the examination of materials, 
tools, techniques, ornamentation, pagination, inks, scribes and scripts, 
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and colophon, to name a few. Th is study also pays attention to the 
codicology of the examined manuscripts and the concerned treatises. 
Th e term codicology and codicological analysis have a broad range of 
implications. Th e analysis of a codex, for instance, could vary from a 
sophisticated scientifi c examination of the material used for the 
production of a given codex to the systematic observation of the 
above-mentioned physical properties of texts.  1   Th is study is not 
concerned with a scientifi c examination of the material because the 
author has access to digitized copies of the manuscripts only since the 
originals of most of the copies are held in Khorogh, the capital of 
Gorno-Badakhshān Autonomous Oblast  2   (GBAO) of Tajikistan. 

 Codicology is an important aspect of understanding manuscripts. It 
reveals various key features and aspects of a manuscript, such as a 
provenance, the time during which a treatise/manuscript was produced 
and completed, and whether the examined manuscript is an original 
work or a recent copy. Between the years 2016 and 2018, as part of 
joint research projects between the Ismaili Special Collections Unit 
and the Central Asian Studies Unit of Th e Institute of Ismaili Studies, 
this author conducted a rigorous codicological analysis of nine 
manuscripts: MS BT 4, MS BT 7, MS BT 17, MS BT 25, MS BT 34, MS 
BT 59, MS BT 157, MS BT 189, and MS BT 265. Of these, except MS 
BT 34 and MS BT 189, all other seven manuscripts contained the 
treatise of the  Seven Pillars of the Shar ī  � a . Instead of engaging in a full 
codicological analysis of these nine manuscripts, this chapter uses the 
space in the following sections to present a concise codicological 
analysis of the concerned treatises so that the readers get the gist of the 
complexities and nuances surrounding the manuscripts and the 
examined treatises. 

   Overview  

 Each examined manuscript is a collection of independent treatises. 
Th e treatises of the  Seven Pillars of the Shar ī  � a  are handwritten texts. 
Th e sizes (height and width) of the treatises and their folios are not 
known. A ruler marked in millimetres is an important part of the 
digitization process and perhaps the most important tool in the kit for 
measuring a manuscript’s dimensions. However, the digitization 
process misses placing a ruler with a millimetre scale along the vertical 
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and horizontal lengths of the manuscript’s cover pages and the fi rst 
folio. Th erefore, it is not possible to comment on the size of the folios. 

 Th e material of all nine manuscripts is made of ordinary papers, 
produced in a modern stationery factory (see Figure 16.1). Th e texts are 
written horizontally from right to the left  in black colour. Th e papers 
are either plain, horizontal lined or, sometimes, squared. Th e number 
of lines on each folio varies between 13 and 18, depending on the size 
of the folio and the scribe’s style of writing. Th e length of treatises 
varies between three to fi ve folios. Th e manuscripts do not follow a 
single pagination style. In some, pagination is in Persian numerals at 
the top centre of each folio, while others are not paginated. 

 Copyists oft en decorate pages, particularly when the codex has 
religious importance, such as the Qur �  ā n and/or any other sacred 
texts, or texts that generally deal with subjects that are important. Th e 
design and style of decorations could be abstract geometrical fi gures, 
botanical elements, or architecturally inspired images. Th e examined 
treatises do not have any noticeable decorations. Th e absence of even 
simple geometrical shapes suggests that the copyists were primarily 
interested in the subject and the content of the treatise. Also, it suggests 
that the copyists were neither professionals nor had rich and wealthy 
patrons. 

 Th e scribes create margins (see Figure 16.2), without using them for 
writing additional notes. It appears as if they are to protect the texts 
from the gradual erosion of the paper, the eff ect of fi ngers turning the 
folios, and damage caused by water (see Figure 16.3). In the examined 
manuscripts, the margins are rarely used for commentaries. Th e only 
systematic use of the margins the copyists make is the use of the space 
at the bottom left  corner of the verso folio (reading from right to left ), 

   Figure 16.1 An example of the material used for the manuscripts (MS BT 7, f. 13).         
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where the copyists write the fi rst word of the fi rst sentence of the recto 
folio. 

 Th e colophon is another important component of a manuscript. 
Commonly, the author/copyist writes his name and the date and place 
he completed the manuscript. Sometimes, it is also possible that the 
author/scribe writes his name on the cover page, the fl yleaf, or in the 

   Figure 16.3 Example of gradual erosion (MS BT 25, f. 89).         

   Figure 16.2 An example of margins (MS BT 157, f. 39).         
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initial parts of a text. Th is author has carefully checked all these 
possibilities for fi nding useful information about the original author 
or copyist. In the case of this study, colophons do include names, 
without specifying whether they are of the original author who penned 
the manuscript, or they relate to the copyist. Th erefore, it is not 
possible to make a defi nitive conclusion about the identity of the 
names that appear in the colophon. 

 Th e above colophons (see Figure 16.4) reveal similar information 
about the treatise of the  Seven Pillars of the Shar ī  � a . A careful analysis 
of the styles of the writings reveals that the two manuscripts are the 
works of two diff erent copyists. Th e two colophons consist of two 
identical parts and require careful reading, interpretation, and 
calculation and conversion of lunar, Gregorian and Chinese calendars. 

 Th e fi rst part gives the completion date of the examined treatises. It 
reads: ‘completed in the year 1354, the year of the Rat’ ( tam ā m, 1354, 
s ā l-e m ū sh ). Th e year of the Rat refers to the Chinese zodiac symbol. 
However, the colophons do not specify the month or the day when the 
manuscripts were completed. Although scribes and writers were 
customarily using the lunar  hijr ī   calendar in their colophons, these do 
not specify whether the given year corresponds to the lunar or solar 
 hijr ī   year. In this regard, the Chinese zodiac symbol of the year, which 
is used in many of the examined Persian Central Asian Ismaili 
manuscripts, helps to clarify the situation. Th e conversion and 
calculation of diff erences between lunar, solar, and Chinese years 
prove that the year of the Rat 1354 relates to the lunar  hijr ī   calendar. 
Also, it is worth noting that not the entire year of 1354 is the year of the 
Rat. A further calculation helps to specify the possible time range 
when the manuscript was penned. Since the Chinese Zodiac year of 
the Rat starts on 29  Shaww ā l  1354, the examined treatises were copied 
sometimes between 29  Shaww ā l  and 30  Dh ū  al- � ijja  1354, which 

   Figure 16.4 MS BT 7, f. 31 (left ) and MS BT 17, f. 29 (right).         
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corresponds to 24 January–24 March, 1936 of the Gregorian calendar. 
Hence, one can safely claim that the examined treatises were copied 
from an original text during the months of  Dh ū  al-Qa � da  and  Dh ū  
al- � ijja  of 1354/25 January–24 March, 1936. 

 Th e second part of the two colophons relates to the original copy of 
the text and provides a name and an additional calendar year. It reads: 
‘this text ( nuskhah ) is copied from the late Kh ū jah Sh ā h  � Abd All ā h’s 
handwritten text of the  Seven Pillars of the   Shar ī  � a , end ( p ā y ā n ). But it 
was penned in the year 1300 of the Chinese zodiac year of the Horse’ 
(MS BT 7, f. 31; MS BT 17, f. 21). To write the year, all examined 
manuscripts use Persian numerals. Th e years written in these two 
colophons, as has already been examined, are in lunar  hijr ī  . Th e word 
‘Kh ū jah’, which also spelled as ‘Khw ā jah’, is an honorifi c religious title, 
oft en used for a Sufi  teacher. It suggests that Sh ā h  � Abd All ā h was a 
local religious teacher. Th e exact day and month in which Kh ū jah 
Sh ā h  � Abd All ā h penned the manuscript remain unknown. Th e 
colophon does not tell us the date of Sh ā h  � Abd All ā h’s death. However, 
it does suggest that he died aft er 1882–1883. It is important to note that 
the copyist writes the year 1300 in an unusual numerical style, which 
can also be read as 1355 ( ۱۳٥٥ ). However, the size of the last two digits 
is larger than zero ( ۰ ) and smaller than fi ve ( ٥ ). From this author’s 
analysis perspective, the given year is 1300 and not 1355. Th e obvious 
reason for rejecting 1355 as a possible date is that the unknown copyist, 
as analysed in the fi rst part of the colophon, fi nished copying the 
manuscript in 1354, meaning that the original work itself, belonging to 
Kh ū jah Sh ā h  � Abd All ā h, could have not been written a year later in 
1355. Also, the mentioned size of the last two digits, larger than zero 
and smaller than fi ve, is probably because the original author did not 
want his readers to mistake zero for a dot ( ۰ ) nor for fi ve. Besides, the 
Zodiac animal symbol for the year 1355 is Ox and not Horse. Th erefore, 
the correct reading of the year in the colophon is 1300, which is also 
the year of the Horse. Again, the tradition of adding the Chinese 
zodiac animal symbol plays an important role in resolving the 
ambiguity. Th us, it can safely be claimed that Kh ū jah Sh ā h  � Abd All ā h 
penned the original copy of the treatise sometime between 1  Mu � arram  
and 29  Rab ī  al-Awwal  1300/12 November 1882–7 February, 1883. Th e 
presented analysis is the maximum limit one could discern from the 
two colophons. 
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 To conclude, these presented codicological discussions show some 
of the complexities and nuances involved in the study of manuscripts 
in general and the Central Asian Ismaili manuscripts in particular. 
Th e presented analysis of the colophons also demonstrates the 
importance of codicology in decoding complex issues for which there 
is oft en no other way of fi nding a solution. Th e discussions also 
demonstrate that a correct understanding of the texts oft en requires a 
meticulous reading and analysis of more than one manuscript as one 
cannot solely rely on a single manuscript for making a defi nitive 
conclusion. In analyzing the treatise of the  Seven Pillars of the Shar ī  � a , 
this author read and compared the texts across all treatises.  

   The Concept of  Ta � w ī l  in the Ismaili Esoteric Tradition  

 In exploring and analyzing the texts of the examined treatises, it is vital 
to defi ne and explain the concept of  ta � w ī l  in the Ismaili tradition, 
which provides the intellectual context and space for the articulation 
of the Ismaili-specifi c pillars of the  shar ī  � a . Th is section demonstrates 
why the science of  ta � w ī l  occupies an important position in the Ismaili 
thought, and how Ismaili  d ā  �  ī  s (summoners) and scholars used to 
apply it as an intellectual tool to understand and interpret the Qur �  ā n, 
the Prophetic traditions, and the  shar ī  � a . Th e Ismailis have developed 
a very systematic approach to the esoteric interpretation of the Qur �  ā n. 
Th e key canonical works on the subject were developed during the 
Fatimid empire (296–567/909–1171). Linguistically,  ta � w ī l  (pl.  ta � w ī l ā t , 
to interpret and explain something) is a verbal noun, derived from the 
second form  awwala  of the root verb  awl  (to bring something back to 
its source, origin, i.e. to its beginning ( awwal ). Th e science of  ta � w ī l  is 
an esoteric interpretation that primarily concerns the inner meaning 
of the Qur �  ā nic words and verses. 

 Th e term  ta � w ī l  appears 17 times in the Qur �  ā n and implies a variety 
of meanings. Generally, it means interpretation and explanation of the 
meaning of words, events, or something that is not predictable and 
explainable by the simple faculty of the human mind. For example, in 
Chapter 3, verse 7, the Qur’ ā nic concept of  ta � w ī l  refers to the true 
understanding of the divine scripture ( al-kit ā b ). In this verse, the 
phrase,  wa m ā  ya � la-mu ta � w ī la-hu ill ā  All ā h-u wa � r r ā sikh ū n f ī  � l  � ilm  
(and no one knows its true meaning except Allah and those fi rmly 
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established in knowledge) (Qur �  ā n, 3:7). Th is verse links the term 
 ta � w ī l  with the correct and true interpretation of the divine scripture, 
 al-kit ā b . In Chapter 12, verses 6, 21, 36, 37, 44, 45, 100–101; and Chapter 
18, verses 78 and 82, the term  ta � w ī l  refers to ‘interpretation of events 
and dreams’ ( ta � w ī l al-a �  ā d ī th ), whereas in Chapter 4, verse 59 and 
Chapter 10, verse 39, the term  ta � w ī l  is associated with ‘forewarning of 
an event’. In Chapter 17, verse 35, the term refers to reaching pleasant 
or fairer results ( a � san-u ta � w ī lan ), particularly by way of doing 
something good and just. Since  ta � w ī l , as shall be further explored in 
this section, is primarily applied to the divine scripture, the term has 
been understood as tracing the meaning of words to their origin 
through esoteric interpretation. 

 Th e Qur �  ā n contains both clear and allegorical verses. It refers to the 
former as  mu � kam ā t  (fi rm in meaning) and describes them as the 
principal verses ( umm al-kit ā b ), and to the latter as  mutash ā bih ā t  
(allegorical). Even though it is being revealed in a clear Arabic language 
( bi-lis ā nin  � arabiyyin mub ī n ) (Qur �  ā n, 26:195) and is a ‘clarifi cation of 
everything’ ( tiby ā nan li-kulli shay ) (Qur �  ā n, 16:89), the Qur �  ā nic 
concept of  ta � w ī l  inspired many diff erent intellectual movements and 
schools in Islam. Each school, from traditionalist, theologist, and 
jurists to rationalist, mystic, and Shi � i, developed their own approaches 
to  ta � w ī l . As a result, many interpretations and explanations of the 
divine scripture emerged throughout history. Among these diff erent 
schools, the Ismaili interpretation of Islam developed its science of 
 ta � w ī l . Th e need for understanding the true meaning of allegorical 
verses was the key reason for the rise of all these diff erent  ta � w ī lic  
approaches. Al-Q ā  !  ī  al-Nu � m ā n (d. 363/974), the Fatimid 
chief jurist ( q ā  �  ī  al-qu �  ā t ) and chief  d ā  �  ī   ( d ā  �  ī  al-du �  ā t ), developed 
canonical works on the theory of the Ismaili science of  ta � w ī l .  3   On 
the science of  ta � w ī l , especially the true meaning of allegorical verses 
about which the Qur �  ā n states that ‘no one knows its true meaning 
except Allah and those fi rmly established in knowledge’ (Qur �  ā n, 3:7), 
al-Q ā  !  ī  al-Nu � m ā n asserts that the knowledge of  ta � w ī l  is the exclusive 
authority of the Prophet Mu � ammad and his successors,  4   i.e. the 
Ismaili imams of the time. He further elaborates on the concept of 
 ta � w ī l  in his  Tarbiyat al-m ū  � min ī n  ( Th e Upbringing of the Believers ), 
better known as the  Ta � w ī l   da �  ā  � im al-Isl ā m ,  5   and  As ā s al-ta � w ī l  ( Th e 
Foundation of Ta � w ī l ).  6   Th ese works laid the foundation for the Ismaili 
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science of  ta � w ī l , which was then further elaborated and developed by 
the Ismaili  d ā  �  ī  s and scholars, namely Ab ū  Ya � q ū b al-Sijist ā n ī  (d.  ca . 
360/971),  � am ī d al-D ī n al-Kirm ā n ī  (d. 412/1021), al-Mu � ayyad f ī ’l-D ī n 
al-Sh ī r ā z ī  (d. 470/1078) and N ā  � ir Khusraw (d. 469/1077 or 486/1093), 
Na �  ī r al-D ī n  �  ū s ī  (d. 673/1274), and  � Abd al-Kar ī m al-Shahrast ā n ī  
(d. 553/1158), to name a few. 

 Th e exoteric tradition oft en relies on the science of  tafs ī r  (pl.  taf ā s ī r ), 
whereas the esoteric tradition, especially the Ismailis, employ the 
science of  ta � w ī l . In al-Shahrast ā n ī ’s discussion,  7   the closest equivalent 
to  ta � w ī l  is  tafs ī r . On the defi nition and diff erence between the two, he 
states that ‘ tafs ī r ’ is the verbal noun from the second form ‘ fassara ’ (the 
explanation, the commentary, and interpretation of something) of the 
verb ‘ fasara ’, which means to manifest and to explain something, 
whereas ‘ ta � w ī l ’, from the lexicographers’ ( ahl al-lugha ) viewpoint, is 
derived from  awl , which means ‘returning’ or ‘going back’ ( ruj ū  �  ) to 
the origin.  8   Sayyid Suhr ā b Wal ī -Badakhsh ā n ī , a 15th-century Ismaili 
author from Badakhsh ā n, also defi nes  ta � w ī l  as returning something to 
its origin, by way of returning an expression or an utterance ( qawl ) to 
its inner meaning ( b ā  � in ) and truth (  � aq ī qat ).  9   While al-Shahrast ā n ī  
presents a variety of meaning that exegetes and lexicographers attach 
to both terms, and those meanings oft en are close to, than diff erent 
from, each other. However, al-Shahrast ā n ī ’s understanding of the 
terms is that  tafs ī r  refers to the meaning of words as they are expressed, 
whereas  ta � w ī l  is about taking the meaning of a word back to the 
original meaning or intention of the speaker, a quality that cannot be 
attributed to  tafs ī r .  10   Other Ismaili scholars and  d ā  �  ī  s have a similar 
position and standing on the concept of  ta � w ī l . 

 From the Ismaili tradition’s perspective, the divine revelation 
( tanz ī l ) has an exoteric (    ā hir ) and an esoteric ( b ā  � in ) dimension. Th e 
comprehension of the former is possible by ordinary human beings, so 
long as the person is well versed in the Arabic language and grammar. 
By contrast, the latter is hidden from the ordinary people. Th is 
understanding could be viewed across the work of all Ismaili  d ā  �  ī  s. In 
his works, al-Sijist ā n ī  oft en engaged himself with the esoteric 
dimension of the divine revelation.  11   Al-Kirm ā n ī  also viewed  ta � w ī l  as 
a science of the inner meaning of the divine revelation. He states that 
everything apparent by its nature, like the universe and everything 
within it, could be found by human senses; whereas those things that 
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are not apparent by their nature, like the hereaft er, or the necessity of 
the creator (God), could only be found by the power of the intellect 
and knowledge.  12   He argues that the external dimension of the divine 
scripture is concerned with actions related to the religious tenets or 
law (the  shar ī  � a ); whereas  ta � w ī l  refers to the hidden meanings of the 
words and actions, such as God’s oneness ( taw �  ī d ), reward (  � aw ā b ), 
punishment (  � iq ā b ), and everything whose existence is not apparent to 
the senses.  13   Th us these viewpoints demonstrate that the Ismaili 
scholars believe that the divine revelations embed both exoteric and 
esoteric dimensions, and  ta � w ī l  is an intellectual exercise through 
which one can unveil the esoteric depth of the divine scripture and 
message. 

 Th e Ismaili  d ā  �  ī  s and scholars also view  ta � w ī l  and  tanz ī l  as two 
interdependent, and yet correlated and complementary components 
of the divine message and prophetic wisdom. Th ey apply  ta � w ī l  as a 
necessary means to penetrate the depth of the divine wisdom and 
Prophetic traditions. N ā  � ir Khusraw defi nes  ta � w ī l  as the inner 
meaning of the word. He states that words ( laf  -h ā  ) of the Qur’ ā n are 
diff erent from each other in the same way as the  shar ī  � a s of diff erent 
prophets are diff erent from one another. Th e  shar ī  � a s are like human 
bodies which are diff erent from each other and their conditions (  �  ā l ā t ) 
change over time. However, the meaning of the divine scriptures and 
the esoteric interpretation of the prophets’  shar ī  � a s are similar to each 
other, because their  ta � w ī l  or esoteric meanings is constant. Th erefore, 
the word ( laf   ) is associated with the revelation ( tanz ī l ), whereas the 
esoteric interpretation ( ta � w ī l ) is related to the hidden meaning of the 
divine word.  14   Hence, N ā  � ir Khusraw suggests that  tanz ī l  and  ta � w ī l  
remain interdependent as body and soul. 

 In the Alam ū t era (1090–1256), the Ismaili  d ā  �  ī  s viewed the offi  ce of 
imamate as encompassing both  ta � w ī l  and  tanz ī l . Na �  ī r al-D ī n  �  ū s ī ’s 
writing suggests that revelation and  ta � w ī l  are not only interdependent 
and complementary to each other, but they also reach their perfection 
in the era of imamate, to diff erentiate it from the era of the Prophet. 
He states that the imam stands at the commencement of the cycle of 
perfection ( dawr-e kam ā l ) and his offi  ce encompasses both the 
origin ( mabda �  ) and perfection ( kam ā l ).  15   For  �  ū s ī , the imam is the 
perfector of religion or the divine guidance, as he leads things 
(divine guidance) back to their origin through his knowledge and 
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divine mandate of  ta � w ī l , which  �  ū s ī  defi nes as ‘restoring things to 
their origin ( radd al-shay �  ill ā  awwalihi )’.  16   He further refers to a 
saying of the Prophet that ‘if the world were to be devoid of the imam 
of the time for even an hour ( s ā  � ah ) the world and its inhabitants 
would perish’.  17   According to this statement, the Ismailis believe that 
both the imam and the  ta � w ī l  shall exist together until the Day of 
Judgement—a time by which God’s religion and guidance reach its 
perfection.  

   Th e Seven Pillars of the Shar ī  � a  

 Th e science and concept of  ta � w ī l , as discussed above, stand at the 
heart of the Ismaili esoteric interpretation of the  shar ī  � a  and the 
Qur �  ā n. From the Ismaili viewpoint, the daily ritualistic practices, 
the sum of which is articulated in what is known as the pillars of the 
 shar ī  � a  ( ark ā n-e shar ī  � a ) or the pillars of Islam ( ark ā n-e Isl ā m ), embed 
subtle esoteric meanings that can only be discerned through  ta � w ī lic  
interpretation. While the Sunni exoteric tradition recognizes fi ve 
pillars for the  shar ī  � a ,  18   the Ismaili tradition, as presented in al-Q ā  !  ī  
al-Nu � m ā n’s  Da �  ā  � im al-Isl ā m  ( Th e   Pillars of Islam ), includes seven 
pillars, namely (i)  wil ā ya  (ii)   � ah ā ra  (iii)   � al ā t  (iv)  zak ā t  (v)   � awm  (vi) 
  � ajj  and (vii)  jih ā d .  19   Th e pillar of  wil ā ya  is a fundamental doctrinal 
and conceptual theme in al-Q ā  !  ī  al-Nu � m ā n’s pillars of the  shar ī  � a  as 
well as in the Ismaili concept of  ta � w ī l . Referring to the importance of 
this pillar, al-Q ā  !  ī  al-Nu � m ā n states that ‘the  wil ā ya  is the highest 
pillar because it is through  wal ī   (friend, authority, and guardian) that 
one can attain the knowledge ( ma � rifa ) of other pillars’.  20   In the Ismaili 
conception of succession to the Prophet, the term  wal ī   refers to the 
Ismaili imam of the time and the term  wil ā ya  (authority and 
guardianship) is a reference to the offi  ce of imamate. 

 �ūsī’s  Ma � l ū b al-m ū  � min ī n  ( Desideratum of the Faithful ) also 
includes a treatise on the seven pillars of the  shar ī  � a ,  Dar bay ā n-e haft  
ark ā n-e shar ī  � at wa ta � w ī l  ā n  ( On the Explanation of the Seven Pillars of 
the Shar ī  � a and its Ta � w ī l) . In this treatise, he names the same seven 
pillars, namely (i)  shah ā dat  (ii)   � ah ā rat  (iii)  nam ā z  (  � al ā t ) (iv)  r ū zah  
(  � awm ) (v)  zak ā t  (vi)  jih ā d , and (vii)   � ajj .  21   In  �  ū s ī ’s treatise, the seven 
pillars start with  shah ā dat  and not the  wil ā ya  as it appears in al-Q ā  !  ī  
al-Nu � m ā n’s  Da �  ā  � im . However, the content of  �  ū s ī ’s  shah ā da  is very 
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much the same as the essence of al-Q ā  !  ī  al-Nu � m ā n’s pillar of  wil ā ya , 
with an exception that al-Q ā  !  ī  al-Nu � m ā n book of  wil ā ya  is a very 
detailed discussion surrounding the concept of imamate, whereas 
 �  ū s ī ’s concept of  shah ā da  is just one sentence long. Th e Central Asian 
Ismaili manuscripts, which contain Seven Pillars of the  shar ī  � a , and is 
analyzed and discussed in the next section, follow  �  ū s ī ’s work and not 
that of al-Q ā  !  ī  al-Nu � m ā n. Th e simple reason for that is that the 
Ismailis of Central Asia had better access to  �  ū s ī ’s works, which were 
written in Persian Dar ī , as compared to al-Q ā  !  ī  al-Nu � m ā n’s  Th e   Pillars 
of Islam , written in Arabic. Th e following sections analyse and discuss 
the esoteric interpretation of the seven pillars of the  shar ī  � a  as they 
appear in the treatise of  B ā b dar bay ā n-e haft  ark ā n-e shar ī  � at  ( A 
Chapter on the Seven Pillars of the Shar ī  � a ), better known as the  Seven 
Pillars of the Shar ī  � a  or simply  Seven Pillars  ( Haft  ark ā n ). 
  
 As a brief note on the use of Arabic and Persian Dar ī  terms, all 
key terms that are directly taken from the examined manuscripts 
follow Persian Dar ī  spelling and transliteration, such as ‘ nam ā z ’ (prayer, 
in Persian Dar ī ) instead of   � al ā t  (in Arabic), or ‘ shah ā dat ’ (testimony, 
Persian Dar ī ) instead of  shah ā da  (Arabic). However, when a term is 
not directly taken from the examined manuscripts, it is written in 
Arabic transliteration, such as  shar ī  � a  and not  shar ī  � at  (in Persian Dar ī ).   

   1. Testimony ( shah ā dat )  

 Th is fi rst pillar, the  shah ā dat , is generally viewed as the foundation of 
Islam. Th e declaration of the twin testimony ( shah ā datayn )  L ā  il ā ha 
ill ā  All ā h  (Th ere is no God, but All ā h) and  Mu � ammad Ras ū l All ā h  
(Muhammad is the Messenger of Allah) testifi es the monotheist nature 
and message of Islam and establishes the root origin of the Prophet 
Muhammad’s prophetic authority. In the exoteric realm of the  shar ī  � a , 
anyone who pronounces the testimony, to accept Islam as his/her 
faith, is a Muslim, regardless of his/her theological and jurisprudential 
standing, and the rituals he/she practices daily. 

 Th e esoteric  ta � w ī l  of the text is primarily concerned with the inner 
meaning of the testimony, and not a mere repetition of it by the tongue. 
Th e text of the treatise states that it is necessary for the people of the 
truth ( ahl-e  � aq ī qat ) to know that the true understanding of  shah ā dat  
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is possible only through the knowledge of the im ā m of the time. Th e 
text adds that people ought to know that reaching the spiritual status 
of being consciously aware of the knowledge ( ma � rifat ) of God is only 
possible through the knowledge and recognition of the imam of the 
time (MS BT 4, ff . 33–34). Th erefore, a true understanding of  shah ā dat , 
namely the denial ( naf ī  ) part, saying that ‘there is no God’ ( l ā  il ā ha ), 
and the affi  rmation ( ithb ā t ) part, stating that ‘but All ā h’ ( ill ā  All ā h ), is 
possible only through the teaching of the imam of the time (MS BT 4, 
ff . 33–34). 

 In the view of the examined treatises, a simple declaration by the 
tongue is not suffi  cient to understand the true meaning of the 
testimony. Th e treatise in MS BT 7 explains that the declaration of 
the testimony itself does not make a person a Muslim in the true sense 
of the word (MS BT 7, f. 13). To attain the true meaning of  shah ā dat , 
one needs instructional guidance so that s/he can disavow ( tabar ā  �  ) the 
falsehood ( b ā  � il ) and accept ( tawal ā  ) the truth (  � aq ī qat ). Th e denial 
part ( naf ī  ) is a general statement, whereas the acceptance ( ithb ā t ) part 
is a special confession and acceptance of the command of God, whose 
house is the imam of the time (MS BT 7, ff . 13–14). Accordingly, the 
true knowledge of God and the correct understanding of  shah ā dat  is 
possible only through the teaching of the imam of the time. 

 Comparing ‘ shah ā da ’ with that of ‘ wil ā ya ’ in al-Q ā  !  ī  al-Nu � m ā n’s 
 Pillars of Religion , the concept of  shah ā da  in the Ismaili esoteric 
interpretation of the  shar ī  � a  is not limited to  shah ā datayn  ( taw �  ī d  and 
 nubuwwa ). Rather, it also includes the recognition and acceptance of 
the offi  ce of  wil ā ya  or the authority of the imam of the time. In Shi � i 
tradition of Islam, the offi  ce of  wil ā ya  starts with the imamate of  � Al ī  
ibn Ab ī   �  ā lib, the Prophet’s cousin and son-in-law, and the fourth 
caliph of Islam (r. 656–661). Th e doctrine of  wil ā ya  or imamate in the 
Shi � i Ismaili Niz ā r ī  interpretation of Islam diff ers from other Shi � i 
groups. Th e Ismailis believe in the living and present hereditary imam 
of the time, who is a direct descendent of the Prophet Muhammad, 
through the lineage of F ā  � ima (the Prophet’s daughter) and  � Al ī  ibn 
Ab ī   �  ā lib. His Highness the Aga Khan, the 49th living hereditary 
imam of the Shi � i Im ā m ī  Ismaili Muslims, explained the position of the 
Ismaili imamate at the Parliament of Canada in the following words: 

  Th e Sunni position is that the Prophet nominated no successor, 
and that spiritual-moral authority belongs to those who are 
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learned in matters of religious law. As a result, there are many 
Sunni imams in a given time and place. But others believed that 
the Prophet had designated his cousin and son-in-law, Ali, as his 
successor. From that early division, a host of further distinctions 
grew up—but the question of rightful leadership remains central. 
In time, the Shia were also sub-divided over this question, so that 
today the Ismailis are the only Shia community who, throughout 
history, have been led by a living, hereditary Imam in direct 
descent from the Prophet.  22    

 As the above statement explains the offi  ce of  wil ā ya  or imamate is 
the most important pillar in the Ismaili tradition and the single most 
important authority that guides the community throughout history. In 
the Ismaili conception of succession to the Prophet, the term  wal ī   
refers to the Ismaili imam of the time and the term  wil ā ya  (authority 
and guardianship) is a reference to the offi  ce of imamate. In the view 
of examined treatises, ‘the testimony ( shah ā dat ) is about knowing God 
through the imam of the time so that people may acquire the knowledge 
of God through the knowledge of him [i.e. the imam of the time]’ (MS 
BT 4, f. 34). Th erefore,  shah ā da  is the highest pillar because it is also 
through  wal ī   or the imam of the time that one can attain the knowledge 
( ma � rifa ) of other pillars, which are explained below.  

   2. Purification (  � ah ā rat )  

 Th e subject of the second pillar is   � ah ā rat , the ritual of cleansing. 
Linguistically, the term means ‘purifi cation and cleanliness’, which 
also appears in  S ū ra al-Tawba , saying that ‘In it are men who love to 
purify themselves. Allah loves those who purify themselves’ (Qur �  ā n, 
9:108). Th e exoteric defi nition of   � ah ā rat  is oft en associated with 
cleansing oneself before off ering prayers, through the necessary 
performance of  wu �  ū   (ablution) or, in certain cases, both  wu �  ū   and 
 ghusl  (complete washing of body). Th e purifying agent cleans herself/
himself with water. In the absence or shortage of water, the ritual of 
 tayammum , cleansing oneself by clean dry earth, is also permissible. 

 Th e esoteric understanding and interpretation of   � ah ā rat  primarily 
focus on spiritual purifi cation. Th e spiritual cleaning, as the examined 
texts narrate, happens through the water of spiritual wisdom that 
emanates from the teaching of the truthful teacher to remove doubts 
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and uncertainty from one’s mind (MS BT 265, f. 13). In doing so, the 
person is expected to cease all previous religious thoughts, traditions, 
and practices, while accepting and obeying the instructional guidance 
of the imam of the time, whom the texts refer to as  mu � iqq  (truthful 
master) (MS BT 7, f. 15). Th erefore, accepting the imam’s instruction 
and teaching, in the view of the examined treatises, leads to the 
purifi cation of the believer’s soul in the same way as water purifi es the 
body (MS BT 4, ff . 34–35; MS BT 7, f. 15). Th e concept of obedience to 
the imam of the time represents the core element of the Ismaili 
doctrine, which is embedded in and emanates from the pillar of 
 shah ā dat , a belief that also forms the core of the Ismaili literature.  

   3. Prayer ( nam ā z )  

 Th e third pillar concerns the ritual of daily prayer (in Arabic,   � al ā t ). 
On the exoteric level, there are prayers at fi ve set times of the day. Th e 
esoteric interpretation of the prayer moves beyond the concept of time 
and units of prayer. Instead, it accentuates the perpetual state of 
worship. Th e perpetual state of prayer is a spiritual state in which the 
daily prayer exceeds the limitation of time and space. Th e Ismaili 
esoteric interpretation of prayer emphasises that the believer ought to 
not neglect the remembrance and worship of God for a moment. Th e 
text of manuscript MS BT 4 quotes several Qur �  ā nic verses, such as 
‘those who are constant in their prayer’ (Qur �  ā n, 70:23), meaning that 
a believer even for a single moment ought not to be negligent of the 
remembrance of God and his vicegerent. In other words, one ought to 
remain in a constant and perpetual connection with God and state of 
prayer. 

 In the Ismaili esoteric tradition, the Ismaili imam of the time is 
central to all aspects of religion, including the permanent state of 
prayer. While the believer deliberately and consciously strives to 
remain in a permanent state of prayer, the treatises state that the 
believer’s heart, tongue, and action constantly focus on the spiritual 
direction of the prayer ( qibla ), that is, the true teacher (MS BT 4, f. 35). 
Th e Ismaili literature, especially during and aft er the Alam ū t era, 
employs the term ‘ mu � alim ’ (teacher) for imam because the Ismaili 
imam is the teacher and the guide for the Ismaili communities. Th e 
above expression of ‘true teacher’ ( mu � alim-e  �  ā diq ), which the Ismailis 
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use as a synonym for the Ismaili ‘imam of the time’, is rooted in the 
Qur �  ā n. Th e Qur �  ā n says ‘O believers! Keep your duties unto Allah and 
stand with the truthful’ (Qur �  ā n, 9:119). From the examined treatises’ 
viewpoint, the word ‘the truthful’ ( a � - �  ā diq ī n ) is a reference to the 
Prophet Muhammad in his time and the imam of the time in every 
age. Khw ā ja Na �  ī r al-D ī n  �  ū s ī , the prominent scholar and chief  d ā  �  ī   of 
the Alam ū t era, says that the imam is the  khal ī fah  (vicegerent) and the 
true teacher ( mu � alim-e  �  ā diq ).  23   Th e other term that the Ismailis use 
for their imam of the time is ‘ mu � alim-e waqt ’ (the teacher of the time).  

   4. Fasting ( r ū zah )  

 Th e exoteric dimension of fasting (in Arabic,   � awm ) is abstaining from 
eating and drinking during the daylight hours of the month of 
Rama !  ā n. Th e Ismaili esoteric interpretation of fasting exceeds the 
physical and temporal abstinence from eating and drinking. Th e 
examined treatise state that true fasting is safeguarding one’s apparent 
and non-apparent limbs from everything that goes against the will and 
liking of the teacher of the time ( mu � alim-e waqt ) (MS BT 7, f. 16), i.e. 
the imam of the time. 

 Th e treatise also adds the concept of  taqiyya  (precautionary 
dissimulation of faith) as another aspect of the esoteric interpretation 
of fasting. It recommends members of the Ismaili community to 
observe  taqiyya  during their conversations with people who do not 
admit the authority of the imam. In the context of  taqiyya , fasting 
conceptually refers to a  mustaj ī b  (the ordinary member of the Ismaili 
community), who abstains from discussing the secrets of the Ismaili 
doctrine with non-Ismailis, whereas the feast of breaking the fast (  �  ī d ) 
represents the days of the teacher (MS BT 4, ff . 35–36). Another 
treatise in manuscript MS BT 7 states that ‘as the exoteric fasting is 
abstinence from food, the esoteric fasting is abstinence from esoteric 
food’ (MS BT 7, f. 16). Another treatise on   �  Ī d al-fi  � r  (the festival of 
breaking of the fast, ff . 67-73) in MS BT 189 further elaborates 
on  taqiyya  as an esoteric concept of fasting, through a discussion on 
 fi  � r  (breaking of the fast). Th e treatise adds that the term  fi  � r  has 
exoteric and esoteric meanings. From the exoteric perspective,  fi  � r  
means the breaking of fast through eating, drinking, and off ering 
charity to others. Th e esoteric ( b ā  � in ī  ) meaning of the term refers to 
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avoiding any type of discussions on the secrets of the Ismaili doctrine 
with non-Ismailis. In other words,  mustaj ī b s are expected not to 
break their physical and spiritual (  � aw ā s-e    ā hir wa b ā  � in ) fasting until 
they reach their   � ujjat  or instructor, who will water their thirst with 
true knowledge and education (MS BT 189, ff . 72–73). In these 
discussions, esoteric food is the knowledge of the imam of the time 
and the knowledge of the Ismaili doctrine, which the  mustaj ī b s 
learn from their local teachers and are expected to keep secret and 
for themselves. Th e text describes the teaching of the teacher as a 
joyous occasion, a spiritual feast, in the same way as the three-day 
jubilee (  �  ī d ) at the end of the month of Rama !  ā n is a joyous occasion. 
It is a happy occasion because the teacher opens  mustaj ī b s’ minds 
and hearts by teaching them the esoteric knowledge of God, the 
knowledge which the teacher himself acquired from the higher 
ranks within the Ismaili ranks of faith (  � ud ū d-e d ī n )  24   (MS BT 189, 
ff . 72–73/136). 

 Th e above esoteric concept of fasting is also discussed in other 
Persian Ismaili literature. In his  qa �  ī da  of   ī d al-fi  � r , penned sometime 
in the 12th/18th century, Mull ā   � usayn son of Ya � q ū b Sh ā h son of 
 �  ā diq  �  ū f ī , a Persian  d ā  �  ī   in Quhist ā n of Iran, states that fasting means 
(i) not revealing the secret of the Ismaili doctrine to the non-Ismailis, 
and (ii) getting engaged in the remembrance of the truth. He further 
adds that fasting is also about keeping one’s eye away from everything 
that is forbidden and becoming a member of the people of purity, 
whereas the   �  ī d  of the people of purity is the reunion with the beloved 
( wi �  ā l-e  � ab ī b ) (MS BT 189, f. 72/136). Th e concept of reunion with the 
beloved is an important event in the Ismaili tradition. As has been 
discussed, meeting the local teacher and learning the Ismaili esoteric 
knowledge is a reunion at the lowest level, whereas a physical meeting 
( d ī d ā r )  25   with the imam of the time is the highest occasion for an 
Ismaili Muslim. Not every physical encounter with the imam of the 
time is a  d ī d ā r . Th e concept of  d ī d ā r  applies only when the imam of 
the time grants an audience to a single member or a large gathering of 
his followers to give them blessings and guidance. Hence,  d ī d ā r  is the 
highest feast for an Ismaili Muslim. Th e Fatimid chief  d ā  �  ī   al-Mu � ayyad 
f ī  al-D ī n al-Sh ī r ā z ī  describes his fi rst  d ī d ā r , when he met Imam-Caliph 
al-Mustan � ir bi � ll ā h on 30  Sha � b ā n  449/7 November 1057 in Cairo, in 
the following words: 
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  I was taken near the place wherefrom I saw the bright light of the 
Prophethood. My eyes were dazzled by the Light. I shed the tears 
of joy and felt as if I was looking at the face of the Prophet of God 
and of the Commander of the Faithful, Ali.  26    

 From the examined treatises’ perspectives, fasting starts with 
abstinence from eating and drinking but continues with the esoteric 
process of teaching and learning, in which unquestionable obedience 
to, and establishing the spiritual relationship and bondage with, the 
imam of the time are the key objectives.  

   5. Alms ( zak ā t )  

 Th e exoteric aspect of  zak ā t  is the separation of a specifi c portion of 
one’s wealth and submitting it to either a public treasury ( bayt al-m ā l ) 
or directly distributing it to poor and needy people or any other 
charitable causes. Th e term is derived from the Arabic verb  z-k-w  
( zakawa ), which means ‘to grow, to increase’. In the moral sense, it 
means to be pure, just, and honest in one’s heart.  27   Th e Qur �  ā n makes 
the payment of  zak ā t  obligatory, without specifying its exact amount. 
It says: ‘Perform prayer and give alms and bow down with those who 
bow down’ (Qur �  ā n, 2:43). Th erefore, the amount of the  zak ā t  varies 
between diff erent Muslim groups, from 2.5 % in the Sunni to one fi ft h 
( khums ) in the Twelver Sh ī  � a, and one-tenth (  � ushur  in Arabic, and 
 dah-yakah  in Persian Dar ī ) in the Sh ī  � a Ismaili traditions.  28   Th e 
material submission of alms is important but not suffi  cient for the 
spiritual alleviation of the soul for which, in the view of the examined 
treatises, the divine blessing is needed. 

 Th e esoteric interpretation of alms concerns the spiritual 
nourishment and alleviation of the soul to a higher spiritual level. Th e 
examined treatises state that alms is about nourishing one’s soul with 
the spiritual food, that is, the word of the truth ( sukhan-e  � aq ) (MS BT 
4, f. 36; MS BT 7, f. 16). Th e Qur �  ā n tells the Prophet Muhammad to 
take Muslims’ alms, cleanse and purify them, and pray for them 
because your prayer is comforting mercy for them (Qur �  ā n 9:103). In 
the Ismaili notion of authority, the imam of the time has the authority 
to collect alms. In the words of N ā  � ir Khusraw, almsgiving is a process 
that purifi es the body and soul. Th e purity of the soul, as he states, 
depends on the purity of body, and the purity of body is in the purity 
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of food one eats, whereas the purity of food is in the legitimation (  � al ā l 
kardan ) of wealth ( m ā l ), and the legitimation of wealth is in separating 
the share of God Almighty, whose share is taken from people by the 
Prophet and those (imams of the time) who have the divine command 
to stand in his (the Prophet’s) place.  29   It is within this esoteric worldview 
that the Ismailis around the world submit their alms to their imam of 
the time. Th is is why the Ismailis refer to their alms as  m ā l-e im ā m , a 
portion of one’s wealth that goes to imam.  30   Like the Prophet’s prayer 
for the Muslims, the imam’s prayer is a blessing and comforting mercy, 
and a source of purifi cation for the Ismaili communities.  

   6. Pilgrimage (  � ajj )  

 Th e sixth pillar of the  shar ī  � a  is the pilgrimage. Th e text distinguishes 
between two types of pilgrimage: exoteric and esoteric. Th e exoteric 
pilgrimage refers to the   � ajj   31   ceremony which Muslims perform 
annually in the month of  Dh ū  al- � ijja  in Mecca by visiting and 
circumambulating the house of Ka � ba, which is the direction of the 
prayer ( qibla ) and a symbolic representation of the House of God. 
From the examined treatises’ viewpoint, esoteric pilgrimage is the 
search for the true House of God (MS BT 265, f. 14). Th ey state that the 
intention of going for a pilgrimage is about abandoning the material 
life and seeking the eternal life that is founded on divine love and 
knowledge (MS BT 4, f. 37; MS BT 7, f. 18). Th e texts further elaborate 
that the knowledge of God is attainable through the instruction of ‘the 
truthful master of the time’ ( mu � iqq-e zam ā n ), i.e. the imam of the 
time. Th e exoteric pilgrims pass through diff erent destinations and 
stages, such as going through Iraq and Damascus,  32   until they reach 
the Ka � ba. Similarly, the spiritual pilgrims pass through diff erent levels 
and stages of knowledge, i.e. the ranks of faith or ranks of knowledge, 
until they reach their spiritual destination,  that is , the imam of the 
time. Th e texts also describe the esoteric pilgrimage as ‘the greatest 
pilgrimage’ (  � ajj-e akbar ) (MS BT 4, f. 37), and the imam of the time 
and the heart of perfect men ( dil-e k ā mil ā n ), those who attained the 
knowledge of imam and God, as the real House of God. Hence, the 
treatises make the notion of love, knowledge, and obedience to the 
imam of the time the key criteria for attaining the spiritual pilgrimage 
(MS BT 17, f. 16).  
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   7. Striving ( jih ā d )  

 Th e exoteric aspect of  jih ā d  is oft en explained through armed struggle 
against the enemies of religion. In Western literature, the term is oft en 
and mistakenly translated as ‘holy war’, a concept that is primarily 
rooted in the history of the Crusades (1096–1291). Th e examined 
treatises present an Ismaili esoteric interpretation of  jih ā d . Th ey 
distinguish between physical and non-physical forms of  jih ā d . Th e 
physical ( jism ā n ī  )  jih ā d  is a struggle against the enemies of religion, 
whereas the non-physical  jih ā d  is divided into three types: spiritual 
( r ū  �  ā n ī  ), intellectual (  � aql ā n ī  ) and real (  � aq ī q ī  ). Th ese three types of 
 jih ā d s are closely associated and are identical with one another, 
especially when the last two are considered to be one. Th e texts state 
that the spiritual  jih ā d  refers to fi ghting darkness (   ulmat ) with the 
power of spiritual light ( n ū r ). Th e treatises treat this form of  jih ā d  as 
identical to the second and third forms of  jih ā d . Th e treatises defi ne 
the intellectual  jih ā d  as equipping oneself with the blade of instructional 
guidance and teaching ( t ī gh-e ta � l ī m ) of the imam of the time and the 
words of wisdom ( sukhan ā n-e ma � rifat ) of the true teacher ( mu � alim-e 
 �  ā diq ). Th e third and the   � aq ī q ī    jih ā d  is fi ghting against one’s own 
whims and temptations ( haw ā  ī  kh ū d ) (MS BT 4, ff . 38–39; MS BT 17, 
ff . 16–17). Th e treatises treat the fi ght against one’s temptation as the 
highest form of  jih ā d . Although the second and the third forms of 
 jih ā d  are very identical to one another, the latter is indeed the 
realization of  r ū h ā n ī   and   � aql ā n ī  jih ā d s. In other words, spiritual  jih ā d  
loses its value when one does not apply it to one’s daily life. Th e treatise 
of the  Seven Pillars of the Shar ī  � a  in manuscript MS BT 59 asserts that 
the real  jih ā d  is chopping off  the head of temptation, whim, and 
arrogance ( takabbur ), and recognising the imam of the time (MS BT 
59, f. 74). Th e treatises emphasise the spiritual  jih ā d  over the physical 
and encourage the Ismaili communities to actively search for and 
acquire spiritual wisdom. 

 In the Ismaili literature, the imam’s teaching ( Kalimat al- � aq ) is the 
source of spiritual wisdom, which originates from the divine words, 
i.e. the Qur �  ā n, and reaches the  mustaj ī b  through the ranks of faith 
(  � ud ū d-e d ī n ). Th e examined treatises state that spiritual wisdom 
emanates from  kalimat al- � aq  (the words of truth) and cleanses a 
believer’s soul in the same way as water cleans the body (MS BT 59, 
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f. 74; MS BT 61, ff . 56–58). On the esoteric level, the physical  jih ā d  
turns into spiritual and intellectual  jih ā d , whereas the physical sword 
turns into the intellectual blade, and the physical enemy or the enemy 
of religion ( k ā fi r ) is a person’s whim, temptation, arrogance, and all 
forms of moral and social ills. Th e practice of spiritual  jih ā d  requires a 
continuous process of education, learning, and training. Th e examined 
treatises encourage the spiritual  jih ā d  as the real  jih ā d , which ought to 
be conducted in line with the teaching of the imam of the time, that is, 
spiritual wisdom and  kalimat al- � aq .  

   Conclusion  

 Th e presented analyses and discussions demonstrated that the  shar ī  � a  
is a path that shows the direction toward acquiring God’s  ma � rifa  and 
conducting one’s daily life by God’s instruction. Th e pillars of the 
 shar ī  � a  (seven in the Ismaili and fi ve in the Sunni traditions) form a 
ladder in which each pillar is a rung that leads towards the ultimate 
goal of the  shar ī  � a , that is, living a life of complete submission to Allah. 
In this sense, the  shar ī  � a , as well as its pillars, are means and not the 
ultimate goal itself, as the  shar ī  � a  is the path toward the destination 
and not the destination itself. As a text in MS BT 189 states, ‘the  shar ī  � a  
is the path ( shar ī  � at r ā h ast ), the   � ar ī qa  is walking on that path (  � ar ī qat 
raft an ), and   � aq ī qa  is the destination one has to reach (  � aq ī qat ba 
manzil ras ī dan )’. Also, it allegorically states that ‘the  shar ī  � a  is the 
vessel ( kisht ī  ), the   � ar ī qa  is the sea ( ba � r ), and the   � aq ī qa  is the pearl 
( dur ) in that sea’ (f. 102). Th ese distinctions form an important part of 
the educational objectives in the examined manuscripts. 

 In the view of the examined treatises, God, the Qur �  ā n and its 
attributes, and soul, all are the secrets of religion and their 
understanding requires divine knowledge ( ma � rifa ) (MS BT 189, f. 4). 
Th e examined texts explicitly and implicitly assert that people need an 
instructor to correctly utilise the tools, i.e the pillars of the  shar ī  � a , so 
they can acquire the correct knowledge of God. Also, they assert that 
it is the imam alone who can correctly teach how to utilise the means 
of the  shar ī  � a  and attain the knowledge of God. Had it not been the 
case, as Ab ū  Is �  ā q Quhist ā n ī  states in his  Seven Chapters , all people, 
regardless of their levels of knowledge and intelligence, would have 
had an equal understanding of the divine truth.  33   Th is is why the 
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examined treatises refer to the imam of the time as the ‘teacher’. In the 
Ismaili tradition, there is no more truthful teacher in matters of 
religion other than the imam of the time. 

 Th e examined treatises’ ultimate objective ( maq � ad ) is to convey an 
educational and intellectual message of the pillars of the  shar ī  � a , which 
revolve around the centrality of the imam’s position and authority and 
the reinforcement of his spiritual link with the Ismaili communities. 
Th e texts make it clear that one cannot attain the knowledge of God 
without the instruction of the truthful master ( mu � alim-e  �  ā diq ).  34   For 
the Ismaili communities, the Prophet in his time and the Ismaili 
imam of the time in every age are the most truthful teachers. Th is is 
why the concept of imamate and the imam’s authority form and 
inform the Ismaili identity and the core foundation of the Ismaili 
pillars of the  shar ī  � a .  
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 Writing the Qur �  ā n between the Lines: Preliminary 
Remarks on Marginalia in the Qur �  ā n Manuscripts 

held by The Institute of Ismaili Studies  *     

    Asma   Hilali               

   Introduction  

 Scriptural sources are at the core of religious thought in Islam because 
they constitute the object of study as well as the tools of constructing 
religious authority. Th e so-called ‘foundational’ texts in Islam are the 
Qur �  ā n and hadith (words and acts of the Prophet). To these two 
bodies of text are added other material described in hadith narratives 
as ‘something in-between Qur �  ā n and hadith’ that I name ‘intermediary 
genres’.  1   Textual studies have shown that various materials have 
circulated and have been taught and annotated since the beginnings of 
Islam in the 7th century.  2   

 In Islamic studies scholarship, especially since the pioneering works 
of Georges Vajda in the 70s and those of George Makdisi in the 80s, 
the transmission of texts has occupied the attention of some major 
scholars of the 20th and 21st century such as Gregor Schoeler, Stefan 
Leder, and Jonathan Berkey. Studies on textual transmission in Islam 
deal with four themes: the historicity/‘authenticity’ of the Islamic texts, 
the textual composition between fi ction/history, the edition of 
manuscripts, and, fi nally, the canonisation history that includes 
studying the origins of the texts. However, the fi eld shows three main 
challenges: the necessity of studying new material and material studied 
in a new perspective; the meta-textual features, including marginal 
and interlinear annotations; and, fi nally, a need to refl ect critically on 
the previous scholarship. Th is chapter attempts to overcome the three 
challenges with a special focus on the study of the meta-textual features 
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in Qur �  ā n manuscripts, and more precisely, the marginal and 
interlinear annotations within the perspective of analysing the teaching 
activity and its contribution in shaping the religious literature, in this 
case, Qur �  ā n fragments. Th e same features have been rather explored 
as part of paleographical studies and as strictly related to the issue of 
correction and canonisation.  3   By marginal and interlinear annotations, 
I refer to the fragments of texts, letters, words and sentences, inserted 
in the margins of the Qur �  ā n passages and sometimes between the 
lines.  4   Th ey are sometimes organised in sophisticated way and oft en 
inserted occasionally and fragmentarily; they can have various 
functions such as correcting  5   the passage or mentioning Qur �  ā nic 
variants and readings.  6   

 My interest in the marginal and interlinear annotations in Qur �  ā n 
manuscripts originates in my study of the transmission of the religious 
material and the interaction between various religious genres in early 
and medieval Islam.  7   More precisely, I gave particular importance to 
the margins in the Qur �  ā n manuscripts since my work on the 
collections of Qur �  ā n fragments from D ā r al-Makh �  ū  �  ā t,  � an �  ā  � , 
the so-called ‘Sanaa palimpsest’. My study allowed me to show the 
importance of switching the focus of the study from the book to the 
fragment and from the text to the margins.  8   Since my experience with 
the  � an �  ā  �  palimpsest, I extended my examination of the marginal 
annotations in Qur �  ā n manuscripts to three collections: Th e Doha 
Museum collection,  9   Th e Institute of Ismaili Studies collection and the 
Raqq ā da museum (Qayrawan, Tunisia) collection.  10   My research on 
the marginal annotations in the religious manuscripts, including the 
Qur �  ā n manuscripts, aims to bring to light new material that will 
renew our knowledge of the terminology, techniques of transmission 
and teaching as well as the actors of the teaching sessions in which 
religious material has been studied and interpreted. Th e second 
objective is to compare the early teaching annotations with the 
theory of transmission elaborated by the Muslim scholars starting 
from the 10th century. Studying the continuities and discontinuities 
between practices of teaching and theory of teaching is fundamental; 
the connections between the two activities are assessed and interpreted 
in order to understand the evolution of the techniques of annotations 
that refer to the transmission of knowledge and the teaching activity 
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that considerably aff ects the religious corpus. Finally, analysing the 
marginal and interlinear annotations in Qur �  ā n manuscripts in 
diff erent collections aims to develop a new approach to the history of 
the religious genres in Islam that takes into consideration the usage of 
the texts by their contemporaries. It also takes into consideration the 
fl uctuation between the religious genres within the framework of the 
transmission and teaching milieu. Th e same fl uctuation appears oft en 
as resulting from the presence of marginal annotations. As I will show 
in this chapter, the marginal annotations bring additional texts into 
the manuscript and create interaction between various materials such 
as Qur �  ā nic material and exegetical material. 

 Th e historical framework of my investigation is adapted to the 
collections under consideration and takes into account the dating of 
the manuscripts set by the codicological studies. Generally, the 
historical framework coincides with the fi rst six centuries of Islam, 
with the expansion of the lands of Islam and the constitution of the 
corpus of religious texts, mainly the canonisation of the fundamental 
religious corpora and their consolidation by generations of 
commentators and exegetes. Th e 10th century CE coincides with the 
emergence of colleges (in Arabic:  madrasa -s)  11   and the pivotal 
transformation of religious education and the transmission of 
knowledge from the circle of disciples (in Arabic:   � alaqa ) to organised 
courses in houses and colleges. However, within the specifi c collection 
of Th e Institute of Ismaili Studies ,  the historical framework of my 
research extends the limits of the 10th century and, as will be detailed 
below, enriches the material under study by including samples of 
manuscripts dated between the 14th and 20th centuries. 

 Th e framework of my analysis integrates paleography and codicology 
as tools of analysis in dating manuscripts and interpreting the empty 
spaces that announce the presence of teaching annotations; philology 
as a tool of textual analysis to understand the particularity of each text; 
intellectual history for situating the teaching activity within the 
historical Islamic milieu; history of science in order to situate the theory 
of textual transmission within the wider framework of the evolution 
of the Islamic sciences; epistemology of textual transmission for 
interpreting the terminology of transmission and assessing its evolution 
from early teaching annotations to later theories of transmission.  
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   Qur �  ā n Manuscripts at The Institute of Ismaili Studies  

 As stated by Adam Gacek, Th e Institute of Ismaili Studies possesses a 
collection of manuscripts that covers a variety of subjects including 
Qur �  ā n commentaries, alchemy, etc.  12   Th ey are described as a mixture 
of codices, small treatises, dated between the 14th and the 20th 
centuries and most of them are written by scribes of ‘Sh ī  �  ī  persuasion’ 
following the expression of Gacek.  13   Th is chapter provides an overview 
of the presence of marginal annotations in the collection on the basis 
of a sample of seven Qur �  ā n manuscripts preserved by the Ismaili 
Special Collections Unit of Th e Institute of Ismaili Studies. In the 
following discussion, I describe the marginal and interlinear 
annotations through the sample under study and attempt to analyse 
the particularities of the techniques of marginalia. Finally, I identify 
the specifi c usage of each manuscript by its contemporaries in the light 
of the available information the annotations provide. Although I 
mainly discuss a collection of Qur �  ā n manuscripts, I also attempt to 
show that, most interestingly, when there is a Qur �  ā nic text, there is 
oft en more than Qur �  ā nic text. By this, I refer to the presence of glosses, 
translations, exegetical quotations, Qur �  ā nic variants and readings 
( qir ā  � a  pl.  qir ā  �  ā t ,   � arf  pl.   � ur ū f ) respectively, grammatical remarks, 
etc. Th ese precisions contribute to defi ning the very meaning of 
interlinear and marginal annotations and, as will be discussed later in 
this chapter, underline the wide range of topics they cover.  

   Presentation of the Material  

   MS 909: An Incomplete Qur �  ā n Codex  

 Th e fi rst manuscript is known with the number MS 909 and is an 
incomplete codex of Qur �  ā n. In this manuscript, the margins are 
dedicated to (a) translating the text into Persian; (b) interpreting some 
key words in Farsi; and fi nally (c) the missing passages of the Qur �  ā n 
text are added. In the middle of the incomplete Qur �  ā n book, the 
decoration is modifi ed and suggests that two Qur �  ā n codices might be 
at the origin of the manuscript. However, the above description is 
interrupted in the renovated parts of the manuscript; the renovation 
does not reproduce the texts inserted in the margins. Th ere is no 
colophon allowing further conclusions about the identity of the scribe 
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or the recipient of the manuscript although the presence of Persian 
suggests the Perso-Islamic context of writing the marginalia.  

   MS 921: A Qur �  ā n Codex in Maghribi Script  

 Th e codex MS 921, so called ‘ Maghribi ’, is a colourful codex presenting 
several interesting features related to text-making and textual 

   Figure 17.1 Folio from Qur �  ā n Codex MS 909.         
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transmission. Th e incomplete codex contains a big part, yet not the 
totality of the Qur �  ā n text. Th e Qur �  ā n chapters are ordered in a diff erent 
way than in the Cairo edition of the Qur �  ā n.  14   Moreover, some titles of 
chapters are also diff erent. In this manuscript, the marginalia consist 
mainly of corrections inserted by one scribe. He/she dedicates the 
marginalia to the addition of the missing parts in the Qur �  ā n text. Th e 

   Figure 17.2 An example from MS 921 in  Maghribi  script.         
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added textual pieces are most of the time entire Qur �  ā nic verses. Th e 
corrections inserted in the margins are linked with a catch sign at the 
end of the line. Th ere is no colophon allowing the drawing of conclusions 
about the context of production of the manuscript.  

   MS 581: An Illuminated Qur �  ā n Manuscript in Naskh ī  Hand  

 Manuscript MS 581 is a codex dated to the early 18th century without 
a colophon.  15   Th e manuscript is on laid oriental paper, written in 

   Figure 17.3 Folio from MS 581, an illuminated Qur �  ā n manuscript in  Naskh ī   hand.         
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‘elegant  Naskh ī   hand’ and illuminated in gold and colours.  16   Some of 
the margins are illuminated.  17   Th e marginal annotations can be 
organized into three categories: (a) grammatical remarks, (b) notes 
related to the recitation, and (c) notes related to the Qur �  ā nic variants 
and readings. Th e commentaries are introduced by diff erent hands 
and are sometimes written in Persian; they refer to specifi c exegetical 
literature such as al-Bay !  ā w ī ,  Anw ā r al-tanz ī l wa-asr ā r al-ta � w ī l , one of 
the most popular and, to some extent, controversial Sunn ī  Qur �  ā nic 
exegetical work composed in the 13th century.  18    

   MS 580: A Qur �  ā n Codex in ‘Kashmiri’ Style  

 MS 580 is a Qur �  ā n codex without a colophon. It is dated to the late 
17th or early 18th century.  19   Gacek describes it as being written in 
‘elegant  Naskh ī   hand’.  20   Th e manuscript is illuminated in gold and 
colours, Gacek identifi es it as a Kashmiri style.  21   Th e marginalia are 
mainly dedicated to correcting the mistakes that occurred in copying 
the Qur �  ā n text. However, some marginal annotations include 
invocation such as, for example, on f. 79.  

   MS 745: An Incomplete Qur �  ā n Codex in Naskh ī  Hand  

 MS 745 is an incomplete Qur �  ā nic codex written in Nask ī  hand  22   that 
does not contain illuminations.  23   Th e marginal notes are dedicated 
to listing the Qur �  ā nic variants and readings in their respective 
positions in the Qur �  ā nic passages. Some marginal notes consist of 
commentaries written in Persian. Th e particular aspect of this codex 
relates to the last chapter of the Qur �  ā n,  al-N ā s  (People).  24   Th e chapter’s 
title, corresponding to the last chapter, is written as  al-Nis ā   �  (Women), 
a title that is, in fact, Qur �  ā n, 4, rather than Qur �  ā n, 114. However, the 
content of the chapter is that of Qur �  ā n, 114 (People). Th is mistake has 
not been corrected by any means in the manuscript. Th is uncorrected 
mistake suggests that the codex is probably not intended for circulation. 
Its usage might be dedicated exclusively to the identifi cation of the 
Qur �  ā nic variants and readings and to the translation of specifi c 
passages into Persian. Th is remark is of great importance because, by 
not correcting the content, the decisions made concerning the 
marginal annotations aff ect the way the manuscript is meant to be 
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   Figure 17.4 Folio from MS 580, a Qur �  ā n codex in ‘Kashmiri’ style.         
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   Figure 17.5 Folio from MS 745, an incomplete Qur �  ā n codex in  Naskh ī   hand with 
the opening chapter of the Qur �  ā n.         
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read. Th e reader is directed to read the margins rather than the 
Qur �  ā nic text itself.  

   MS 1700: A Central Asian Qur �  ā n Manuscript  

 Th is manuscript, a codex being perhaps of ‘Central-Asian’ provenance, 
is written by a professional scribe and contains illuminations. Some 
parts of the manuscript have been repaired. Th e marginal annotations 
are dedicated to correcting mistakes that occur in the Qur �  ā n text and 
to commenting on the vocalisation and the pronunciation of specifi c 
passages and words. Th e same marginal notes suggest that the codex 
has been used as a support for the recitation of the Qur �  ā n.  

   HDP 19: A Folio from a Qur �  ā n Manuscript from Mamluk Times  

 Th e decorated Mamluk folio is impressive with its rich decoration and 
does not present any other particularity except one single marginal 
note consisting of a correction of a mistake that occurred in the Qur �  ā n 
text.   

   Figure 17.6 MS 1700, a folio from a Central Asian manuscript showing the 
opening chapter of the Qur �  ā n.         
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   Marginal and Interlinear Annotations and 
Contexts of Transmission  

 Any conclusions concerning the contexts for the transmission of the 
Qur �  ā n manuscripts held by the Ismaili Special Collections Unit of 
Th e Institute of Ismaili Studies depend on defi nitive assessments of 
the date and provenance of each manuscript. Th e following remarks 

   Figure 17.7 HDP 19, a folio from a Qur �  ā n manuscript from Mamluk times.         
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show how the marginalia notes are organised in the Qur �  ā n manuscripts 
and propose a few hypotheses about the functions of the marginal and 
interlinear annotations in relation to the contexts of transmission 
specifi c to the manuscripts in the collection. Th e occurrences of the 
marginal and interlinear annotations in the seven Qur �  ā n manuscripts 
are organised into the following topics: 

   1) Translation of Qur �  ā nic expressions (namely into Persian);  
  2) Interpretation of specifi c Qur �  ā nic passages; this includes the 

insertion of quotations from  tafs ī r  works such as N ā  � ir al-D ī n 
al-Bay !  ā w ī ’s commentary of the Qur �  ā n;  

  3) Corrections of the Qur �  ā nic passages, which includes adding in 
the missing pieces of the Qur �  ā n text;  

  4) Instructions related to the pronunciation and recitation of Qur �  ā n 
vocabulary;  

  5) Occasional insertion of invocation.   

 Two functions of the marginalia seem to determine the way in which 
they are organised in the collection: (a) interpreting and correcting the 
Qur �  ā nic passages and (b) setting the rules for pronunciation and 
recitation of the Qur �  ā n text. Furthermore, inserting the Qur �  ā nic 
variants and readings at the places where they occur in the Qur �  ā n text 
appears to be an additional function of the marginal notes, although it 
does seem to have the same importance as the interpretation and 
setting of the recitation rules. Nevertheless, the close connection 
between the two categories of information: inserting the variants and 
readings on one hand and setting the rules of recitation on the other 
hand suggests that the former is considered in the marginalia as a sub-
category of the latter. Some of the Qur �  ā nic variants and readings 
concern the recitation of specifi c passages of the Qur �  ā n and specify 
the way such and such reader of the Qur �  ā n should pronounce specifi c 
passages.  25   Th e last category of marginalia notes is the one dedicated to 
translating the Qur �  ā n text into  Persian— obviously, a task dedicated to 
Persian speaking readers. 

 Th e particularity of the marginalia notes in the examined Qur �  ā n 
manuscripts from the IIS consists of their pragmatic aspect—that is to 
say their dedication to specifi c functions that facilitate understanding 
the Qur �  ā n text and reciting it by following specifi c rules. Th ese functions 
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of the marginalia suggest that the manuscripts might have been 
annotated in order to be transmitted in limited circles given that they 
answer specifi c needs. Th e marginal annotations express an attempt at 
appropriating the Qur �  ā n manuscripts and transforming the Qur �  ā n 
text to a private object. Th is particular use of the manuscript may be 
compared to the observation made by the epigraphist and historian of 
the Qur �  ā n Fr é d é ric Imbert who dedicated an important work to 
studying Qur �  ā nic graffi  ti.  26   Imbert calls the Qur �  ā nic text written by the 
scribes of the graffi  ti ‘the Qur �  ā n of the hearts’ referring to the personal 
and almost intimate use they make of the Qur �  ā nic graffi  ti. Th e 
marginalia in the Qur �  ā nic manuscripts held by the IIS suggests that the 
manuscripts have circulated in restricted and perhaps private circles 
and have been dedicated mainly to liturgical purposes. Despite their 
organised aspect, the information provided by the marginal annotations 
is not exhaustive or systematic. For example, the number of Qur �  ā nic 
variants and readings provided by the marginalia is limited, as are the 
instructions related to the rules of recitation. Th e various functions of 
the marginalia seem to be directed towards setting the rules of the 
correct recitation of the Arabic Qur �  ā nic text and its understanding for 
non-Arabic readers in order to facilitate its liturgical use. Th e sample of 
Qur �  ā n manuscripts from the IIS collection shows how the study of the 
marginalia in Qur �  ā n manuscripts within specifi c collections contributes 
to assessing the reception of the Qur �  ā n manuscripts by the contemporary 
community of readership.  

   NOTES  

     * My thanks to Wafi  Momin, Head of Ismaili Special Collections Unit at Th e Institute of 
Ismaili Studies, and to all the staff  members of the Unit, particularly Nourmamadcho 
Nourmamadchoev for facilitating my work on the manuscripts.   
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 The Making of Holographs/Autographs: 
Case Studies from the Special Collections 

of The Institute of Ismaili Studies   

    Walid   Ghali               

   Introduction  

 Th e codicological and textual studies on Islamic manuscripts in the 
autograph/holograph category do not match the wealth and depth of 
the material available in libraries and archives, let alone in private 
collections. Fr é d é ric Bauden and  É lise Franssen claim that contrary 
to what exists for manuscripts of medieval Europe, we do not have a 
comprehensive study devoted to the specifi c category of autograph 
notes, holograph or authorial manuscripts and the problems they pose 
for the Arabic manuscript tradition.  1   

 In addition, there are other reasons for the richness of the manuscript 
corpus in diff erent Muslim cultures that resulted from the relatively 
late introduction of the movable printing press, which in most 
Muslim countries was not widespread until the dawn of the 20th 
century. However, it is worth mentioning that there is a noticeably 
growing interest in the study of autograph manuscripts that have 
been recently discovered in various manuscript collections across the 
world. While the fi eld is advancing, there is still a long journey to 
understanding the history of writing practices in the Muslim world. 
Another challenge is related to terminology and defi nitions. Adam 
Gacek has provided precise defi nitions of holographs, autographs and 
authorial manuscripts. However, the terminology in Arabic deserves 
some attention, too. Th erefore, this chapter attempts to contribute to 
this aspect based on the analysis of the holographs in Th e Institute of 
Ismaili Studies (IIS) collection. 
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 Recent studies of both the history of writing as well as practical 
examples of holographs have enabled codicology specialists to explain 
some of the technicalities in the making of holographs. Th is adds to 
our knowledge in terms of philology, textual criticism, codicology 
and palaeography, as well as being important for enhancing 
our understanding of the working methods of past scholars, for our 
comprehension of book culture and the publication process, for our 
grasp of the transmission of knowledge, and more simply, for 
highlighting the need to compare these specifi c manuscripts in order 
to acknowledge other holograph manuscripts or autograph notes by 
the same author.  2   

 For instance, the recent discovery of al-Maqr ī z ī ’s holograph of his 
magnum opus  al-Khi � a �   is a signifi cant example of the importance of 
holographs.  3   Th is is also evident in classical works that dealt with 
authorship and writing as a profession known as  belles-lettres  or 
penmanship literature ( adabiyy ā t ), where in some cases, it gives a 
detailed explanation on some technical matters such as how additions, 
corrections or insertions were made. 

 Another remarkable advantage of studying holographs is that it can 
take us back to the era of a manuscript’s origins and the history and 
debates around its subject matter. Signed manuscripts can also confi rm 
the originality of its authorship and other specifi c features such as 
plagiarism. It could also help a researcher who wants to look at the 
unwritten history, such as economic or political circumstances while 
writing the holograph. For those who study the history of books and 
writing, a holograph is a signifi cant source of information. Th erefore, 
without making a thorough study of the manuscript tradition and the 
evidence it contains, we would not be able to trace in full the routes 
and the individuals through which knowledge was disseminated in 
the traditional world of Islam. 

 Th is chapter aims to contribute to this growing fi eld of study by 
providing some codicological and textual analysis of holograph/
autograph manuscripts in Th e Institute of Ismaili Studies collection. In 
addition to the codicological elements, the chapter will address any 
peculiarities that could confi rm the type of the holograph (fair copy, 
draft , or copybook) in order to bring forward the challenge of 
terminologies mentioned previously. Particular attention will also be 
given to the importance of these holographs as part of the manuscript 
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corpus at the Institute’s collections and in general. I will begin by 
giving a brief background of the history of the manuscript collections 
at Th e Institute of Ismaili Studies.  

   The Manuscript Corpus at the IIS  

 Th e manuscript collections started to become part of Th e Institute of 
Ismaili Studies from 1979 onward, two years aft er the establishment 
of the Institute. However, the beginnings of this collection can be 
traced back to the 1930s and 1940s when the Russian scholar and 
pioneer of modern Ismaili studies, Wladimir Ivanow (1886–1970), 
together with other Ismaili scholars, gathered a large number of 
manuscripts for the Ismaili Society in Bombay. Th ese acquisitions 
have provided the basis for the Institute’s collection. Th e collection 
started with 1,000 manuscript volumes, but it has been growing ever 
since through a rigorous acquisition programme and generous 
donations. 

 It is the most extensive known, and accessible, collection of Ismaili 
works in the world. Although the collection includes some late copies—
some of them as late as the 1960s—their value is indisputable because 
of their rarity and the uniqueness of content.  4   Th e Arabic portion of the 
collection is rich in content and covers subjects ranging from 
commentaries on the Qur �  ā n to alchemy, with a sizeable number of 
small treatises, and a proportion of explicitly Shi � i material. Th e 
codicological and paleographical observations about the holographs 
which follow are based on the data gathered from the Arabic collection 
described in the catalogues in addition to the analysis that has been 
recently carried out. 

 As for the Arabic collection, Adam Gacek, former librarian at Th e 
Institute of Ismaili Studies, fi rst published a catalogue of Arabic 
manuscripts held by the IIS. Th e two-volume catalogue was published 
in 1984–1985, focusing on the Arabic manuscripts only. In the year 
2000, another catalogue was published by Delia Cortese to supplement 
the previous two volumes.  5   Th at said, the catalogue off ers diff erent 
types of information and codicological approaches to the same works. 
Th ree years later, Cortese produced another catalogue of Arabic 
Ismaili manuscripts from the Zahid Ali collection that had been 
donated to the Institute.  6   
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 In 2011 Fran ç ois de Blois published a catalogue of the Arabic, Persian 
and Gujarati manuscripts that have been donated to the 
IIS in London. Th e collection previously belonged to Mu � ammad  � Al ī  
Hamd ā n ī  and represents a large segment of the Hamdani family’s 
library collected over seven generations by this family of eminent 
scholars from the D ā  �  ū d ī  Bohra community in India and Yemen. Th e 
bulk of the manuscripts consist of Ismaili religious writings, but 
there are also a good number of books of general Islamic and literary 
content.  7   Th is catalogue contains detailed descriptions of the 
manuscripts in the Hamdani collection, discussing both the content 
of the works and the manuscripts’ codicological features. Th e 
introduction also contains a comprehensive history of the Hamdani 
family. It is worth mentioning that the majority of the books are in 
Arabic, but there are also a small number in Persian and in the Bohra 
 da � wa  language ( lis ā n al-da � wa ), which is Gujarati written in Arabic 
script.  8   

 In his introduction to the second volume, Gacek pointed to the 
signifi cance of the Arabic collection evident in the wide range of 
subjects covered and its diverse provenances and codicological 
resemblance. He also noted that the collection ‘contains at least 
six holographs (nos. 69, 143, 157, 158, 162, 298 [sic]), fi ve texts transcribed 
directly from holographs (nos. 63, 87, 165A.6, 117, 170), four collated 
with holographs (nos. 87, 126, 197, 245) and eight which were specially 
executed for patrons (nos. 4, 87, 133, 111, 144A, 197, 239, 245)’.  9   

 Also, there are other manuscripts in the Hamdani collection 
marked as unique or holograph (de Blois: MS 1542, MS 1544, MS 1569, 
MS 1642 and MS 1639). It is worth mentioning that the manuscripts 
executed especially for patrons (such as MS 4, MS 87, MS 133, MS 111, 
MS 144A, MS 197, MS 239, MS 245) are not included in this chapter as 
they are not relevant to the holograph category. Also, manuscripts 
recorded as unique in the Hamdani collection (such as MS 1487/36a) 
are not discussed either. Both categories deserve dedicated further 
study. 

 In describing these manuscripts, I aim to focus on what is important 
in them regarding authorship and contents. in addition, I will mention 
relevant codicological features that could confi rm a manuscript’s 
status as a holograph, with emphasis on the type of holograph.  
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   Holograph and its Terminologies  

 According to  Th e Oxford English Dictionary , an autograph is, apart 
from its meaning as a signature, ‘Th at which is written in a person’s 
handwriting; the author’s own manuscript’, and ‘[c]ontains occasional 
verses, etc., as well as the person’s signature.’  10   Holograph, however, is 
‘of a deed, letter, or a document: Wholly written by the person in 
whose name it appears’. On the other hand, ‘[i]n holograph: [it is 
something] wholly in the author’s handwriting’.  11   In  Webster’s Th ird 
New International Dictionary , an autograph is ‘an original handwritten 
manuscript, as of an author’s or a composer’s work’,  12   while a holograph 
is a ‘document (as a letter, deed, or will) wholly in the handwriting of 
the person from whom it proceeds and whose act it purports to be.’  13   
More specifi cally, as per  Th e Oxford English Dictionary , ‘the word 
“holograph” comes to us from the Late Latin  holographus , “entirely 
written by the signer”, but originally from the Greek  holographos.  Th e 
same source states that the word “autograph” also comes from Late 
Latin  autographum , neuter of  autographus , and again originally from 
the Greek ( autographos ), meaning “written with one’s own hand”.’  14   

 Although the two words are oft en used interchangeably, Gacek 
provided a distinct defi nition of a holograph as a manuscript entirely 
written by the author whereas an autograph is a short inscription by a 
person bearing his/her name by way of signing colophon, ownership 
mark or a consultation note.  15   Bauden defi nes the authorial manuscript 
as ‘a manuscript copied by a scribe and then revised by the author of 
the text, who left  autograph interventions, such as corrections, 
emendations, cancellations or comments, in the margin or in any 
other blank space of the manuscript (interlinear space, title page, 
margin, etc.)’.  16   It is worth noting that the latter defi nition applies to 
the case of MS 656 ( Na �  ī  � at al-ikhw ā n ) which will be discussed later in 
this chapter. 

 Th e Arabic terminologies about the manuscript authorship are 
slightly extended but also convoluted. Th e autograph manuscripts 
( al-makh �  ū  �  ā t al-muwaqqa � ah ) usually mean either the author is the 
copyist or the manuscript has a short statement signed by him, whereas 
 bi-kha �  al-mu � allif  refers to the copies that have been wholly written by 
the author (holographs). In the latter category, however, one can fi nd 
two types of works: the draft  ( musawwadah ) or fair copy ( mubayya � ah ). 
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Simultaneously, the fair copies were scarce because dictation was the 
predominant way of transmitting religious works in the fi rst four 
centuries of Muslim history, but there are other related terminologies 
such as the archetype  (al-nuskhah al-dust ū r),  unique copy  (al-a � l 
al-wa �  ī d) , or the attested copy  (ta � d ī q) .  17   

 Th e bio-bibliographical references oft en mention the type of 
manuscripts used within the learned circles. For instance, many 
manuscripts were left  as draft  copies due to the author’s death. Most 
of these works have been completed by the author’s students or 
another scholar. Ibn al-Nad ī m mentions in his major corpus 
 al-Fihrist  that Ibn Durayd (d. 321/933) who wrote a similar work 
as Ibn Qutaybah’s  Adab al-K ā tib , could not copy from the draft  
( wa-lam yujarriduhu min al-musawwadah ), but he did not mention 
the reason.  18   Another example was mentioned in Ibn Ab ī  Usaybi  �  ah’s 
  � Uy ū n al-Anb ā  �   to the eff ect that al-R ā z ī  (d. 311/923) wrote his 
book  al- �  ā w ī  , but he died before the proofreading ( wa-lam yufsa �  
lahu f ī  al-ajal an yu � arrir h ā dh ā  al-kit ā b ).  19   Moreover, the famous 
work  al-Agh ā n ī   by Ab ū  al-Faraj al-I � fah ā n ī  (d. 356/967) was sold as 
codices in  Ta � l ī q  handwriting which was believed to have been the 
draft  copy.  20   

 Th e other type of holograph is the author’s fair copy, which is the 
copy that the author copied from his draft  with all mistakes fi xed and 
new contents inserted. However, the author could have decided to 
revisit the fair copy and make another round of changes on his fair 
copy before sharing it with the copyists. Alternatively, the same could 
happen aft er the distribution of the book and perhaps aft er some years. 
In such a case, the author uses his copy or any other copy in hand. For 
example, Ibn Ab ī  al- � ad ī d mentioned that when he was working on 
his  Shar �  Nahj al-Bal ā ghah,  he found many copies of the original work 
that included glosses and marginal notes. it was said that one of these 
copies was a certifi ed autograph that was signed by al-Shar ī f al-Ra !  ī  
himself.  21   

 Th e holographs in the IIS collection are indicated by terminologies 
similar to those discussed above. In MS 1639, the title page is in 
contemporary handwriting with a partial table of contents (f. 1r) where 
the word ( bi-kha �  � ih)  is mentioned on labels with the title on the front 
cover and spine. However, it was noticed that the manuscript was 
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attributed to al-Sakh ā w ī  by mistake.  22   Th e author appears in three 
places on this manuscript as Mu � ammad ibn Mu � ammad al-Sa � m ā w ī  
including the spine and title page which seems to be added by a 
diff erent later handwriting. For instance, the following statement is 
mentioned on the title page,  ‘bi-kha �  �  mu � allifi h ā  kam ā   � arrara fi   ā khir 
al-kit ā b bi-yadihi mimm ā   � unya bi-jam � ihi wa-kit ā batihi bi-kha �  � ihi 
Mu � ammad bin Mu � ammad al-Sa � m ā w ī  ’.  23   Both the spine and 
title page are confi rmed in the colophon statement in the original 
handwiting where it reads ‘ tamma al-kit ā b al-mub ā rak . . . al-musamma 
bi � l-Far ā  � id al-Mukhtabarah min Insh ā  �  al-Muwaqqi �  ī n al-Mu � tabarh ’ 
(see Figures 18.1 and 18.2). It should be noted that the word 
‘ al-Muwaqqi �  ī n ’ was wrongly mentioned as ‘ al-Muwaffi  q ī n ’ on the title 
page statement. Perhaps this work deserves further examination to 
confi rm its authorship and content. It is believed that the author’s 
name has always been mixed up with that of al-Sakh ā w ī .  24   

 Th e second case worth highlighting is that, it was not possible to 
confi rm the status of MS 298— al- � a �  ī fah al-sajj ā d ī yah  by Zayn 
al- �  Ā bid ī n  � Al ī  ibn al- � usayn—as a holograph, as asserted by Gacek.  25   
Also, in MS 1533, the title and author are indicated in the superscription, 
and, in a recent hand, on the title page and the label on the front cover; 
assorted notes also appear on the title page including an acquisition 
note signed by Mu � ammad  � Al ī  b. Fay !  All ā h (al-Hamd ā n ī ) with the 
date 1314/1896–1897. Title pages are a common feature in the collection, 
where the title and the author are recorded along with other useful 
information that confi rms the holograph attribution. Th ese include 
terms such as  bi-kha �  � ih  (MS 1639),  r ā qimih ā   (MS 656),  bi-kha �  �  
mu � annifi h ā   (MS 1533).  

   Figure 18.1 MS 1639—From the title 
page.         

   Figure 18.2 MS 1639—Colophon.         
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  Major Physical Characteristics  

 Th e following section aims to provide a codicological analysis of 
twelve Arabic manuscripts that were categorised in the catalogues as 
holographs (see Table 18.1). In doing so, I will give a brief physical 
and codicological description of these manuscripts. Also, their 
contents, their research signifi cance and their position within the IIS 
collection will be noted. More importantly, working under the 
assumption that the manuscripts are all correctly attributed to the 
category of authorial manuscripts, it is essential to distinguish 
between holographs and autographs showing the particularities of 
each form. 

 In terms of the number of folios, the largest manuscript is MS 746 
consisting of 441 folios, probably because it is a composition of ten 
epistles. It is worth mentioning that only four titles are mentioned on 
the title page:  Jum  ā  n al-Jin ā n ,  al-Waj ī zah f ī  al- � al ā h, al- � Asharah 
al-K ā milah  and  Th  ā n ī  al-Mas ā  � il.  Th e second largest manuscript, MS 
617, contains 209 folios in a neat  Naskh ī   hand, in black ink with a black 
leather binding without fl ap. Th e smallest manuscript in this collection 

    Table 18.1     List of the Holograph Manuscripts in the IIS Collection.  

  No.    Collection    Title  

 MS 1639  Hamdani   al-Faw ā  � id al-mukhtabarah min insh ā  �  
al-muwaqqi �  ī n al-mu � tabarah  

 MS 1642  Hamdani   Raw � at al-adib wa-tu � fat al-lab ī b wa-nukhbat 
al- � as ī b li-ma � rifat al-ans ā b  

 MS 1533  Hamdani   al-Ris ā lah al-mufradah  
 MS 798  Gacek, v.2   al-Ris ā lah al-Mu � ammad ī yah f ī  a � k ā m al-m ī r ā th 

al-abad ī yah  
 MS 1544  Hamdani   Qi �  � at Gh ā yat al-Jam ā l  
 MS 656  Gacek, v.2   Na �  ī  � at al-ikhw ā n  � an shrub al-dukh ā n  
 MS 915/C1  Zahid Ali    �  ā shiyat mukhta � ar al-ma �  ā n ī   
 MS 617  Gacek, v.2  [  �  ā shiyah  � al ā  shar �  tahdh ī b al-man � iq ] 
 MS 746  Gacek, v.2  [ Ras ā  � il Mu � ammad Ri �  ā  ] 
 MS 298  Gacek, v.2   al- � a �  ī fah al-sajj ā d ī yah  
 MS 1569  Hamdani  Th ree treatises 
 MS 621  Gacek, v.2   al-Ras ā  � il wa-al-mas ā  � il  
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of holographs is MS 656 ( Na �  ī  � at al-ikhw ā n ) consisting of 20 folios in 
neat handwriting with many insertions and corrections that are signed 
by the author. 

 As for the writing surfaces, most of the manuscripts are written on 
laid paper, a few of them have watermarks such as MS 157 and MS 69. 
MS 157 includes the following watermarks: ‘Star [in the circle of 
fl owers]’, ‘Star of India’, ‘Made in England for Abdou Hossein 
Rusoolbhoy’. Th ese two manuscripts were created by Mu � ammad 
Ri !  ā  ibn Mu � ammad Ja � far al-R ā z ī  al-Gharaw ī  (fl . 1320/1902). Also, 
the manuscripts in this collection are provided with catchwords, even 
though these are not always written below the line of the verso page; 
sometimes, the catchwords are written in the middle. It was observed 
that there were no catchwords on MS 1569, f. 22v and f. 44v, but the 
last word of the page is repeated on the next page; on f. 48b the 
catchword does not match the fi rst word on the next page and has 
been crossed out. 

 Th e average number of lines in the collection ranges between 10–19 
per page with clear lines. Th e lines in MS 1533 are irregular, and it is 
believed that it is in two hands (18 or 19 lines in the fi rst hand; 15 or 16 
lines in the second hand). Th e majority of the holographs in this 
collection are in red and brown leather binding, some with fl aps. Th e 
only exceptions are MS 1569 (which comes in cloth binding with 
leather trim), MS 656 (in half cloth binding) and MS 746 (in quarter 
cloth binding). Th e present binding of these manuscripts is likely to be 
original. 

 Th e Arabic manuscript collection in Th e Institute of Ismaili Studies 
is quite diverse in provenance. Manuscripts were copied in Iraq, 
Afghanistan, Iran, India, Yemen and Egypt across a wide timespan 
between the 13th century to even the fi rst quarter of the 20th century. 
Describing the provenance of Hamdani collection, Abbas Hamdani 
explains ‘[t]he authorship of most of these manuscripts is Ismaili, 
dating from the pre-Fatimid period up to the  � ayyib ī   da � wa  in India 
and then to the present day. However, the earlier manuscripts are 
copies from the post- � ulay � id period. Some old ones might still be 
found in private libraries in the Yemen’.  26   

 Th e majority of the manuscripts presented in this chapter were 
copied in Yemen and India. Th e most notable exception is MS 162 
(Gacek, vol. 2), copied in Shiraz (D ā r al- � Ilm Shiraz, Rama !  ā n 
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1155/1744), and MS 1639 (Hamdani)  al-Faw ā  � id al-mukhtabara , known 
as  al-Tawqi �  ā t  by al-Sa � m ā w ī , which was copied in Egypt. It was 
diffi  cult to identify the date and provenance of MS 1569 (Hamdani). 

 Th is corpus of holographs was copied mainly between the 18th and 
19th century and two of them even in the fi rst quarter of the 20th 
century [9 manuscripts], but there is one manuscript MS 1639/1 dated 
(or confi dently datable) slightly before 1500 AD. One manuscript was 
diffi  cult to date (MS 1569 Hamdani), but I give an approximate date 
based on its position in the corpus of Gujarati and Arabic manuscript 
from the end of the 19th century. Th e following table (Table 18.2) 
provides a list of the studied manuscripts organised chronologically 
noting the Hijr ī  and Christian years and the place of copying. 

 Colophons are of great importance to scholars because they include 
invaluable information such as the date when a manuscript was 
inscribed. In this connection, Franz Rosenthal has brought to light 
literary evidence, which seems to indicate that autograph versions 
( bi-kha �  �  mu � allif ) were held in high esteem, as confi rmed by several 
colophons.  27   Before concluding this section, some remarks on the 
nature of colophons in the mansucripts under discussion are in order. 

 In this corpus of holographs, the colophon is introduced most 
frequently by the word  tammat,  and the terms oft en used to confi rm 

    Table 18.2     Dates and Provenance of the Holographs.  

  No.    Collection    Provenance    AH    AD  

 MS 1639/1  Hamdani  Egypt  [857]  [1453] 
 MS 1642/130  Hamdani  Yemen  1620 
 MS 1533/3  Hamdani  India  1154  1741 
 MS 798/162  Gacek v.2  Shiraz  1155  1744 
 MS 1544/102  Hamdani  Yemen?  1158  1745 
 MS 656/158  Gacek v.2  Yemen  1173  1759 
 MS 143  Gacek v.2  Yemen  1231  1816 
 MS 915  Zahid Ali  India?  1248  1832 
 MS 617/69  Gacek v.2  India?  [1320]  [1902] 
 MS 746/157  Gacek v.2  India  [1320]  [1902] 
 MS 298/185b  Gacek v.2  Yemen?  ND  ND 
 MS 1569/98  Hamdani  [Yemen?]  [1201?]  [1801?] 
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the status of holograph are  r ā qimih ā   (its scribe) , katabah ā  bi-yam ī nih  
(wrote it by his right hand) and  bi-kha �  � i mu � annifi h ā   (in the 
handwriting of the author). Also, the dates are written either in full or 
numerals or both. For instance, there are two statements in MS 656 
confi rming the authorship and holograph status. Th e fi rst one is from 
the colophon which reads ‘ tammat ris ā lat . . . bi-kha �  � i mu � allifi h ā  . . . ) 
(see Figure 18.3); the second statetment is mentioned in the lower-left  
corner of f. 20v which reads:  wa-k ā na al-far ā gh min raqm h ā dhihi 
al-nuskhah bi-kha �  � i mu � allifi h ā  Hibat All ā h  � Abd al-Rah ī m Ja � far f ī  
shahr Mu � arram al- � ar ā m la � allahu laylat al-jum � ah.  

   The Private Live of the Holographs  

 Paratextual elements are a signifi cant feature in the Islamic manuscript 
tradition in general, but are of particular importance for holographs. 
Th ey include remarks that owners wrote in the manuscripts, as well 
as any endownment statements ( waqf)  indicating the donation of a 
given book to a religious, charitable endowment. Some books contain 
notes from the authors stating that they had reviewed the copy of 
the book and approved it, while some book owners make notes 
about those who read or borrowed the manuscripts. In sum, the 
paratextual features record the lives of a single manuscript or of a 
collection. 

 Th roughout the centuries, Islamic manuscripts were copied and 
used either for private use, as donations to someone or an institution, 
or for sale. So, ownership statements are valuable evidence to indicate 
the name of the person(s) who owned the manuscript throughout its 
history and to signpost the provenance. John Carter defi nes provenance 
as ‘the pedigree of a book’s previous ownership.’  28   Generally speaking, 
ownership statements vary from the simple  ex libris  ( min kutub ) to 
miniature compositions containing textual formulae like the  basmalah, 
 � amdalah  and  ta � liyah .  29   

   Figure 18.3 MS 656, f. 20r—Colophon.         
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 Th ere are rich signs of ownership statements and seals in the corpus 
under study, especially in the Hamdani collection. Some of these 
statements are basic, and others are detailed in terms of their structure, 
perhaps because various scholars from the Hamdani family owned 
items from this collection and travelled between India and Yemen. 
Th is is evident from the ownership statements. For example, MS 1642 
has a long ownership statement without a date, using the expression 
  �  ā ra f ī  milk  (became the property of). On the other hand, MS 1530 
includes a basic statement: it starts with  f ī  milkat  (owned by) and ends 
with a date. More importantly, MS 1533 has an acquisition note signed 
by Mu � ammad  � Al ī  b. Fay !  All ā h (al-Hamd ā n ī ) dated 1314/1896–1897 
with various seals on diff erent folios (see Table 18.3). 

 Although the ownership statements are oft en accompanied by 
impressions of private seals, this is not the case in this collection of 
holographs except in MS 1544 and MS 798 where the seal accompanies 
the ownership statement. Th ere are traces of other seals in the 
collection that take diff erent shapes (squares, circles and octagons). 
Most of them include the name of the owner in basic form, except MS 

    Table 18.3     A Selection of Ownership Statements.  

  

  H ā dh ā  al-kit ā b  �  ā ra f ī  milk bi-qadar al-Mawl ā  
al-q ā  �  ī  al- � all ā ma al-mu � aqqiq al-fahh ā ma 
shaykh al-isl ā m  [ al-hasan . . . ] 

  MS 1642  

  

  Mimma intaqala h ā dh ā  al-kit ā b ila aqall 
 � ab ī duhu ta �  ā la Mu � ammad  � Al ī  ibn Fay �  All ā h 
(al-Hamd ā n ī ) sanat 1314  [1896–1897] 

  MS 1533  

  

  F ī  milkat Mu � sin ibn al-Mawla al-Muqaddas 
Sayyid ī   *  ā hir Bah ā  �   �  ā  � ib al-Ham ā dan ī  .  1349 AH  

  MS 1530  
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798 which includes the formula  L ā  il ā ha ill ā  All ā h al-Malik al- � aqq 
al-Mub ī n  [. . .]   � abdahu  � usayn Mu � ammad S ī rra  (see Table 18.4). 

 Th e analysis shows that this collection of holographs is rich in 
marginal notes and glosses. Th ey range from short comments or 
detailed annotations explaining a word or group of words to a complete 
annotation (  � aw ā sh ī ),  which discusses either a diff erent matter or 
adds a quotation. Most of the corrections are connected with the 
words omitted in transcription or inserted while proofreading, which 
are invariably indicated by the word   � a �  � a  or the letter   �  ā d  (meaning 
‘correct’). Th e two examples below represent diff erent types of glosses 
in MS 656 and MS 746. 

 In MS 656, the author uses the word  tanb ī h  (alert) to comment on 
or correct the main text and uses the word   �  ā shiyah  to add a new idea 
or insert a quotation from another reference. In both ways, he signs his 
name with the word   � a �  � a  . 

 MS 746 (see Figure 18.4) includes some lengthy marginal comments 
written at diff erent angles. However, it is noted that the author used 
the same pen for corrections and a diff erent pen in faded black for 
additions and annotations. 

 It is also noted that the Hamdani collection manuscripts include 
title pages that were seemingly added later by the owner or another 
scholar. Most of these pages included paratextual information that is 
worthy of further study. For instance, MS 1642 has the original title 
page with ownership statement  (h ā dh ā  al-kit ā b  �  ā ra f ī  milk  [. . .] 
 al-mawl ā  al-q ā  �  ī  al- � all ā ma al-mu � aqqiq al-fahh ā ma shaykh al-isl ā m  
[name]). MS 1533 has a title page on f. 2r written in diff erent hand with 
ownership statement dated 1313 AH, and before  Basmalah,  the title 
and author are mentioned in detail. MS 656 is one of the few 
manuscripts in this collection with a laid-out title page with diff erent 
ownership statements and stamps.  

    Table 18.4     A Selection of Seal Impressions.  

          
 MS 798  MS 1533  MS 1639  MS 1544  MS 1544 
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   Text and Composition  

 Th e reasons for copying a text may aff ect its fi nal appearance, 
depending also on the circumstances of its production. Earning money 
was one of the main reasons for scholars and students alike. It 
sometimes fell to such individuals to copy manuscripts for study 
purposes, to obtain a copy of a work, or to disseminate it to the wider 
community to transmit knowledge. However, copying a manuscript is 
a time-consuming task, and it is diffi  cult to determine the identity of 
the individual who copied the manuscript regardless of the information 
available in colophon or any other sources.  30   

 It suffi  ces to say that the holographs examined in this chapter have 
been produced mainly by scholars, and it is diffi  cult to say whether 
they were mainly copied for money. Th e chief reason to copy them in 
my view was to preserve knowledge as part of the scholarly tradition in 

   Figure 18.4 MS 746, marginal notes on f. 384r.         
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Shi � i Muslim communities. For the  � ayyib ī s, the main concern was to 
preserve the text contained in the book rather than the book itself. 
Books are only a medium for preserving knowledge and ideas which 
are disseminated when the books are copied. Accordingly, the  � ayyib ī s 
have a strong scribal tradition, which lasted until the late 20th century. 
Some of the manuscripts were copied by scholars in order to obtain 
copies, while others were transcribed by students for their educational 
needs. Th e Khiz ā na al-Mu � ammadiyya al-Hamd ā niyya, which 
consisted of manuscripts copied by or for Shaykh Mu � ammad  � Al ī  and 
Fay !  All ā h Hamd ā n ī , and the Zahid Ali collection, are good examples 
of private collections preserved outside the direct control of the central 
 da � wa  authority.  31   

 Another reason in the production of these manuscripts was to 
complement an orally transmitted tradition such as MS 1642,  Raw � at 
al-Ad ī b wa-Tu � tfat al-Lab ī b wa-Nukhbat al- � as ī b li-Ma � rifat al-Ans ā b . 
Th is manuscript includes many genealogical trees that must have been 
preserved orally or in fragments. Unfortunately, we do not have access 
to this oral tradition, either because it was lost or because it is kept 
within close confi nes or closed educational circles within the  � ayyib ī  
tradition.  32   

 Th e main component in these manuscripts is standard where they 
begin with  basmalah  (‘in the name of God’), followed by   � amdalah 
(Praise to God) ,  salamah  (‘peace be upon him’) and  ba � diyah 
( ‘thereaft er’ ) . In some cases, the  basmalah  is preceded by the title as is 
the case in MS 1544. In another case, MS 1642, the  basmalah  was 
followed by a short prayer in the same line that reads ( rabb ī  yassir 
wa-a � in y ā  Kar ī m ) ,  asking for God’s help, and a shorter version of the 
same prayer reads  rabb ī  yassir  in MS 1639. 

 Some of the manuscripts seem to be the only recorded complete 
copies, such as MS 1533. Th e text is a refutation where it includes long 
quotations from the treatise under attack, followed by a point-for-
point response. Th e issue in question is the respective claims of the 
D ā  �  ū d ī  and Sulaym ā n ī  factions. Th is particular manuscript happens to 
have been written in two hands. A note on the title page states that the 
fi rst half is in the hand of the author, citing the very modest titles 
which precede the author’s name on the fi rst page of the text, but I 
think that these could have been copied from the archetype and do not 
necessarily prove that this manuscript is a holograph. 
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 In some cases, the text shift s back and forth between the fi rst person 
plural (author speaking) and the third person singular (obviously a 
scribal interpolation). MS 656 is a clear example of this element as it is 
believed to be the author’s fair copy, where he inserted glosses and 
quotations from diff erent sources. He relied on many references to 
support his claim on the smoking prohibition; he quoted many 
passages from other works verbatim. It is worth mentioning that he 
also ignored some critical resources on the subject, such as Laqq ā n ī ’s 
and al-Akh ī s ā r ī ’s works on the prohibition of smoking. Th e latter 
adopted the ideas of Ibn al-Qayyim and Ibn Taymiyah and led the 
debate on the subject in the 17th century. 

 As mentioned previously, it was diffi  cult to confi rm the type of 
holograph in some manuscripts. It is believed that MS 656 is the 
author’s fair copy evident in the extensive insertions and annotations 
signed by the author. Moreover, it is mentioned on f. 20 that this is the 
only certifi ed copy ( wa-h ā dhihi al-nuskhah hiya mu � tamad m ā  siw ā h ā  
wa-ilayh ā  al-marji �  f ī -m ā   � ad ā h ā  ). Th e circumstances behind the 
composition of MS 1639, the study of its text and its authorship 
attribution are worthwhile to examine further. Th is manuscript is an 
extensive collection of  insh ā  , that is, letters, documents and a few 
extracts from similar writings, compiled as a handbook for professional 
chancery secretaries from Mamluk Egypt. 

 According to de Blois, this manuscript’s compiler is al-Sakh ā w ī  
(from the town of Sakha in Lower Egypt); there is an indication of the 
title or the compiler’s name in the main body of the text.   However, 
there are three lines on the last page (f. 241r), in diff erent handwriting, 
stating that it is a collection of  tawq ī  �  ā t   33   with the title  al-Faw ā  � id 
al-Mukhtabarah min Insh ā  �  al-Muwaqqi �  ī n al-Mu � tabarah,  compiled 
and written in his own hand ( mimma  � uniya bi jam � ihi wa katabahu bi 
kha �  � ih  Mu � ammad b. Mu � ammad al-Sa � m ā w ī ). Th e information 
contained in these three lines is reproduced in a recent hand on the 
title page and the spine of the manuscript. Al-Sahm ā w ī  is the compiler 
of an important handbook for chancery secretariats titled  al-Th aghr 
al-B ā sim f ī   � in ā  � at al-K ā tib wa-al-K ā tim  ‘the Smiling Mouth on the 
Craft  of the Scribe and Secretary’. So, it is likely to be part of 
al-Sa � m ā w ī ’s work as he was one of the famous Muwaqqi  �   ī n (secretary) 
in this period.  
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   Conclusion  

 Th is chapter has provided a brief analysis of the holograph collection 
in the IIS manuscript corpus. In doing so, twelve manuscripts 
(holographs and autographs) were analysed by throwing light on 
their codicological and textual characteristics. Th e most prominent 
fi nding to emerge from this study is that these holographs are diverse 
in their physical and textual characteristics. Th e chapter also tried 
to demonstrate that a manuscript in the author’s hand belongs to a 
particular category and should command the special attention of 
anyone editing, studying, or translating the text. 

 Th e IIS collection’s authorial manuscripts represent signifi cant 
examples of the holograph categories. However, some of these 
manuscripts require further analysis and study to confi rm their status 
as holograph, fair copy or archetype. Th e diff erences between a 
working copy and a completed project are already apparent in this 
collection from the extensive corrections and insertions in one 
manuscript, and from the clean text in another. 

 Th is collection’s physical characteristics in terms of the foliation 
and binding have not been studied before. Th e majority of these 
holographs keep the original binding possibly because they were 
copied in the 19th century. However, the codicological elements could 
provide more insights about the history and provenance of the 
collection. External features such as how a script is laid out and the 
page composed can convey additional data in this regard, though 
these should be treated with caution. To this end, the collection is rich 
in ownership statements, marginalia and seals that require further 
attention. Analysing these aspects will enable us to understand the 
corpus better. It might be helpful to apply this approach to the IIS 
collection to establish a knowledge base of external features ( ex libris ) 
that will shed light on more historical, geographical and biographical 
aspects of the IIS collection. 

 On the text criticism side, it is believed that none of these holographs 
have been published except MS 298 ( al- � a �  ī fah al-Sajj ā d ī yah  by Zayn 
al- �  Ā bidin  � Al ī  ibn al- � usayn), which is proved not to be holograph. 
Th at said, other texts would benefi t from detailed analysis or from 
their edition and publication. Overall, this study’s contribution has 
been to confi rm the authenticity of the holographs in the IIS collection 
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and to invite further analysis of more manuscripts that belong to the 
same category. Using current technologies to map the collection in 
order to demonstrate the relationships between diff erent manuscripts 
and collections is the ideal method to analyse the IIS collection. Th is 
might lead to signifi cant discoveries to enhance our understanding of 
the collection.  
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